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devices and software forming a parallel Multiple Instruction Multiple Datastream (MIMD)
computer. The modular design can accommodate up to 1024 processors and support a theo-

retical data storage capacity of one trillion bytes.

The DBC operates as a dedicated backend attached to one or more host computers. At t .
present only IBM computers are supported. However, plans to attach to VAX have been -

announced. The same DBCl012 is intended to be capable of interfacing both IBM and VAX
machines at the same time, thus providing an intriguing capability to access the same
database using computers with truly different capabilities. Plans to interface the IBM

,* PC have also been announced.

The DBC1OI2 employs a relational data model with records evenly distributed across disk
units to provide parallel asynchronous processing. Access is supported by the TEradata

QUery Language (TEQUEL), a high-level non-procedural dialect of SQL. Modes of operation
range from interactive database query in TEQUEL to invocation by applications programs
executing on the host. The DBC1012 should be accessible by any language resident on the

host.

The system is constructed of off-the-shelf extremely reliable hardware and is assessed -

to be highly reliable and maintainable. It is redundant in both hardware and software
with non-stop operation and non-step repair under must failure events. The DBC1012 *.

capacity statistics are up to 32,000 databases, 32,000 tables per database, 256 columns

per table, 30,000 records (rows) per table and 30,000 bytes per field. Each disk can
hold 300 megabytes plus overhead. Efforts are under way to reduce this overhead.

Analysis indicates virtually no loss in parallelism for primary key activities as the
system grows and the next release plans the same capability for secondary key activities.

Human factors are excellent, with particularly desirable support to data administration,

It is easy to specify input validation criteria, restructure and expand machine config-
uration. "Create data base" privileges can be granted and controlled. Extensive reports
are available covering network processor and storage utilization, user activities and
privileges, and database and table ownership hierarchies.

The only odentified limitations of any significance are lack of a rollforward capability,
which is announced for late 85 is software and announced without date in hardware, and

lack of a capability to name indexes, which is an annoyance but should not limit usage. '-,
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CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE

Welcome to the 1984 International Aerospace and Ground Conference on Lightning and
Static Electricity. This year's theme, "Key to Lightning Technology", has as its goal the

* "unlocking" of the lightning and static electricity closet and the opening of the door to greater
understanding of phenomenology and hardening techniques for Aerospace and Ground Systems.

* The conference will consist of three days of meetings and discussions intended to broaden our
knowledge of theory and practical application in the areas of lightning and static electricity.

* There have been many portals to knowledge opened in the past but there are still more to be
unlocked in the future. Hopefully our "Key to Lightning Technology" theme will identify and

* unlatch some of these closed doors.

The technical program consists of sixty papers to be presented during parallel sessions. This
* select program offers a large foundation supporting many technical arenas. Topically, we are

encompassing sixteen major subjects that include many diversified areas of concern. This wide
base will interest all attendees who wish to broaden their knowledge and understanding of
lightning and static electricity. The conference shows a fine international representation and
includes studies from outside the United States as well as from all regions within.

The technical program has been organized to offer something to both the new engineer as
* well as the established research scientist. It provides all of us the opportunity to learn new

concepts, exchange ideas, discuss new and controversial ideas and have informal discussions
and conversations with colleagues. I would like to express my appreciation and thanks to the
many talented people who have worked so hard to make this a successful conference. This
includes the conference speakers, session chairpersons and organizers, advisors, and last but
certainly not least, the Conference steering committee and all their staff.

J. . Fisher
Conference Chairman
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS
COMMODORE William J. Finneran

INTRODUCTION

I am genuinely sincere when I say that I am proud to stand before this prestigious group
and talk to you about a subject of utmost interest to Naval Aviation: The Lightning and Static
Electricity Phenomena. I can tell you [ am here to learn for there is very little I can contribute

* to the incredible store of knowledge already assembled in this room. However, I can offer you
* the Navy's position on the necessity of countering the effects of lightning and static electricity.

And, most likely, the Navy position is also that of the other agencies represented here who
are co-sponsors of this, "The 1984 International Aerospace and Ground Conference on Light-

* ning and Static Electricity."

* ADDRESS

Ladies and Gentlemen, the Navy is currently involved in the design of the next generation
* fighter airplane. This aircraft will achieve superior performance by blending advanced mate-

rials, wings, engines, cockpit and avionic system designs into an aerodynamically agile, ver-
satile, low profile airframe. From this description you can tell this aircraft will be sleek, light,
and for the most part, automatic. To achieve these characteristics we will rely on the use of
composite materials, digital fly-by-wire advanced techniques, and very high speed integrated
circuit technology. The point I want to make is that the Navy and 1, in particular, want to

* know what obstacles we will encounter from the effects of lightning and static electricity on
this fighter pilot's dream craft.

As the Assistant Commander for Systems and Engineering at the Naval Air Systems Coin-
mand, one of my priorities is to ensure that the fleet is provided with all-weather aircraft that

* are mechanically sound and capable of performing missions in their intended operational
environment.

For many years the Navy seriously considered the effects that lightning had on aircraft as
* being minor. Few aircraft were lost due to lightning and the damage lightning imparted never

had much impact on overall fleet operations. Why? Because, for the most part, aircraft were
made of metal which provided a direct path for currents associated with a lightning strike
and, because, most of our flying was in a training environment. That is, we insisted on attaining
flight hours under an optimum safety and low risk combination. The rule was, if there were
lightning and thunder bumpers in the area, flight operations were cancelled and we waited
for a better day. In combat that rule is out, and there are few cancellations due to weather.
In Vietnam, many a sortie returned to the ship with the mission aborted due to system failure
caused by lightning, static electricity and other electromagnetic phenomena. Yellow sheets
abounded with gripes that "ground checked OK" when maintainers troubleshot the suspected
problem area. The problem was there, but the cause and correction were virtual mysteries.

e- _e



Today there is growing concern in the Navy regarding the performance degradation by
* Electromagnetic Environmental Effects (E3 ) which, of course, include lightning and static

electricity. Major changes in aircraft design have given birth to serious questions as to the
* possible safety and operational reliability of new systems under all-weather conditions. The
* changes from the earlier all-aluminum skin, through the use of stainless steel and titanium,

and now the growing science of composite material utilization have developed aircraft which,
although approaching the light-weight characteristics we desire, have become open windows

* to electromagnetic intrusion. During similar achievements in electronics development we have
* progressed from the relatively insensitive vacuum tube technology to the present-day minia-

turized, micro-chip system which can be destroyed by extremely small power levels of energy.
The use of these increasingly sensitive, very complex, semiconductor electronic systems has
caused us to take a long, hard look at system upsets caused by environmental effects.

To emphasize my point, let me tell you of an incident which is recorded in our Safety Center
Lightning Data Base, and which got the attention of a junior pilot and crew.

* The newly designated aviator took off in marginal weather on his last leg of a cross-country
* training flight in an S-3A aircraft. As he proceeded enroute, weather deteriorated and he found
* himself flying through thunderstorms. As St. Elmo's fire danced upon and about his wind

screen his world turned into one of torment. The instrument panel lit up and essentially told
him:

* * His RPM was dropping rapidly.
0 His hydraulic system was about to fail.
0 His navigation instruments were unreliable.
* His landing gear were down and locked.
9 And his wings were ready to fold.

To add to his situation, his radios failed, his landing hook actually came down and his bomb
bay doors opened. You can imagine that this young aviator's heart skipped a few beats but,
as he flew out of the storm, all systems returned to normal and he landed safely.

Investigation of the incident determined that the newly designed wind screen of the S-3A
was made of plastic with high carbon content and was susceptible to cracking under electrical
charging stress. These cracks provided a point of entry and the static electricity created by
the storm entered the wiring of the aircraft through the rain removal system on the wind
screen. This caused proximity switches to do their intended job at this very unintentional time.
Hence, the scramble of unusual activity in the cockpit. Let me hasten to tell you. this problem
has been corrected by replacing the wind screen at a high cost, by putting filter pin connectors
in the aircraft wiring system and inserting other lightning suppression techniques developed
by some of the people in this very audience. WE DON'T NEED INCIDENTS LIKE THIS!



In our quest to provide the fleet with stable all-weather aircraft, we use a number of criteria
for the evaluation of lightning protection. Generally, these are: safety-of-flight, mission sur-
vivability, fleet reliability, and maintenance economics. In evaluating the lightning protection
for each part of a system or part of mne airframe, the factors included in each of these general
areas must be considered individually, although one or more factors usually predominate for
each type aircraft and mission. SAFETY-of-FLIGHT requires no explanation. MISSION SUR-
VIVABILITY of a modern platform must be considered carefully in terms of the new materials.
As I mentioned previously, even low amplitude strikes could cause disablement of offensive or
defensive electronic systems and cause mission essential equipment to be useless as well as
make the vehicle vulnerable to enemy weapon systems. For example, mere thunderstorm cross
transients can damage receiver front ends without the strike contacting the aircraft. FLEET
RELIABILITY must be considered in terms of the fact that the same low amplitude strikes
can produce intermittent failures in electronic systems and, therefore, reduce the mean time
between failure (MTBF) criteria of otherwise reliable systems. Last, but not least, MAINTE-
NANCE ECONOMICS. The motto of every squadron commander is "Keep 'em flying." The
Navy can ill-afford chronic system failures and the accompanied loss of maintenance dollars,

* flight hours, and training which affect overall combat readiness.

* Simply stated, our management philosophy for protection from lightning and static electricity
problems is most economically and efficiently introduced in early design stages where it can
often be provided with almost no weight and cost penalties. To accomplish this, we are making
attempts to develop handbooks, standards and specifications to assist aircraft designers and

* other manufacturers to produce more reliable products: we have designated a point of contact
in AIR-5161 to be responsible for electronic upset caused by lightning and static electricity.
We have requested that the Navy Safety Center collect and analyze data related to lightning
accidents and incidents: and, we have urged our program managers to be more alert to

* contractual matters to ensure Navy E:1 interests are realized during the acquisition process.

* I must admit, during the past few years the Navy has made great strides in characterizing
* lightning protection properties by:

0 Developing a design guide for lightning protection of advanced aircraft fuel systems;
this program will develop the engineering and qualification test techniques, and define
reasonable safety margins that aircraft designers can use to evaluate risk factors and
make necessary trade-offs.

* Establishing an approved Navy Training Program which will train our personnel as to
the impact of system upset by environmental effects.

0 Coordinating with the Atmospheric Electricity Hazards Protection Program (AEHP):
* An Air Force R & D program for advanced aircraft that addresses the electromagnetic -

environment resulting from aircraft interaction with atmospheric electricity.
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0 Supporting the National Interagency Coordinating Group for Lightning and Atmos-
pheric Hazards to look into lightning'static electricity matters. In fact, the chairman of
this year's conference, Mr. Joe Fisher, is AIR-5161 of my staff.

And finally

0 Sharing information with other governmental agencies at these conferences (Armed

Forces, FAA, NASA, NOAA, DOT, and others).

CLOSING

In closing let me say, your hard work and dedication in efforts to study, understand and
explain these phenomena are exemplary. Your collective contributions to this environmental
science provide priceless assistance to our Navy's goals. Whatever applications can be directed
to military aviation concerns will surely benefit international commercial aiiation objectives
as well. As I look over this vast and talented audience, I feel confident the pilot of the future
will get his dream aircraft. Be assured, I speak for the Navy when I say that without your
expertise and scientific know-how the phenomena of lightning and static electricity cannot be
characterized and a very necessary program cannot be established to avoid and counter
undesired effects.

Ladies and Gentlemen, as you look around, you will recognize many of the world's leading
authorities on the phenomena of lightning and static electricity, aircraft and aerospace flight
environments, and ground systems. They are here with us today to share their views and
knowledge of these subjects. So the task is before you.

Finally, I want to sincerely thank the participating companies and those of you who have
submitted papers in support of this effort.

Thank you for the invitation, the trip has already been most beneficial.

•......... . . . .. . ..•. -. .... !
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APPLICATION OF ADVANCES IN LIGHTNING RESEARCH
TO LIGHTNING PROTECTION
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ABSTRACT

* The results of recent lightning research have already found I.mportant application In lightning
* protection. We discuss two areas of application: (1) detection of lightning as a basis for warning

and taking of protective action, and (2) characterization of the vaveshapes of lightning electric and
magnetic fields and of currents so as to specify adequately the threat to systems struck directly or
Iluinated by the fields of nearby lightning.



1 . INTRODUCTION have lightweight epoxy surfaces (potential
apertures) replacing the more-conventional%

SOME SIGNIFICANT ADVANCES have been, made conducting metal.
in the last decade in lightning protection. In the following three sections, we will
These advances have been a result of progress examine in more detail the recent and
in two general areas of lightning research: widespread use of lightning detection
(1) lightning phenomenology, including the techniques for protection (Section 11); those
technology for determining real-time strike properties of lightning that cause damage, the
locations, and (2) lightning physics, partic- mechanisms of lightning damage, and new
ularly the characteristics of return stroke methods of protection (Section 111); and some
currents and electromagnetic fields. remaining questions that research can answer

(1) By phenomenology, we mean those to facilitate additional improvements in
characteristics of thunderstorms that are lightning protection (Section IV).
associated with numbers of lightning events,
as opposed to the physical properties of the 11. APPLICATIONS OF NEW LIGHTNING DETECTION
individual events. A phenomenological para- TECHNIQUES TO PROTECTION
meter of particular interest is the average

*lightning flash density, that is, the number In 1983 the Electric Power Research
*of lightnings per square kilometer per year Institute (EPRI), the research arm of the
*(other units are possible) as a function of United States power utilities, funded a long-

location. This parameter represents the term study of lightning flash density in the
starting point for almost all lightning United States for the purpose of making

*protection designs (for example, the lightning possible better lightning protection design
overvoltage protection of utility power lines) for power lines. The EPRI research is being
because the number of lightning failures per carried out using lightning locating
year for which a system is designed is technology recently developed through basic

*directly proportional to the number of ground research [1]*. For the initial part of the
flashes per unit area per year. Real-time study a network of automatic lightning

*identification of phenomenological parameters Direction Finding (DF) stations called the
such as total number of lightning events per East Coast Network operated by State

*storm and the lightning flashing rate is now University of New York at Albany (SUNYA) [2]
possible with commercial detection equipment is being used. Future flash density studies

*developed by recent research. This equipment can be expected to involve additional portions
*also makes possible real-time decisions on of the United States and perhaps Canada.

utility system repair and repair preparation, Since 1976, over 3/4 of the area of the United
early warning and detection of lightning- States and Canada has been covered by
caused forest fires, and a variety of other automatic lightning DF stations and this

*warning functions in situations that allow equipment is also operating in Australia,
*protective action to be taken, such as Norway, Sweden, Mexico, South Africa, Japan,

launches at the NASA Kennedy Space Center. Hong Kong, and the People's Republic of
(2) When an object (e.g., aircraft, China. A paper discussing the DF lightning

building, power line, or person) is struck location technique is found in these
directly by lightning or is exposed to the proceedings. During the last few years, a
intense electromagnetic fields of a nearby multiple-station locating system operating on

*flash, the potentially-deleterious currents a tine-of-arrival principle developed
*and voltages that appear in the object are following the research of Proctor [3] has been
*determined by the physical characteristics of introduced commercially (see paper in these

the lightning currents and fields and by the proceedings) and several single-station
electrical characteristics of the object that lightning locating systems using physical
is struck. For example, it is thought that, principles for ranging determined from recent
to a first approximation, the voltages that lightning research have been marketed.
are induced in electronics within an airborne The primary user of lightning location
metal aircraft that is struck by lightning are data in the United States at present is the
indirectly initiated by the fastest part of Bureau of Land Management (ELM). The BLM and
the current rate-of-rise. This fast change in the Forest Services of most Canadian Provinces
current induces resonant oscillations on the utilize the time and location of lightning
metallic exterior of the aircraft that are storms to determine when and where to look for
then coupled inside the aircraft via apertures forest fires. Early detection of these fires
such as windows in the conducting metal results in considerable savings in natural
skin. Lightning protection is currently of resources and in the cost of fighting the
considerable concern for the latest generation fires. BT24 data are also disseminated in real
of military and commaercial aircraft that time to all National Weather Service Offices
operate with low-voltage computer circuits and in the western region via AFOS, to the

*Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper
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Nat ional Severe Storms Forecast Center in close to the object that is struck. An
Kansas City, to Vandenburg Air Force Base, and example of discharges across the ground caused

Fto Nellis orce Base. Data from the SUNYA by the high voltage on a struck golf-course

East Coast Network are presently being green marker is shown in Fig. 2. The magnetic
displayed in real time at the FAA Washington forces produced by return-stroke peak currents
Air Route Traffic Control Center (ARTCC) in are large and can crush metal tubes and pull
Leesburg, Va., the National Weather Service wires from walls.
Forecast Office in hlbany, N.Y., and Langley (ii) For objects that have an inductive
Air Force Base in Hampton, Va. impedance, such as wires in an electronic

In addition to applications-oriented system, the peak voltage will be proportional
* research, operational forest fire management, to the maximum rate-of-change of the lightning

and Weather Service storm warning, the newly- current (V - L dI/dt). For example, if 1 m of
developed lightning locating equipment is used wire has an inductance L of 10 - 7 Henries
to warn of the approach of storms in a variety and dl/dt - 1010 Amperes/sec, 1000 V is
of practical applications where protective generated across the wire. Voltages of this
action can be taken. Examples range from level can be very harmful to solid state
power utility companies (e.g., Tampa Electric circuitry.
Company, China Power of Hong Kong) to missile (iii) The heating or burn through of
launches (e.g., Kennedy Space Center, metal sheets such as airplane wings or metal
Vandenburg AFB) to sensitive military roofs is, to first approximation, proportional
installation (e.g., Buckley Air National Guard to the lightning charge transferred (average
Base, Colorado, Cudjoe Key AF Station, current times time). Generally, large charge
Florida). In addition, lightning maps from transfers are due to long duration (tenths of
these lightning locating systems are becoming a second to seconds) lightning currents in the
widely shown on TV weather shows, as they are 100 to 1000 Ampere range rather than by the
more meaningful to most viewers than the more peak currents which have a relatively short
conventional radar displays. An example of a duration. An example of a hole burned in an
one-day lightning map from the Tampa Electric aircraft skin by lightning is shown in Fig. 3
Company [4] is shown in Fig. 1. [5] and some information on hole size vs.

charge transferred is given in Fig. 4 [6]. A
III. AMELIORATION OF LIGHTNING DAMAGE typical lightning transfers 20 to 30 Coulombs

and extreme lightnings hundreds of Coulombs
A. MECHANISMS OF LIGHTNING DANAGE- The but, fortunately, the lightning does not often

amount and type of lightning damage is caused stay attached to one place on an aircraft for
both by the characteristics of the lightning the duration of that transfer.
discharge and by the properties of the object (iv) The heating of many objects and the
being struck. The physical characteristics of explosion of insulators is, to first
lightning of most interest are the currents approximation, due to the value of the action
and electromagnetic fields, particularly those integral, the integral of the square of the
from the return stroke since these are usually current over time. In the case of wires, the
the largest and hence protection against them action integral represents the heat that is
will probably protect against the currents and generated by the resistive impedance of the
fields from other lightning processes. wire. Some data on wire temperature rise for

Four properties of the return stroke typical lightning action integrals is given in
current can be considered important in Fig. 5 [6]. About 1 percent of negative
producing damage: (i) the peak current, (ii) strokes to ground have action integrals
the maximum rate-of-change of current, (iii) exceeding 106. About 5 perent of positive
the integral of the current, i.e., the charge strokes exceeds 107. In the case of a tree,
transferred, and (iv) the integral of the this heat vaporizes the internal moisture of
current squared, the so-called action the wood and the resultant stean pressure
integral. Let us briefly examine each of causes an explosive fracture.
these properties and the type of damage they Two properties of the electromagnetic
can produce. fields are sufficient to describe most of the

(i) For objects that present a resistive important damage effects: (i) the peak value
impedance, such as a ground rod driven into of the field and (ii) the maxiamum rate-of-rise
the earth, a long power line, or a tree, the to this peak.
peak voltage on the object will be propor- (i) For certain types of antennas or
tional to the peak current. For example, a metal exposed to the lightning field, the peak
50,000 Ampere current injected into a 400 Ohm voltage on the metal is proportional to the
power line produces a line voltage of peak field. These antennas are commonly
20,000,000 Volts (V = IZ). Such large referred to as capacitively coupled.

voltages lead to electrical discharges from (ii) For other antennas, such as a loop
the struck object to the ground through the of wire in an electronic circuit or an
air or through insulting materials. Such underground communication cable, the peak
flashovers can, for example, short-circuit the voltage is proportional to the maximum rate-
power systen or kill people that are standing of-change of the field.
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B. NEW RESULTS ON LIGHTNING CHARACTER- considerably larger than those measured on
ISTICS- A major step forward has been taken towers. The reasons for this significant
recently in identifying the maximum rates-of- discrepancy are yet to be determined.
change of currents and fields from measure- Lightning to ground lowering positive
ments of the fields. These rates-of-change charge and containing positive return strokes
are a factor of ten times larger than was has been recently identified [12]. The
believed to be the case a decade ago. characterization of this type of lightning is

In general, the shape of the electric of considerabale importance from a protection
field radiated by a lightning return stroke point-of-view. Positive lightning apparently
depends on whether it is the first return produces very large peak currents, charge
stroke in a flash, a normal subsequent return transfers, and action integrals, much larger
stroke preceded by a dart leader, or a than the usual negative lightning. The
subsequent return stroke that is preceded by a Japanese report that their power systeas are
dart-stepped leader. First stroke fields disrupted by a large fraction of the positive
begin with a relatively slow "front" that lightning strikes whereas only a small
rises for 2 to 8 us to about half of the peak fraction of the negative lightning has this
field amplitude. This front is followed by a effect [13].
fast transition to peak. It is this fast C. PROTECTION TECHNIQUES - There are two
transition that is of primary interest, general types of lightning protection: (i)
Subsequent strokes produce fields that have diversion and shielding and (ii) limiting of
fast transitions very similar to first currents and voltages.
strokes, but fronts that last only 0.5 to I us (i) On a residential or commercial
and that rise to only about 20% of the peak building, for example, the diversion of
field amplitude. A reproduction of the fast lightning currents to ground via a standard
field transition produced by a first return system of lightning rods, down leads, and
stroke, and a histogram of measured 10 to 90% grounds is sufficient to protect the building
fast transition risetimes are given in Fig. 6 structure itself and to decrease by imperfect
[7]. Note that the mean risetime is only 90 shielding potentially harmful effects to
ns with a standard deviation of 40 ns. The electronic equipment inside.
field measurements discussed above have been (ii) More complete protection of elec-
made by Weidman and Krider [81,[9] for tronic equipment must include limiting of
lightning fields which propagated over salt currents and voltages induced by the direct
water and hence which did not suffer the high strike to the structure or by traveling waves
frequency degredation characteristic of into the structure on electric power, commun-
propagation over land. ication, or other wires connected to the

If we assume that the initial, fast- outside world. The design of the current and
rising fields that are produced by return voltage limiting system is obviously dependent
strokes can be described by a transmission- on an understanding of the waveshapes of the
line model in which a current pulse associated deleterious signals that are to be controlled;
with return-stroke front breakdown propagates and this in turn requires a knowledge of the
upward [10],[11], then the maximum rate of lightning characteristics and how the pro-

change of the channel current is related to perties of the system under consideration
the maximum field derivative through the change these characteristics. Once such a
relation: determination is made, three general types of

dt)=21TD £ c
dI(t) 2 o dE(t+D/c) current and voltage limiting devices can be

dt v dt used for electronic or power systems: (1)
voltage crowbar devices which reduce the

where D is the distance to the discharge, v is voltage difference effectively to zero and
the upward velocity of the current pulse, and short circuit the current to ground (the
where the ground has been assumed to be flat carbon block and gas tube arrestors used by
and perfectly conducting. This relation also the telephone company are good examples of
assumes that the measured field is produced by crowbar devices), (2) voltage clamps such as
a single current pulse propagating in a single recently-developed solid-state Metal Oxide
channel. Varistors (MOV's) or Zener diodes which do not

Figure 7 shows a cumulative distribution allow the voltage to exceed a given value, and
of the maximum dI/dt values that have been (3) electrical filters which reflect or absorb
computed for return strokes using the above the higher and generally more damaging
equation (7). The values are plotted for a frequencies in the lightning transient.
velocity of 108 m/s, and the dashed lines show Frequently, all three of these forms of
velocities of 0.6 x 108 m/s and 1.4 x 108 protection are used together in a coordinated
a/s. Figure 7 also shows the maximum current way.
derivatives that have been measured during In recent years, a systematic approach
lightning strikes to instrumented towers by has been developed that allows an almost
Berger in Switzerland and Garbagnati in perfect lightning protection system to be
Italy. The maximum dI/dt data derived from designed for most structures. This new
the fields and shown in Fig. 7 are technique is called "topological shielding"
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and it utilizes both types of protection discoveries raise new questions. With the
discussed above but in a coordinated way present interest in lightning among
[14]. The technique consists of nesting scientists, partly due to recent successes and
shields and of "grounding" each shield to the partly to the important unsolved practical
one enclosing it. All incoming wires are problems, we can expect continued progress in
connected to the outside of each successive lightning protection during the next decade.
shield by a transient protective device, and
therefore, at each successively inner shield, REFERENCES
the voltage and power levels to be protected
against are reduced. In Fig. 8, we illustrate 1. E.P. Krider, R.C. Noggle, A.E. Pifer,
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shown for the grounding of a building Meteorological Soc., 61, 980-986, 1980.
associated with a communications tower. The 2. R.E. Orville, R.W. Henderson, and
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building after topological shielding, and the Detection Network." Bull. Am. Meteorol. Soc.,
lower picture a schematic of the topological 64, 1029-1037, 1983.
shielding technique. 3. D.E. Proctor, "A Hyperbolic System

for Obtaining VHF Radio Pictures of
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incoming leader and thus determines the strike Structure of Lightning Radiation Fields, Ph.D.
point. When this process is better understood Thesis, University of Arizona, 1982.
through basic research, we should be able to 8. C.D. Weidman and E.P. Krider, "The
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better lightning protection accordingly. For 1978.
example, the positioning of overhead ground 9. C.D. Weidman and E.P. Krider,
wire above transmission lines should be able "Submicrosecond Riserimes in Lightning Return
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More information is needed about the 958, 1980.
character of lightning currents, particularly 10. Y.T. Lin, M.A. Uman, and R.B.
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limit on the maximum rate-of-change of 11. M.A. Uman and E.P. Krider, "A Review
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Basic research over the last decade has
made possible improvements in lightning

protection. As with all research, new
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Theoretic,I and e,:peri mental determi nat ion of field, charge and
current on an aircraft hit by natural or triggered lightning.

Heinz W. Kasemir
Colorado Scientific Research Corporation

Berthoud, Col orado. USA

Abstract

There &re two types of lightning causing damage to aircraft or
Smalftr,ction of inrtruments, namely natural and triggered light-

king. They diffEcr irom each other in the initiation, the place- K
w tent of the aircraft in the channel, the range of intensity and

- durat ior of the curr ent, the frequency of occurance, the area and
*. type of cioud in which they are produced, etc.. Effective warning

against lightning d&nger, hardening or immunisation of the air-
craft against lightning Etrike, laboratory simulation of light-
ning for research and test purpose depend on the type of light-

- ning w-e are dealing w.,ith. So far we have only the observation of
p 7, lots to diffeerntiate between triggered and natural lightning.
-e will eup]ore here the possibility to identify the type of
liczitning by irlsiruments. For this purpose we have to determine
the charzacter iitic features in the field, charge, and current
records obtained at an aircraft during a natural and a triggered

. lightning ,trike. These features are deduced first fron theore-
- tical calculations of these parameters. Knowing now what to look
, for, puplished data are analysed with the objective to determine

if the aircraft was struck by natural or triggered lightning
- discharges.
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THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF FIELD,CHARGE,
AND CURRENT ON AN AIRCRAFT HIT BY NATURAL OR TRIGGERED LIGHTNING.

Heinz W. Kasemir

Colorado Scientific Research Corporation
Berthoud, Colorado 80513

1.INTRODUCTION appear best to identify the major com-
We discuss in this paper the dif- ponents of a cloud and a ground dis-

ference in the flight records of elec- charge, and to connect them with the
tric parameters for the case that a.) thunderstorm field. Field mills are used
the aircraft triggered the lightning to measure electric fields from an air-
discharge and b.) the aircraft was hit craft. However their frequency range is
by a natural lightning. The electric from 0 to 10 Hz. This is not enough for
parameters are the three components of the present purpose and the frequency

the thunderstorm gradient GX, GY, GZ, range should be extended to at least
the gradient GQ produced by the aircraft 1kHz but better to 10 kHz. L.Smith (3)
charge and the current I flowing through 1954 has suggested a method how this
the aircraft. All parameters are func- frequency extension can be achieved.
tions of time and their time records are 2.2 Field or Gradient Components.
shown in a qualitative way in 24 plc- Different sign conventions are used
tures with a time window of about three in physics and atmospheric electricity
seconds. About one second in the middle for the field E and the dielectric dis-
of the trace, marked by "L" and framed placement D=FE. If 4 is the potential -•

by two vertical lines, covers the events function of the thunderstorm and if q is
during the life time of the strike, the surface charge density on the air-
There is space left before and after the craft we have in
lightning area to show the events of
about one second before and after the Physics Atmospheric Electricity

lightning discharge.
The construction of these pictures G = grad 4 G = grad 4 (1)

is based on the electrostatic lightning E = -G E = G (2)
theory, Kasemir(l) 1960. The application D = EE=-eG D = eE=EG (3)
of this theory to the triggered light- q = D=CE=-EG q = -D=-EE=-EG (4)
ning has been discussed by the author on

the previous Conference on Lightning and We see that the definition of G in (1)
Static Electricity Kasemnir (2) 1983. is the same in physics and atmospheric
Since flight records of the parameters electricity and using G in (4) instead
specified above in the frequency range of E or D the definition of q is also
of 0 tc about 1 kHz or more could not be the same in both fields. We will use
found in the literature,the following here as much as possible the parameters
discussion should be considered only as G and q to avoid confusion introduced by
a theoretical prediction. We will de- the different sign convention in E and
vote first a few remarks to the problem D. When, however, E and D is used, it
what is, can, or should be measured so will be in accordance with the physical
that the data can be physically inter- sign convention.
preted.This would provide together with The replacement of D by q has the
the theory a solid base for the study of additional advantage that at the metal-
the remaining unsolved problems. lic surface of the sensor or antenna the

expression "surface charge density q"
2. PROBLEMS OF MEASUREMENTS AND conveys a better physical picture of the

DEFINITIONS phenomena than the expression "dielec-
2.1 Frequency range. tric displacement D". q also unites all

Records of the thunderstorm the different sensors or instruments
gradient and the aircraft charge in the appearing under different names such as
frequency range from 0 to about 10 kHz field mill, 0-dot sensor, fast or slow
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antenna, etc. All measure the surface of the aircraft with positive x to the
charge density integrated over the right, positive y forward, and positive
exposed area in one way or another. z upward. The lightning will be trig-

The antenna or sensor is in all gered and grow in the direction of the
cases a capacitive coupler between the maximum gradient and it is from this
source and the first stage amplifier, direction that the aircraft will be
The attributes "differentiating, slow, struck. It will simplify the discussion
fast, etc." are not the properties of if we assume that the gradient is in the
the sensor or antenna but of the first z direction (upper to lower fuselage)
stage amplifier. This makes it relati- and that the x and y gradient components
vely easy to adapt the measurement-s to are zero. If the maximum gradient is in
any desired frequency range or band the y direction, then the strike will be
width by changing or modifying the first triggered in or will hit from the y
stage amplifier. It will not be necessa- direction and correspondingly for the x
ry to change the antenna or the sensor. direction. For these cases we have only

The surface charge density q on to replace the label "GZ" in Fig. 1 by
each sensor is composed of contributions "GY" or "GX" to obtain the corresponding
from each of the parameters GX,GY,GZ,GQ. pictures for GY and GX. If the direc-
Each of these parameters has its own tion of the gradient has a x, y, and z
scalefactor a,b,c,d, also called field component then we have to use vector
concentration factors, addition to obtain the vector gradient.

Fig.l contains 24 pictures identi-
q = aGX + bGY + cGZ + dGQ (5) fied by numbers 1 to 24 and arranged in

4 columns and 6 rows. The first three
Therefore the output of one sensor is a rows show the pictures for a cloud dis-
composite of all parameters and an ana- charge the last three rows are for a
lysis of the data of one or even two or grond discharge. In each set of three
three sensors in term of the specified rows the upper row displays GZ, the
parameters is not possible without ma- middle row GQ, and the lower row I. The
king restrictive assumptions, which have first two columns contain the picturs
to be justified. for a triggered lightning and the last

Rudolph and Perala (4) 1982 have two columns those of a natural light-
given an extensive analysis of theoreti- ning. Hereby is the first column of a
cal and experimental records of the D- set of two for an aircraft not charged
dot sensor in the higher frequency range by precipitation and the second column
of about 5 kHz to 20 MHz. The parameter for the aircraft charged by precipita-
D-dot is generally better known under tion. The picture with the number n is
the name "Maxwell's Displacement Cur- referred to as Pic.n.
rent". At the sensor it will convert Pic.l shows a GZ record that can be
into the complete Maxwell current, i.e. expected in case a cloud discharge has
including the conduction current. There been triggered and no precipitation
is an interesting parallelism in the charging of the aircraft has occurred.
discussion of the physical aspects du- Before the discharge is triggered the
ring the approach of a leader to the gradient increases until the trigger
aircraft given here later on and in the value of the gradient is reached. As
contract report of Rudolph and Perala. soon as the channel develops in the +z
However the main emphasis in Rudolph and and -z direction the Gz component is
Perala's analysis is placed on the high more and more screened with the growth
frequency part of Maxwell's displacement of the channel. In Pic.l this is shown
current which will not be discussed in as a drop to zero, but the zero value
this paper. should be taken only as an indication of

Usually it requieres four sensors a reduction of the GZ components and
and an accurate determination of the should leave room to explain features
sixteen scalpfactors to be able to solve introduced by other effects. For in-
the four linear equations of type (5) stance, the definition of the scalefac-
and to separate the CX,GY,GZ,and GQ. The tors is based on a homogenuous external
difficult part here is not the mathema- field. This assumption is not valid any
tical calculation but the determination more if a lightning channel is close or
of the scalefactors. However there is a attached to the aircraft. We will now
good chance that this can be done in an have mutual influence between the GZ and
effective way with a computer model of SQ channel. These and other interferen-
the aircraft. ces and deviations from the simple elec-

trostatic model need further study. We
3. THUNDERSrORM GRADIENTS GX,GY,GZ. cover this point with the general state-

The Cartesian coordinate system ment that all predicted curves inside
x,y,z has its zero point at the center the area "L" are open to corrections due
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to inputs outside the electrostatic str,)ng pulse just before contact of a
assumptions. lightning strike. Such a pulse will not

We may however uraw one general be a feature of the GZ trace of a trig-
. important conclusion from the screening gered discharge.
. effect of the channel. We see from (5) To complete the discussion of the GZ
* that with the assumption GX=GY=GZ=0 the records of a cloud discharge we turn now

q sensor output depends only on one to Pic.4 and 16 which show the influence
parameter namely GQ. This provides a of precipitation charge on the aircraft.
situation, where a physical interpreta- The gradient GZ in Pic.4 before the
tion of the data of only one sensor is lightning is triggered is low compared
possible. If more sensor outputs are to Pic.l. This should indicate that
available and all traces show the same part of the high gradient required at
polarity and the same time dependance, the aircraft surface to trigger the
then we are on fairly good ground with discharge is due to aircraft charge
our assumption, that we are dealing with caused by precipitation. Therefore in
the charge on the aircraft. The aircraft Pic.5 corresponding to Pic.4 the gra-
can be charged either positiv or negativ dient GQ is high, whereas in Pic.2,
but not both at the same time. If in which corresponds to Pic. 1, the
addition the scale factors are properly gradient GQ is zero.
determined and we divide each sensor In Pic.5 GQ is negative but in Pic.4
output by its scale factor and obtain so .'Z is positive. This does not mean that
numerical agreement between all sensor GZ is reduced but that GZ produces on the
outputs, this should furnish sufficient aircraft induction charges of opposite
evidence that our assumption is correct, polarity so that regardless of the

If however two sensor outputs show polarity of GQ there is always one half
a differnt sign or the numerical values of the aircraft surface where the gra-
are not equal, this will be an indica- dient is increased. Then the breakdown
tion of the influence of other effects, value can be reached with the support of

precipitation charging, whereas without
The reduction of the gradient (or precipitation charging the thunderstorm

field) by a high tower or pole at the gradient alone may not be strong enough
foot of the tower is well known under to produce the breakdown value.
the name "inside the cone of protec- It is common practice to take the
tion". This reduction can easily be breakdown field at the aircraft as an
measured even in a fair weather field, indicator that a lightning discharge will
If we replace the ground plane by the be triggered. This, however, would be an
mirror image of the tower at the ground, erroneous assumption. Reaching breakdown
we have a fair replica of the situation value on one part of the aircraft
of a cloud discharge triggered by air- indicates only that corona discharge will
craft. This replica would even be more start at this point. Therefore we may
complete if a lightning discharge is call this field or gradient value the
triggered by the tower. Less similar is corona on set field or gradient. There
the case when the tower or the aircraft is still a gap in our knowledge under
is struck by a lightning discharge, as what conditions a corona discharge can be
we will see later on. turned into a triggerd lightning

Pic.13 shows the GZ trace of the discharge.
aircraft struck by a cloud discharge. The last GZ record to discuss in this
This trace is identical with that shown series is given in Pic.16 which shows the
in Pic.l with one important difference, GZ trace of a charged aircraft struck by
namely the sharp gradient increase just a cloud discharge. The charge on the
before the lightning makes contact with aircraft will not be able either to
the aircraft. The approaching lightning -)ttract nor to deflect the cloud
tip generates in front it a high field (lischarge. The approaching lightning tip
concentration of the thunderstorm field wili still produce the sharp gradient
which will affect the gradient record ris, starting a few milliseconds before
even at a distance of a hundred or of contact.
several hundred meters. If we assume an Pic.7,10,19, and 22 show GZ records
average velocity of 100 to 1000 km/s of which can be expected if the aircraft
a stepped leader, Uman (5) 1969, then either trijgers (Pic.7 and 10) or is
the rise of the gradient should begin in struck (Pic.19 and 22) by - ground dis-
the order of milliseconds before contact charge. The trace before the discharge
is made.The gradient in the last mil- is triggered or the 3ircraft is struck
lisecond would reach values above the and the trace after the discharge is the
breakdown value and probably exceed the same as that of the corresponding cloud
dynamic range of the field mills. In discharge given in Pic.1,4,13, and 16
any case, there would be an unmistakable with the possible exception that the
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polarity may be reversed. There is discharge. The I trace is almost the
again the sharp (negative) increase of same as in the triggered lightning case
GZ just before the discharge strikes the (Pic.3 and 6) with one exception. The
aircraft in Pic.19 and 22 which indi- current starts here not from zero but
cates that this was not a triggered jumps up to the value of the current
lightning but a lightning strike, already flowing in the lightning channel

In all Figures 7,10,19, and 22 there as soon as contact is made.
are two sharp spikes in the "L" area The same distinguishing feature can
indicatin9 the passing of two return be seen in Pic.9, and 12 of the trig-
strokes. There is a large voltage dif- gered ground discharge compared to Pic.
ference between the return stroke 21, and 24 of the strike by a ground
channel extending from the ground to the discharge. In the first case the cur-
tip and having approximately ground rent has a smooth rise from zero and in
potential and the remaining leader the second case the current jumps to the
stroke extending from the tip to the end current value of the hitting lightning
of the leader stroke in the cloud still discharge at the time of contact.
having its original cloud potential of THE SUDDEN INCREASE IN THE MEASURED
the order of -100 MV. This is indicated PARAMETER, CURRENT AS WELL AS GRADIENT
by the bright spot at -tk e tip of the AT THE. TIME OF CONTACT IS THE EARMARK OF
return stroke. If the tip length is A LIGHTNING STRIKE. WE WILL SEE LATER
about 100m, along the tip exist an THAT THE SAME FEATURE CAN BE EASILY
average field of 1 MV/m. This strong RECOGNIZED IN THE GQ TRACE. THE TRIG-
field is necessary to produce ionization GERED LIGHTNING HAS NOT THIS CHARACTERI-
to raise the tip channel from the low STIC PULSE IN THE GZ TRACE NOR THE STEP-
conductivity of the leader channel to LIKE INCREASE IN THE GQ AND I TRACE AT
the high conductivity of the return TRIGGER TIME.
stroke channel. If the velocity of the The differences between the cloud

" return stroke is of the order of 10000 and ground discharge traces are the
to 100000 km/s (Uman (5) 1969) there is spikes produced by the return stroke.
only a time period of 10 to 100ns to We know this already from numerous field
accomplish the ionization. In such a records on the ground. However, measured
time period the tip would also pass from an aircraft which is a part of the
through the aircraft and would then channel, the return stroke doesn't
produce a gradient pulse of 1 MV/m going register in the GZ record as a step but
up and down in 10 to 100 ns. This pulse as a spike, which should even be much
should be detectable by a D or 0-dot shorter than the current spike, as dis-
sensor with a high frequency response cussed above. The current spike has
even considering that the high conducti- another feature worth mentioning. It
vity of the aircraft will reduce its doesn't reverse the current flow of the
amplitude to a large degree. Such a fast leader stroke. The "return stroke" cur- "[
pulse may exite resonance in the air- rent doesn't return but flows in the
craft body. The current will rise in same direction as the leader stroke
this time like a ramp function from the current. The name "return stroke" fits
low level of the leader stroke to the only the optical phenomena for which it
higher level of the return stroke and was originally coined.
decay at the end of the return stroke. Fig.2 shows two composite sketches

. There is a difference of 3 powers of 10 of current traces measured from a French
between the time periods of the current Transall aircraft during a research
and the gradient pulse. project of the Centre D'ESSAIS Aeronau-
4. THE LIGHTNING CURRENT. tique De Toulouse (6) 1979. The upper

Pic.3 and 6 show the lightning cur- picture is based on three records and
rent of a triggered cloud discharge the lower picture on four. The maximum
without and with precipitation charging current peak of 70 kA in the upper and
of the aircraft. The current input of of 50 kA in the lower picture combined
precipitation charge is in the order of with the characteristic spikes of the
mA and will be negligible against the 10 right duration in the range of 20 to 200
to 100 A of a cloud discharge. There- microseconds identify these traces as

* fore both figures show the same trace, ground discharge currents with one or
The current will rise from zero to a four return strokes respectively. Since
maximum and then drop off to zero again, these are hand drawn graphs and it is

- Ripples from a stepping process or not clear how accurate the beginning of
even K-changes, which would show up as the lightning current is represented# we
little spikes in the current flow, are can only say that there is a hint that
not reproduced in the pictures. the upper picture may be an example of a

- Pic.15 and 18 show the current triggered discharge and the lower pic-
through an aircraft struck by a cloud ture that of a lightning strike to the
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aircraft. Unmistakable, however, is the spheres arranged vertically on top of
fact that the return stroke current is each other. Each sphere is filled with
of the same direction as the leader space charge, alternating in sign, as I-

current. shown in Fig.3a. The three spheres

' represent the main space charge volumes
in the storm. The key to the determina-

____ ax _ tion of the charge distribution on a
lightning channel is the potential func-
tion 4 of the thunderstorm. The curve 4

S- in Fig.3b,c,d shows the potential func-
Ction as a function of altitude z (verti-

cal axis) in the center line of the
storm for x=y=0. The horizontal axis

If? max 4 70 kA shows the values of ($ or with a possible
zero shift the values of the charge per

a2 m 0,5 kA unit length ql on the lightning channel.
1C2 ql is approximately proportional to the

80i s < 2 <200 _ s charge density q on the lightning chan-
..... nel. We will assume later on,that this

proportionality can be extended to the
aircraft when it becomrs i part of the

,* lig"htnig chAnel.

Ic 3 __

< ( N3 < a
If3 max < 50 kA

" /4s( 3 < 2 0 .s-< 52 As<&7-, <  14'ms

Ground disci.arge trough Transall aircraft
Upper Pic. Iret.str.,lower Pic. jret.Str.

Fig.2 (Centre D'Essais Aero.(6) 1979) +

5. THE GRADIENT GO OF THE AIRCRAFT ,
CHARGE Fig. 3. Chare distribution: (a) in the thunder-

In case the aircraft is not connec- tormmtoe ofmp'onsrM -;ane f-iuts-
ted to the lightning channel but charged toddse; (d) ne rod d -u.
by precipitation the charge density on a &tercptioothmstroke.
given point on the aircraft is not too
difficult to calculate theoretically. Potential function ,
This problem can be solved - as men- Charge per unit lng ,horizontal axis
tioned before - by using a computer Altitude z, vertical axis rs

model of the aircraft. However, if the
aircraft has triggered a lightning or is Fig.3 (Kasemir (1) 1960)
struck by a lightning and is conse-
quently a part of the lightning channel
the problem to determine the charge In Fig.3b a cloud discharge is
density on a specified surface point by r n b a ck verical in

theretcalcalulaionreqire a wo represented by a thick vertical line
theoretical calculation requires a two slightly to the right of the z axis.

Ourp fiprstch prolThe point where it crosses the potential -
line is marked by a black circle. Thismine the charge density at the lightning cl

channel itself and specifically at the charge originated or the point where the clu'i

place which will be occupied by the air- aircraft triggered the cloud discharge.
craft. Fig.3 (Kasemir (1) 1960) shows in Theccloudtdischargetoriginatingsorathe

Fig.a te tundrstrm ode ofSimson The cloud discharge originating or the
Flg.3a the thunderstorm model of Simpson aircraft flying at this altitude would
and Wilson. This is composed of three have assumed automatically the potential
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6L of the storm at this point. Since the If the lightning growth in such a manner
. lightning channel as well as the air- that this condition remains during the

plane can be treated as conductors the lifetime of the discharge the airplane
whole lightning channel and all points will not receive any charge from the
on the airplane surface have the poten- lightning discharge. Add to this the
tial value of 4L. fact that - as discussed above - the

aircraft is also screened by the dis-
We define here the concept of the charge from the thunderstorm field the

"bridged potential" 4B (translation of aircraft experiences from a triggered
the German word "uberbrucktes cloud discharge only the weak current of
Potential") few amperes. All field mills should r

record zero or very low values.
4B = 4-4L (6) This result fits very well with the

pilots' observation that the corona hiss
4B and 4 are functions of z whereas 4L in the communication gear stops imme-
is a constant. 4L provides here a new diately with the start of the triggered
reference potential or zero shift for lightning - in the pilots' terminology
the potential function 4B, however $B as this is called the "electrostatic dis-
defined in (6) is not in any physical charge"- and that these electrostatic
sense a potential discontinuity. The discharges cause no or only little da-
relation with the charge per unit length mage to the aircraft.
ql and the charge density q is given by Coming back to the topic of this

paper to determine the characteristic
ql=-kl4B, q=-k$B (7) features of a triggered and a strike by

a lightning discharge we may conclude
The factors kl and k are based on that a triggered lightning always starts

the electrostatic lightning theory and with charge zero on the aircraft. This
can be calculated analytically. kl is a can be seen in Pic.2,5,8 and ll.The
true constant, i.e. independent of z, increase of the charge during the life-
for a homogeneous thunderstorm field and time of the discharge will be explained
has the value of about 25 pF/m. It in the next paragraph. The drop of the
depends only on the long and small axis charge to zero of an aircraft charged

oof a spheroid, which represents the previously by precipitation as shown in
lightning channel in the theoretical Pic.5 and 11 is only a guess. It is
calculation. For the inhomogeneous based on the assumption that any pre-
field of a thunderstorm kl depends weak- vious charge on the aircraft will be
ly on z. However for our purpose here absorbed into the lightning channel and
the approximation by using the constant that the final charge distribution is
value also for an inhomogeneous thunder- dictated by the lightning discharge.
storm field is sufficiently accurate. With regard to the lightning-hit the

The charge per unit length ql is aircraft will assume the charge of the
shown in Fig.3b as the mirror image of channeltip at the time of contact.
the potential function, mirrored on the Let's assume that in Fig.3b the air-
vertical line representing the lightning craft is placed below the point of the
channel. The hatched area shows the lightning origin. The lightning channel
negative net charge on the upper part coming down from above will have at its
and the positive net charge on the lower tip positive induction charge. As soon
part of the channel. Since these net as contact is made the aircraft will
charges are equal in amount but of oppo- receive positive charge from the chan-
site polarity the net charge of the nel. From then on the aircraft charge
whole channel is zero. The reason for is determined by the channel charge at
the rule "net charge zero for leader and this altitude. If the aircraft was
cloud discharges" is that these dischar- flying above the point of the lightning
ges can not pick up charges from the origin the events will be the same only
cloud. This has been discussed in detail that in this case the aircraft will be
by Kasemir (2) 1983. charged negative. Pic. 14,17,20 and 23

We interrupt here the discussion of show the cases when the aircraft was
Fig.3 to draw an important conclusion charged positive by the lightning dis-
for Pic.2,5,14, and 16. The charge per charge. The modification introduced by
unit length ql and consequently the a previous precipitation charge is the
charge density on the lightning channel same as discussed for the case of the
and the aircraft is zero at the point of triggered lightning discharge, i.e. the
origin (marked by the black circle in previous aircraft charge will be ab-
Fig.3b.) Equations (6) and (7) lead to sorbed by the lightning channel.
the same result since at this point 4=4L The explanation why the aircraft
and according to equation (6) 4B = 0. charge or the charge distribution on the
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lightning channel can change during the 4B = 4 (6a)
lifetime of the discharge. Physically
this can be explained by the fact that ql =-kl; q=-k$ (7a)
the lightning channel will not grow with
the same speed at the upper and the The mirror rule for the construc-
lower tip of the channel. There are tion of the new charge distribution on
several reasons for this: 1) Positive the lightning channel remains valid, but
breakdown of the air ahead of the lower note that the lightning channel is dis-
tip will not occur with the same speed placed from the position on the left of
as the negative breakdown ahead of the the vertical axis z in Fig.3c to the
upper tip. 2) The field at the upper and position of the z axis itself in Fig.3d.
the lower tip are not the same. 3) The This does not indicate a movement of the
extent of the region ahead of the tip channel in space but a change in the
where the breakdown value is reached or potential value let's say from 4L=-70MV
surpassed is not the same at the upper before ground contact to 4L = OV after
and lower tip. 4) The growth of the ground contact.
lower tip is stopped because the tip We see from Fig.3d that compared to
approaches an area which has the same Fig.3c the positive charge area has
potential value as the lightning chan- increased and the negative charge area
nel. The field ahead of the tip would has shrunk, indicating that the light-
drop to zero and the ionization of the ning channel has lost negative charge to
air for the growth of lightning channel the ground. This is in agreement with
would stop. The result of this uneven the fact stated quite often in the lite-
growth is that the lightning channel ratur that the ground discharge brings
changes its potential 4L and with it the negative charge to earth. However the
charge distribution on the channel, mechanism suggested here is quite diffe-

All this is based on the electro- rent from that of discharging the leader
static lightning theory. It would take to ground.
too much space to discuss it here in Along the whole channel the charge
more detail. From equation (6) it is per unit length ql and with it the
obvious that a change of $L will result charge density q has increased due to
in a change of $B, and from equation (7) the return stroke. This causes the
that a change of 4B will result in a sudden increase in the GQ traces in
change of ql and q. This possibility is Pic.8,11 and Pic.20 and 23. This step-
indicated by the increase in GQ shown in like increase is the same for the trig-
all GQ picture of Fig.l The general gered and the natural ground discharge.
conclusion is that a change of GQ can be After the first leader stroke there will
expected but not necessarily in the ramp be no difference between a triggered and
like shape or polarity shown in the a natural lightning strike and the gene-
pictures. ral assumption that a triggered light-

Fig.3c. shows the charge distribu- ning (electrostatic discharge) is rela-
tion of the first leader stroke shortly tive harmless cannot be extended to the
before ground contact is made. The triggered ground discharge.
leader stroke may be triggered or may
hit an aircraft flying through the lower 6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.
part of or below the storm. With the Assuming that the gradient compo-

• exception of the reverse polarity the nents GX, GY, GZ and the gradient GQ
leader would have a similar effect on caused by the aircraft charge can be
the GQ records as that explained for the separated and recorded in the frequency
case of a cloud discharge. range of 0 to 10 kHz there are certain

The last feature to be discussed is characteristic features in the records
the signature of the return stroke, which will differentiate the triggered
Fig.3c and d show the charge distribu- lightning from the strike of a natural
tion on the channel shortly before and lightning. These distinguishing fea-
after the return stroke. This Is another tures are centered at the time of con-
example of the influence of the light- tact by a lightning strike or at the
ning potential 4L on the charge distri- time of triggering the lightning dis-

- bution on the channel with the charge.
additional variation that the net charge The contact is marked by a sharp
zero rule of the leader and cloud dis- increase in the GX, GY, GZ record,

. charge is replaced by the condition 4L=0 starting a few ms before contact. The
after ground contact is made. Equation GQ record should also show a step-like
(6) and (7) still hold but with 4L=0. increase at the time of contact.

In case of a triggered lightning
the G-components should show only a
smooth drop of the thunderstorm value to
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zero or a very low value and the GO
trace should show a smooth drop to zero
if the aircraft was charged by precipi-
tation previously. If the GQ trace was
previouly zero, then it would remain
zero at the time of triggering.

Since no records have been found in
the frequency range and with the separa-
tion of parameters the characteristic
features mentioned above should be con-
sidered as a theoretical prediction.

The physical rationale of these
features have been discussed in detail
in this paper. Suggestions have been
made how and what to measure so that the
data can be analysed with a physical
point of view in mind. The deductions
and conclusions are based on the elec-
trostatic lightning theory which enables
us to make not only qualitative but also
quantitative predictions.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN LONG AIR-GAP BREAKDOWNS,
GLIDING SURFACE DISCHARGES cv

AND LIGHTNING LEADERS

by J.L. Boulay and S. Larigaldie
Office National d'Etudes et de Reherches Arospatiales %

BP 72, 92322 Chftillon C~dex, FRANCE

ABSTRACT electromagnetic radiation from lightning,
in particular as concerns the vulnerability

Many authors have already coapared the of fly-by-wire techniques [I],
main properties of long air-gap discharges Recent data on the spectrum of lightning
and lightning leaders, such as the curren electromagnetic emissions bring out the exist-
waveform, propagation velocity, elecronic ence of pulses with very short rise times
temperature, electromagnetic radiation; some (10-  to I0-7 s) indicating excitation fre-
of these properties are similar, others are quencies in the same domain as the resonance
different. modes of an aircraft structure (from a few

We propose, in this paper, a general megahertz to several tens of megahertz)
comparison of the behavior of long a4r-gap [2, 3, 4]. The analysis of these data indi-
discharges, lightning leaders and surfaces cates that the spectrum of electromagnetic
discharges during their propagation. radiation due to the lightning encompasses

A detailed experimental and theoretical the spectrum associated with the Nuclear
analysis of gliding surface discharges is Electromagnetic Pulse (NEMP) [5].
presently being conducted at ONERA to contrib- The problem of the interaction between
ute to better understanding of the propagating the electromagnetic radiation from lightning
conditions of lightning leaders. The exper- and an aircraft structure is extremely complex
imental setup guides and controls the phenom- because the physical processes involved in
enon precisely and makes it possible to measure the different phases of the lightning flash
the intrinsic properties of the surface dis- are themselves very different and are not
charges: velocity, channel electrical field, completely known at the present time. If
current, temperature and electron density. the radiation is to be appropriately modelized

A physical model of the gliding discharge and simulated in a program qualifying aero-
is proposed including the different zones nautical equipment or testing the vulner-
of the discharge: successively, the streamer, ability of a complete aircraft structure,
the transition, the thermalization and leader it is important that the principal charac-
zones. A first interpretation of the VHF-UHF teristics of this radiation be approximated
radiation associated with the propagation is as best possible. The tests are carried out

* given. with high-voltage impulse generators -
A comparison is made between such a 7], which are supposed to simulate the various

discharge, a long air-gap discharge and light- lightning discharge phenomena: preliminary
ning leader, in the case of negative polarity, breakdown, leaders, return-stroke, subsequent
Extrapolation to the data obtained on two stroke, etc.
different lightning flashes is proposed by It is presently felt that the main sources
using interferometric locations of VHF-UHF of VHF-UHF radiation from a lightning flash
radiation sources. are related to sudden modifications in the

properties of the plasma forming the discharge
INTRODUCTION arc, in particular during the stepped-leader

phase preceding the return-stroke. The tran-
Until now, the studies of the interactions sition currents and the propagation speeds

between aircraft and lightning flashes have of the arc discontinuities are thus deter-
mainly been concerned with the effects of minant parameters in evaluating the charac-
the current wave associated with the return- teristics of the radiation.
stroke. Under these conditions, the phenomena Our purpose is to present the essential
involved are expressed by low frequency models aspects of several typical discharges, on
that do not include the structural resonances. the phenomenological level. Using the analyses
In modern aircraft, though, the use of com- of breakdowns in long air-gaps at atmospheric
posite materials, transparent to electromag- pressure, we first compare the properties
netic radiation, and integrated circuits of these breakdowns with data obtained at
with high input impedance calls for a more ONERA [8] for high-current surface discharges.
detailed examination of the effects of the We then attempt to extrapolate these data

Research supported by DRET (Direction des *Numbers in brackets designate References
Recherches, Etudes et Techniques de la D616- at end of paper.
gation G6nrale pour l'Armement).
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with recent measurements [9, 10] carried Not until the stem arrives in the neighborhood

out on actual lightning flashes, in the radi- of the plane (T' f) does an ascending leader
ation and localization domain of the emission develop. The velocities of the positive and
sources, negative leaders then suddenly increase,

To limit the field of analysis, we will until they join. The discharge channel becomes

restrict ourselves to negative polarity "pre- highly luminous and the gap breakdown occurs.
cursor" discharges, which are the ones most During the propagation, the channel ",
frequently encountered in lightning and corre- lights up periodically. The light emitted
spond to the most intense electromagnetic from the stem remains small. These processes
emission phase in the lightning flashes, are accompanied by current pulses of 1 to

5 A on the HV electrode and do not cause
REVIEW OF THE PROPERTIES OF LABORATORY-PRODUCED any abrupt increase in the discharge. The
LONG ARCS mean propagation speed is 5 x I05 ms

- 1 . It
reaches 106 ms-' when the negative streamer

The properties of long arcs and lightning approaches the plane. In comparison, the
have already been compared [I1, in particular velocity of the negative leader remains very
for the return stroke [12], where it is ob- low and approximately constant, at 2 x lO-4ms 

- .'

served that the channel temperature (approxi- Assuming that the space charge between the
mately 30 ,000 K) and the electron density electrode and the stem is uniformly distrib-
(n 1 0'a cm- ') are nearly identical for uted along the discharge, we show experimen-
bofh processes. Yet the phenomena precursor tally that the linear density is in the neigh-
to these two types of discharge, before the borhood of 20 iCm -141 .
return wave is set up, has undergone little El.t-d

analysis. U
Much experimental research has been

going on over the past few years, in particu- -. '
lar at Les Renardi6res [13, 14 , to charac- I-
terize the electrical discharges through C1) c E

long air-gaps. We will restrict ourselves
to recalling cases of negative polarity break- 

.

downs for impulse voltages with very short a)
rise times, to approximate as best possible ,F.___
the phenomena associated with lightning flashes 0 T T, 2 T, T',4 (y,)
[15, 16].

The results discussed here are from - T T"

tests carried out in air-gaps D greater thanT T T

1 m. The data is taken from references [14]
and [16] . Two breakdown developments were
discovered; G"G

FIRST TYPE OF PROPAGATION - For a rise "

time I = 2 ws and a 1 m gap, the image con- D D

verter discharge propagation recording can

be represented roughly as in (Fig. la). An _-
initial corona discharge appears at time
T1 After a dark zone, a negative leader Fig. I - Negative discharge developments in
A4  is established on the electrode simul- long air gap. From [14].
taneously with a space stem D, linked to a) Negative discharge - t = 2 Ws.
leader A by positive streamers C. We also b) Negative discharge - t = 60 Us.
observe negative streamers E going from the
space stem to the plane. A sgac stem model
has been proposed by Hutzler L14J , who shows SECOND TYPE OF PROPAGATION (Fig. Ib) -

that the space stem is a plasma resulting For longer gaps (4 and 7 mI), a much more
from a negative streamer with a positive complex discharge structure is observed.
space charge that cannot be totally neutral- In addition to the previously mentioned zones,
ized by the available electrons. This stem a space leader B separates the negative leader
appears in the most advanced zone of the A from the positive streamers in stem D.
initial negative corona. The discharge then A zone of positive streamers G also appears
develops nearly continuously. When the first between B and A. Besides the appearance of
branch of the negative streamer reaches the the space leader, this type of propagation
plane(rT), we observe a significant increase is characterized by intense reilluminations
in the drift velocity of the stem with no of the channel at times T , when the negative
change in the brightness of the discharge. leader and space leader rjoin. The negative

* The notation T , f, etc., and A, D, C,

etc., are taken from references [;1 and

[16].
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leader then suddenly increases by the length over walls of insulating material lend them-
of the space leader. A very extensive zone selves, better than breakdowns over long
of streamers is established in the head of air gaps, to a detailed analysis of the propa-
the discharge, immediately followed by the gation process insofar as they are perfectly
creation of a new stem, thus initiating a controlled in space and time.

new progression process up to the final jump, We can recall Toepler's remarks [171
if the field is sufficient. It should also based on photographs of discharges obtained
be noted that, for very short rise times, by applying an impulse voltage V to an elec-
several space leaders may appear simultaneously trode placed in contact with a th~n insulating
and in series along the discharge channel, surface placed on a second flat plane metal

According to L14], the propagation speeds electrode kept at ground potential. As soon
reach as V goes beyond a few kV, a discharge ap-
- negative leader : ms - for currents pearg around the electrode. The luminous

on the order of I A, path shows negative polarity sectors due
- the system including the space stem and to the progression of the streamers (Fig.

the associated positive and negative 2). The radial extent k of the discharge
streamers propagates like a "bidirectional is proportional to v , or:
discharge" over a fictitious electrode V (kV)
having a mean drift velocity of 105 ms-1.On Z(cm) - o
the other hand, the actual speed of the
positive streamers reaches some 106 ms- , where k is 11.2 kV/cm and is constant regard-
and that of the negative streamers at less of the dielectric plate thickness.
the discharge head reaches 10

7 ms-' at If V exceeds a threshold V , which0 S '

joining times T , depends on the thickness and permittivity
- the space leader' extends (luring its phases of the insulator, the discharge changes:

of continuous development at a velocity very bright spark channels appear along the
of 3 x 10' ms-' toward the electrode and lines separating the sectors and new primary
10' ms-' toward the plane. Note that the discharges are established before the chan-
length of this leader over a 7 m gap can nels, when the channels have crossed the
reach 1.5 m. previously formed discharge zone. We thus
When the channel reilluminates, the have a progression phenomenon analogous to

linear density of the charges associated the one observed in long breakdowns, i.e.

with the negative leader is 150 WCm'. Accord- with the formation of a stem and leader,
ing to the same authors [14], we can estimate at L for example, extending toward the nega-

that the axial field in the streamers is tive leader while the negative streamer moves
between 8 and 10 kV cm', and between 3 and away. At the moment of junction with the
5 kV cm-' in the leader phases. negative leader at L, the negative leader

For the two types of propagation dis- propagates over the entire length of the

cussed, where the mean speed of advance of primary discharge up to L , where the process
the negative leader is on the order of begins again. The velocity of the negative
104 ms

-' , the essential difference resides leader is very low here, which gives the
in a space leader establishing or not estab- appearance of a very discontinuous propa-
lishing a junction between the stem and nega- gation.
tive leader.

In the first case, the electric field HV de %)

distribution in the gap makes it possible
for the streamers to develop over great dis-
tances. The weak reillumination of the stem,
defining a local alteration in the plasma,
only comes from a contact between the positive Sa.,

streamers and the negative leader, which d,.cq

does not change the electrical configuration 0
.. r.,, Gro.nd elect ode -

of the medium. fay.,

In the second case, the streamer-leader
transition from the stem can propagate. A
path of conduction is thus established between L L

stem and negative leader that gives rise A, / 6 1.-

to very significant changes in the electric
field at the head of the discharge, and thus h--

the appearance of an essentially di scont i nuous
propagation. Fig. 2 - Surface discharge propagation

From Woepler [17].""

SURFACE DISCHARGF CIIARACTERISTI(S F o [

PRE[IMINARY RIMARKS - These discharges
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The stem, positive streamer and space

leader phases have thus come together to
As V increases, the overall appearance form a "transition gap" which moves at the

of the 8ischarge changes as shown in the same speed as the negative leader. This con-
photos in Fig. 3, taken at ONERA. In fig. dition supposes that a large and continuous
3a, where the dV /ot term is on the order current ( > 10 A) is set up in the discharge
of 5 x 0 kVs I we see that the sectors channel. The breakdown structure is brought
of the primalv discharge broaden, indicating out in the following experiment [8 : one
that the negaItive leader, which has become surface of the dielectric is charged with V
conductive and is increasing velocity, has the corona effect by an external power supply "*.
propagated inside the discharge before the with a potential V that can be adjusted from
discharge reaches its criticil size i. When 0 to 130 kV. The other side of the dielectric

dV has a counterelectrode at ground level. This
o n O) (', may cover the entire surface, giving a rami-

It fied discharge that tends to neutralize all

as in fig. Ib, the discont inuitv between of the deposited charges, or may simply be
the primarY /onies b-egins to blur, leading a metal strip giving a nearly linear dis-
to a nearly (ontinuous pro)cess when charge that is easier to analyze. The dis-

d V 0 charges are triggered by an excitation elec-
0- > )8 kVSl,', trode on the dielectric surface which is

dt in floating potential mode at first, during

which shows that the negit ive leader propa- the dielectric charging process, and in then
gates without interrupt ion, with a -igative instantly raised to the reference potential
streamer zone at its head (Fig. ic). by a vacuum spark gap.

a) (I t: kV.s 1 "  
.

b) d-0 5.108 kV.s - ' .- ''-

dt )

dY

C) > t.8 kV.s-'.

dV ",:-

Oil~ ftyriant onfigrirations of surf ace
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In guided mode, the photograph (Fig. The first approximation of its peak value
4) on the image converter with a very short is a quadratic function of the voltage v.

* exposure time (approximately 10 ns) shows For the discharge to propagate quasi-continu-
in the first analysis that the discharge ously, it will be seen that the current I
consists of a first zone, with streamers at A must reach 10 to 20 A. These values
spread out, then a second zone corresponding are not attained in long air-gap breakdowns.
to a complex transition phase where the elec- At point B, the discharge has reached the
tric field remains high but the electron end of the dielectric plate.
density becomes very high. The last zone Measured by optical fibers placed along
includes two phases: a gas thermalization the discharge path, the propagation velocities
phase and an expansion phase connected to v follow a linear law as a function of V and
the excitation electrode, go from 0.5 to 3 x 106 ms'1 under these exper-

imental conditions. Using the discharge cur-
rent variation law as a function of the ap-
plied voltage V, we can calculate the linear
impedance of the arc channel, as well as
the mean electric field as a function of
the current. The channel impedance is greater
than 4000 Qm' for currents less than 10 A,
and tends toward 100 hm' when I = 100 A.
For currents going from 10 to 100 A, the
mean electric field varies proportionally,
from 20 to 60 kVm -'.

a) 8 0 ( 1
£60 V.130kV

120kV
40

1 -0kvl kV"'

D CB A b)

TTG 50K n 1 00s K 400 800 1200 10 ro's

themal chme E=1.1210' V/m Fig. 5 - Current waveforms of surface
discharges.

V Second fron The relation between the experiments
-- --- cm ---- carried out with long air-gaps and the high-

current breakdowns carried out at ONERA can
....---- v-- y210'mt be analyzed by looking at the results obtained

Zone of gas Iwithout guiding the spark. Fig. 6a is a photo-
Expanhionofthearcchannl thermalisation Transitionzone graph of a branching discharge in negative

-410' V/m polarity. The discharge contains many chan-

____ _ ¢ 1018 cm- nels which, in certain cases, exhibit right-

Propagation angle path variations. Even if the channel
continues roughly along the same path, many
quasi-orthogonal branches can be seen along

Fig. 4 - Structure of an high current surface the main channel, giving rise to very bright
discharge. secondary channels. Fig. 6b is an enlargement

showing that these branches are superimposed
on the striations of the primary discharge

This scheme clearly shows that, under head, and that consequently the process can
these propagation conditions, the various occur only after the passage of this primary
plasma transition phenomena such as the stem discharge. This process starts at a point
and space leader are concentrated in the near the middle of the radial extension of
same phase, appearing as soon as the gas the striations. One part goes toward the
temperature reaches 1500 K (thermal detach- outside, following a maximum electric field
ment), line, and then becomes a lateral branch.

The discharge current waveforms as a The other part is directed perpendicularly
function of v are graphed in Fig. 5. We see to the main channel and is more diffuse in %
a current rise time on the order of 10 ns. appearance, broadening slightly before it
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intercepts the main channel. This phenomenon We again find in the scheme (6c) the propa-
is perfectly consistent with the data obtained gation phases shown in fig. lb.
from point-plane discharges at Les Renardi~res. These surface discharge analyses thus

bring out the relation between the very low-
current propagation where no leader appears,
the propagation due to leader junctions in
a predischarge zone, and the continuous high-
current propagation where the transition
from a non-ionized medium to a dense plasma
(n - 1018 cm -3 ) occurs generally at the

e
same speed as the discharge transition.

Complementary laboratory experiments
have also shown that the V-UHF electromagnetic
radiation of the discharges is related to
the appearance or disappearance of these
transition zones. This process gives off
characteristic pulses with a rise time of
10 - s. An electromagnetic radiation model
based on Rompe and Weizel's theory of air
channel ionization [18, 19 and 4] confirms
the pulse shapes recorded under laboratory
conditions and under actual lightning flash
conditions. We will use these radiation sources
associated with lightning flashes in at-

tempting to explain certain processes brought
out during the phases preceding the return

a) stroke.

LIGHTNING FLASH PRECURSOR PHASE - It
is accepted that the phase prior to the estab-
lishment of a return stroke, for a ground
flash, involves the advance of a stepped-
leader luminous process progressing from

the cloud to the ground in average steps
of 50 m at a propagation speed going from
1 to 8 x 10 ms -  The characteristic time
between two successive propagations is typi-
cally on the order of 50 us [20, 211 . We
know that these easily observable stepped-
leaders are highly ionized channels where
the temperature of the neutral gases reaches
25,000 K, identical to the arc channels of

surface sparks [22] . The charge densities
and currents associated with these stepped-
leaders have till now been analyzed by inter-
preting the measurements of the electric

field taken on the ground.
More recently, stepped-leaders have

been analyzed experimentally using electro-
magnetic techniques, sometimes in association
with conventional optical or electrical

b) measurements, taken on the ground. Three
large categories of electromagnetic techniques

B have been used:

E- - wide band electromagnetic measurements,
- spectrum analysis measurements of the radi-

ation,
- interferometric measurements to localize

the sources of emission.-7The first remark to be made concerns
the wide band electromagnetic measurements.
Many experiments have shown electromagnetic
field pulses with a very short rise time

Fig. b - nt '1 WtI siirt acf discharges going from several nanoseconds [2, 4] to
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several tens of rna.oseconds [3 ]. The very An interesting step forward was made
fact that these very short rise time exist with the data on the interferometric local-

- raises the problem of the physical processes ization of the electromagnetic sources, pub-
associated with stepped-leader propagation, blished by Hayenga [23] in 1981 and by Richard
since they assume that discharge currents [9] in 1983. We will examine two cases of

-' aretestablished that vary in the same charac- precursors observed during a test program
teristic times, run by ONERA in 1981.

1200

T 
d 

c"

a b

a) tc,,,,Os, tJS
• i I 320 0 320 ,

.";: ~ m - Retu n stroke"
• Breakdown Leader"

iBreakdown phase Leader phase-'

-S.2 ..

I ) C,, I.. ,.u~ [

-45* .45'

a) b) C) d)

0)" ,7

a (PS) t )) t ( ., t 4d)

Umn 7 107 ms n  2.3 107 ms-' 2.2 10' ms-' 2.5 10' ms"!

Fig. 7 Cloud-to-ground lightning flash -
VHF sources locations - Example 1. N

a) E-field at ground

b) VHF sources locations

c) VHF sources velocities
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The first case is illustrated by the separated by an intermediate velocity zone

measurement data shown in fig. 7. Here we (approximately 107 ms-1),
show first of all the variations in the elec- - on the 10

-
6 s scale, the electromagnetic

tric field on the ground, recorded at two radiaction is emitted discontinuously.
measuring stations (the system included a For times less than 10-6 s, the interfer-

total of ten stations). These recordings ometric system used cannot detect the number

clearly show an initial breakdown phase (I) or duration of the elementary pulses.

corresponding to a rather slow variation The second example isa cloud-to-ground

in the field, followed by a characteristic flash illustrated in zig. 8. Curve 8a shows

phase (II) where the electric field varies the classical variation of the electric field

more quickly, up to the point where the return on the ground during a precursor phenomenon

stroke is established (III). leading to a first return-stroke. This evo-

In this time interval, lasting some lution lasts some 10 ms. Fig. 8b shows the

320 ms, only four very short electromagnetic distribution of the electromagnetic sources

emission zones can be seen, at times a, b, detected during the same period. The sources

c and d. The paths of the electromagnetic can be observed propagating toward the ground

*sources associated with these various zones and reaching it in 2 ms without any detect-
are given in fig. 7b. The first path, which able effect of an ascending leader. After

seems to initiate the entire flash, is di- this phase, the source localizations do not
rected toward the ground and, as the "streak" show- any clear organization. While the return-

mode representation of the process shows, stroke is being established, the few and
the propagation speed reaches 7 x I07 ms - . We small sources of emission are located along
see that, although the propagation process the discharge channel. By expanding the time
seems to reach the ground, no ascending leader- scale in the first phases of the precursor,
type phenomenon or return -stroke occurs in we observe (Fig. 8c) a very pronounced ar-

the following 100 ms, which shows that the rangement of the localization points, giving
ionization produced remains very low and an image of propagation steps at intervals

that few charges have moved downward. The between 20 and 100 ps.

second path (phase b) follows-the same zone, Efield (taion# 8)
reaches the ground and produces no ascending 2 kV/m
process either. The third path starts at 0_ t "Ms)
roughly the same point in space but goes 0.
toward the top of the cloud. The fourth path -2.
starts at the arrival point of the propa-
gation (c) and also goes upward. The average a)
velocities associated with these three propa- a)
gations are identical, in the neighborhood 21
of 2.3 x 10' ms - . Let us note that the fol-
lowing return-stroke emits practically no :12
VHF signal. Elation

With the method initially proposed by
Kriebhel E241 , we used the ten electric field
measurements 6E. corresponding to zones a, ,. •
b, c and d (Fig. 7) to reconstruct the displa-
cements ot the corresponding charges. The 20Pi. . ".tu
following remarks can be made concerning . s
the results: .

a)the Ei data do not express the advance tOo
of the electrical charge toward the ground, 0b.

b)they can only be expressed by dipole charge
models,

c)these dipoles have a horizontal structure, t ,MS)
corresponding to the motion of the negative 0 t0
charges toward the point L from a zone X0 Elevtion
roughly at the same altitude and some 10
km away. These negative charges are then 20o V ___ .

neutralized in the return-stroke. Vm=3 l10
The propagation processes call for the

following comments: t0p - C)
- on the IO -  s scale, the propagation of Vm(=.5 M0 rs -

the emission sources appears to be continu- 0 S 2
ous and with a roughly constant velocity,

except for path (b), where two high-velocity Fig. 8 - Cloud-to-ground lightning flash -

displacement phases (7 x 107 is' ) are VHF sources locations - Example 2.
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These jumps progress downward at a rate than 20 A. The predischarge zone, including
on the order of 3 x 10 ms-1. It is not poss- a phase of negative streamers and a tran-
ible to define the space distribution rather sition zone, moves at the head at the
seems to be random. Starting at point A (Fig. same speed as the leader. Under these

4 8c0, we see these sources moving downward conditions, the propagation is continuous.
much more quickly, at 1.5 x 106 ms- until We propose the following hypotheses:
the time of probable contact with the ground. -for a type a) propagation, the negative
During this phase, the altitude distribution streamer may develop over large distances
of the sources no longer seems to be organized (1 to 2 kin) in the precursor phase of
along vertical paths, but seems to fill the a lightning flash;

* ground-cloud space in a random fashion, until -each location defined by the interferometer
* the return-stroke is established, corresponds to the creation of a transition

Let us note, finally, that we observe zone where the plasma locally reaches
no characteristic electromagnetic emission a density of 1018 cm- 3 . If several tran-
process associated with the stepped -leader sition zones are created within a micro-
leading to this same return-stroke, second (the system time resolution), the

-'Not enough electric field measurements calculated localization point is the source
on the ground are yet available for this barycenter.
example to evaluate the motion of electrical Assuming these hypotheses, the events
charges between the cloud and the ground shown in figures 7 and 8 can be analyzed
with sufficient precision. as follows:

Event A (Fig. 7) - The localization points
* DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION of the sources at 300 MHz follow consistent

paths. The "streak" mode recordings indicate
At the present time we have only a very an ordered propagation of a transition zone

limited number of lightning flashes available of small extent (space stem). The negative
* as observed with the 300 MHz electromagnetic leader starts from a spot L in space where

source interferometer system. Thus the pro- negative charges from faraway sites (10 kin),
cesses discussed here cannot be taken to roughly at the same altitude as L, have ac-
be of general value. We will propose only cumulated. These horizontal displacements
preliminary schemes explaining the current have often been observed [231 . The head
observations, based on data obtained from streamers move at speeds greater than 107

long air gap breakdowns and from surface ms1  These streamers are associated with
discharges. very small charge displacements. The junctions

*We have shown that three types of dis- between the head streamers and negative leader
charge propagation may appear in non-ionized do not occur, which confirms the fact that,
air, depending on the distribution and values at ground level, no ascending positive leader
of the electrical field existing in the break- can develop after the two ground propagations
down space. (Fig. 7).
a) The first type corresponds to the low- Electromagnetically, the stepped -leader

speed displacement (104 ms-') of a negative does not appear prior to the return stroke.
leader with a predischarge zone in front This can be explained by the existence of
of it, consisting of a space stem associ- a quasi-continuous leader propagation in

*ated with positive and negative streamers, mode c, which emits practically no electro-
The plasma characterizing the stem may magnetic radiation.

* ~periodically undergo electron densityEvn B (Fg 8)-Drgth fis
transitions at the instants the positive milliseconds of discharge development, the
streamers and negative leader come into 3 x 105 ms-1 propagation speed and the organ-
contact, but these transitions remain ization of the electromagnetic sources along
very local and do not create a real conduc- the nearly vertical paths indicate the estab-
tive junction between the stem and the lishment of a stepped -le(-ad er. We observe
negative leader. The displacement velocity junctions between the head negative streamers
of the negative streamer at the head of and a negative loader (not detected here)

*the discharge can reach some 107 M s - having probably a rather low velocity. The
depending on the electric field strength. location points of the 300 Mliz sources seems

b) The second type of propagation is associ- to indicate that the junctions arc, made by
ated with a higher-speed negative leader several space leaders in series, as the long9
(105 ms'1) that can carry currents reaching air gap breakdowns show [141. We note that
10 A. The predischarge zone includes tran- the stepped -leader progression d ies down

*sition phases that grow enough to link at point 1 (Fig. 8c) , giving rise to a fast-er
the negative leader with the space stem propagation (1.5 x 106' ms ')analogous to
electrically at certain times. The leader the one observed during event B. For the
then moves in steps (stepped-leader). same reasons as at point A, the probable

c) The third type is the one where the leader contact of the head streamer with the ground
has a propagation speed reaching some does not lead to the establishment oi ;in

16ms 'and may carry currents greater ascending l eader. Trhe t iniil st epped I eader
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BIPOLAR CORONA AND AIRCRAFT TRIGGERED DISCHARGES

.J. A. Ricknell and B. M. Humnod
Department of Ph~,sics

tUniversit), of Manchester Institute of Science nd Technology
P. 0. Box 88, Manchester M 60 IOD,

United Kingdom

*ABSTRACTr

Recent experimental evidence suggests that aircraft may trigger a lightning stroke when
* fli jg in an electric-Fll) active environment. The mechanism of this type of breakdown is likel
* to be different in a number of respects frnm that commonI) associated with long gap

breakdown. This is largel) due to the distribution and availabilit) of enerq)*. in a thunderstorm
the enerq densit), is low hut the volumes are large.

The bipolar corona, which must inevitably occur from aircraft in'a space charge field
consists n, the usual negative corona with characteristic Trichel pulses together with positive

* corona. In the fields commonl> encountered, the negative corona remains localised. The
positive corona mna> adopt either a streamer or a glow mode and it is the streamers, which have
a relativel> low propagation field (^v4kV/cm at atmospheric pressure), that most probab> make

* the field energ> available to a potential discharge. B3> contrast, the glow mode remains
localised, exhibits a significant> lower current and thus reguires larger fields for
breakdown.Thus if this glow mode could be stabilised a measure of corona shielding would be
obtained. As an illustration, some observations oif bipolar corona made using c> liodricall

* conductors are reported.
'.1
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corona which ma) exist in the glow or streamer
INTRDCTONmode. The glow mode, unlike the streamer, does not

AIRCRAFT DISCHARGES can he classified into two propagate in an ambient field, generates a lower

major groups depending upon the predominent cause of current n sm rqires larger fields for breakdown.Thus the maintenance of the glow at aircraft surfaces
the discharge. These causes are principallwo

(1) Aircraft charging e.g. p-static would provide a measure of corona shielding against

(2) Enhancement of the space charge field, the more prevalent discharge reported b) Clifford.

Here a discharge refers to an> event involving Some of the factors which determine the mode arereprte hee disharg reefersn par anf avn widerin std)o
ionisation of the surrounding medium from low current reported here. They represent part of a wider stud>' of
corona to high current arcs. Ohviousl) these causes corona from isolated conductors. '.-t
are not mutuall> exclusive. Under most relevant EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEM-NT

operating conditions, the aircraft will encounter space
charge fields as well as being subjected to some Conductors are supported on quartz rods in a
charging process. However, the type of discharge uniform field established between plane electrodes ofobserved and its evolutionar) prospects will depend O.45m diameter with a maximum separation ofver) much upon cause. 0.13m; this separation is limited b) the dimensions of

If charging is primaril) responsible then the a GRP chamber enclosing the electrodes which allows

aircraft is left with a net charge which although small gas and pressure variations to be made. A 120kV
source supplies the gap through a 12M charging

raises the aircraft to a high potential hecause of its resistor; the corona current is measured across a
small capacitance. This hiqgh potential leads to corona, small resistor in series with the low tension
either from purpose-desiqned static wicks or other electrode. Photomultipliers monitor the corona
extremities, and thus the dispersal of the accumulated optical output from both conductor extremities. In
charge. The corona is monopolar - depending onl oddition to monitorino the fruee itie In

upon the sign of the charge - and the total stored photomultiplier frptal neh ration hephoomutipieroutput allows the transition from glow
energ> is small. to streamer mode to he identified; in the presence of

It has been argued that because this stored a glow the negative Trichel pulses are regular but
nedispla) marked frequenc5 and amplitude modulation atenerg> is so small, aircraft can never trigger highstemroe.

current discharges and so, ultimatel>, a lightning
stroke. Provided the aircraft is flyinq in a region
where the space charge or ambient field is negliqible L -S A R D
then this is a realistic assessment. With increasing
field the characteristics of an) discharge will change
as the aircraft charging becomes relativel)
unimportant. The corona, for example, will become ss .00 or-
bipolar and, should the field be sufficient, the positive CooJcalty tipped & L=Z'Sc."-

corona streamers in particular ma>5dev.lop well awa> Rod. dimet.r Ol di-

from the aircraft at a velocity 10 ms' . The
available enerqg, which is stored in the large scale 4s L-2cm
electric field, is much increased and is further
enhanced as the propagation distance rises. Bicknell L-I.Scm
and Shelton (1) have suggested that a minimum 40 i-

propagation distance exists be) ond which sufficient .
energ> is provided to promote the sharp increase in 3s ; '/
streamer channel conductivit> required before high * : /
current discharges are possible. Kasemir (2) has - 0
discussed the energetics of static discharges and the
possihilit) of triggered lightning whilst Gerlach et al ; ;
(3) have elegantl> demonstrated the actual triggering 2 S

of liqhtninq b) an F106. I , L-cm

Following an analysis of pilot strike records
Clifford (4) reports that a strike is apparentl) either a /
slow or, a relativel> rare, fast event; the slow event is / .
characterised b) a huildinq-up of local discharges 10 /
before a breakdown. One evident interpretation is . o
that the fast strike is caused b) a stroke originating A -
elsewhere in the cloud whilst the slow event is the S ,, -) -
development of aircraft corona as outlined above. '0 .VRo

Should this he an accurate interpretatinn then there 0 "
exists the possihilit> of modifing the corona so as to 1 S 5 7 S

prevent or inhibit the transition to an arc. This E.hVIcm

possihilit) arises because nf the dual nature of positive Fig I

F," -I
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Some results obtained usinq c) lindrical rods are
presented here as an illustration of the phenomena. Glw m Stro deamerm,
The rods have a length L (10-24mm) and diameter D a *311 tw 0 .ZmA.0I.7mo .

* (0.35-1.00mm) terminated either with hemispherical I ,ISe fo IV ISc- 0 ,.1.Sma.0,.l , -4
(H) or cnnical (C) ends with a half angle of 150; the) 0 ,760 torw V .IC.. pm"
ma) he s)mmetric (H-H or r-C) or as)mmetric (H-C). S , ser.1.2c, • ,ed,0 YAM

The corona current qenerated b) a C-C & , we 2 * H O-$,d = 1-2tm,d,0 '0 Wt |
conductor is shown as a function of ambient field and 0 1 jO t I l Icm,d. 0'4p7 Pot=
length in fig (1). For all lengths, at this particular N I. Scm.d.0 7mm
diameter, a glow-streamer transition occurs which 1.2cmd.0d , P-bP te.o tr.

coincides with the sharp increase in the current.
Not all conductors exhibit this mode switching. Short -.
H-H conductors for example displa) onl) the streamer Streamer mode A)
between corona onset and breakdown. Mode diagrams,
such as that shown schematically in Fig (2), are useful 2- £

for anticipating the expected mode

a Glow omode (B)

141W a

I _ 12 o

I tr:W I Glow

0 4 12 1 20 24 2 32

[0((o E.o (kV)'/ e '. twr 110 "1

Fig 3

This illustrates clearl) the sharp increase in current to
he expected when switching from glow to streamer
mode.

The behaviour of the as) mmetric conductors
emphasises, the possibility of increased protection if

Fig.2 the qlow mode is maintained. Fiq. (4) provides a
summary of the modes obtained for the given

The lower curve represents the corona onset whilst the conductor rnarameters. The negative corona for all
upper curve is the breakdowntime. With D/L I (e.g. conductors consists of Trichel pulses - regular in the
spheres) then the corona onset field is large enough to presence of the glow mode but modulated should
qive immediate breakdown (section 1). With the streamers occur. The two asymmetric conductors ( 2
appearance of a glow the breakdown field often and 3) both exhibit the same onset field but coductor e
increases (section 3). This is probably attributable to (2), which maintains a positive qlow, requires a field of
the siqnificantl> lower current observed durinq a over 5kV/cm for breakdown whilst conductor (3),
corona glow as compared with that provided h) because of the streamer mode, leads to breakdown of
streamers. For this particularl) class of conductor, the same gap at 3.8kV cm.
the average corona current increases linearly with the
function E (F -E )/p for an air pressure p in the range
300 p 760torr; F- is the corona onset field (Fig.3).
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Rod diameter •0 7 mi

Conductor length2 1 S kl
AP~od field, El S kV/cr.

Pressuro . 300 torr "

,| 4, VIC E V2 Wks a 6kVlc Ee 2 2kVlcm

Streamer Glow Streamer Glow

Fig 4

CONCLUSION

If aircraft triggered discharges are to occur
then the enerq) required must be supplied from that
stored in the space charge field surrounding the
aircraft. Since the energy density is low, some
mechanism for tappinq the enerq) from large volumes
is required. Given their unusually low propagation
fields, positive corona streamers are the most likely.
mechanism. The positive corona ma) occur in two
forms; the glow mode and the streamer mode. In the
glow mode, the current is significantly lower and more
diffuse than in the streamer mode so that larger fields
are required for breakdown. If the aircraft corona can
be maintained in the glow mode then a measure of
corona shielding ma) be achieved. A study of simple
cylindrical conductors indicates that geometrical
factors, such as aspect ratio, can affect the observed
mode; other possible factors are being investigated.
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FEDERAL LIGHTNING DETECTION SYSTEMS IMPROVE
AGENCY OPERATIONS, BUT ARE INEFFICIENTLY LOCATED,
AND LACK COORDINATION TO FORM A NATIONAL NETWORK

J.S. Bunting
Office of Inspector General, Office of Audits

Denver Regional Office, 1020 15th Street, Suite 2241
Denver, Colorado 80202

ABSTRACT

Existing and planning lightning detection systems by Federal agencies could provide
double or even triple coverage in some geographic areas, while other areas with more
frequent thunderstorms have no coverage. Duplication of equipment and operating costs
is possible since each agency operates its lightning detection system independently.
Opportunities exist to coordinate the testing of equipment, siting of lightning detection
systems, sharing of equipment and exchanging of lightning information. Benefits derived
from a national network include expanded geographic coverage and increased efficiency of
lightning detection systems for Federal agencies having operational or research require-
ments for lightning information.
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LIGHTNING DETECTION SYSTEMS ASSISTING NAVAL OPERATIONS - The De-
ASSIST AGENCY OPERATIONS partment of the Navy (Navy) operates a

lightning detection system at the Naval Air
- SEVERAL FEDERAL AGENCIES are using or Station and Naval Oceanography Command De-
' plan to use lightning detection systems to tachment at Cecil Field, near Jacksonville,
* improve their operations. (1)* Lightning Fla. The Navy is planning to expand to a
' detection systems assist forest fire fight- lightning detection network covering the

ing, aircraft refueling, munitions han- east coast, gulf coast, Mississippi River
dling, space shuttle launches and weather and part of the west coast. The Naval
forecasting. In addition, comnercial users Oceanography Command has the responsibility
of lightning detection systems provide to forecast thunderstorm activity, to pre-
lightning information for electrical power- dict the direction and movement of thunder-
line repairs, television weather forecasts, storms, and to provide early warnings of
and outdoor recreational activities. Actual thunderstorm activity to local Navy com-
or anticipated improvements in the effi- mands. The specific requirement for ac-
ciency and economy of agency operations are curate data has significantly increased in
responsible for the increase in the use of recent years. New Naval and Marine Corps
lightning detection systems, even though weapons systems that employ electro-explo-
the systems are not 100 percent accurate. sive detonating devices are extremely sen-

FIGHTING FOREST FIRES - The Department sitive to nearby lightning strikes. Air
of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management craft and shipboard fueling operations are
(BLM) operates a lightning detection system seriously hampered or curtailed during pe-
covering 900 million acres to fight forest riods of thunderstorm activity. Large com-
fires on public lands in 11 Western States puter centers are also particularly vulner-
and Alaska.(2) Despite Smokey the Bear, able to power surges caused by lightning
lightning starts about 10,000 forest fires coming from thunderstorms. Precise know-
a year in the United States. The lightning ledge of thunderstorm activity within the
fire hazard is especially serious in remote surrounding area, including the past move-
areas due to greater difficulty of early ment of these systems, is invaluable in
detection and fire fighting. Meteorologi- predicting future thunderstorm movements.
cal satellites and weather radars identify A high false-alarm rate and too many
systems and precipitation, but not light- "after-the-fact" or late warnings were the
ning. Since some clouds produce lightning main reasons for examining the capabili-
but very little precipitation, the assis- ties of lightning detection systems. With
tance of a lightning detection system to equipment designed to detect lightning com-
locate lightning directly is a valuable ing from a thunderstorm, the false-alarm
tool. rate could be significantly reduced, past

The BLM uses its lightning detection history of thunderstorms would be better
system, in operation since 1976, to identi- known, and forecasts could be more ac-
fy areas where lightning is occurring, it curate. By reducing the false-alarm rate,
sends fire detection aircraft and sometimes savings in personnel hours could be real-
even fire fighting crews directly to those ized by securing thunderstorm-dependent
areas. The cost of detecting and control- operations only when absolutely required.
ling lightning-caused fires has been re- In addition, with the same equipment, fewer
duced. Earlier warnings from lightning de- "after-the-fact" warnings should occur.
tection systems locate forest fires earlier Tests conducted for a 6-month period
and reduce fire fighting costs. According by the Navy on a commercially available
to reports, weather forecasters find the lightning detection system were very en-
lightning detection system useful for re- couraging.
gions out of weather radar range. The lo- -- No false alarm thunderstorm warn-
cation, direction, and development of ings were issued after installation of the
thunderstorms can be used to forecast haz- lightning detection system.
ards and to improve interpretations of -- All thunderstorm warnings provided
weather radar displays. Lightning detection at least 20 minutes lead time.
systems record 70 to 90 percent of cloud- -- One false lightning stroke per half
to-ground lightning.(3) They occasionally hour was observed during heavy thunderstorm
mistake something else for lightning, and activity. The false lightning stroke could
sometimes give an erroneous location for be easily recognized and discarded since it
the lightning strike. Overall, the BLM fire appeared randomly.
management and fire weather personnel have -- Only one failure of the lightning
found the lightning detection systems to detection system occured in six months.
be a valuable tool for locating lightning. Lightning struck a telephone modem.
-- An additional benefit of the lightning
• Numbers in parentheses are References at detection system was its apparent ability

the end of the paper. to detect severe thunderstorm cells that
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could cause wind and hail damage. Pro- al agencies' requirements. At least eight II
curement of lightning detection systems by Federal agencies have operational require-
the Navy is expected to begin in late ments or research uses for lightning detec-
spring or summer, 1983. tion systems. As so many Federal agencies

PROTECTING SPACE SHUTTLES - NASA uses independently use lightning detection sys-
lightning detection systems to improve the tems, the need for coordination increases
safety of space shuttle launches and for to avoid potential duplication of equipment
severe thunderstorm research, including a and operating costs.
lightning mapper from space. Apollo 12,
with a crew on board and a mission to land NWS NEEDS TO COORDINATE THE
on the moon was struck by lightning short- GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE OF FEDERAL
ly after lift-off on November 14, 1969. To LIGHTNING DETECTION SYSTEMS
protect future space shuttle launches, a

" lightning detection system was installed in Existing and planned lightning detec-
1972 at Kennedy Space Center.(4) Having tion systems operated or funded by Federal
timely and accurate lighting information agencies could provide double or even tri-
can avert a possible catastrophe by post- ple coverage in some geographic areas,
poning a launch when the hazard is too while other areas with more frequent thun-
great. Knowing the lightning hazard has derstorms have no coverage (See Figs. A-i,
passed or is insignificant can save $5 mil- 2,3). Duplication of equipment and oper-
lion in costs needed to reschedule a ating costs already exists, and much more
launch. Since 1979, NASA has conducted is possible since each agency independently
research on the feasibility of mapping operates its lightning detection system.
lightning from space by using a sensor on In 1963, Office of Management and Budget
a geostationary satellite.(5) Lightning (OMB) Circular A-62 assigned the responsi-
detection systems used in severe thunder- bility for coordination of Federal meteoro-
storms research could provide "ground logical services, such as lightning detec-
truth" for a satellite mapper as well as tion systems, to the U.S. Department of
valuable information on lightning in the Commerce.(10)
interim. NMAZ uperates liit,i,, uet,,ction Costin1 $50,000 to $70,000 for equip-
systems at Kennedy Space Center, Fla.; ment and more for communications, a light-
Langley Research Center, Va.; Goddard Space ning detection system covers a maximum
Center, Md.; and Wallops Island Flight area of 250 miles. As many as 10 planned
Center, Va. Also, NASA has installed a systems have substantial overlapping cover-
a lightning detection system at Marshall age. In addition, as many as five systems
Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala. could be used to provide coverage where

These three Federal agencies -- BLM, none is planned now. Figs. A-1,2,3 show
the Navy and NASA -- are cited as examples areas with potential double or triple
of agencies with operational requirements coverage of lightning detection systems and
for lightning detection systems. Each of areas with no coverage. Analysis of these
the three has or expects to improve the figures highlights the following.
effectiveness of the agency by increasing -- West Texas, with 70 thunderstorms a
the efficiency and economy of their opera- year, would have no coverage. Areas of the
tions. Other Federal agencies are using or Middle Atlantic States, with 40 thunder-
funding lightning detection systems, too. storms a year, could have triple coverage.
The U.S. Air Force uses lightning detection -- Most of North Dakota, South Dakota,
systems in Florida and Colorado to assess Minnesota, Nebraska, and Kansas with 30 to
lightning hazard to refueling aircraft and 70 thunderstorms a year, would have no
to _ticipate commercial power failures. coverage. California, with 5 to 20 thun-
The Department of Energy has funded a derstorms a year, could have double cover-
lightning detection system for Tampa Elec- age.
tric Company to study the effect of light- -- Eastern Ohio, eastern Kentucky and
ning on electric power distribution lines, and western West Virginia with 50 to 70
(6) NASA and the NSF have funded weather thunderstorms a year, would have no cover-
research at the State University of New age. Most of New England, with 20 to 30
York at Albany using lightning detection thunderstorms a year, could have double
systems.(7) NOAA uses lightning detection coverage.
systems in weather research at Norman, The lack of coordination in planning
Okla.,(8) and Boulder, Colo. The FAA uses lightning detection system locations and
a lightning detection system in thunder- the meteorologically inconsistent placement
storm avoidance along the Gulf of Mexico of lightning detection systems are evident.
and adjacent southern states.(9) Although Within the U.S. Department of Com-
some uf the lightninn detection systems are merce, NWS has responsibility for coordi-
used in research, these systems can natinv Federal meteorological services.(Ii)
operate year-round to meet other Feder- The failure to coordinate geographic cover-
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age of Federal lightning detection systems Office at Jacksonville, Fla., aided the
has resulted in overlapping coverage in low Naval Oceanography Command by providing
thunderstorm frequency areas, ommission of a location for one lightning detection an-
coverage in some high thunderstorm frequen- tenna for a northeast Florida system. The
cy areas, and meteorologically inconsistent Navy recognizes that planned lightning de-
geographic coverage. tection systems for the east coast, gulf

coast, Mississippi River Valley and west
NEED TO FORM A NATIONAL NETWORK OF coast require cooperation with other Feder-
FEDERAL LIGHTNING DETECTION SYSTEMS al agencies for location of some lightning

detection antennas and master stations for
a, Potential exists for a national net- the total system planned.
" work of Federal lightning detection sys- Sharing or pooling of equipment to

tems to eliminate double or triple cover- form and operate a larger, more efficient
age in some geographic areas, to provide lightning detection system is another exam-
coverage in areas where none is planned ple of interagency cooperation. A few com-
now, and to increase the efficiency of bined systems have included two agencies:
Federal lightning detection systems. Areas BLM - USFS in 11 Western States and the En-
of interagency cooperation include testing, vironmental Research Laboratories - the Air
siting, sharing equipment and operating Force in Colorado. The NASA-SUNY system
costs, and exchanging data. Network equip- along the east coast also include partic-
ment costs should be no more than costs for ipation by NSF.
existing and planned lightning detection Sharing or pooling of equipment is im-
systems. However, communication costs may portant to avoid duplication of expensive
be higher than for existing lightning de- lightning detection systems. One manufac-
tection systems as Federal agencies seek to turer estimates 1981 procurement costs of
link up with a national network, rather less than $1.5 million in addition to sys-
than procure additional lightning detection tems already purchased from the manufactur-
systems. er, to provide a national network of light-

To assure all agencies of the accuracy ning detection systems. The estimate does
and reliability of lightning detection sys- not include integrating other companies'
tems, a side-by-side operational test equipment into the national network. In
should be conducted by an impartial inter- addition, communications and operations
agency organization with appropriate tech- costs would be substantial. BLM estimates
nical expertise. Two major manufacturers over $500,000 in year-round communications
of lightning detection systems have already and operations cost for an 11 state system.
stated a willingness to cooperate with a Savings in procurement costs of equipment
side-by-side operational test. The Depart- or accessories are one time savings. How-
ment of the Interior, Bureau of Mines con- ever, communication costs are substantial
ducted a side-by-side operational testing and recur over the life of the lightning
of lightning detection systems, but had detection system. Reducing communication
available equipment from only one of the and operating costs by combining two over-
two commercial manufacturers and research lapping systems into a larger more ef-
equipment.(12) Performance features tested ficient system could save an amount equal
were mean warning time, number of false to the equipment and operating cost.
alarm, failure to alarm, valid alarms and COORDINATING COVERAGE AND EXCHANGING
mean time to clear. Agencies could add DATA IS NEEDED - Providing lightning detec-
other performance features to future tests. tion system coverage for areas without any

SHARING SITES AND EQUIPMENT HAS AL- planned coverage could complement other NWS
READY BEGUN - Interagency cooperation in programs to reduce deaths from flash floods
siting lightning detection systems has al- and lightning. Events provided dramatic
ready started and needs to increase. BLM evidence of the heavy death toll and
and USFS have cooperated in lightning de- property damage from flash floods and
tection system siting for fire fighting in lightning, especially in the Northern Great
11 Western States. NASA and NSF have funded Plains states, where there is no coverage.
the State University of New York (SUNY) at -- South Dakota's Black Hills, on the
Albany for research with a lightning detec- fringe of a lightning detection system,
tion system. NASA has integrated light- were struck by a series of thunderstorms
ning detection systems at Dahlgren and with extremely heavy rains in June 1972.
Wallops Flight Center, Va., into the east Catastrophic flash flooding developed along
coast network operated by SUNY. The U.S. a two-block-wide, 12-mile-long stretch of
Department of Commerce, Environmental Re- Rapid Creek that flows through Rapid City.
search Laboratories in Boulder, Colo., and Two hundred and thirty seven people died
the U.S. Air Force share lightning detec- and more than $100 million in property
tion data and operate separately purchased damage was recorded.(13)
equipment as one system. Weather Service -- Minnesota's border with North Da-
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kota and South Dakota experienced six flash coverage of Federal lightning detection
floods in a five-year period from 1973 - systems has resulted in overlapping cover-
1977.(14) age in low thunderstorm frequency areas and

-Nebraska and Kansas had among the ommission of coverage in some high thunder-
highest frequency of lightning incidents storm frequency areas, resulting meteoro-
(deaths, injuries and property damage) per logically inconsistent geographic coverage.
million people from 1968 - 1977, surpassed 4. Potential exists for a national
only by three other states. network to increase the efficiency of

To increase the efficiency of existing existing and planned Federal lightning de-
*lightning detection systems and to assure tection systems.

effective use of lightning detection sys-
tems procured by Federal agencies in the RECOMMENDATIONS
future, sharing or pooling of equipment is
imperative. To improve the economy and efficiency of

Opportunities exist to expand data Federal lightning detection systems, the
sharing from lightning detection systems. Office of Inspector General, Office of
Examples of expanded use of lightning de- Audits, recommended that the Assistant
tection systems which could potentially in- Administrator for Weather Services in co-
crease the efficiency of operations are the operation with the Federal Coordinator for
following: Meteorological Services and Supporting Re-

-- The Navy's use of lightning detec- search:
tion systems to increase safety of ship- 1, request Federal agencies to pro-
board and aircraft refueling by reducing vide plans of existing and future lightning
false alarms and late warnings could bene- detection systems including geographic
fit the Air Force, Army, and Coast Guard. coverage, testing needs, siting locations,

*The FAA might find lightning data useful and equipment specifications;
*for terminal forecasts. 2, assist Federal agencies seeking

-BLM - USFS lightning detection sys- lightning information by providing for
tems in 11 Western States could provide the interagency testing of lightning detection
Navy with lightning data, at least while systems, expanding the cooperation in
the Navy awaits procurement of its own sys- siting lightning detection systems and
tem, and perhaps permanently. sharing equipment, and encouraging exchange

-The east coast network operated by of lightning information rather than pro-
SUNY at Albany and supported by NASA could curement of lightning detection systems
provide lightning data to the Forest Ser- additional to those already planned or in
vice, and possibly to BLM, to improve for- operation;
est fire fighting in New England and Middle 3, coordinate the geographic cover-

*Atlantic States. The Forest Service has age of lightning detection systems operated
* national forests in these states but no or funded by Federal agencies to eliminate -

lightning detection system east of the Mis- multiple coverage in some geographic areas
*sissippi River. and to provide coverage in geographic areas

- BLM - USFS system and the Navy's where none is planned; and
*planned system could provide a wider area 4, form a national network of light-

of ground truth for a future satellite ning detection systems with intercommunica-
lightning mapper for NASA. Regional, sea- tions capability.
sonal, and diurnal variations in lightning The National Weather Service and the
could be observed over a larger area. Federal Coordinator for Meteorological Ser-
In addition, public utilities seeking vices and Supporting Research have agreed
lightning data to increase the efficiency with the recommendations. Currently, a
of repair crews and minimize risk could national plan to coordinate lightning data

*use information from an expanded or nation- is being developed.
al lightning detection network. Existing ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
and planned lightning detection systems I would like to thank Becky Purvis for
operated or funded by Federal agencies her time and patience in preparing this -

could form the basis for a national light- paper. Special thanks should also go to
ning detection network. Dr. Wilfred K. Klemperer, Division of Sci-

entific Systems, Bureau of Land Management
CONCLUSIONS and Hugh Christian, Marshall Space Flight

hae1. At least eight Federal agencies Center, National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
haeoperational requirements or research ministration. Additional credit is due to

uses for lightning detection systems. E.P. Krider and Michael Maier for data re-
2. Interagency cooperation needs to produced on Fig. A-i, Dr. Rodney Bent for

be expanded in the areas of testing, siting material contained in Fig. A-2, and the
and sharing of lightning detection systems. Commander, Naval Oceanography Command for

3. Failure to coordinate geographic information supplied in Fig. A-3.
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Figs. A-i thru A-3 However, some of the same area is also
covered by the BLM. There is no connection

THUNDERSTORM FREQUENCY IN THE between the two systems. In Florida, areas
UNITED STATES AND COVERAGE BY covered by the lightning detection systems
LIGHTNING DETECTION SYSTEMS of Tampa Electric, Kennedy Space Center and

the U.S. Air Force overlap. No connection
A map of annual thunderstorm occurrences exists between Tampa Electric and the two
with overlays of existing lightning detec- Federal agencies to exchange lightning
tion systems for the two primary manufac- information.
turers and the Navy's planned lightning Geographic coverage indicated on the
detection system are presented on the fol- map is accurate although small variations
lowing pages. The need for coordination in may exist for individual systems.
locating Federal lightning detection sys-
tems is graphically evident by comparing Table A-1
these three figures. The map has three PRESENT USERS AND LOCATIONS OF LIGHTNING
overlays and a composite. DETECTION SYSTEMS IN THE UNITED STATES

-- A base map of the 48 contiguous
* United States showing the annual frequency LIGHTNING LOCATION AND PROTECTION,

of thunderstorm occurence.(15) INC. (Fig. A-i) - Department of Agricul-
-- Fig. A-1 shows the coverage provi- ture, U.S. Forest Service, Northern Forest

ded by existing Federal and private light- Fire Laboratory, Missoula, Montana.
ning detection systems using Lightning Lo- Department of Commerce, NOAA, National
cation Protection equipment. (Obtained from Severe Storms Laboratory, Norman, Oklahoma;
LLP Inc).(16) Prototype Regional Observing and Forecast-

-- Fig. A-2 shows the coverage provi- ing System, Boulder, Colorado.
ded by existing Federal and private light- Department of the Interior, Bureau of
ning detection systems using Atlantic Sci- Land Management, Boise, Idaho.
entific Corporation equipment. (Obtained National Aeronautics and Space Admini-
from ASC). stration: Goddard Space Center, Maryland;

-- Fig. A-3 shows .. planned Navy Kennedy Space Center, Florida; Langley Re-
lightning detection syste.. (Obtained from search Center, Virginia; Marshall Space
the Naval Oceanography Command). Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama; Wallops

The map and overlays have two quali- Island Flight Center, Virginia.
fications. Detroit Edison Company, Detroit,

-- A few privately operated lightning Michigan; Sandia Laboratories, Albuquer- A.
detection systems appear on the overlays: que, New Mexico; Tampa Electric Company,
Detroit Edison company in the Michigan area Tampa, Florida.
(red), Atlantic Scientific Corporation in Alaska Department of Natural Re-

" the Florida peninsula (green) and Tampa sources, Fairbanks, Alaska; California De-
Electric Company on the Gulf Coast of partment of Forestry, Sacramento, Cali-
Florida (red). Tampa Electric Company re- fornia; State University of New York,
ceived Department of Energy funding for in- Albany, New York.
stallation of its lightning detection sys- ATLANTIC SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION (Fig.
tem. In addition to these three, TV sta- A-2) - Department of Defense, Naval Service
tions are operating lightning detection Weapons Center, Dahlgren, Virginia.
systems in Colo., Ga., and Wis. Department of Transportation, Federal

-- Fig. A-1 gives the illusion of co- Aviation Administration, New Orleans.
ordination and integrated lightning detec- Atlantic Scientific Corporation, Mel-
tion systems where they may not exist. For bourne, Florida.
example, in Colorado the U.S. Air Force and NAVY (Fig. A-3) - Naval Air Station,
the DOC Environmental Research Labora- Cecil Field, Florida; Naval Oceanography
tories operate one integrated system. Command, Bay St. Louis, Mississippi.
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THEORETICAL AND OPERATIONAL EVALUATION OF A TIME-OF-ARRIVAL (TOA) 0.
LIGHTNING POSITION AND TRACKING SYSTEM (LPATS)

R.B. Bent and W.F. Highlands
Atlantic Scientific Corporation, Melbourne, FL 32901

W.A. Lyons
R*SCAN Corporation, Minneapolis, MN 55415

ABSTRACT

There are two satisfactory approaches for operationally locating cloud to
ground (CG) lightning strikes: magnetic direction finding (MDF) and time-of-
arrival (TOA). MDF systems have been widely used over the past decade. Recent
technological breakthroughs now allow the real-time detection and location of
lightning ground strokes over a wide area with high positional accuracy. LPATS
-- Lightning Position and Tracking System -- utilizes a time-of-arrival (TOA)
technique and specifically avoids the use of magnetic direction finding tech-
nology. Computer simulations of total system performance under worst case con-
ditions predict locational accuracy of better than 750 m within the polygon
inscribed by the 4 to 6 antennas (over a quarter million square miles).
Theoretical estimates of the impact of a 2000 m mountain range on the propaga-
tion of LORAN-C signals and lightning wave forms introduce worst case location
errors on the order of 30 to 300 m. The effect of air temperature variation on
LORAN-C signal TOA is also found to be negligible. Techniques to filter out
local noise, ionospheric reflections, and in-cloud discharge are described.
Calculations show that local perturbations introduced by a 20 km long power line
within 30 m lead to locational errors of a mere several meters.

LPATS networks now cover parts of more than 16 states. Field experience
gathered since the spring of 1982 suggests that the predicted locational accura-
cies are being achieved. CG strikes are frequently intercompared with WSR-57
radar echoes and GOES infrared cloud images. This reveals a high degree of
internal data c9herence and phenomonological consistency. Strike rates of
2000-5000 hour-- are often observed over the Florida peninsula. A very slow
fall-off of detection efficiency with range is indicated by the MN-WI network,
which routinely tracks active thunderstorm clusters as far away as Omaha (500 km
from the network's center). Initial estimates suggest upward of 85% detection
within the antenna polygon, down to 50% at 400 km range. The shape of the
detection efficiency curve will be determined by tracking isolated cells by 2 or
3 overlapping LPATS networks. Initial experiments show very high correlations
between cells tracked at distances of 160 and 350 nm from two network centroids.
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INTRODUCTION of a functioning TOA system and presents

additional evidence that the technique works
FOR THE OPERATIONAL LOCATION of lightning well within its design expectations.

c l oud - t ° - gr ou n d  ( CG)  strikes, there are
essentially two approaches: magnetic direc- PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
tion finding (MDF) (Krider, et al, 1976)and

* time-of-arrival (TOA). MDF systems have been The TOA system depends on monitoring the
in use for almost a decade. As noted by accurate time an event occurs at remote
Pierce (in Golde, 1977), "All techniques for sites, and performing spherical hyperbolic

" locating the origin of atmospherics are sub- geometry in order to determine its point of
ject to errors. There are three main cate- origin (Hughs and Gallenberger, 1974).
gories of errors: Those associated with Because electromagnetic waves travel approxi-
signal variability at the source; those mately 30 m in 100 nanoseconds, then if the
introduced by fluctuations in the propagation time of arrival is monitored to some 100
characteristics, and those of localized (e.g. nanoseconds accuracy, we would anticipate a
topographical influences on direction location accuracy on the order of 30 m.
finding), or instrumental, origin. The rela- In order to accomplish the ground stroke
tive importance of the categories differs detection, the system employs a plurality (at
according to the techniques involved. The least three and preferably four to six) of
multistation time-of-arrival (TOA) method is geographically separated lightning stroke
undoubtedly the most accurate way of fixing monitors. Each station consists of a
individual sources. It is also the most lightning stroke detector and a timing signal
costly. Expenses are substantial in generator that is synchronized to within a
installation (elaborate equipment, at least few hundred nanoseconds with the output of
thee stations needed), maintenance (accurate the timing signal generator at each others'
timing required), and data processing respective location. The timing signal can
(complicated geometry)." be received from several available sources,

Also, Pierce (1982) stated that "a time- including any one of the presently available
of-arrival (TOA) method is by far the most LORAN-C generators as well as several other
accurate way of fixing the source of an indi- ground and satellite based transmitters. It
vidual sferic. It is also, understandably, can also be generated from within the LPATS
the most elaborate and expensive. TOA network to each of its receivers by radio
systems are much less subject to errors than link.
are crossed-looped techniques. Polarization The LPATS remote lightning monitor is
errors are effectively nonexistent; site really two receivers combined. One detects
errors are very small. However, if the the occurrence and time of a lightning ground
potential accuracy of a TOA system is to be stroke and the other receiver listens to the
realized and confusion between separate timinq source to establish time clock
atmospherics is to be avoided, interstation synchronization with the other receivers in
timing of approximately 10 microseconds is the same network. The antenna system used is
required. This implies the installation of a combination of a standard vertical whip,
accurate time standards at each station." plus a horizontal 18" plate mounted on a com-
Since these assesments were written, the dra- mon mast. The whip is used for timing recep-
matic revolution in microelectronics has tion and the plate senses the lightning
resulted in the availability of low cost signals. The antenna system requires no spe-
receivers for easily available timing signals cial orientation and may be installed near
(such as LORAN-C). A four station prototype the ground or at any convenient elevation
TOA network was designed by Atlantic even in the vicinity of metal structures.
Scientific Corporation (ASC) and established The two antennas are electrically independent
in Florida in the spring of 1982. It has and are separately connected with coaxial
been in continuous operation ever since, and feedline cables to their respective
is now part of a commercial system (LPATS receivers.
--Lightning Position and Tracking System). Each of the ground stroke detection sta-
LPATS now covers part of at least 16 states, tions is further connected via a dedicated

- serving numerous military, utility, communication link to a central analyser (CA)
industrial, and broadcasting clients. The facility as shown in Fig. 1. The CA may be

initial design critera called for locational located at one of the detection stations if
accuracies of at least a mile within the area desired. Each of the stations is synchro-
enclosed by the polygon inscribing the anten- nized with the others by receipt of the 
nas. An effective range of at least 250 km timing signal from the selected source. As aSresult, the only significant error is the
was anticipated. Earlier papers by Bent, et r tgh
al (1983) and Lyons and Bent (1983) have propagation delay differential for each
described the basic system and presented ii- listening station. Since each individual
tial examples of its output. This paper sum- differential is fixed and known, it is com-
marizes in greater detail the characteristics pensated at the CA during the course of

determining the location of the ground
stroke.
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When a ground stroke occurs, the Built-in test features are an integral
electromagnetic pulse emitted is detected by part of LPATS. For example, every few minu-
each listening station which records the time tes a lightning-like pulse is injected at the
of detection of the ground stroke by sampling front end of each receiver and the total
an internal synchronized clock at that par- receiver performance is verified and infor-
ticular station. In effect, each listening mation reported to the central unit. This
station records the time that the stroke was procedure tests everything in the remote
detected relative to the standard timing receiver except the whip antennas used for
cycle emitted by the selected source. This reception of the lightning and LORAN data.
"time byte" data is then transmitted over the Built-in tests also continuously monitor the
communication link from the detection station telephone lines for any change in conditions
of interest to the CA. and report the same on the video screen.

At the CA, after compensating the Failures at the circuit card level are auto-
received time byte for relative time signal matically diagnosed.
propagation delay, a calculation of the
stroke location is carried out. With four VIDEO INFORMATION SYSTEM
listening stations, the algorithm for deter-
mining the location of the ground stroke is The LPATS Video Information System (VIS)

* reduced to a set of linear equations. For a is a microprocessor based system which
three station solution, the CA solves the accepts lightning positional informat4on,
complex explicit non-iterative equations stores this data (in multiples of 3000
necessary for stroke location and outputs the strokes), and allows it to be displayed

* data in latitude and longitude. The solu- either in real-time or as a time dependent
-: tions are obtained through spherical hyper- replay (Fig. 2). Information is received

bolic geometry; two received times indicate a from the CA over standard telephone lines
hyperbola on which the storm lies and the using dial-up or dedicated service. CG stri-
third station provides a second and third kes are plotted on a high resolution color
hyperbola that intersect the first at the monitor and can be routed to hard copy
strike point, peripherals. LPATS has the capability of

*The LPATS contains ASC custom built being interfaced to the majority of com-
* microprocessor cards, each performing dif- puters. The VIS unit is configured with an

ferent high speed functions at the same time. RS23 output port. Ti otcnan
One of these cards has been developed to stroke information in ASCII format arranged
allow extremely fast hardware trigonometrical in latitude, longitude, polarity, and time
calculations, as a software approach would for each stroke. LPATS can also generate
not allow the multiple return stroke location broadcast-quality NTSC video to drive a tele-
ability that LPATS has, vision monitor or tape recorder. A variable

The digital circuitry employed in the display zoom is incorporated to allow magni-
LPATS system is designed to accomplish the fication of any selected area. By posi-
required mathematical routines at extremely tioning a cursor over the desired area and
high speeds to accurately locate virtually entering the required magnification, the map
all CG lightning strokes sensed. Separate data base is then recalculated and this area
high performance circuits have been specifi- is displayed on the viewing monitor. As the
cally designed by and for ASC to execute map is expanded, additional graphics are
required functions. This approach minimizes added, such as city names, roads, and other

* the number of required components and thereby user defined boundaries. Cursor placement
increases reliability. The reduced number of also displays the stroke time and the range
components allows the equipment to be con- and azimuth of a stroke relative to a
tamned on three to five boards in one small selected location.
chassis, depending on options selected. The A CG discharge is displayed as a color

* system allows several microprocessors to be dot on the CRT screen. Black and white pho-
operating in the same chassis performing dif- tographs of the color monitor's capabilities
ferent functions. Thus, we are able to moni- are shown in Figure 3a, b. A replay mode is
tor and locate the individual strokes in a incorporated to allow pre-programmed time
multiple lightning flash occurring only 15 increments of data to be color time coded on
milliseconds apart. the monitor. This provides the user a visual

With an LPATS system of four antennas, determination of storm speed and direction.
only three of which are required 'o accura- A high speed time lapse feature is also
tely locate a stroke position, there is a available to further display storm movement.
great level of redundancy. LPATS is now POAAINO OA- IIGSGA
accomodating up to 6 antennas and with this POAAINO OA- IIGSGA

* arrangement, there are 20 combinations of In the U.S.A., the LPATS timing pulse is
three antennas for stroke location, and
therefore 19 solutions are redundant. generated by a single LORAN-C navigational

transmitter. The "timing" pulses are
transmitted at a frequency of 100 KHz within
a very narrow spectrum. It is well known
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that LORAN-C provides an excellent medium for over the mountains and one along the surface

the dissemination of precise time and freq- of a spherical earth. There is a possibi- 0

uency on a continuous basis. The stability lity of a shorter path around the mountains,
of the ground wave from a single transmitter but we will only consider the maximum
provides a sub-microsecond precision capabi- distance possible, namely over the mountains,
lity (Potts and Welder, 1972). It should be where diffraction at peaks and ridges permits
noted that the accuracy of the entire LORAN-C such propagation paths. For simplicity in

stem is on the order of 1 microsecond. the calculations, we will assume that the
However, LPATS only uses a single station propagation over the mountains follows a
signal and therefore achieves much better parabolic path. Table 1 shows the result of
timing accuracy. For 100 kw of peak radiated calculating the extra path length over moun-
power, useful signals to 2600 km are reported tains ranging in relief up to 3700 meters.
(Dickenson, 1959) over seawater paths. Over On average the distance between
land paths with average conductivity (0.005 transmitter and receiver is greater than 370
mhos/m), the ranges are about 350 km shorter. km, implying path differences less than 206
Good signal processing techniques can improve m, or less than 685 nanoseconds. Such a ..
these distances. difference is extremely small, but because of

In order to evaluate the temperature the fixed situation a correction can be
correlated LORAN-C propagation delays, we applied, if desired.
will note the results of a paper by Mungall, The only waveform distortion will be
et al (1981). A measurement program was caused by multiple wavefront arrivals and the
carried out during two full winter periods phase distortion will be the algebraic sum at 6
and one intervening summer, from September, a given time. The transmitted spectrum is so
1979, to April, 1981, in order to measure narrow that the filtering due to propagation
both the amplitude of the propagation-delay is unlikely to change the waveforms. The
variations, and also their reproductibility wavelength of the LORAN-C propagated wave is
from one year to the next along two LORAN-C 3000 m, again implying minimal propagation
signal paths of 310 km and 655 km in eastern effects.
North America. The outside air temperature On another note, it has been stated by
at Ottawa was noted daily at the time of the some that LORAN-C is not a highly accurate
LORAN-C TOA measurements. navigation system. We recognize that this is

These results conclusively show that, a true and factual statement. However, LPATS
even over two widely separated and differing does not use LORAN-C for navigation. LPATS'
propagation paths, the relative time dif- use of LORAN-C is for timing synchronization
ferences at any one time are likely to fluc- only, and only one station is used as opposed
tuate by only a few hundred nanoseconds. to three in navigation. The LORAN-C master
Such a number by itself is likely to provide and secondary transmissions contain tightly
typical lightning TOA location errors of only controlled, highly stable timing reference
a small fraction of a mile close to the LPATS signals traceable to the National Bureau of
network. The errors are also likely to be Standards. Accuracies better than 50 nanose- -.

further reduced by the fact that in general conds are achieved by choosing the proper
the LPATS timing receivers are synchronized portion of the transmitted LORAN-C signal.
by monitoring only one common LORAN-C This is as stated by the Coast Guard in USCG
transmitter. The propagation paths from this publication M16562, "Specifications of the
one transmitter to the LPATS network LORAN-C sign ". This accuracy is con-
receivers are in general likely to be over tinuously overseen and stringently controlled
similiar terrain and temperature paths and by USCG monitoring stations.
not be comparable to the above experimental
example. Hence, the timing discrepancies GROUND STROKE DETECTION
will be smaller.

The possibility that certain LORAN-C The most frequent mode of a lightning
transmitter to LPATS receiver paths will pass strike is to bring negative charge to ground.
over or around mountainous terrain exists, LPATS was initially designed to detect only
making the arrival time of the "first" ground these negative charges. Recent modifications
wave delayed somewhat from that obtained on a to the system now provide the ability to
smooth, spherical earth. Such an error will detect and flag situations when positive
be constant and calculable, hence allowing charge is brought to the ground. The LPATS
corrections to be provided. It can be shown equipment monitors the electric field
theoretically, however, that these errors are radiated from the discharge in a broadband
also likely to be extremely small, spectrum of bandwidth 2 kHz to 500 kHz (3db).

Referring to Fig. 4, we see that there is This will accurately monitor risetimes of 700
a path difference between a wave passing over nanoseconds. It can be shown that the typi-
the mountain and a theoretical wave passing cal return stroke has risetimes varying from
along the surface of the spherical earth bet- less than 0.5 microseconds to over 4 microse-
ween A and B. The maximum path difference conds with close lightning being the faster
will be the difference between a wave passing and distant lightning slower. The fall time
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of the lightning waveform is also significant path length due to rough terrain. The
% and indicates the low frequency components. geometrical changes are similar to those

This averages around 30-40 microseconds to discussed dealing with the LORAN-C propaga-
half-peak. In order to select a lightning tion. We can also assume the propagation
return stroke waveform for acceptance by the distance is, in general, greater than 180 km
equipment, it is necessary to perform wave- where the baseline between sites is greater
form interrogation looking indirectly for than 180 kmn, and bearing in mind that the
these particular waveform shapes. most distant three receivers are the ones

*The LPATS design uses a matched filter used in the spherical hyperbolic calcula-
technique with the filter designed around the tions. Here again geometrical propagation

expected return stroke waveform. Variances errors are likely to be less than 690 nanose-
in that waveform for all anticipated return conds. In the case where lightning occurs inI
stroke shapes are allowed, but anything not the center of a network of four stations 185
resembling such a waveform is rejected. For km apart, the propagation distance is 131 km.
instance, a sharp rise and fall time from a In the unlikely event that a mountain ridge

'4 lightning leader would be immediately two miles high was intercepted in this short
rejected. Upon acceptance by the equipment path distance, the geometrical error would
that the waveform was close to the matched only be 293 meters or 955 nanoseconds.
filter design, the time of the initial peak, The most troublesome error is the distor-
which was recorded to an accuracy of a few tion due to propagation of a broadband
hundred nanoseconds, is forwarded to the lightning electric field waveform. The
CA. This time has occurred when the closer one is to a lightning stroke, the

* lightning was generally within 100 m of the greater the high frequency component. We can
ground. Matched filters also have the abi- also assume that over flat land with average
lity to analyze signatures deep into the ground conductivity (5 x 10-3 mhos/m) the
background noise, hence providing a much risetime of a typical lightning return stroke
better waveform retrieval than a regular propagating 200 km is delayed by some 0.7 to
receiver. 2.6 microseconds (Uman, et al, 1976). On

At times, waveforms from nearby storms average, a delay in risetime of 1 microsecond
contain signatures that closely resemble occurs between a site only some 15 to 25 km
ground discharges, but they have actually from the discharge and one some 215 to 225 km
occurred within the cloud. These signatures distant.

* are usually weaker in magnitude and have also Because a typical LPATS system will only
different patterns prior to the false "return use data monitored from distances greater
stroke". In order to eliminate these erro- than 160 kin, we can assume that in similar
neous values, the LPATS receiver examines the terrain to Florida we can expect average
data prior to the recorded return stroke. In waveform distortion of the risetime of less
cloud strokes, the data in this time period than 1 microsecond. Considering the time of
is quite different from that prior to actual peak instead of risetimes, there is a
return strokes, thus allowing elimination of possiblity of a further delay of 1/4 to 1/2
cloud stroke data resembling these strokes. microsecond. Once more, however, because
Furthermore, the receivers close to a storm LAPTS only monitors distant lightning, these
are not permitted to play a part in the loca- peak arrival time errors are likely to be
tion of the nearby activity, small.

* In summary, the false effects of similar
waveforms in cloud discharges are eliminated IONOSPHERIC REFLECTION EFFECTS
due to the fact that in general the energy is
small and will not propagate adequately to The LPATS receivers are designed to
the distant receivers as well as the stated detect and eliminate the effects of
fact that the signatures prior to the false ionosphe-ic reflections. In order to achieve
"return stroke" are different and are this objective, the receivers each have two
rejected by LPATS. There is a possilibity thresholds and in-built logic to detect cer-
that some large distant discharges may cause tamn phenomena. Let us examine such
saturation of the receiver, but this provides reflected waveforms as displayed in Fig. 5.
only a small error in the peak amplitude The ground wave with its associated high fre-
detection time of the signature. The equip- quency components is evident, as are the
ment will read the time at the instant the smoother ionospheric reflections. It is
unit saturates, which, for such a stroke, shown that the ionospheric reflections are of
will occur only a few hundred nanoseconds similar peak value as the ground wave.
prior to the actual peak. Our experience is that for distances less

than 650 kin, the peak of the ground wave is
PROPAGATION OF THE LIGHTNING WAVEFORM rarely less than 0.5 times the peak

ionspheric reflection, and it occurs some 200
In considering lightning waveform propa- microseconds earlier. With the two

gation, we must investigate waveform distor- thresholds in the LPATS receiver, we are able
tion as well as geometrical changes in the to analyze waveform slopes between threshold
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crossings as well as the time between peaks, situation where an LPATS receiver is placed
Such analysis helps with in-cloud stroke 100 m from a 60 km long powerline, then a
detection and can also lead to the elimina- worst case error o-f-23 nanoseconds or 7 m is
tion of the ionospheric reflections. For the possible. Clearly these errors are riot worth
few that pass the tests, the time of peak considering.
detection for all three recording receivers Another potential occasional source of
is unlikely to be an acceptable value for a error is the "baseline error". A baseline
mathematical solution. The mathematics tends error could affect the accuracy of LPATS
to give complex solutions for bad data locating a stroke position. If a storm
because each required time difference occurs along a baseline of two antennas, the
involves two received times. Furthermore, storm position may not be accurately calcu-
these data must have timing differences bet- lated using that baseline. With the four
ween sites less than the short time it takes antennas utilized by LPATS and only three
for light to travel between them. reported detections required to accurately

position a lightning stroke, this situation
NOISE REJECTION rarely occurs. Mk

There is always a possibility of local EFFICIENCY AND LOCATIONAL ACCURACY
noise interference in both the lightning
stroke and timing receivers. For this Lightning data are difficult to evaluate
reason, notch filters have been built into due to the lack of objective measurements and
the equipment to eliminate these effects. A criteria, although a few limited attempts
broadcast station tunable notch filter with have been reported (Johnson, et al, 1982).
more than 30 db attentuation has been built At the current time, testing for internal
into the unit that has negligible effect on data coherence and phenomological consistency
the broadband lightning waveform, is the main tool for LPATS evaluation stu-

Two more tunable notch frequencies are dies. Obviously it is occasionally possible
available in the 15 kHz to 60 kHz band and to monitor a single storm by eye and compare
two in the 60 kHz to 150 kHz band. These are the visual count with the recorded data. The
necessary at many sites to reject the effects near-field detection efficiency can then be
of powerful low frequency transmitters. All initially estimated.
these filters have attenuation greater than Visual observances at Melbourne and Tampa
30 db. taken during thunderstorm occurrences and

In the 50-60 Hz region, adequate rejec- compared to data sensed by the LPATS
tion is applied, although at these frequen- for the same time period indicates a high
cies, the effects of the noise on the degree of correlation; around 85%.
detection of a lightning stroke peak is Similiarly, observations by trained weather
negligible, observers at the Naval Air Station at
OTHER ERROR SOURCES Meridian, Mississippi have been compared with

" VIS data from the East Gulf network by NAS
Pensacola meteorological personnel. TheySite errors, which are a well understood have confirmed a very high degree of stroke

major problem in magnetic field detection detection for that system.
systems (Darvenizia and Uman, 1983), are In addition to the visual sightings, data
negligible in the TOA system. Here one i sInadtotohevslsitngaa
-nelyginteet in et e Tig syte arril te ifrom three separate networks with receivers

only interested in detecting the arrival time up to 1300 km apart have been compared. On
of the initial return stroke peak of a one occasion, a thunderstorm was located near
received broadband lightning waveform. Any Kansas City, KS. Several lightning flashes
Sobstructions, reflections, or re-radiation were reported by three separate LPATS net-
have only a negligible effect on the moni- works (Florida, East Gulf, and Upper
tored peak time. We have already discussed Midwest). This comparison suggests a signi-
above the small errors that are the result of ficant degree of stroke detection efficiency.
the insertion of large obstacles such as Obviously, when activity is closer to the
mountain ranges in the path. When we con- antenna network, higher stroke detection
sider obstacles or reflectors that are close efficiency is present. This is borne out by
to the receiving site, the errors are signi- the following examples.
ficantly smaller or they have no effect on On November 1, 1983, a thunderstorm was
the initial peak arrival time. occurring near Cape Canaveral, Florida. Fig.

There is also a small possibility that 6 shows the data printout from the CA.
. site errors may be evident in the arrival Notice that LPATS detected 14 strokes in one

time of a received timing pulse. Considering flash using stations over 275 km distant.
the LORAN-C transmissions, one can refer to This again suggests the fact that LPATS does
technical publications on the effect of neary indeed posses a very high inherent detection
conductors on the phase of the received efficiency.
signal. Olsen, et al, (1982) discuss the
scattering of LORAN-C navigation signals by

* a powerline. Applying Olsen's equations to a
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Another approach is to monitor a storm with as high a strike density on the edge of
close to one network by that network and also the display as near the network center.
by a distant network. On February 3, 1984, a Other comparisons from two networks have pro-
thunderstorm was occurring near latitude 260 vided similar results.
north and longitude 850 west. This lightning As for the determination of CG locational
activity was detected by the Florida and the accuracy, it is possible to arrive at a
East Gulf networks. Fig. 7 is a GOES visible theoretical estimate. We know that the
KB8 image at 1330 EST showing a large area of timing errors of the system, including propa-
convective cloudiness. Radar summaries (Fig. gation and site errors are significantly less
8) in fact only indicate heavy rain showers, than 1 microsecond. This timing error is
but not thunderstorms. Maximum radar tops much smaller than obtained in determining the
were 6200 m. The Ruskin, FL radar, 305 km to time of peak of the return stroke waveform
the west of this convective cluster was which is our dominant concern. Because all 4,

therefore unable to determine the presence of lightning location is performed from distant
thunderstorms. Fig. 9 depicts the location receivers some 130 to 650 km away, the wave-
of the network antennas and the distance of forms will have lost a great deal of their
the station from the center of each network. high frequency components. Analysis of the

Fig. 10 is a photograph of the VIS display of data shown by Uman, et al (1976) indicates
that storm for a 30 minute period (11:07 to that the waveform initial peak time is likely

11:37 EST). During this period, the Florida to be monitored to an accuracy on the order
network positioned a total of 1003 strokes, a of 1 microsecond between the receiving sites.
moderately vigorous output for a single In order to investigate the accuracy of the
cluster of convective clouds, system on a theoretical basis, we therefore

During this time period, the East Gulf will anticipate errors of 2 microseconds as a
network was detecting lightning discharges worst case situation. A computer program was
from the same storm. Fig. 11 compares the written to simulate lightning TOA data in a
lightning stroke position data from each net- 40 x 40 matrix around any pre-determined net-
work over a very short subset of this time work of four stations. In each of these 1600
(roughly 2.5 minutes). The storm was located blocks the timing from a theoretical flash to
680 km and 385 km from the Florida and each receiver was distorted by a random
Pensacola networks respectively, number less than or equal to the anticipated

Close inspection of Fig. 11 shows an errors. The mean error in the known theore-
extremely tight clustering of the plotted tical lightning strike position was then
positions. It should be further noted that calculated for fifty iterations within each
near 26.00 N and 84.90W a number of multiple block and the data plotted. These calcula- .
stroke flashes occurred. These multiple tions were performed by the same spherical
strokes show a high degree of coincidence hyperbolic geometry used in LPATS, with the
from both networks. Similarly, near 26.1 0 N exception that the timing errors added to
and 84.50W a flash with 3 strokes was each path should be greater than those
recorded (in the same position) by the actually occurring due to timing and propaga-
Florida network. The East Gulf network tion errors. As an example of the theoreti-
located these slightly southeast of where the cally calculated accuracy of the system, we
Florida network indicated. If the Florida can quote tie errors obtained in locating
network plotted position is used as the true lightning from three Florida stations
position then the mean error of the network (Melbourne, Ft. Lauderdale, and Naples). The
for this stroke is about 7-8 km. Literature errors in locating a lightning flash at the
published by ASC indicates that at this very center of the Florida Peninsula some 140 km
large distance, stroke positions were antici- from each of these stations are as follows:
pated to be in error by a larger amount than mean error 97 m, maximum error 411 m, and
is indicated in Fig. 11. Considering the standard deviation 76 m. At Cross City, FL,
distance involved, LPATS may have actually which is some 560 km from the Ft. Lauderdale
surpassed the theoretically predicted loca- receiver, the errors are as follows: mean
tional accuracies (see below), error 2.3 km, maximum error 6.8 km, and stan-

In the 2.5 minute period presented, the dard deviation 1.8 km. This is probably
LPATS network almost 700 km distant located better convective storm locational accuracy
61% as many CG strikes as did the network than obtainable by high powered meteorologi-
centered about 400 km to the northeast. It cal radar.
would appear reasonable to assume a relati- There are various indirect indications
vely slow fall-off of detection efficiency that the observed CG strokes are consistent
(DE) with range. Nothing to date has been with the above estimates. Inspection of the
observed that is inconsistent with the esti- position of strokes within a given flash
mate that there is a 50% DE as far out as 400 rarely shows differences of more than a few
km. It is in fact common to observe cells hundredths of a degree latitude. In the case

of 14 strokes with one flash, (Fig. 6), LPATS
initially located the CG at 80.460 W, 28.940 N.
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The average variation in succesive stroke Fig. 15 is a plot of the positions of the
locations is less than .010 latitude (under maximum cloud tops as observed and reported
1100 meters), with a maximum variability of by the National Weather Service radar site at
.020 longitude. It is also observed on the Key West. It is interesting to compare the
LPATS VIS display that "cells" of CG strikes radar path traveled by this thunderstorm to
do not tend to "smear" or become dispersive the LPATS display. The axis of CG strikes
at large ranges (over 400 km). Fig. 12a is paralleled closely the radar top track. As
the full VIS display showing several clusters is often observed with CG strikes, the
of strikes southeast of Miami (about 2000 largest amount of lightning occured on the
EST, 25 October 1983). A VIS zoom display leading edge of the storm. This is borne out
(Fig. 12b) shows that even at a range of 410 by the flash times indicated on the LPATS
km, the CG strikes (about 471 in 90 minutes) occuring 10-20 minutes earlier than the arri-
are tightly bunched. val of the maximum cloud tops.

The conventional meteorological data
CASE STUDIES obtained for this storm correlated extremely

well with the lightning data obtained from
Ongoing studies comparing LPATS, GOES, the LPATS.

and radar data continue to reveal a high CONCLUSIONS
degree of phenomonological and meteorological
consistency. This is especially evident when

. viewed in the animation mode, using CREAS The TOA technique is theoretically the

technology (Lyons and Henz, 1978). optimal method for lightning location if a

On 9 December 1983 from 0650 EST through highly accurate timing source were avaiTaBle.
1420 EST, a significant amount of lightning LPATS, using LORAN-C as its timing source (in

activity in the Key West area appeared on the the U.S.), has a theoretical design 1oca-
LPATS VIS monitor. This storm was unusual tional accuracy of about 100 m near the net-work center, and of about 2300 m more than
for both its duration and anticyclonic tra- work ce nt an ti0pae than
jectory. During this time period, 2,548 400 km distant. It was anticipated tha a

flashes were reported for an average of 5.6 significant number of CG strikes would bedetected at ranges of 400 km and beyond.
per minute, a rather routine storm. However, Se becoming operatonaln everal

it should be noted this storm was located Since becoming operational in 1982, several

over 400 km from the centroid of the Florida LPATS networks have produced data which
network. Fig. 13 shows the LPATS VIS display appear to be entirely consistent with the

r Fsystem design predictions. In general, the
of the storm CG activity. Fig. 14 is a GOES LPATS technology is apparently producing CG
visible KB image sector at 1030 EST, at about location data within 1 km accuracy and with
the time the cell was just south of Key West. detection efficiencies of at least 85% within
An active convective turret can be seen very the polygon inscribed by the 4 to 6 antennas
close to the region of CG strikes, of a network. A useful range of greater than

Observation at the Naval Oceanography 500 km has been achieved. Future indirect
Command Detachment at Key West provides the assessments of system performance will also
following record of events for the thun- be accompanied by increasingly rigorous
derstorm. At 0500 EST, the storm was well direct data evaluations and intercomparisons
south of the Keys. The observations for that with other locating technologies. The TOA
hour show distant lightning southeast through approach appears to be remarkably insensitive
southwest, verifying thunderstorm activity in to interference and disturbances. Antennas
the area, as LPATS began plotting lightning are not significantly affected by buried
strokes as the cell crossed to the southern cables or other metallic structures
edge of the data display region. At 0800 (Smith-Rose, 1923; Horner, 1954), nor by
EST, cumulonimbus clouds (Cb) were observed local heavy precipitation which apparently
to the south. This condition was also evi- interferes with MDF-type systems (Proctor,
dent at 0900 EST. At 1000 EST, cloud-to- personal communication).
water (CW) lightning was observed occurring
to the south. The thundertorm officially ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
began at 1033 EST accompanied by occasional
and then frequent CC, IC, CW, and CG flashes. The author would like to thank Midwest
Heavy thunder and rain showers were observed Communications, Inc. for providing some of
beginning at 1210 EST and coninuing til the GOES satellite imagery utilized by this
1222 EST. At 1333 EST, the last thunder was report.
heard with Cbs persisting both south through
southwest and northwest through northeast.
All clouds were observed to be moving north-

west.
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TABLE 1

EXTRA PROPAGATION TIME REQUIRED
FOR LORAN-C SIGNAL TO TRAVEL OVER MOUNTAINS OF VARIOUS HEIGHTS

Distance between Height of Extra propagation -.
transmitter & receiver mountains time

74 km 1850 m 399 nanoseconds
74 km 3700 m 1492 nanoseconds

185 km 1850 m 249 nanoseconds
185 km 3700 m 770 nanoseconds
370 km 3700 m 685 nanoseconds
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RMRE % Fig. I Schematic of a typical 4-station LPATS
network, with the receiver antennas
shown in the inset

Fig. 2 -The LPATS Video Information System (VIS)
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Fig. 3 - (a) A typical LPATS VlS display Fig. 3 - (b) A dynamic zoom onto the area,showing 3000 strikes west of Tampa Bay. The -
associated with a squall line original image is color".
moving across northern coded in 10 minute time '-
Fl or ida i ncrements,}

A-

-' Fig. 4 - Differing paths between a LORAN-C "
" transmitter (A) and receiver (B) for ,
' mountainous and flat terrain .
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Fig. 7 -GOES visible image, K88 sector, 1230
EST, 3 February 1984
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EAST/GULF NETViORK
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FLORIDA NETWORK

Fig. 9 - The East Gulf and Florida LPATS network

configuration, and the area of CG acti-
vity monitored by both on 3 February 1984

Fig. 10 - VIS display showing CG
strikes from convective
cluster in the Gulf of
Mexico southwest of Tampa,
1137 EST, 3 February 1984.
In the prior 30 minutes,
1003 strokes were plotted
ir the portion of the
cluster. The straight
edge on the left border
repiesents the western
edge of the data field
for the Florida network.
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3 FEBRUARY 1984

EAST GULF NETWORK 2 mins 36 secs 32 Strikes
FLORIDA NETWORK 2 mins 30 secs 52 StrIkes

o Pensacola Network
0 Florida Network i 10 KM,
0 2 stroke plots Pensacola Network
* 2 stroke plots Florida Network

26.2 A 3 stroke plots Florida Network

0

0 m 0
0

o 0
0 2 ,

00

25.80

0 0
01

Longitude

84.6 84.6 84.4

Fig. 11 - CG plots over a 2.5 minute period
ending 1137 EST, 3 February 1984, from
the Florida and East Gulf LPATS network
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Fig. 12 -(a) VIS display sowing weak clusters Figure 12 (b) A dynamic zoom into one ofof convection southeast of Miami the clusters, with 471"
at 2135 EST, 25 October 1983. strikes in 90 minutes, .
In the past 5 hours, 7 minutes, shows a tight packing of
896 strikes were noted. strikes. Time tags show

~a very slow northerly
~drift to the storm. -.
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Firl. 13 -Vl display of CG strikes from 0650 to 1420 PST, 9 December 1983"-
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Fig. 14 -GOES visible image, KB8 sector, 1030
EST, 9 December 1983

HVIS RADAR KEY WEST 9 DEC 83

MAXIMIUM REPORTED TOPS

Fig. 15 -The plot of the maximum radar echo tops
at hourly intervals (0430-1330 EST, 9
December 1983) as observed by the NWS
WSR-57 radar at Key West, FL
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A SYSTEMATIC METHOD FOR IDENTIFYING AND CORRECTING "SITE ERRORS" *.t;

IN A NETWORK OF MAGNETIC DIRECTION FINDERS

by

W. L. Hiscox, E. P. Krider*, A. E. Pifer**, and M. A. Uman***
Lightning Location and Protection, Inc.

1001 S. Euclid Avenue

Tucson, Arizona 85719

ABSTRACT

Extensive networks of lightning direction finders (DFs) are now operating
throughout the United States, Canada, and many other countries. A small but
important fraction of these installations exhibit systematic angle errors that

• are a function of angle, or so called "site errors," that have been known and
understood since the earliest days of radio. In this paper, we describe a
least-squares optimization procedure for determining an optimum lithtning loca-
tion if a number of DFs measure both lightning directions and signal amplitudes
at the same time and if there are random errors in these measurements. We also
describe a generalization of this procedure that can be used to identify and
correct any systematic errors, such as a site error, that might be present at
each DF site.

*Also, Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Uni-
versity of Arizona, Tucson, AZ

**Also, Department of Physics, University of
Arizona, Tucson, AZ

***Also, Department of Electrical Engineering,
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL
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I )LII ON lightning source can be determined from the ratio
of the signals on the two orthogonal loops, a V

EXI'tNSIV. NE'WORKS of magnetic direction standard technique in radio direction finding V
finders (DFs) are now operating throughout the [4,5].
United States, Canada, and many other countries In order to optimize accuracy and to reduce
to determine the location, movement, and inten- background noise, the DF electronics are designed
sity of thunderstorms; to facilitate the early to respond to only those field shapes that are
detection of lightning-caused fires; to warn characteristic of return strokes in cloud-to-ground
of impending lightning hazards; to determine flashes. The DF electronics require the incident
whether electric power outages are lightning- field to have a risetime, width, and subsidiary

caused; and for basic research and other peak structure that is characteristic of a return
applications [1,2,3] A small but important stroke. The electric field is used to determine
fraction of these DF stations exhibit systematic the lightning polarity (most flashes lower nega-
angle errors that are a function of angle or so- tive charge to ground) and the overshoot of this
called "site errors." The causes of site errors field following the initial peak must not exceed
have been known and understood since the earliest a preset fraction of the first peak. The rise-
days of radio [4,5] and today radio direction- time and bipolar shape requirements also serve
finders are routinely equipped with secondary to eliminate very distant (> 400 km) lightning
correcting coils and other compensating techni- because the effects of propagation increase the
ques [5,6]. In this paper, we will describe a field risetimes and because distant ionospheric
non-linear least-squares optimization procedure reflections are often large and inverted with
that can be used to determine an optimum light- respect to the initial ground wave.
ning location if a number of DFs measure both When a return stroke field is detected, the
lightning directions and signal amplitudes at magnetic direction is determined just at the time
the same time. We will also describe a general- that the radiation field reaches its initial peak.
ization of this procedure that can be used to At this time, the majority of the stroke current
identify the presence of site errors in a net- is still within about 200 m of the ground, and
work of magnetic direction finders and, if they therefore, any errors in magnetic direction due

are present, to derive a correction factor, to horizontal channel sections and branch cur-
These techniques take advantage of an inherent rents are minimized [8,9], and errors due to
redundancy in the lightning data that are pro- ionospheric reflections [10] are eliminated.
vided by the DF systems manufactured by Lightning Also, by sampling at this time, the direction
Location and Protection, Inc. (LLP). The techni- vector points toward the ground contact point
ques are general, however, and may be applied to rather than some elevated portion of the channel.
the problem of locating other transient sources A microcomputer subsystem built into each DF
of electromagnetic radiation with DF stations, digitizes and stores the signals for up to 14

return strokes in each flash to ground, computes

LIGHTNING LOCATING SYSTEM the direction to each stroke, and stores the
results in a buffer memory for subsequent trans-

The lightning locating system that is manu- mission to the position analyzer.
factured by Lightning Location and Protection, POSITION ANALYZER - The LLP position analy-
Inc. (LLP) [2,71 consists of 2 or more gated, zer (PA) is a preprogrammed microcomputer system
wideband magnetic DF stations [1,81 that are that automatically accepts lightning angle and
separated by tens to hundreds of kilometers and signal amplitude data from a network of DFs,
that transmit lightning direction and signal calculates the lightning locations, and provides
amplitude data to a central position analyzing outputs for local and remote displays in real-
(PA) computer. When the position analyzer time. The direction finders transmit lightning
receives 2 or more simultaneous inputs from the information to the position analyzer via dedica-
remote DF sites, it computes the location of the ted voice-grade data circuits, either land lines
lightning source cither ioy triangulation of the or VHF/UHF radio links. Each DF sends the light-
DF angle vectors or by using an appropriate com- ning angle, first stroke signal amplitude, flash
bination of these directions and the ratios of polarity, number of return strokes, and the time
the signal amplitudes, interval between the first stroke and the DF

DIRECTION FINDER - The LLP direction finder data transmission. When the DF data are received
senses the electromagnetic fields that are radia- at the position analyzer, the absolute time that
ted by lightning on two orthogonal magnetic-loop the flash occurred is calculated by subtracting
antennas and on a flat-plate electric antenna, the DF processing interval from the time the
The bandwidths of the antenna systems are wide data are received at the PA. When the position
(approximately I kHz to t MHz) so that the shapes analyzer receives two or more DF inputs within
and polarities of the lightning field waveforms a specified coincidence interval, it omputes
are preserved. The voltage produced by the the lightning location. Prior to computing
electronics associated with each magnetic loop this location, the PA can, if necessary, search
is proportional to the lightning magnetic field a table of correction factors that are applied
multiplied by the cosine of the angle between to the incoming DF data. These correction
the plane of the loop and the direction of the factors include a multiplier to normalize the
incoming field. Therefore, the direction to the ahsoluto i ain .,f each IW, an angle rotation to

*Numbers in [ are references.
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correct for improperly aligned antennas, and a optimum source location when both direction and
* "site error" correction if it should be necessary signal amplitude measurements are available. We

to apply an angle correction that is itself a have investigated this question using both com-
function of angle. puter simulated data and data on natural light-

ning. First we will describe a method of deter-
LLP LIGHTNING LOCATIONS mining this location, and then we will show how

a generalization of this procedure can be used
When 2 or more DFs detect a lightning, the to identify and correct any systematic errors

position analyzer computes and maps the light- that might be present at any (or all) DF sites.
ning location in real-time. If just 2 DF sta- Given N simultaneous measurements of light-
tions have detected the flash, the location is ning directions, 0i, and signal amplitudes, Si,
computed either by triangulation of the DF at the direction finders (i - I, , N), we
angle vectors, or if the lightning has occurred will define the optimum source location, say a
close to the baseline connecting the two DF latitude, La, and a longitude, Lo, and a source
stations, then the position is computed using strength, So, to be the three parameters that
a combination of both angle and signal amplitude minimize the weighted sum of the squares of the
data. This latter method assumes that the ratio residual errors. That is, the optimum location
of the signal amplitudes is proportional to the and source amplitude minimize a chi-square
inverse ratio of the ranges from each station to function of the form:
the lightning source. All locations are computed N N
using spherical geometry, and the computer algo- X2 - E (Si - oi)2 + E S -i (1)
rithms have 32-bit floating point precision. i-I oi oi

If more than 2 DF stations detect the light- where 0 i and Si are the measured angles and sig-
ning, then the position analyzer has redundant nals, 0oi is the direction from the optimum loca-
data available to determine source location. tion to the ith DF site, Soi = So/Ri, where Ri is
For example, if 3 DFs have responded, the PA can the great circle distance from the optimum loca-
use 3 independent pairs of angle vectors for tion to-the ith DF site, and where oi and aoi are
triangulation and 3 independent ratios of signal the standard deviations of the angle and signal
amplitudes. The LLP position analyzer can out- error distributions. A

put all the angle intersections for each light- The basic procedure is to start with an
ning on command, but, in practice, the operator estimate of the unknown parameters, La, Lo, and

is usually interested in the most probable loca- So and then search for new values of these quan-
tion. tities that make the X2 a minimum. A number of

The statistics of DF fixing in the presence search procedures have been developed for mini-
of random measurement errors have been discussed mizing non-linear functions like Equation (1)
in detail by Stansfield [II] and others. The [12,13], and most methods work best if the number
results of this work show that the most probable of measurements is large compared to the number
source location (given just direction measure- of unknowns. An important point to note is that
ments and not signal amplitudes) is very close when a minimum X2 is found, its numerical value
to the intersection of the vectors from the two can be used to determine how well the result
closest DF sites unless the source is close to agrees with the measurements. For example, if

the baseline connecting these sites. Therefore, the value of X2 is close to the degrees of free-
in its standard mode of operation, the LLP posi- dom, i.e. the number of measurements minus the
tion analyzer tests the DF signal amplitudes to number of unknowns, then the parameters are
determine the two closest stations, i.e. the likely to be accurate solutions. If it is not,
stations with the two largest signal amplitudes, then there may be systematic errors in the DF
and then computes the most probable location data that need to be corrected before it is
by triangulation of just these vectors. If possible to obtain an optimum solution.
the lightning is close to the baseline connect- EXAMPLES OF OPTIMUM SOLUTIONS - Before we
ing these stations, then the more distant of discuss systematic errors, it will be helpful
the two DFs is dropped and the first and third to illustrate an application of our optimum loca-
DFs are used to derive a location by triangula- tion algorithm using a computer simulation of the
tion. Basically, this procedure provides a measurement errors that have been found on natu-
highly accurate estimate of the most probable ral lightning. We will assume that there are
location with minimal processing time. just 3 DF stations and that the random error in

OPTIMUM LOCATIONS - We have just seen that each direction measurement is described by the
when there are more than two simultaneous DF in- error distribution shown in Fig. 1. This dis-
puts, the LLP position analyzer outputs a light- tribution has been obtained from measurements
ning location that is very close to the most on natural lightning and is probably a "worst
probable location if the DF direction data con- case" for the actual random errors in an LLP
tamn random errors. All angle intersections DF system.
are available on command and, of course, the To start, we select a particular source
patterns of these intersections can be used to location and then calculate the exact angles
test the DFs for mutual consistency and to and signal amplitudes that the DFs would measure
evaluate the overall location accuracy. in an ideal case. Next, we add random errors

Another question, however, is where is the to the ideal directions and signals, and then
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we re'ompute and plot the new lightning location, each with an unknown amplitude and phase, but
We then repeat this procedure for 100 simulated the result will still be a 2-cycle sinusoid.
lightnings at each of several source locations, At VLF and LF frequencies, almost all causes ar
and the results are shown in Fig. 2. Here, the of site errors are constant with time. (NOTE:
DF site locations are indicated by crosses in The LLP DF antennas operate with a very wide
each plot, and it is clear that any lightning bandwidth and, therefore, this system is not
that occurs in the center of the network is as sensitive to local resonances as many tuned-
favorably located for accuracy. A highly magni- frequency DF systems.)
fled view of the boxed central cluster is shown DETERMINATION OF ERROR CURVES - The pro-
in the upper left portion of each map. cedure we have developed to identify and correct

Figures 2a, b, and c show the patterns of site errors is basically a generalization of the
lightning positions produced by our simulated least-squares minimization procedure that we
measurement errors at 5 source locations. The have used to determine the optimum lightning
reader should note that the right-most patterns locations. The method takes advantage of an
in each plot are 2 or more baseline distances inherent redundancy that is contained in the
from the network and that at these ranges the angle and signal amplitude data that are pro-
effects of small errors are greatly magnified. vided by LLP DF systems, and also utilizes a
In Fig. 2a, each point has been computed using basic symmetry that is contained in the error
the standard LLP algorithm and thus represents curves.
a good estimate of most probable location accord- First, we select a small sample of light-
ing to the theory of Stansfield [11]. In Fig. ning flashes that are uniformly distributed
2b, each point is an optimum location that has over the geographical area covered by the DF
been computed using our least-squares optimiza- network. For each lightning, we compute an
tion procedure assuming that the signal errors optimum latitude, longitude, and source strength
are normally distributed with a standard devia- and the associated minimum of X2 (Eqn. 1). We
tion that is 8% of the mean. In Fig. 2c, the then sum these minimum chi-square values to form
points are again optimum locations, but the a new quantity that we call the "canonical chi-
signal errors have a standard deviation that is square" for the network, Xc,
only 1% of the mean. Note that the pattern of NL-
optimum locations (Fig. 2b and 2c) has signifi- e (2)
cantly less scatter than the most probable loca- ij
tions in Fig. 2a. where NL is the number of lightnings in the

sample (typically 200 to 300) and X2 is the
SYSTEMATIC ERRORS minimum X for the jth flash.

Next, we allow the measured DF angles (and
If the values of X2 are large at the opti- signal amplitudes) to be altered by an error

mum location (i.e. if the minimum X2 in the function that itself can be a function of angle.
space of the unknown parameters is large rela- In the simplest case, the error function at DF
tive to the number of degrees of freedom), then site i might have the form:
the residual errors are large. If such errors Ei = Ai Sin (

20 i + 6i) (3)
persist on several different flashes in the where Oi is the lightning direction, Ai is the
same region, and if there is a spatial pattern maximum error amplitude, and 5i is the phase

to the amplitudes of the minimum X2 , then there of the error. This function has just two un-
are probably systematic errors in the DF measure- known parameters, Ai and 6i, and, of course,
ments. The most common systematic error occurs more complicated functions can be used if neces-
when the DF antennas are not properly aligned sary. Our final step then is to search for
North/South and East/West, but the antenna those values of the error parameters (the As
alignment is relatively easy to check. The and 6s) that make the canonical chi-square a
next most common type is the "site error" and minimum. Once these parameters have been found,
until now these have been difficult to identify then an appropriate correction can be applied

and correct. to all incoming ;F data in the position analyzer.
The most common cause of site errors at VLF The error corrections that are derived with

and LF frequencies is the presence of large this procedure can be tested by requiring that
metallic objects near the DF antennas, e.g. over- the minimum Xi values on individual flashes be
head power lines, fences, buried pipes, etc. consistent with the values expected for just
Such objects can scatter (or absorb and re- random errors. The entire set of DF corrections
radiate) the incoming fields and thereby effec- can also be tested by selecting different samples
tively alter the gain of one DF antenna loop of lightning flashes and then verifying that the
relative to the other. In this situation, va]ues of the canonical chi-squares are consis-
there will be a systematic error in the lightning tent with just random errors.
direction (and the signal amplitude) that is a AN' EXAMPII OF TIIE METiIO)D - To illustrate
function of angle, and the resulting error curve tiuc' Im-ect ion procedure, we will use computer
will be a 2-cycle sinusoid of unknown amplitude !itlite, data and the same TF network that has
and phase. If there is more than one source of bten lt lcd in Fig,. 2. We begin with a uniform
error at a given DF site, then there will be a ,opitl:it iii ol1 ihtnig f Iashes, add random
superposition of several 2-cycle error curves, , ti idal i& It; and signals, and
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"''mpute the optimum lightning positions. The E.P. Krider, "Test of the Principle of Opera-
results of this procedure are shown in Fig. 3a. tion of a Wideband Magnetic Direction Finder
Next, we add large site errors to each DF site for Lightning Return Strokes", J. Appl.
and recompute the optimum locations. The Meteor., 15, 402-405, 1976.

- results of this are shown in Fig. 3b. The angle 10. F. Homer, "Very-low-frequency Propagation
errors that we have added to each DF to produce and Direction-Finding", Proc. IEEE, 104B,
Fig. 3b are shown as the solid curves in Fig. 4. 73-80, 1957.

Finally, we implement our error correcting 11. R.G. Stansfield, "Statistical Theory of D.
algorithm using the raw data in Fig. 3b, and we F. Fixing", J. IEE, Part IIA, 762-770, 1947.
obtain the error correction curves shown as 12. L.C.W. Dixon, "Nonlinear Optimization",
dotted lines in Fig. 4. Fig. 3c shows the final English Universities Press, Ltd., London,
lightning locations after the site corrections pp. 214, 1972.
have been applied. Note that the pattern in 13. D.M. Himmelblau, "Applied Nonlinear Program-
Fig. 3c is very close to the original pattern ming", McGraw-Hill, New York, pp. 498, 1972.
we started with in Fig. 3a.

SUMMARY

4% In conclusion, we now have a systematic
method for determining an optimum lightning

'2 location if there are both angle and signal
amplitude measurements at a number of DF sites.
We also have a new method that can be used to
identify and correct any systematic errors that

"- might be present at any (or all) DF sites.
These procedures have been tested on natural
lightning, and we expect to publish detailed
results in the scientific literature in the
near future.
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most probable locations
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ROCKET TRIGGERED LIGHTNING:
A COMPARISON WITH NATURAL FLASHES

Richard D. Richmond
Atmospheric Electricity Hazards Group

ANWAL/VIISL
Wright Patterson AFS, Ohio

ABSTRACT
The Rocket-Triggered Lightning Investigation (RTLI) is a program conducted by the Flight

Dynamics Laboratory at Wright Patterson Afl with the cooperation of the French research
organizations ONERA and CENG. The purpose of this paper is to discuss some of the similarities
that have been observed between the electromagnetic characteristics of triggered lightning and
those of natural flashes. The electromagnetic waveforms of the 1983 triggered flashes were
recorded at an instrumentation trailer located approximately 600 meters from the triggering
site. These waveforms are compared with vaveforms recorded for natural flashes and with the
characteristics of natural lightning that have been reported by other researchers. These two
types of lightning are shown to be very similar in such important characteristic properties as
peak currents, risectimes and the number of strokes per flash.
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INTRODUCTION layout of the site is illustrated in Fig. 1.
ONE OF THE TASKS of the Atmospheric The results of tiis portion of the experiment

Electricity Hazards Group (AEH) of the Air will be reported in subsequent papers.
Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL)
at Wright Patterson AFB is the characterization
of the threat presented to aircraft by Ground Station

lightning. For this characterization, a largeU
amount of data is needed to define the
electromagnetic fields generated by lightning
flashes. In 1983, the AEH Group continued an
experiment to determine if the data collected
from lightning that had been artificially
triggered by a wire-towing rocket was suitable
for this characterization. This experiment has Goom
been a joint program between the AEH group and A

the French Government organization, Office
National D'Etudes et de Recherches
Aerospatiales (ONERA). For the 1983 experiment, No.2 \ instrument,

- the location was moved from the original site cameera TaileNo.
A camera

at Langmuir Laboratory, near Socorro, New 00
Mexico (1)*, to Valkaria Airport, south of loom I Om

Melbourne, Florida. sOm loom

The addition, in 1983, of a nearby ground
station equipped with instrumentation for
measuring the radiated electromagnetic fields 0 Scaffold

from both triggered and nearby natural light- Rocket Launchers
"- ning made it possible to directly compare the -

characteristics of these two types of light-
ning. Simultaneous electric and magnetic field
waveforms were analysed for two of these Fig. I - Launch site detail

" triggered flashes and compared with natural ;'%

flashes reported by other researchers as well

as those natural flashes recorded during this
experiment and with model predictions for
nearby lightning. For triggered flashes, the
electric and magnetic fields measured at the
ground station were also compared with the THE GROUND STATION TRAILER was parked at
channel current measured at the ground by a the center of the airport and approximately 600

resistive shunt. meters frrm the launch site (see map, Fig.2).
To measure the magnetic fields, two crossed

EXPERIMENT loops were mounted on the roof of the trailer.
THE EXPERIMENTAL SITE, Valkaria Airport, One loop was pointed directly at the launch

is approximately 15 kilometers south of site and the other was at a right angle to the
Melbourne, Florida. The launch site was at the first. The equivalent area of these loops was
southern portion of the airport and consisted 0.1 m2 with a frequency response of over 5 MHz
of a 20 meter tall tripod supporting the (2). The loop outputs were electronically
Lightning Strike Object (LSO) .The LSO and the integrated and recorded on an analog tape
sensors that were installed on it were recorder with a bandwidth of 400 Hz to 2 MHz.
described by Schubert and Richmond (1). The TWO CAPACITIVE ANTENNAS for measuring
rocket launchers were located on the ground electric fields were also mounted on the roof
around the base of the tripod. The resistive of the trailer. These were circular plates with

shunt for measuring the current in the areas of 0.05m2 and 0.20 m2 respectively. The
lightning channel was Installed on the ground integrators and amplifiers provided four decade
beneath the LSO. This shunt had a bandwidth of steps of electric field range from t140 v/m to
from DC to nearly 100 MHz. Fiber optics ±140000 v/m. By recording these four outputs on

transmitted the current data to analog several different channels of the recorder, a
recorders and to wide band instrumentation. Two bandwith of DC to 2 MHz was obtained. Also
trailers that were parked 50 meters from the located at the ground site was a thunder
tripod housed the instrumentation associated microphone that was used to determine the range .

with the launch site and the LSO. Two high to natural lightning using the time of arrival
speed (1000 frames/sec) movie cameras were of the thunder.
located 100 meters from the scaffold. These
cameras were positioned 90 degrees from each
other with respect to the scaffold. The general

"." *Numbers in parentheses designate References at end of paper
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CURRENT AMPLITIDES - From the graph of
peak currents derived by Uman, et al (6) it
appears that 50% of their return strokes had
peak currents of less than 35 kiloamps (KA).
This compares veil with the mean of 23 KA
computed by Lin (2), with the measured tower

SORO VAKAI average of 28 LA reported by Erikason (8) andcI' ARIE with the 30 KA for first strokes and 12 KA for
IRFIELD subsequent strokes from Berger (9).

RISETIMES - Uman, et al (6) reported zero
to peak risetimes of 0.5 microseconds (usec)
and indicated that system response time limit-
ations were such that the risetimes could have
been faster. Lin, et al (10) reported average

- risetimee of 1.5 usec with a standard deviation

OCE of 0.5 usec for strokes measured at Kennedy
L(C E \ Space Center. The 10-90% risetimes for the fast

portion of subsequent return strokes taken from
airborne measurements and reported by Rustan,
et al (11) were 0.435 usec. Again measuring the

Fig. 2 - Map of Valkaria Airport fast transition portion of the stroke, Weidman
and [rider (12) reported a mean risetime of
0.09 usec.

RETURN STROKE WAVESHAPES - Several papers
(Linet al (10); Lin, et al (7); Uman, et al
(13)) report waveshapes for flashes that

NATURAL FLASH CHARACTERISTICS occurred within 2 km of the measuring sites.
FLASH DURATION AND NUMBER OF STROKES - These waveforms were generally similar to those

Kitagawa, et al (3) reported flash durations shown in Fig.3.
for two types of multiple stroke cloud to
ground flashes. Discrete flashes were defined
as those for which the stroke luminosity E2
decayed abruptly. Hybrid flashes were those in
which one or more of the strokes had continuing
current associated with them. For discrete 20S
flashes, the average flash duration was O 200V/M
reported as 438 maec, with the longest being
1699 esec. These flashes contained an average OCF, 0 1.9km T
of 7 strokes with 22 the maximum reported. For B2
hybrid flashes, the average duration was 646 NS e:
msec and the maximum duration was 1928 msec. j
The average number of strokes for hybrid -7wb-
flashes was reported as 7 with a maximum of 26. 5 X IS"/t~
These multiple stroke flashes constituted about T
90% of the flashes reported.

Using a streak camera array, Kitterman (4) Fig. 3 - Second return stroke fields
reported that 44% of the cloud to ground
flashes recorded were of these two types. The
average duration for discrete flashes (271 of
the flashes) was 262 mec with the maximum Although the RTL instrumentation was normally
being 1180 msec. The average number of strokes recording only during rocket launches, at least
was 4 with a maximum of 11. For hybrid flashes one natural cloud to ground flash was recorded.
(17% of the flashes), the durations averaged This flash, 83N025, occurred on 11 August.
442 msec with a maximum of 1050 asec. These It struck the airport approximately 300 meters
flashes contained an average of 5 strokes per south of the ground station, this location
flash with a maximum of 11. Brantley, et al (5) was confirmed when the resulting fire
reported average cloud to ground flash interrupted operations for over an hour while
durations for the Kennedy Space Center area of firemen were putting the flames out. Figure 4
220 msec and a maximum of 1100 mec. The shows the electric and magnetic field

average number of strokes reported for these waveshapes for the second return stroke of this
flashes was 3 with a maximum of 12. flash. The waveshapes in Fig.s 3 and 4 are

similar to those predicted by Masters, et al
(4), Fig. 5.

5.3
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GENERALIZED FLASHq PARAMETERS - The above ,C FIZL

data for natural lightning flashes is
sumarized in Table 1. Based on this data and
the preceding discussion, the following .-I

description of a natural lightning flash can be ,NGNETIC FL'

suggested as a general criteria against which LOoP A T

rocket-triggered lightning could be compared. T2 A/!

This would be a multistroke flash with 3-5 
2 -'p

return strokes and an overall duration of 400 LOGP -
to 500 masc. Long continuing currents would / 20

occur between subsequent strokes at least 50% ' 20 ,,zCROSEC
of the time. The risetimes for subsequent
return strokes would be 0.5 usec, and stroke
peak currents would average 30 KA. The Fig. 4 - Second return stroke fields
subsequent stroke waveshapes for the near-field at 300 meters ( Flash 83N025 )
electric and magnetic fields should be similar
to those shown in Fig. 5. Although a

generalized description, the criteria are
sufficient for this discussion.

1 X 10-6 T

Fig. 5 - Predicted subsequent return
stroke fields at I km

from Masters )

Table 1 - Natural Lightning Characteristics

Source Duration (msec) Strokes/Flash
aver. max aver. max

Kitagawa
Hybrid 646 1928 7 26
Discrete 438 1699 7 22
Kitterman
Hybrid 442 1050 5 11
Discrete 262 1180 4 11
Brantley 220 1100 3 12

Current Amplitude (kA) Risetimes (usec) Measuring
1st R.S. Sub R.S. 1st R.S. Sub R.S. Procedure

Uman 50 38 1.2 0.4 10-90
Lin 45 30 1.5 0.4 10-90
Rustan 1.0 0.8 10-90

0.7 0.4 Fast-Portion
Weidman 0.09 Fast-Portion
Eriksson 41 25*
Berger 30 12

• Reported as average for all negative flashes

%' %
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8327
8327 MAGNETIC FIELD

ELECTRIC FIELD

3 4 87

Fig. 6 -Fields for Triggered Flash 8327 at 600 meters

8329 <I MAGNETIC FIELD

I O.lSeC I.......

t 0-

N- ELECTRIC 
FIELD

Fig. 7 - Fields for Triggered Flash 8329 at 600 meters
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TRIGGERED FLASH DESCRIPTION: FLASH 8329 vas of the type labeled as
LIGHTNING IS TRIGGERED by a grounded wire anomalous by Laloche (15). The electric and

rising rapidly in the high electric field magnetic fields for this entire event are shown
associated with a thunderstorm. When the in Fig. 7. During this flash, there were 11

*enhanced field at the upper tip of the wire separate return strokes with the channel going
reaches some breakdown threshold, upward dark between each of these strokes. This flash
leaders begin to propagate toward the clouds lasted only 185 maec. In addition to the lack
(15). Once these leaders begin, current in the of continuing current,another significant
wire increases rapidly. The wire usually difference in this flash was that the wire
vaporizes when the current is between 10 and 50 vaporized 25 msec before the initiation ofe
amps. When field conditions are suitable, the the first return stroke.
leader continues to propagate upward until it Because the channel for these two flashes
connects with a downward propagating leader terminated at the shunt, current data is
from the cloud and a stroke is initiated, available for each of these entire events. The
LaRoche, et al (15) define two types of trig- logarithmically compressed current waveshapes

*gered flashes. The first type is considered a obtained from the shunt are shown In Fig. 8.
classical trigger. In this flash, current in The physical characteristics of these two types
the ionized path left by the vaporized wire of flashes, as described above, can be seen in
continues to increase to those levels this diagram.

* associated with continuing currents (100 to
1000 Amps). There may be several individual
strokes in this type of flash with continuous
current after the strokes. The second type of

* ~trigger, known as an anomalous flash, differs FAH82
from the first in that the current in the wire FAH82
stops abruptly after the wire vaporizes. After
a pause of several milliseconds, a downward
leader follows the ionized path. One or nore
return strokes will then follow. These strokes
may or nav not be followed by continuing
currents.

The grounded end of the wire is attached
to the shunt located on the ground below the

*LSO. When a flash is triggered, the lightning
*following the wire path strikes near to and 1 I osee I

even directly onto the LSO and travels through
the shunt.

DURING THE PERIOD from 29 July to 14
August 1983, 33 rockets were launched with a FLASH 8327
total of 18 successful triggers. The data for
this report were obtained from two of the four
flashes that were triggered on 14 August (flash
no's. 8327,8329). In addition to the ground
station data, high speed movies and resistive
shunt current data were also obtained for these
flashes.

FLASH 8327 was a classical flash as
described by LaRoche, et al (15). The time
correlated magnetic and electric fields for the 3 4 6 7
entire flash are presented in Fig. 6. Time t-0o j .0 4 Sec I
represents the wire vaporizing and the
beginning of continuing current in the channel. Fig. 8 -Shunt output for Triggered
This time also corresponds to the appearance of Flashes 8327 and 8329
a visible glow in the channel on the high speed
novies. Current continued to flow in the
channel for approxinately 745 milliseconds
(msec). This time was arbitrarily determined as

* the tine when approxim.9tely 50% of the channel
had gone non-luminous on the film. The entire
event lasted for 1230 msec using the same
criteria. For a total of eight pulses that were
separately identifiable from the electric field
record for this flash, four (numbered 3,4,6.7
in Fig.6) were distinct enough to be considered
subsequent return strokes.

.~~~ .*.. ... ... . ...
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COMPARISONS: NATURAL VS TRIGGERED FLASHES LOOKING AT THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
THE MOST OBVIOUS DIFFERENCE between INDIVIDUAL STROKES, the correlated electric

Ztriggered and natural flashes is the absence of and magnetic fields for some of the strokes in
a first return stroke in a triggered flash. For flashes 8327 and 8329 are given in Fig.s 9 and
a natural flash, the first return stroke Is 10. When compared with the electric fields for
normally preceded by a stepped leader. For natural flashes shown in Fig 3 and the
triggered lightning, even for flashes such as calibrated fields of Fig 5, the wave shapes for

*8329 in which the wire vaporized some time these triggered flashes can be seen to be very
before the initiation of the return stroke, the similar. Even the radiation field peak that

*ionized path left by the wire creates has been reported as difficult to identify by
conditions similar to a subsequent stroke. Tiller, et al (16) is readily apparent in sore -

Also, for natural lightning, the first return of these strokes. Table 3 lists the 10-got
*stroke usually has a higher peak current than peak risetines, peak electric fields and the

the subsequent strokes. However, comparing the current measured by the shunt for the strokes
wide spread of currents reported for natural in flashes 8327 and 8329. The natural wave
strokes with the representative currents shapes reported by Lin (10), Lin (7) and Uman
measured for triggered strokes (Table 2) (13) and the calculations reported by Masters
indicates that this may not be an important (4) indicate that the peak amplitude for

*difference. The flash durations and the number subsequent stroke about 1 Km away should be
*of return strokes/event for the flashes between 200 and 500 v/m. As shown in Table 3,

triggered in '83 are listed in Table 2. Of the these values compare well with the peak
f lashes recorded by the high speed cameras, all measured for the triggered flashes.

*but flash 8329 had continuing currents through
at least a portion of the event. Although
several of the durations listed in Table 2 are

-. longer than that of the model proposed In the STROKE 6 ELECTRIC FIELD

above section, all of the times and number of-
strokes are well within the bounds reported for -

natural flashes. -2 KV/M

*Table 2 -Triggered Lightning Duration and
Number of Return Strokes MGEI IL

(1983 Shunt Data) MGEI IL

Launch# Duration (maec) #kReturn Strokes

01 650 9 1 I2OsICROSrC I

02 480 1
*03 370 2

05 600 2 STROKE 7 LCRI IL
07 1055 2 EETI IL

11855 *. 6
14 870 2
17 940 6 -I

20 1000 1
22 1000 1
23 1280 4-
24 1160 5

1b27 1230 6 MAGNETIC FIELD
*28 700 1

29 250 1

1A A/M

I 2MIC'OSEC I

Fig. 9 - and P1 fields for two return
strokes of Flash 8327
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STROKE 2 ELECTRIC FIELD STROKE 5 ELECTRIC FIELD

t
b.

MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNETIC FIELD .4'-,.

-.-

1 20 MICROSEC 1 1 20 micRO'SEC I '"

.1..

SSTROKE 7 ELECTRIC FIELD STOE9 LCRIC FIELD

Uo°.

I MAGNETIC FIELD MAGNETIC FIELD

U-,u

I .1 A/M0. /

U:'.%

20 ICROSE C 1 20 MICROSEC I

Fig, 10 -E and 11 fields for four return strokes of Flash 8329".-
Electric fields from F1 cards (500 khz B.W.)

Table 3 -Triggered Lightning Characteristics -.

Flash Stroke Electric Field MFgnetic Field Shunt

Riser ime Peak Riset ime Peak Curtrent
(jusec) (V/m) (jusec) (A/m) (kA) ,

8327 3 0.8 24.5AI"

4 0.4 500 0.8 15.7

6 0.8 I1.0 23
7 0.4 600 0.6 1.3 9.8

8329 1 45 8329
2 0.4 500 0.4 1.1 10.5khz"Bit

3 0.4 0.5 1.4 6.6Tdnt

4 0.2 900 0.2 1.2 7.4
5 0.3 250 0.3 0.8 3.5

6 0.4 600 0. 6 32
7 0.6 350 0.4 1.5 3.7
8 1.2 26

9 0.8 14. 7

10 2.8
11 0.4 175 0.6 1.7 6.6
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V THE MAGNETIC FIELDS MEASURED for the 6. M.A. Uman, D.K. McLain, R.J. Fisher,
triggered flashes are also listed in Table 3. E.P. Krider, "Currents in Florida Lightning
Again, the peak amplitudes for these strokes Return Strokes", J. Geophys Res., 78, June
are similar to those reported for natural 1973.
flashes. Although none of the references 7. Y.T. Lin, M.A. Uman, R.B. Standler,
reported magnetic field amplitudes for flashes "Lightning Return Stroke Models", J. Geophys
measured from the same distance as in this Res., 85, March 1980.
experiment, the triggered flash amplitudes are 8. A.J. Eriksson, "Lightning and Tall
within a factor of 2 of those reported or Structures", Trans Actions: The S.A. Institute
predicted for natural strokes. Weidman and of Electrical Engineers, August 1978.
Krider (17) reported a slow first front that 9. K. Berger, R.B. Anderson, H.
for subsequent return strokes had amplitudes of Kronigel, "Parameters of Lightning Flashes",
approximately 20% of the peak amplitudes. Electra No. 41, July 1975.
Although it is difficult to determine the 10. Y.T. Lin, et al, "Characterization of
actual duration of this slow front from the Lightning Return Stroke Electric and Magnetic
data in Figures 9 and 10, the proportions of Fields from Simultaneous Two Station Measure-
these fronts to the peaks are similar to those ments", J. Geophys Res., 84, October 1979.
of Weidman and Krider. 11. P. Rustan, B. Kuhlman, G. DuBro, J.

Reazer, "Airborne Measurements of The Risetimes
CONCLUSIONS of Lightning Return Stroke Fields",

BECAUSE OF THE WIDE VARIANCE in the Conference Proceedings, 8th International
characteristics of the first return stroke in Aerospace and Ground Conference on Lightning
natural flashes, the lack of this stroke in and Static Electricity, June 1983.
triggered lightning should not detract from the 12. C.D. Weidman, E.P. Krider, "Submicro-
suitability of combining data from triggered second Risetime in Lightning Radiation Fields",
lightning with natural lightning data. The NASA Conference Publication 2128,
other characteristics of natural flashes, such FAA-RD-80-30.
as current level and number of strokes, are 13. M.A. Uman, et al, "Correlated Elec-

well represented by the flashes triggered tric and Magnetic Fields from Lightning Return
during this experiment. This apparent Strokes", J. Geophys Res., 80, January 1975.
similarity of triggered lightning to natural 14. M.J. Master, M.A. Uman, Y.T. Lin,
flashes is especially important because of the R.B. Standler, "Calculations of Lightning
growing conviction that aircraft that are Return Stroke Electric and Magnetic Fields
struck by lightning may, in fact, be triggering above Ground",
the flash, as suggested by D.W. Clifford and J. Geophys, Res., 86, December 1981.
H.W. Kasemir (18). Triggered lightning, 15. P. Laroche, P. Hubert, A. Eybert-
therefore, offers a method of obtaining Berard, "Triggered Flashes at Trip-81, First
"controlled" data about lightning phenomena Results", Fall A.G.U. Meeting, F-1I, Dec 1981.

* and may be a potential procedure for "severe 16. J.A. Tiller, M.A. Uman, Y.T. Lin,
threat" testing of aerospace vehicles and R.D. Brantley, "Electric Field Statistics for
systems. Close Lightning Return Strokes Near

Gainsville",
REFERENCES Florida, J. Geophys, Res., 81, August 1976.

17. C.D. Weidman, E.P. Krider, "The Fine
1. C.W. Schubert, R.D. Richmond, " The Structure of Lightning Return Stroke

Rocket Triggered Lightning Waveforms", J. Geophys Res., 83, December 1978.
Investigation: 1981 Progress Report", 18. D.W. Clifford, H.W. Kasemir,

AFWAL-TR-83-3031, May 1983. "Triggered Lightning", IEEE Transactions on
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Moebius Loop Magnetic Field onLightning and Its Interaction with Aircraft,
Sensor", AFWAL-SSN #183, Sept 1973. May 1982.
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"Continuing Currents in Cloud-to-Ground r..
Lightning Discharges", J. Geophys, Res., 67,
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4. C.Gill Kitterman, "Characteristics of
Lightning from Frontal System Thunderstorms",
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Uman, "Lightning Properties in Florida Thunder-
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PREDICTED AIRCRAFT FIELD CONCENTRATION FACTORS AND THEIR RELATION TO TRIGGERED LIGHTNING

Lee W. Parker
Lee W. Parker, Inc.
252 Lexington Road

Concord, Mass. 01742

and

Heinz W. Kasemir
Colorado Scientific Research Corporation

1604 S. County Road 15
Berthoud, CO 80513

ABSTRACT

A 3-D computer model (PESTAT code) has been developed for predicting
geometric field concentration factors (FCF's) on the surfaces of an air-
craft that could trigger lightning upon entering the field of a strongly-
electrified cloud. The present computational approach has the practical
advantage that it provides a quick survey of FCF's and therefore a simple
assessment of the danger to the aircraft. The FCF's and the measured
ambient field vector are key parameters that would be used by a warning
system for triggered strikes.

Application to a C-130 aircraft geometry yields theoretical FCF's
ranging up to about 180, depending on the direction of the cloud field
relative to the aircraft. The relation of the predicted FCF's and the
associated critical fields to corona onset and triggered strikes is dis-
cussed. The common method of assessing triggered-lightning danger using
only FCF's and a nominal value for the breakdown field is questionable,
because the criterion being used leads to the critical field for corona
onset. As opposed to this, the lightning danger depends on a different
criterion for the critical ambient field, namely, that field which turns
corona discharge into a full-grown lightning discharge.
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1. INTRODUCTION critical ambient field intensity as a function
of direction) such that breakdown occurs some-

IT IS INCREASINGLY EVIDENT, from the col- where on the aircraft. In Sec. 4 we discuss
lected data on aircraft lightning accidents, these results and the relation between corona
pilot reports, and theoretical considerations, onset and triggered strikes. We also emphasize
that most of the lightning strikes to aircraft the gaps and inconsistencies in our knowledge, 0
are triggered, i.e., initiated by the aircraft and the difficulty of relating electrostatic
itself, as opposed to accidental hits by natural theory to triggered lightning. The theory must
lightning (see Kasemir, this conference, and include plasma physics. e
Refs. 1-3).* (These triggered strikes are usu- Appendices A and B provide auxiliary analy-
ally not recognized as such, and are often tical data as follows. Appendix A presents the
called "electrostatic discharges.") Hence, in computer algorithm used by the PESTAT code to
assessments of lightning danger to aircraft, the evaluate the potential due to the charge of a
emphasis should be shifted from the study of quadrilateral planar surface area. Appendix B
conventional lightning warning devices, that are provides and applies analytical formulas for the
based on detecting the presence or absence of fields at and near the tips of ellipsoids, that a'.

natural lightning, to the study of warning sys- can be used as simple analytical models to cal-
tems that can assess the danger of a triggered culate field concentrations (for aircraft wings,
discharge. for example).

A triggered strike can occur in highly The magnitude and direction of the ambient
electrified clouds that do not necessarily pro- electric field, and the geometric field-concen- -

duce natural lightning. The probability of this tration factors of the aircraft, are key param-
type of strike becomes high when the aircraft eters that would be used by a warning system for
enters a high-field region. This occurs because triggered strikes. The present computational
the electric field intensity at the aircraft approach has the practical advantage that it
extremities (wing-tips, nose, tail structure, provides a quick survey of concentration factors,
etc.) is locally enhanced over its ambient value, and therefore a simple assessment of the danger
The enhancement is due to the nature of the sur- to the aircraft.
face charge distribution on the aircraft,
induced by the external field. It does not 2. COMPUTER MODEL
depend on the presence of any intrinsic charge
on the aircraft, such as "P-static" charge (the The computer model of the aircraft is con-
net Intrinsic charge can be zero). When the structed of quadrilateral surface elements or
enhancement at one or more points on the surface patches (with occasional triangles representing
is such that the breakdown-field value is degenerate quadrilaterals). (See Fig. 1.)
excetied, corona discharge begins and a strike One may solve Laplace's equation for the
may b. initiated. The enhancement multiplica- electric potential V in 3 dimensions, namely,
tion factor for local field intensity is called
the "field concentration factor" (FCF). a2V + 2V a2V

It is desirable to have a capability for 0.. .. ""
predicting field concentration factors (FCF's) ax ay az
for any given aircraft geometry. A computer
code has been developed for this purpose From this solution one may obtain the electric
(PESTAT, for "Parker ElectroSTATics"). Section field vector E at any point from the gradient of
2 presents our approach, based on (a) the numer- V. However, the solution depends on the boun-
ical representation of the aircraft by a collec- dary conditions. Far from the aircraft the
tion of quadrilateral or triangular surface electric field must approach the ambient value
"elements," or "patches," and on (b) the solu- to. At the (conducting) aircraft surface, the
tion of a set of simultaneous equations for the induced surface charges must distribute them-
surface charge densities on the surface elements. selves so as to cause complete cancellation of
The simultaneous equations represent a discrete the field in the interior. That is, the field
approximation to an integral equation that is must be purely normal at every surface point,
equivalent to the Laplace equation for the elec- and the surface must be equipotential.
trostatic field. Rather than solve Eq. (1) as a differential

Section 3 presents some preliminary numeri- equation, say, by finite differences or finite
cal solutions for a C-130 Hercules aircraft. elements (5,6), it is more convenient for our
The computed field concentration factors (FCF's) purposes to solve instead the equivalent
range up to about 200, depending on the direc- integral-equation form of Laplace's equation.
tion of the external field, with the highest This means that the potential V at any "field J.
values occurring as expected at the wing-tips, point" (point of observation) can be written as
nose and tail extremities. From the FCF's, we an integral of surface charge density a over the
derive critical "trigger-field" profiles (pro- aircraft surface, plus the "external" potential
jections of surface in 3-D space defining Vext (that would exist there in the absence of

the aircraft) due to the ambient field:
*Numbers in parentheses designate References at

end of paper.
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F ada include multiple bodies with arbitrarily assignedV = J(4 R + Vext (2) voltages or charges.

Solving for the a's and Vb (or a's and Q)
where c is the permittivity, da is the element completes the computational task. The solution
of surface area, and R is the distance between can be obtained numerically either by direct
the field point and the surface point on da inversion or by relaxation techniques. Our com-
where a is defined. We do not know a in advance, puter code PESTAT implements these procedures
but may solve for it by equating V (as given by (next section).
Eq. (2), at every point on the surface) to the The procedure for evaluating a matrix ele-
aircraft body potential Vb. Another condition is ment giving the potential at a "field point" P
that the integral of a itself gives the total due to a patch arbitrarily located with unit

, (i.e. net) charge Q. Thus, a satisfies the charge density on it is given in Appendix A,
integral equation: using an original analysis that applies to any

polygon. Our formulation was developed inde-
ad a - (47)V -(41)V pendently of the formulation for triangular

ext (3) patches published earlier by Rao et al (7). Of
course, one can also assume simple point charges,

subject to the condition: as Shaeffer has done (8). Shaeffer's paper gives
a good description of the method (he calls it a

ada = Q (4) "moment method" approach) and shows how to
include external fields. (Rao et al do not con-

In the problem of interest here, a and Vb are an sider external fields.) However, the point-
unknown function and constant, while Vext and the charge method gives poor results close to the
total charge Q are considered as given. In the surface, and hence, although simple, is not
case where Q=O, the a function is sometimes satisfactory for FCF calculations. We believe
referred to as the "influence charge." that the present method is superior to others

In our model these relations are approxi- available. Its power is demonstrated by results
mated by dividing the aircraft surface into of the type discussed below.
small quadrilateral patches with constant values VALIDATION OF PESTAT - An important result
of a on the individual patches, and performing discussed in the next section is the field con-
the required geometric integrations over all centration factor (FCF) of about 200 produced at
patches (Appendix A). There results a system of the wing-tips of a C-130 aircraft by a horizontal
simultaneous equations for the values of the *j's, field aligned with the wing. Tc assess the accu-
defined to be at the centroids of the patches. racy of PESTAT in its prediction of this rather
Thus, Eqs. (3) and (4) are replaced by the N+l large factor, a series of numerical calculations
simultaneous algebraic equations: were made for ellipsoids, whose field concentra-

tion factors can be calculated analytically
N (Appendix B'. In particular, the large FCF of

Aija j - (4nE)Vb (4)V iext 5 about is also analytically predicted at the
j ttiv, uf n ellipsoid modeling the wing of a C-130

i rcraft. (ood agreement was obtained, provided
(where i 1 2, 2......N) a sJffiLientlY large number of patches was used.

d.it, equireient became more severe with increas-
and *,, -t-Ler itr es. For the C-130 FCF's to be

s ,sPd next (high eccentricities), the esti-
N . r.t ,i , about 10 percent (too high).

(Area)jcj = Q
J Nim[Pli A I ELD CONCENTRATION FACTORS FOR A

where the subscript j is the index for the -th i iP RA.

patch and its a, and runs from I *o N where N is -1 W Hercules aircraft was modeled using
the total number of patches. The symbol (Area) I  of the ordet of 1000 quadrilateral patches. A
denotes the area of the j-th patch, oi denotes general view of the computer model is shown in
the value of o on the j-th patch, and Ai- denotes Fig. 1, showing this to be a reasonably realistic
a geometrically-determined matrix elemenli repre- representation for obtaining preliminary solu-

*senting the potential at the i-th patch centrid rpeetto o bann rlmnr oudetni chargeoeni ty thn ith path pacht d tions. We have omitted details such as engine
due to unit charge density on the -th patch, pods and fuel tanks under the wing on the assump-
The symbol Vi,ext denotes the value of the tion that these relatively small structures,
external potential at the i-th patch. The being somewhat distant from extremities such as
unknowns are comprised of the N values of "i wing-tips, nose, tail fins, etc., should make
plus the "body" putential Vb, i.e., N+l unknowns, negligible contributions to the field concentra-
The method for evaluating the matrix elements tion factors (FCF's) at the extremities. These
(Aij) is given in Appendix A. additional small structures can be modeled, to

When the voltage Vb is given and the charge any extent desired, but at a cost of more
Q is unknown, Q replaces Vb as an unknown so unknowns and greater computational expense.
that one now solves for the a's and Q. Equa- u n greater comput expense.

tions (5) and (6) can easily be generalized to Figure 2 shows 3 views of the computer
model, projected onto the 3 principal planes of
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the computational problem space: when the ambient field magnitude exceeds Ecrit
(a) the x-y plane for the given direction. (The ambient field vec-
(b) the y-z plane tor can be measured in flight using field mills.
(c) the z-x plane A field mill system can be designed to provide
Figure 3 shows the FCF computed using the this type of data to the pilot on a continuous

PESTAT code, plotted in polar coordinates of the basis (1,9 for example).)
x-y plane (horizontal plane = plane of Fig. 2a). In the next section we discuss the physical
The FCF varies from a maximum of about 180 in the significance of these Ecrit profiles, and their
y-direction (wing tip to wing tip) to a minimum relation to corona onset and triggered strikes.
of about 130 in the x-direction (nose-to-tail
direction). The FCF profile has roughly an oval 4. TRIGGER FIELDS, CORONA AND STRIKES TO AIR-
shape. CRAFT

Figure 4 shows the FCF profile in the y-z
plane (vertical plane containing the wing-tip-to- The "trigger-field" profiles (Ecrit) shown
wing-tip line = plane of Fig. 2b). Here the FCF in Figs. 6-8 represent the critical ambient
profile, which has a scalloped shape, varies from (electrified-cloud) fields that would induce
a maximum of about 180 in the y-direction (wing breakdown at the aircraft extremities. These are
tip to wing tip) to a minimum of about 100 in the therefore at least corona-onset fields, and
direction 300 from the vertical direction. The represent a lower bound for the lightning-trigger
FCF is about 114 in the vertical direction, field. However, in general the lightning-trigger

Figure 5 shows the FCF profile in the z-x fields are observed to be different from the
plane (vertical plane containing the nose-to-tail fields required for the onset of corona dis-
line = plane of Fig. 2c). The profile in this charge. There are gaps and inconsistencies in
plane is not symmetric about the nose-to-tail or our knowledge that prevent our making a precise
vertical directions. Instead, the profile is connection of corona-onset fields with those that
dumbbell-shaped, with its long axis at about 40o would produce triggered strikes. Nonetheless,
with respect to the x (nose-to-tail) direction, although our knowledge is incomplete, the results
The maximum FCF is about 175. The short axis of of this paper represent preliminary steps that
the dumbbell represents a minimum FCF of about must be taken along the path toward a complete
60. In this direction the electric field is understanding of the triggering phenomenon.
aimed towards the concavity of the aircraft pro- Triggered strikes to instrumented aircraft
file where the tail meets the fuselage. have been reported as occurring in a variety of

Since the numerical results probably over- conditions, certainly in high fields, up to
estimate the FCF's by about 10 percent, these 360 kV/m (10), but occasionally also in surpris-
results should be reduced by 10 percent. The ingly low fields, down to 4 kV/m (11). If we
reduction has not been applied in the following were to interpret Figs. 6-8 as trigger-fields for
discussion. Additional numerical solutions were strikes, they would imply that triggering can
obtained for the case where tips of the ellip- occur in a field as low as 17 kV/m when it is in
soid modeling the C-130 wing were truncated. In the right direction. In addition, since the
the center of each flat end-face the FCF was down breakdown field is actually lower by a factor of
to about 40, increasing to about 200 at the about 3 (1000 kV/m) because of altitude, the pre-
edges. dicted trigger field would be as low as 6 kV/m.

CRITICAL FIELD- Next, we use the FCF pro- As examples of observed triggering and
files to define critical "trigger field" (Eqrit) related corona phenomena, to which we ultimately
profiles in each of the 3 principal geometric may relate our predicted field concentration fac-
planes (x-y, y-z, z-x). The critical field is tors but which presently remain unexplained, we
obtained by dividing a nominal value of "break- discuss next some pilot observations, and results
down" field, which we assume to be 3000 kV/m, by of a relevant experiment.
the FCF function in Figs. 3-5. This yields the PILOT EXPERIENCE - Pilot observations rele-
trigger-field Ecrit profiles shown in Figs. 6-8 vant to the triggering and related corona phenom-
for the 3 principal planes. The Ecrit profiles enon are summarized by Clifford (3) as follows. -

can have curious forms, as shown particularly in "Pilots generally agree that there are two
Figs. 7 and 8. Of interest is the minimum value distinct classes of lightning strikes to aircraft
of Ecrit, about 17 kV/m, which occurs along the in flight. The first and most common variety
wing-tip-to-wing-tip direction in the x-y plane usually occurs while flying in precipitation at
(Fig. 6) and in the y-z plane (Fig. 7), and at temperatures near freezing. This type is pre-
about 40 degrees from the horizontal in the z-x ceded by a buildup of static noise in the comnu-
plane (Fig. 8, in the direction from above the nication gear, due to corona (visible at night).
tail to below the nose). The z-x behavior is The buildup may continue for several seconds
due to the influence of the tail-structure- before the strike occurs.
fuselage interaction. The second variety occurs abruptly without

The significance of an Eqrit profile is as warning. It is most likely to be encountered in
follows. When the aircraft finds itself in an or near ongoing thunderstorms, in contrast to the
ambient (cloud) vector field having a given former variety which is often experienced in pre-
direction and magnitude, the surface field some- cipitation that has no connection with thunder-where on the aircraft surface (e.g. at an storms. Pilots tend to believe that the slow

extremity) exceeds the breakdown value 3000 kV/im buildup type of discharge is not a true lightning



strike but rather a discharge of excess charge deliberately provoke triggered strikes (both with
('P-static') built up on the aircraft by flight instrumented aircraft and with wire-trailing air-
through the precipitation. This non-thunderstorm craft and rockets), while few have succeeded
type greatly outnumbers the other. Both kinds (17-19). (Franklin's famous kite experiment
can create a brilliant flash and a boom which can might also fit into this category.) In most
be heard throughout the airplane." cases, copious corona discharges have been mani-r.

We believe that in the "common" variety of fested, but without accompanying strikes. The
discharge the pilots are experiencing a strike occurrence of a soft hiss in the comm~unication
initiated or triggered by the aircraft upon gear indicating the onset of corona is well known
entering a region of high electric field. The by pilots. This phenomenon is conmmon and can
charge on the aircraft is not important for the become severe enough to black out communication,
energy budget but may be important for the trig- but an accompanying lightning strike is rela-
gering process (see below). This view was pro- tively rare.
posed by us earlier (1). Triggering of lightning CORONA AND TRIGGERING EXPERIMENT - In a set
by aircraft in high fields has also been dis- of relevant ground-based experiments, the effects
cussed by Fitzgerald (9,10), Vonnegut (12), of corona-producing points on the trigger-
Pierce (13,14), Shaeffer (15), and Kasemir and breakdown field of the shuttle-orbiter were
Perkins (16), among others. The rare variety of investigated by Kasemir and Perkins (16). They
strike, that occurs without warning, is an acci- used a scale model of the spacecraft placed
dental hit of the airplane by a natural lightning between the plates of a meter-sized large plate
that originates somewhere else in an ongoing condenser. As part of the investigation they
thunderstorm. also used a highly-polished spheroid to determine

In our opinion (expressed earlier in (1,2)), the trigger-breakdown field in the absence of,
the role played by precipitation charging is as and in the presence of, corona-producing Doints
follows. The main electrical energy for the com- on the spheroid. Details are given in Refs. (2)
mon (triggered) type of lightning strike is pro- and (16), but some of the principal results are
vided by the field of the electrified cloud, the following:
However, the electric charge on the aircraft due (a) The observed trigger-breakdown field
to precipitation ("P-static"), which is espe- of the polished spheroid without

* cially strong in the melting zone of a cloud, corona-producing points was predicted
may contribute to the triggering of a lightning accurately from the solution of
discharge by the aircraft in cases where the Laplace's equation. Our predictions
field concentrations at the extremities of the of FCF's for a C-130, shown in Figs.-
aircraft are not quite sufficient to initiate a 6-8, are similar types of solutions.
lightning discharge. Therefore, the role of (b) The trigger field was reduced (by 33
precipitation charging is not to provide energy percent) due to the presence of corona
for a full-grown lightning, but merely to help points, and this reduction was only

* convert the corona discharge into long streamers weakly dependent on the nature of the
which can then grow in the external cloud field points (form, length, sharpness, etc.).
into a proper lightning discharge. Evidence for These results suggest that:
the probable importance of precipitation charging (a) Theoretically-calculated trigger-field
is provided by pilot reports and by data obtained profiles such as those in Figs. 6-8
by Fitzgerald (10). Its role is discussed by might be valid lower-bound predictors

* Clifford and Kasemir (2). for aircraft triggering of lightning.
The fact that pilots observe corona dis- (b) The likelihood of a triggered strike

* charge in advance of a triggered strike is not seems to be enhanced by the presence
* surprising. Due to its many sharp protrusions of corona (in addition to altitude-
*(antennas, pitot tubes, landing gear, nuts, dependent reduction of the trigger
* rivets, lightning arresters, exhaust nozzle rims, field). Ordinarily the corona effect

edges, corners, etc.), an aircraft always goes is not taken into account in the
into corona discharge when it enters a region of literature.
sufficiently high field. Corona begins at a There is a caveat in extrapolating these
point as soon as the field at the tip exceeds the experimental results to the triggering of light-
breakdown value. This can occur for ambient ning by aircraft. The gap between the plates was
fields as low as a few kV/m, depending on how only about one meter. Hence the corona "plumes"'
small the tip radius of curvature is (Appendix or "filaments" could easily bridge the gap, and
B). The corona discharge is relatively stable, give one the impression that lightning may be

* and, unless the ambient field increases beyond triggered if the field exceeds breakdown values
some as yet unknown critical value, the aircraft over a distance of the order of a meter. This
will remain in corona discharge until the exter- may be a false impression caused by the unrealis-

-. nal field drops below the critical value for tically small scale of the experiment. In an
corona onset. Note that although corona may be actual triggered lightning discharge, the field
produced by high fields (and precipitation may need to exceed breakdown over distances of
charging), not all corona develops into a major the order of many meters. That is, the corona
discharge. The reasons for this are not clear, filaments or plumes may need to be many meters
What is perhaps surprising is that many experi- long before the external field can convert them
ments have been performed in attempts to into a full lightning discharge. The required
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distance is not presently known and represents a segment is vertical (A is infinite), its contri-
gap in our knowledge. This gap cannot be filled bution vanishes (set aF=O).
by electrostatic arguments alone. In Appendix B The potential at P due to the patch charge
we show analytically that, even for a large is then the sum of the AF's. The matrix element
ellipsoid modeling a C-130 wing, it is difficult A..(= fda/R) is evaluated by choosing P to be the
electrostatically to produce "super-breakdown" cetroid of the i-th patch, and evaluating the
fields over off-tip distances of the order of contribution to the potential at P due to unit
several meters. charge density on the j-th patch (the patch of

The theory must deal eventually with the the figure):
conversion of energy from electrostatic into gas
ionization and heating, and will involve plasma Aij 12 23 (AF)34 (AF)41
physics, but such a theory has not yet been 3

developed (4,20). Note that this procedure represents a line-

APPENDIX A: EVALUATION OF MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR integral formulation. The algorithm is valid for

THE "PESTAT" CODE any polygon.

APPENDIX B: FIELD ENHANCEMENTS NEAR TIPS OFConsider a planar quadrilateral "patch" as ELPOD

shown in Fig. 9, and a field point P at which ELSI
the potential due to the charge on the patch is To provide analytic insight for field
to be evaluated. We have chosen a coordinate enhancements or "field concentration factors"
system in which the patch lies in the x-y plane, (FCF's) near the tips of elongated bodies (such
and the field point P is on the z-axis, at a as wings, fuselages, corona wires, etc.), we con-
height z above the plane, as in the figure. aside aiag a f ellps, oia nna ltcall

(For arbitrarily-oriented patches, a suitable sider a triaxial ellipsoid as an analytically
tractable model. The ellipsoid is defined geo-rotation is required to achieve the orientation metrically by its semi-axes a, b and c, listed in ..

of the figure.) Let the 4 vertices of the patch mercallebyeisisemi-es a b adc list inorder of decreasing dimension (a is the longest,be labelled 1, 2, 3 and 4, as in the figure. Let c is the shortest). The ellipsoid is located in
the radial distances from P to each of the 4 ver- an ambient field E^ in the direction of its long
tices be labelled Rl, R2, R3 and R4 , as in the axis. The net charge is zero for present pur-
figure. The derivation is ?engthy; only results poses. (This simplifies the analysis, which can
are given.

The matrix elmn shbe extended to include net charge. A charged

butions, from each of the 4 line segments of the ellipsoid will be discussed later.) We will be

patch. Consider the segment from Vertex 1 to interested in two ratios: (1) the ratio of the

Vertex 2, called Segment 1-2. Let the equation tip field (EtiS) to the ambient field (E ), and

of Segment 1-2 be given (in the x-y plane) by: (2) the ratio f the field off the tip (E to ,
Etip or to Eo . The derivations are lengthy, and
only the results are presented. The ratios may

y = A x + B CA-l be expressed as follows:
coordi- At the tip of the ellipsoid in the directionwhere A and are determined by the xy of the long axis (x-direction), where x=a at thenates of Vertices 1 and 2. Let C and D betiwhaedenoted bytip, we have: "

denoted by
iE 2 .i3

' 1+ A2) (A-2) sin 'L ( = FCF) (B-l)
(-)E 0  -c b_ (4,m)

D Ay + x (A-3)
where:...

Then define F1 and F2, associated with Vertices 1 22

and 2, by: sin = (I - c 2/a 2) = (focal radius)/a (B-2)

F. x.In (y. + R.) + (B/C) ln (CR. + D.)2222j I m = (1- b2/a2 )I(l - c2/a2) (B-3)
12

ztn[yD ARj )/zR (A-4

- tan-[(y.D. - AR .] (A-4) and D(O,m) is defined in terms of the Jacobi

elliptic integrals of the first and second kind,
where j takes on the respective values 1 and 2. F(4,m) and E(O,m), as:
Then the contribution of Segment 1-2 is:

D(4,m) : [F(4,m) - E(0,m)]/m (B-4)
(AF) = F - F (A-5)

where

Similar contributions are obtained from the
remaining 3 sides, namely, (AF)23 , (AF) 34 , and de
(aF)41, as we trace the patch in the clockwise F(0,m) = de (B-5)
direction. In the special case where the line o( - m sin 2e)
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2 where
E(¢,m) de(1 m sin 6)2 (B-6)

QIn 1 sin 1 (B-15) -.iQI :T ° o ( - sino/.'

(See M. Abramowitz and I. A. Stegun, "Handbook of -
Mathematical Functions," New York: Dover, 1965.) For the off-tip field of the spheroid, we obtain:

Off the tip, where x > a, we have:
:' E sine (I b2/a2) - (B-16) I _

= T2 (off-tip field of ellipsoid) (B-7) (Z(
" Etip sine' = ( - b2/a2 ) /(x/a) (B-17)

* where

Ew 
D(0,1) Q /sino (8-18)

T = [Etip l - (B-8) D(O', I) Q;/sin, (B-19)

with where2 2+ in ')
sine' = (1- c2/a2) /(x/a) (B-9) Q= I n (1 in, - 1 (B-20)

and so that

abc
2 2 b 2  2 2 2 (B-10) E Q sin (-21)
x(x -a + b2)1 (x2 -a2 + C) T1  0 sin---(B- ~~Eti 1p 5Vs- :-1:

At the tip, where x=a, we have *'=, T1=O, and (spheroid)
T2=l. Off the tip, as x increases from a towards
infinity, T2 falls off monotonically from unity and
towards zero, while TI rises monotonically from
zero to Eo/Eti, that is, a small number compared 2
with unity in the cases of interest here. Hence, T = ab (spheroid) (B-22)
TI may be approximately neglected over most of x(x2 - 2 + b2) (prd(2
the off-tip range of x of interest here. 

:-a+

This completes the set of exact formulas for
the tip and off-tip fields, or FCF's, for ellip- and E/Eti p = TI + T2. as given by Eq. (B-7).
soids. SLENDER ELLIPSOIDS AND SPHEROIDS - Other

Next we present some important limiting cases of interest are those of slim ellipsoids
cases of these equations, and spheroids (b/a and c/a small compared with

SPHEROID - An important case is that of the unity). It can be shown that the approximation
prolate spheroid, where b=c. In this case we obtained from Eqs. (B-1) through (B-6) for the
have m=l, and: tip field is:

E( ,l) sine = (1 - b2/a 2  Et_ a2/bc
( a( (4a -(= FCF for ellipsoid) (B-23)(focal radius)/a (B-1) Eo  1In ( La_"

F(0,1) de sece Neglecting T , we have from Eqs. (B-7) through
0o (B-10) for te off-tip field:

1in + sin
-sin¢) (B-12) E

Then we have ftip

D 1 + sin/ sine (8-13) x(x2  a2 ab + c 2  (-24)
D(O,l) nsn B-3 2 2 2 ;_in - sin-a - b (x-

and Etip/Eo becomes: (ellipsoid)

tip a sin For the spheroid (b=c), introducing the useful

Et - 2 (spheroid) (-14) definition of tip radius of curvature r = b /a,
o b2Q1  we have the approximations:
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E a22 off-tip field. Here, just as for the corona
tY= a/b point (above), we consider the off-tip distance,

0 Ax, the off-tip FCF given by multiplying E/Etip

(spheroid) by 196, and Ecrit obtained by dividing 3000 kV/m
by FCF. Thus, we obtain the following tabula-tion: "'

2a/r ..n(ar) - 2(= FCF for spheroid) (B-25) .

(spheroid) (E=3000
sx(m) E/Etip FCF=E/Eo kV/m)

and
0 m 1.00 196 15 kV/m

2 0.01 0.48 94 32
E__ 2ab2 = a r (B-26) 0.02 0.35 68 44

tip x(x - a + b2 ) x(x - a + ar) 0.05 0.21 41 72
(spheroid) (spheroid) 0.1 0.14 26 110

0.2 0.081 16 190
0.5 0.037 7.2 420

FIELD OF A CORONA POINT - We now apply the 1.0 0.019 3.7 820
formulas for a spheroid to a corona point. Con- 2.0 0.0090 1.8 170C
sider a rod, of thickness 1.4 cm at its center, -

with a half-length a = 0.5 m, and with lharpened The first column gives the off-tip distance, the
tips having radius of curvature r = 10 m second shows the fall-off of the field relative
(0.1 mm). Then according to Eq. (B-25) the FCF to the tip value, the third gives the effective
at the tip is about 1300. Assuming 3000 kV/m is FCF for that position, and the fourth gives the
the breakdown field strength, breakdown is ambient field required to produce breakdown at
achieved at the tip when the ambient field E that position. The fall-off with distance is
2.3 kV/m. This value of E0 which corresponds to extremely rapid, the first factor of 2 occurring
the quantity we call Errit in the text, is the within a distance 0.01 m (approximately twice
observed order of magnitude for corona-point the smaller tip radius of curvature, 0.006 m);
onset fields, about 2 kV/m (L. H. Ruhnke, per- then the field falls off more slowly. From the
sonal communication). Off the tip, however, the fourth column we see that even for the largest
field falls rapidly from its tip value. Accord- observed ambient fields (of the order of 400
ing to Eq. (B-26), E falls from Etip to Etip/3 in kV/m), the off-tip interval Ax in which "super- ',

a distance Ax only about 10-4 m from the tip. breakdown" fields occur is less than 0.5 m. To
This small distance is of the order of r, the tip stretch the interval to 2 meters would require an
radius of curvature. The fall-off with distance unrealistic 1700-kV/m ambient field, a stringent
Ax occurs so rapidly that even for extremely (and requirement associated with the small tip radius *

unrealistically) large ambient fields, breakdown of curvature. If we choose alternatively to
is exceeded only within minute distances from the increase the ellipsoid tip radius of curvature to
tip. As an example, in order to have "super- fit the tip geometry of interest, this would
breakdown" fields (off-tip fields exceeding reduce both the eccentricity of the ellipsoid
3000 kV/im) at all values of x between x = 0.50 m model and the FCF at its tip. This exercise
(at the tip) and x = 0.55 m (an interval of Ax illustrates the difficulty, using electrostatic
5 cm off the tip), the external or ambient field models for aircraft-size bodies, of achieving
must exceed the unrealistic value 2.7 MV/m "super-breakdown" fields over off-tip intervals

TIP FIELD: ELLIPSOID MODEL OF C-130 WING - of several meters.
We next model the wing of a C-130 aircraft by a CHARGED ELLIPSOID - In estimating the
triaxial ellipsoid having semiaxes a, b and c = effects of precipitation charge, it is useful to
20 m, 2.4 m, and 0.36 m. Using the exact for- have available formulas for the tip and off-tip
mula (B-1) we compute the FCF at the tip, due to fields of a charged ellipsoid. It can be shown
an ambient field Eo directed along the long axis. that the formulas are almost identical to the
We obtain FCF = Etio/Eo - 192. The ellipsoid is formulas for an uncharged ellipsoid in an ambient
sufficiently slim, however, to allow the use of field E0 . For the tip field, we obtain a good
the approximate formula (B-23), which yields approximation by replacing E in Eq. (B-23) by an
FCF = 196, a sleight overestimation by about 2 effective ambient field" Vb/a, where Vb is the
percent. The corresponding numerical calcula- body potential. The off-tip field variation is
tion by the PESTAT code yields the field concen- well approximated by the right-hand side of Eq.
tration factor FCF = 210, an overestimation by (B-24) without the first factor, a/x. Thus, rate
about 10 percent. (This error is not serious, of field fall-off is about the same as for
It depends on the number of patches used, and uncharged ellipsoids. If we assume a vehicle
can be reduced by sufficiently increasing the potential Vb = 0.1 MV on the model ellipsoid, the
number of patches.) field at the tip is about 1000 kV/m, i.e., some-

OFF-TIP FIELD: ELLIPSOID MODEL OF C-130 what under breakdown magnitude.
WING - It is appropriate to use the approxima-
tion for E/Etip given by Eq. (B-24) for the
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Fig. 2 -Three views of the computer model, pro-
jected onto (a) the x-y plane, (b) the y-z plane,
and (c) the z-x plane (of the computational prob-
lem space)
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FIELL' CONCENTRATION FACTOR

Fig. 3 Field concentration factor (FCF) profile
in polar coordinates, in the x-y plane
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FIELD CONCENTRATION FACTOR

Fig. 5 -Field concentration factor (FCF) profile
in polar coordinates, in the z-x plane
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CRITICAL FIELD

kV/m

Fig. 6 -Critical field profile (in ky/rn) in
polar r,)ordinates, in the x-y plane, obtained by
dividi,-g 3000 kV/rn by the FCF profile of Fig. 3
(see text)
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CRITICAL FIELD

Fig. 8 Critical field profile (in kV/rn) in
polar coordinates, in the z-x plane, obtained by
dividing 3000 kV/m by the FCF profile of Fig. 5
(see text)
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THE MATHEIIATICS OF INTERACTION BETWEEN .

A CONDUCTIVE CYLINDER ON EARTH AND A

MOVING LINE AND CHARGE DUE TO LIGHTNING

by -

ABUL RASHID -'S

TRW, NORTON AFBAS

SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92409

Abstract:

Starting from the work of Lienard and Wiechert , Mathematical formalas for

the electromagnetic fields produced by a moving line charge due to lightning

are developed. It is Ahown that these electromagnetic fields have directive

properties and the maximum electromagnetic field occurs at an angle away from

the direction at which the charges are moving as illustrated in Figure IA.

These properties of the moving line charge are combined with the directive

properties of the near fields produced by a conductive cylinder located on

a conductive plane. The electromagnetic field produced by a conductive cylinder

consists of a field parallel to the cylinder and, also, a field perpendicular

to the cylinder. The perpendicular field has a maximum value at the end of

the cylinder. The resultant electric field consisting of a parallel and a per-

pendicular field to the cylinder makes an angle to the axis of the cylinder as

illustrated in Figure lB. This angle is determined by the height of the cylinder

and the frequency of excitation.

The directivities of the moving line charge and the conductive cylinder are

analyzed to show the existance of a preferred path for charges to move from

the cylinder to the iniving line charge as illustrated in Figure IC. It is

shown that these directivition patterns determine which conductive cylinder

shall be struck by lightning when such a lightning strike takes place in the

presence of cylinders co-located on a flat conductive surface.

This paper was not available for incorporation into this book.
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Resultant Moving Line Charge
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'L'esultant Electric Field
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Conductive Cylinder

EARTH

Preferred

Moving Line
Charge

Conductive 1c
Cylinder

EARTH

Figure 1. Directive Properties of a moving line charge and 
a conductive

cylinder on earth.

(1) Classical Electricity and Magnetism by Wolfgang K. H. Panofsky and

Melba Phillips, Addison - Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., Cambridge 42,

Mass., March 1955, Chapter 18.
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1984 International Conference on Lightning and Static Electricity

June 26-28, 1984, Orlando, FL

AUTOMATION OF SURFACE THUNDERSTORM OBSERVATIONS

Michael W. Maier

Lightning Location and Protection, Inc.
1001 South Euclid Avenue
Tucson, Arizona 85719

ABSTRACT

Inadequate observations and forecasts of thunderstorms have
been cited as a contributing cause to many aircraft accidents in
recent years. The aerospace meteorology community has long recog-
nized the need for improved thunderstorm observations, however,
thunderstorm observations which are available to flight crews of
jet aircraft today have remained essentially unchanged since the
time of the DC-3. Here we describe a fully automated, single
station instrument system which is capable of detecting and locat-
ing thunderstorms within 100 NM of the airfield. The system oper-
ates continuously without an operator and automatically updates
thunderstorm location, movement, and intensity information. Thun-
derstorm observations derived with this system are compared with
actual surface observations at a major airport terminal. The
automated thunderstorm observations are shown to be superior in
content, reproducibility and timeliness to the qualitative obser-
vations of the human observer. The automated thunderstorm sensor
system is designed to be compatible with the automated weather ob-
serving systems currently in the field and those under development.

This paper was not available for incorporation into this book.
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SHUTTLE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM (STS) LIGHTNING PROTECTION &

MEASURING SYSEM (LPMS)

S.

4%

t.

JOINT PAPER BY WILLIAM JAFFERIS

NASA/VO (305-867-2660)
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FL 32899

AND

LT KEITH KERR/AF-6555 ASTG/LVT
(305-853-7201)

HARRY TANG/PRC 1217 (305-867-3407)

This paper describes the Lightning Protection and Measuring System
for the Shuttle vehicle and its associated ground support
equipment, which begin immediately after leaving the protection of

the Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB) until the vehicle is launched.
STS LPMS design evolved from the Apollo program and was improved
through a Lessons Learned technique. As in the Apollo program,
lightning protection consisted of good bonding, grounding, and
shielding practices backed up with modeling and simulated
lightning testing and validation procedures.

The measuring system consists of three major systems; (1) the
Catenary Wire Lightning Instrumentation System (LWLIS), which
measures lightning wave form and peak current; (2) Lightning
Induced Voltage Instrumentation System (LIVIS), which measures
induced voltages and current flow in the vehicle and ground
support equipment; and (3) an optical system presently a three
video camera system. The CWLIS measures direct lightning effects

and is active at all times, and provides an alarm to the test team

where lightning strikes.

The cloud to ground lightning current characteristic data
collected on a continuous basis and provided to interested

scientists. To date, the highest values measured have been as
follows: 150 kiloamperes peak current, .35 microseconds rise

time, and 28.5 kiloamperes per microsecond of current change
(sensor limit). LIVIS becomes active when the orbiter is attached
to the External Tank (ET)/Solid Rocket Boosters (SRB) in the VAB.
All induced voltages are sensed and stored in a peak Voltmeter.

The system is active from this point on through
launch/post-launch. Through the use of the Launch Proessing

System (LPS)/Central Data System (CDS), data can be retrieved on
an archival basis to determine the time and possible cause of the
event. During an adverse weather warning (possibility of

thunderstorms, usually) the LPS monitors selected vehicle circuits
4- and provides an alarm to the test team if a threshold is reached.

To date, no direct/indirect lightning strikes have been greater
that the induced voltages caused by normal vehicle environment.

The optical system/video completes the measuring system and is
used to determine the attachment point of lightning.
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All the data is collected in one report and is used to assess
damage to STS vehicles/electrical and mechanical systems.

This paper will discuss three lightning events that occurred with
and without a vehicle at the pad, both direct and indirect effects
from nearby lightning, and strikes to the lightning mast. The
discussion will include calculations/estimations of basic wave
form data as measured and it's associated induced effects as
measured and calculated. The following three events will be
analyzed:

1. With no vehicle at Pad A

a) Strike to the catenary wire (measured) and associated GSE
induced effect calculated vs. measured.

b) Assumed nearby strike to Pad A and associated GSE induced
effect calculated vs. measured.

2. STS-4 vehicle at Pad A day before launch

a) Strike to catenary wire (measured) and associated orbiter
vehicle induced effects (7 measured circuits).

This paper was not available for incorporation into this book.
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PROGRESS OF THE ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY HAZARDS PROTECTION PROGRAM

Jack R. Lippert, Lt Jayme E. LaVoie, and Rudy C. Beavin

Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories

4

* ABSTRACT I-

The two Phase AZ!!? Program consists of a twenty-one (21) month Phase One for Protection
Definition and a thirty-three (33) month Phase Two for Effectiveness Demonstration. Results from
Phase I of the Program are reported. During the AEHP Program the electromagnetic (EM) Environ-
ment resulting from aircraft (A/C) interaction with Atmospheric Electricity has been defined and
its impact on electrical/electronic subsystems and equipment assessed. Computer codes have been
applied to predict the inpact of transients on internal wiring. These coupling predictions have
been compared with experimental data for simple mock-up con figurations. Trade-of fs have been
performed to prescribe AEHP concepts which are compatible with protection required against other
EM threats; e.g., EIl, NE'!. The plan for demonstrating the effectiveness of the protection
provided through ground based AE simulation is presented. This paper provides an overview of the

* progress to date and presents an outline of future efforts planned.

0'.A
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INTRODUCTION ation in the final AEHP schemes specified.
Phase Two is a 33 month technical

The AEHP Advanced Development Program investigation from March 1983 to December
enjoys the application of financial and 1986. During that period it is planned to
Program resources by an assembly of Mili- configure modified YUi-61 Helicopter and
tary/Civilian agencies. The Flight Dyna- F-14 test beds with representative advanced
mics Laboratory of the Air Force Wright electrical/electronic systems and advanced
Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL/FI) structural concepts to demonstrate the
provides the ADP office for interagency effectiveness of the balanced AEHP defined
coordination and AEHP Program direction, during Phase One. The test bed A/C,
Other Federal MIlitary Agencies contri- together with protected electrical/elec-
buting to the Program include other Air tronic systems representative of A/C of the
Force organizat-ons, as well as the Army, 1990's will be subjected to interaction
the Navy and th Defense Nuclear Agency. with simulated lightning flashes which will
In addition, th Federal Aviation Admini- be representative of the AE threat. The
stration and th National Aeronautics and results of these tests will be evaluated
Space Administration are participating in and appropriate adjustments made to the
the Program, while the Boeing Military protection schemes employed. In addition
Airplane Company (BMAC) is the Prime to the demonstration of balanced protection
Contractor for the Program. The National effectiveness, techniques of qualification
Interagency Coordinating Group (NICG) for of protection and continued assessment of
the National AEHP Program meets annually to the integrity of the AEHP provided will be
review the work accomplished, underway and identified and demonstrated.
planned by various Agencies to encourage a The AEHP ADP Invites contributions
coordinated application of Federal re- from the aerospace technical community to
sources for AEHP investigations. The improve the effectiveness of the Program
National Severe Storms Laboratory of the and aid transition of Program results to
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric aerospace system application. Continuing
Administration (NOAA/NSSL) is also a member interactions will improve the quality of
of the NICG. the AEHP Program and yield a maximum return

The first Phase of the AEHP Program on the Program investment.
produced design guidelines defining balanc-
ed protection concepts to provide confi- PHASE ONE (I)
dence for all-weather application of
advanced avionic and structural concepts in The AFHP ADP Phase I was directed
military and civilian scenarios. Balanced toward the development/design of effective
protection concepts which are appropriate AEHP for the four classes of flight vehi-
for the uniqueness for each of four classes cles i.e., Fighters, Transports/Bombers,
of A/C; e.g., Fighters, Transports/Bombers, Cruise Missiles, Helicopters.
Helicopters, and Missiles were developed. ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY THREAT - The
This Phase was initiated on I April 1982 and characterization of the atmospheric
completed February 1984 (21 months). electricity threat environment imposed on
During Phase One of the Program the electro- flight and mission critical electrical/elec-
magnetic environments incident on A/C tronic elements aboard A/C is important for
electrical/electronic systems were defined the AEHP Program. The initial definition
and appropriate protection schemes estab- of both lightning and precipitation static
lished. In order to achieve this result, associated electrical environments for A/C
the interaction of AE environments with has been taken from the technical record.
modern A/C structure(s); e.g., advanced In the case of precipitation static, the
composite materials, high resistance literature base has been examined, and the
metals; were determined to characterize the significant threat parameters with their
AE associated threat incident on advanced range of magnitudes noted for inclusion in
electrical/electronic elements; e.g., the atmospheric electricity threat charac-
Fly-by-Wire, Power-by-Wire, et al. Appro- terization. For the lightning case, the
priate hardening concepts were then evalu- existing tech base has been updated with
ated experimentally to assure confident results from recent airborne lightning
operation of flight/mission critical characterization prorams (F-106, C-130) as
elements under AE threat conditions. The well as analyzing the impact measurement
hardening employed includes a balanced set towers have had on the data collected in the
of: system, power and information shield- past. Since the severity of lightning
ing; passive/active system protection; et exhibits a probalistic distribution, two
al. The AEHP concepts prescribed were also different threat levels were determined
evaluated for their contribution to protec- [ro' the statistical data base. One, a
tion against other EM threats; e.g., EMI, moderate threat,is what the air vehicle is
NEMP and protection concepts against the normally expected to encounter and is
latter are being considered for incorpor- important for mission completion and R&M
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consideration. The other is as severe an stress testing, including TTL, ECL, CMOS &
- encounter as to be expected throughout the NMOS technologies, was performed to supple- '"

vehicle life cycle and is important for ment ti' historical data and verify the 4

* catastrophic safety of flight consider- failure odels developed. Third, identi-
ations. These threats are represented by ficatio, of present equipment damage
double exponential current waveforms thresho is using the results from previous
(Figure 1). equipment damage assessments, along with

- The severe threat for the AEHP Program some new damage assessments performed under
* has a maximum rate of rise of 200 ka/ps this contract were established for various

with a peak current of 200kA, a fall-time classes of equipment. Finally, bench
to half-peak value o Ovs, and an action testing of new technology subsystems were
integral of 1.5 x 10 A -sec. The moderate conducted to evaluate system upset suscepti-
threat has a 20kA peak current with a bility.
maximum rate of rise of 50kA/-ps, a fall- Past testing of electronic devices
time to half-peak value of V0 s and an provided data on electrical transient
action integral of 1.5 x 10 A -sec. damage. The purpose of the study of
Moderate and severe lightning flashes historical data was to critically review
consist of multiple strokes with charac- and summarize all the available data,
teristics as shown in Table 1. perform studies on the failure levels, and

With the attachment of lightning adapt these failure levels to long pulses
flashes to A/C or the incidence of electro- (lightning). The major objective of the
magnetic fields from nearby lightning effort was to model the historical data
events, as well as with charge accumulation (limited to failure pulse widths between
resulting from precipitation static, iOns and 10 s) using the thermal model
currents and fields will be experienced at (Wunsch-Bell). Because of the limited
the surface of A/C. The waveform of this pulse widths of the data and the fact that
energy as well as the magnitude ot-energy newer technology IC's had not been tested a
transferred to elements inside the A/C will limited piece part test program was recom-
be affected by A/C geometry and material, mended to provide data for long pulse
Various computer codes have been evaluated transients (up to Ims) and new technology
to determine the characteristics of the (LSI, CMOS NMOS).
threat at the circuit/element station in an The piece-part component tests were
A/C as the result of transfer functions and conducted at the AFWL Direct Drive Labors-
coupling effectiveness. Among codes which Lory by the BDM Corporation. Table 3 gives
have been applied are WIRANT, THREDE, a summary of the devices and failure power
SRC-2D as well as PRESTO/TRAFFIC. at varying pulse widths. Review of the

These codes have made possible the data revealed that most devices show a
prediction of fields and currents to be flattening of the power to failure versus
experienced along and interior to the pulse width for pulses greater than about
vehicle during lightning simulation tests 10 microseconds. The new technology (LSI,
with the ALCM and YG-16/mock-up test beds. MSI) generally showed power failure thres-
These predictions were evaluated and holds of anywhere from 1/3 to 1/10 the
compared to test results. Such a compari- thresholds of the older SSI devices. What
son is shown in both frequency and time this means with respect to future trends In
domain (Figure 2a and 2b). subsystem susceptibility to damage is (1)

ELECTRONIC SUSCEPTIBIILTY - The intent unless other measures are taken to harden
of the AEHP ADP is in providing effective the systems the future subsystems are

protection concepts for flight and mission likely to be softer than present subsystems
critical electronic/electrical systems of by up to lOdB, and (2) since newer equip-
the 1990's. Table 2 indicates the technolo- ments tend to utilize digital integrated
gi..s utilized (to be utilized) in flight circuits which may interface directly with
and mission critical avionics systems. outside lines as opposed to older analog
Preparatory to the identification of equipment in which most input signals come
appropriate protection concepts and evalu- through passive devices like resistors and
ation of their effectiveness the suscepti- capacitors, there are likely to be a larger
bility of various electronic elements to percentage of pins with low thresholds in

upset and/or damage from electrical environ- the newer equipment.
ments associated with Atmospheric Electri- In determining subsystem suscepti-
city - Aircraft interactions were estab- bility the results from previous equipment
lished. This was accomplished by complet- damage assessments performed on the AEHP

ing four tasks. First, a review of histori- contract were used to identify the thres-
cal data was performed to determine the holds associated with various classes of
failure levels of the collected data equipment. All past and present damage
(primarily ENMP short pulse) and adopted analyses were performed in the frequency
these failure levels to long pulses domain. These analyses were performed at
(lightning). Second, piece-parts over- discrete frequencies, typically 0.01, 0.1,
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1, 10 and sometimes 4MHz. The pin failure Testing representative wiring install-
predictions for thresholds of power, ations and grounding schemes of discrete
voltage and current for each class of circuits as well as data buss lines yielded
equipment have been plotted on graphs as a information to characterize the induced
function of frequency as illustrated in transients and impacts due to a lightning

-' Figure 3. This allowed a lower bound to be interaction. These results directly apply
identified as the minimum predicted failure toward development of protection concepts
threshold for each class of equipment. for electrical systems in a composite air
Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the resulting vehicle. Routine wiring installation as
rower bounds for all classes of equipment employed in past metal airframes with
for comparison. Concerning these Figures structural return, cannot be tolerated in
it should be noted that although the graphs GR/EP composite primary structure. The
show some very low voltage and current increased resistivity of the graphite/epoxy ,,
thresholds these are usually for different introduces an IR drop factor to the induce
components. transient coupling. It is conceivable to

The bench testing of three digital have 1000 volts drop per meter length of
systems was conducted to investigate GR/EP structure. The IR drop would dominate 4%

expected levels of upset for new technology the coupling mechansims, even though the
subsystems. The three systems tested were composite structure offers less shielding
the Honeywell F-16 Radar Altimeter, the effectiveness than metal structure to B dot
Bendix ILS Receiver RIA-35A and the Hamil- coupling as well. Protection concepts
ton Standard Propulsion Data Multiplexer. therefore are based on eliminating the IR
The three bench test configurations con- drop coupling mode as will be discussed
sisted of a lightning transient pulse test, later.
a "chattering relay" test, and a ground The Air Launched Cruise Missile (ALCM)
potential test. The results of the testing test bed is a prototype version of the
is presented in Table 4. production AGM-86B which has undergone skin

VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT - This panel(s) modification/removal and cable
experimental work obtained generic data on shield alteration to yield generic data for
the susceptibility of components/subsystems the general missile configuration. This
in various generalized configurations when test series was conducted at the Sandia
subjected to the defined lightning threat. Lightning Facility in Albuquerque N.M.
This investigation used two different test (Figure 8). The facility subjected the
beds (YG-16, ALCM) at two different facili- ALCM to current waveforms up to the defined
ties (BMAC, Sandia). severe lightning threat. This severe

The YG-16 test bed consis 3 of an threat coupled to a vehicle as small as the
advanced composite forward fuselage section ALCM results in the strongest current
mated to a mock-up representing the remain- density from a lightning strike anticipated
der of the F-16 aircraft. The forward for any vehicle.
fuselage is 78% GR/EP with some aluminum Impulsing the ALCM while running oi
support structure. The mock-up is sheet ground simulation software evaluated both
aluminum over a wood frame in the general damage and upset susceptibility. The
F-16 shape to preserve electrical lengths internal electrical subsystems showed
and resonances appropriate for the fighter transient components corresponding to both
aircraft. The entire test bed is supported aperture coupling and diffusion coupling.
above the ground plane by non-conducting The transient stress testing varied the
wood bracing. A picture of the YG-16 test impulse current amplitude while keeping the
bed is shown in test configuration (Figure risetime constant. This method confirmed
7). the expected linearity of induced voltages

Of the two test techniques employed, on the test points for this configuration
The Swept Continuous Wave (Swept CW) (Figure 9). In general, however, one must
technique injects a low level current onto be careful in applying the linearity
the aircraft skin/structure and measures assumption to resistive configurations
the output voltage/current at wiring/equip- where non-linearities are more probable.
ment stations as a function of frequency. A benefit of the ALCM is that EMP
This resulted in definition of the transfer simulation tests were previously performed
functions in the frequency domain which may on that weapon system and measurements of
be used to determine coupling effectiveness these same points for AEHP lends insight to
and as an analytical tool. The other the similarities of electromagnetic threat
technique, pulse injection, applies a and protection required. Comparison of
unipolar current impulse, corresponding to simulated severe lightning (200kA) with
the moderate threat onto the aircraft with simulated EMP (50kV/M) effects showed

a response measurements taken in the time higher voltages for the directly attached
domain. This test generated information lightning case (Figure 10). It should be
concerning susceptibility levels and noted, however, that the baseline ALCM is a
interaction mechanisms. hard vehicle designed to 100v pin spec.
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The information gained during this test PHASE 11
series was of a generic nature.

PROTECTION SPECIFICATION/GUIDELINES In Phase 11 the effectiveness of the
.4 This effort established and evaluated AEMP Interim Design Criteria and initial I.

practical, effective protection concepts AEHP concepts will be demonstrated on A/C
which minimize cost, weight, power, and test beds using ground-based Atmospheric
reliability/maintainability requirements. Electricity Simulators. The test beds to
This trade study for life cycle cost was be used will be derived from a YUH-61
used to develop specifications for balanced Helicopter and an F-14 A/C. The basic
protection for advanced (1990-95) electri- vehicles will be extensively modified
cal/electronic systems in advanced air- through application of advanced composite
frames. and other poorly conducting material as

" Due to the near future time frame vehicle surface cover, as well as install-
under consideration, protection concepts ation of electrical/electronic systems
emphasized various shielding/grounding employing operational concepts represents-
schemes tailored to suit the specific tive of those anticipated for the 1990's.
vehicle. One such scheme is using a A set of special test equipment (STE) to be
conductive floor in the composite structure installed for demonstration is based on the
for power return and a shielded data bus MIL 1553 data bus with various technology
for signal lines. Wider use of fiber sophistications LRU as readily obtainable
optics requires further development, but as (Figure 12). In addition, the ALCM test
they become more economical, their advant- equipment/software will be installed and
ages and their recommendation for the more monitored during testing for functional
distant future use is obvious. Different upset. This procedure will permit the
protection schemes were evaluated via life evaluation of many electrical/electronic
cycle cost (Figure 11) and comparative system protection concerts, including
weights were recorded. Based on these structural aspects and local shielding asr
overall inputs the multiple point grounded well as AEHP tolerant electrical concepts,
conducting floor option for the generic in configurations which are representative
fighter offers adequate protection while of those which will be encountered in
having minimal maintenance requirements for future A/C of the four classes being
near time implementation. These guidelines considered; i.e., Fighters, Transports/Bom-
and recommendations were used to generate bers, Cruise Missiles, and Helicopters.
the specific protection schemes and are Phase II has only recently begun,
recorded in a design guide handbook. The March 1984, with active investigation being
AEHP handbook has recently been dissemin- completed by October 1986 and the documenta-
ated to industry for their review and tion of the AEHP Program continuing into
comments. It is important that the results early FY87. A product of Phase II will be
of this ADP are effectively communicated to finalized AEHP design concepts adjusted
aircraft and systems producers so the AEhP from the demonstration activities of Phase
from the ADP may have an early introduction II. Another product from Phase II will be
to the Military/Commercial aircraft fleets, documentation/demonstration of procedures
Comment/suggestions from the Aerospace for initial qualification of AEHP concepts
Community are encouraged throughout the for A/C and procedures for evaluating the
ADP. continuing integrity of the AFHP provided

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROTECTION to A/C while in the operational inventory.
REQUIREMENTS UNIFICATION - This task, Work is under way, both with AFWAL/FIESL
initiated in September of 1983 and schedul- and with Lightning Transients Research
ed to be completed in March of 1985, is to Incorporated (LTRI) through the AEHP Prime
unify requirements for AEH/NEV/Intrasystem Contractor, BMAC to define procedures/equip-
transient protection of electronic and ment which are appropriate for demonstra-
electcical equipment for aircraft and air tion of AEHP concepts and initial qualifi-
breathing missiles. Presently there is cations of System and A/C protection.
considerable uncertainty in setting levels FIESL, BMAC and other entities are also
of protection for equipment because of the addressing the continuing assessment of
increasing complexity in the system design protection integrity. Finally, during ,
trade-offs between installation, design and Phase II, the relationship of AEHP to
equipment specifications. The problem is protection against other electromagnetic
compounded by overlapping EMI/NEMP require- thr-ats; e.g., EMI, NEMP, Radar, et al;
ments and the emerging need for lightning will continue to be explored. Where
protection requirements. Oualification possible, consolidated design concepts will
test procedures, MIL-STD-462 and specifi- be documented, but where advised the need
cations levels MIL-STD-461 will be develop- for explicit protection outside the spec-
ed which unify requirements of electro- trum of protection provided by AEHP will be
magnetic (EM) effects for the Line Replace- noted.
able Unit (LRU).''
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* Fig. 7 -The composite YG-16 Mockup with
wire mesh return path for
quasi-co-axial configuration
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Table 1- Multi Stroke Threat Parameters

. de

0 Duration of Transient 50 - 500ops

0 Inter-stroke time interval 10 - lOOms

0 Time Duration of Lightning Event 0.01 -2 sec

0 Number of Strokes over - 100 ,

Table 2 - Component Technologies in Flight and Mission Critical
Avionic Systems

COLOR FIBER BUBBLE

VHSIC VLSI CMOS GaAs CRT OPTICS MEMORY CCD SAW

1. COMMUNICATIONS D N P P N P

2. CONTROLS AND
DISPLYAS D N P D

3. ELECTRONIC
WARFARE D N P P

4. SYSTEM
INTEGRATION D N P P D

5. IDENTIFICATION D N P N D N

6. FLIGHT CONTROL D N P N

7. NAVIGATION D N P P N N N

8. TARGET ACQUIS.
AND STRIKE D N P N N

9. ELECTRICAL POWER N P P

10. ENGINE CONTROL D N P N

11. FUEL MANAGEMENT D N P N

NOTE: P - Present Technology ('80- '85)

N - Near Future Technology ('85 - '90)

D - Distant Future Technology ('90 - '95)
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Tabel 3 -Pref ail (FAIL) Power Range -- Input

* DEVICE TECHNOLOGY POLARITY 1 1lsec 10 1. sec 100 1isec 1000 lisec

SN5420J TTL-SSI + 2.7-3.3 2.1-2.2 1.8-2.3 i

MCI1IL ECL-SSI - 15.3-16.1 4.9-7.3 4.6-5.9 4.0-4.7

MC10501L ECL-SSI 4.8-5.8 4.5-6.5
(Military)

* CD4011BCN CMOsSSI 31.6-36.0 9.1-10.3 5.0-6.1 5.1-5.3

MC1401IBCP CMOS-SSI + 31.9-36.5 11.2-13.5 5.2-7.1 5.4-8.9

MC14011BAL CMOS-SSI + 9.3 5.3-7.8
(Military)

CD4034BE CMOS-MSI 13.7-20.4 9.6-15.4

- AM27OBDC NMOS-LSI + Oxide failure -35.2-41.0 Volts (max pin rating 15V)

- AM2716DC NMOS-LSI _ 32.0-54.9 1.4-1.6 2.0-2.1

IM66541JG CMOS-LSI +-.91-1.0 .67-.86

* 2816-45 NMOS-LSI - Oxide failure -29.1-32.8 Volts (max pin rating 6 V)

* D2816-4 NMOS-LSI + 1.4(5.4)-7.3(8.5)(1) .50(1.9)_1.4(4.4)(1)

* 8748 NMOS-LSl + Oxide failure - 34.1-34.2 Volts (max pin rating 7 V)

* CD111DC NMOS(CCD)-LSI + Oxide failure - 25.0-35.5 Volts (max pin rating 15V)

Numbers in parenthesis are failure power levels.
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Table 4

Summary of Equipment Bench Test Results

Tast Inteconnctin Results summnary

Honeywell F-16 Radar Altimeter

Induced pikes ANU lnes No degradation
induced cabsle Unshielded Track and so"rc modes. Lock up at
Transients Lines ±350V peak. This upset is resettable

by cycling power on-off. Damage at
t1400V peak.

Shielded Track and search modes. Lock up at
Lines t400V peak. This upset Is resettble

by cycling power on-off. Damage at
±t1000V peak in self-test mode.

Coaxial No degradation at 1800V peak.
Lines

Ground All lines Data bus lock up at ±160V peak. This
Pots tial upset is resettable by cycling power

on-off. Fuze blown at ±500V peak.

Hamilton Standard Propulsion Data Multiplexer

Induced All lines No degradation
Spikes
Induced All lines Unrepeatable data bus lockup at -1400V
Cable Peak. Otherwise, no degradation to
Transients i I800V peak.
Ground All lines 28 VDC power Input filter failed at +600V
Potential peak After repair the replacement filter
Transients failed at +760V pea.

Bendix 1LS Receiver RIA-35A

Induced spikes All lines No degradation
Induced cable Unshlided Damage to circuit cards at :t400V peak. .
Transients Lines

Coaxial Data bus locked up at ±8OOV peak and
Lines required power reset (test monitor upset).
Shielded lines Data bus locked up at ±200V peak

(test monitor upset).
Ground All lines Damage to circuit card at ±200V peak.
Potential Fuze blown at ±50V peak.
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UPSET SUSCEPTIBILITY STUDY EMPLOYING CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
AND DIGITAL SIMULATION SOFTWARE

by

Victor A. Carreno*

Abstract of Paper Proposed for the
1984 International Aerospace and Ground Conference on

Lightning and Static Electricity
Session on Effects Upon Electrical/Electronic Systems

June 26-28, 1984
Orlando, Florida

This paper describes an approach to predicting the susceptibility of

digital systems to signal disturbances. Electrical disturbances on a digital
system's input and output lines can be induced by activities and conditions
including static electricity, lightning discharge, Electromagnetic Interference
(EMI) and Electromagnetic Pulsation (EMP).

The electrical signal disturbances employed for the susceptibility study
where limited to nondestructive levels, i.e. the system does not sustain
partial or total physical damage and reset and/or reload will bring the system
to an operational status.

The front end transition from the electrical disturbances to the

equivalent digital signals was accomplished by computer-aided circuit analysis.
The Super-Sceptre (system for circuit evaluation of transient radiation
effects) Program was used. Gate models were developed according to
manufacturers performance specifications and parameters resulting from
construction processes characteristic of the technology.

Digital simulation at the gate and functional level was employed to

determine the impact of the abnormal signals on system performance and to study
the propagation characteristics of these signals through the system
architecture. Example results are included for an Intel 8080 processor
configuration.

*Aero-Space Technologist, Fault Tolerant Systems Branch, Flight Control Systems

Division, NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665, (804) 827-3681.

This paper was not available for incorporation into this book.
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DATA AND RESULTS OF A LABORATORY INVESTIGATION %.
OF MICROPROCESSOR UPSET CAUSED BY SIMULATED 1

LIGHTNING-INDUCED ANALOG TRANSIENTS

by

Celeste M. Belcastro*

Abstract of Paper Proposed for the -

1984 International Aerospace and Ground Conference on
Lightning and Static Electricity

Session on Effects Upon Electrical/Electronic Systems
June 26-28, 1984
Orlando, Florida

Advanced composite aircraft designs will include fault-tolerant
computer-based digital control systems with high reliability requirements for
adverse as well as optimum operating environments. Since aircraft penetrate
intense electromagnetic fields when traversing the environment surrounding
thunderstorms, these computer systems may be subjected to field-induced
transient voltages and currents.

Digital system upset is one type of degradation that can occur in computer
systems that are subjected to analog electrical transients. The functional
error modes that occur in digital systems during upset are currently under
investigation as part of a research effort whose primary goal is the
development of a methodology for assessing the susceptibility/reliability of a
computer system onboard an aircraft flying through a lightning environment.

This paper reports on the laboratory investigation being conducted to
study upset error modes in a general purpose microprocessor and involves the
random input of analog transients which model lightning-induced signals onto
the interface and input/output lines of an 8080-based microprocessor from which
upset error data is recorded. The program code being executed on the
microprocessor during tests is designed to exercise all of the machine cycles
and memory addressing techniques implemented in the 8080 central processing
unit. In order to exercise all of the 8080 machine cycles, the microprocessor
performs input/output operations with an intelligent peripheral device that
generates interrupts and accomplishes direct memory accesses (DMA's).

A statistical analysis will be presented in which possible correlations
are established between the probability of upset occurrence and transient
inputs during specific processing states and operations. In addition, any
possible correlations between upset error mode types and transient input points
as well as various program storage mediums such as read write memory, core
memory, and programmable read-only memory will also be established.

A preliminary stochastic upset susceptibility model will be presented.
Probability density functions required to calculate the state transition
functions for the model will be determined for the 8080 microprocessor. In
addition, the susceptibility of this microprocessor to upset, once analog
transients have entered the system, will be determined analytically by
calculating the state probabilities of the stochastic model.

*Aero-Space Technologist, Fault Tolerant Systems Branch, Flight Control Systems
Division, NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA 23665, (804) 827-3681.

This paper was not available for incorporation into this book,
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LABORATORY EVALUATION OF LIGHTNING
INDUCED TRANSIENTS IN AIRCRAFT

ELECTRICAL WIRING

by J.C. Alliot and P. Levesque
Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Arospatiales

BP 72, 92322 Chitillon C6dex, FRANCE

ABSTRACT Electromagnetic fields produced on -

the structure by the current pulse may ex-

Protection of electrical and electronic cite internal wiring by diffusion and direct
systems against the atmospheric electricity coupling through apertures.
hazards constituted by lightning, must be For several years, ONERA is involved

taken into special account in the design in lightning-aircraft electromagnetic inter-

of advanced technology aircraft, action programs. The objective of this paper
In order to bring to light the various is to describe a laboratory research program

processes of the electromagnetic fields conducted on a cylindrical structure in

penetration through a structure, laboratory order to obtain more insight into energy

experiments have been set up at ONERA. The coupling processes and to evaluate more

purpose of this paper is to present the comprehensively induced electrical transients.
results obtained on a cylindrical model
roughly simulating, at 1/20 scale, an air- EXPERIMENTAL SET uP DESCRIPTION

craft fuselage. Current diffusion phenomena
and direct electromagnetic couplings through The cylindrical shell used in this
apertures are analysed from the effects experimental program is composed of three
they induce on a test line located inside pieces having same length and being attached

the model. together by screws equally spaced on a cir-
The experimental results are discussed cumference. Each element is made by means

and compared with numerical calculations, of an AG.5 foil whose thickness is 1 mm.
The cylinder is 2.6 m long by 28 cm in diam-

INTRODUCTION eter, with three 20 x 20 cm square apertures.
Free field configuration around the cylinder

Lightning interaction with an aircraft has been achieved by using a coaxial return
flying in the vicinity of a thunderstorm path. The circuit as a whole may be con-
cell may be separated into three main parts. sidered as a coaxial transmission line having
First, electrical field build up in the a 50 £ characteristic impedance. A drawing

cloud tend to increase the voltage of the of the circuit is shown in figure 1. A double
floating aircraft. Rapid changes in the exponential current waveform, simulating
ambient field, produced by leader propa- a return stroke pulse, is produced by dis-
gation or nearby strikes, cause electric charging a single capacitor of 75 kV through
charges to circulate on the structure. These the line and a 50 Q waveshaping resistor
circulating currents produce internal mag- (Fig. 2). The resulting current waveform
netic and electric fields which couple to has a time to peak of about 40 ns and a

the internal wirings. decay to half value of about 15 ws. The -
The second process refers to stepped- peak magnitude is 295 A. The current wave-

leader attachment on the airframe. Charges form may be approximated by the relation
*. are deposited on the structure raising its

-at -Stvoltage rapidly to the voltage of the arc I(t) = I (e - e - ) () . -

channel. At this time, breakdown strength 0

of air limits the field that can be sustained with : a = 4.104 s-1

at the surface of the airframe and profuse B = 6.5.S0 - 1

streaming will occur from opposite ex- ...

tremities of the aircraft. Thus the aircraft I = 300 A
becomes part of the arc channel being taken 0

by the leader. The last mechanism refers and its energy spectrum (Fig. 3) is given

to the high magnitude current pulse flowing by

through the vehicle when the leader has Su = 12 ( - a) 2  (2

reached its destination (ground or charge Om+ ( a2 )+ 62 
2 + (a)

2  )

center of opposite polarity).

Research supported by DRET (Direction des A photograph of the test set up is shown

Recherches, Etudes et Techniques de la D616- in figure 1.

gation G6n6rale pour l'Armement) and ONERA.
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APERTURE (a) ( ) rt (A)
TEST 300 350-COAXIAL .NE

SRETURN CYLNDE (b) ,."
3240 200-

INSULATING PATH 20

180 2Yo 

0
0 20 60o 70 .0-0 0':

to 30 50 70 90 lime

Fig. la - Sketch of the simulated fuselage Fig. 2a - Driving current waveform.

and its coaxial return path b - Rise time evolution.
(dimensions in cm). bow) -W

TEST
CYLINDER
WITH ITS
COAXIAL ________"___ I
RETURN l ~ GENERATOR

• to,.-

- . f06- 'o ,5 .6s.,o0-Y '

1040 Frequency (HZ)
o102 ,o 10170b 0e

Fig. lb - Photograph of test set up.
Fig. 3 - Driving current energy spectrum.

INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION instrumentation. A more detailed description
of the overall instrumentation is given

Electromagnetic fields and induced in reference (1)*.
signals are picked up by wideband sensors
(500 Hz to 150 MHz bandwidth) and trans- EXTERNAL ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS MEASUREMENTS
mitted to a shielded data acquisition room

by fiber optic data links (bandwidth External electric and magnetic fields
1.5 kHz to 180 MHz, signal to noise ratio t have been measured on the cylinder wall
40 dB). E and H field sensors outputs are when all the openings are in short-circuit.
directly proportional to the field and These fields, called Hcc and Ecc , have
do not need to be integrated. Analog elec- the same temporal evolution as that of

, trical signals issued from optical data the injected current and are drawn in figure
links are fed into 7912 AD TEKTRONIX tran- 5. Peak values of the normal electric field

' sient recorders and numerical datas are component is 135 kV/m and that of the mag-
stored on magnetic tape using a 4052 netic field component, around the cylinder
TEKTRONIX minicomputer. Figure 4 shows is 340 A/m. In this case the current magni-
a drawing of the general set up of test tude was 290 A.

*Numbers in parentheses designate References

at end of the paper
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Fig. 4 - [nstrumentation syt

- where T = Dio a e
2 

is the diffusion time"'

- 0 e (a) constant . 0 ,e cylinder conductivity and "'-

u • . -l Y Q 'r ' thickness respectively. R0  cylinder D-C-.
' Jk L/-' "--..-- -- resistance (per unit l ength). When the,.'•

&30a0 l20 K- " (b) driving current rise time is very fast,-
- " / fas in our case, the double exponential ".

* 0 b/ (;waveform (relation (1)) may be approximated .

' ~by :".-~',o 40, '"() -tiT (4)

/ 0~)=
/ ./ with 1 30(0 A and i =1/a = 25 vis.

0

20 t0 o a eo r, me For an electrically isolated straight
wire extending down the length 1 of the

Fig. 5 External magnetic and electric cylinder and having each end connected

fields, to the internal wall, the wire short-circuit
ctrrent may he expressed by the relation time

* TRANSIENTS INDIUCED BY DIFFUSION PROC:ESS Rlii T T~ j Lt/_ e-t/%c] .

Evaluation of transient signals, in- c
tduced on a transmission line located inside

a structure and having alt its openings rFT"' r(2n+ 1)2Ts  .in short-circuit, is obtained using transfer *= - t [ L -"

relates the external suirhface current denity /(
&0to the internal electric field. In the is (5

scase of a cylindrical shell ZT(p) may be 4tpn"n
expressed by the reo (at1ion (3) : .

where. R, C and "T I/R represent the cir-,'"
VTl }, P (Ait resi stance, c self inductance and time',"

.Zlp)= N k ( ) constant, respectively. * represents atrj convolition product.,.8(b
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The open circuit voltage induced on For metallic shells, diffusion is
the line is given by :usually not the most significant penetration,

except that at late times, skin current

[ +it i ) redistribution effects can produce internal
v(t) = R° 1 I°  t/, [s magnetic fields which may be of consequence.

0 n 3 (--T T )For example, if we consider a typical light-(ning flash having a 30 kA current peak
exp value and connecting an aircraft to ground,

4t (6) a linear extrapolation of curves given
in figure 7 will give a short circuit cur-

and its temporal evolution is shown in rent on the wires ranging between 50 and

figure 6. The curve exhibit a maximum at 120 A. Furthermore, it should be pointed

time t = 7.3 vis . Experimental results out that, for composite shells, diffusion

obtained with three wires short-circuited can provide a larger energy penetration

at each end and running along cylinder and having a wider spectrum.

axis are shown in figure 7. Wire diameters MPO
are 0.44 mm (curve a), 1 mm (curve b) and MAGNETIC FIELD PENETRATION THROUGH A CYLINDER
2 mm (curve c). Current peak values of APERTURE

511, 688 and 1153mA are obtained respect- EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - The aperture

ively at times t = 16, 23 and 41 ls. under study is located at 440 mm from one
These experimental values are consist- end of the cylinder and has for dimensions

ent with the diffusion and circuit time 200 x 200 mm. Let H be the external mag-

constants combination indicated by relation netic field component measured near the

(5). short-circuited aperture and H be the
internal component measured on thg cylinder

41) V(0t
-, - vy (ohm* I E-5) axis (Fig. 8). Figure 9 represents temporal

7 14 -Max=731s variation of the H field (curve 1) and

that of the H component (curve 2) measured
0.9 12.61 at cylinder anA aperture axis intersection ;
08o ??.21 as expected the two signals exhibit the

T 71.2251s same rise time. (It should be noted that

071 9,8 a temporal shift has been introduced between
oI 84 the two curves to clarify the figure).

Aperture z Cylinder Her

(D H 20 cm

-A.4cm, 10CM 0 l0rpi

20 40 60 80 100 720 740

Fig. 6 - Current diffusion mechanism. Fig. 8 - Aperture location on the cylinder.

a - external current waveform.
b - voltage induced on the internal HEX (A)HINT

wire for I =1 A. HEXTI
0 HINT: 2,"

,0,,Current (mA) A!

O300l30,

Cytinder Wire
1200,- -(c0 200 20 (2

400 (.)

10 3 - so t 0 "-O'

Fig. 7 - Short-circuit current flowing L (to- )
on the internal wire of diameter 20 60 70 140 80,

a) 0.44 mm,
b) I mm, Fig. 9 - External and internal magnetic
c) 2 mm. fields.
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If we take H c as reference, magnetic field In order to obtain a numerical approach
attenuation is of the order of 23 dB. H for experimental results described in the
attenuation has also been measured in func- y  precedent section, magnetic field distri-
tion of the distance x taken along cylinder bution inside the cylinder has been per-
axis and is shown in figure 10 (curve a). formed using DIFFRAC code. To do this, the V
Taking the field obtained at cylinder and following simplifications have been imposed
aperture axis intersection as reference, (figure 11) :
we can see that attenuation is greater - the driving field is a plane wave
than 42 dB for a distance corresponding incident on the cylinder polarized
to two times the aperture dimension, parallel to the axis and having

HY a Poynting vector parallel to the
aperture axis,

" - incident magnetic field componentI has the same time evolution and
E 30 magnitude as that obtained in the
' 30injected current experiment described

* b in precedent section. As a conse-

* - -X quence aperture dimensions are small
*- X0 compared to the wavelength of the

incident pulse,
- mutual coupling between aperture

and wire has been neglected,
-. - the space dimensional gridding has

20- been made using a 26 x 28 x 28 mesh.
* Elementary mesh size is 20 cm along
* cylinder axis and 4 cm in the two

others directions,
I5- a) Measured.

b)CcIculated - cylinder wall is perfectly conducting
and has no thickness.

* I ~--.E~ Incident

"- (a) \ W(b) j " plane wave

"'H~
I .~Aperture2x~ft m) .k YI .I

"cy"-r - 0"-------------

- Distance (in)I "

0 0 20 30 40 so Aperture

Fig. 10- Internal magnetic field attenu-
ation in function of the distance Fig. 11- Plane wave configuration.

taken on the cylinder axis.
In figure 12 we have drawn two curves

The experimental results have been corresponding to the external and internal
compared to those obtained by a numerical magnetic fields variations. The first one
analysis. has been calculated on the aperture axis,

NUMERICAL APPROACH FOR APERTURE COUP- 2 cm above the open window and the internal
LING - Maxwell's equations derivatives component H has been calculated at test
can be expressed as differences of field point 0. AS in the previous section we
values at neighboring spatial and temporal notice a strong correlation between the
positions (4). The resulting equations time evolution of both signals. Taking
can be used to obtain the fields at same the field calculated at test point A as
time if the fields everywhere are known reference, the attenuation at test point

at an earlier time. Based on this method, 0 is of the order of 20 dB. Curve b in
a three dimensional finite difference com- figure 13 represents H component attenu-
puter code, called DIFFRAC(5), has been ation in function of dihtance x. This curve
developed to calculate external surface has the same shape as that obtained exper-
current and charge densities on an arbi- imentally (Fig. 10) and its spatial vari- *-

trarily shaped conductor. In this code, ation law may be expressed by the relation
infinite extend of space around the object H (x) = 34 ekix (7)
under study has been simulated by using y
an absorbing layer at the problem space
boundary. where k = 8.10 - 2 

cm-I(x in cm).
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and it will be possible to reduce this
dispersion by taking a finer grid along

NoN(Aoft z 40 WAlm) x axis and taking into account mutual coup-
S. (- n ling between aperture and wire.

t WOOU I0MA)

a0) ,k. --h ) h A W , , I Y N W - 6 0 0 - Wh

h i (a)4
1900-/- Eeneo -

Fig. 12 - External and internal magnetic
fields calculated at test points WE-,
A and 0 respectively. 2o- /)Colculated

,e -Tim 
e

. Iz Fig. 14 - Short-circuit current induced
on a loop by magnetic aperture

V 0 2 \ coupling.

40 J0"

CONCLUSION

t 2 t s 0 JOW Lightning current flowing through

0C Mma structure generate induced voltages in
Fig. 13 - Internal magnetic field variation the internal wiring by two main mechanisms

Fg -nt ti of : - current diffusion through the wall.
in function z : For homogeneous conductors this mechanism
- distance z (curve a), generate low frequency transients which
- distance x (curve b). are unable to excite cable resonances.

In the same manner, the H attenuation However magnitude of these transients may
has been calculated in function of the often be important in particular in carbon
distance z taken along the aperture axis. fiber structures where the diffusion time
This curve is called (a) in figure 13 and constant is very small
may be approximated by the relation : - direct flux coupling through apertures

(windows, cockpit, dielectric access panels,
H(z) = 34 ek2z (8) ...). In this case induced voltages contain
y a very broad spectrum of energy. When they

where k2 = 0.14 cm-' (z en cm). are injected into an unmatched transmission
External and internal fields temporal line or a resonant circuit they will often

evolutions being identical, as shown in produce voltage waveforms which are very
figure 9, H component may be expressed different from the exciting pulse. To deter-
everywhere inthe cylinder, by the relation : mine how energy couples into electrical

wirings located behind an aperture in a
H (x,y,z,t) - H(x,y,z)(e - e' t) (9) perfectly conducting three dimensional
y structure, numerical techniques can provide

This function has been integrated on the a realistic approach.
surface of a loop of length 1 - 164 cm
and making an angle of 450 with z direction REFERENCES
(see figure 14).
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GROUNDING AND BONDING REQUIREMENTS OF MILITARY C-E FACILITIES
FOR PROTECTION AGAINST LIGHTNING

WARREN L. KELLER
AIR FORCE COMMUNICATIONS COMMAND, SCOTT AFB IL

(1842 ELECT ENGR GP)

ABSTRACT

Recent inspections at military ground coinmunications-electronics (CE) facilities have revealed a lack of
consistency of the grounding aspects for both the building and the equipments. This had led to the development
of a military standard (MIL-STD-188-124) titled "Grounding, Bonding and Shielding for Common Long
Haul/Tactical Communications Systems" and a companion military handbook, MIL-HDBK-419, titled

*: "Grounding, Bonding and Shielding for Electronic Equipments and Facilities". This paper outlines the technical
standards and design objectives of the Standard and Handbook to ensure the optimum performance of military
CE facilities and equipments. The measurement requirements and procedures for the ground system are also
provided.

af,,
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INTRODUCTION of the subsystems along with their standards are
briefly described in the following paragraphs.

MIL-STD-188-124 and MIL-HDBK-419 Earth Electrode Sbytm -The earth
establish the minimum basic requirements and electrode subsystem consists of a network of
goals for the grounding, bonding and shielding of earth electrode rods, plates, mats, or grids and
military ground-based telecommunications C-E their interconnecting conductors. The extensions
equipment installations, subsystems, and into the building are used as the principal ground
facilities. The standard and handbook are points for connection to equipment ground

*mandatory in the DOD and are used in the design subsystems serving the facility. Ground potential
and engineering of new military communicatis is established by electrodes in the earth at the

*systems and equipment installations including site or installation. The earth electrode
radio, satellite ground terminals, telephone subsystem includes the following: 1) a system of

*central offices, microwave and data buried, driven rods interconnected with bare cable
communications systems as well as C-E that normally forms a ring around the building; or
transportables. They are also recommended for 2) metallic pipe systems i.e., water, gas, fuel,

*use on existing C-E equipmnents and facilities, but etc., that have no insulation joints; or 3) a ground
shall not be used as the sole basis for retrofit. plane of horizontal buried wires. Metallic pipe

The objectives of the standard and handbook systems shall, however, not be used as the sole
are to provide for the protection of personnel, earth electrode subsystem. Resistance to ground
equipment, buildings and structures against the shall be obtained from the appropriate authority
hazards posed by electrical power faults, lightning if available, or determined by testing.
strikes and to reduce noise and electromagnetic Lightning Protection Subsystem - The

*interference caused by inadequate grounding, lightning protection subsystem provides a
*bonding, and shielding of communications nondestructive path to ground for lightning energy

installations, contacting or induced in facility structures. To
effectively protect a building, mast, tower, or

TEXT/DESCRIPTION similar self-supporting objects from lightning
damage, an air terminal of adequate mechanical

THE FACILITY GROUND SYSTEM - The facility strength and electrical conductivity to withstand
ground system consisting of the earth electrode the stroke impingement must be provided. An air
subsystem, lightning protection subsystem, fault terminal will intercept the discharge to keep it

*protection subsystem, and signal reference from penetrating the nonconductive outer
subsystem serves three primary functions: coverings of the structure, and prevent it from
personnel safety, equipment and facility passing through devices likely to be damaged or
protection, and electrical noise reduction. It destroyed. A low-impedance path from the air
forms a direct path of known low impedance terminal to earth must also be provided. These
between earth and the various power and requirements are met by either 1) an integral

*communications equipments. This effectively system of air terminals, roof conductors, and
minimizes voltage differentials on the ground down conductors securely interconnected to
plane which exceed a value that will produce provide the shortest practicable path to earth; or
noise or interference to communication circuits. 2) a separately mounted shielding system, such as
Personnel and equipment protection is afforded a metal mnast or wires (which act as air terminals)
when, during an occurrence of an electrical and down conductors bonded to the earth
ground fault, the ground system provides a path electrode subsystem.
for rapid operation of protective o',ercurrent Fault Protection Subsystem - The fault
devices; or, during a lightning stroke, provides a protection subsystem ensures that personnel are
low impedance path for current to earth. protected from shock hazard and that equipment

*Personnel and equipment protection against power is protected from damage or destruction resulting
fault currents, static charge buildup and lightning from faults which may develop in the electrical
flashover is provided both by protective ground system. It includes deliberately engineered
wires and by bonding all normally non-current grounding conductors (green wire) which are
carrying metal objects, including structural steel provided throughout the power distrihution system

*support members, to the facility ground system. to afford electrical paths of sufficient capacity,
*The ground system also provides low impedance so that protective devices (fuses and circuit

paths between various buildings and structures of breakers) can operate promptly. If at all possible
the facility, as well as between equipments within the equipment fault protective conductors should
the facility, to earth in order to minimize the be physically separated from signal reference
effects of noise currents. Since all telecommun- grounds except at the equipotential plane. The
ications and electronic facilities are inherently equipment fault protootion subsystem provides
related to earth by capacitive coupling, grounding of veotilAtion s 'ystem ducts, conduits

*accidental contact, or intentional connection, for signal conductors, and till other structural
ground must therefore be looked at from a total metallic elements as well ats the calinets or racks
system viewpoint with various subsystems of equipment.
comprising the total facility ground system. Each
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Signal Reference Subsystem -The signal Resistance to Earth - (DO) The resistance
reference subsystem establishes a voltage to earth of the earth electrode subsystem should
reference and minimizes noise currents in the not exceed 10 ohms.
facility so that relative voltage levels are Additional Considerations - Where 10 ohms

* maintained and unacceptable noise voltages do are not obtained with tebasic electrode
not occur on signal paths or circuits. Within a configuration due to high soil resistivity, rock
piece of equipment, the signal ground may be a formations, or other terrain features, alternate
bus bar or conductor that serves as a trefere'ice methods for reducing the resistance to earth shall
for some or all of the signal circuits in the be considered.
equipment. Between equipments, the signal Ground Rods - Ground rods shall be
ground will be a network consisting of a number copper-clad steel, a minimum of 3m (10 feet) in

* of interconnected conductors. Whether serving a length, spaced apart not more than twice the rod
collection of circuits within an equipment or length, and shall not be less than 1.9cm (3/4 inch)
serving several equipmneats -vthin R facility, the in thickness. The thickness of the copper jacket
signal reference network will eit'ier 'tie a shall not be less than 0.3 mm (0.012 inch).
single-point or equipotential plane/multipoint Connecting Risers - Provisions shall be
depending on the equipment design, the facility made for bonding the lightning down conductors,
and the frequencies involved. The standard for the connecting cables required by the signal
each subsystem is listed below, reference and fault protection subsystems, as well

as the equipotential plane, to the risers of the
*EARTH ELECTRODE SUBSYSTEM earth electrode subsystem.

(STANDARD) Other Underground Metals - Underground
General - An earth electrode subsystem metallic pipes entering the facility shall be

shall be installed at each C-. facility to provide a bonded to an entrance plate and in turn to the
low resistance path to earth for lightning and earth electrode subsystem with a minimum length
power fault currents and ensure that hazardous of bare 1/0 AWG copper cable whenever such

* voltages do not occur within the facility. This connections are acceptable to both the serving
* subsystem shall be capable of dissipating to earth suppliers and the authority having jurisdiction.

the energy of direct lightning strokes with no (See Figures 5 and 6). The bond cable shall be
ensuing degradation to itself. This system shall welded or brazed to the earth electrode
also interconnect all driven electrodes and subsystem. Adequate corrosion preventive
underground metal objects of the C-E facility, measures shall be taken. Structural pilings, tanks,
The earth electrode subsystem shall not degrade and other large underground metallic masses near

* the quality of signals in the signal circuits the periphery of the structure shall be bonded in a
* connected to it. like manner to the earth electrode subsystem.

Earth Resistivity Survey - The design (See Figures 7 and 8). Caution shall be used when
agency shall conduct an earth resistivity survey at using clamps to ground metallic gas pipes.
the site before construction is begun. The values Resistance Checks - The resistance to earth

* of earth resistivities characterizing the site shall of the electrode subsystem shall be measured only
be measured and recorded. Natural features, such by the fall of potential technique. This shall be
as rock formations and undergroutid streams, as accomplished prior to the completion of

* well as manmade features having a significant constriction of associated buildings and
effect upon earth resistivity, shall be indicated, structures. To assure adequate performance

*Minimum Configuration - The basic earth under all climatic conditions, resistance
electrode subsystem configuration shall consist of measurements of the earth electrode subsystem

* driven ground rods uniformly spaced around the to earth will be made at three month intervals for
* facility and placed 0.6m (2 feet) to 1.8m (6 feet) 12 months following installation. The test

outside the drip line of structures. The rods shall configuration should be recorded and repeated for
be interconnected with a 1/0 AWG (American each subsequent measurement. The times of such
Wire Gage) bare copper cable buried at least .45m tests shall be chosen so as to demonstrate the

* (1.5 feet) below grade level. Larger size cables as adequacy of the earth electrode subsystem over
well as greater burial depths shall be specified complete ranges of local temperature and
where earth and atmosphere considerations so precipitation. Ground resistance measurements

* dictate. The interconnecting cable shall be shall be accomplished every nine months after the
* brazed or welded to each ground rod and shall initial 12 month period.

close on itself to form a complete loop with the
ends brazed or welded together. (See Figures 1 LIGHTNING PROTECTION SUBSYSTEM.%
thru 4). Where ground wells are employed, General - Lightning protection shall be
acceptable compression type connectors may be provided as required for buildings and structures
utilized to bond the cable to the ground rod. in accordance with the National Fire Protection
Coverage of the earth electrode subsystem by Association (NFPA) No. 78, and the following:
asphalt, concrete, etc. shall be kept to a Buildings and Structures - Lightning
minimum in an effort to maintain the protection shall be provided as required for
effectiveness of the subsystemn. buildings and structures in accordance with the
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additions and modifications specified herein and Guards -Where conductive guards must be
the applicable paragraphs of NFPA No. 78. This used, the guards shall be electrically bonded at
protection shall be extended to all electrical, each end of the enclosed lightning conductor.
electronic, or other elements which are a part of, Each isolated section of conductive guards shall
or are in support of all C-E facilities. Such also be bonded to the lightning conductor.
elements shall include, but shall not be limited to, SuprigSrcue - Lightning protection
substations (to the extent that additional shall be provided for radar, communications or
protection beyond that provided by the electric navigational aid antenna towers, and all other
utility is necessary), power poles, towers, similar supporting structures in accordance with

*antennas, masts, etc. the following-
*Down Conductors - Where copper-clad steel Earth Electrode Subsystem. An earth

down conductors are used on structures not electrode subsystem shall also be provided for all
greater than 23m (75 feet) in height, the de supporting struc:tures. If a tower is adjacent to
resistance of solid wires or stranded cables shall another structure such that the minimum distance
not be greater than 0.176 ohms per 305m (1000 between the tower and the structure is 6m (20
feet). On structures greater than 23m (75 feet) in feet) or less, one earth electrode subsystem
height, the de resistance of the wire or cable shall encompassing both the tower and the other

*not be greater than 0.088 ohms per 305.n (1000 structure shall be provided. For distances greater
feet). The size of individual wires in copper-clad than 6m (20 feet), separate earth electrode .-

*stranded cables shall not be less than No. 14 subsystems shall be installed. Two bare 1/0 AWG
AWG. (an cases where mechanical and installation copper cables shall be used by independent routes
situations warrant, a larger (preferably No. 6 to bond the earth electrode subsystem of the
AWG copper) wire may be utilized.) The copper tower to the earth electrode subsystem of
covering of all copper-clad steel down conductors buildings and structures that have signal, control,
shall be permanently and effectively welded to or power line interfaces with the tower. (See

*the steel core. The conductivity of copper-clad Figures 7 and 8).
*conductors shall not be less than 30% of a solid Air Terminals. An air terminal shall be
*copper conductor of equivalent cross-sectional installed on the tower. A minimum of two

area. Down conductor bends shall not have a conductive paths shall exist between any two air
radius less than 20cm (8 in) or bends greater than terminals and between any air terminal and the
90 degrees. Any metal object within 1.8m (8 feet) earth electrode subsystem (except for dead ends
of the lightning downlead shall be bonded to the less than 5m (16 feet)).
down conductor (see NEC Article 250). Cn Down Conductors. Each down conductor
structures higher than 18m (80 feet) there shall 3shall be bonded to the earth electrode subsystem

*at least one additional down conductor for each of the tower. For metal towers, where the
additional 18m (60 feet) of height or fractions structural elements are not used as down
thereof, except that the interval between down conductors, the down conductors shall be bonded
conductors around the perimeters shall not be less to the tower legs at the base. Down conductors
than 15m (50 feet) nor greater than 3Dm (100 connecting cables to the earth electrode
feet). Down conductors shall be bonded to the subsystem shall be protected agalnst mechanical
earth electrode subsystem. damnage. Connecting cables passing through

Bonding - All bonds between elements of foundations or footings shall be installed in plastic
the lightning protection sibsystems shall be made or non-metallic conduit.

*by welding or brazing or UL approved high WAVEGUIDE GROUNDING - As a
compression clamping devices and shall have a minimum, all waveguides shall be grounded as .-

maximum dc resistance of 1 milliohm. Welding or f ollows:
brazing shall be used for all bonds not readily All waveguides to the antennas shall be
accessible for inspection and maintenance. Soft grounded at three points: near the antenna, at

*solder shall not be used for bonding any conductor the vertical-to- horizontal transition near the
in the lightning protection subsystem. base of the tower, and at the waveguide entry

Structural Steel - Substantial metal port.
structural element of buildings and towers Metallic supporting structures for
(including overall building shield where it exists) waveguides shall be electrically continuous and
shall be acceptable substitutes for lightning down shall be connected to the exterior earth electrode
conductors provided they arc permanently bonded subsystem at the first and last support columns as
to each other and to the earth electrode a minimum. The wire leads shall be as direct as
subsystem. Bonding straps shall be employed possible.
across all structural joints. Waveguides shall be grounded with solid

*Air Terminals (Lightning Rods) - copper strap or copper wire at least equal to
*Nonmetallic oubpcts, extensions, or protrusions No. 6 AWG. Braid or fine-stranded wire shall not

requiring protection shall have the air terminals be used. All bends of groand conductors shall
designed and installed in accordance with have a radius of 20cm (8 in) or greater and no
requirements of NFPA No. 78, chapters 3-9 and bends shall be more than 90 degrees.
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Waveguides shall be properly bonded to the for underground guard wires shall be determined
waveguide entrance panel and the panel shall be by the project engineer and the civil. engineer andIl
connected by the most direct route to the earth shall be determined on a case and location basis

* electrode subsystem using a 1/0 stranded copper dependent upon the priority of the circuit and the
cable. For additional information see Figures 9 degree of lightning anticipated.
thru 16. Lightning Arrestors. Exposed and

Exterior N~onstructural Metal Elements - All underground power lines, not otherwise protected,
exterior hand rails, ladders, stairways, antenna shall be provided with UL approved lightning
pedestals, and antenna elements operating at arrestors at the point of entrance into the
ground potential shall be bonded to the lightning facility. The arrestors shall be installed in

* protection subsystem with a No. 6 AWG copper accordance with Article 280 of the National
* wire or larger. Electrical Code.

Exterior Wires and Cables. Security/Perimeter Fences. All security or
Conduit. Corrosion- protected steel conduit perimeter fences shall be grounded to their own

shall be used to completely enclose susceptible ground rods or to the earth electrode subsystem
wiring (notably outdoor or underground signal of the facility.

* wiring not otherwise protected) to shield against
* lightning or lightning induced currents and FAULT PROTECTION SUBSYSTEM.

voltages. Such conduit shall be electrically General - The fault protection subsystem
bonded from section to section with corrosion- consists of a separate grounding conductor (green

* protected compression fittings or shall be welded wire) to provide personnel and equipment
or brazed at each joint. Pull boxes, junction protection against power fault currents and static
boxes, etc. that are integral to the conduit and charge buildup. Protection from lightning
electrically bonded to the conduit shall be flashover shall be provided by grounding all major
regarded as conduit. Metal manholes, where used, noncurrent- carrying metal objects, including main
shall be bonded to the conduit. Nonmetallic structural steel support members. A ground bus

* manholes shall be bridged to provide a continuous shall be provided in all switchboards and
* electrical path from one section of conduit to panelboards and a separate connecting grounding

other sections of conduit entering or leaving a (green) wire shall be carried within the same
manhole. The conduit shall be bonded at each end raceway or cable with the ac power conductors.

* to the earth electrode subsystem of each The installation shall conform with the
* terminating facility, requirements of Article 250 of the National

wrsOverhead Guard Wires. Overhead guard Electrical Code.
wrsshall be regarded as air terminals. Such BuligStructural Steel - All main metallic

* wires shall be spaced not less than lm (3 feet) stutrlmembers (exce pt rebar) such as the
above any signal or control circuits being building columns, wall frames, and roof trusses of
protected. The minimum conductor size shall be steel frame buildings and other metal structures
1/0 AWG galvanized steel. Overhead guard wires should be made electrically continuous and
shall be grounded to the earth electrode grounded to the facility ground system. Whenever
subsystem of each terminating facility. When the vertical rebar is utilized to extend the facility
distance between terminating facilities exceeds ground system, it shall be made electrically
76m (250 feet), the guard wires shall also be continuous and grounded.
bonded to a ground rod at intervals not exceeding Pipes and Tubes - As required, all metallic
76m (250 feet). The top of the ground rod shall piping and tubing and the supports thereof should
not be less than 0.3m (I foot) below grade level, be electrically continuous and shall be grounded

Underground Guard Wires. Buried signal, to the facility ground system. See Figure 5.
power, or control wires or cables not otherwise Electrical Supporting Structures - Electrical
protected by ferrous conduit shall be protected by supporting structures shall be electrically
a bare 1/0 AWG copper guard wire embedded in continuous and grounded to the facility ground
the soil above and parallel to the wires, cables, or system through the fault protection subsystem.
ducts. The guard wire shall be laid a minimum of Conduit - All conduit, whether used for
45cm (18 in) below grade level and at least 25cm power distribution wiring or for signal and control
(10 in) above the duct or uppermost wire or cable. wiring, shall be grounded in accordance with the
Where the width of the duct or the spread of the following.

* cable run does not exceed Im (3 feet), one guard All joints between sections of conduit,
wire centered over the duct or cable run shall be f ittings, and buses shall be treated with a
installed. Where the spread exceeds lm (3 feet), conductive lubricant and firmly tightened.
two guard wires shall be used. Thiey shall be Gouging lock nuts shall positively penetrate all
spaced at least 30cm (12 in) apart and not less paint or other finishes.
than 30cm (12 in) nor more than 46cm (18 in) Cover plates of conduit fittings, pull boxes,
inside the outermost wires or the edges of the junction boxes, and outlet boxes shall be grounded
duct bank. All guard wires shall be bonded at by securely tightening all available screws.
each end to the earth electrode subsystem of each Conduit brackets and hangers shall be
terminating facility. The requirement and need electrically continuous to the conduit and to the

metal structures to which they are attached.
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Cable Trays or Raceways - The individual in accordance with Article 250 of the National
sections of all cable tray systems shall be bonded Electrical Code. The generator neutral shall be
to each other and to the raceways which they grounded directly to the earth electrode
support. All cable tray assemblies shall be subsystem. When generators are connected in
connected to ground within 0.6m (2 feet) of each parallel, the neutrals shall be interconnected and
end of the run and at intervals not exceeding 15m grounded with a single ground conductor.
(50 feet) along each run. AC Outlets. The ground terminal of ac

Wiring System Enclosures - All electrical outlets shall be connected to the facility ground
and electronic wiring and distribution equipment system with a copper conductor meeting the
enclosures, not otherwise specifically covered requirements of Article 250 of the National
herein, shall be grounded. The grounding Electrical Code. The ground terminals in all
'onductor shall not penetrate equipment cabinets receptacles on wire mold or plugmold strips shall
or cases but rather shall be terminated on a be hard wired to the equipment ground network. r
ground stud peripherally welded to the metal Strips depending upon serrated fingers for
barrier. grounding shall not be used.

Metallic Power Cable Sheaths - Metallic Electrical Motors and Generators. The
cable sheaths on electrical power cables shall be frames of motors, generators, and other types of
connected to ground at both ends. electrical rotating machinery shall be grounded to

Electrical Power Systems - All electrical the fault protection subsystem, according to . -

power distribution systems shall be grounded in Article 430 of the National Electrical Code.
accordance with the following: DC Power Sources. One leg of each dc

AC Distribution Systems. AC power power system shall be grounded with a single
distribution systems shall have the neutral connection directly to the earth electrode
conductor grounded at the distribution subsystem. The size of the grounding conductor
transformer and to the earth electrode subsystem shall be as specified by Article 250 of the
of the facility. The size of the ground conductor National Electrical Code. Whether grounded at
from the first service disconnect means to the the source or at a load, a separate current return
earth electrode subsystem shall be as specified in from load to the source shall be used t0 assure
Table 250-94 of the National Electrical Code. In that no dc current flows in the fault protection or

each facility served by a common distribution the signal reference subsystem.
transformer, the neutral shall be directly Metallic Battery Racks. Metallic battery
connected to the nearest point of the earth racks shall also be grounded to the facility ground
electrode subsystem. Where delta-wye system system at the nearest point.
conversion is employed, the service entrance shall Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters.
be a five-wire system consisting of three phase Consideration should be given that 120 volt single
conductors, a grounded (neutral) conductor, and a phase 15 and 20 ampere receptacle outlets have
grounding (green) conductor. In each facility, all ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCI) for
power distribution neutrals shall be isolated from personnel protection. (See NEC Articles 210 and
the C-E equipment case and the structure 215).
elements so that no ac return current flows
through the equipment and fault protection SIGNAL REFERENCE SUBSYSTEM. %
subsystem or the signal reference network. The General - A signal reference subsystem
fault protection subsystem grounding (green) shall be installed at each facility. Signal circuits
conductor shall be installed in accordance with are grounded to control static charges and noise,
the National Electrical Code for all C-E and establish a common reference for signals
equipment. Conduit shall not be used in lieu of between sources and loads. The desired goal is to
the separate grounding (green) wire. accomplish these grounding functions in a manner

Single Building with Multipower Sources. that minimizes interference between equipments.
All grounded (neutral) c.onductors shall be Where units are distributed throughout the
grounded at the first service disconnect means of facility, the signal reference ground subsystem
each source. For delta-wye conversions, a shall consist of an equipotential ground plane.
five-wire system shall be utilized from each Higher Frequency Network - The higher
source. Delta systems shall employ four-wires frequency (equipotential) network provides an

, from the source, consisting of three phase equal potential plane with the minimum
conductors and a grounding conductor. impedance between the associated electronic

Multibuildings with Single Power Source. components, racks, frames, etc. To the extent
Neutral conductors from multibuildings being permitted by circuit design requirements, all
serviced from a single commercial power source reference points and planes shall be directly
shall be grounded at the source only. The neutral grounded to the chassis and the equipment case.
shall be isolated at the first disconnect means. A Direct grounding shall be preferred; however,
five-wire system shall be utilized from the where individual circuit subassemblies must be
source. floated at a dc potential, capacitive grounding

Standby AC Generators. Motor and shall be acceptable. Where mounted in a rack,
generator frames and housings shall be grounded cabinet or enclosure, the equipment case shall be
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bonded to the rack, cabinet, or enclosure. To Overall Shields - Shields surrounding a cable
, minimize the voltage differential between points containing individually shielded lower frequency

in the higher frequency signal reference network, signal lines or containing only unshielded lines
- the de resistance between any two points within a shall be grounded at each end and at junction
" chassis or equipment cabinet serving as a boxes, patch panels, distribution points and at

reference for higher frequency signals shall be other intermediate points along the cable run.
less than 1 milliohm (0.001 ohm). The Overall shields shall be grounded to cases, .
equipotential plane shall be installed under the cabinets or conducting surfaces.
equipment, but for retrofit, may be installed
overhead. (See Figures 7 and 8). Signal, control, MEASUREMENT OF RESISTANCE-TO-
and power cables should be routed in close EARTH OF ELECTRODES OR EARTH
proximity to the equipotential ground plane with ELECTRODE SYSTEMS - The calculated
the signal and control cables separated from resistance of a given electrode system is based on
power cables as far as practicable. The a variety of assumptions and approximations that
equipotential plane shall be connected to the may or may not be met in the final installation.
building structure shell and earth electrode Because of unexpected and uncontrolled
subsystem at many points, conditions which may arise during construction or

Lower Frequency Network - A lower develop afterward, the resistance of the installed
frequency network will be installed at facilities electrode must be measured to see if the design
employing lower frequency equipments from de to criteria are met. In an existing facility, the
30 kHz and in some cases to 300 kHz. The resistance of the electrode system must be
purpose of this network is to isolate lower measured to see if modifications or upgrading is

* frequency signals from all other ground networks necessary. The most commonly used method for
including structural, safety, lightning and power measuring the resistance to earth of an earth
grounds. This network prevents stray 3urrents electrode or system is the fall-of-potential
(primarily 60 Hz) from developing voltage method.
potentials between points on the ground network. Fall-of-Potential Method - This technique

. This lower frequency network must be connected involves the passing of a known current between
to the earth electrode subsystem at one point only the electrode under test and a current probe, C 2 ,
(single point) and must be configured to minimize as shown in Figure 17(a). The drop in voltage
conductor path length. A single point ground between the earth electrode and the potential
however is not viable for lower frequency electrode, (P 2), located between the current
equipments operating in a higher frequency electrodes is then measured; the ratio of the
environment (EMP, lightning, digital systems). voltage drop to the known current gives a

Equipment Signal Ground Terminations - measure of the resistance. (By using a voltage
Each individual unit or piece of equipment shall measuring device - a null instrument or one
either be bonded to its rack or cabinet or shall having a high impedance - the contact resistance
have its case or chassis bonded to the nearest of the potential electrode will have no
point of the equipotential plane. Racks and appreciable effect on the accuracy of the
cabinets shall also be grounded to the measurement.) Several resistance measurements
equipotential plane with a copper strap. All taken by moving the potential probe, P 2 , from the
equipment cases and all racks and cabinets shall position of the earth electrode, along a straight
have a grounding terminal provided that permits line to the current probe, C2 , which is left in
convenient and secure attachment of the ground position. The data obtained is then plotted as
strap. resistance versus distance from the earth

Shield Terminations of Coaxial and Other electrode as illustrated in Figure 17(b). This is

Higher Frequency Cables - All connectors shall be the test method recommended for measurement
of a type and design that provide a low impedance of single rod or multi-rod earth electrode
path from the signal line shield to the equipment subsystems.
case. If the signal circuit must be isolated from Probe Spacing - Current flow into the earth
the equipment case, and if the shielding surrounding an electrode produces shells of
effectiveness of the case must not be degraded, a equipotential around the electrode. A family of
connector of a triaxial design that properly equipotential shells exists around both the
grounds the outer cable shield to the case shall be electrode under test and the current reference
used. Shields of coaxial cables and shielded probe, C 2. The sphere of influence of these shells
balanced transmission lines shall be terminated by is proportional to the size of each respective
peripherally grounding the shield to the equipment electrode. The potential probe, P 2, in Figure 17
case. Coaxial shields and connector shells shall provides an indication of the net voltage
be grounded at junction boxes, patch panels, developed at the earth's surface by the combined
signal distribution boxes and other effect of these two families of shells. If the
interconnection points along the signal path. electrode under test and the current reference
NOTE: Signal and control cables should be probe are so close that their equipotential shells ."-

* separated from power cables as far as overlap, the surface voltage variation as
practicable. measured by P 2 will vary as shown in Figure 18(a).
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Since the current flowing between the electrodes shows a set of resistance curves for such a
is constant for each voltage measurement, the facility obtained at current-probe spacings of up -

resistance curve will have the same shape as the to 1000 feet (304 meters). Each curve
voltage curve. For close electrode spacings, the corresponds to a particular distance, Ck. The
continuously varying resistance curve does not potential-probe spacing is the independent
permit an accurate determination of resistance to variable.
be made. On each curve the points corresponding to

By locating the current reference probe, C2, 62 percent of the distance to the current probe
far enough away from the electrode under test to have been connected. It is evident that as the
ensure that the families of equipotential shells do current probe location is removed further out, the
not overlap, a voltage curve like that shown in resistance at the 62 percent value is decreasing.
Figure 18(b) will be obtained to produce the type Because none of the curves in figure 21 exhibit a
of resistance curve shown in Figure 17. flat portion, even the largest spacing of current

When the distance, D, between the probe is evidently too small for a direct reading
electrode under test and the current reference of the resistance. The true value of resistance
probe is very large compared to the dimensions of can be estimated by extrapolating the connecting
the earth electrode subsystem under test, the Ynie to its asymptotic value.
latter can be approximated as a hemisphere and Basic assumptions for the f all- of -potential
interaction between the two electrodes is measurements are that (1) the electrode to be
negligible. measured can be approximated as a hemisphere

Thus the true value of resistance to earth and (2) the connection to the earth electrode is
corresponds to the ratio of the measured curent made at its electrical center. The distance from
to the potential when x is 62 percent of the the true electrical center of the facility to the
distance, D, from the electrode under test to the current probe (assuming the measurements are
current probe, C2. It is important to remember made on a radial from the electrical center) is Ck
that D is measured from the center of the + X. The use of the 62 percent point on the
electrode under test to the center of the probe curves of figure 21 to determine the resistance of
and that D is large relative to the radius of the the earth electrode should in reality correspond to
electrode under test. a position of the potential probe that is 0.62 from

Figure 19 shows an example of the data the true center (D. This means that the distance,
taken with the fall-of-potential method. The Pt, from the point of actual connection (0) to the
correct resistance of 13 ohms corresponds to the system to the location at which the correct
potential probe location of 27.4 meters (90 feet) resistance to earth exists will be:
which is 62 percent of the distance to the current
probe. Pt = 0.62 (Ck + X) - X, = 0.62 Ck -0.38 X

Extensive Electrode Systems - Accuracy of
earth-electrode resistance measurements is Where PT = Distance of potential probe
affected by the overall dimensions of the earth- from point of connection to electrode when the
electrode subsysterr Table 1 relates accuracy to measured resistance is the true value of
the ratio of probe spacing to earth-electrode resistance-to- earth for the electrode.
subsystem dimensions. When the earth electrode
subsystem is extensive, it is frequently difficult CONCLUSION
to locate the current probe at a distance of even The ground systems of new CE facilities are
f ive times the largest dimension and being installed with a greater degree of
measurements of resistance to earth are subject uniformity and standards than those of the past.
to large errors. In addition, a connection to the Additionally, the new grounding procedures are
electrical center of the system may not be being implemented during rehab or upgrading of
possible. existing facilities. While comparisons between

Table 1 new and old ground systems are limited, the
Resistance Accuracy Versus equipotential ground plane appears to be

Probe 02 Spacing advantageous over the single point system in
reducing noise between CE equipments of a

Acuay Probe Spacin system by insuring that each equipment is
90 x diagonal under test maintained at the same voltage potential.

95% 10 x diagonal wider test Interconnecting the earth electrode
98% 25 x diagonal under test subsystems of antenna towers to/with their
99% 50 x diagonal under test respective transmitter/recevier buildings coupled

with grounding the transmission lines at three
points appears to be reducing the incidence rate

Figure 20 depicts measurement of an of lightning entering a building via antenna
electrode, at point 0, at the edge of a large transmission lines. An analysis of several damage
facility. X is the distance from the electrode to incidents due to lightning has revealed the
the potential probe, and Ck is the distance from recommended grounding procedures were not
the electrode to the current probe. Figure 21 Implemented; in one case the air *erminal of a

%8-



radar radome had been disconnected for
maintenance purposes and had not been !%
reconnected prior to the lightning strike. As a
result the lightning passed through the radome
striking the radar antenna and followed the
transmission line into the equipment building.
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AC POWER LINE PROTECTION FOR AN
IEEE 587 CLASS B ENVIRONMENT

0. MELVILLE CLARK
WILLIAM E. ROEHR

GENERAL SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRIES, INC.

TEMPE, ARIZONA
%.

This paper describes a unique low clamping voltage transient

suppressor to protect from the 6000V peak open circuit voltage

and 3000A short circuit current as defined in IEEE Standard 587

for Category B. Transients. This device, which incorporates

multiple stage solid state protector components, has been

specifically designed to operate under multiple exposures to

maximum threat levels in this severe environment and clamp

harmful voltage peaks to approximately 300V under maximum threat

conditions for a 120V ac power line thus providing adequate

protection to vulnerable electronic equipment. The principle of

operation and test performance data will be detailed in the text

of the paper.

.Pi

Tipaper was not available for incorporation into this book.
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* THE RISK FACTOR IN AIRCRAFT LIGHTNING PROTECTION

John C. Corbin

Air Farce Aeronautical Systems Division
Directorate of Avionics Engineering
Wright-Patterson APE, Ohio 45433

ABSTRACT

This paper examines lightning as a threat to aircraft safety. Papers
and reports on lightning-related mishaps are reviewed and synopsized.
Present and future lightning protection requirements, validations, and
problems are discussed. New approaches to aircraft lightning protection

S. are advocated that offer weight, performance, and cost benefits. The
paper recommends that new military and coummercial lightning protection
standards and specifications he tailored to allow for variations in air-
craft missions, flight enviroxmaent, and configurations to provide the
most cost-effective protection.
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INTRODUCTION Auten [5] reviewed 231 reported lightning
strikes or electrostatic discharges to USAF and

-LIGHTNING IS PROBABLY the most severe uncontrol- USN jet aircraft (228 and 3, respectively) bet-
led electromagnetic environment to which air- ween January 1964 and August 1970. His data were
craft Are exposed [11*. The severity of the categorized as to prevailing weather, types of
lightning threat depends upon the probability of precipitation, seasonal and time variations, alti-
a flash attachment to the aircraft and the char- tude variations, attachment point, damage (elect-
acteristics of the flash (A flash consists of rical/electronic system, radome, flight controls/
one or more sequential discharges). Flash at- instruments, fuel system), damage classification
tachment can result from either natural lightning (none, less than minor, minor, and destroyed),
or triggered lightning. Natural lightning and damaged area. He did not attempt to corre-
strikes to aircraft are relatively rare (esti- late lightning strike occurrence with total 4

mated at one in a hundred) and occur abruptly flight history. His damage classification data

without warning (without a preceding perceptible summary was similar to that of Cummings, but his
corona discharge). Triggered lightning, often attachment point data summary differed somewhat.
confused with electrostatic discharge, is initi- He also included structural damage locations with
ated by the aircraft. Triggered lightning begins functional damage (electrical/electronic systems,
with aircraft charging followed by corona dis- flight controls/instruments) in his distribution
charge at aircraft extremities (Corona discharge of total aircraft damage.
often results in wideband noise in communication Weinstock [6] analyzed lightning strikes to
receivers and observable St. Elmo"s fire at over seventy F-4 fighter aircraft. He enumerated
night). Coronas then transition into one or attachment points to the aircraft pictorially and
more filamentary leaders which tap the energy catalogued attachment point data under four major
contained in nearby external electric fields to points of entry (nose 27%, tail 22%, wing 34%,

grow into a lightning channel. Triggered light- other 17%) and fifteen damage locations or inter-
ning may be relatively harmless to aircraft in nal effects. He noted that, without the external
weak field regions (e.g., no discernible pitting wing tank, lightning never attached to the lead-
or structural damage, no induced malfunctions to ing edge of the wing, but rather attached to
electrical/electronic equipment), but may be either the nose or the wing tip. The most ser-
devastating if the leader reaches ground or ious lightning incidents on the F-4 involved the
high-field regions and significant charge trans- electrical system. He noted that the most preva-
fer results 12,31. lent point of entry into the electrical system

was through the heater wire in the radome pitot
LIGHTNING-RELATED MISHAP DATA boom and that the navigation light wiring in the

vertical fin and wing tips also provided points
Metal aircraft are relatively "lightning- of entry into the electrical system.

proof" in terms of flight safety even though a Plumer initiated a cooperative lightning
few commercial and military aircraft have been strike reporting project in 1971 in which five
lost due to lightning-related mishaps. A number U.S. commercial airlines agreed to send light-
of papers and reports have been written that ning strike incident reports (completed by flight

discuss lightning-related mishaps to military, and ground crews) to him for analysis and corre-
commercial, and general aircraft. A short syn- lation. Through October 1974, 214 strike inci-

opsis of some of the papers and reports that dents were included in a summary published in
have been published since 1970 follows. March 1975 [7]. Incidents involved lightning

Cummings [4] reviewed 340 reported light- strikes to Boeing 707, 720, 727, 737, 747, Mc-

ning strikes to USAF aircraft from 1965 through Donnel Douglas DC-8, DC-9, DC-10, and Lockheed
June 1970. Thirty different types of aircraft L-188, L-lOll aircraft. On average, aircraft
and helicopters were involved. His data indi- were struck most often when in a cloud, while

cated one strike per 50,000 to 200,000 opera- experiencing precipitation and light turbulence,
tional flight hours and an average of approxi- when climbing or descending at 250 knots through

mately 73 strikes per year to the fleet. Opera- 10,000 to 12,000 feet, and with outside air tem-

tional flight hours averaged 7-8 million for the perature near the freezing point. Strikes occur-

fleet per year. Attachment point data were cat- red under many other conditions as well. The
egorized as follows: radome 50.5%, wing tip 214 incidents included 78 with no reported dam-
8.0%, wings 5.3%, vertical fin 15.1%, miscel- age to the aircraft, 32 incidents with radome
laneous (e.g., antennas, canopy, landing gear damage, 40 involving interference or damage to

doors, external stores, fuselage) 21.1%. Air- avionics, 27 involving static discharger damage,
craft damage data were summarized as follows: 3-4 involving lightning arrester failure on HF
none 8.9%, less than minor 88.0%, minor 0.9%, antenna systems, 6 incidents of ac generator

substantial 1.1%, destroyed 1.1%. Pilot injury trip-off, and no incidents of personnel injury
was classified as follows: none 99.1%, minor other than momentary flash blindness. Since
0%, major 0.3%, fatal or missing 0.6%. October 1974, approximately 600 additional re-ports have been received. Findings from these

reports will be presented at this symposium 181.
* Numbers in brackets designate References at In 1975, Plumer and Perry (9] reported on
the end of the paper. lightning strikes to U.S. and UK commercial air-
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craft. UK data included 760 strikes to Viscount, Lane [16] presented USN aircraft lightning

Vanguard, and Britannia turboprop aircraft, and strike experience from 1961 through 1980. His A
to Comet, Trident, BAC 1-11, Boeing 707, 747, data included 606 incidents. He found that 98%
and VC-10 jet aircraft from 1959 to 1974. UK of the strikes resulted in "limited" or no physi-
data, which correlated number of lightning strikes cal damage to the aircraft, but in 50 incidents
to total flying hours for each aircraft, averaged electronic equipment were adversely affected,
34 strikes per 100,000 hours. The U.S. data (214 and in three cases aircraft were lost. Most lik-
incidents) were the same as given in [7]. The ely damaged areas were nose radome (24%), wing
U.S. data indicated that a hole was made in (20%), antenna (17%), tail (17%), and fuselage
either a radome or aircraft skin in 30% of the (13%). Data revealed on average one strike for
incidents, interfereence occurred in about 20% every 64,000 flight hours, although patrol air-
of all incidents, and outages occurred in about craft averaged one strike for every 3,700 flight
10% of all incidents. The most commonly affected hours. The average number of strikes from 1975
equipments were the compass, HF communications, through 1980 was 58 strikes per year.
ADF, and engine speed indicators. Ellis [17] reported on 95 USAF lightning

Fisher and Plumer's book [10] discussed strike reports collected from April 1977 to
lightning strike experience to aircraft in Chap- August 1978.

ter 3. Figures included lightning strike inci- Anderson, Kroninger, and Smith [18] reported %
dents vs. altitude, flight conditions when on lightning strikes to aircraft in the Republic
struck, synoptic meteorological conditions when of South Africa from 1966 to 1981. Types of
aircraft were struck, and occurrence of light- aircraft considered were Boeing 707, 727, 737,
ning strikes by month. Tables included incidents 747 and the A300 Airbus. Over the period, 132
of reported lightning strikes to commercial air- aircraft were struck and only 8 reported damage.
craft (1950 to 1974) and to USAF aircraft (1965 The ratio of strikes was 1.29 strikes per
to 1969). Reported strikes to commercial air- 10,000 flight. Most strikes occurred during
craft were significantly more frequent than to descent (56%) or ascent (30.4%). Of 115 observa-
military aircraft. tions of meteorological conditions at the time

Corn [11] presented a ten-year history of of the lightning strike, 88% occurred during
USAF lightning incidents involving aircraft and rain and 12% during hail or sleet.
helicopters. His data showed 9 catastrophic, 7 Ziegler [19] reported more than 260 light-
major, and 153 minor incidents and 66 cases of ning strikes to aircraft of the German Federal

damage to structure, 78 to electrical/instru- Armed Forces from 1973 through 1982. About 80%
ments, 6 to fuel, and 19 to others. The ten-year of the strikes involved the F-104, F-4, C-160,
period over which the incidents occurred was not and BR-1150 aircraft. The average number of
stated. He also showed reported strikes per strikes per 10,000 flight hours were 1.1, 1.2,
100,000 operational flight hours ranging from 4.3, and 3.9, respectively, for the four aircraft.
1.23 to 2.64 from 1969 to 1976. This strike Attachment point data were presented for the
rate is much lower than that reported by commer- F-104, F-4, and C-160 aircraft. In terms of
cial aircraft which averaged about 34 strikes damage, about 90% of the lightning strikes ana-
per 100,000 flight hours [10]. lyzed showed little or no damage except for oc-

In 1977, Plumer initiated a lightning strike casionally destroyed navigation lights, static
reporting project for general aircraft in cooper- dischargers, or antennas. In the remaining 10%,
ation with Flight Operations magazine. In [12], considerably more damage resulted as well as
he discussed the first 40 responses from the failed and partially damaged electrical equip-
project. He described flight and weather condi- ment. Even in these cases, the damaged aircraft
tions when struck, effects of the strike to the were able to land.
aircraft (e.g., engine flameout, power outages, Corbin [20] categorized and analyzed data . -
equipment damaged), and implications for protec- from 877 USAF lightning-related mishap reports
tion design (zonal concepts). involving 56 aircraft types over a thirteen-year

Clifford [13] summarized aircraft mishap period (1970 through 1982). Aircraft were grouped
experience from atmospheric electricity hazards into six general classes: attack, bomber, cargo,
from previous reports and papers. fighter, trainer, and helicopter. Data were tab-

Odam ond Evans [14] reported UK military ulated under two major headings: operational

aircraft lightning strike experience for a six- conditions at the time of the lightning strike,
year period through May 1978. Over this period, and the effects of the strike. Operational con-
the average number of incidents per year was 58. ditions included aircraft attitude, aircraft al-
The strike rate for various aircraft ranged from titude, outside air temperature, aircraft loca-
0.3 to 3.7 per 10,000 flight hours. A summary tion with respect to clouds, precipitation/turbu-

of the damage and effects caused by 346 light- lence, and electrical activity prior to the
ning strikes during the period was presented. A strike. Effects of the strike included attach-

more recent report [15] analyzed 295 incidents ment point, interference/outage, effect on mis- ',
between January 1978 and September 1983 and pre- sion, effect on personnel, structural damage,
sented data on strikes per month, number of electrical/electronic damage, and repair/replace- A.

strikes vs. outside air temperature, number of ment costs. Interference/outage occurred in 20%
strikes vs. altitude, and a summary of damage of the reported incidents, structural damage
and effects. (usually minor) in 78% of the incidents, and
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electrical/electronic damage in 8% of the inci- niques need to be developed. Non-destructive
* dents. tests for detection of weak links need to be

developed. Cumulative effects need to be as-
AIRCRAFT LIGHTNING PROTECTION sessed.

At a recent meeting of specialists concerned NEW APPROACHES TO AIRCRAFT LIGHTNING PROTECTION .
with the effects of lightning on military and

commercial aircraft [21], lengthy discussions Odam and Evans [15] have suggested that if
were held on lightning protection of (1) present cloud-to-ground lightning strike parameters

* and older aircraft (largely metallic) and (2) (which represent severe strokes) are continued
future aircraft (largely composite). A general to be used as a basis for design and test for
concensus was reached on the following state- all types of aircraft, there could be over-design

Aments: leading to performance penalties.
1. Present Aircraft (Largely Metallic) Weinstock [22] has furthered this argument

a. Present aircraft have no fundamen- in stating that present lIohtn~ng protection re-
tal lightning protection deficiencies. quirements for fighter aircraft are applied with-

b. Overlooked areas of lightning pro- out consideration of mission, probability of
tection have been fixed through retrofit, strike occurrence, or penalties associated with

c. Any fuel (particularly JP-4) is a protective designs. He contends that require-

potential hazard with respect to sparking/igni- ments may be too stringent based upon data from
tion. in-flight test programs (NASA F-106 and USAF

d. Metal fuel tanks can be designed C-130 aircraft), tabulations of strike rates
and manufactured which are spark-free from per aircraft type, and an examination of strike
lightning, damage records. He suggests that a revision to

e. Lightning protection of radomes is the method of applying lightning specifications
not necessarily mandatory if flight safety is to aircraft may be justified since unnecessarily
not involved. stringent lightning protection requirements can

f. The use of carbon fiber composites add weight out of proportion to the lightning
(CFC) in present aircraft has required consider- risk. He states that arbitrarily placing the
able effort to provide sufficient/additional same requirement on a fighter aircraft with
lightning protection. built-in tolerance for battle damage and a large

g. Lightning-induced effects problems commercial passenger aircraft does not seem pru-
have been minimal to date. Design of fly-by- ent or cost-effective. He presents a probabil-
wire systems has required considerable effort to istic approach (e.g., probabilities of occurrence,
insure adequate lightning protection. magnitude, damage) for the design of aircraft

h. Retrofits and modifications may be lightning protection which may avoid conventional
an overlooked area for lightning protection. worst-case design penalties.

2. Future Aircraft (Largely Composite) Corbin and Cooley [23] have also advocated
a. Electrical bonding and grounding a probabilistic or statistical approach in deter-

techniques are not adequately/sufficiently de- mining the vulnerability of critical aircraft
fined, measureable, quantifiable, etc. equipment to the lightning threat. Recently,

b. Major R & D efforts will be re- Cooley [24] extended the analysis by calculating
quired to produce lightning-safe composite inte- probability of equipment failure vs. lightning
gral fuel tanks, threat level (amperes) curves based upon light- S

c. Increased use of analysis in con- ning parameter data provided by NOAA's National
junction with testing will be required to verify Severe Storm Laboratory.
induced effects protection. In future largely-composite aircraft with

d. Induced voltage/current levels are electronically-controlled flight-essential I..

approaching and may exceed interface circuit systems, lightning will become a more serious
failure levels in new aircraft, threat to aircraft safety. The application of

e. Testing methods need to be revised/ lightning protection will have to be considered
revamped to account for digital upset and damage on a more rigorous risk vs. penalty basis. The
mechanisms. references cited in this paper should provide the

f. A number of advanced materials have available data base of lightning mishap informa-
not been adequately assessed as to lightning pro- tion needed for tradeoff considerations.
tection techniques/measures required.

g. Corrosion control and good electri- SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
cal bonding techniques may be incompatible in
future aircraft. This paper has examined lightning as a threat

h. The impact of radar-absorbing to aircraft safety. Papers and reports on light-
material/structure (RAM/RAS) on lightning pro- ning-related mishaps have been reviewed and syn-
tection has not been addressed. opsized. Present and future lightning protection

i. Improved performance tests and requirements, validations, and problems have been
validation techniques are needed for future discussed. New approaches involving trade
aircraft, studies of risk vs. penalty for aircraft light-

j. Life-cycle repair/maintenance tech- ning protection have been presented and advocated
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TECHNICAL ABSTRACT

LIGHTNING INTERACTION WITH COMMERCIAL AIR CARRIER TYPE AIRCRAFT

by
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and

J. Anderson Plumer

Lightning Technologies, Inc.
10 Downing Parkway

Pittsfield, Massachusetts 01201

In 1971, General Electric Company and five United States Commercial Airlines
iniatied a project to obtain data on lightning strikes to transport category
aircraft. The purpose of the project was to obtain information on the conditions
uxJer which aircraft are most likely to receive lightning strikes in flight,
and document the effects that these strikes were having upon the aircraft. For
this purpose, the airlines were provided with questionnaire-type reporting forms
for use by pilots and maintenance personnell in documenting lightning strike events
and effects on the aircraft.

The motivation for the project stemmed from a need to obtain a better understand-
ing of the conditions under which aircraft are struck, the places on the aircraft
where strikes are most likely, and the effect of these strikes on the airframe as
well as onboard electrical and avionic systems.

These data are very important to the designer of new aircraft, which incorporates
increasing amounts of composite material in the airframe and solid-stae avionics
which are inherently more vulnerable to lightning induced effects.

Initial results from the project were published by General Electric in 1974.
At that time, a total of 214 strike reports had been rec,4 ved. The data were
found useful by designers of lightning protection for new aircraft. For example,
the strike reports help clarify the locations of lightning strike zones on trans-
port category aircraft, and alerted designers to potential lightninginduced voltage
problems.

Strike reports continue to be received by General Electric, but no further data

summaries were published. In 1977, the project was taken over by Lightning
Technologies, Inc. By early 1984, nearly 800 lightning strike reports had been

accumulated and Lightning Technologies, Inc. invited the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration Technical Center to participate in the project by computerizing each of
the strike reports and corrolating the data. With the data in computer memory,
it would be possible to provide corrolation amoung various reported conditions

and effects.

This paper presents a summary of the strike data obtained through January 1984.
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INTRODUCTION. avionics equipment, and effects on the crew,
In 1971 General Electric Company and five (such as electric shock or flash blindness).

.1'.U.S. Commercial Airlines initiated a project to These data were provided by the flight crew. The
obtain data on lightning strikes to transport reverse side of the questionnaire form requested
category aircraft. The purpose of the project data on the physical marks or damage left on the
was to obtain information on the conditions under aircraft external surfaces by the strike.
which aircraft are most likely to receive For example, the location and site of burned
lightning strikes in flight, and document the marks and melted holes were requested. This
effects that the strikes have upon the aircraft. information helped to establish the places where
For this purpose, the airlines were provided with the lightning flashes entered and exited the -

questionnairetyerprigfrs orueb aircraft, and thus, was important in establishing
pilots and maintenance personnel to document lightning strike "zones." This information
lightning strike events and effects on the cant orlybepvidby hefgtcew

aiprcft An copyr ofterprtn.omi who have neither the time nor equipment to
reprduce in igur 1.perform a thorough inspection of the aircraft

The motivation for the project stemmed from following a strike. Instead, this information
a need to obtain a better understanding of the wa tob prvdd yth ailn mitenc
aircraft-lightning interaction. Conditions under personnel responsible for maintaining the air-
which aircraft are struck, places on the aircraft craft. Unfortunately, unless the lightning
(i.e., zones) where strikes are most likely, strike has caused some noticeable physical damage
and effects of these strikes on the airframe as to the aircraft (i.e., a hole in the radome) it
well as on-board electrical and avionics systems. was not required to be *written up" by the
These data are very important to designers of new maintenance personnel. Also, the need for quick
generation aircraft which incorporate increasing "turn around" of the aircraft provided little
amounts of composite materials in the airframe time for additional inspections. Therefore, in
and solid-state avionics which are inherently many cases the physical damage and strike

* more vulnerable to lightning-induced effects. location information has not been reported.
Results from the project were published by It must be noted that these reports were not

General Electric in 1974 (REF. 1). At that time, part of the airline required post-flight reports.
a total of 214 strike reports had been received. In most of the cases, the reports were prepared
The data were found useful by aircraft manufac- by the pilots in crew domiciles sometime after
turers in design lightning protection for the flight. Report forms were then accumulated
new aircraft. For example, the strike reports by a cognizant individual within each airline and

*helped clarify the locations of lightning periodically forwarded to Lightning Technologies,
strike zones on transport-category aircraft, and Inc.
alerted designers to potential lightning-induced AIRCRAFT TYPE.
voltage problems. This paper covers lightning strike informa-

*Strike reports continued to be received by tion from 10 different transport type aircraft
General Electric but no further data summaries frmteaomnindarares. Te i-
were published. In 1977, the project was trans- craft type included Boeing B707, B727, B737,
ferred from General Electric Inc. to Lightning B747, and very recently B757 and B767 aircraft.

*Technologies, Inc. By early 1984, (nearly 800 Also included were Douglas DC-8, DC-9, DC-10 and
lightning strike reports had been accumulated) Lockheed L1011 aircraft.
Lightning Technologies, Inc. invited the FAA REDUCTION OF DATA.
Technical Center to participate In the project byAicat fgh codins nd yopc
statistizing the .ata through the use of weather as reported by the flight crews had been

*computers. With the data in computer memory, it correlated as a percentage of the total number of
* was possible to provide correlations among strikes reported. Included are altitude, tam-

reported conditions and effects. perature, month of the year during which the
Whereas, the program began with five strike occurred, the degree of precipitation,

participating airlines (American, Brani f f, (rain, snow, hail), the extent of the turbu-
Continental, Eastern and United), economic lence, (light, moderate, heavy), electrical
factors have made it necessary for Braniff , activity before and after the strike, and the
Continental, and Eastern to cease participation. flight conditions (climb, level flight, descent,
Thus, for the past 5 years, data has been or approach). Histograms representative of the
furnished only by United and American. These lightning strike information for each condition
airlines, however, provide a large geographic are presented in figures 2 through 14. No
data base. attempt has been made to cross-correlate two or

REPOTINGOF DTA.more parameters, although this capability exists
*One side of the questionnaire form (reference now that the data are stored in computer memory.

figure 1) request data on the synoptic weather STRIKE BY MONTH.
conditions prevalent at the time and location ofFiue2lsste ignng trksbth

the trie; ffecs o cokpi eletrial nd aonth and shows that the highest incident rates
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occur during the spring (March, April, and May). associated with rain when struck with light-
This has been contrary to previously reported Ing. Further breakdown is as follows; 67
data which indicated the highest incident period percent with rain only, 6 percent rain and
reported during the summer (June, July, and snow, 2 *percent rain and hail, and 6 percent
August). December continues to display the rain and sleet. A historgram of these
lowest reported rate. results are shown in figure 7.

P DATA INTERPERATION. *Turbulence - A total of 78 percent of the
Operational Conditions - Aircraft operational reports indicated turbulence which ranged from

conditions at the time of the strike were cate- light to heavy. This information is shown in I
* gorized under the headings of aircraft attitude, figure 8.

aircraft altitude, outside air temperature, . Cloud Cover - The reported lightning strike
p location, weather, and electrical activities. incidents appear directly related to percent

For ease in analyzing the data, histograms were of cloud cover. As the amount of cloud cover
developed and used, as this methodology clearly increased, the lightning strikes reported
shows the results. Increased. This is clearly shown in figure

* .Aircraft Attitude - The highest percentage of 9. Figure 10 shows that, as the ceiling
aircraft received lightning strikes when increases, the potential for a strike

*climbing (37 percent), with 21 percent of the diminishes. No strikes were reported with a
strikes reported during approach (figure 3). ceiling greater than 11,000 feet above ground
Aircraft Altitude - Transport type aircraft level. The reports showed that most of the
fly barametric altitude with the altimeter set strikes occurred when the cloud taps were
at 29.92. This references the aircraft reported to be around 15,000 feet (figure 11).
altitude to mean-sea-level (MSL). The data The cloud data confirmed that aircraft
indicated that 36 percent of the aircraft were lightning strikes occur either while the airplane
struck at altitudes below 10,000 feet HSL. is flying through a cloud or relatively close to

*Eighty-seven percent of the strikes are one. There were no reports of strikes while
reported at altitudes of 16,000 feet MSL or aircraft were flying "in the clear" at great
less. Lightning strikes were reported at distances from clouds, nor reports of "bolts from
altitudes up to 40,000 feet MSL, figure 4. the blue." It has sometimes been suggested
The fact that most strikes occurred when the that clear air may become sufficiently electri-

* aircraft was at altitudes of 16,000 feet or less fied to produce lightning flashes; however, there
should not be taken as an indication that light- is no such evidence in this data base.
ning is less prevalent at higher altitudes. on * Electrical Activity -The results show that
the contrary, it is well know that thunderclouds only 40 percent of the pilots observed light-
may extend up to 60,000 feet and lightning ning activity either before, before and after,
flashes occur throughout them. Also, the or after receiving a lightning strike (figure
NASA F106B storm hazards research aircraft has 12). Fifty percent did not observe any 'P'

* encountered frequent lightning strikes on cloud static effects either before or after the
penetrations above 20,000 feet, and photographs strike (figure 13), and only 24 percent
taken of cloud tops at night from satellites, reported observing St. Elmo Fire. St. Elmo
high flying aircraft (Ref. 2), and the Space Fire is most readily detected during periods
-Shuttle have shown indications of frequent of reduced light and might not be detected in
lightning activity. The 'reason that commercial bright sunlight or active lighting conditions.
aircraft do not encounter many lightning strikes MONTH OF THE YEAR.
at the higher altitudes is because of thunder- As expected, many of the strike reports
storm avoidance procedures. occured during the spring and early summer months

* . Outside Air Temperature -Previous reports when thunderstorm conditions are most prevlent in
indicated that most of the lightning strikes the United States, however, a significant number

* occurred at or near the freezing level 00C +. of strikes also occurred during the winter months
5*C. The data clearly shows that 72 percent of December and January when thunderstorms are
of the air transport lightning strikes not as frequent. Some of these latter strikes

*occurred at 0* through 22* Celsius. The data occurred when the aircraft were flying in snow,
*is shown in figure 5. Sixty-seven percent of indicating that snowstorms may become highly

the report contained outside air temperature electrified and produce lightning. One reason
*information. for the comparatively high incidence of lightning

Location - Cloud - A total of 92 percent of encounter during winter months may be that
the reports stated aircraft location with avoidance of these conditions is more difficult
reference to clouds. Of those reported, a because the conditions which produce lightning in
total of 96 percent were within the cloud, winter storms are not as well defined or under-
with only 3 percent reported below the clouds, stood as those associated with summer thunder-
reference figure 6. storms. It is comparatively easy for an aircraft

* .Precipitation - Within the 92 percent report- to identify and avoid a well-defined summer
ing precipitation, a total of 81 percent were thunderstorm comprised of cumulonimbus clouds
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which contain heavy rain and reach very high . Effects on Personnel -Ninety-one reports
altitudes. On the other hand, winter storms are stated effects on crew members. Of those
more often associated with nimbostratus clouds reported, 80 consisted of momentary flash-

* which extend over wide areas and do not have blindness with only one report of electrical
intense rain cores easily detectable by weather shock to personnel. This information is

*radar. shown in figure 15.
*THE RELATIONSHIP OF STRIKES TO NUMBER . Electrical/Electronic Damage - From the 783

OF FLIGHT HOURS. reports, only 3.1 percent (25 reports)
The number of flight hours of aircraft stated any impact to the electrical/electronic

involved in this project was not available so no systems. No engine flameouts were reported.
correlations could be made between the strikes This information is shown in figure 16.
and the total number of hours f lown by the SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.0
aircraft. Airline maintenance reports Involving All metal transport type aircraft, when
lightning damage seem to indicate that a typical struck by lightning, will not generally sustain
aircraft is struck approximately once every significant structural damage, but may encounter
2500 flight hours, although public statistics of interference or outage of navigation, comnmunica-

- this nature are rare. tion, or engine instruments. The reports indica-
EFFECTS OF THE STRIKE. ted that temporary flash blindness has been the

* The reported effects of the lightning major problem for personnel.
*strike were tabulated under the following The information gained in this report clearly
*headings; attachment points, interference/outage, shows that the aircraft manufacturers, because of

effects on personnel, and elect rical/elect ronic increased awareness (of lightning related
* damage. effects) and application of good lightning

- .Attachment Points - The exact location of protection practices, and qualification test have
lightning attachment points are generally un- designed and built all metal transport type

*covered during the post-lightning strike aircraft capable of sustaining lightning strike
ground inspection. Due to the size of trans- without serious impact to the aircraft, passen-
port type aircraft, and the complexity of gers, or crew members.
locating the exact attachment points, many The potential atmospheric electrical hazard
times the attachment points are often not to aircraft will challange the des4.gners of
located and reported. future generation aircraft employing advanced
This was evident in analyzing the data, as a technology, structural materials, and critical

*total of 672 did not indicate the attachment microelectronic digital flight control systems.
points. Of the total 253 attachment points These designs will require close coordination
recorded, 28 percent were to the nose of the between the designers, manufacturers, and FMA
aircraft, with approximately 50 percent certification specialists to ensure that aircraft
reported to the fuselage at some point, are capable of sustaining a direct lightning
The remainder of the attachments were strike without damage to the aircraft, electronic
divided equally between the wings and tail, systems, passengers, or crew.

* .Interference/Outage - Of the total 783 REFERENCES.
*reports, 87 reported outages. These outages i. "Data from the Airlines Lightning Strike
*required ground crew maintenance (either Reporting Project," General Electric Company,

repair or replacement) . The navigation Report GPR-75-004, dated March 1975.
* systems had 30 instrument outages with only

six communication systems impacted. Engine 2. Technical paper or report by NASA Manned
instruments had a total of 39 outages. This Spaced Flight Center iuntsville, Alabama on U-2

*information is shown In figure 14. photograps.
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THE AMPLITUDE SPECTRA OF LIGHTNING RADIATION FIELDS IN THE INTERVAL FROM I TO 20 MHz

E. P. Krider and C. D. Weidmant

Institute of Atmospheric Physics, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona

-S.

ABSTRACT

Although the interactions of lightning with aircraft and many other structures are crit-

ically dependent on the amplitudes of lightning fields in the I to 20 MHz frequency interval,

there are relatively few absolute measurements of these spectra in the lightning literature.

In this paper, we tabulate the amplitude spectra of the fast-rising components of the fields

produced by return strokes, leader steps, and cloud pulses. These spectra have been derived
from ground-based measurements of E and dE/dt signatures, and, in several cases, the effects

of propagation over land are illustrated.

'.4
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INTRODUCTION

ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS produced by fast time scale so that the precise time that
various lightning processes have received seri- the dE/dt occurred within the E pulse could be
ous scientific study for over 200 years, but it determined. The E-field measuring system had a
has been only within the past decade that their 10 - 90% risetime of about 40 ns, and the dE/dt
detailed structure has been determined and that system had a risetime of about 10 ns. The type
realistic models to describe these fields in of lightning process that produced a particular
terms of lightning currents have been developed impulse (e.g., return stroke, leader step or
[11*. Recent measurements of lightning fields a cloud pulse) was determined from the overall

*with submicrosecond time-resolution [2 - 8] have shape of the E signature. For specific examples
shown that most components of a discharge pro- of the data, the reader should see [5] and [14].
duce large changes in the field in a fraction If the electric field, E, and its deriva-
of a microsecond, and it is now clear that tive, dE/dt, are continuous functions of time,
these changes are at least an order of magni- then the Fourier transform of E, F(E), can be
tude faster than was believed to be present derived from the transform of the derivative,

* just 10 years ago (see, for example, [9]). F(dE/dt), using the relation
It is reasonably well-known that the inter-

actions of lightning fields and other types of F(E) = F(dE/dt)/(2mjf) (1)
EMP with aircraft, space vehicles, ships, and
other systems are critically dependent on the where j is / (-1) and f is frequency. Since a
risetimes of these fields and their spectral dE/dt measurement cannot be expressed as a con-

amplitudes in frequency intervals that contain tinuous function, the measurements are first
the structure resonances [10 - 131. Since the digitized (sampled) and the discrete Fourier

physical dimensions of many structures are in transform (DFT) is computed using a fast Fourier
the range from 10 to 100 m, frequencies in the transform (FFT) algorithm. The DFT of a finite

range from about 1.5 to 15 MHz (i.e., frequen- sequence of sample points, g(t), is given by
cies for which half of the associated wavelength
equals the structure dimension) are of primary N-i
interest. Fd(f) - Fd(nf0 ) 0 At I g(k~t)eif (2)

Except for the preliminary reports of k=O
Weidman et al. [8, 14], the currently available
neasurements of lightning amplitude spectra are where 0 4 n < N-i, and N is the total number
limited to (1) the return stroke component, and of sample points. Here f0 , the fundamental

then only for frequencies below about 300 kHz frequency, is equal to unity over the total
[15 - 17] and (2) spectra compiled from the out- period of the record, To, and AT (the sample

puts of narrow-band receivers [18 - 21]. The interval) is equal to T0 /N. Note that Fd(f)
latter data have not, in general, been used to is complex and that it contains N equally
determine the spectra of individual discharge spaced points (at intervals of f ) in the
processes. Further, almost all previous measure- frequency domain. '
ments have been for discharges that occurred at The discrete Fourfer transform of E, Fd(E),
distances of 10 km or more over land, and at can be obtained from dE/dt records, either by

these ranges frequencies above about 100 kHz integrating dE/dt and using Equation (2) or
can be strongly attenuated by the finitely con- directly using
ducting earth [16, 22-24]. In this report, we 4-.

present Fourier transforms of time-domain light- At F (dE/dt) At2  N-I
ning dE/dt signatures that cover the frequency F (E)- d-e - E/t)(3)
interval from I to about 20 MHz. d 2j tan(TifAt) i e 25fjAt k-0 k

DATA where (dE/dt)k indicates the value of dE/dt at
t - kAt. Note that in the limit of At+0, this

The experimental apparatus that has been expression reduces to Fd(E) - Fd(dE/dt)/2ijf,
used to record the E and dE/dt fields and which is the same as Equation (1).
examples of the data have been given previously To compute a spectrum, dE/dt oscilloscope
by Weidman and Krider [2, 4, 5, 8]. All data waveforms were first manually digitized using a
were obtained under conditions where the Tektronix 4662 digitizing plotter. The number

lightning locations were known and where the of sample points depended on the time resolution
field propagation from the source to the of the record and on the complexity of the wave-
recording site was entirely over salt water, form. Usually, 50 ns/div records were digitized
Therefore, we believe that the amplitudes and using 30 to 50 sample points, and 100 ns/div

shapes of the fields were not distorted by the records were digitized using 50 to 80 points. -

effects of propagation below about 20 MHz. E The FFT algorithm required that the sample
signatures were recorded on both a slow and a points be evenly spaced in time and that the

total number, N, be an integral power of 2.
Numbers in brackets designate References Evenly spaced data for the FFT calculation were

at end of paper. generated by linearly interpolating between the
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manually digitized sample points. Usually 64 or normalized. The mean spectral amplitude in row
128 FFT points were computed so that the evenly (a) is very nearly the same as row (b), which

spaced time interval would be about equal to the indicates that the mean range for this group was

smallest sampling interval. probably close to 50 km.
The E and dE/dt signatures were recorded The data in row (c) are from first return

during the summers of 1979, 1980, and 1981 in strokes that struck within 8 to 12 km of theI-.j

Florida, where there was an abundance of light- recording site in 1981. The locations of all
ning and where the propagation distortion was flashes were determined from a lightning locat-
small. For the 1979 data, the front edges of ing system, and the field amplitudes have all
the dE/dt waveforms were elevated by the finite been normalized to 10 km using an inverse dis-

trigger threshold and were linearly interpolated tance relation. The propagation path for all

back to zero, but the spectral amplitudes in the data in row (c) has been identified as "mostly
interval 1 to 20 MHz were not sensitive to small water" because small errors in the lightning

differences in the shape of this interpolation locations made it impossible to determine
1141. The differences in spectra with and with- whether the actual strike point was to land or

out the artificial front were small, usually to water. At worst, these fields propagated
less than 2 dB, and never more than 5 dB. The over about I km of land and then entirely over
1980 and 1981 records were obtained using a water to the recording site. The pulse widths

150 ns delay line, and these data usually began and peak dE/dt values for the "mostly water

with a small, but non-zero amplitude that was path" data in row (c) were essentially identi-
not interpolated back to zero. All dE/dt cal to those of fields that propagated entirely

records were terminated abruptly after 500 or over water.
1000 ns, and the amplitude of the signal at the Some of the 1981 dE/dt data were recorded
end of this interval was usually small but not on a time scale of 100 ns/div, and the fundamen-
exactly zero, tal frequency of these records (f0 ) is 1 MHz.

The remaining dE/dt data were recorded on a

RESULTS 50 ns/div time scale, and in these cases the
fundamental frequency is 2 MHz.

RETURN STROKES - In general, the shape of The strokes in rows (d), (e), and (f) in

the electric field radiated by a return stroke Table I struck water SW of the 1979 recording
depends on whether it is the first return stroke station at Tampa Bay. Fields from strikes in
in a flash, a subsequent return stroke, or a that direction had to propagate across the width

subsequent return stroke that is preceded by of Anna Maria Island (about 1.5 to 2 km of sand)
a dart-stepped leader t2]. First stroke fields before reaching the measuring site. The three

begin with a relatively slow "front" that rises strokes in row (d) were located by the light-

for 2 to 8 ps to about half of the peak field ning locating system, and these data have been
amplitude. This front is followed by a fast range normalized to 25 km. The data in row (e)

transition to peak, and it is this fast tran- appeared to be from the same storm, but were not

sition that is of primary interest in this detected by the lightning locating system. Note
report. Subsequent strokes produce fields that that there is essentially no difference in the

have fast transitions very similar to first mean spectral amplitudes in rows (d) and (e), so
strokes, but fronts that last only 0.5 to I ps it is probably safe to assume that the data in

and that rise to only about 20% of the peak row (e) also originated at a range of about
field amplitude. 25 km. The subsequent strokes in row (f) were

The result of Fourier analyses of dE/dt located by the lightning locating system, but

fields radiated during the fast return stroke the location accuracy was not good because the

transition are summarized in Table 1. The spec- strikes were near the baseline and these data
tral amplitudes are given in dB from a reference have not been range-normalized.
level of I V/mis, and the values were computed, The data in Table I are grouped into three

in most cases, ,y taking 20 times the logarithm vertical columns. The spectral amplitudes in
(base 10) of the magnitude of Fd(E) in Eq. (3). the left and right-most columns are based on

Sometimes the dE/dt waveforms were first inte- Fourier analyses of dE/dt waveforms. The data
grated and then Fd(E) was calculated using in the center column are based on Fourier analy-
Equation (2). The reasons for using this ses of time-integrated dE/dt records. Data were
latter method will be discussed below, placed in the left column if, at the point where

The spectral amplitudes at 2, 4, 10 and the finite dE/dt record terminated, the integral
20 MHz for first strokes that struck water 40 of dE/dt had an amplitude that was greater than
to 60 km NNW of the 1979 recording site and that 40 percent of the peak. To reduce truncation
propagated entirely over salt water are given errors, or at least to determine at what fre-

In rows (a) and (b) of Table 1. The strokes quencies they become significant, the dE/dt data
in row (a) were located by a lightning locating in the left column of Table I have been inte-

system, and the field amplitudes have been grated and then multiplied by a windowing func-
range-normalized to 50 km using an inverse dis- tion W(t), where
tance relation. The strokes In row (b) were
from the same direction as data in row (a),
but were not located and have not been range- W(t)-0.5jl-cos(2wt/100)j T0 -50 na t T 0
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and To is the record period. This function total duration of only 500 or 1000 n, and are,

forces E to be zero at t - To and smoothes the therefore, probably produced by just a single

V sharp edge at the end of the E record. The discharge channel of relatively limited spatial
resulting waveform was then Fourier analyzed extent.

using Equation (2), and these spectral ampli- The spectral amplitudes of subsequent
tudes are shown in the center column of Table 1. return strokes are plotted in Fig. 2. Curve (1)

In three cases, the integral of dE/dt had shows means from the left column of row (f) in

returned to near zero (between 10 and 30 percent Table 1, and curve (2) shows the data from the
of the peak) by the end of the record, and the center column. Again, both spectra are nearly

spectral amplitudes for these events are listed identical from 2 to about 6 MHz, but beyond

in the right column of Table 1. Clearly, the 6 MHz, the truncation errors in the upper

* truncation errors should be smallest for these spectrum limit its decrease to 1/f. The lower
events. curve, for which truncation errors have been

The differences in the mean spectral ampli- reduced, decreases with frequency more nearly as

tudes of the first return strokes in Table 9 are 1/f2 . The mean subsequent stroke amplitudes in

due largely to range differences. If we assume Figure 2 are about 5 to 8 dB higher than the
that these amplitudes are all inversely propor- mean, first return stroke amplitudes in Fig. 1,

tional to distance, then all data are in good which is probably the result of uncertain sub-

agreement. The spectral amplitudes of the data sequent stroke ranges. Again, the mean subse-
which originated SW of the Tampa site and which quent stroke spectrum of Serhan et al. [16] is

propagated over 1.5 to 2 km of land are not sub- shown for comparison. --

stantially different from those of fields that LEADER STEPS AND CLOUD PULSES - The over-

propagated entirely over water, all shapes of the fields radiated by individual

The average, range-normalized (to 50 km) steps of the stepped-leader have been discussed

spectral amplitudes of the first return strokes by references [25, 26, 5, 6, 7]. As the leader
in Table 1 are plotted in Figure 1. Curve (1) nears the ground, the amplitude of the indivi-
gives the means for the 24 first return strokes dual step impulses increases, and occasionally
which are listed in the left column of Table 1. such a step triggered our E or dE/dt recording

The means at discrete frequencies in the trans- system just before there was a return str..

form (1 MHz, 2 MHz, and at intervals of 2 MHz The maximum dE/dt occurs during the initial rise

thereafter to 20 MHz) were simply connected of the step waveform, and it is this portion of

together to form this curve. Curves (2) and (3) the waveform that is of interest in this report.

show the means for the first stroke amplitudes The overall shapes of the radiation fields
in the center and right columns in Table 1, that are produced by intracloud discharge pro-

respectively. Note that curve (1) decreases cesses have been discussed by [27, 281. In
with frequency very nearly as 1/f, a slope that general, the shapes of the larger pulses tend

represents a superposition of the true source to be bipolar with several fast unipolar
spectrum plus the truncation errors. Curves (2) impulses superimposed on the initial half-cycle.

and (3) are similar to curve I to about 6 MHz, These unipolar structures have fast risetimes,
but beyond this point, curves (2) and (3) and the dE/dt signatures radiated during these
decrease more nearly as 1/f2 . We have tried transitions are very similar to the shapes of

to reduce the truncation errors in curve (2), the signatures produced by return strokes.
and the truncation errors in curve (3) should Tables 2 and 3 show the amplitude spectra
be smaller than those in curve (1); therefore, of the fast transitions in a limited number of

we think that curves (2) and (3) are the best leader steps and cloud pulses, respectively.

estimate of the true spectrum of the lightning These spectra were derived from dE/dt data that
" source, were obtained at the same time as the return

*- The two additional curves shown in strokes in Table 1, and, therefore, the loca-

Fig. I In the intervals from 2 to 300 kHz and tions of the lightning and the field propagation

from 100 kHz to I MHz are the mean first return to the recording site should be the same in

stroke spectra given by Serhan et al. [161 and Tables 2 and 3 as for Table 1. The fields in
by Weidman et al. [14], respectively, for 50 km. rows (c) and (d) of Table 3 originated over

These spectral amplitudes were derived from water to the NE, and in this direction the
Fourier analyses of E waveforms with total field propagation was entirely over water.

periods of 200 us [161 and 40 ps [141. Both The data in Tables 2 and 3 have been

curves are in good agreement in the interval grouped according to the shape of the integrated
from 100 to 300 kHz where they overlap, and dE/dt waveform. In all cases, the integral of
the Weidman et al. data agree well with the dE/dt is positive, and there is little variation

amplitudes presented here at 1 MHz. It should in the shape of the initial portion of the wave-
be noted that Weidman et al. [14] have pointed form. Any differences in the integrals usually

out that because their and the Serhan et al. appear after the first peak. For the events in
[16] transforms are derived from long-duration the left columns of both tables, the integral of .7

E records, they probably include components that dE/dt remained large and positive for the entire
are radiated by different physical processes and duration of the record, and the final amplitude

that occur over a geometrically large source, was at least 40% of the peak. Just as in the

The dE/dt records, on the other hand, have a case of return strokes, any truncation of the
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record will introduce errors into the frequency in France", IEEE Trans. Power Apparatus and
spectra, and therefore Fourier amplitudes of Systems, PAS-97, pp. 725-733, 1978.

- these same data after having been multiplied 4. C.D. Weidman and E.P. Krider, "Sub-
by the windowing function (Equation 4) are given microsecond Risetimes in Lightning Return Stroke S

- in the second column (Column 2). Because of the Fields", Geophys. Res. Lett., Vol. 7, pp. 955- "
windowing the truncation errors in these spectra 958, 1980.

* should be less than the spectra of column (1). 5. C.D. Weidman and E.P. Krider, "Sub-
occasionally, the integral of dE/dt crossed microsecond Risetimes in Lightning Radiation

zero or approached zero well before the end of Fields", in Proc. Lightning Technology, NASA
the record. In these cases, the width of the Conf. Pub. 2128 and FAA-RD-80-30, pp. 29-38,
first half cycle was narrow and the amplitude at April 1980.
the end of the record was of either positive or 6. C.E. Baum, E.L. Breen, D.L. Hall, C.B.
negative polarity. The spectral amplitudes for Moore, and J.P. O'Neill, "Measurements of Elec-
this second class of waveforms are listed in tromagnetic Properties of Lightning with
columns (3) and (4) of Tables 2 and 3, respec- 10 Nanosecond Resolution", in Proc. Lightning

* tively. These data also have truncation errors Technology, NASA Conf. Pub. 2128 and FAA-RD-
because the final amplitudes were still between 80-30, pp. 39-82, 1980.
15 and 60 percent of te initial peak. The spec- 7. C.E. Baum, E.L. Breen, F.L. Pitts,

" tral amplitudes of these bipolar data, after G.D. Sower, and M.E. Thomas, "The Measurement
being multiplied by Equation (4), are given in of Lightning Environmental Parameters Related
columns (4) and (5) of Tables 2 and 3, respec- to Interaction with Electronic Systems",
tively. IEEE Trans. on EMC, Vol. EMC-24 pp., 123-137,

For cloud discharges, a third class of 1982.
waveform was observed, wherein the integral of 8. E.P. Krider and C.D. Weidman, "The

* dE/dt remained positive for all but the final Submicrosecond Structure of Lightning Radiation
50 ns of the record. The final value of the Fields," in Proc. 8th Int. Aerospace and Ground
integral could be either positive or negative, Conf. on Lightning and Static Electricity,
but was always less than about 15% of the peak. DOT/FAA/CT-83/25, pp. 69.1 - 69.8, Ft. Worth,
Transforms of these data are given in Column (3) TX, June 21-23, 1983.
of Table 3, and here the truncation errors 9. R.J. Fisher and M.A. Uman, "Measured
should be less than for either of the other two Electric Field Risetimes for First and Sub-
types of waveforms, sequent Lightning Return Strokes", J. Geophys.

Res., 77, pp. 399-407, 1972.
SUMMARY 10. D.W. Clifford, E.P.Krider, and M.A.

Uman, "A Case for Submicrosecond Risetime
We have tabulated the amplitude spectra of Lightning Current Pulses for Use in Aircraft

the fast field transitions in lightning return Induced-Coupling Studies", Int. Symp. on EMC,
" strokes and a limited number of leader steps and San Diego, Oct. 9-11, 1979.
* cloud pulses. The spectral amplitudes In all 11. F.M. Tesche, "Topological Concepts for
* these processes tend to be rather similar and Internal EMP Interaction", IEEE Trans. on EMC,

large. For example, the return-stroke spectrum EMC-20, 60-64, 1978.
may even exceed that of a nuclear electromagne- 12. C.D. Taylor, "External Interaction of
tic pulse up to a few MHz [29]. Clearly, these the Nuclear EMP with Aircraft and Missiles",

% lightning processes warrant further study. IEEE Trans. on EMC, EMC-20, 64-76, 1978.
13. C.M. Butler, Y. Rahmat-Samii, and R.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF FAST-RISETIME ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD PULSES
RECORDED IN AIRBORNE MEASUREMENTS DURING FLORIDA THUNDERSTORMS

B. P. Kuhlman
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories

Dayton, Ohio

M. J. Reazer
Technology/Scientific Services Inc.

Dayton, Ohio

ABSTRACT

A WC-130 aircraft instrumented with wideband electromagnetic field sensors was
flown in south Florida thunderstorms during July and August 1981. Electric and magnetic

"" fields on the aircraft surface were recorded continuously in analog form with 2
megahertz (MHz) bandwidth and digitally in 164 microseccnd (us) records with 20 MHz
bandwidth. Radiated magnetic field pulses occurring during intracloud flashes and prior
to the first stepped leader of ground flashes were analyzed to determine risetimes,
pulse widths, normalized peak amplitudes and normalized peak rates-of-change. Risetimes
for all pulses ranged from 35 to 371 nanoseconds (ns), with an average of 130 na for
intracloud pulses and 116 ns for pre-leader pulses. Fifty percent pulse widths averaged
426 ns for intracloud pulses and 399 ns for pre-leader pulses. Pulse currents estimated
from the magnetic fields ranged from 730 amperes (A) to 26 kiloamperes (kA), with an
average of 4.6 kA.

Times between the incident pulse fields and their ground reflections were used to
calculate discharge altitudes. Intracloud pulses were found to be centered around an
altitude of 9 kilometers (km), while pre-leader pulses were centered around 5.5 km,
slightly above the 00 Centigrade (C) isotherm. Approximately 70Z of the flashes with r
pulses occurring below 7 km developed into ground flashes. Analysis of channel
propagation patterns and velocities suggested that the discharges developed in steps
of 50 to 200 meters (m) at time intervals of 1 to 93 us and propagated with estimated
velocities of 8x10 5 to 4.7x10 7 m/s.
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INTRODUCTION SENSORS AN~D INSTRUNENTATION
Efforts have been made in recent years to The magnetic field near the aircraft

characterize the fast-changing currents and surface was measured using a single cylindrical
*electromagnetic fields associated with various Moebius loop magnetic field sensor (10) mounted

phases of lightning discharges. Air Force on the centerline of the forward upper fuselage
participation in this research has arisen from of the WC-130 approximately seven meters from

*the requirement to protect aerospace vehicles the nose of the aircraft. The loop was
from damage or upset resulting from lightning positioned to be sensitive to magnetic field
strikes. Existing measurements of lightning components parallel to the fuselage axis as
attachments to aircraft seem to indicate that indicated by B in Figure 1. The sensor was 4
the aircraft is involved with intracloud positioned and oriented so as to be relatively
flashes or the in-cloud portion of ground insensitive to magnetic fields associated with
flashes (1,2), as might be expected for the longitudinal wing and fuselage currents and
altitudes at which the attachments occur, symmetrical vertical stabilizer currents.
These discharges may not produce current levels These structures are a potential source of
as high as those for return strokes in a distortion in field measurements due to

*cloud-to-ground flash but often produce faster resonances that can be excited by an incident
risetimes and comparable current wave. Some enhancement of high frequencies is
rates-of-change (3,4). expected for broadside incidence of

We have analyzed the characteristics of longitudinal magnetic fields on a long cylinder
impulsive discharges from in-cloud lightning but this is not significant over the frequency
processes from airborne electromagnetic field range of the measurements (11,12). Therefore
measurements. The results are pertinent in we assume that the measured fields are
several respects. Since aircraft may be approximately equal to the incident
involved with the in-cloud phase of lightning longitudinal field components over the
flashes, knowledge of the levels produced is frequency range of interest although this
essential for aircraft protection. Analysis of remains to be verified through analytical

*some of the unique features of the airborne and/or experimental means such as described in
data provides insight into the physical (13) and (14).

*characteristics of the discharges with A second loop was mounted adjacent to the
* application toward understanding and primary magnetic field sensor just described
*interpreting airborne direct strike and oriented to respond to magnetic fields

measurements. parallel to the wing axis as shown in Figure 1.
*The measurements that were analyzed were Both magnetic field sensors developed a voltage

obtained over Florida in 1981 using a National proportional to the derivative of the magnetic
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) field, with less than 1 decibel (dB) deviation,
WC-130 aircraft. This aircraft was up to a frequency of 20 MHz. The two sensor
instrumented and flown near and within outputs were compared to insure that there was
thunderclouds to record radiated fields from no major distortion in the magnetic fields

*lightning discharges, and aircraft surface analyzed as a result of using only one
currents and fields resulting from lightning component of the field.
attachments. A summary of the airborne
radiated field measurements is given in (3),
direct strike data were analyzed and reported
in (1,5,6), and measurements of return stroke
field risetimes and rates-of-change were

* reported in (5,6,7). Correlated ground-based
* measurements were also recorded during this

program and are reported in (5,8,9).
We have confined our present analysis to

the study of radiated magnetic field pulses
occurring during intracloud flashes and prior
to the first stepped leader of ground flashes.
Leader pulses, pulses occurring later in ground
flashes, and regular pulse sequences occurring
during cloud or ground flashes were excluded.
The characteristics derived include risetimes,
pulse widths, normalized peak amplitudes and

* normalized peak rates-of-change as well as
other general waveshape characteristics. The
altitudes at which the pulses occurred were
calculated, and channel propagation patterns
and velocities were estimated. Fig. I -WC-130 Research aircraft showing

sensor positions and axes of sensitivity for
magnetic field loops
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Two electric field sensors were also interval extending from 40 ps ahead of the

mounted on the upper fuselage of the aircraft, trigger time up to 124 us after the trigger
One was a flush plate dipole type (10) mounted time. Each time the DTR was triggered, a pulse a'

directly ahead of the magnetic field loops as was recorded on one channel of the analog
shown in Figure 1. The other was a hollow recorder marking the location of the DTR .
spherical dipole sensor (10) mounted even with recording interval within the overall analog
the trailing edge of the wings. These sensors record of the lightning flash.
responded to the derivative of the vertical Derivative signals were sent through
electric field with a bandwidth exceeding 45 low-pass filters prior to digitizing to
MHz. minimize aliasing. The filters had a -3 dB

Signals from the two magnetic and the rear cutoff frequency of 20 MHz which allowed an
electric field sensors were transmitted over overall system risetime of 35 ns (10% to 90%)
fiber optic cables to instrumentation inside and a minimum pulse width of about 70 ns when
the aircraft. The derivative field data were the original fields were recovered by
digitized using a 10-channel wide-bandwidth integration of the field derivatives.
digital transient recorder and stored on Other information that was recorded
magnetic tape. The signals were also included IRIG-B modulated time code, aircraft
integrated electronically and recorded on weather radar data, and aircraft heading,
several direct record channels of a 28-channel altitude and position. The aircraft radar and
Honeywell model 101 analog recorder. The navigational information were stored digitally
forward electric field sensor output was for subsequent processing by computer.
integrated electronically at the sensor with a
50% decay time of about one second, transmitted DATA PROCESSING
through a fiber optic cable and recorded on two The forward upper fuselage electric field,
wideband FM channels of the analog recorder. time code and DTR trigger signal were plotted
Overall system bandwidth for the forward upper simultaneously on a strip chart from the analog
fuselage electric fields was about 0.1 Hertz to tape to Identify the type of lightning flash,
500 kilohertz. A partial block diagram of the to determine what part of the flash triggered
aircraft instrumentation is shown in Figure 2. the DTR and to determine the time of the flash

The digital transient recorder (DTR) so that other data could be correlated.
sampled the data at 20 ns intervals with 8-bit Slowing the analog tape down and reproducing
amplitude resolution and provided ten the data on a Gould ESIO00 electrostatic strip
simultaneous records of 8192 data points for a chart recorder allowed an electric field
recording interval of 164 us. The recorder was bandwidth from 0.1 Hz to 40 kHz to be displayed
triggered by pulses exceeding a preset with a time resolution of about 2 milliseconds
threshold and was programmed to store a data (ms). An example of the strip chart display Is

shown in Figure 3.

NAR ELMIRc FIELD SENSO

'

Fig. 2 - Block diagram of aircraft instrumentation
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Figures 4 and 5. The average durations of
MCODE the stepped leaders and intracloud flashes were

28.6 and 390 ms, respectively.

N*UMBR TRIGER LOATIONS O INTAFCLOU INES

TRICCER RESET
PULSE PULSE

7

ELECTRIC 4

Fig. 3 - Strip chart used to identify the
location of the DTR recording interval within 4 -
the overall analog electric field record of the -100 30 70 110 150 190 230 270 310 350 390

flash MILLISECONDS

Fig. 4 - Histogram of DTR trigger times
relative to the initial electric field change

Digitally recorded DTR data were read into for intracloud flashes. Zero marks the time of
a PDP-11 computer and stored on floppy disc for the initial field change
further processing. The derivative field data

were scaled according to the procedures
described in (5) and plotted on a Tektronix
graphics terminal and hard copy. The data were
also integrated numerically in the computer 'KG TRIGGER LOCATIONS KtW'L'
using a trapezoidal approximation to recover Is_ N~ N
the original fields. The graphics terminal and
computer were used to measure waveform 26

parameters such as risetimes, amplitudes and 4

pulse widths.

DTR TRIGGER LOCATIONS
Strip charts of the electric field and the i_

DTR trigger showed that pulses were recorded
throughout intracloud and ground flashes. For 8

intracloud flashes the DTR was triggered most
frequently near the beginning of the flash,
occasionally before any discernible electric 4

field change. On ground flashes the DTR was
triggered most often by pulses near the 2 -0
beginning of the stepped leader. Fifty percent
of the intracloud flashes showed a DTR I I I I
acquisition within the first 60 ms of the -100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0

discharge. Seventy percent of the ground MILLISECONDS
flashes analyzed showed a DTR acquisition
within 10 ms of the start of the leader. Some Fig. 5 - Histogram of DTR trigger times

ground flashes showed a DTR acquisition before relative to the estimated beginning of the
any discernible electric field change or during stepped leader for ground flash pulses. Zero
the period of preliminary electric field marks the time of the beginning of the stepped
variations preceding the stepped leader (15). leader

The strip chart resolution provided a minimum
detectable field change of about 5 V/m with PULSE CHARACTERISTICS
most flashes occurring less than 20 kilometers Two hundred and eleven pulses were studied
(km) from the aircraft. Histograms of trigger in all, 98 from 54 intracloud flashes and 113

locatious relative to the initial electric from 42 ground flashes. Only pulses that
field change for intracloud flashes and exceeded the system noise level by a factor of

relative to the estimated beginning of the two or more were included in the sample.
stepped leader for ground flashes are shown in Ninety percent of the pulses were more than 10

dB above the noise level.
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Pulses occurred at intervals of I to 93 ps ground-based electric fields (17). Their work

in the 164 us recording periods. Waveshapes provided a basis for comparison with our data
ranged from fast narrow pulses as shown in and suggested some further areas of

" Figure 6 to wider pulses as shown in Figure 7 investigation.
to more complex structures such as shown in RISETIMES - Risetimes were calculated from e

Figure 8. The pulses typically showed an 10% to 90% of the fast transition on the rising 0.

initial slow rising ramp followed by a rapid front of the pulse waveforms using the graphics

transition to peak and a somewhat slower decay terminal and computer for interpolation between
through zero. In DTR records showing narrow samples. The results are plotted in the

and wide pulses the wider pulses generally had histograms of Figure 9 for intracloud pulses
longer risetimes, larger amplitudes and slower and Figure 10 for pre-leader pulses.
decay rates beyond the peak. Waveshapes were To investigate bias that might be
found to be similar for intracloud and ground introduced by the DTR trigger system, risetimes V
flash pulses as can be seen from Figures 6 and for pulses occurring later in the recording
7. Pulses such as those in Figure 8 occurred interval, after the pulse that triggered the
during both intracloud and ground flashes, recorder, were separated and analyzed. The

Pulses of these general types were first resulting post-trigger average pulse risetimes
reported by Baum for WC-130 measurements (16) for intracloud and ground flashes were 17.2%

* although they had not been related to a and 13.4% longer, showing that the trigger
particular discharge phase. Rustan et al. system favored faster pulses. %
presented some limited WC-130 pulse data Risetimes ranged from 44 to 371 ns for
correlated with simultaneous ground-based intracloud pulses, with a post-trigger average
electric field measurements (5). More risetime of 130 ns. Pre-leader pulse risetimes
extensive intracloud pulse measurements have ranged from 35 to 293 ns, with a post-trigger
been reported by Weidman and Krider from average of 116 ns. Risetimes approaching 40 ns

J. .

S 02 04 6 08 0 0 02 04 05 08 0 02 04 06 08 10 0 02 04 06 08 10

TIME IMICROSECONOSI TIME IMICROSECONDSI TIME MICROSECONDSI TIME IMICROSECONOSI

a. Intracloud Flashes b. Ground Flashes

-. Fig. 6 - Expanded plots of narrow magnetic field pulses. The left trace shows the recorded magnetic
field derivatives, the right trace shows the resulting magnetic field after integration
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TIME MICROSECONDS1 TIME IMICROSECONOSI TIME MICROSECONDSJ TIME [MICROSECONDS)

a. Intracloud Flashes b. Ground Flashes

Fig. 7 - Expanded plot of wider magnetic field pulses. The left trace shows the recorded magnetic
field derivative, the right trace shows the resulting magnetic field after integration

are limited by the anti-alias filter frequency
response and the sample rate of the digital
transient recorder. These risetimes are not
affected by high-frequency attenuation due to
ground propagation since both the source and
the receiver are several kilometers above
ground and less than 25 km apart.

PULSE WIDTHS - Pulse widths were measured

at 50% and 10% of peak amplitude. Since some
pulses were part of a more complex overall
waveform they did not immediately decay to zero
and therefore 10% pulse widths could not be
determined. Histograms of 50% pulse widths for
intracloud and ground flashes are shown in
Figure 11 and histograms of 10% pulse widths
are shown in Figure 12. The 50% pulse width

histograms showed a peak centered around 200
ns and a gradual decline in number with

32 40 48 56 64 72 increasing pulse width. The sharp drop in

TIME-MICROSECONDS pulses with widths below 100 ns is probably due
to the resolution limitations of the recording

Fig. 8 - Example of intracloud pulses with a system. The 10% pulse width histograms showed
complex magnetic field structure that 36 pulses were not more than 400 ns wide

at base of the pulse. Widths of slowly-varying

overall pulse structures that underlie narrower

pulses, as shown in Figure 8, were not
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Fig. 11 - Histograms of pulse widths at 50% of peak for intracloud and ground flash pulses
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determined because of the long-term accumulated to a distance of 100 km assuming a straight
errors that result from numerical integration vertical channel and an inverse distance
of the derivative data. dependence for field strength. For pulses

The risetimes and 50% pulse widths are where the discharge altitude could not be
similar to those reported by Baum et al. (18) determined but distance was known, the pulse 4
and Krider and Weidman (4) for leader pulses altitude was taken to be the same as that of
and return stroke fields. The initial the aircraft. Results are shown in the
submicrosecond structure is apparently very histograms of Figure 13 for magnetic field
similar for different processes of lightning rates-of-change and Figure 14 for magnetic r
breakdown. field amplitudes.

Most pulses tended to be bipolar Average pre-leader pulse magnetic field
regardless of pulse width with half of the derivatives were smaller than intracloud pulser
pulses showing 10% or more overshoot on the derivatives by 23% and magnetic field
decaying edge of the waveforms. As would be amplitudes were smaller by an average of 18%.
expected, narrow pulses decayed faster than Averages were iixi0 3 A/m/s and 8.5x,03 A/m/s
wider pulses. Pulses narrower than 400 ns at for intracloud and pre-leader pulse derivatives
50% showed a peak magnetic field derivative on and 1.4x10- 3 A/m and 1.lxlO - 3 A/m for
the decaying edge 60% to 160% as large as the intracloud and pre-leader pulse magnetic field
rising edge magnetic field derivative, amplitudes, respectively.

Eighty-one percent of intracloud pulse For comparison, Weidman and Krider (4)
electric field changes were negative while 91% have measured average values of 33 V/m/s for
of pre-leader pulse electric field changes were 108 return strokes and 16 V/m/ps for 11 cloud
positive. Leader steps and return strokes also pulses from ground based electric field
radiate positive field changes indicating that measurements. Assuming magnetic and electric
most pre-leader pulses produce the same fields are related by the impedance of free
direction of current flow as the leader steps space, and dividing by two to remove the
that follow. Weidman and Krider (17) also contribution from the image term (19) which is
observed a tendency for intracloud pulses to present in ground fields but retarded at the
produce negative electric field changes and for aircraft location, corresponding above ground
pre-return stroke pulses to be positive, values of 44x10 3 A/m/s and 21x10 3 A/m/s are

obtained. The reported ground-based
NORMALIZED MAGNETIC FIELD AMPLITUDFS AND measurements of return stroke electromagnetic
RATES-OF-CHANGE field derivatives are about four times larger

Since lightning fields vary with distance than the airborne cloud pulse measurements.
it is useful to normalize the levels to a Ground-based measurements of cloud pulses are
specific distance so that comparisons can be about twice as high as the airborne measured
made. Discharge distances and altitudes for values.
individual pulses were estimated using radar Average airborne measurements of pulse
data and the technique described in a later derivatives might be expected to be lower than
section. Storm locations for 31 intracloud the ground-based data in (4) since the aircraft

flashes with 62 pulses and 24 ground flashes was travelling between thunderstorm cells and
with 73 pulses were determined. Magnetic field would trigger on weak discharges when close to
amplitudes and rates-of-change were normalized a storm and larger ones when the storm was

*&B*ER DERI ATIVE UALLES-INTRA LCX)i PLSES-100 K t I-BER DERTIV UL.UES-WOUD FLAH PULSES-IOOKM

NUMBER OF EENTS- 62 iUs OF awirsf- n3
14- AUG- 16 230- AVG- 6.52752

SD0 6 0999lefS-l.42

I-

|L_ 14_

12-

I 34

4 6

- 4
22

* 4 B 12 16 U 24 2 e 4 8 12 16 n

10
3 

AMPS/METER/SECOND 10
3 

PS,?WTEri EON

Fig. 13 - Histograms of magnetic field rates-of-change normalized to 100 Ian
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Fig. 14 - Histograms of magnetic field amplitudes normalized to 100 km

distant. Also, the DTR had a large pre-trigger percent of the current levels were between 1
recording interval which frequently contained and 7.5 kA with a larger percentage of high
pulses too small to trigger the recorder, values occurring during intracloud flashes.
These pulses were included in the statistics Current derivatives ranged from 8.6x10

9 
A/s to

when they exceeded the noise level by a factor l.lxlO
I I 

A/s with an overall average of 3.7xi0
1 0

of two or more. It is significant that few A/s. The highest current occurred on a
pulse derivatives approached the upper levels pre-leader pulse while the highest current
reported in (4) for cloud discharges and return derivative occurred during an intracloud
strokes. The reason for this Is not known discharge.

since the wide range of thunderstorm distances The current levels are low compared to
and trigger levels involved in the 1981 return strokes but they are comparable to the
research flights should have assured the levels encountered by the WC-130 during two

acquisition of fields from a full range of direct strikes (1) and to the levels recorded
discharge amplitudes. Non-vertical channels during direct strikes to other research
may result in some underestimate of normalized aircraft (20,21). The current derivatives lie
values but the same effect would be experienced between return stroke levels measured during

in ground measurements. strikes to towers (22,23), and return stroke
PULSE CURRENT CHARACTERISTICS - Assuming levels inferred from ground-based electric %

that the current pulse that generates the field measurements (4).

fields travels with a constant current profile

and a constant velocity along a straight DISCHARGE LOCATIONS
vertical channel, and deleting image terms For 88% of the DTR recording intervals a
since they are retarded by a time greater than single reflection of the incident pulse was
the time to initial waveform peak, pulse received at the aircraft 1.1 to 32.4 ps later.

Currents are related to the normalized magnetic These pulses were reflected off the ground and
fields by: correspond to the image tern in the

electromagnetic field equations. Since the

propagation distances are longer for the image,
1(t) 

=
4 (t) (1) the reflection arrives at the aircraft at a

later time. A distinctive example is shown in

Figure 8. This group of pulses originated from
with the corresponding relationship: a storm cell about 13 km from the aircraft

during an intracloud discharge. The reflection

is clearly evident beginning at about 50 ps
d~t) -4 cD dH(t) (2) into the recording interval. Reflected pulses
dt v dt had generally the same waveshape as the initial

pulse although the risetimes were slightly

where I(t) is current, D Is the normalized slower and the amplitudes reduced. Some

distance, c is the speed of light, and v is the reflections were larger than the initial pulse,
velocity of current propagation (19). some were distorted and some were undetectable,

Using a current velocity of jxl08 m/s, an as would he expected for various channel
overall average current of 4.6 kA was found orientations and ground conditions.

with a range of 730 A to 26 kA. Eighty-five
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If aircraft altitude and discharge
distance are known, the discharge altitude can
be calculated from the difference in time of is-
arrival of the pulse and the reflection. For

an aircraft altitude Ha , and a discharge pulse G ROUND FLASH PULSE ATITUS .

at distance D and altitude Hd, the difference 14 ROM= VTS- ?.

in time of arrival At is:

At - (/(Hd+Ha)2+D2-v(HdHa)2 +D2)/c (3)6ii

This equation describes a hyperbola rotated 6

about an axis extending vertically from the
ground to the aircraft as shown in Figure 15. 4

Radar echoes from thunderstorm cells can be
projected on this surface to determine a range pfor D in equation 3 and thus provide an - _ _ _ _ _ u 4.

estimate of lightning pulse locations. For s s 4 6 5 1 1266 ,4 6
distant flashes, low altitude pulses, or very
close pulses, Hd varies little for a change in
D and therefore the altitude uncertainty s I-NTRCLCLC PULS MLT1T mS

small. For higher pulse altitudes the ?flO 0 EEP4TS 5n
uncertainty is greater. Relative amplitudes
and polarities of signals from the orthogonal "

6magnetic field loops and the rear electric
field sensor indicated quadrant and approximate
direction to lightning pulses, so that storm nf-
cells could be identified on radar displays. L
Evidence has shown that lightning tends to r -I

. occur in or near cores of high radar 0e@s 4M ss was Iss 12s 1455

reflectivity (24). Therefore, distances from PETERS

the aircraft to thunderstorm centers of high
reflectivity were used for D in equation 1. Fig. 16 - Histograms of pulse altitudes for

- Altitudes for 55 intracloud and 70 pre-leader intracloud and ground flash pulses
pulses were calculated and plotted as shown in
Figure 16.

A division is evident between the distribution for lightning altitudes has been
intracloud and pre-leader pulse altitudes, found in thunderstorms in Oklahoma and Virginia
Intracloud pulses are centered around an (25). Since most pulses for ground flashes
altitude of about 9 km while pre-leader pulses occurred near the beginning of the initial
are centered around 5.5 km, slightly above the leader electric field change, it is probable
0°C isotherm. This type of bimodal that these discharges at altitudes of 3 to 7 km

are related to the initiation of the leader.
Approximately 70% of the flashes with pulses

FttE wTITUfE occurring below 7 km developed into ground
K kLOoTERS) flashes. A similar discharge pattern was found

. 67 by Uman et al. (8) for VHF sources, with
4t 2ous initial sources beginning at 7 km and

propagating upwards and downwards for about 1
12 km before prcpagating towards ground.

From aircraft direct strike statistics it
Is- appears that most attachments tend to occur in

the lower discharge region at altitudes of 5 km
and below (26). On the other hand NASA has had

S success obtaining intentional strikes on a F106
research aircraft by operating in the upper

4 tdischarge region (27).
A change in Ats between pulses within a

2 t=2us DTR recording interval corresponds to a shift
0 in source location to adjacent hyperbolic

6 6 1 is 's A 2 3b 5 surfaces. If successive pulses are related,
CbST0CI.tKIuflTER) this implies discharge propagation. Although

the actual pulses may occur anywhere within the
Fig. 15 - Hyperbolic curves of possible pulse projection of the radar echoes on the

Saltitudes and distances for an aircraft hyperbolic surface or even outside this region
altitude of 5.2 km and could propagate a considerable distance
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with little change in At along the surface,
some assumptions can be made regarding channel TflCM
geometry to give insight into discharge S

- propagations. The lower limit in propagation 01
distance would be the shortest line between a
given pulse location and the adjacent MGM

hyperbolic surface defined by At for the
succeeding pulse. The maximum propagation%
distance over a given interval is limited by
the propagation velocity.

Changes in Ats for related sequential r
pulses were less than I Ps for the majority of
164 us records. This is a strong indication
that the pulses were from a localized region of
breakdown. Only five records showed Ats ...
separated by more than I Vs. Fourteen records
showed three or more pulses with measureable

,. reflection times and estimated distances. From
this limited sample we made some observations
regarding possible breakdown patterns.

Four patterns emerged from the time
sequences of the pulse Ats. Several pulse
groups showed no change in At for successive
pulses. This would imply a stationary
breakdown region or as noted above it may only Fig. 17 - Electric field of a cloud-to-ground
mean that the pulses did not depart from a flash with a DTR trigger at the beginning of
given hyperbolic surtace. Some records showed the stepped leader
pulses with a given At followed by pulses with
higher and lower Ats. This could be

. interpreted as a bidirectional lengthening of flash with the electric field system saturating
the channel in a horizontal or vertical shortly after the second return stroke. An
direction beginning at the initial pulse expanded plot of the DTR trigger and analog
location. Other records showed a progressive electromagnetic fields showed a DTR acquisition
decrease or increase in At followed by an at the beginning of the initial leader electric
intermediate At. An intermediate At could be field change on some large magnetic field
caused by a change in the direction of channel pulses. The wide-bandwidth DTR magnetic field
propagation or by a branch from an intermediate data is shown in Figure 18. By expanding
position. The fourth pattern consisted of portions of the DTR waveform it was determined
several stationary pulses at one position that pulses I through 7 were initially incident
followed by breakdown several hundred meters and that pulses IR through 6R were ground
away propagating towards the first position. reflections. Equation 3 was applied to
There is not enough information available to estimate pulse locations with the results used
resolve the ambiguities in these patterns, in equation 1 to infer current characteristics.
They do suggest several possibilities as to how The pulses at I in Figure 19 were on the order
breakdown may develop however, of 2 to 3 kA and appeared to be stationary at

If the channels are assumed to be an altitude of 4.6 km. The large pulse at 63 us
vertical, most pulses are found to be separated (number 2) initiated a downward propagation
by distances of about 50 to 200 meters. The from an altitude of about 8 km that reached 7.5
resulting propagation rates range from 8xl0 5  km by pulse 6 in steps of 60 to 180 meters.
m/s to 4.7x10 7 m/s which are comparable to the The average downward velocity was 5.3x10 6 m/s.
rates found using other techniques (27,28). The large pulses at 63, 101 and 109 us (numbers
The assumption of a vertical channel is 2, 4 and 5) inditated currents of 26 kA, 5.3 kA
reasonable for most breakdown directly and 6.2 kA, respectively.
preceding the stepped leader but less valid for
intracloud discharges. The recording system is CONCLUSIONS
likely to favor vertical discharges however, We have presented characteristics of
since the aircraft sensors responded to discharge processes that occurred during
vertical electric fields and horizontal intracloud flashes and that preceded the
magnetic fields. Distant horizontal discharges stepped leader of ground flashes. The
would not produce strong field components in discharge- appeared to develop in steps of
the directions required to trigger the DTR. around 50 to 200 meters, at time intervals of 1

One interesting example highlights some of to 93 ps, and to propagate at velocities of
the results. The aircraft was operating 13 km 8x10 5 to 5x10 7 m/s. Two regions of breakdown
from the center of a small isolated were found. Most intracloud discharges
thunderstorm about 4 km across when the occurred in the upper part of thunderclouds at
electric field shown in Figure 17 was recorded, altitudes of 7 to 13 km. Other discharges
The field pattern indicated a cloud-to-ground occurred in lower cloud regions centered around
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Fig. 18 - Magnetic field pulses recorded at the start of the leader for the flash shown in Figure 17

5 km. Discharges occurring below 7 km usually but the results are reasonable and provide a

led to the development of a ground flash, step to step indication of discharge

The discharge steps radiated bipolar propagation. We hope to apply the technique to
magnetic field pulses with risetimes of 50 to records of more complex breakdown such as
200 ns and pulse widths of 100 ns to 3 vs. regular intracloud pulse sequences and stepped
Currents inferred from the magnetic fields leaders. Further useful data may also be found
averaged 4.6 kA and current rates-of-rise in the continuous analog field record,
averaged 3.7xI0 A/S. The largest current and expanding the time interval over which
current rate-of-change inferred were 26 kA and locations can be determined.
1.1x10 1 1  A/S.
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l.' ANALYSIS OF LIGHTNING CURRENT MEASUREMENTS

P. L. Rustan
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, AFWAL/FIESL, Ohio 45433

P. R. Axup
Air Force Institute of Technology, AFIT/ENG, Ohio 45433

The effect of towers on current measurements of lightning has been determined.
Specifically, the effect of tower height, surge impedance, series resistance and footing
resistance on return stroke current measurements were analyzed. Additionally, the effects
of the current sensor location were determined. Currents were estimated using the double
exponential return stroke model, Lin's breakdown current model, Little's lumped parameter
ladder network model, and Strawe's non-linear tzansmission line model. The tower was
modeled as a finite element transmission line. The results were then compared with three
sets of data; Berger's measurements near the top of a 70 m tower, Garbagnati's
measurements at the top of a 40 m tower, and Eriksson's measurements at the bottom of a
60 m tower.

The results show that the frequency response of the current in the channel and the
tower height are the key parameters to determine the number of lumped elements in the
transmission line model. Tower surge impedance and tower series resistance have
negligible effect on current levels and rate of rise of the current. Tower footing
resistance has a pronounced effect on both the current levels and the rate of rise. The
results also show that the location of the current sensor has a significant effect on
current level but less effect on rate of rise.

INTRODUCTION problem of introducing error when making
With the increased use of non-metallic measurements. The tower introduces a

materials in the construction of aircraft measurement error. In this paper, the
skins and airframes, the protection pre- measurement error introduced by having the
viously provided by metal skins against tower in tt.- retura stroke channel is calcu-
lightning has been significantly reduced. lated by using the following procedure:
Additionally, aircraft now contain more low (a) Comparison of published return-stroke
voltage, integrated circuit equipment, both lightning channels including Cianos and ?.
for use in the mission, and for operation of Pierce (1972), Lin (1978), Little (1978), and
the aircraft itself. This low voltage, high Strawe (1982); (b) Modeling the tower as a
speed equipment is susceptible to electro- lumped element transmission line; and
magnetic interference because electromagnetic (c) Comparison of the results of t iminating
coupling from lightning can easily generate the lightning channel in a lumped trans-
transient voltages comparable to the signal mission line (tower) versus terminating in a
voltages. Thus, these new aircraft designs 100 ohms resistance (flat ground).
appear to be more susceptible to damage from
lightning direct attachments which can RETURN STROKE MODELS
explode fuel tanks and destroy or temporarily Four lightning return stroke models were
disable flight critical avionics systems. reviewed to consider their effects in the
Furthermore, these new designs are more tower model. These models are the
susceptible to nearby flashes. Cianos-Pierce version of the Bruce-Golde

For these reasons, the United States Air (1941) lightning current, the Lin's breakdown
Force (USAF) has an increased interest in pulse current, the Little's transmission line
understanding lightning. A well defined channel, and the Strawe's non-linear trans-
description of the lightning threat is needed mission line.
so that aircraft can be properly designed to Transmission line engineers model .

withstand this threat. current as a double exponential of the form
Current lightning threat definitions are -bt) b

based on return stroke tower current measure- I - 10 (eat - ebt (1)
ments performed primarily by Berger (1975) in
Switzerland, Garbagnati (1982) in Italy, and This waveform was used for the current In the
EriksFon (1978) in South Africa. The return channel with the Cianos and Pierce (1972)

4stroke lightning current as measured on the values of a = 1.7 x 10 /sec and b 3.5 x
tower is assumed to be the same as the 10 /sec.
incident current in the channel when light-
ning strikes the ground. Anyone who has

worked in a laboratory is familiar with the
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Lin (1980) modeled the return stroke time needed for a pulse to propagate along
current in the channel as consisting of three the length of the tower must be small when
terms, the continuous current, the breakdown compared with the risetime of the current
pulse, and the corona current. Only the pulse being measured. Towers used for
breakdown pulse has sufficient high frequency lightning current measurements are about 50m in
to be used in the calculation of the peak height, using a propagation velocity of .7c,
value of the current and the rate of rise of the required transient time is on the the
the current. The average breakdown pulse order of a quarter of a microsecond. The
used by Lin (1980) is shown in Figure 1. average risetime of the fields produced by
This breakdown current and the Cianos and lightning return strokes has been measured %
Pierce current in equation (1) were used to from a tenth of a microsecond (Krider and
make the Norton equivalent circuit of the Weidman, 1983) to several microseconds
return stroke channel as shown in Figure 2. (Fisher and Uman, 1972). Thus, towers used

to measure lightning currents cannot be
properly modeled as a single lumped element

20 and a transmission line model must be used.
I Figure 3 shows a four section transmission

10 line representation of a tower.

R 
Rt Rt Lt Rt Lt R t  tt  At 1

1 6 4 5.8 8 12 1

time (., s) - Ct C~ RrC '-C
Figure 1. Lin's Breakdown Pulse Current ,.I

A'4'

Figure 3. Transmission Line Model for Tower
I R

Assuming no leakage conductance and
negligible tower resistance, the tower surge
impedance is

Figure 2. Norton Equivalent Circuit of the Zt - 7I (2)
Returnetoe hne
Return Stroke Channel Using a typical velocity of .7c

(Sargent, 1969)
Little (1978) used a lumped parameter

ladder network to model the lightning return v- (3)
stroke channel. The inductances and capaci- ,/'T
tances were chosen to meet the physical where the values of L and C can be calculated
characteristics of the channel. The basic for a given impedance. A surge impedance,
channel consisted of nine cascaded sections. Zt , of 130 ohms was estimated based on the
With an assumed channel length of 3 km, this empirical equations found in the literature
model has a cutoff frequency of 90 kHz. (Sargent, 1969). 7Solving (2) and_)
Although this model produces rates of rise yields L-6.2 x 10 H and C-3.7 x 10 F.
that are in the top 10 percentile of measured The number of sections needed to represent
subsequent return strokes, these rates are the transmission line depends primarily on
produced by selected circuit values; they are the value of L and C selected and the cutoff
not due to an accurate model of the channel, frequency of the current in the lightning

Strawe (1982) modeled the return stroke channel (Johnson, 1950). The cutoff
lightning current by using a transmission frequency of the lightning channel was chosen
line with non-linear resistance elements, as 5 MHz based on reported data (Wiedman et
The version of the model used consisted of al,1981) which indicates that the frequency
150 sections and has a cutoff frequency near content of lghtning falls off as 1/f Petween

100 MHz. 10 gnd 5xlO Hz and falls off as 1/f above
5x10 Hz. The number of sections per meter,

TOWER MODEL n, can be calculated from equation (4),
A tower can be modeled by using circuit (Johnson, 1950) as,

elements, either as a lumped element or as a
transmission line. For a single lumped n- i f /LC (4)
element model to be adequate, the transient c

n- iT5 x 106 /(6.2x10 )(3.7xO -l )

n- .075
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With these conditions a four section trains- Eriksson, the following values were obtained.
mission line will adequately represent a Berger's tower surge impedance fell between
tower height of 53.3 meters. 78 and 347 ohms, Garbagnati's tower surge

As a check of the validity of using four impedance fell between 95 and 148 ohms and
elements in the tower model, the sensitivity Eriksson's tower surge impedance fell between
of the various parameters (peak current, 283 and 345 ohms. Table 1 shows the result
maximum rate of rise, and time to peak of a Princeton Circuit Analysis Program
current) were measured both at the top and at (PCAP) model varying the surge impedance
the bottom of the tower. The rate of rise at between 30 and 500 ohms. The rate of rise of
the bottom of the tower was determined to be the current at the bottom of the channel, the%
the most sensitive parameter. Figure 4 shows most sensitive parameter, remains nearly
a plot of the rate of rise at the bottom of constant for surge impedances between 80 and
the tower versus the number of sections in 250 ohms. An 8% variation in the rate of
the tower. The model with four sections rise of the current at the bottom of the
gives 94% of the rate of rise found for 10 tower was calculated for a 500 ohms surge

*sections. In addition to the surge impedance impedance. For the range between 78 and 345
%and the propagation velocity of the current ohms the maximum error is lc -s than 4%.

along the tower, the tower resistance and the Therefore, a fixed value of Zt=130 ohms was
footing resistance of the tower must be chosen to model the tower.
included in the tower modeling.

Z t Top of Tower Bottom of Tower

0 kA l's kA/ps kA tis kA/iis

4830 59 3.0 55 60 3.1 64

'- 80 59 3.0 55 60 3.1 67

W0130 59 3.0 54 60 3.1 67

o250 58 3.1 53 60 3.1 66

40500 58 3.1 51 60 3.1 62
X~ AI

Table 1. Varying Surge Impedance
Result of a PCAP Analysis using a

Figure 4. Sections required in the Model Little's Channel Model with a four
section tower, Rf= 10 and Rt= .25.

All the three towers were designed to be f
good conductors. Assuming jhe conducting
path to ground7 is only 1 cm for a steel The propagation velocity of the current
tower (p-lxlO ohm meter), a tower height of along the height of the tower is expected to

*50 m has a resistance, R t, of only 0.05 ohms, be between 0.7 and 0.8 times the speed of
A value of one ohm was chosen as the tower lgt(agn,16;Kwi 94.APA
resistance which corresponds to about 2x10 model was used to determine the effect of 0.7
ohm/meter. A sensitivity analysis was and 0.8c on the current and the rate of rise
performed to determine teeffect of a of the current at the top and at the bottom
variable tower resistance on the rate of of the tower. All the parameters remain
rise of the current at the bottom of the constant for both propagation velocities
tower. For tower resistances between .0025 except the rate of rise of the current at the
and 2.5 ohms the rate of rise does not vary bottom of the tower which increased by 9% for
more than one percent. the higher propagation velocity. A propa-

Researchers have measured and calculated gation velocity of 0.7c was used for the
the surge impedance used for power trans- tower model.
mission line towers (Jordan, 1934; Sargent, The transmission line model of the tower
1969). Sargent (1969) addressed the many must be terminated on the resistance mismatch
analytical equations used to determine surge between the tower and the earth. This
impedances. His work indicated that calcu- termination resistance is known as the -

lated values for typical towers range from 80 footing resistance of the tower (Lewis, 1941;
to 500 ohms, and measured values range from Whitehead, 1942; Vainer, 1966; Gupta, 1978).
80 to 350 ohms with a most likely value Table 2 shows the results of a PCAP analysis
between 100 and 150 ohms. When the analy- using Little's current model, a four section
tical equations of the tower surge impedance transmission line model of the tower and
were applied to the towers used to obtain footing resistance between I and 250 ohms.
lightning :urrents by Berger, Garbagnati, and For lower footing resistances, the peak
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current and the maximum rate of rise are TESTING THE RETURN STROKE TOWER MODEL
lower at the top of the tower than at the
bottom of the tower. For higher footing A Norton equivalent circuit was used to

resistances, the opposite is true. The model the return stroke channel for the
crossover occurs near 130 ohms which is the Cianos-Pierce's double exponential current

• surge impedance of the tower, and for the Lin's breakdown triangular
current. Estimates of the return stroke
channel impedance range from 200 to 1500

Rf Top of Tower Bottom of Tower ohms. Since 500 ohms is the most commonly
" A/ ~used value in the study of power line

Q_ kA___________ kA_ us______protection to a lightning discharge (Jordan,

1934; Bewley, 1951), it was used in the
1 59 3.0 54 61 3.0 69 Norton equivalent circuit. A PCAP analysis

was performed to determine the effect of
10 59 3.0 54 60 3.1 67 terminating the Norton equivalent circuit in

the four sections lumped element model in
. 30 58 3.0 54 59 3.1 64 figure 3. These results were compared with

those obtained by terminating the circuit
50 57 3.0 53 58 3.1 61 with a ground resistance. The impedance the

ground presents to the return stroke is not
90 55 3.0 53 56 3.2 56 well known. Prinz (1977) used the range from

10 to 100 ohms depending on the ground
150 54 3.0 52 53 3.2 49 conditions at the time of the strike. A

termination resistance of 100 ohms was
250 51 3.0 52 49 3.3 40 selected to be consistent with previous work

(Little, 1978).

Table 2. Varying Footing Resistance The Little and Strawe return stroke
Result of a PCAP Analysis using a Little's models use ladder networks and charged
Channel Model with a four section tower, capacitors to simulate the channel and can be
Rt=0.25, Zt=130, and v=2.1xl0 8 m/s. electrically connected to the transmission

line representation of the tower in figure 3.
These results were compared to those obtained

The grounding system used by Garbagnati when representing the tower by using a ground
consisted of four driven rods (1.5 to 2 resistance. Variations of the ground
meters long) and a sub-surface mesh. The resistance between 10 and 100 ohms produced
impedance (measured at 100 Hz) was between 50 less than a 2% variation in the rate of rise
and 100 ohms, and slightly higher in the of the current in the channel.
summer (Garbagnati, 1983). From the measured Table 3 shows the actual current, the
values at 100 Hz, the lower footing resis- risetime and the rate of rise of the current
tance was estimated between 4 ohms [50 ohms x obtained for the four return stroke models
0.4 (grounding rod factor) x 0.2 (mesh (towerless termination) when connected to a
factor)] and 50 ohms [100 ohms x 0.6 ground resistance of 100 ohms. These four
(grounding rod factor) x 1 (mesh factor)]. models produce peak currentsbetween 12 and 55
Similarly, Berger's tower grounding system kA. Researchers interested in lightning
consisted of a crow's foot counterpoise with protection of transmission lines over the
a low frequency impedance of 30 ohms (Berger, last 30 years have primarily used the result
1983). Berger's tower footing resistance was of the AIEE Committee Report, 1950 on
calculated to be between 3 and 18 ohms. frequency distribution of current amplitudes.
Eriksson measured the footing resistance of
his tower under surge conditions to be 20 and Channel Model At ground, R (100 ohms)
50 ohms (Eriksson, 1983). g

The three research towers' footing
resistance fall in the range from 10 to 50 kA Ws kA/hs
ohms. Table 2 shows that over the range from
10 to 50 ohms the largest variation was 9% on Little 55 3.0 53

*the rate of rise of the current at the bottom
of the tower. Therefore, to simplify the work Strawe 12 0.35 164
a representative tower model was selected as
standard for all three towers. The actual bin 17 1.6 10
circuit values used for each section of the
four lumped elements were R O0. 2 5 ._phm, Cianos-Pierce 16 1.6 53
Lt7.74 x 10 henry, C -4.58 x 10 farad

and the footing resistance, Rf, was 10 ohms. Table 3. Towerless Termination
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From the previous report, the probability of The footing resistance of the tower was
exceeding peak currents of 12, 16 and 55 kA chosen as 10 ohms. This is the most critical
are 60%, 50% and 7%, respectively. Since the parameter in determining the effects of the
return stroke models analyzed are based on tower on the current measurements. Figures
different physical configurations, they 5(a) and (b) show the effect of the peak
produce a variety of currents levels, current and rate of rise as the footing

A basic analysis of current reflection resistance increases. The measurements taken
in a transmission line can provide an inter- on top of the tower are not as sensitive to

* pretation of the effect of the tower in the variations on the footing resistance as the
channel. The tower is a transmission line current on the bottom of the tower.
with a footing resistance less than the
impedance of the transmission line. The low "
footing resistance produces a negative
voltage reflection at the bottom of the
tower, but a positive current reflection
which adds to the incident current at the
bottom of the tower. When the reflected wave
gets back to the top of the tower, it will be -40"
reflected negatively, because the channel .

impedance is larger than the tower surge ..

impedance. This negative reflection
subtracts from the incident wave. Hence, C

after the first two reflections, the current 1S

and rate of rise are larger at the bottom of
the tower than at the top. 11 11111 I13 1111111 10• .1l11#4

Table 4 shows the effect of the four Reh.l,)

lightning return stroke models when a four (a)

section transmission line is introduced to -
model the tower effects. Regardless of the
model, the peak current of the lightning
channel incident to a flat ground with 100
ohms resistance is between 0.84 and 0.93 of

the value obtained at the top of the tower.
The ratio of the average rate of rise of the
current at the top of the tower to the rate 0
of rise of the current on the ground ranges
between .71 and 1.15 for the four models .er.1h- .

tested in this work. As shown in Table 4 the * 11th -1.-..

effect is more pronounced at the bottom of
the tower where the average values of the
actual lightning current and the rate of rise_ %
incident on a flat ground with 100 ohms MTII 1

resistance are about 0.76 of the value (b) iohm)

measured on the tower. Figure 5. Analysis of a four section tower

Channel Model Top of Tower Bottom of Tower using Little's channel model Zt130 ohms,
v=0.7C,Rt=.25 ohms. (a) Peak current vs

Current di/dt Current di/dt footing resistance. (b) Maximum rate of rise

vs footing resistance.

Little 0.93 0.98 0.92 0.79
Table 5(a) shows the actual average

Lin 0.89 0.71 0.81 0.50 values of peak current and rate of rise of
the current reported by Berger, 1975;

Cianos-Pierce 0.84 1.15 0.73 0.65 Garbagnati, 1982; and Eriksson, 1978. Table
5(b) shows the same results once the tower

Strawe 0.86 1.04 0.55 0.34 effects have been removed. The normalized
(20 sections) results in Table 5(b) for Garbagnati's and

Berger's measurements include the fact that
Average 3.88 .97 0.76 .62 their measurements were taken near the tops

of their towers (Berger, 1965, 1975;
Standard Deviation 0.03 .19 0.13 .13 Garbagnati, 1982) whereas Eriksson s measure-

ments were made at the bottom of the tower.

Table 4. Ratio of actual values to
tower values
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First Stroke Subsequent Stroke

Researcher Peak Current Maximum di/dt Peak Current Maximum di/dt

N IA a N kA/s a N kA a N kA/ps a

Berger (1975) 101 30 .23 92 12 .24 135 12 .25 122 40 .31

Garbagnati (1982) 42 32 .25 42 13 .36 33 17 .22 33 31 .39 ro

Eriksson (1978) 1 41 .31 - . . . . .. ..-. -

Amount largest

exceeds smallest 37% 8% 42% 29%

(Median Values for Negative Strokes)

Notes: -. N is the number of data points.
2. a is the standard deviation of the log of the quantity. All three

researchers have found that the data fall in a log-normal distribution.

3. Berger and Garbagnati did not provide a . a was calculated by assuming

a log-normal disbribution and calculating a from the 5th and 50th percentiles,
and averaging that with the a from the 50th and 95th percentiles.

Table 5(a). Return Stroke Characteristics

First Stroke Subsequent Stroke

Researcher Peak Current Maximum di/dt Peak Current Maximum di/dt

N kA a N kA/js C N kA a N kA/Ns a

Berger 101 26 .23 92 14 .23 135 11 .25 122 46 .31

Garbagnati 42 28 .25 42 15 .36 33 15 .22 33 36 .38

Eriksson 11 31 .31 . - -..-- -

Amount largest

exceeds smallest 237 9% 50 31%

Berger's and Garbagnati's data normalized with the factor for the top of
the tower. Eriksson's data normalized with the far tor for the lottom of
the tower.

Table 5(h). Normalized Return ,troke Chara tor istirs

CONCLUDING REMARKS current should be multiplied by 0.88 and
A sunmary of the lightning current 1.16, respectivelv, to exclude the tower

measurements performed in instrumented towers effects. Friksson's peak current and rate of

by Berger, Garbagnati and Eriksson was rise of the current data which were obtained
presented. Four return stroke models and a near the bottom of the tower should be
transmission line tower model were used to multiplied by about 0.76 to exclude the tower
determine the effect of the tower on the effects. Therefore, It appears that the

current measurements. The results indicate tower data must be scaled by these
that for Berger's and Garbagnati's data which appropriate constants prior to threat

were obtained near the top of the tower, the analysis.

peak current and the rate of rise of the
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PROTECTION OF AIRCRAFT AGAINST STATIC ELECTRICITY
AND CHARGE ACCUMULATION EFFECTS

Jean Pierre Simi, Member of BNA6 Working Group 58
Cables de Lyon, Bezons, France

Michel Dill. Coordinator of BNA6 Working Group 58
Centre d'Essais A~ronautique de Toulouse, Toulouse, France

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the works conducted by the French Bureau de Normalisation

de l'Aironautique (BNAf: Aeronautics Standardization Bureau).
This organization, supported by the Direction Technique des Constructions

Afronautiques (DTCA: Technical Authority for the Aeronautics Industry), a military
organization, includes all the French airframe manufacturers as well as the
associated equipment manufacturers.

The BNAg is organized in working groups, including working group
specialized in problems of electromagnetic compatibility regarding aircraft, in
particular interference-creating phenomena such as lightning and electrostatic
charges.

In June 1984, this working group issued Recommendations RE.Afro 702 50,

discussed herein. These Recommendations concern the interference phenomena and the
ways of hardening aircraft against them.

The other works conducted by the group are also discussed in the paper.

W(*) orking Group "58" is connected with "Integration and Systems Dept." presided over by
Mr MOUFFOCK, S.T.T.E., since its creation in 1978.
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INTRODUCTION cations and Aeronautical Equipment) decided on '_.

THE USE OF MODERN TECHNOLOGY, both for a flight test program with the following main
airframes and for equipment, has increased the objectives:
susceptibility of aircraft to atmospheric - improved definition of lightning currents
electricity, making it vital to protect them - characterization of the environment to
against phenoment such as lightning and static which the equipment is subjected (voltage
electricity, surges, electromagnetic field, etc.)

This paper describes some of the actions - determination of the effect of shielding on

undertaken in France as concerns both recom- various aeronautical materials
mendations and research and testing in order - study of the mechanisms generating voltage
to develop protections and improve their surges, etc.
efficiency. The program was initiated in 1975 and the

The manufacturer's representatives par- first flight tests were conducted in 1978 with
ticipating in the programs mentioned have the participation of the Socift& d'Etudes et
contributed to the paper. de Fabrications des Techniques industrielles

Modernes (SEFTIM: Modern Industrial Technique
BNA4 AND WORKING GROUP 58 Design and Manufacturing Company) and agencies

The Bureau de Normalisation A~ronautique of the DTCA (AIA-CF: Atelier Industriel de
(BNA&: Aeronautics Standards Bureau) created l'Agronautique de Clermont-Ferrand (Industrial

Working Group 58 (GT58) specialized in atmo- Aeronautics Laboratory of Clermont-Ferrand),
spheric electricity. CEV: Centre d'Essais en Vol (Flight Test

This working group includes representa- Center) and CEAT). The ONERA (Office National

tives from government agencies, supervisory d'Etudes et de Recherches A6rospatiales--
organizations, airframe and equipment manufac- National R&D Bureau) has participated in the
turers in the aeronautics and related fields, tests since the 1980 campaign by conducting -

concerned by the problems of lightning and the wide bandwidth electromagnetic measure-
electrostatic charges. ments and the electrostatic measurements.

The group provides the opportunity to Considering the particular character of
discuss these problems as they are experienced the tests, it was necessary for the aircraft
in France and has been assigned the task of used as support to comply with safety require-
reviewing and generating comments on foreign ments, to provide maximum facilities for
and international regulatory or standard- installation of measuring equipment and to
ization documents in the aeronautics field, have a flight envelope suitable for lightning

Another task of GT58 is to draft recom- testing.
mendations for the aerospace industry. Two The choice was therefore settled on the
recommendations have already been issued. TRANSALL C 160-04 aircraft provided for

The first (RE.A~ro 702.50 - "Protection testing by the CEV and illustrated in Fig. 1.
of Aircraft against the Effects of Atmospheric
Electricity - Lightning and Electrostatic
Charges", January 1984) is addressed in
particular to design and engineering offices.
It briefly describes the phenomena producing
interference and details the concepts and
means of protection which can be adopted.
This recommendation is summarized in appendix
and 50 copies of the recommendation are

* available for the participants in the confer-
ence.

The second recommendation (RE.A~ro

702.51, "Protection of Aircraft against the
Effects of Atmospheric Electricity, Validation
Tests, Project No. 3", January 1984) concerns
testing. The test methods are now con-
ventional. They are designed to verify and I
qualify the protection of an aircraft against
the effects of lightning and static electri-
city.

THE TRANSALL 04 LIGHTNING PROTECTION PROGRAM
To be able to write recommendations and

standards, it is necessary to know the real , -. - , &_l ",
levels in order to suitably size the protec-
tions.

The Technical Departments of the DTCA Fig. I - TRANSALL 04
(STTE: Technical Department for Telecommuni-

In addition to the parameters specific to
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the aircraft (speed, angle of attack, engine During the test campaigns (19 in '78, 11
rpm, altitude, etc.) measured by the CEV using in '80 and 6 in '81), 36 lightning strikes

* conventional means, the aircraft was equipped were experienced in flight during the 47
with special instrumentation for measurement flight hours under stormy conditions. Not all
of lightning parameters such as: the strikes produced useful records. In some
- lightning current cases the acquisition was not completed, in
- magnetic field others the levels collected were below the
- voltage surges on equipment and aircraft sensor and system sensitivities and in still

*power systems others, the lightning struck the airfoil, P
- skin currents whose span is virtually equal to the length of r1

* - electrostatic measurements the aircraft. 5

- lightning sensor Only a cursory analysis of the records
- electromagnetic measurements was made, with a narrow bandwidth, thereby

The general principle, tested in 1978 and losing the benefit of the wide bandwidth
finally settled on in the 1980 campaign, afforded by the airborne instrumentation.

Wconsists of using optical systems to transmit In June and July 1984, the Transall 04 is
the essential inputs to the electronic acqui- scheduled to participate in the LAN~DES 84

*sition equipment located inside a shielded campaign including both experiments on atmo-
*frame. spheric physics (DRET) and the normal light-

ning testing of the aircraft (DTCA).
Subject to favorable meteorological

conditions, this campaign should provide new
knowledge on aircraft lightning strikes.

BEHAVIOR OF A CARBON AIRFOIL IN LIGHTNING
Lightning tests were carried out in the

framework of an evaluation program on an
experimental composite carbon-resin airfoil
including:

I % a carbon box structure containing the
kerosene

- metal moving parts on the leading edge and
trailing edge

- metal stabilizers on the wing tips.
The testing on this airfoil includes the
evaluation of the behavior in lightning,
conducted in two stages:
1. Determination and testing of representative
specimens of the various sections of airfoil.
2. Full-scale testing on a carbon wing box
structure equipped with the metal parts used
in flight.

The first stage of testing showed that
lightning was not likely to substantially
affect the mechanical strength of the struc-
tures. However, at the level of severity
considered, sparking in the wing box structure
is a non-negligible hazard.

The second stage of testing on one wing
is designed to validate the working hypotheses

Fig. 2 -Example of video (forward rod) and demonstrate satisfactory behavior in
lightning of this carbon airfoil as concerns:

Four test Lampaigns have already taken -direct effects: impact of lightning,
place. Each, with a duration of three to five lightning current transfer, problems of

*months, includes a large anount of ground sparking, and
preparation work (integration of equipment, -indirect effects, in particular the vol-
calibration, shock current testing) in addi- tages induced in the electric cables when
tion to the actual flight testing. the aircraft is struck by lightning.

The special equipment has undergone The following tests are to be conducted
considerable changes during these campaigns, during this second stage of testing:
with the goal of optimizing the test facil- -low level DC testing in continuous and
ities to the purpose to be accomplished and pulse mode to determine the distribution of
adapting the instrumentation to the con- currents in the airfoil and the voltages
straints (bandwidth, environment, etc.) by the induced in the wiring (breakdown by indir-
use of state-of-the-art equipment and by ect effect)

correcting any flaws observed.
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- a sparking test by injection of high level The analysis being performed on the
current, flight and ground test results is complicated .

by:
THE ALOUETTE III PROGRAM - the flight limits of the helicopter which

The particular electrostatic behavior of made it impossible to achieve severe charge
helicopters arising from their aerodynamic conditions
structure, their capability to hover and their - the particularly high discharge effect of ON

rotating airfoil pose problems in providing the main rotor.
protection against the effects of the electro- These two points result in signals at ..-

static charge by conventional means, levels so low that analysis is difficult.
The STTE therefore requested the CEV, The helicopter was not available for more

SEFTIM and the CEAT to conduct a test program complete investigations. However, on the
as an initial approach to the phenomena and basis of the initial results, continuation of
the techniques to be implemented, the program appears justified after redefining

p

Fig. 3 - Alouette III ground testing

An Alouette III of the CEV (Fig. 3) was the characteristics of the test and measuring
therefore equipped with the facilities corre- equipment as well as finding a more suitable
sponding to the problems to be investigated: helicopter.
- a high voltage power supply (50 kV) which

could be connected either to a discharger ANALYSIS OF THE BEHAVIOR OF PASSIVE
located in the gas jet of the turbine or to DISCHARGERS IN THE PRESENCE OF WIND
a winc. thereby allowing the helicopter The numerous wind tunnels tests conducted
potential to be determined by an opposition have demonstrated the effect of relative wind
method on operation of passive dischargers.

- a set of six passive dischargers located on The tests described below were conducted
the airframe and instrumentation to measure in a supersonic wind tunnel on various types
the currents leaked off of commonly used passive dischargers as well

- an instrument to measure the as on a prototype SEFTIM discharger, illus-
electromagnetic interference (radiocompass trated in Fig. 4, whose performance it was
AGC) attempted to improve by putting to use the

- a radio altimeter. effects due to the wind.
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Table I shows the results obtained for a

commonly used discharger (type 1) and for the
prototype SEFTIM discharger (type 2).

The table shows the considerable influ-
ence of wind speed in improving the charac-
teristics of the dischargers. This improve-

ment is particularly noticeable on the dis-
charger design taking this effect into ac-
count.

The protection of aircraft equipped with
such specially designed dischargers is thus
enhanced.

THE METEOR PROGRAM

Several earlier papers reported on the
first Meteor test program, sponsored by the
Engineering Agency of the DTCA and conducted
by the ONERA, SNIAS, CEV and CEAT. Figure 5

shows ground testing of the Meteor.
The CEV, SEFTIM and CEAT were requested -

by the STTE to conduct a second program using
this aircraft and the facilities with which it
is already equipped to investigate two pheno-

Fig. 4 - SEFTIM discharger mena related to electric charges in aircraft,
with consequences which can be crucial as

The discharger under test is mounted on regards their protection:
an insulating bracket located in the - electromagnetic interference generated by
airstream. A potential adjustable between 0 charges circulating in the boundary layer

and 60 kV is applied to a flat metal plate - existence of heterogenous space charges.
perpendicular to the direction of the wind, One of the goals of the tests conducted
located approximately 20 cm behind the tips of in the framework of the Meteor program is to
the discharger. The tests were conducted for analyze whether charges created by

speeds between Mach 0 and Mach 2 and the triboelectric effect circulate in the boundary
current discharge according to the potential layers and generate electromagnetic interfer-
applied and the Mach number was measured. ence on antennas located within such charged

boundary layers.

Type 1 Discharger Type 2 Discharger

Mach Arcing Current Discharged (pA) Arcing Current Discharged (pA)
No. Threshold Threshold

(kV) at at at at (kV) at at at at
1OkV 20kV 30kV 50kV 1OkV 20kV 30kV 50kV

0 13 0 0.3 1 4 13.5 0 0.45 1.3 5

0.3 11.5 0 3.8 11 28 1.6 6.5 13.5 22 50

0.5 11 0 6.5 18.5 40.5 5.2 6 19 33 77

0.7 10.5 0 6.5 13 - 1.5 13.5 28 48 -

0.9 10 3.4 22 - 3.6 6.2 21 51 -

1.041 9 0.85 10 71 - 1.2 9.8 37 133 -

1.53 7 0.09 65 - - < 1 41 165 -

1.95 2 40 - - - < 1 85 - - -
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*°" Fig. 5 - Meteor ground testing -

,"For this investigation, two radiocompass APPENDIX
'" loop antennas were installed on the Meteor (Excerpt of Recommendation RE.A~ro 702 50)

aircraft, the first in tihe impact zone forward
of the radome and tire second in the sheltered 0 FOREWORD
zone behind the cockpit. During the tests the This recommendation, issued by Working -

a.electromagnetic interference collected by the Group GTS8, "Lightning and Electrostatic
*two antennas will be compared on two receivers Charges", reporting to the Branch Coimnission,

4tuned to the same frequency (a few hundred "Aerodynes and Propulsion Systems", has
kHz) to investigate whether circulating benefited from the experience of representa-
charges actually exist in the boundary layers, tives of:
generating electromagnetic interference. If - Government Inspection Agencies for the
this proves to be true, it wilt be necessary Aeronautic Industry

-to conclude that existing protection is - the design and quality control departments
*relatively insufficient in this respect. of the main aeronautical manufacturers

*The second investigation c,,ncerns space - equipment manufacturers
charges, whose existence was obsered during - the air] ines.flight testing where large amplitude

*variations in the amounlt at currant discharged I OBJFCTTVE
-by two given disohargers were obhserved arid, in This recommendation Is aimed at answering
*the most extreme cases, the charges were the need for more efficient protection of
-observed to be of eppesito, pioarty, aircraft and iirorne equipment agaiust the

In order teoa n~l,,se hits phenomenon mere effects of atmospheric electricity, required
*accurately, it is planned. iin tuc framework of due to the use of aw structural materialsthe Meteor progran, ts record the currents (composites) and mere sopisticated equipment,

F discharged by rue piv s iv di schirgers coven- also more sensiPtivI to electvorgnetic inter-
tionatly located on the trtJig edge and also ference.
by two passive dischargers located on either This recoriendation thus sets forthao tide of the raden e it app iexinately 40 cm and principles for the airframe, engine andz. offset by an insolitg rod t minimize the equipment manufacturers, to enable them to

influence of the eloacr i n iced created by the make suitable provisions as early as in the
aircraft potentiail , wma o tiis to mask tire design stage.- phenomenon. It al so proposes an aytic approach
ravaimed at veri1yiag the vatidity f tihe protec-
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tion implemented, specifying the types of test
* and recommended levels. In this respect, it

supplements Recommendation RC.A~ro 542 05,
* which appears a minimum requirement but may

prove insufficient as regards phenomena of
* atmospheric electricity.

The attention of the users is drawn to
the fact that the means suggested may lose

- their efficiency with time, resulting in
t." failure of the aircraft protection against .

lightning and static electricity. This
recommendation sets forth principles aimed at
solving maintenance problems which may be
incurred with time.

Implementation of this recommendation
should result in optimum protection of
aircraft and airborne equipment such that:
- free flow of lightning currents is ensured

by the surface finish, thereby avoiding
damage to the airframe structures

- the accumulation of electrostatic charges
is prevented to reduce radioelectric
interference of electrostatic origin

- the characteristics and performance ca-
pabilities of the equipment and systems are
preserved within specified tolerances

* - more generally, all the aircraft systems
are protected against the hazards of fire,
explosion and damage to equipment and
electric circuitry subsequent to lightning
strikes and the accumulation of electro-
static charges
the persons on board and on the ground are

* protected against electric shocks.
Recommendation RE.A~ro 702 51, "Valida-

tion Tests" supplements this recommendation as
regards tests.

2 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
ISO 7137 - Aeronautics, Environmental Con-

ditions and Test Procedures for
Airborne Equipment (Ratification of
Publications EUROCAE/ED-14A and
RTCA/DO-16OA)

AIR 7305 - Test Conditions for Testing the
Compatibility of Military Aeronaut-
ical Equipment with the Aircraft
Power System

Rec. RC.A~ro 542 05 - Grounding by Metal
Plating of Aircraft

Rec. RE.A~ro 702 51 - Protection of Aircraft
Against the Effects of Atmospheric
Electricity - Validation Tests

MII-D-9129 - Dischargers, Aircraft, Electro-
static, General Specification for

JAR 25 - LARGE AIRCRAFT - paragraph

ACJ25X899
Culham Laboratory (Abingdon, Oxfordshire,

Britain) CLM-R-212 "Designers Guide
to the Installation of Electrical
Wiring and Equipment in Aircraft to.
Minimise lightning Effects" (1981)
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TECHNICAL STUDY OF A LIGHTNING DATA LOGGER

4 Victor Tukiendorf, 945
Naval Air Engineering Center
Lakehurst, New Jersey 08733

and

Saul S. Bernstein
Dayton T. Brown, Inc.

4, Church Street
Bohemia, New York 11716

ABSTRACT

Statistical characterization of aircraft lightning strike data is vital to air
safety. Successful aircraft design and test depends on the accurate specification of
strike amplitude, current path, attachment points, and the variation of these parameters
from strike to strike. This information is not presently available and aircraft
lightning protection design and test criteria have been primarily based on laboratory
reproduction of in-service structural strike damage, supported by theoretical lightning

* research. Modern trends in aircraft design, construction, and utilization of
microelectronic avionic systems require a detailed knowledge of the interaction of the

- aircraft with the true lightning environment. *

The intent of this study was to provide statistical characterization of lightning
strike iata. This was accomplished by:
1. Determining the feasibility of using the prototype lightning data logger (LDL) in a

P-3 airframe.
2. Laboratory calibrating the existing prototype data logger system.

*3. Selecting and calibrating sensors to be used.
*4. Providing installation information, implementation method, cost analysis, and any

indicated airframe modifications.
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INTRODUCTI ON used is a rechargeable nickel cadmium (Nicad)
type. In order to ensure operation when re-

LIGHTNING PHENOMENON -LIGHTNING IS A quired, the battery must be cycled to complete
RANDOM PHENOMENON with characteristics that discharge and fully recharged periodically. A
could best be described as having rapidly full charge is sufficient to last for 3 months

*changing variables. Since complete knowledge of normal flight time.
of natural lightning does not exist, lightning A switching power supply in the LDL con-
simulation testing has been based on cloud-to- verts aircraft power to the required low digi-
ground strike measurements. tal voltages. The power requirement of the

All metal aircraft with tube-type elec- system is 150 watts peak. Standby power re-
tronics were relatively insensitive to large quirement is 80 watts. Battery backup is 28R .

*transients; therefore, they were not as vul- VDC at 4.0 amps peak and 3.0 amps standby for
nerable as present technology aircraft. 10 amp hours.

Utilization of composite materials and Front End Transient Digitizer - The
sensitive electronics has reduced the inherent front end unit consists of a high speed (20
protection provided by metal clad aircraft. MHz) AID converter, memory, memory control,

*Composites with weight and strength benefits and a serial communication interface.
offer less electromagnetic field protection. The AID converter is a multi-threshold

Accurate and complete lightning strike parallel conversion type. Memory is organized
-characterization for a broad and quantitative into several 1024 x 8 bit segments. Each

statistical data base is required to ensure segment is interleaved to enhance memory
proper analysis and design for aircraft access time. The memory controller directs

-safety. the flow of data through each of 1024 address
PROGRAM GOALS - The goal of this program locations contained in each segment. Data can

*was to evaluate the feasibility of utilizing a be read out of the processor via a serial
low cost lightning strike data logger in a P-3 fiber optic link or two-wire pair (refer to
aircraft. It included design, development, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).

*and calibration of a sensor system to measure In operation, the front end continuously
electric and magnetic field to determine samples sensor output and stores this informa-
strike amplitude, current path, and attachment tion on a RAM (Random Access Memory). The RAM

-points. Integration of the lightning data is continually being updated and discarding
logger and sensor system with the P-3 aircraft old data. When a lightning strike of a pre-
was investigated. determined level occurs, the data is stored in

the RAM for a short time and then transmitted
HARDWARE ANALYSIS to the data logger for permanent storage. In

this manner, pre- and post-trigger data is
HARDWARE EVALUATION -The LDL consists of permanently recorded. When a strike of a

*four major subsystems: Power Distribution predetermined level occurs, the data recorded
*Unit (battery backup), Front End Transient contains information 100 microseconds before

Digitizer Unit, Microprocessor-Controlled Data and after the triggering strike.
Logger, and sensors. Fig. 1 shows the instru- Microprocessor-Control led Data Logger-
mentation general block diagramr for the sys- The data logger is a microprocessor-oriented
tem. The diagram indicates a system that can system, incorporating a standard format massahave many sensors (channels). The system to storage tape cassette to provide the required
be used on the P-3 will have four sensors, high capacity storage system. It has a dig-

The first three subsystems are discussed ital display that operates in conjunction with
*below. The sensors are discussed separately. a small key pad (on data logger front panel)

The physical parameters of the subsystems that offers a quick functional checkout. The
-are as follows: digital display has a clock that automatically

1. Power Distribution Unit (battery backup) - is recorded as a header on the tape. The
5 inch (127 mm) x 10.5 inch (266.7 mm) x digital display will indicate triggering
6.25 inch (168.75 mm), weight 15.5 pounds channel information immediately after a light-
(7.03 kg). ning strike.*

*2. Front End Transient Digitizer Unit - 6.375 The LDL is microprogrammable; therefore, *

inch (161 .925 mm) x 15.75 inch (400.05 mm) reconfigurations in the arrangement are easily
x 8.375 inch (212.725 mm), weight 21.5 accomplished and will not necessarily require
pounds (9.75 kg). hardware changes. Fach system may be tailored

3. Data Logger - 5.25 inch (133.35 mm) x 17 to fit a given flight profile. Sampling rate,
*inch (431.8 mm) x 9.875 inch (250.825 mm), dynamic range, and data storage can be pro-
*weight 27.6 pounds (12.52 kg). gramrmed as required.

Power Distribution Unit - The LDL is DATA RETPIEVAT. - The original configura-
powered by 400-Hz, 115-V aircraft power. The tion of the data logger required a cassette

*power distribution unit also contains a bat- tape reader to decode the data from the tape.
tery backup. Should the aircraft power fail For bench test ing and calibration of the
momentarily, the battery backup takes over and probes, the cassette recorder is not practical

-guarantees continuous operation. The battery since instantaneous readout of data is
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required. In order to obtain and analyze data antenna, parallel plate-capacitive, small
quickly, the data logger was reorganized so dipoles or rods, possible new design, and
that data was fed into a semiconductor memory current probe.
rather than a cassette. The memory is located A current probe was selected since it
on an RS-232 memory buffer circuit card in- met all requirements listed above. The
serted into the data logger. This data was probe selected has the following specifica-
then transmitted via an RS-232C bus to a tions:
designated computer terminal for analysis. ]. It has an output of 0.1 volt/amp, a maxi-

mum peak current of 5000 amps, a usable
SENSOR ANALYSIS rise time of 10 nanoseconds, and an ap-

*i proximate low frequency 3-dB point of 240
SENSOR REQUIREMENT STUDY - For this Hz.

application, a sensor is a passive analog 2. It is entirely passive and requires no ex-
device that converts electromagnetic energy to ternal power or circuitry.
a voltage or current. 3. The accuracy is dependent only on the num-

'4The sensor system was required to provide ber of turns on the secondary coil and the
the following information: value of the internal ter'inating resist-
1. Time history and amplitude of lightning ance. The accuracy is +1%, -07 initial

current. pulse response for all models with a high
2. Main electrical path of lightning current impedance load such as 1 megohm in paral-

on the aircraft structure. lel with 20 picofarads.

3. Electric field normal to the fuselage at 4. The probe is furnished with a BNC male
* one location. terminal for easy integration into our

4. Lightning attachment points (entry and sensor configuration.
exit points). SPNSOR DESIGN - The current probe is the
To obtain this information (in conjunc- main part of the design of the three magnetic

tion with data logger electronics), the fol- field sensors. One of the sensors is used to
lowing factors were taken into consideration: measure surface currents through an aircraft
ease of installation, passive device require- structure directly, the other two sensors are
ments, sensor bandwidth, directivity, sensi- excited by aperture coupling techniques.
tivity, and simplified signal processing. The method of using a current probe to

Ease of Installation - A simple method measure structural current directly simplifies
of installation was required, one that would its installation since existing aircraft
have the least impact on the aircraft struc- structure is used to measure the magnetic
ture. Any sensor requiring modification of field. Tn analyzing the P-3, it was noted
the airframe for mounting was deemed unsuit- that an Automatic Direction Finder (ADF) sense
able. If possible, any existing struts, hatch is located on the underside of the
spars, or blade antennas may be incorporated plane. This hatch is available for use as a
into a sensor system in a way that would not sensor since its use will not impede any
adversely affect the airframe structure or aircraft functions. Above this hatch are some
characteristics. cross-section wing structures. By placing the

Passive Device Requirements - Limited probe around one of these members, wing light-
maintenance constraints require the sensor to ning strike information may be obtained (Fig.
be a passive device. 4, number 3).

Sensor Bandwidth - The sensor bandwidth By this method, wing lightning strike
required is established by information signals information is obtained without having to
processed by the front end of the data logger, place the sensor in the harsh and cluttered
Bandwidth of 10 kHz to 20 MHz is dictated by environment of the wings. The probe will be
the capability of the front end digitizer clamped around the aircraft structure and
unit. A linear transfer function is desired, connected to the front end digitizer unit by

Directivity - Sensor directivity is not either coaxial cable or heliai. cable.
a major requirement. Isotropic antennas are The length of wire run from the sensor to
not required since the metal airframe imposes the front end must be kept as short as possi-
boundary conditions on the fields. ble. If the length is less than 10 feet, then

Sensitivity - The sensitivity of the a coaxial cable would be acceptable. Should
sensor is not a major factor since large the length of wire run be 10 to 40 feet, a
signal levels are generat-d. Sensors that beliax cable bonded to the aircraft frame

saturate at relatively low levels should be every 2 to 3 feet would be required. The
avoided. cable run from the front end to the data

Simplified Signal Processing - Signal logger should also be kept as short as possi-
processing can provide correction for non- ble, but it is not as critical.
linear sensors and enhance or attenuate the The cable length from the sensor to the
signal. front end is critical. The cable to front end

SENSOR EVALUATION - The types of sensors carries high frequency signals. Spurious
, evaluated were: off-the-shelf EJP sensors, noises and signal loss must be kept to a

transmission line to ground plane, blade minirum; therefore, the line should be as
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short as possible. While inspecting the to detect the path taken by the lightning
aircraft, appropriate areas near each prospec- current.
tive sensor installation were noted for place- The electric field probe will be located
ment of the front ends (refer to Fig. 4). in the ADF sensor hatch. The electric field

The other two magnetic sensors will be of probe will be the shorted plate type (Fig. 4, 6

shorted turn current probe design. They will number 2). The ADF hatch is made of a nonme-
use aperture coupling as the method to excite tallic material. In the center of this mate-
the sensor. The current density 0.5 ), through rial is an unused metal plate. By shorting
any dioss-section of an aircraft structure, this plate to the aircraft structure and
will not be uniform. The waveform of J. on clamping a current probe around the shorted
primary structural elements can be approxi- wire, electrical field information is
mated as the sum of the fundamental lightning obtained.

*current waveform and one or more high fre- CALIBRATION OF SENSORS - The calibration
quency response waveforms due to resonances in of the sensors is performed in a twofold
the aircraft structure, program; the first on a bench level and the

The magnetic field (H,) of the aircraft second is planned for a later time and is to
structure current will couple through aper- be performed in an instrumented aircraft to

*tures in the aircraft skin. If the apertures provide an actual baseline. The bench level
are electrically small, the internal magnetic testing was performed as a combination of
field (Hi) will have the same waveform as the feasibility and calibration.

*structure current 0J5 ). The magnitude of High level pulse testing must be of a
(Hi)/(H,) will be less than 1. It will also level sufficient enough to trigger the instru-
be dependent on location but will be constant mentation system. This will provide baseline

ovr hefrequency range of interest. The triggering threshold data of the lightnin
shorted turn sensor should have a resonance measurement system as well as supplying high

*that will be higher than the front end tran- level current data.
*sient digitizer's frequency response (60 Mliz). The test setup used simulated an area of

Then the loop itself will not generate a aircraft surface with an aperture of the size
spurious response to J . The open circuit of the galley window cut into its metal sur-
voltage in thop loop will follow Faraday's law, face. The shorting bar and current probe were
i.e., V = L LJ If the inductance of the loop placed across it and electrically bonded to

dt'
is greater than its resistance, the short the table. The metallic table top simulated
circuit current in the loop will have the same the aircraft skin and structure. This setup
waveform as the internal magnetic field (Hi). was designed to test sensor response only

*Therefore, by using the appropriate current and is not intended to simulate a P-3 air
probe, the lightning current waveform is craft.
obtained. The short circuit current waveform Known voltage and current levels were
measurement is uniform over the frequency injected into the table and the response of
range of interest, the sensor recorded. By analyzing the sensor

The pilot's skylight window is used as response to the known input, the sensor was
the aperture, and a 1/4-inch diameter copper then calibrated.

*shorting bar across the window acts as the The high test level current pulse was
shorted turn. The sensor (Fig. 4, number 1) achieved by capacitive discharge. A bank of
is located totally inside the aircraft struc- capacitors was charged up and then discharged
ture. The copper bar is placed across the to the test structure to approximate the

*skylight window with the current probe around lightning threat. With the use of a spark
it and electrically bonded to the airframe at gap, the charge was injected on the structure.
each end of the bar. The current probe is By using different charging and discharging p

then connected to the front end transient configurations and varying basic resistance
digitizer unit by a coaxial cable connection. (R) and inductance ML values of the setup,

The third and final magnetic field sensor rise time and energy of the waveform being
(Fig. 4, number 4) is identical to the pilot's investigated were altered. The capacitor bank

*skylight window sensor, except that it is 1o- used generated up to 320K volts and 200K
*cated in the rear of the aircraft on the amps.

galley window. It is also aperture-coupled as
its means of excitation and uses a shorting SENSOR CALIBRATION
bar and a current probe for its makeup (refer
to Fig. 5). INTRODUCTION - Laboratory calibration

Three magnetic sensors now make up a sys- proved the validity of using the present LDL
tem that is capable of detecting the electri- system with the probes chosen. The purpose of
cal path of the lightning current striking the these tests was to determine the percentage of

*aircraft. The skylight window probe covers current flowing through the probe versus the
the front end, the galley window covers the total current injected on the test surface.
rear section, and the ADF sense hatch probe Knowing this ratio, a baseline graph was
covers the wings. Therefore, by analyzing the plotted. With this baseline calibration an
probes that trigger, it will then be possible unknown strike amplitude can be determined.
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The calibration of the test setup is Current in bar Total current applied
obtained by knowing the strike amplitude, (Amperes) (Kiloamps)
input attenuator setting, and current probe
factor. 280 4.2

SENSOR CALIBRATION SETUP - Tests were 160 2.85
carried out in a high voltage facility de- P
signed and built specifically for this program Plotting this data produced the sensor
(see Fig. 6.) configuration calibration. The data showed

The voltage output, current, rise time, that the sensor picked up an average of 1:15
and wave shape were all variable, of the total current applied (see Fig. R.)

SENSOR CONFIGURATION - The sensor test DATA ANALYSIS - With the previous infor-
configuration consisted of a conducting metal- mation available, an actual data analysis from
lic surface that simulated a section of air- strike to waveform was then performed. The
craft skin. The section had a 12-inch diam- output data of the data logger is fed through
eter opening cut into it. A copper bar was the interface to the computer in hexadecimal
placed across the opening and electrically pairs. These hexadecimal characters are also
bonded to the metal surface at both ends. The recorded on the tape cassette. Time format-
bar was placed through the current probe prior ting is as follows: There are 96 blocks of
to bonding it to the metal skin. The current data for each trigger. Examples of this data
probe has a transfer function (manufacturer are seen in Fig. 9.

supplied) of 0.1 volt per 1 ampere. This Each 96 blocks represents 200 microsec-
means that the probe output will be 0.1 volt onds; 100 microseconds before the trigger and
for every I ampere of current that flows 100 microseonds after. Each hexadecimal pair
through the conductor. is a 16.6 nanoseconds update. Amplitude for-

The current probe had a BNC connector matting is performed by equating the hexadec-
that was connected by coaxial cable to a block imal value to the trigger level of the data
attenuator. The attenuator was used to lower logger.
the voltage level so as not to saturate the Next the data is then converted to cur-
data logger input. The attenuator used was a rent and time, and a graph of the lightning
flat wide band attenuator. The value of strike may be plotted indicating current
attenuation required will depend on the light- amplitude versus time (see Fig. 10.)
ning strike current range that is desired to To determine lightning strike current
be investigated. amplitude on an aircraft using the pre-

DATA RECORDING METHOD - Calibration was vious analysis, the following data must be
carried out using two modes of data recording. known:
In addition to the tape cassette capability of 1. Conversion tactor of probe (manufacturer
the data logger, a personal computer with an supplied)
RS-232C communications interface was used. 2. Calibration of aircraft
The personal computer provided instantaneous 3. Input attenuator setting
readout capability. For example (see Fig. 11), assume the

The data logger is programmed to trigger aircraft has been calibrated and proven to
at a level between -1 and +1 volts. This have a 1:15 ratio, attenuator setting is 40
level is recorded on the cassette tape and the dB, conversion factor is 40 dB, and data
computer as a hexadecimal value between 0 and logger reads 1 volt.
255, and will vary between these values de- With the above information we can now
pending upon strike level (see Fig. 7.) determine the strike amplitude.

CALIBRATION RESULTS - Preliminary cali-
bration tests were carried out using an oscil- dB = 20 Log V1l
loscope to determine magnitude of current V2
transfer to the probe. This was carried out
as a quick "look-see" check to determine if where dB is the attenuator setting, V1  -

the test setup was functioning properly. voltage entering attenuator, and V2 = voltage
Calibration of the sensor configuration at the data logger; therefore, 40 - 20 log V/i

was performed as follows: The output of the and V - 100 volts. Since the probe conversion

current probe was displayed on an oscillo- factor is 0.1/1 ampere, 1000 amps are flowing
scope. This measured the current flowing through the bar. The aircraft factor by cali-
through the copper bar. The current probe bration is 1:15; therefore, lightning strike
converted its output to a voltage, amplitude is 1000 amps x 15 = 15,000 amps.

Current in bar Total current applied IMPLEMENTATION ANALYSIS
(Amperes) (Kiloamps)

TEST BED AIRFRAME - Although any aircraft
600 10.119 of equivalent size and mission profile may
520 9.48 be used, the P-3C patrol aircraft has been
440 7.90 chosen as the airframe in which the lightning
350 4.8 statistics recording system will be installed.
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The- rationale for the choice of this Difficulties were encountered during the
airframe is: bench calibration process due to data logger
1. The P-3 has been and is the most light- hardware and RS232C software problems. Once

ning struck aircraft in the naval fleet, these problems are overcome, system calibra-
2. The P-3C is on patrol for long periods of tion will be straight forward and will prove

time. extremely useful.
3. The P-3C flies at altitudes where light-

ning strikes occur most. ACKNOWLEDCEMENT
4. The P-3C airframe is large enough with

capacity to accept the system with no We wish to acknowledge the assistance and
appreciable weight or size constraints, guidance provided by the Boeing Aircraft Corp-

5. The P-3C will be capable of providing data oration during the course of this program.
on a greater geographical distribution Boeing, the developer of this system, has
scale due to the fact that it is flown in provided a system and technical guidance on an
many parts of the world, as required basis throughout the program;

their continued aid was a great factor in

CONCLUSION having this program come to a successful
conclusion. -

This program proved the validity of using This program was funded by the Naval Air
a lightning data logger system in a P-3 air- Engineering Center, (NAEC), Lakehurst, NJ
frame. The system will be relatively mainten- under Contract Number N6R335-81-C-4933.
ance free and reliable.
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Fig. I -Lightning strike irstrumnentation general block diagram
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Fig. 5 -close up view of sensor configuration
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Trigger Levels

Hexadecimal Decimal Trigger Level

00 0 -1

10 16 -0.875

20 32 -0.75

30 48 -0.625

4.0 64 -0.50

50 80 -0.375

60 96 -0.25

70 112 -0.125

7F 127 0

90 144 .125

AO 160 .25n

BO 176 .375

CO 192 .50

DO 208 .625

EO 224 .75

FO 240 .875

FF 225 +1

Fig. 7 -Trigger levels
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TRANSIENT SPARK-ARC IIOTSPOT SURFACE HEATINMG
ON METALLIC AND REINFORCED-CCOMPOSlTE SKINS

T. S. Leeo  and W. Y. Su
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Light metals like Titanium and composite materials are being used on modern
aircraft and space vehicles in place of aluminum. These new materials are far less

' conductive both thermally and electrically. The effect on the characteristics of
lightning-induced hot spot heating of surface skin and on related hazards of fuel cell

-ignition is of renewed interest.

This work deals with diffusion of spark-arc heat away from the surface strike
region. The treatment is through an initial-value problem, in which heat deposit is
taken to be distributed in a small cylinder situated adjacent to the surface. By using
the natural coordinates of cylindrical geometry, the theory establishes time-dependent
temperature predictions. Of particuliar interest is the hot spot on the opposite side
of the skin where the temperature is given through elementary functions. Comparisons
between the present solution and both previous theoretical work (1] and some
experimental data are performed. The results are considered to also apply in related
experimental studies of pulsed-laser induced surface heating.

Consultant, Lightning & Transients Research Institute, St. Paul, Minnesota, U.S.A
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INTRODUCTION

EARLIER THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS of Furthermore, the analysis shall be simplified by
aircraft fuel tank hot spots [11* caused by supposing that at the surfaces, no heat is lost
lightning provide some solutions for calculation from the plate either by conduction or by
of the hot spot temperatures. The solution was radiation to the surrounding medium and that the
complex as it included terms such as error phenomenon has angular symmetry.
functions, which are not easily programmed with The heat-conduction equation
simple computers. Also, although they were
useful in estimating hazards, there were some 0 + 0
theoretical problems, such as the fact that they (1)
were carried out for rectangular geometry in is to be solved in the region
order to simplify the mathematics.
*Numbers in brackets designate References at end 0 •r 00
of paper. 0 1 4 b (2)

This paper presents a new solution in
cylindrical coordinates which is simple in view with the boundary conditions
of the complexities of the steps required for
its solutions. The solution involves only terms (D=) o
such as exponentials which are easily-D,,O0 0
programmable on simple computers. The new and (3)
solution still utilizes a lumped heat input at
the surface with no allowance for joule heating OJT 0
by current conduction in the material and this
is most apropriate for metals. In equation (1), T(r,z,t) is the temperature and

The solution assumes an isotropic medium
which makes it most useful for metal fuel tank . m*/pC
walls but it is also of some use with carbon
reinforced composites (CRC). is the thermal diffusivity. By separation of

variables with T = R(r)Z(z)C(t), equation (1)
EQUATIONS becomes equivalent to

In Figure 1, we consider a plate made of
either metallic or composite materials, with ( rr+L4.-+A* )R- o (4)
thickness b but otherwise unlimited lateral r A)

dimensions. This material is assumed to possess +2 )'Z#
mass density P , specific heat capacity c and (5)
coefficient of thermal conduction k. Let us
take a cylindrical set of coordinates with
origin at the center point of one side of the - (6)
plate, henceforth to be referred to as the
inside surface. The z-axis is to be so oriented in which A1L and c( are positive constants of
that the outside surface of the plate inverse-length dimensions. The solution for Z
corresponds to z = b. The lightning stroke will from equation (5) satisfying the boundary
be supposed to strike the outside surface at the conditions implied in (3) requires that a be
point (r = o, z = b) and release in its allowed to assume discrete eigenvalues
neighborhood a quantity of heat near time t - 0.
The problem at hand is the assessment of the 0,-,74 / b (n-0,f, 2,..)
time-dependent temperature distribution on the
inner surface of the plate, in particular the alone and the corresponding eigen functions are
temperature at the point 0, the "hot spot", cos ctz. The solution for R following equation
which will be the most important point on the (4) and remaining finite everywhere has the form
inside surface for hazard consideration, of Jo(Ar), the Bessel function of the first kind

The physical system posed above contains a of order zero. In addition, . need not be
characteristic time scale, say t', which may be discrete but forms a continuum instead. From
conveniently designated as equation (6),r has an exponential dependence on

time. In all, suitable particular solutions are

t'--pCf/Ar' of the form

If the heat-release process occupies a time J.(Ar)CO(n)eP[(n+A)t-
within a scale significantly smaller than t',
then the temporal details of that process are A general solution comprises particular
unimportant and the features of the subsequent solutions of this type covering all allowed
energy transfer can be determined by solving an values of o and . Thus,
initial-value problem based on treating heat|-
conduction as the principal physical mechanism. T(e- A(A.(Ar)CO()W-K( Sf+A')t XdA (7)
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with the functions Bf( A.) yet to be selected where two dimensionless functions
through initial conditions.

INITIAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 0(r t).J fX).(r)evt-((fAtjA d2 (16)
Except for fortuitously simplifying initial

temperature distributions, equation (7) is very and
difficult to use. In this work, we shall -

specialize in one such simple yet physically (V1,)t)= AC0$(B )8XP{_ )reasonable distribution. Suppose that at t - o (17)

an amount of heat Q is uniformly liberated in a
small block of the plate defined by have been introduced. Comparison with (10)-(12)

reveals that, in order to achieve the precise
b-A4 matching of initial conditions, it is sufficient

0 r a (8) to impose

as illustrated in the shaded region in Figure 1. 0(r,0)-U(r) (18)
The material in this region of volume X e& and
situated on the outer surface of the plate is
abruptly raised to a temperature -Q/pC24 .Y(JO)v-t(c) (19)
Thus

By the standard technique of Fourier series
T(r.j0)" / in block expansion, we obtain from (12), (17) and (19)T ,,a)-f(9) .

0 outside block r/l if n - o
A,?_.. (20)

By virtue of the assumptions of uniform ? (-IL() fnl(T) if n o. 4.

in the block and the coordinate decoupling
inherent in the geometry of (8), we may restate These in turn make it possible to express (17)
equation (9) as as

Tr,),o)-86zar)ij) (10)

where u and v are dimensionless functions (21)
defined by

(I 0 r a a The selection of * involves Bessel
(11) functions and is far more complicated. By (16)

f0 a% r and (18), we have

I -A4 36A
04 h -A (12) (22)

CLOSED-FORM SOLUTIONS a type of Bessel transform. Its inverse
From (7), we write relation is

T(, ,), . iL{J (AJ) (Arlezo(-KAetAdl} COS(AZ)exf-flt f- 7 U(r23fr))rdr ' (23)

0 23

(13) which by (11) becomes

In response to (10) we now propose the following
decoupling scheme: f (1) Zarrr (24)

Through the identity (21B, (1) -A, Of() O ( 14 )

where At is a dimensionless constant and f(A.) dxjtx)VdxxJtx),
is a function of square-length dimension leading
to a companion decoupling of (13) in the form in which J is a Bessel function of the first

kind of order one, equation (24) is rendered

readily integrable as

Tvr , t) -a o ir (1)

(15)f(A) - f,(an)
(25)
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thus reducing (16) to

*1. d(2 T-T'(rt)j/+2Z (-IK'cos( eX(-(--) (30)

0

in which a normalizing temperature

Equations (15), (21) and (26) formally T'/PfCflAb has been introduced. We note that

constitute the solution to the original initial- if Q were to be uniformly distributed in the

value problem. cylindrical volume having cross-sectional area
x&ebut extending over the entire thickness of

SOLUTION IN SERIES FORM the plate b, T' would be the expected initial

Equation (26) contains products of Bessel temperature there.

functions in the integrand and is difficult to

use. In this section, we shall endeavor to B) TEMPERATURE ON THE AXIS OF SYMMETRY-The

obtain a series representation for . By most severe heating can be expected on the

employing the series expansion [2] of J, , let central axis. By inserting r = 0 in (29), we

us proceed as follows have

0(r~t.)-f~~ ~ J.jT. U r)expf- (K,4)It] dA wihi
-'!(k+l W r - t which is a constant. Therefore, equation (28)
* aI(*#/) evolves as

7,. 1 5 + 1) 1 L* (27)

with ( t a2 *f1

* 4-IA t X(AreXP(-AA)t)d1
-L 

o
I

= J(~ I- f '* 'W[-(Idtjd = f-eP(-ay 4K't) (31)

-_r I. 1+P a most elementary-looking result indeed.

C) TEMPERATURES ON THE INSIDE SURFACE-The

"- _ -f'( t. t inside surface is accessible for experimental

2 . detections. Also, it is the temperature
characteristic:3 on this surface which are

parameters for fuel hazard evaluations. We set

where, during the evaluation, we have expanded z = 0 in (21) and achieve a simplified form for

the J0 function (2] as well as made use of the ), converting (15) to
identity of definite integral

,j fxa( ZdZ - Trot-Tr ti L" fn / ' +2- .. S .(.y . (32)

0 where 0 is to be provided by (28). The worst-

While equation (27) is already in a usable case heating effect is felt at the center. For

, form as given, a more convenient form dealing this "hot spot" temperature, a prediction is

with dimensionless quantities &,/+XA t available by letting (31) provide , resulting

and ,.a/fX first may be arranged as in writing (32) in the form1+2}
0((-) (-' t ii (7 t) (28) n{ 1¢(rT) (* (+1) (33) .03

with

Mt.(.rt-- ' -d(#+P±11 r,--* SURFACE TEMPERATURE CHARACTERISTICS
(.p!)a 4K'tl Of particular interest is the hot spot

(29) temperature variation of equation (33). We
present representative results through the use

In summary, equations (15), (21) and (28-29) of universal curves in plots of T/T' versus

establish the required solution in series form. t/t'. Typically these are bell-shaped in a

semi-log plot display. In Figure 2, we have

PROBLEMS OF SPECIAL INTEREST used a fixed a/b = 0.887 but a varying )/b

A.) THIN DISK SOURCE-When the depth of according to values of 0.5, 0.31, 0.16, and 0.

initial heat deposition is insignificant It is seen that as i is progressively reduced,

compared with plate thickness, the solution two effects are evident. The peaking time is

takes on a simplified form. In this limit of more and more delayed and the peak magnitude is

0/b-# o, we have from (15) and (21) more and more reduced, reaching normalized
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values of 2.2 and 0.456, respectively, in the for conduction Q and some effective deposition
limit of thin-disk source. It is also seen that volume size. Estimation of these parameters in

beyond t/t' - 3 the temperature quickly settles actual test conditions encounters uncertainties.
down to a set decay pattern, quite insensitive There is some similarity between the
to differences in /3 specification. In phenomenon of pulsed-laser annealing or heating
Figure 3, we haVi. used a fixed 18/b = 0.5, but a at a metal surface and that of the spark strike.
varying a/b accork& to values of 1.26, 0.89, In the former case, the total energy available

0.63, and 0.31. It -seen that as a/b is being for heating, Q, is the incident laser pulse
reduced, temperatuc iaking takes place earlier energy minus refected energy at the surface and
and earlier and the ..rresponding peak of the other losses. It is a quantity readily
temperature profile increases relatively calculatable. In contrast, this is not so with

*sharply. At very large time, i.e., beyond t/t' the latter case. There are two plausible
=13, all curves converge together, irrespective approaches toward estimating Q for spark strike.

of differences in a/b specification. The first is to regard the strike as an arc
contact phenomenon. Thus a cathode (or anode)

*DISCUSSIONS potential drop based on steady arc theory allows
A) Presently available hot spot theory by one to assess the electrical energy input at the

*Robb et al [1] employs a similar initial-value- electrode by integrating the voltage-current
problem approach but the model of initial heat product over tine, in effect basing surface
deposition is in the form of a cylinder of heating on ion bombardment as its main cause. Q
square cross section. It should be interesting could then be obtained after suitably
to compare predictions from the two theories subtracting losses. The second approach is to

*using more or less comparable parameters. This use the pattern of melting damage as a criterion
*we have now done by assuming for a particular for estimating Q. In this case, volume of the

material coimmon values for the total heat input pitted region on the damaged surface is
Q, thickness b, depth of heating p, and the measured. By assuming that the material in this

*cross-sectional area of initial heating. volume was originally heated to exactly its
Specifically, we use /3/b = 0.5 and a/b = 0.887. melting temperature, the total amount of heat
The calculated temperature profiles based on our residing therein is then taken to be Q (see

*model of cylindrical geometry are sketched in reference 1).
Figure 4 as solid curves. They are the hot spot It should be recognized that the picture of

*temperature and the temperature at a point r = a stable cathode drop is based on the space-
1.77b away from the hot spot. The charge effect inherent in a steady arc. In a -

corresponding temperature profiles based on the transient arc condition, the extrapolated use of
square model theory are also exhibited. In this quantity is not warranted in view of the
dotted curves, one is for the hot spot while the many other accompanying physical complications.
other is for a point similarly displaced f rom Estimation of the amount of initially
the hot spot but along one of two principal heated material based on damage examination is

*axes. We observe that the two models give close also dfficult. For aluminum, for example, the
predictions. For the hot spot case, the present melting temperature is only 660 aC while its
model theory yields slightly higher value in the evaporating temperature is at around 2200 0 C.
vicinity of the peak near t/t' = 1.7. For the Thus, in between, there is a large range of
case of the displaced location, however, the temperature over which a molten metal could be
present theory predicts slightly lower values in in a superheated state.
the early phase of time and a time of peaking at For strong discharges, surface vaporization

*t/t' - 5.7. The square model theory on the is an unavoidable observation, indicative of
other hand predicts a time of peaking at t/t' superheated molten material in a region

*-5.2 for this case. It is reasonable that far immediately on and below the surface. it is
away from the center, the temperature variation then clear that subsequent heat diffusion from
should be insensitive to all source details th is region can lead to additional melting of
except the total heat Q. Therefore, both contiguous material as time progresses until
theories yield similar patterns in the far-field ultimately the front of thermal wave becomes
limit. In the other limit at the center, they insufficient tu bring material up to the melting
again are seen to agree closely. It is only temperature. One concludes that the realistic
when the displacement is near the dimension a size of the volume of initial heat deposition is
that perhaps some quantitative differences in probably much less than a damage examination
features can be expected. would indicate. Secondly, the initial

B) When a natural lightning stroke or a temperature in the deposit zone would be much
laboratory long spark strikes the surface of a higher than the melting temperature of the
metal plate, a host of phenomena occur near the metal.
strike zone. Among the ones important for hot in experimental situations, the size of the
spot considerations are surface vaporization, volume of initial heat deposit must be estimated
melting, radiation and heat conduction, for judiciously, using the visual damage volume size
example. A purely heat diffusion theory as an uipper bound. As can be seen from the

*requires knowledge on the total heat available results of this work, the hot spot temperature
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hinges on the size and depth of this volume. On
the other hand, at a point moderately removed S

from the hot spot, the temperature variation can
be expected to depend on Q alone, being
insensitive of details of the source region. It
is the measured temperature profile at an off-
center point like this that can be used to come
to an estimate of the parameter Q.

C) As an illustration on how to directly
apply the hot spot theory to laboratory tests,
we cite the data from one experiment early

4 conducted at the LTRI using thermal couple 5

techniques (1]. Conditions were for an aluminum -

plate of thickness b = 0.318 cm. 0The peak
temperature was observed near 289 C at t =

*0.038 sec. Figure 5 reproduces this hot spot
temperature curve. Plotted also is a prediction
based on using equation (33) with a = 0.4 cm,pS
0.0318 cm and Q = 26.2 cal. It is recognized
that these parameter values have been selected
within reasonable ranges to yield a prediction
in gross approximation to the test data. They
are not meant to be serious technical

*determinations.
D) In many situations involving spark arc

*spot heating, the input is not instantaneous but
prolongs over a scale of time on the order of,
or greater than, t'. Under those circumstances,
the approach of initial-value problem is

* inadequate. It is possible, however, to regarc
- the result in the present theory as in the form

of response to impulse heating. In
*correspondence, the complete temperature

response to a time-dependent continuous heating
input would follow by the use of convolution
techniques.

* SUMMARY
- Previously available theory of hot spot
*heating of a plate utilizes rectangular geometry

but yields cumbersome mathematical results. The%
present work extends the theory to the more

- natural cylindrical geometry providing simple-
to-use results. Intended for the study of hot

* spot heating by a lightning or arc stroke, the
- theory applies equally to studies in the related

field of laser-induced heating on the surface of
a plate.
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Fig. I -Model of initial spark heat deposition

in a plate
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Fig. 4 -Comparison of temperature predictions
at r - o and r -l.77b from cylindrical and
square source model theories. Solid curves are
respectively from equations (33) and (15).
Dotted curves are based on theory of Reference 1
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Fig. 5 - Illustrative simulation of hot spot
temperature data from spark heating of an
experiment on a 1/8 inch aluminum plate (Ref.
1). Parameters selected for use in equation
(33) are a = 0.4 cm, I= 0.0318 cm and Q =

26.2 cal.
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SURFACE ELECTROSTATIC FIELD AND METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS IN THI PERIOD
OF WINTER THUNDERSTORMS

Y. Goto, F. Naito, K. Narita and M. Naito

Department of Electrical Engineering, Tohoku University, Sendai 980, Japan

ABSTRACT

To clarify the winter thunderstorm characteristics, the surface electrostatic
field strength has been measured by a field mill and recorded with a digital r'o

rding system at Maki(Kakumi-Hama) in Japan since the winter of 1982.
These field change data are compared with the meteorologi conditions and tie

synoptic conditions which tend to produce storms has been analyzed in detail. Most
thunderstorms which occur in districts facing the Japan Sea during the winter are
air-mass storms and are produced when the temperature at 500 mb pressure level is
below -200 C, it drops with a rate of more than about IOC/day and fronttal surfac

es of trough move east across the Japan Sea.
Moreover, spectrum analysis for the field change data in the period of thunde

rstorms has been done to estimate the scale of thunderclouds and convective cells
with considering wind speed.
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INTRODUCTION Kyushu Island and parallel to the Japan Sea
coast of Honshu Island about 60-80 km distant

Electric field measurements are very from the shoreline is approximately l0-12C in
important to determine the quantity, winter. This current plays a fundermental role
distribution and movement of electric charges as an energy and water vapour source [8].
in thunderclouds. To identify summer The rate of evaporation depends mainly
thunderclouds, there are many studies of upon the temperature of the evaporating surface
electric field measurement [lI,[2,[31. To compared with that of the air, but also upon
clarify the winter thunderstorm the relative humidity of the air or its degree
characteristics, the surface electric field of saturation, and the speed of the wind. When
strength has been measured by a field mill at frigid air with low humidity is advected over a I..
Maki in Japan since the winter of 1979 [4]. Its relatively warm water surface, evaporation is
output has been recorded on a pen recorder. To rapid, since the vapour pressure of the cold
simplify the analysis of the obtained field atmosphere is always less than that over the
change data, a digital recording system warmer water. Moreover, under these
controlled by a simple micro-computor board has circumstances the air is heated from below by
been developed and used together since the contact with the warm water surface so that it
winter of 1982. becomes unstable.

The meteorological data at Maki have been Since the da.i. thange in water surface
measured by weather instruments temperature is small, the lower the air
on the observation tower where lightning temperature and the higher the wind velocity,
currents have been measured [5],[6]. Moreover, the greater is the energy and water vapour
meteorological and aerological data at Wajima supply from the water surface.

" and Akita could been obtained. The sensible heat supply during the period
In this paper we discribe the winter of intense outburst of the Siberian air-mass

climate of the districts facing the Japan Sea is known to have reached as much as 1000 cal/cm
and formation of thunderclouds then present .day in the Japan Sea. Moreover, the latent
examples of the electric fields produced by heat is about 500 cal/cm2 .day. The total heat
winter thunderstorms and meteorological supply, which comes to 1500 cal/cm 2  .day,
conditions, examine the time development of exceeds the heatof the earth from the sun which
lightning activity and finally examine the cell is about 1440 cal/cm2 .day, at midday in
scales in the cloud by the spectrum analysis summer.
of field changes considering meteorological Thus as the air-mass passes towards the
conditions. Japanese Islands, inversion and turbulance in

the lower layer of the Siberian air-mass
WINTER MONSOON AND FORMATION OF THUNDERCLOUDS intensifies the formation of cumulus at low
[7] altitudees. Moisture entering the air as water

vapour and heat is widely distributed by wind
At the middle or end of November, a and vertical air current and highten the

continental anticyclone begins to develop over instability. When this combines with
the Asian Continent which increases in strength convergence induced by a front or other
to foster a huge polar continental air-mass mechanism, strong cumulus convection develops
and northwestery winds prevail throughout the and many cumulonimbus are formed.
winter with a peak in January. As a result, the During the cloud passage over the Japan
winter of Japan is completely governed by this Sea, although its bases are constant usually
cold air-mass, which brings abundant snowfall from 300 m to 1 km above sea, its tops increase

and cloud, overcast weather to districts facing gradually to 4-6 km in height at the coastline
the Japan Sea. The first arrival of this of Honshu Island.
winter monsoon is commonly at the end of
November. INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA PROCESSING

The monsoon winds are cut by cyclones
moving from southwest to northeast over the A field mill was located on the limited "
Japan Sea reducing their strength. Then the space for the weather observation yard about
cyclones have passed away to the northeast, the 100 m from the coastline of the Japan Sea,
monsoon winds grow afresh, flowing into the about 400 m SW of the meteorological 'S
rear side of the cyclone area. observation tower and about 13 m in altitude.

The Siberian air-mass produced over the It has a responce time of about 0.3 sec. The
continent is initially very cold, dry and mill output has been recorded on a pen recorder
stable. However, on leaving the cntinent and only in the early stage. To simplify the data
passing over the Japan Sea, it is modified by analysis and to avoid the data lacks caused by
the underlying water surface. troubles on recorders, a digital recording

The modification of that a ir-mass during system has been developed and used together
its passage over the Japan Sea is very since the winc'r of 1982.
important in determining the winter climate in 'h system onsists of a field mill, A-D
Japan and the formation of thonderelouds. conv rto,-, a digLtal cassette recorder and a

The Tsushima warm current le ug up fr'm s-imple racro-compnter with a timer. Figure 1
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shows the block diagram of the automatic Ca itollilt i :111; II i It aid ,i t:ori I iIp ystem. Since

digital recording system for the electrostatic Dec. 19688 l i iiiovem-it.It I ive been made as F

field. The dynamic range of the system covers to[lows.
from about +53 kV/m to -53 kV/m of the electric (I) te 1 ric> i;olat ioni ,I the signal .
field with a digitigation accuracy of about I line betwi-li iI,,- ;J11 :tI tle rtcording system

210 V/m. using a tl)toeloe l [,ili I ll-1. ;Tnission system

To record the field data automaticaly for ( 'II, . i t;',wt i,t V tH listait after the

a long period, the field signal is sampled at 4 Lto tjw st plhip,-

second intervals. It has been registered on (t l , : ,ltl, - i oliId of the

memorys of the computer with time index when %
their absolute value exceeds a certain 'The doi xI : i th( 1upper atmospheric

threshold or their changes with time exceed a tempeatulr-, at 8 1 ti It l 1.1
certain value. The conditions registered all of 1.5 kilt), 700 mil(ahiot El, 3 kil) anl 500 mb(about

the sampled data are the absolute value exceed El. 5.5 kin) pressrt I,. el over Wajima are

10 kV/m and its time differential exceed 250 showii in Vigurii. ill lih. Figure, arrow heads

V/m.sec.. The 4 sec. sampling time constant is show tit( t inic vI iphtnitg flashes strike the
too slow to time-resolve individual lightning tower and h, ' p)l t .lou:- on t ip vertical axis

discharges, but it is more than adequate to show tlt prioot ,,f ill Itords obtained by

recognize whole variation of the electrostatic the dli'41tL"I ,i

field. 1, ,lt-i( licid records
For processing data, digitally reciivdcd it t 1 -i , ,; 1,1. 1 I,. it o ajima and

data on magnetic tape are transfered and -storcd Mi tilC i I) , Ii cates the

into a personal computer with a cassette data synopt i ,olikt i, wh1it td to produce
recorder. Those data can be stored on 5" or 8' tltiid(-r 1 ,rm'i. Ill itto, Host thunderstorms
floppy disk and printed out by a dot matrix devlop a;t a ;iti r to,- Irontal surface of

printer or drown in the analog form by X-Y trough moviig Ji iis he, .sipiT Sea when the
plotter, moreover used for the spectrum teinp,:'*,rt'l.' 5i nih p?,-',zro lovel i hlow

analysis and so on. The block diagram of data -2) °4, it drops with zi rate L more than about
processing system is shown in Figure 2. 10°/day and ',lier to sieny wind blow. The

nt. tit. tower top of aki(EL 270 Hi)

RESULTS OF FIELD MEASUREMENT AND METEOROIlt;lC'.. rn : '-hC /lior whell

. CONDITIONS -i, i'iis drop
rate; l i ,' c pii,l ; aid fle initial

Except the electrostatic field data, the ,it- t - 1. tiigher
metorological data is essenitial to evalute the i;,itill t 1i 1i : , ;I 1 I wind speed,

winter thunderstorms which can be obtained at the llli i:t :i Ii i .

three points Wajima, Akita and Maki. Among theli I, wi'd ,i ,r ,pp.r atmosphere at

the data at Maki have been measured by weather W,:1 IA lare ;Iill,, ,n_ , ' it lit height of 0.3
instruments on the observation tower at which km-3 k onti iind e t ower top in %
lightning currents have been measured M4aoki i t t L, r e t i,, -A , ntal surface

simultaneously and the other include of a tro,. i ,I at , , - it k li.

aerological data. 'ilic t pi ,i , I I,, -Ictric field

When the frontal surfaces of a troglh move -l , ,,, r '), 1, - i ii l>t[ trm. Aid the

east across the Japan Sea during the Winitr, i tv ,tlvli$.. ' ',, . i t I; 1ll

the aerological conditions at Wajima about 180 ;h(,1,il ill i', 1 i, i:1 simmer

km WSW of Maki and Akita about 240 ke NNE il ,:.s I t ., ,... ..... loe art' "

Maki are similar excepting that the temperator' luwi . , , li' to

of Akita is 2'-6°C colder than Wajima aud tli-'l 1i I i. I iolrit v
the temperatures of Maki and Wajima ar, almost i ' ' i. -it tit( groutid"

same at the earth surface. So it is able tc -st i .[ i A ii -)V/m. telt i

consider that the aerological conditions of thai .-i ,I-a-' i he regioot.

Maki are same as Wajima. lv" i ,i 'I tl. j,-,110t a dur ig

The field data by the digital recording. *)i, 'I, l . , i ' Y 3 I- Lrg'

system were obtained over 260 days witlhin abou t lil 1 1,1 11i ill t , t ioll:

one year from Nov. 1982 to Nov. 1983. Alt Icinl,h , 11- tiT l,,o

there were several system stops causqed h y ,,, ,'l , t' i.e

program miss or surge intrusion in the to,'rly Ijii t - - i ''L i, duriog

stage, the system has been operated normally as .i I, I ,'th s All J

expected after some improvements. lit this <,-i, Ids a re

period, the lightning flashes to the tower were i, i 1 i it

18 times. All occured in winter in a bro id 1 i itI . .'I Ii

sense. I tt ll I hut i.

The unexpected stops on the system -JI ,, ,Ji-r.,'.
operation which are considered to h,, lie ( I uli-, c ,t v V il\,,',

lightning surges were 3 t imes. ihis p'p' 't I

trouble is a fatal one for the rulaihi ,i v ,I,
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To obtain the scales of thundercloud from surface. If plenty of latent heat is involved,
*the period of contenuous field variation due to the unstable situation will reach to higher%

storm movement and wind speeds, the data have extent in the altitude. Then the intenset
been processed with a low pass filter on the ascending current and large extended convection

*assumption that the cloud velocity is equal to seem to occur. Because the meteorological
the wind speed at the tower top and the wind conditon is similar on the water, it seems that%
direction is uniform. almost the sane convection cell occurs at an

The deduced scales are compared with the equal distance.
0scales of clouds taken by the Geostatic So we made comparisons of the latent heat

Meteorological Satellite(GMS 2)"Himawari 2"I. with each fundamental peek described above and
*The results are shown in Table 2. The reduced show then in Figure 11 and 12 respectively.
%values from 30 km to 300 km are almost equal to Both figures indicate that the latent heat has
*the one obtained from the pictures by GMS 2. more reasonable relation with each fundamental

peek.
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS OF THE FIELD DATA Therefore it is considered that the scale

of the convection is equivalent to the
To clarify the general characteristics of fundamental peek calculated by the spectrum

the slow field change, the data in the time analysis and depends on the air temperature and
domain when intense field is going on for each wind speed above the sea surface.
storms are analyzed to the spectrum

-- distribution by Maximum Entropy method. And CONCLUSIONS
similary the scales of thunderstorm, which is

*calculated from the field change considering To clarify the characteristics of the
*wind speed, is analyzed to the spectrum winter thunderstorm electric field at the
-distribution by the same method in which the ground has been measured by a field mill and a

each peek tine is transformed into the peek digital recording system.
-distances. The obtained data of field change have
-Independently of time length and date for been compared with the meteorological

the field changes, each fundane- tal peek time conditions and the synoptic conditions which
which is the most emphatic one in these tend to produce thunderstorm are made clear.

*distribution is concentrated in the area Most winter thunderstorms which occur in
-between 1000 sec. and 4000 sec. and also the districts facing the Japan Sea are air-mass
-fundamental distance is concentrated in the storms and develop when the air temperature at

area between 20km and 50km. It shows that the 500 mb pressure level is below -20'C, it drops
period length and scale are able to be divided with a rate of more than about 0 Cfday and
into parts with both fundamental peek time and moderate wind westerly blow during the passege

-peek distance. So these fundamental peek time of trough across the Japan Sea.
and peek distance seem to be equivalent to the When the storms attack the region the air

-scale of an individual lightning cell. Figure 7 temperature at the tower top in Maki drop
and B indicate the spectrum distributions rapidly with the raye of 2-40 C/hour.

-respectively. In winter the fields are highly variable
*We tried to compare each fundamental peek in both magnitude and polarity and its changes

time and peek distance with temperature in the in wave for a long period over one day. It is
upper air at Wajima where the altitude is about considered that several thunderstorms develop
3km on account of investigating what plays the and attack periodically over a long period of
most important role on the property of time during one or more.

-thunderstorm. Figure 9 and Figure 10 shows On the assumption that thunderclouds move
-these comparison with lapse respectively, with wind speed field changes for the distance

-In comparison, both lapse of the are thought due to the charge distributions in
fundamental peek have reasonable relation with the cloud. From the results of the analysis

*the lapse of temperature in the upper air. As horizontal distances of the charge center in
-the temperature decreases, the increase in both the cloud are 2-15 km.
*fundamental peek is recognized remarkably to The scales of thundercloud which are
*some extent in the figures. It seems that the deduced with the wind speed and the time length

temperature in the upper tends to give an of a series field change are from 30 km to 300
emphatic influence on each fundamental peek. km and these values are almost equal to the

As the air temperature on the Japan Sea scales obtained by the pictures of GMS 2.
*where Tsushima warm current flows decreases, By the spectrum analysis of the field
*the temperature difference between the water change data the scales of convection cell in
*and above the sea surface increases relatively, clouds are from 20 km to 50 km. This sizes
-That makes a lot of heat and vapour taken off depend strikingly on a mount of the energy and

from the water and occured the unstable water vapour supplied from sea surface.
situation in the atomosphere. In this process In order to study more fully the winter
the latent heat involved in the vapor is thunderstorm further investigation of the
proportional to the temperature difference electric fields should he continued at two
multiplied by the wind speed above the sea points where one is Mlaki and the other Is
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Hamochi in Sado Island about 50 km W from Maki.
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COSMIC RAYS, SOLAR ACTIVITY, MAGNETIC COUPLING
AND

LIGHTNING INCIDENCE

J. T. A. Ely
Space Sciences Division

4. Geophysics Program
University of Washington

Seattle, Washington

ABSTRACT

A theoretical model is described that unifies the complex
influence of several factors on spatial and temporal variation of
lightning incidence. These factors include the cosmic radiation,
solar activity, and coupling between geomagnetic and interplane-
tary (solar wind) magnetic fields. Atmospheric electrical conduc-
tivity in the 10 km region is shown to be the crucial parameter
altered by trese factors. The theory reconciles several large-
scale studies of lightning incidence previously misinterpreted or
considered contradictory. The model predicts additional strong
effects on variations in lightning incidence but, possibly, only
small effects on the morphology and rate of thunderstorm develop-
ment.

This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research under
Contract N00014-77-C-0392 and by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration under Contract NAS8-33884.
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INTRODUCTION at the sunspot minima, (2) Forbush decreases in
cosmic ray intensity due to "magnetized clouds" of

MANY THEORIES have been advanced for each of solar plasma enveloping the earth for several days
the various aspects of thunderstorm phenomenology. and occurring most often near the solar cycle
Arguments have been offered both in support and in maxima, and (3) magnetic coupling, an essentially
criticism of essentially all of these theories as weekly process to be discussed at length. As one
part of the process of model evolution. Similarly, example of these processes, high cosmic ray
this paper describes a theoretical model and then ionization above a thundercloud, common near the
tests its predictions against the data by showing sunspot cycle minimum, greatly increases the
they form a consistent set of explanations for a storm's leakage current and therefore also
number of major findings previously unexplained, increases the time required for the small remaining
misinterpreted or thought to be conflicting. In current to charge the cloud to striking potential.
view of (1) the importance of the atmospheric- This is predicted to result in less lightning and,
electricity/solar-terrestrial research areas, under certain conditions, a hi-lgie electrosphere
(2) the limitations on funds, and (3) the cost of potential during that part of the solar cycle or at
investigating erroneous concepts, theoretical dif- any time such increases in conductivity occur.
ferences must be resolved as early as possible in Other aspects of the model suggest: (1) altered 10
the program. km ionization also has a major influence on weather

Lightning incidence or frequency exhibits and climate via cirrus witn the effect expected to
great variation in time and space. Spatial or be stronger at high geomagnetic latitude, but
global lightning patterns can be seen in plots made (2) any changes in the potential do not have
from satellite data [1, 2, 3] and, on a different significant (first order) effects on eitFe-r-thun-
scale, in photographs made from orbit [4]. Tem- derstorms or climate. Hence, the model suggests
poral patterns of lightning incidence can be made by upper troposphere and tropopause ionization is a
time records of any variable correlated with local much more important quantity than the more diffi-
or with global lightning such as sferics or cult to measure electrospheric potential. Thus,
atmospheric electrical potential gradient [5]. although the ultimate cause of variation in this
Many factors are involved in shaping these pat- upper air conductivity is solar (activity, the
terns. The standard meteorological variables causal chain involves a number of additional
including moisture content, temperature distribu- factors including atmospheric electricity, cosmic
tions, orographic lift, etc., are generally under- radiation, the solar cycle and two forms of magnetic
stood, at least in broad principle. However, even coupling (one form of which is called "connection"
in these long studied areas of storm physics, or "merging") between the geomagnetic field (GMF)
establishment of details for many features, such as and the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). The
charge separation and transport, are still hindered "connection" model has organized many observations
by the complexity and experimental difficulties and has madea number of predictions laterconfirmed
arising from the numbejof variables and te range experimentally [6, 7]. Before the theory is
of scales involved (10 0v to greater than 10 m). A applied to interpretation of the data, a review of
less studied and less "obvious" but major determi- certain relevant aspects of these several factors
nant of lightning patterns is the distribution of will be given.
ionization from somewhat below 10 km to approxi-
mately 50 km (a level called the "electrosphere"). DISCUSSION
This factor, related to the atmospheric electrical
conductivity, and the processes that perturb it are ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY--It has long been
the topics of interest to this paper. known that ionization of the atmosphere in the

In essence, the theory to be developed will altitude region from about a kilometer up to the
show that solar activity should strongly influence electrosphere is almost entirely due to the cosmic
lightning frequency by several processes that radiation. The atmosphere can be considered the
markedly modulate the atmospheric conductivity (leaky) dielectric between the two spherical
above thunderstorms and hence the fraction of the capacitor shells formed by the earth's surface and
thunderstorm's upward (positive) current that the electrosphere in this simplified model. From
leaks away to the electrosphere. Among the several the downward direction and the sea level value of
processes are: (1) the modulation of galactic approximately 100 volts per meter for the fair-
cosmic ray intensity over the 11-year sclar sunspot weather atmospheric vertical electrostatic field
cycle with the maxima in cosmic rays occurring (E), one calculates a negative charge of 450,000
____coulombs resides on the earth's surface. Above the

electrosphere, E is everywhere very small or zero.
Abbreviations Used: Thus, an equal positive shell of 450,000 coulombs
C9 = geomagnetic activity index must exist between sea level and 50 km. If all of
EqM = equatorial modulation this positive charge were located at 50km (i.e. on
GMF = geomagnetic field the surface of the electrosphere), Ewould still be
IMF = interplanetary magnetic field nearly 100 volts per meter just below that surface.
Kp = a geomagnetic activity index However, it is found that E has decreased to
N = negative; P = positive approximately5volts per meter at only 10 km. (The
NM = neutron monitor potential of the electrosphere with respect to the
NSA = north-south asymmetry ground as zero is found by a line integral of E from
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the surface up to 50 km. It has a value that varies the cloud top to the electrosphere and decreasing
between about 220 and 35U KV with time of day and of that left to charge up the cloud's P region. Two
year [5] and of the solar cycle.) Thus, a positive interesting effects result from these changes:
space charge of about 430,000 coulombs (i.e. 95% of (1) the electrosphere potential may be raised by
the sea level surface charge) must exist in the 10 km the increased current leaking to it from the top of
thick atmospheric shell just above the earth's the affected thunderstorm(s) if not simultaneously
surface. Other measurements show that a positive canceled by other oppositely affected storms, and
air-earth current flows downward, is fairly con- (2) lightning frequency is reduced because the
stant throughout the altitude interval of interest, smaller charging currents require a longer time to
and is estimated to be approximately 1500 amperes reach striking potentials. To compare the rela-
for the entire earth (a few picoamperes per square tive magnitudes of these two effects, a halving of
meter). This current would essentially discharge R above a single storm would add only one part in
the earth-electrosphere capacitor in 10 minutes if 3600 to the electrosphere charging current but
no countercurrent existed. The equilibrium is might decrease the storm's charging current by 50%
believed to be maintained by an opposite (upward or so. One of the second order effects possible may
flowing) positive current of 1500 amperes provided be the increased probability of striking from the
by about 1/2 ampere average from each of the earth's storm's N region if only the (upper) P region is
approximately 3000 thunderstorms. weakened by the increased leakage current. In a

Associated withagiventhundercloudandother typical case of interest to us, a large region at
matter affected by its field, a number of different high latitude possibly involving 5 or 10% of the
charge separation and transport processes exist [8, earth's thunderstorms may have charging rates
9, 5]. Charges of both signs are liberated and altered. It was shown by E. P. Ney that atmospheric
transported in all directions by precipitation, ionization above thunderstorms at, say, 30 km
convection, lightning, etc. The overall result is altitude can change by nearly 60% overa solar cycle
a positive current upward composed of both a net [12]. Similar changes of order one-half are
downward transport of negative and a net upward induced by other variations in cosmic rays that will
transport of positive charge. The upward flowing be discussed. Ney also recognized that these
positive charge in effect divides and contributes changes might have relevance to the weather. A
both to charging of the upper positive (P) region theory of weather influence via high latitude
and to leakage out the sides and top of the cloud cirrus effects has been based on these alterations
along the electrostatic field lines due mainly to of high altitude ionization [13]. The theory being
the dipole of the cloud and its image in the earth presented in this paper is also based on the same
below. It should be noted that charge leaking findings. A later section will show that observa-
upward from the top of the cloud to the electro- tions of lightning incidence vary over the solar
sphere is, of course, actually falling down the cycle by an amount to be expected on the basis of the
potential gradient b cause the cloud top potential above discussion.
is between 10 and 10 volts above ground wile the COSMIC RADIATION--The galactic cosmic radia-
electrosphere is only approximately 3 x 10 volts. tion consists of approximately 90% protons and 9%
Thus, we see the 1/2 ampere (approximate) current alphas (helium nuclei) and 1% nuclei with Z greater
measured above single thunderstorms indicates the than 2. This flux has a spectrum exhibiting a broad
effective resistance above one storNk between it peak from approximately 300 to 1000Mev (i.e. IGev)
and the electrosphere, is about 10 ohms (Ru). per nucleon and a long power law tail decreasing as
Also, the effective total resistance therefore approximately the third power of the energy. Two
between all 3000 thunderstorm generators (in components of the galactic cosmic ray spectrum are

pa gallel ) and the electrosphere is of the order of of principal interest to this paper: the extremely
10 ohms. However, the 300,000 volt electrosphere variable low energy peak that contains most of the
potential driving a 1500 ampere leakage current particles, and the fairly constant high energy
through the atmosphere to earth indicates the total tail. The high energy tail beyond about 10 Gev has
resistance between the electrosphere and the ground access to, and produces atmospheric ionization at,
is only 200 ohms. A complete description of an essentially all altitudes and latitudes of the
equivalent circuit for even one storm would involve earth. The high energy flux changes very little
many components, primarily resistors and capaci- over the solar cycle (but does exhibit a low
tors. The general scheme has been well represented latitude magnetic coupling effect quite different
in the literature [10, 11, 5]. The concern here from that of the low energy flux). On the other
need only focus upon two variables, the changes in hand, the low energy flux (below about 2 Gev per
R and the resulting division of the storm's upward nucleon) only reaches the upper part of the
fYowing current into the charging and leakage atmosphere and only at high latitudes because of the
components. Notice Ru isdeterminedbytheioniza- geomagnetic field (GMF). For example, a 1 Gev
tion between about 10 km and the electrosphere which proton can only penetrate down to approximately the
commonly varies coherently with the more easily 10km altitude. Hence, the broad and variable peak
measured ionization at the 10km level itself. For is the dominant factor in determining ionization
this and other reasons, it is often convenient above high latitude thunderstorms and their value
simply to refer to changes in the 10km ionization. of Ru. These numerous cosmic ray protons that
As mentioned earlier, increases in the cosmic ray or occupy the energy spectrum peak near I Gev have the
other ionization of the region above the storm following characteristics of relevance here:
decreases Ru increasing the current leaking from (1) as stated above, they stop at approximately 11)
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km; (2) they only enter the earth's atmosphere at pressed together by the solar wind on the "bow" side
geomagmetic latitudes above about 600; (3) they are of the earth in the GMF's equatorial plane.
strongly modulated (i.e. approximately 60%) by the Because the GMF always points north at 00 latitude,
solar wind changes over the solar cycle; and a southward component of the IMF is required.
(4) they are essentially excluded from high lati- Because of the several day solar wind radial transit
tude regions during magnetic connection of those time and because of rotational effects in the earth-
regions to the sun. The reason for this strong sun system, the IMF arrives at earth with an azimuth
effect on the I Gev proton flux by magnetic coupling approximately 450 west of the earth-sun line.
is that the radius of curvature of such particles at Although the average direction of the IMF is along
approximately 10 earth radii above the magnetic this spiral line ("toward" or "away" from the sun),
poles is also equal to 10 earth radii which is also instantaneous directions can vary greatly due to
approximately the curvature change of the GMF in turbulence, etc., and, of course, during collision
those regions during connection to the IMF. This with the GMF. When an IMF southward flux tube
is called resonant scattering. Much lower energy cancels an equal amount of GMF flux in the bow side
protons would spiral along the field lines and find merging region, those flux tubes link, connecting
their way in in spite of morphological alterations one GMF pole to the sun.
in the GMF. Much higher energy protons would still The probability of merging appears to be
penetrate unimpeded by such merging of the fields, greatest when the GMF direction is closest to that
Thus, the "low energy" component of the cosmic of the IMF, requiring less bending. When a
radiation permits changes in solar activity to southward IMF occurs, the oppositely directed GMF
alter upper air ionization and hence lightning and IMF fluxes cancel in the bow side equatorial
frequency. merging region, and the parent IMF flux lines

THE SOLAR CYCLE AND MAGNETIC COUPLING--The entering the region from the north link or connect
solarwind consists of an essentially collisionless to the parent GMF lines also entering from the

" plasma of ionized hydrogen (protons and electrons) north, as stated above. This, of course, connects
. that sweeps out from the sun past the eartn at speeds the sun to the earth's north magnetic pole.

of perhaps 300 km per second during solar minimum Because the sun is a very poor source of I Gev
and 600 km per second at solar maximum. Because protons, and because of the "resonant scattering"
this low density plasma is collisionless it acts as of galactic cosmic ray protons in this approximate
a superconductor and transports the sun's photo- energy range by the connected flux tube, the cosmic
spheric magnetic field outward from its surface, ray intensity and upper atmospheric ionization
dragging it along in the plane of the ecliptic, generally decrease in nothern latitudes. In a
This magnetic burden of the solar wind, the IMF, similar fashion, connection can occur between the
commonly points approximately away from or toward south GMF pole and the sun in a negative IMF sector
the sun. Depending upon the region of origin on the decreasing cosmic ray upper air ionization at
solar surface, the field transported from the sun southern latitudes. When a GMF pole is connected
can have different polarities, outward called to the sun, the arriving 1 Gev cosmic ray flux
positive, and inward called negative. The result- exhibits a decrease of about 30% in the region ofitg pattern of alternating positive and negative that pole (the fTTux changes are actually largest at '

polarity IMF regions tends to repeat itself each 27 the cusps). An increase in flux occurs at the
days at the earth due to solar rotation. The opposite unconnected pole (which has "opened" out
alternation of IMF polarities induces two different to the galaxy) but appeared in the satellite and
local modulations at earth in the galactic cosmic neutron monitor (NM) data to be somewhat smaller in
radiation by two magnetic coupling processes. One magnitude possibly due to mirroring of the arriving
strongly affects the low energy (about 1 Gev) flux particles. The decrease at one pole and increase
at high geomagnetic latitudes by a process called at the other are called a north-south asymmetry,
merging or connection inducing a north-south occur in the low energy flux, exhibit a strong
asymmetry (NSA) in the flux. The other process geomagnetic latitude dependence (peaking near the
produces an equatorial modulation (EqM) in the high day side cusps at approximately 750 N and 750 S) and
energy (above about 5 Gev) flux reaching the are not to be confused with a much studied asymmetry
atmosphere at low latitudes [14, 6]. that occurs in many times higher energy cosmic rays

Connection and the NSA (Description)--When measured with respect to ecliptic north and south.
the earth is in a positive sector, IMF pointing away The NSA amplitude is large for low energy particles 
from the sun and toward the earth, the configuration (and vice versa) and may decrease from solarminimum
is correct for connection by an IMF flux tube to the to solar maximum [14, 6].
north pole region of the GMF where flux enters the Parallel/Antiparallel and the EqM (Descrip-
earth. In negative sectors, the topology is tion)--It was surprising to find a significant
correct for connection only at the south pole. modulation in the cosmic rays reaching the atmos-
Connection of the IMF and GMF is analogous to that phereat low geomagnetic latitudes because of their
between two simple dipole magnets that connect (and high energy (approximately 10 Gev threshold for
attract each other) when their orientation is protons arriving along the local vertical) and
antiparallel (opposite) but repel , i.e. do not small change in intensity over the solar cycle.
connect, when parallel. Similarly, for (local) The modulation may have importance both to weather
cancellation,mergingandconnectiontotakeplace, via the cirrus mechanism [13] and to lightning via
a flux tube or bundle of the IMF must point ionization changes. In the smnal amount of satel-
approximately opposite to the GMF where they are lite and Nil data analyzed to date, the amplitude of
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EqM was found to average 30%Y in the 6 Gev protons southward IMF encounters the earth. In contrast,
arriving horizontally at the top of the atmosphere low latitude atmospheric ionization is constantly

. from the west but appeared to be only Ito 2% in the affectedbyall relative orientations of the IMFand
Chacaltaya and Haleakala NM data for 1966 to 1963 by the field conditions many earth radii away f o
[6]. The changes in tropopause ionization should themagnetopause, especially so when the IMF ismost
be closer to the satellite value of EqM than to the homogeneous. Of course, the maximum increase in
NM values because of the lower threshold (6 Gev) of low latitude atmospheric ionization occurs when the
the flux sampled in orbit. Additional low latitude IMF is antiparallel and the equatorial cosmic ray
NM data are now being analyzed, but satellite (or cutoff is lowest, admitting the largest number of
balloon) measurements of low latitude cosmic rays galactic cosmic rays. Thus., an antiparallel ori-
in both positive and negative IMF sectors from solar entation (southward IMF) decreases lightning inci-
minimum to solar maximum are needed. In the NM dence at the equator (due to EqM) and at one pole
data, EqM weakened approaching the 1964 solar (due to NSA). Recall that, due to mirroring, the
minimum [6]. More data will be analyzed. The increase in ionizing flux at the unconnectedpoleis
mechanism of EqM is extremely simple and is smaller, and hence associated effects are smaller
explained in reference 6. In essence, when the IMF than at the connected pole, preventing a "plus-
near the earth is approximately parallel to the minus symmetry" in the NSA. In contrast, a -

equatorial GMF (i.e. north), the cut-off rigidity parallel orientation (northward IMF) decreases
is increased and the arriving flux is reduced. ionization at all latitudes resulting in a light-
Conversely, the flux increases when the IMF and ning increase at both poles and the equator.
equatorial MF are antiparallel. The EqM and NSA Briefly, four angles of interest are (1) the
peak under different conditions and times of the 7.250 tilt of the sun's spin axis toward the earth's
year and of the solar cycle. Usually NSA will have 7 September position placing the earth in northern
the same sign a , EqM at one pole and be opposite at heliographic latitudes from 6 June to 6 December,
the other. The various factors that determine when and southern from 6 December to 6 June; (2) the
they peak and are additive include the 23.5' tilt of 23.50 tilt of the earth's spin axis directly toward
the earth's spin axis with respect to ecliptic the sun on 21 June, away on 21 December, forward
north, the 120 tilt of tne GMF dipole with respect to along the direction of earth's orbital motion on 21
the spin axis, the 7.250 tilt of the sun's spin axis September, and backward on 21 March; (3) the mean
with respect to ecliptic north, and a warping of the direction of the IMF which is along a spiral
sun's equatorial plane current sheet involved in arriving at earth 450 west of the earth-sun line;
the Rosenberg-Coleman effect, and (4) the 120 tilt of thE GMF dipole from the

NSA and EqM: Seasonal, Solar Cycle and La- earth's spin axis which will be ignored in this
titude Effects--The questions of relative ampli- discussion of seasonal (not hourly) orientation
tudes and phases of the ionization perturbations changes. On 21 December, wwen the GMF tilts away
due to the two principal magnetic coupling mecha- from the sun, the IMF would be most nearly parallel
nisms (producing NSA and EqM) are discussed in this to the GMF in positive ("away") sectors if the
section. These considerations (1) determine how azimuthal (spiral) component could be ig-ored.
the effects add and subtract and (2) are of interest Similarly, on 21 March, when the GMF points backward
to changes in both lightning intensity and electro- along the orbit, positive sectors would be most
spheric potential. The relative orientation of nearly parallel if the radial component is ignored.
IMF and GiF is, of course, the ultimate variable. In this vein, one expects maximum parallelism (due
The dominant controlling factors are: (1) the to turbulence about the average spiral field
sun's magnetic field polarity and amplitude; direction) to occur near 21 February for positive
(2) the directions of the spin axes of sun and earth sectors and maximum antiparallel conditions on the
with respect to both the ecliptic plane and the same date for negative (IMF toward the sun) sectors.
earth-sun line (or to the IrF spiral direction); On 21 August, the opposites should hold, i.e.
(3) the solar wind speed; and (4) warping of the maximum parallelism for negative sectors, etc.
solar equatorial current sheet. The direction The principles of this and of the previous paragraph
variables will be considered first, followed bythe can be applied to estimate the relative probability
solar magnetic dipole polarity, current sheet of lightning incidence fluctuations at different
warping (the Rosenberg-Coleman effect), then wind times of year. Clearly, connection (i.e. anti-
speed and, finally, a comment on latitude effects, parallel orientation) is favored for positive

As discussed above, the solar wind presses the sectors in the fall and negative sectors in the
IMF against the bow side of the GMF where the two spring. Thus, one expects strong lightning inci-
fields can have relative orientations that range dence fluctuations that correlate with IMF sector
through 360 '. For connection to take place, the polarity at these times. Because geomagnetic
IMF must be approxiimately antiparallel to the GMF noise is strongly influenced by connection [15],
(i.e. have a southward comiponent) in the merging geomagnetic disturbance indices should exhibit the
region. Recall that when connection takes place at same fall positive and spring negative modulation.
one GMF pole, ionizing galactic cosmic ray flux This, in fact, has been observed to hold for the C9
decreases at that pole and increases at the index in data spanning the interval from 1962 to
unconnected pole producing an NSA in lightning but, 1975, somewhat more than one sunspot cycle [16].
possibly, alMost d null effect on overall current to The solar dipole reverses polarity during
the electrosphere. Thus, NSA's in high latitude years of high sunspot number, approximately two to
atmospheric ionization occur primari y when a three years after the sunspot maximum, and retains
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the new polarity through the following minimum strength and solar wind particle density, the
until the next post-maximum reversal [17]. During pressure increase due to higher solar wind speed -.
the present years of the 1986 solar minimum epoch, would have at least two effects: (1) compression
the southern half of the sun has a north magnetic of the GMF with large inductive effects at earth,
pole. Thus, flux points out or "away" from the and (2) an increased susceptibility to connection
sun's southern hemisphere (as in positive sectors) because flux is removed from the compressed (high
and into or "toward" the northern half (as in energy density) day side GMF by merging, conse-
negative sectors). However, in the simplest quently lowering the pressure. A third possible
description, instead of pointing north in the influence is an increasing homogeneity of the IMF we
equatorial plane like the GMF, the flux is dragged postulate may occur on the scale of about 10 GMF's
outward by the radially expanding highly conducting (i.e. 100 earth radii) or so, even though the -.
(collisionless) solar wind plasma so that the general trend is toward more turbulence on larger
average direction of the IMF is approximately scales as solar wind increases. If this effect
parallel to the equatorial plane pointing outward occurs, it would be apparent as a decrease in the IMF
(along the spiral direction) just south of the plane wavelength spectrum at frequencies of .001 Hz (and
and inward just north of the plane (the plane must slightly below) near solar maximum when the
therefore contain a current sheet). Because the spectral content of still lower frequencies is
earth is at south solar latitudes from 7 December to increasing (i.e. a steepening in spectral slope at
7 June, it would be in a positive (outward flux) the low wavelength end). The decrease of low
sector continuously for six months if the current frequency IMF homogeneity at solar maximum is
sheet remained in the equatorial plane. However, thought to be due to magnetohydrodynamic effects
in what is called the Rosenberg-Coleman effect, (for a discussion of theory and measurements see
because of the so-called "baseball seam" shape of reference 21). If the frequency spectrum in the
the source regions on the solar surface, the current .001 Hz interval rises less than the wind speed, the
sheet is warped, curving sinusoidally above and homogeneity in that scale range will increase. As
below the solar equatorial plane which it usually solar maximum is approached, such an effect may
divides into four sectors. When the amplitude of explain the enhanced EqM and diminished NSA
warp is larger than 7.250, the plane of the ecliptic observed in NM data [6]. Decreased frequency of
is also (usually) divided into four sectors which connection is expected because variation about the
rotate with the 27-day period of the sun. Fre- IMF mean position is needed to provide the close
quently, low amplitude or asymmetry of warp result antiparallelism that favors merging. However,
in only two IMF sectors [18]. Thus, approximately when connection does occur near solar maximum, the
two to four times per month a sector boundary NSA effects should be larger because of the greater
crosses the earth, placing it alternatively above solar wind speed transporting the merging flux
or below the warped current sheet with correspond- against the GMF and, possibly, the greater IMF
ing changes in IMF polarity occurring within a few amplitude and homogeneity. Thus, near solar maxi-
hours [19, p. 77; this reference is a compendium]. mum, NSA's may be less frequent but more intense.
Because of the 7.250 tilt, the sectors are not of Such an effect has been reported in low pressure
equal width, resulting in more time in the polarity trough vorticity [19, p. 196].
deteremined by the heliographic latitude of earth At different latitudes on earth, responses may
when it is far from zero as in spring and fall . This not be at all similar for a given input (such as the
result of current sheet warping combined with the changes in 10 km ionization produced by the NSA and
heliographic latitude excursions of earth is called EqM effects of magnetic coupling). This possi-
the Rosenberg-Coleman effect [20]. A number of bility, as well as the subtleties of the physics,
annual and 11-year variatons are predicted as should be considered in analysis by this model (or
direct results of the fact that even very small by other methods) of the vast array of diverse
amplitude warps will move the current sheet across phenomena shown to correlate with solar activity
the earth when it is at 0' solar latitude, thereby [19]. An excellent example is the intensification
maximizing the number of IMF sector boundary of low pressure troughs forming in the Gulf of
crossings in December and June. As examples, peaks Alaska by IMF sector boundary passage, especially
are expected in December and June for both lightning when IMF polarity changes from negative to posi-
frequency (as indicated by suitable sferics) and tive. This effect exhibited high statistical
geomagnetic disturbances. Also, many 22-year correlation only in the winter. The magnetic
variations should result according to the magnetic coupling model explains both the high latitude and
coupling model when the geometrical factor domi- seasonal aspects as follows: (1) in positive
nance (of positive sectors in the fall and negative sectors, connection of the north GMF pole to the sun
in the spring) is combined with the appropriate reduces the 10 km ionization permitting cirrus
polarities by the solar magnetic dipole reversal, formation to accelerate in that altitude region
An example will be given in a later section thus trapping heat in the system that would
discussing Stringfellow's lightning studies, otherwise have been lost by radiation [13]; (2) the

Solar wind speed is expected to intluence winter dominance is explained by the much greater
magnetic coupling for several reasons, most of prevention of cooling afforded by high cirrus when
which are enhancing. As a first example, the rate no insolation is present and the systemmust radiate
of flux merging during connection is dependent upon to a 3K cloudless sky if the (approximately 230 0K)
the rate IMF is being transported into the merging cirrus layer does not form; and (3) the approximate
region by the solar wind. Also, for a given IMF equality of sector lifetime and transit time of the
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system from a source region at high latitude exerts years spanning four solar cycles (numbers 17
a form of resonant effect (in contrast to the low through 20) [22]. Two features of this study that
latitude situation discussed below). Because EqM are most apparent in Stringfellow's Figure 1 are of
does affect upper air ionization at low latitudes, considerable significance to the solar-activity/
sector synchronous modulation of cirrus is expected lightning-incidence question and will be consid-
there also. However, the broad longitudinal ered here. These features are the 11-year correla-
extent and the lower average wind speeds of tion widely considered to be conflicting with other
equatorial source regions make air mass residence data, and the 22-year correlation which, to this
time much longer than IM1F sector lifetimes and author's knowledge, has not previously elicited
prevent the quick response and resonance effects of extensive comment in the literature.
high latitude systems. Magnetic coupling effects, One of the principal reasons cited for
of course, are still expected to appear promptly in considerig the British data anomalous was the
low latitude lightning incidence which is not failure to detect a difference in lightning
slowed by a dependence on rate of heat loss. Now, incidence due to the 11-year cycle in data from the
the lesson of this paragraph can be expressed 1965 solar minimum (OSU-2) and 1969 solar maximum
(regarding the subtlety of these relationships in (OSO-5) satellite experiments of Vorpahl, Sparrow
general and of latitudinal effects in particular). and Ney [1]. Although those authors were well
In spite of the seeming cancellation of cirrus aware of the low latitude extent (within approxi-
modulation having two or more alterations during mately 30' of the equator) of their data, the strong
low latitude air mass residence time, integrated difference (a factor of 5 or greater depending upon
second order effects may be significant because altitude) in solar cycle modulation of upper
sector widths are systematically unequal espec- atmosphere ionization between tropical and English
ially in the spring and fall near the maximum latitudes definitively demonstrated by Ney [12]
heliographic latitude excursions of earth. For seems to have been ignored by much of the community.
example, during this cycle 21 minimum epoch, the However, because of this latitude difference there
broadest IMF sectors in springwill be positive (the is no disagreement between these data sets accord-
polarity of the sun's southern hemisphere) tending ingto the magnetic coupling model.
to decrease ionization and therefore increase The 22-year correlation of Stringfellow's
cirrus L13] (and also, incidentally, lightning, data is extremely interesting. The annual light-
sferics, Kp, etc.). In the fall, the widest ning index peaks for solar cycles 17 through 20 have
sectors will be negative. In the even numbered the following characteristics: (1) they alter-
cycles (i.e. 20, 22, etc.), these seasonal polarity nate in height with 17 and 19 about the same
dominances will be reversed. This particular amplitude (within 4%) and average significantly
example, being a Rosenberg-Coleman effect, will of higher (about 10%) than the average of peaks 18 and
course disappear near the solstices when the earth 20 which also are close together in height (within
is crossing the sun's equator and sector widths 3%); and (2) the lightning index peaks in each case
become equal. slightly lead the sunspot peaks (by about one year).

There are other processes such as solar flares These characteristics are predicted by the magnetic
and cosmic ray Forbush decreases that can have coupling model as follows. Because the solar
important effects on lightning incidence. Such dipole field reverses 2 to 3 years after solar
effects can usually be deduced by simply remember- sunspot maximum [17; or 19, p. 79] and because the
ing that changes in 10 km ionization and in lightning peaks occurred slightly before the
lightning frequency are predicted to vary sunspot peaks, the solar polarity during each peak
inversely, would be the same as in the preceding minimum which

MAGNETIC COUPLING THEORY: APPLICATIONS--In were positive, negative, positive, and negative,
addition to the diverse examples discussed above, respectively (notice following the reversal during
application of the magnetic coupling model to a few the 1980 maximum for cycle 21, our present solar
important unexplained findings related to light- dipole polarity is negative). Thus, for example,
ning are presented in this section. The model during most of the lightning peak years associated
suggests lack of a consistent theory has resulted in with the sunspot maximum 19, the northern half of
misinterpretations that in some cases have pre- the sun was a magnetic north pole (which favors
vented integration of valid data considered con- positive sector connection from June to December)
flicting and in others have generated misconcep- and the southern half was a magnetic south favoring
tions regarding which variables are causal and connection in negative sectors to the south pole of
which simply covariant. The authors cited here earth. This should considerably enhance lightning
are, in general, not the sources of the concepts incidence in Britain (northern latitudes) in "fall"
suggested to be erroneous by this paper but are (i.e. from June to December) and in southern
merely reviewing the literature, latitudes in "spring" (i.e. from December to June).

Lightning Correlations: 11 and 22 Year--An However, because of the weakness of NSA at the
extensive series of studies of lightning and unconnected pole, the decreases in "spring" in
electrical power line faults due to lightning in England should be much less than the increases in
Britain has shown a remarkable correlation with "fall" providing a significant net enhancement for
sunspot number. Smoothed data for lightning ob- each such year in the rising portion of the odd
servations as thunderstorm days by 40 weather numbered sunspot cycles. Conversely, in the even
stations were reported by Stringfellow to exhibit a numbered sunspot cycles, the solar dipole is
positive correlation of 0.8 for approximately 40
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reversed and there is no "fall-positive"/"spring- both the ionization and the field strength.
negative" enhancement of connection. However, the field strength variations are much

Enhancement of 10 km Ionization at Low less important than the ion density variations for
Latitudes--As discussed earlier in the description two reasons related to amplitude and phase. before
of EqM, low latitude 10 km ionization is found to these are briefly discussed, it is appropriate to
change very little over the solar cycle when a recall the converse mechanism predicted by the
sufficient number of measurements are made and model (in which positive sector connection
averaged together for each year. For example, the decreases northern latitude 10 km ionization
increases in 10 km ionization from solar maximum to enhancing cirrus formation and retarding heat loss
solar minimum at the equator and at 55' (north or from the system). This sequence is expected to be
south) geomagnetic latitudes are approximately 3% most important in sun-weather relationships.
and 18%, respectively; at 30 km for the same "Local" changes in tropopause ionization amplitude e
latitudes the increases are 4% and 100%, respec- of approximately 30 to 100% can occur in polar e

tively [12]. Thus, the finding of large increases regions quickly and even on a weekly basis due to IMF
in ionization lasting for a day or so at low latitude connection NSA's, Forbush decreases, and solar
by a number of investigators was surprising, flares. Again, "local" effects such as NSA's are
Sellars summarized these and included the remarks expected to produce only small field changes.
by W. 0. Roberts regarding the importance of this Because of the high conductivity of the electro-
anomaly and the need to explain it [23, p. 66]. As sphere, to obtain a 30% change in the field
shown in this paper, EqM's of about 30% at the top of amplitudes, some global effect such as daily
the equatorial atmosphere are explained and pre- rotation through the 1800 UT thunderstorm maximum,
dicted by the magnetic coupling model and have been or the modulation of cosmic ray intensity by solar
observed by satellite [6]. activity over a sunspot cycle would be needed.

Modulation of the Electrosphere Potential-- Even though global effects can be impulsive as in
The increases and decreases in both the electro- Forbush decreases, the phases are opposite or mixed
spheric potential and the fair weather electric in such events: i.e. the decrease in cosmic ray
field associated with increases and decreases in 10 ionization both diminishes the thunderstorm leak-
km ionization have been clearly defined by Markson age current, opposing increase in electrosphere
and others for over a decade. However, several potential, and decreases the clear air conductiv-

reviewers have commented on the almost prevailing ity, slowing the fall in electrospheric potential.
suppositions that (1) the enhanced potential and Anomalous situations occur in which 10km ionizaton
its gradient "somehow produce increased lightning" decreases and higher altitude ionization increases
[23, p. 65], and (2) "solar effects on terrestrial for obvious reasons. Although Reiter and others
meteorology occur through modulation of the global have shown large changes in field quantities do
fair-weather electric field" [23, p. 75]. The occur in major impulsive events, such events are
magnetic coupling model shows clearly that changes much less frequent than the IMF sector effects and
in lightning and in the subject potential and its usually are additive tothe latter. Fora review of
gradient occur as results of alterations in upper the literature and numerous considerations
air ionization because of-the latter's influence on involved see reference 19.
the division of thunderstorm generator current Cosmic Rays and Lightning Frequency--The IMF
between leakage and charging. Thus, changes in the sector synchronous modilations of cosmic rays and
field quantities are predicted to be co-results, mechanisms to explain their involvement in atmos-
not causes of major lightning alterations. Even in pheric process have received attention since 1969
weather alteration as suggested in discussion of [6, 25]. The studies of Lethbridge [26] have shown
the cirrus mechanism below, the field quantities a strong statistical correlation between cosmic ray
are predicted by the magnetic coupling model intensity fluctuations and "thunderstorms" (light-
mechanisms described in this paper to exert only ning). Those studies found a maximum in lightning
secondary effects. incidence approximately 3 days after the cosmic ray

The Cirrus Mechanism--The magnetic coupling intensity fluctuation maximum. This finding has
model suggests the rate of cirrus formation is since been interpreted to indicate a causal
inversely influenced by 10 km ionization as relationship between the lightning maximumand the
follows. Any process producing enhanced 10 km preceding cosmic ray maximum. However, most such
ionization increases charging of water molecular cosmic ray maxima are related to IMF sector boundary
aggregates because of their high capture cross- passage. When a maximum precedes the boundary, a
section (via inelastic collisions) decreasing strong cosmic ray minimum follows it. This minimum
recombination of the ions. The charged aggregates would be in essentially exact coincidence with the
are then transported out of the thin cirrus region lightning maximum. The magnetic coupling mndel
by the 5 volt/m field (before they can grow to micron explanation of lightning increases due to ioni.a-
size) impeding cirrus formation and enhancing tion decreases has been discussed elsewhere in this
cooling of the surface below [13]. As pointed out paper. That model suggests, therefore, that the
by one investigator, the common supposition is demonstrated correlation described above is real,
exactly the reverse of this: "Most people think" but that the cosmic ray decrease causes the
extra ionization increases nucleation and thin lightning maximum.
cirrus [24, p. 133]. Notice, in the first scenario Runaway Electrons--Theoretical and experi-
above, the rate water molecular aggregates are mental support has in recent years reawakened
transported out of the region is proportional to interest in the suggestion made 60 years ago by
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Wilson that, in the high field regions of thunder- principal independent variable within the atmos-
storms, electrons might gain more energy than lost phere.
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LIGHTNING TEST OF A CFC AIRCRAFT WING TANK SKIN

Karl-Gunnar Lbvstrand, Bengt Olsson, Bo Wahlgren and Leif Andersson

SAAB-SCANIA AB, Link6ping Sweden

ABSTRACT

Lightning tests were performed on painted samples of CFC wing tank skins. The aim of the

study was to find a lightning safe wing design.
The report describes four different test methods and the results obtained when testing

bolted joints and the CFC skin. Photographic recordings were made of thermal sparking at
" fasteners. The voltage between fasteners and the CFC skin was measured for determination of

electric sparking. Internal hot spot temperatures were studied with an AGA thermovision

camera on skins for determination of autoignition risks. The influence on hot spots of an
external high velocity air stream was studied. Ignition experiments were made using a mixture

of air and ethene.
Factors governing electric ignition and "hot spot" autoignition have been related to the

* results found.
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INTRODUCTION TEST METHODS

CARBON FIBER COMPOSITES (CFC) are Test testing was performed accord-
used extensively in advanced fighter air- 0ing T s (efo1) withrth

craft structures. One concern with that is in o to be in lighthe
the susceptibility to lightning strikes tank skin assumed to be in lightning
when they are used in fuel tank skins. A attachment zone 2A. The action integralwhentheyareusedin uel ankskin. Aand the charge transferred were larger
lightning attachment to an unprotected than that defined by the standard, how-

CFC tank skin may produce internal spark- t aea r
ing at fasteners and hot spots inside the ever.

The details of the test methods have
tank with a temperature exceeding the
autoignition temperature (AIT) of the

fuel vapors, only be described briefly below.TEST GENERATOR AND SET UP - The
The aim of the present study 

was to

determine the lightning effects on diffe- coupon test samples were attached to analuminium box. For photographic pur-
rent CFC wing skin designs for a wing con-

taining JP-4 type of fuel. poses, exploding gas experiments and
thermovision recordings the bottom of

The lightning tests were performed on the box could be removed. The box could
coupon samples of CFC skins and CFC skins be fully closed to form a shielded en-
attached to internal CFC spars and ribs by closure for voltage measurements using
means of metallic fasteners and anchor closure fr o e re me ounuts, a battery powered oscilloscope. Four

return conductors were connected from a
TEST SAMPLES flange on the test box to the generator.

The test generator consisted of a
The test samples consisted of 75 cm by high current capacitor bank (30-60 uF)

75 cm coupons of CFC panels with a thick-in
ness of 3 mm, 4.5 mm and 6.5 mm. Unprotec-
ted panels and panels covered on the outer parallel with a bank of car batteries

purfane and panels codon siluer forming a 300 V DC generator. The test
surface with highly conducting silver generator could thus give a damped 20
paint (normally intended for EM shield-ng kHz oscillatory high current pulse
purposes) or with a flame sprayed alumi- flw byla high current tal
nium layer were tested. The silver painted of about 260 A. High current arcs with a

panel had a surface conductivity of about
20 S/m and the flame sprayed panel about ted.
200 S/.ted.

Skin samples of 3 mm and 6.5 mm thick- The action integral of the current
ness were bolted to 50 mm wide CFC ribs and the total charge transferred in thearc exceeded that required by MIL-STD-."
with metallic fasteners countersunk into arc e d that r eL
the skin and rivetted anchor nuts. The 1757 by 0-60%..

A high pressure air nozzle posi-
*resistance between each fastener and the tioned about 150 mm from the electrode

structure was 15-30 mohm when measured at cold at a high elctoaira curen of A.could generate a high velocity air
a current of 5 A. stream (>30 m/s) tangential to the CFC

The outer bolt heads of the fasteners skin in order to simulate the cooling
in 3 mm panels were treated in three dif- effectnofrthe airflowlovertan aircrafteffect of the airflow over an aircraft
ferent ways. surface.

DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES - Four dif-
A. Oversealed with dielectric sealant

and painted with silver paint and with ferent diagnostic methods were used at

ordinary paint. the testing: Photography, voltage mea-
surements, explosive gas mixture and
hot spot recordings.

B. Oversealed with dielectric sealant,
painted with ordinary paint, silver 1. Photograpy of the internal tank
paint and again with ordinary paint, wall at fasteners.

A Polaroid camera with aperture f
C. Oversealed with dielectric sealant, 4.7 and 3000 ASA film was used for

painted with ordinary paint and co- photographic detection of sparking at
vered with a 50 mm wide aluminium the fasteners. It had earlier been shown

that this method cannot detect weak

The 6.5 mm panels with anchor nut electric sparks of minimum ignition
fasteners were only painted with the or- energy (ref 2 and 3). The camera was,
dinary paint, however, in this case used for detection

The internal anchor nuts were not of thermal sparking. Such sparking
oversealed in any way which represents the often occurs in the form of burning
worst case with imperfect or lacking se- fragments thrown out from the sparking
lant on the fasteners, area.
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2. Voltage measurements between anchor RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
nut and CFC skin. PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDINGS - The

As a complement to the photographic photographic diagnostics revealed that
technique voltage measurements were used unprotected anchor nut bolts in 6.5 mm
to indicate the possibility of electric CFC skins might produce thermal sparks.
sparking. A battery powered oscilloscope The bolts in 3 mm skins protected by
equipped with a Polaroid camera was placed silver paint (protection method A and B)
on an insulating support inside the test also produced intense thermal sparking,
box. The voltage induced by magnetic coup- fig 3. The test samples protected with
ling through the CFC skin from the test aluminium tape (method C) passed the
generator was measured by means of a short testing and no significant sparking was
circuit wire loop. detected at the tests.

3. Explosive gas mixture in simulated The presence of thermal sparking
tank compartment. was easily detected with the photo-

graphic technique. As demonstrated ear-
An explosive gas mixture experiment lier weak electric sparking cannot al-

was set up to demonstrate possible igni- ways be detected with the photographic
- tion risks from potential sparking at fas- method prescribed in MIL-STD-1757. If

teners, fig 1. the sensitivity is increased and at
The gas system generated a well cont- least two cameras are used in parallel

rolled mixture of ethene and air with an coincidence criterias can be used for
ignition energy of less than 0.15 mJ. The registrations on the film. Weak spark- 3

| gas mixture was fed into a plastic bag ing can thus be distinguished from e.g.
which was attached "air tight" to the in- film imperfections and other distur-
ternal skin of the test sample and thus bances. A better confidence will then be
simulating a fuel tank compartment. The obtained with photographic diagnostics.
ignition property of the gas mixture was VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS - The voltage
continuously checked during the experi- drop between a fastener exposed to a si-
ment. Gas was drained through a thin pipe mulated lightning strike and the inter-
from the simulated tank compartment into a nal CFC skin was measured for bolts
spherical electrode spark gap which every through a 6.5 mm CFC skin and a CFC rib.
10 seconds generated 1.5 mm long capaci- When the test current of about 100 kA
tive discharges from a capacitance of to- was passed through the bolt to the CFC
tally 9 pF. The minimum ignition energy of structure a voltage drop of 440-550 V
a mixture of ethene and air at normal pre- was measured. The high current resi-
ssure and temperature is 0.07 mJ. The stance of the fastener was thus about 5
spark gap indicated that the gas ignition mohm. The recorded voltage was high
energy was less than 0.15 mJ during the enough for generation of discharges
experiments, through very thin dielectric layers,

A mixture of ethene and air was used across very short airgaps and also for
becaase its ignition energy is comparable sustaining high current arcing in air-
with that of an optimum JP-40 air mixture gaps. The voltage recorded did indicate
at a temperature elevated 100 C and a gas that electric sparking phenomena could

. overpressure of about 30%. These condi- occur in the test samples.
tions were judged to establish the worst EXPLOSIVE GAS MIXTURE - The explo-
case normally occurring in a CFC aircraft sive gas mixture experiments demon-
tank. strated that the thermal sparking which

4. Hot spot temperature recordings. was produced at unprotected fasteners
in 6.5 mm CFC panels could ignite an

The autoignition risks due to hot spot explosive gas mixture of ethene and air.
formation in CFC fuel tanks have not been In one out of four trials made the simu-
investigated thoroughly before and were lated fuel tank containing a gas mixture
therefore included in the study. Record- exploded when a lightning current was
ings of the local temperature and the dy- fed into an anchor nut bolt head.
namics of the hot spots generated on the The mechnism of gss ignition by
inside were made with AGA infrared sensi- thermal sparking !s not fully under-
tive thermovision cameras, type 564 and stood. Heating A' the explosive gas by
782. the burning fraguients is probably an im-

The hot spot events could thus be portant -,'?hanism. Electric sparks on

analysed in detail, fig 2. Maximum tempe- the other hand transfer much of the
rature, maximum width of isotherms and du- energy by ionization and production of
ration of hot spots above certain tempera- re~ict~ve radicals. The heat transfer of

ture limits were determined. The initial tnermal sparks is probably more efrec-
test sample temperature was 20 C at the tive if the burning fragments are sta-

experiments. tionary than if they are moving.
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Any traps in the form of surfaces with The surface covered with silver paint on-
low thermal conductivity which could stop ly, was heated almost 300 C above the
the movements of burning fragments with- ambient air temperature in still air,
out immediately cooling them might be im- which is comparable with that of the un-
portant. CFC surfaces, sealants, rubber protected surface. The wind effect de-
and plastic components in a tank close to creased the maximum temperature of the 3
a sparking point may thus be of signifi- mm samples and shortened the duration of
cant importance. If the heating effect do- the hot spot appreciably.
minates the ignition mechanism the AIT is Exact limits for hot spot autoigni-
also of great importance. For demonstra- tion cannot be determined from the present
tion of ignition risks with a gas system data on autoignition of fuels. The AIT for V

04it may be advisable to use an explosive JP-4 is stated to be 245 C when a gas mix- '-

gas mixture of the proper fuel and air. ture is slowly heated in a small glass
Possibly some oxygen should also be added container (ref 5 and 6). If a gas mixture
in order to decrease the minimum ignition is passing slowly over a heated 4 inch
energy to a value representative of the steel target the AIT is about 490 C. This,
most incendive mixture, for the pressure however, indicates that the AIT might be

and temperature that may exist in the sys- affected by any geometry that prevents the
tem. An addition of 5-10% oxygen will gas to flow over the heated area, thus
achieve this without affecting the AIT increasing the effective contact time
considerably (ref 4). between the gas and the heated surface

HOT SPOT RECORDINGS - The thermovi- (ref 7). Other authors give much higher
sion recorded temperatures are shown in AIT:s for metal walls heated by a light-
figure 4 as functions of time. The figure ning strike (ref 8 and 9).
shows how a high velocity air stream Ignition experiments for determina-
affects the time constant of the tempera- tion of the conditions for autoignition of
ture decline. The maximum temperature at fuel vapors by hot spots on CFC skins
4.5 mm skins was not much influenced by should be performed. The influence of sur-
the air stream, whereas hot spots produced face and volume geometry and orientation
on the 3 mm unprotected skin did not reach (horisontal versus vertical), peak tempe-
the same high temperature when the skin rature, width and duration of a hot spot
was externally cooled by an air stream, are important parameters in such experi-

The heating of CFC is partly caused by ments.
the current action integral giving a deep
lying resistive heating and partly by the CONCLUSIONS
charge transferred in the arc giving an
arc root heating at the surface, which The experiments showed that incendive
initially is very superficial, thermal sparking will occur at fasteners

The hot spot produced by a current which are not effectively protected from
pulse with a tail (components C and D of lightning attachment. Internal wall to
MIL-STD-1757) can be compared with that fastener voltages high enough to sustain
produced by a current pulse without a tail high current electric arcs were recorded
(component D only). The two effects cont- for unprotected fasteners. High tempera-
ribute to comparable shares of the total tures will be generated at hot spots in
heating. A tendency can be observed that the tank if the skin is less than 5 mm
the additional heat (superficial) produ- thick. The incendivity of such hot spots
ced by a high charge in the current tail is not established, but they cannot be ex-
is influenced by the air stream but that cluded as potential ignition sources
the resistive heating is not very much in- based on present knowledge about hot spot
fluenced. This indicates that the time autoignition. Acceptable protection
function of the wind cooling contains two schemes for suppression of thermal spark-
time constants when the hot spot is produ- ing and hot spots were, however, found at
ced by a high current pulse followed by a the testing.
current tail.

The different lightning protection REFERENCES
schemes had rather different effective-
ness. The 3 mm aluminium flame sprayed 1. MIL-STD-1757. "Lightning Protection
surface was only heated about 1000C above of Aircraft".
the ambient temperature. The 3 mm surface
covered with silver paint on top of a pri- 2. B. Olsson. "Lightning Tests of Air-
mer paint was heated about 2000C above the craft Fuel Tank Details". Int. Conf
ambient air temperature. on Lightning and Static Electri-

city. Oxford, March 1982.
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Fig 2 -Hot spot isotherms (i.t.) on 4.5
mm CFC skin recorded with AGA thermovision

0camera. Outer i.t. = 110 C, diameter 39
mm. Inner i.t. 200 C.
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Fig 3 -Thermal sparking at anchor nuts in
CFC skin.
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REAR SURFACE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT OF AIRCRAFT
MATERIALS SUBJECTED TO ZONE 2A LIGHTNING STRIKES

E. H. Schvlte

McDonnell Aircraft Company
McDonnell Douglas Corporation

P.O. Box 516
St. Louis, Missouri 63166

and

W. T. Walker

Naval Air Development Center
Code 20P4

Warminster, Pennsylvania 18974 '

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of an experimental study in which aluminum and carbon epoxy
(C/E) panels, ranging in thickness from 0.060 to 0.250 inch, (0.15 to 0.64cm) were subjected to
swept lightning strikes while their rear surface temperature was monitored.

Six C/E and six aluminum panels were tested. One each of the aluminum and C/E panels in-
corporated metal fasteners. Tests were conducted at wind speeds ranging from 65 to 170 mphr
(29 to 80 m/s) using the multicomponent Zone 2A current waveform specified in MIL-STD-
1757A. These tests illustrated some of the similarities and differences between aluminum and
C/E materials when subjected to swept stroke lightning. In general, it takes 100 times longer for
the hot spot on C/E to reach maximum temperature as compared to aluminum, and the
aluminum gets hotter than the C/E. Aluminu.n is penetrated by the continuing current (Com-
ponent C of MIL-STD-1757A),and C/E is penetrated by the high-current pulse (Component D)
of a lightning strike. In general, wind velocity affects the hot spot temperature in that it cools
the panel and results in a lower hot spot temperature.
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IN I REDUCT ION STD-1757A for qualification testing. For the testing of air-
craft sections located within a Zone 2A swept stroke zone, .fuModern aircraft utilize Zone 2A areas of the wings and the simulated lightning current waveform shown in Figure ,,

fuselage for fuel storage. Integral fuel tank designs contain 1 is specified.
* only the aircraft skin between the lightning strike on the N

skin's exterior and the fuel. Design precautions are, %,

therefore, required to prevent fuel ignition caused by a
lightning strike. 0 ) Fuel ignition may result from hot spots,
burn-through, or sparking inside the tank. Historically, Component D
sufficiently thick aluminum alloys of high electrical and Peak = 100 kA ± 10%
theirmal conductivities have provided adequate lightning Action Integral=0.2x 108A2s t 20%

"4 p>rolectiot. However, new composite materials such as car-
boo cpoxy tC,/E) with its high strength-to-weight ratios but -l Component B
lowAci conductivities are being required in today's high- ag rr= 10 u
pei fortmance aircraft. The effect of the lower conductivities A
of composites on the lightning formation of hot spots and Component CL.
other ignition mechanisms within fuel cells must be studied Charge Transfer =
to determine design safety margins. These design margins 3 Amplitude= 400 AU
must ensure that flight safety is preserved with the
minimum impact to performance and mission capabilities.

I the past, numerous tests of materials have been con- 0
duiitcd uinder various swept stroke and simulated swept
stroke Londitions in an effort to determine their resistance
to liphtning strikes. However, most of the past testing was -.<500 ts - 5 ms- 50 ms-

not conducted utilizing the criteria specified by the new Time - No Scale OP41 2.1

MII -STD-17572) nor was it conducted utilizing the newer Fig. 1 MIL-STD Swept Stroke Waveform
composite materials. There also appears to be disagreement (Zone 2A)
is tohe elevance of the air flow on the melting and
cooling of metal panels subjected to lightning swept stroke

" conditions.(3A) For static tests (0 MPH air) the arc will probably remain
attached at one spot for the duration (50 ms) of the light-

[ he principal objective of these tests was to determine ning current. This will result in considerable energy being
the cticts of the lightning arc attachment to simulated deposited at one location. Whereas if the arc was being
goi n, ".iet ing" skin panels in a Zone 2A area. These blown, additional arc reattachments occur to lessen the
effect-, included arc dwell time, physical damage, possible damage at the initial attachment location. Whether tle
internal sparking, and rear surface temperature excursions. cooling effects of the air stream and the existence of addi-

-he tests reported herein were supported by Naval Air tional arc reattachments are significant depends upon many
factors, including the type of material being tested and the

l)c, clopment (enter contract N62269-82-C-0080 and are realism of the simulation.
" ,lc dailcd in Report NADC-83106-20.t5)

l,1(,[[ I NING SWEPT STROKES TEST SETUP

When an aircraft in flight is struck by lightning, the air- A simplified block diagram of the test setup used for
craft flies through the relatively stationary arc channel these tests is shown in Figure 2 and an overhead layout of
which often persists for large fractions of a second. This the test area is given in Figure 3. The test setup provided

- dynamic sweeping effect results in lightning attachment to for a 12-inch-long simulated lightning arc to be initiated to

inboard sections of the aircraft (Zone 2A) which probably a selected location on the test panel and then blown down

would not be struck directly. Zone 2A areas often are fuel themonitoredf the arcsprogressl above ph the test rpane and

* containment areas, such as those in a wing, and are, infrared (he ad pographicbcameras monitoredlthe

- therefore, subject to high current restrike attachment. infrared (IR) and photographic cameras monitored the
. opposite side of the panel.

Ihc nature of the sweeping action of the lightning arc Tts." ,~d tle amag prduce bya swpt trok ar usullyThe Zone 2A lightning current was (complying with.
Sted e damage pabrtoc by auswept strdoe arusall. MIL- STD 1757A) provided by the McDonnell Aircraft

-inindled in the laborato.-y by using windblown arcs.(6 .7). Company (MCAIR) one-inegajoule lightning simulator.
As in aerodynamic wind tunnel testing, the aircraft surface Additional details of this system can be obtained from
-cnams stationary and the ionized arc channel moves
*" ,ic os the skit, driven by the airstream from a wind tun- References 8 and 9. Since the rate-of-rise of the high cur-

ertgrent pulse affects the damage to composites, tests were con-+'. nel. Fhoever, unlike wind tunnel testing where scale
ducted with a fast rise time. The D component with an" ,u,,dcls can be used, lightning swept stroke testing requires

h s l n s sk s i- 3s rise time was supplied by a portion of the 660-KJ2,' t, ! ,in :,clk nps or actual hardware because adequate
,illz arc ot avaialetorscae phsicale adamate. capacitor bank operating at approximately 200 KV in con-
, t,wto' are not available to scale physical damage. junction with the output of the 72-KJ Bank operating at

tlctause natural lightning is so variable, standard light- 450 KV; the B component was supplied by a portion of the
iing te t current wavetorms have been defined in ML- 480-KJ (90-KJ) capacitor bank at approximately 12 KV,
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and the C component was supplied by the remainder of the stretched above the panel and attached to the wire. Upon
480-KJ capacitor bank at approximately 12 KV. The initiation of the lightning discharge, the high current would
various capacitor banks were connected to provide these immediately vaporize the small copper wire and yield a
components in a combined waveform initiated by the D 12-inch-long arc to the test sample which would then be -"

component and followed by the B and C components, extended and blown across the test sample. Dielectric tape q
respectively. A typical current waveform from these tests is was placed on top of the panel to force the initial
shown in Figure 4. The waveform is shown in its three attachment of the arc to the area within the field of view

, component parts because of the vastly different amplitudes of the IR camera looking at the opposite side of the panel.
and times of the individual components. The amplitude of
the C component varied as the arc was stretched, blown The wind source consisted of a large industrial blower

back, and reattached at various locations on the panel. The powered by a 50-hp electric motor. An adjustable inlet
output of the lightning simulator was of negative polarity vane damper on the blower was used to control the output
oruhetpu ts of .the lightng ilr was negative i rcty t wind velocity. The output of the blower was fed into a
for these tests (i.e., the arc rail was negative with respect to large screened stilling chamber and then through a 16/1
the panei). contraction ratio fiber glass nozzle (with a 12- x 12-inch

outlet) to provide a laminar air flow across the test sample
(Figure 2). The swept stroke tests were conducted at wind
velocities of approximately 65, 105, 145, and 170 mph (29,

10kA Component D 50, 65 and 76 m/s). Typical velocities at the nozzle exit
with a panel in place are shown in Figure 6.

A test stand with a light-tight enclosure supported the
test panel in the windstream. The panel was secured to the

ps test stand by fiber glass angles on both sides of the panel,
0 to Peak as shown in Figure 5. The ground return for the lightning

current through the panel was at the downwind end of the
100 Ps panel.

Still cameras and high-speed movie cameras (up to 5000
Component 8 fps) were utilized to photograph the lightning arc blown

4.3kA across the top surface of the panel and also to photograph

any arcing or burn-through which occurred on the opposite
3 2kAside of the panel. The cameras photographing interior

sparking were set up to record small amounts of the spark-
ing (f6.3 lens opening with ASA 3000 speed film for the

o r still camera and f2.0 lens opening with ASA 125 speed
color film for the movie camera). The cameras photo-

6 ms - graphing the high intensity lightning arc were adjusted to
minimum settings.

Component C For the measurement of hot spot temperatures, a non-
860 A contacting infrared camera system was selected over ther- %

mocouples and temperature-sensitive paints because it
offered distinct advantages over the latter devices, as noted

400A A -- ---- in Table 1.
Level

The IR temperature measurement instrumentation consisted
0 -- \ \of a modified AGA Thermovision 780 camera and a Sabre

Discontinuities Caused VIII instrumentation tape recorder located in a shielded
by Arc Reattachments test enclosure. After a test, the magnetic tape was replayed

onto a Honeywell 1858 Visicorder for data reduction. The
60 ms AGA Thermovision camera was modified so that better

Noe cI , , A.t 1 time-temperature resolution could be obtained. By disab-
vo,, P C, GP41 0272 4 ling the vertical sweep, a linear horizontal sweep was

obtained which was scanned at a rate of 2400 sweeps/
Fig. 4 Typical Lightning Current Swept Stroke Waveform second wih the sa n ted a rat wo

(0.125 in. Thick CIE Panel With Fasteners, second. With the sample mounted approximately two
65 MPH Air Velocity) meters from the IR camera, a field of view approximately

0.10 inch wide x 9 inches long was obtained. The IR
camera viewed the underside of the panel via a silver front
surface mirror. Calibration of the complete system was

A metal arc rail, running the length of the panel, was obtained by placing an Electro Optical Industries
placed 12 inches above the panel (Figure 5). A 36-gauge blackbody source at the strike location of the panel and
copper wire was attached to the rail near the wind tunnel calibrating the system for all apertures to be used during
exit and stretched to within 1-1,2 inches of the panel. The the test. Good agreement between the blackbods calibra-
lower end of the %ire was held in place by a nylon string
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Table 1 Comparison ot Temperature Measurement Methods

Type Advantages Disadvantages

I ~ R<.!!S Tirne

1 ""perature

iW H. SjrhasC

S* I'' - 6

,i... ... ..
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TEST PROCEDURE Table 3. Composite Panel Layups

Each test sequence consisted of centering the desired
strike aiea on the panel over the IR camera viewing win- 7, 10,1 0 In.) (022 I. (0.1

dow which was centered at the blower exit nozzle. With the Ply (0.125 In.) (.9_)_01 in. __02 _ _n) _.1 _i

arc directing wire attached to the arc rail, and with the No. No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of
dielectric taps on the panel, the wind source was activated Ply Ply Ply Ply Ply
and adjusted tr proper velocity. The capacitor banks were (0) (0) (0) (0)

then charged and discharged into the test sample. 1 45 45 45 45 45

Test shots were made at different wind velocities on each 2 0 0 0 0 -45
panel by displacing the panel sideways and masking 3 -45 -45 -45 -45 90
previous attach points using dielectric tape to prevent 4 90 45 90 90 90
preferential reattachment. Infrared camera data, current 5 45 -45 0 45 90
waveforms, external still photographs, and high-speed 6 -45 90 90 -45 -45
movies were taken on each test. Backside surface still
photographs and movies were taken only when sparking or 7 -45 45 -45 45 45

direct puncture were likely. 8 45 -45 0 0
9 90 0 45 -45

TEST SAMPLES 10 -45 -45 90

Tables 2 and 3 summarize the 30-inch x 54-inch 11 0 45 45
(0.76mx 1.37m) flat panels utilized for this test series. Four 12 45 90 -45
test article parameters (material, panel thickness, surface 13 -45 -45
coating, and fasteners or none) were varied.

14 45 45
15 -45 90 -.

Table 2. Test Panel Characteristics 16 0 -451P 4l 0-4l145

Panol Material T Nominal Painted') Fasteners 18 N5 N
No. T' , oss 18 N/A N/A 45 NIA

1 Aluminum
2

, 0.030 Inch Yes No 19 -45

2 Aluminum 0060 Inch Yes No 20 45

3 Aluminum 0 125 Inch Yes No 21 90

4 Aluminum 0 125 Inch Yes Yes 22 -45

5 Aluminum 0 125 Inch No NO 23 0

6 Aluminum 0.250 Inch Yes No 24 45

7 CIE (Tape)
3
l 0.060 Inch Yes No Notes

8 CIE (Tape)(3' 0.090 Inch Yes No I Ply Orientation Is the Fiber Direction in Tape Material and the Warp Direction of the
Woven Fabric Material 0' Is in the 54-Inch Direction (the Direction of the swept Arc).

9 C/E (Tapey€4' 0.125 Inch Yes Yes 2 Panels Were Vacuum Debulke, at 6-Ply Intervals and at Completion of Lay-Up
Procedures

10 C/E (Tape)14) 0.125 Inch No No 3 Panel Number Rib-1 Was Cut Into 8 Pieces 1.250 Inches Wide by 45.00 Inches Long.

11 CIE (rape)
(4)  0.125 Inch Yes No

12 C/E (Cloth)
(5  

0.125 inch Yes No

13 CIE (Tape)(4' 0.250 inch Yes No centers into gang channel nut plate strips running the
length of the test panel. The 0.125 C/E panel was backed
with 0.10-inch x 1.25-inch-wide C/E strips, and titanium

(1) Primer o1 cost) High temperature epoxy polyimide fasteners were inserted on 1-inch centers into individual nut
Enamel (2 coats): Linear aliphatic polyurethane ptoha

(2) Aluminum alloy 2024 plates. No attempt was made to make these generic panels
(3) Carbon epoxy tape. AS-4 fiber. 3501 . resin. 42", resin (00051pfyi conform to the rigid aircraft specifications for fuel tank
(4) Carbon epoxy tape As-4 fiber. 35016 resin, 35%/ resin (0 010/ply) ctr"-
(51 Carbon epoxy cloth T3004K fiber, 3501-6 resin. 5 harness salon applications. No sealants or other coatings, such as mightweave (0O0141ply ,P4102724 be used to seal against fuel leaks or to serve as spark sup-

pressors, were used on the titanium fastener installations.
The panels were painted using production processes and

The aluminum panels were all 2024 aluminum. The corn- paints. One coat of epoxy primer was applied before two
posite carbon epoxy panels were fabricated in-house using pcts On c at poyretha amel Oe

airrat ateia. hetaps Re. Tbl 2 wre niirc- top coats of an aliphatic polyurethane enamel. One
aircraft material. The tapes (Ref. Table 2) were unidirec- 0.125-inch-thick panel of each material was left unpainted - .

tional material and the cloth was two-dimensional woven
material. to determine the effects of the dielectric paint on swept " ,

stroke dwell times and backside temperatures. The back-
Most of the test panels were made without fasteners, but sides of all metal panels were painted with a thin coat of

one aluminum and one C/E panel included fasteners. The high-temperture flat black paint to give a uniform surface
0.125-inch aluminum panel was backed with a 0.125-inch x emissivity needed for the infrared camera measurements.
1.25-inch-wide aluminum strip to simulate a rib attachment The black backside surfaces of the C/E panels were not
and used titanium fasteners which were inserted on I-inch painted.
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TEST RESULTS takes the C/E material 100 times longer to reach a max-
imum temperature and it also requires a long time for theSixty blown arc and two static tests were conducted using material to cool. The hot spot diameter was larger for the

the swept stroke test setup. A summary of the test results is C/E panels than for the aluminum panels. Also included in
given in Table 4 (a complete tabulation of the data is given these plots are the data for the "simulated" swept slroke

in Reference 5). All of the data presented in Table 4 refer
only to the initial attachment of the arc by the 100-KA mseropopitin veloi t s onntinuing curr nrti 0
strike. The average penetration time refers to the delay ms depositing 20 coulombs) tests on the 0.125-inch-thick
time between the initiation of the arc and the time that the panels.
temperature rise is observed in the IR data. The average The maximum hot spot temperatures were observed for
time to peak temperature is the time between the initiation the thinner panels as expected, and the time-to-peak
of the arc and the time that the rear surface of the panel temperature was relatively independent of wind velocity

* reaches its maximum emperature. Typical interpretation of and dwell time for a given thickness of panel. The
' the IR data is illustrated in Figure 7. The dwell time is the temperatures of the bolted aluminum panel were too low to

time that the arc remained attached at the initial attach- be measured accurately and the sparking of the C/E bolted
ment point. The dwell time was obtained by correlating the panel saturated the IR camera, thus no temperature data
high-speed movie data and the lightning current test was obtained for the bolted panels.
waveform. The 0.060-inch C/E panel was not tested "weaeo. The 0.00-inch C/E panel was ntted The envelopes for all of the wind-blown arc tests are
because the 0.090-inch C/E panel was punctured. shown in Figure 16. These data clearly illustrate the dif-

From these test data several differences and similarities ferent time-temperature comparisons for aluminum and
between the various materials and configurations were C/E materials.
noted. These include: (1) vastly different hot spot time- Penetration Characteristics. The lightning penetration,,
temperature curves, (2) different damage penetration
characteristics, (3) similar paint effects, (4) similar windtheirvelocity effects, (5) dwell time similarities, (6) similar response to the individual waveform components. In

preferential arc attachment to bolts, and (7) rear surface general, for the aluminum panels the high peak current (D

sparking at bolts, component) had only minor effects on the panels, but the r
continuing current (C component) caused the panel to be

Hot Spot Temperature. Plots of the individual time- penetrated by melting through the panel. For example, the
temperature curves are shown in Figures 8 through 15, and 0.030 aluminum panel, shown in Figure 17, was not pene-
show that the characteristics of the aluminum panels are trated by the D component but it was burned through dur-
vastly different for similar thickness C/E panels. The ing the continuing current. Whereas for the C/E panels,
aluminum heats up very quickly (on the order of 0.1 the high peak current caused major damage to the panels
second), gets very hot, but it also cools very rapidly, and the and the lower level currents only did minor additional
heat is confined to a very small area. By comparison, it damage to the panels. For example, the 0.090-inch C/E

Table 4. Swept Stroke Tests Data Summary

Avg Max Temp Dwell TimePanel Thickness Penetration Avg Time Range Range- Notes
and Type Time* to Peak Temp (C) (ms)

Aluminum:

0.25 in. 54 ms 190 ms 56-80 8-22

0.125 in. Painted 13 ms 62 ms 98-193 3-15
0.125 in. Unpainted 11 ms 46 ms 84-159 4-13
0.063 in. Painted 6 ms 37 ms 496-581 14-19 Some Melting

0.032 in. Painted (Melted Through Panel)

0.125 in. Fasteners,
Painted (Temp Too Low, Some Sparks Noted) 5-9 Sparking

Carbon/Epoxy:
0.25 in. Painted, Tape 3.5 s 20.7 s 65-71 8-20

0.125 in. Unpainted,
Tape 0.80 s 7.2 s 75-95 5-12
0.125 in. Painted, Tape 0.39 s 7.9 s 98-141 4-14 , Some

Delamination
0.125 in. Painted, Cloth 17 ms*** 6.5 s 143-161 6-17
0.090 in. Painted, Tape (Punctured Through Panel)

0.125 in. Fasteners,
Painted (Excessive Sparking, Saturated IR Sys) 5-15 Sparking

"Penetratron Time = Time Between the 100-kA Strike and the Interior Temperature rise
"Dwell Times for the Initial Attach Point Only

• in Some Cases the Temperature Rise Started Imm cdiately With the 100.kA Strke GP41.0272 10
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Time to Peak Temperature
Penetration

Time!-4
-. Generators Peak Temperature

Triggered 51

2.0 -16

Camera 1.5-(
Output
Voltage 1.0 -Hot Spot

(Not Linear
vs Temperature) 0.5 -EiJjI1W

0 11 1 iI 1111 11 111

0 5 10 15 20 25
Time - msec

Fig. 7 IR Camera Video Output for 0.063 In. Thick Aluminum Panel

600 170 M 65 MP 180

-- ~pV65MMP
50 A!%4 L,145 MP150 __________

I -105 MPH 170 MPH

4400 120

E 300 4

*Ha 3 Attach Points

200 :1at Initial Strike

1001 0301 0.1 01.
0.001 0.01 Tie-sc0.1 1.0 00100 . .

TiescOP41-0272.12 Time -sec 01m 1

Fig. 8 interior Hot Spot Temperature Versus Time Fig. 10 Interior Hot Spot Temperature Versus Time
(0.063 Inch Thick, Painted Aluminum Panel) (0.125 Inch Thick, Unpainted Aluminum Panel)

300 ~ oMH120

Wavetorms 0, B, C
(20 coulomb)

250 100

65 MPH

200 80

E 150E 60

100 145MPH 40145 MPH-,"

170 MPH- 105 MPHJ

50 20
0.001 0.01 01 1.0 0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0

Time - sec GPi07 3Time -sec O4*n1

Fig. 9 Interior Hot Spot Temperature Versus Time Fig. I11 Interior Hot Spot Temperature Versus Time
(0.125-inch Thick Painted Aluminum Panel) (0.25 Inch Thick, Painted Aluminum Panel)
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301 30 1- 30
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OP4I.02?2.10 GP4t -4R 2'A

Fig. 12 Interior Hot Spot Temperature Versus Time Fig. 14 Interior Hot Spot Temperature Versus Time
(0.125 Inch Thick, Painted Carbon Epoxy Panel) (0.125 Inch Thick, Painted Carbon Epoxy Cloth Panel)

120 90

105 MP17o 105 MPH
100 75

65 MPH
14 MPH-\ 65 MPH 145 MPH

* 80 60

a 170 MPH

CL CL 4E 60 a 45

40 30

201 15 10
0.1 1.0 10 100 0.1 1.0 10 100

Time - sec Time - sec 0p410.121'
Ti e- e P41-0272-1 .I70721

Fig. 13 Interior Hot Spot Temperature Versus Time Fig. 15 Interior Hot Spot Temperature vs Time
(0.125 Inch Thick, Unpainted Carbon Epoxy Panel) (0.25 Inch Thick, Painted CIE Panel)

panel, shown in Figure 18, was penetrated during the Wind Velocity. In general, the higher the wind velocity,
application of the D component, but the 0.125-inch C/E the lower the maximum hot spot temperature. Even on
panel was not even penetrated by the D, B, and a C corn- panels where the dwell time was long and the wind velocity
ponent lasting 50 ms. high, the temperature was relatively low.

These effects are further illustrated in the time- Dwell Time. There was a considerable scatter in the
temperature data for the 0.125-inch-thick aluminum and dwell time data for the various tests and no obvious dif-
C/E panels shown in Figure 9 and 12. The additional dwell ferences between the dwell time for the aluminum and CE
time of the continuing current applied during the static test panels. Sufficient data are not available to establish dwell
caused an increase in the aluminum hot spot temperature time vs velocity curves for the individual panels. However,
of approximately 90'C, for an increase of approximately when all of the data at the various speeds are averaged, the
50 percent over that obtained during the 65 mph test. general trend of decreasing dwell time with increasing wind
Whereas for the C/E panel, the increase was only 10°C velocity becomes apparent, as shown in Figure 19.
which is only a seven percent increase in temperature. re srArc Reattachments. There does not appear to be an ob-

Paint. Paint has a tendency to confine the arc and causes vious correlation between wind speed and the number ofV
the hot spot to get hotter than a sililar attachment to an reattachments down the length of an unbolted panel. The
unpainted panel. This can be seen by comparing the paint, however, does provide a dielectric layer which must,%
temperature data for the painted and unpainted aluminum be punctured by sufficient voltage before arc reattachment
and C/E panels, ;ho',n in Figures 9 and 10, and Figures 12 can occur. Thus, the unpainted panels, both aluminum and
and 13. C/E each had approximately twice as many attach points
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400

-. 300

* EIra, "/--0.125 In. Aluminum
/Painted /-0125 In. C/E Cloth Painted

00.2, 0.125 In. Aluminum 0.125 15 in CE
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"" : [,, " /Painted "
,'." 100 "

.O5 . I. CIE
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Fig. 16 Summary of Hot Spot Temperature Versus Time
for Swept Stroke Tests

Wind Direction 18

16

14

___ aZe 12
E

Hole Thru ' 10

Panel % Reattachments
Circled (No Hole) = 8

OP41.0-21 6

Fig. 17 Portion of Aluminum Panel 4
(0.030 Inch) After Testing

2

Wind Direction- 
0
65 105 145 170

Smoke Residu Wind Velocity - MPH
(Typ) O4.222

Fig. 19 Average Dwell Time of Initial Attachment for All
Tested Panels Versus Wind Velocity

"loleThru
Panel Fasteners. There appears to be an obvious preference of

Reattachment the arc to attach to fasteners as opposed to attaching to the

0P4142.22 section between fasteners even though the heads of the
fasteners constitute only a small area of the panel and didFig. 18 Portion of CIE Tape Panel.00 PInh) oftCe Tae nel not protrude above the panel surface. For example, the

(0.090 Inch) After Testing 0.125-inch-thick aluminum and 0.125-inch C/E panels with

fasteners are shown in Figures 22 and 23. From these
down the length of the panel as did the painted panels, as photos it is obvious that these small discontinuities in the
seen in Figure 20. Typical photos illustrating these effects panel or paint are significant as far as arc attachment is
are shown in Figure 21. concerned. Of the 24 reattachments to the bolted
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6
z Painted Panels Fig. 22 Portion of Bolted Aluminum
3 Panel After Testing

4

2
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Fig. 20 Comparison of Painted and Unpainted Panels for

Average Number of Attach Points
B -B -B-B d "

Wind Direction - A - Initial Arc Attachment
B - Arc Reattachments

Fig. 23 Portion of Carbon Epoxy
Bolted Panel After Testing

DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS
A) Unpainted 0.125 In. Thick Aluminum Panel, 170 MPH Air Velocity All of these tests were conducted with the test sample

(11 CloseySpaced, Discrete Attachments) temperatures initially at approximately 20C or cooler. In

Wind Direction - order to apply the temperature curves given in Figure 16 to
aircraft "wet wing" applications, the curves may have to
be shifted upward by 100*C or more to account for
temperature increases caused by aircraft setting in the sun
and heating caused by the aircraft flying.

Most of the data showed that aerodynamic cooling of
the strike area was apparent and increased with windspeed.

B) Painted 0.125 In. Thick C/E Panel, 65 MPH Air Velocity (Five However, a few instances did not show this phenomena.
Attachments With Some Burning Along the Carbon Fiber For example, the 145 mph test of the 0.125-inch-thick
Direction at the Reattachments) unpainted panel showed that its "hot spot" was cooler

Op4-272-2 than the 170 mph test. After the test, it was noted that
Fig. 21 Typical Still Photographs of Blown Arc Attachments there were three initial attach points for the arc which were

very close together but not close enough to be consideredaluminum panel, only one of these was to a location not
as one. Therefore, since each of these three areas were

occupied by a bolt. Similarly, of the 26 reattachments to absorbing some of the heat energy, it is logical that the
the C/E panel, only two were to locations other than temperature of any one of them would be less because offasteners. eprtr fayoeo hmwudh esbcueo

the "sharing" of the input.
Sparking. Sparking on the rear of the panels withoutpaseners wan or he aoft panelas coetey The 0.063-inch painted aluminum panel behaved differ-

fasteners was only observed when a panel was completely ently than expected. In three of the tests of this panel, only
punctured or burned through. The 0.125-h one attach point was noted. There was no apparent reason
panel did exhibit some slight rear surface delamination, but for this behavior since the panel was tested the same as all
the panel was not punctured and no sparking was observ- of the others. The strike surface of this panel was melted at

ed. the attach point over a diameter of approximately a 0.15

Sparking was noted for the tests of panels with fasteners. inch and the rear surface was melted and pimpled over ap- r

Two of the five tests to the aluminum panel showed sparks proximately a 0.05-inch diameter, but no hole was produc-
on the photographic film and four of four tests to the C/E ed. In these instances the wind velocity had very little effect
panel sparked. on hot spot temperature as also observed by the in-
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vestigators of Reference 4. Except for this one panel, the 4. J. A. Dobbing and A. W. Hanson, "A Swept Stroke
hot spots were cooled by the wind but not as much as Experiment With a Rocket Sled." In Proc. 1978 IEEE
reported in Reference 3. Since this panel exhibited rear sur- Int. Symp. Electromagn. Compat., Atlanta, GA, July
face melting, it was expected that the temperture measure- 1978.
ment would have indicated a temperature 50 to 75°C 5. "Lightning Effects on Composite Material Fuel
higher than measured. This apparent anomaly can probably Tanks," Report No. NADC-83106-20, Naval Air

be accounted for by the fact that the melted area on the Dev ept Nr Warminster, P, A ,

panel only covered a portion of the area seen by the IR Development Center, Warminster, PA, August 5, 1983.

detector at the instant the scan traversed the hot spot. In 6. D. W. Clifford, K. E. Crouch, and E. H. Schulte,
other words, the IR system "averaged" the temperature of "Lightning Simulation and Testing," IEEE Transac-
an area larger than the hot spot and since part of this area tions on Electromagnetic Compatibility, Vol. EMC-24,
was "cold," the indicated temperature would be less than No. 2, May 1982. 1.
the hottest temperature of the hot spot. Another possible
explanation is that the black paint on the rear of the panel 7. D.Lightning W. Clifford,"LaboratorY Simul ationf SweptAir
may have deteriorated at the high melting temperature of Lightning t os iPrc. Cnzrtii Air-
the aluminum and not remained in good thermal contact cratighnin A t. E9ec.
with the panel. This would then result in a lower indicated Chatillon, France, Sept. 1978.
temperature. 8. E. H. Schulte, "Updating the MCAIR Lightning

The puncture test results of aluminum as compared to Simulation Laboratory," in Proc. 8th International

C/E were expected because similar results had been Aerospace and Ground Conference Lightning and

previously reported in Reference 10. However, the previous Static Electricity, Fort Worth, Texas, June 1983.

data did not make direct comparisons of identical thickness 9. E. H. Schulte and G. W. Kamerman, "A One Mega-
materials, joule Lightning Simulator," [.AA 'Georgia Institute of

The average dwell time observed during these tests was Technology, Workshop on Grounding and Lightning

longer than that noted during tests utilizing an enclosed Protection, May 1978.
wind tunnel(3, t1 ). For the 0.063 inch painted aluminum 10. E. H. Schulte, "Effects of Lightning Waveform Com-
panel, the dwell time was generally in agreement with ponents on Graphite/Epoxy Material," Society for the
Reference 4 where the arc was blown off the rear edge of Advancement of Material and Proce,,s Engineering,
the test panel before extinguishing. 23rd National Symposium, Anaheim, California, May

SUMMARY 1978.

These tests have illustrated some of the similarities and II. L. L. Oh and S. D. Schneider, 'L ightning Strike Per-

differences between aluminum and C/E materials when formance of Thin Metal Skin," 1975 Conterence on

subjected to swept stroke lightning. In general, it takes 100 Lightning and Static Electricatt, (ulmarn I aborator,.

times longer for the hot spot on C/E to reach maximum England, April 1975.

temperature as compared to aluminum, and the aluminum
gets hotter than the C/E. Aluminum is penetrated by the
continuing current (Component C of MIL-STD-1757), and
C/E is penetrated by the high-current pulse (Component
D) of a lightning strike. In general, wind velocity affects
the hot spot temperature in that it cools the panel and
results in a lower hot spot temperature. A painted surface .

at the strike area results in higher hot spot temperatures.
The arc dwell time for aluminum and C/E is approximately
the same, and the dwell time generally decreases with in-
creased wind velocity. In a panel with fasteners, the swept
arc has a tendency to attach to the fasteners regardless of
panel material.
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COMBINED MECHANICAL-ELECTRICAL IGNITION HAZARDS
TO CARBON-RE INFORC_ D COMPOSITE FUEL TANKS

J. D. Robb, Lightning & Transients Research Institute
St. Paul, MN, USA

T. S. Lee, Institute of Technology, University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN, USA

ABSTRACT

Lightning strikes to carbon-reinforced composite (CRC) fuel tank skins can introduce
*ignition hazards through a combination of effects: the mechanical separation of the fibers

and the subsequent sparking across the resultant gap from ohmic drop voltages. A lightning
* return stroke deposits heat energy in a thin layer adjacent to the exterior free surface of

a CRC skin. The resultant thermoelastic wave system marching inward is characterized by a
leading shock front supported by a compression phase which in turn is followed by a
rarefaction phase. Upon subsequent reflection at the interior free surface of the tank
skin, the compression-supported shock wave creates a strong backward-propagated
rarefaction wave. The subsequent near coincidence and interaction of the two indicated
rarefaction effects lead to strong transient tensile stresses in a region distinct from but

*close to the interior free surface, causing local material separation. The high current
* densities combined with the deeper current skin depth of the CRC materials can result in

ohmic drop voltages sufficient to spark across fiber separation gaps. The various phases of
the hazard phenomenon are illustrated in the evaluations of the shock dynamics and the

*internal potential differences. The expected mechanical-electrical effects have been
observed in actual lightning tests of CRC skins.

14
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INTRODUCTION

*THE INTRODUCTION of carbon-reinforced The stress wave train can be considered to be
composite materials (CRC) presents new approximately the superposition of two effects.
possible problems in aircraft integral fuel These are:
tanks. Lightning discharges swept over the fuel
tanks surfaces can provide both shock wave a. The Pressure Loading Effect 1
damage in the inside surface to expose graphite
fibers and the current penetration to cause

sparking between the exposed fibers. With CRC d
materials, the local tensile strength between
fibers will be a fraction of the strength along
the fibers and therefore the shock wave

*magnitudes will be about comparable to the The magnitude of the stress wavefront is of the
tensile strength between fibers and cracks can order of the external pressure pulse (100
result. With metals, the tensile strength in atmospheres)
any direction is well beyond the magnitudes of di - 0
the shock except for thin materials and tearing
of the metals from lightning strike current is As as example, the stroke pressure of
not often seen, typically 150 atmospheres or 2250 psi would be

A brief study has been carried out to doubled at a reflection surface to a tensile
evaluate the magnitudes of the problem. stress of about 4500 psi which is comparable to

the tensile stress of the expoxy materials used
BASIC MECHANISMS to hold the graphite fibers of the CRC material

together. Thus the shock pressures are of the
*A lightning return stroke deposits heat order of magnitude required to separate the

energy in a thin layer adjacent to the exterior fibers at the interior surface of the skin.
free surface of a CRC fuel tank skin. The
resultant thermoelastic wave system marching b. The Thermo-elastic Effect (from heat
inward is characterized by a leading shock deposition.)
front supported by a compression phase which in-
turn is followed by a rarefaction phase. Upon
subsequent reflection at the interior freed
surface of the tank skin, the compression
supported snock wave creates a strong backward-
propagated rarefaction wave. The subsequent
near coincidence and interaction of the two This effect, thermal shock (11, is similar in
indicated rarefaction effects lead to strong waveform. The front strength is
transient tensile stresses insa region distinct
from but close to the interior free surface, d2 - EO(T/(l - in),()

causing local material separation, as - 13363 psi
illustrated in Figure 1. The high current
densities combined with the deeper skin depth of where T - temperature rise (est at 1500 C) 6
the CRC materials can result in ohmic drop E -effective elastic bulk modulus (2-10

*voltages sufficient to spark across internal at - thermal expansion coefficient (-6x16' 6)
fiber separation gaps. The various phases of m =Poisson's ratio. (-.3).
the hazard phenomena are illustrated in the
discussions of the shock dynamics and the The spacial extent of the two wavetrains
internal potential differences, are comparable in distance as they are caused by

the same energy source. The thermal shock will
SHOCK MECHANISMS-The shock propagation for produce a similar wave as the pressure loading

elastic waves can be evaluated as follows. The and again, an enhancement of the rarefaction
transit time and heat diffusion time from the wave will be seen at the reflection surface as a
outer surface to the inner surface as shown in nearly double tensile stress.
Figure 1 are:

The composite pressure (based on a linear
t -b/v transit time superposition) is

t'=(b/ Xjt thermal diffusion time through
plate P Z. d1+ d, P0+ EAT/(1-m). -

where
b = thickness of the skin P

v = velocity of the dilatational elastic wave
=thermal diffusivity

consider toIt << 1 and to/t' <<I,
where to time of current impulse duration. The wavetrain is now sketched for two instants
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of time, t1 and t1(>tt), following reflection at CURRENT DISTRIBUTION IN THE SKIN - The
the free surface three-dimensional current flow in the composite V

material can be approximately calculated for

* illustration by assuming an isotropic medium and
,,- using a quasi-static configuration.

There will be a current null at the center
t=1t tat3  of the inside surface as shown in Figure 3. The

solution for the current flow relationships in
And the total tensile stress is: this stagnation region may be obtained throughaaoywith the solution of incompressable

2 [ P+ E AT/-m)]. stagnation flow following a fluid discharging i

from an orifice into a region of space between
Thus, the strength of the shock wave is the two impermeable parallel bound sufaces [2]. r.

approximate sum of the two effects, the loading The quasi-static electric current density I e
pressure from the arc channel and the thermo- is divergence-free. In addition, because of
elastic pressure from the thermal expansion of axial symmetry with
the heated outer surface layer. A,-.J A= Jr + J,

,. c. Plate Deflection

we may express it in terms of a Stoke's stream
Sections a. and b. above refer to the area in function fl(r,z) through
the immediate vicinity of the lightni-g channel.
Also of interest is the "hoop stress" as a "= curl [( f/ r) + ]. (2a)
result of the skin deflection and stretching
from the lightning channel impact. For the stagnation region, it is known [21 that

is of the form
Upon a concentrated stroke, the skin will be
deflected substantially in the manner of a = kzr(

loaded thin plate. This will result in
additional tensile stress on the inner surface where k is a constant. Constant - curves are
as illustrated in Figure 2 [2]. hyperbolas in Figure 3. An electric potential

V, likened to the "velocity potential" in fluid
For example, with the typical severe arc channel mechanics, is governed by the Laplace equation

. pressure of 150 atmospheres or 2250 psi, a
deflection radius of 2 inches, a panel thickness VV = 0.
of 0.05 inch and an elastic modulus of 50 x 10
the tensile stress at the inner surface would Ref. 2 also provides its solution as
be:

V=k[(r /2)-z].

S = [3(l+m)P/(2Zb ]/[ln(r/a ) + a1 /4r1 ] A few of these equipotential surfaces have been
indicated as dotted curves in Figure 3. To

= 4462 psi determine k, we propose the following scheme:

Assume that on the outer surface (z=b), a total
where current of I amperes is injected within a radius

m = Poisson's ratio (.3) of a and that the stagnation solution applies
P - channel total load (2250 psi x .4 x .4) throughout the region of the plate for r a
b = skin thickness ( .05 inch) Take circular contour C on the outer surface at
r - effective plate radius (2 inches) radius r = a. The contour integral
a - radius of channel ( 0.2 inch)

[(*/r)]-dl = E (a,b)/a]21ta = 2Akba2

This stress level is again of the order of the fr.
expoxy material which binds the graphite fibers is taken around C in an increasing -0 direction.
together in the composite matrix. By Stoke's theorem, this is identical to

These three effects, singly or in ( __ '(
combination, can cause cracks in the inner skinCurl = -I,
between fibers. Numerical evaluation of these C( s =

effects indicates that the tensile stress from where S is the disk surface (facing up) bounded
each effect is of the order of the tensile by C. By equating the two, we obtain
strength of the epoxy material used to hold the
graphite fibers together. The conclusion drawn k = -I/29ba"

is that cracking of the inner surface of a CRC
material can occur along the direction of the Hence, by (2a) and (2b), we arrive at the
fibers, surface current density
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r= (1/2 Xba 2 )r . (3a) CONCLUSIONS

The global relationship of the inner surface The combination of shock wave damage to the 1
current density is now sketched in Figure 4. inner surface of thin fuel tank walls and the
The inverse-r decay in the far field is due to sparking which can be caused between exposed
the cylindrical expansion of the cross sectional fibers is an effect which must be recognized in
area through which the current flows away the design of lightweight CRC aircraft fuel tank
uniformly. The near zone solution is that which skins. Of concern also is the conclusion that
was derived in equation (3a). without external metallization of some type, the

internal electric fields could exceed the

Thus, critical breakdown level and cause ignition of
Far Field: Jr = 1/2 Xbr (3b) flammable fuel mixtures with high resistiivityFar
Near Field: J, = (I/2itba)r . materials or special geometries. Further work is

* planned to quantify these results by considering P
It is seen from Figure 4 that, when these two the non isotropic nature of CRC materials and

curves are extrapolated, their intersection is electromagnetic skin effect on current
at r = a. Thus, the interior surface current penetration.
density would peak near r = a, which is equal to
the radial demension of the lightning arc on the
outer surface, with a magnitude of the order of REFERENCES
I/21tba. 1. Hanson, S. S., Thermal Stress and Low-

It is of interest to note the inner surface cycle Fatigue, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New
field strength. Here, York 1966, p.2 8 6

2. Eschbach, O.W., Handbook of Engineering
E = (1 /4 J, ( r = conductivity). Fundementals, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1975, p.54 3

3. Batchelor, G. K., An Introduction to
For small conductivity a , the electric field E Fluid Dynamics, Cambridge University Press,
could be very large near the gauge New Rochelle, N.Y., 1970, p.78 & p.105.
distance, (r=a), which is of the order of

I/ 2 7tb ar.

For typical severe lightning strike
currents of 100,000 amperes, the inside surface
field could be very great and might exceed the

critical breakdown electric field for air.
Inside streamering might occur for special
geometries and for other materials such as boron
and this streamering would not necessarily be
photographed with present photographic plasma .

detection techniques but it could have sufficent

energy to ignite flammable fuel mixtures.

These calculations used a quasistatic
current distribution and an assumed isotropic
material. With the much reduced conductivity in
the z direction, the inside fields would be

reduced and for this reason, additional work is
needed with solutions for non isotropic or
layered materials.

SUMMARY AND PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

The results of the above considerations
indicated that lightning shock wave assembly
could produce large tensile stresses on the
internal surfaces and large electric fields

which could spark across fibers exposed in any
internal surface cracks.

This effect has been seen in tests of CRC
imaterials and is illustrated in Figure 5,
showing both the inner surface cracking and the
sparking.
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MEASUREMENT OF LIGHTNING STROKE CURRENT IN WINTER SEASON AT MAKI, JAPAN

K. Narita, Y. Goto and R. Funayama*

Department of Electrical Engineering, Tohoku University, Sendai 980, Japan
Tel. 0222-22-1800 Ext. 4243

*General Research Center, Tohoku Electric Power Co.,Inc. Sendai 980, Japan

Tel. 0222-78-0356

ABSTRACT

To measure lightning current waveforms having a long duration, a digital

recording system which is controlled by a microcomputer has been developed.

The lightning currents are measured by means of both a current shunt and a

Rogowski coil. The current waveforms measured by this system in winter

thunderstorms are tentatively classified into five types. Especially both the

bipolar strokes and the strokes with these continuing currents have been

observed frequently.
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1. INTRODUCTION point which had been called "Kakumi" before.
The most thunderstorms which attack Maki

In winter season, numerous frontal area are frontal storms in winter season. it
thunderstorms occur at the north west coast, is caused by the instability released through
Japan. For the purpose of the investigation ascent of air along frontal surfaces.
of the lightning parameters in winter season, Consequently, the lightning stroke to the
the lightning currents to a meteorological tower has not been observed yet in summer.
observation tower, which is about 150 m in The meteorological observation tower is

height and has been elected on a hill look on 150 m in height and has been constructed of
Japan Sea at an altitude of 125 m about sea triangular three steel pipes and steel
level, have been measured since the winter of lattice angles and supported by 12 steel wire
1976/77. This current measurement has been stays (4 stays for each pole) on a hill at an

supported with the photograph of flashes to altitude of 125 m above sea level. The
the tower taken by both still cameras and a configuration of the tower is shown in Figurevideo camera. The measured results using 2, with the position of magnetic links. The
magnetic links, a magnetic tape recording shielding ring is installed just above the
device and an oscilloscope with a recording anemometer for perfect protection against the
camera had been reported [i]. lightning and a lightning rod is added at the

From the results of the lightning ring for measuring the lightning currents.
observation for six seasons (1976-1982), it
has become clear that the majority of the 3. RECORDING SYSTEM FOR LIGHTNING CURRENT
flashes, which would have struck the WAVEFORMS
surrounding area, were attracted to the top of
the tower, hitting not only the installed Two measuring systems have been prepared
lightning rods but also several other to record the wave shape of the lightning
extruding portions of the tower top. In current. The first system (system 1)
addition to the digital recording system using utilizes five Rogowski-coils which were
the coaxial type shunts for the current pickup installed around the current paths of the
sensors, the similar digital recording system tower top and this system was developed by
has been developed for measuring total Tohoku University. Another system (system 2),
lightning currents to the tower. The which have been used by Tohoku Electric Power
former system consists of two coaxial shunts, Co.,Inc., utilizes two coaxial current shunts
a digital clock, a trigger generator, an which were installed below the lightnings
opto-electronic transmission system, three rods. Of this system, the digital recording
digital transient memories, dual 8" floppy system was manufactured by Matsushita Electric
disk units and its controller using a micro- Industrial Co.,Ltd (Panasonic), and the opto-
processor. The latter system consists of electric system with the shunts was
five Rogowski type coils, an integral unit, an manufactured by The Fujikura Cable Works, Ltd.
opto-electronic transmission system, two The schematic block diagrams of these systems
digital transient recorders and a micro- are shown in Figure i and Figure 4.
computer with a digital cassette data-
recorder, and it has been used for the 3.1 CURRENT SHUNTS
observation since the winter of 1982. As two lightning rods are furnished to

At present, the latter system has been the tower, two coaxial current shunts, having

modified so as to measure a concurrent a heavy current duty, were prepared. The
electric field change with a stroke to the inner conductor of the shunt is connected to
tower. the lightning rod and the outer is terminated

Using the Rogowski coils for the current to the tower body. The maximum currents, its
pickup sensors, this system has attained two resistances and dissipation losses are 100 kA,
important merits i.e. being both economical 0.002 ohm, 10 kJ and 50 kA, 0.004 ohm, 10 kJ
and reliable because of thermal respectively, each response time was below 100
destruction of the current sensors. However, ns. These shunts were manufactured by Tokyo
the frequency range of this system is limited Transformer Co.,Ltd.
in both directions. This is suitable for the
measurement of impulse currents but not of 3.2 ROGOWSKI COIL
continuing currents. The flashes to the tower had not only

We would like to report on the aspects of struck the lightning rods but also the other

these systems and the results obtained for exposure portions of the tower top.
winter lightning currents. It was found that the greater part of the

lightning current flowed through the tower
2. OBSERVATION POINT AND TOWER body and the stay wires to earth and the

current flowing through the down conductor was
The lightning observation point "Maki" is less than 10 7, of the total current, therefore

located 30 km south west of Niigata along the lightning conductor current was neglect d
Japan Sea shore as shown on a map of Jap'n in this system. Two kinds of Rogowski coils
(Figure 1) and this point has been a sai..e which pick up the Iightnini current are
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installed around three main steel columns and na. The memories in first and second recorder
two slant pales of the tower respectively, and ire divided into five parts, therefoze five
they are designed carefully to induce the same strokes are stored separately in one flash.r
voltage for the same currents. To obtain the Third recorder is prepared for a multiple
total lightning current striking the tower, stroke or a continuing current. Obtained'.
those coils are connected in series. Figure 5 digital data are transferred to dual 8" floppy
s.,ows the configuration of the tower top disks by the nicro-computor. Two floppy disks
portion and the positions of Rogowski coils. are capable of recording 8 flashes.

3.3 SIGNAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 3.5 IMPROVED RECORDING SYSTEM
In the system 1, the induced voltage The improved digital system of the system

signal is converted to a pair of light signals 1 for recording the electric field changes
for positive and negative currents with a concurrently with the current waveforms has
complimentary transistor circuit which is been developed. The electric field changes
loaded with two LEDs. The positive or are detected by use of a slow antenna. The
negative analog signal is transmitted to the schematic block diagram of this new system is

*measuring room via the optical fiber cable. shown in Figure 6. For an accurate
Transmission loss of the cable is 3.4 dB / 800 measurement of the lightning current, a new
M. In the room, the light signals are transient memory which has a memory capacity
inverted again into the electrical signal by of 16 kW, 12 bits/word is prepared. Moreover
two photo-diodes and operational amplifiers the digital magnetic recording unit using a
whose band width is from DC to 300 kllz. cartridge tape (ISO standard) has been

The electrical signal is branched into introduced. This unit has a recording
* two transient recorders and a trigger capacity of 20 Mbyte and a high data transfer

generator consisting of a window comparator rate (87.77 kbyte/sec). For carrying this
circuit, wihich generates the trigger pulses improvement, 500 flashes are recorded in one
for transient recorders. magnetic tape.

In the system 2, the voltage signal
across the shunt is converted to light 4. LIGHTNING PEAK CURRENT BY MAGNETIC LINK

* signals. A LED is driven by continuous
*current at all times and the electrical signal Using a magnetic link, the accurate

is superimposed upon its bias current of LED, measurement of complete current which flows to
so the maintenance of the battery is a ground through the tower is a Jifficult work
difficult task. The converted light signals because of the complex configuration of the
are transmitted to the measuring room as the tower top and the many paths of current. In
same way of system 1. order to estimate the whole current flowing to

the ground, 50 magnetic links are mounted on
3.4 TRANSIENT RECORDERS AND CONTROL SYSTEM various 23 points in the tower. The peak -

*Two kinds of transient recorders are used current was estimated by a sum of the crest
in the system 1. They have memory capacities values of the currents flowing through the
of 4 kW and 8 kW, each 8 bits per word and the individual 14 paths of the tower. The current
minimum sampling time of 50 ms and 1 ps in each paths were determined from the C

respectively, reasonable current distribution in the tower I
When a lightning current signal exceeds from the records of magnetic links of various

the chosenthreshold level of the window points in the tower.
comparator, a trigger pulse is generated and Of the 40 flashes, 63 % were negative
starts the transient recorders on a data polarity, 28 % were positive one and remaining
storing. The digital data of both transient 10 % were too small to determine their
recorders are transferred to a magnetic tape polarities and peak values. Our measurement
by the micro-computor. The digital data had started from the winter of 1976/77,
recorder can record the 19 lightning events however, the data by magnetic links are not
(the total record is 228 k byte). many. Because that the exchange of magnetic

To obtain the more precise waveforms of links is a hard task on every thunderstorms,
the lightning current, the memory of the fast as many magnetic links are installed at
transient recorder was divided to four parts various positions of the tower. Moreover, it
(1 kW/part) and sampling time of 0.2 ps was has been revealed that the both polarity
selected. To clarify the multi-stroke and the lightnings strike the tower frequently in one
continuing current, the slow transient thunderstorm. Therefore the obtained data
recorder was operated with sampling time of 20 from magnetic links nay be recorded by many
jsand the waveforms was stored into the lightning flashes and they show the last

memory from 40 ms before the trigger to 120 ms maximum current probably.
after the trigger for each lightning event. The consequent cumulative frequency

In the system 2, three transient distributions of the peak current amplitude
recorders are used. They have memory for negative polarity and positive one are
capacities of 32 kW, 32 kW and 64 W4, 8 hits shown in Figure 7 with the other measurements
per word and the minimum sampling time of 100 12].
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for lightning current waveforms have been
5. CURRENT OSCILLOGRAM developed and its aspects have been described.

The field measurement performed at the
By the use of Rogowski coils, 18 records top of the high tower for winter

were obtained in the period from December 1982 thunderstorms, confirmed that this system was
to November 1983. Typical oscillograms are fully capable to record automatically the
Shown in Figure 8 and 9. Of the recorded lightning current waveforms. The current
current waveforms, 67 % is a multiple stroke, waveforms thus obtained for winter lightnings
and 50 % posses a continuing current. While a are tentatively classified into five types.
bipolar stroke is 22 %. These percentages are To clarify the winter lightning e

over-counted in calculations. characteristics, further accumulation of data
Because the negative charge region (about in a various conditions is needed. The

-10 °C) is lowered in its altitude, the current waveform observation by these systems
strokes to the tower tend to be similar to a made for the first time at Maki in December
intracloud discharge [3]. It is the reason 1982, will be continued.
why a continuing current occurred frequently. We firmly believe that the winter

As shown in Figure 9, our observed lightning characteristics will be made clear
current waveforms are classified into by the simultaneous measurement of lightning

following five types; current waveforms and an electric field change.
(A) positive single-peak wave like a An electric field measuring system used from

standard impulse November 1983. However, for the trouble
(B) negative single-peak wave like a shooting of the system, any data have not been

standard impulse obtained
(C) multi-peak irregular waveforms

observed in lightning current to mountain tops ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
by Berger (1977)

(D) negative single-peak wave with these This work was carried out by the
continuing current financial support for Science Research, the

(E) bipolar wave [4]. Education Ministry of Japan, under the grant-
The mechanism and the cause of the in-Aid of Special Research for Natural

occurrence of the lightning currents of these Disaster (2), Project number 58025001 (1983).
five types, especially, those of type (E), The authors wish to express their hearty
recorded in winter thunderstorms, have been thanks to the associates of Nuclear Power
not sufficiently studied yet. The obtained Engineering Department, Tohoku Electric Power
bipolar strokes can be classified into two Co.,Inc. for a support. The authors also wish
types. One is the case that a lightning to thank Mr. Shimizu who took many still
currents flows oscillatory. The other type is photographs at midnight under severe weather,
that the opposite polarity strokes follow Mr. Takaya for kindly help and advice.

after several strokes. This sample is shown 6.

in Figure 10. REFERENCES

6. LIGHTNING PHOTOGRAPH BY VIDEO CAMERA 1. Y. Goto, F. Naito, K. Narita and T.
Sato, "The observation of lightning discharges

The record of the new system has not been in winter thunderstorm at the Niigata coast,
recorded by the trouble, but in the system 2, Japan", Proc. Int. Aerospace Cof. on Lightning
the current oscillogram had been obtained and Static Electricity, A-3, 1982.
Simultaneously with both a still photograph 2. R.H. Golde, "Lightning", Academic
and a video image. The video recording system Press, 1977.

is operated in a NTSC mode (EIA standard), so 3. M.A. Uman, "Lightning", McGraw-Hill
the interval time of its flames is 1/60 ms. Book Company, 1969
This video system consists of mono-chromatic 4. K. Bergar, "Novel observations on
ITV camera and beta format video tape-recorder lightning discharges: Results of research on
(1/2" cassette magnetic tape). The total Mount San Salvatore", J. Franklin Inst., 283,
recording time is maximum 5 hours by the use 1967
of a L830 tape.

The obtained video image is shown in

Figure 11 with the oscillogram. This shows
multiple stroke flash having two strokes.

The recording time can be elongated to 20
hours adding the automatic cassette changer to
the video recorder. Therefore the video system
is useful for the lightning observation.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The automatic digital recording systems
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EFFECTS OF TOWER CHARACTERISTICS

ON LIGHTNING ARC MEASUREMENTS

0. 6. Melander

Boeing Military Company

Seattle, Washington

ABSTRACT

Moot of the statistical data on lightning
currents is based on tower measurements of cloud-
to-ground lightning. The effect of the tower on
these lightning current measurements must be
considered to establish the validity of the
present lightning threat levels. Recent
measurements by Krlder of currents inferred from
distant EM field values have not agreed with the
previous tower measurements. This paper calculates
correction factors to be used in renormalizing the
tower data to represent the true arc current.
Parameter studies are don& for many tower
parameters as well as lightning arc parameters.
Normalization factors for the tower data of Berger
and Garbagnati were found to be near unity.
Eriksson's data was found to be reduced by a
factor of 1.56. Statistics based on these three
data sets were calculated from the normalized data
to produce a curve representative of the total
tower data. Mean values of current amplitude and
rise rate, 13 kA and 15 kA/As respectively, were
found to agree with previous results. The upper 1%
value of 115 kA for current amplitude also agrees
with previous results. The upper 1% value of
440 kA/ As f or ris ratea was found t o be much ,

larger than previous tower results, but in closer
agreement with the rates Inferred from distant EM
field measurements.
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INTRODUCTION STRAWE'S LIGHTNING MODEL

The statistical base for lightning StraweS, 63 has developed a model

characterization has been largely from of a cloud-to-ground return stroke in

measurements obtained on tall metal which the non-linear breakdown physics

towers. Bergerrl in Switzerland, is included from first principles. This

Garbagnati[2] in Italy and Eriksson[3] model is a digital simulation of the arc

in South Africa have accumulated the processes and generates current,

most recent statistics on lightning temperature, reistarice, capacitance, and

currents from tower measurements. other channel parameters. These

Berger's and Garbagnatis measurements parameters are determined from the past

were made on towers on adjacent mountain current time history using a shock wave

tops in the Alps. Eriksson's data was (Braginskii type) model of the arc

obtained on a tower on a high plain in channel The model outputs peak

South Africa. currents, decay times, and scale heights

Recent electric field measurements similar to linear models. It also

by Krider[4] have indicated current provides current rise times and rise

rise rates much larger than those rates in agreement with measured data.

prevoiusly measured by Berger and it indicates that the velocity of
Garbagnati on towers. Concern for the propagation of the current wave pulse

accuracy of tower measurements has led declines with altitude, as observed

to the present investigation of the photographically, e.g. by Idone and

effects of tower parameters on lightning Orviller8], even when the line model is

measurements, initially uniform in temperature and

The lightning arc model used in channel diameter. Most importantly, it

this study was developed by Strawe[5,6] predicts a substantial decline in

* and is reviewed in the next section. A current and current rise rate with

lumped element model of a transmission altitude or distance from the discharge

line type tower was connected to the initiation. Decrease in current

lightning arc model. Peak currents and amplitude has been observed by Jordan

* rise rates were calculated at the top and Uman[9] using luminosity studies.

and bottom of the tower for a variety of In the calculations performed to

tower and lightning parameters. date only the equivalent line resistance

Normalization factors for the tower per unit length is considered non-linear

measurements were obtained and applied and time varying. In principle, the

to Berger's, Garbagnatils and Eriksson's inductance and capacitance should also

data, be time functions. However, since these

The results of these tower effect involve logarithmically and therefore

calculations indicate that metallic slowly varying time dependent terms,

tower measurements taken near the tower they are not initially included in the

" top as by Berger and Garbagnati are model.

fairly accurate in giving true lightning The resistance models developed for

parameters of the strikes measured. The use are based on the spark channel model

separate question of whether the type of of Braginskii[10]. This relatively

lightning striking towers is truly simple model assumes that a conducting

representative of natural lightning is channel has been established prior to

still unanswered. The statistics seem to the initiation of the spark by a

indicate a fairly low mean level of peak prebreakdown streamer or leader process.

current(13 kA) and rise rate(15 kA/gs) The resultant arc radius, temperature'

but large upper 1% levels of 115 kA and pressure, etc. are determined from the

440 kA/ps respectively, spark current time history. The current

Organization of this paper begins with is assumed to heat the initially

a short review of the Strawe lightning conducting arc plasma to higher

*" arc model. A description of the tower temperatures ard tens of atmospheres of

model used and the tower parameters pressure. This condition produces a

follows. Lightning arc parameters are hydrodyrnmamic shock wave in the air

examined next. Results lead to an surrounding the spark channel resulting

averaged set of normalization factors in a rapid channel expansion. Braginskii

applied to the tower data. Lastly the uses the strong shock approximation to

tower data is normalized and rew si mplify the physical picture of the

statistics derived via regression expansion process. This picture produces

analysis from the combined data of all an essentialy uniform electrical

the above tower arc statistics. conductivity (determined from channel

t em perat ure and pressure) which is
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nearly constant in time. The channel of Strawe's model with core temperature
resistance per unit length is determined calculations and measurements given by
from the conductivity and the arc Plooster [13,143, Hill [15,163, and
radius. Orville [173 agree both in magnitude and

The channel parameters are in radial dependence.
described in terms of a deposited energy Strawe's model uses a lumped
rate set by the local current time element approach to model a lightning
history. Hydrodynamic continuity arc. Most of the elements are chosen to
equations predicting mass, momentum, and be unequal to avoid resonance and

energy together with two equations of reflection problems within the model.
state relating pressure, temperature, Elements used near the switch point are

mass density, and internal energy the shortest where the time resolution
density were solved as a function of needed is the highest. Rates of change
time. The Model was developed to include away from this point are expected to
the lost and reabsorbed thermal slow down and so the segment lengths
radiation from the channel, temporal increase. The shortest segment lengths
variation of thermal and electrical used to date are Im.
conductivity, and low pressure momentum
transfer. TOWER MODEL

Comparison with a more detailed
nonlinear physics model developed by Since Strawe's lightning model is a
Gardner[11,12] shows excellent agreement lumped element model, the simplest
between the two models. Time histories approach to implement when modeling a
of core temperature and channel resist- tower also uses lumped elements. The
ance for a short arc segment for both justification for this approach lies in
models are shown in Figure I. Agreement the often used transmission line models
between the two is excellent. Comparison for power transmission towers. A lumped

element model of a transmission line

105 works as long as the elements are
sufficiently short to accomodate the
highest frequency of interest. The

__ highest frequency depends on the

particular lightning model used. Higher
current rise rates mean higher

0 frequencies and shorter segments are
required. Two studies were made of the

" number of sections versus lightning
GARDNER parameters on the tower. Figures 2 and 3

W show the number of RLC elements versus

* W peak current and rise rate. For a rise
--STRAWE rate of 80 kAR/s (Figure 2), the number

of elements needed to obtain consistent

0 1 1 results is 20 or more segments for a 50m

0 5 10 75 20 25 tower. For a rise rate of 160 kR/p a
TIME (microeconds) (Figure 3), the number of elements

needed goes up to 50 or more. Most of
101 the calculations performed here use the

lower rise rate lightning model and a 20
E element tower.

.00RLC parameters for a tower model
100 need to be specified. Tower

z characteristics were investigated for
the tower configurations of Berger,

(11 10"1 .Garbagnati, and Eriksson by Axup[18] in
* his masters thesis. He defined ranges of
J values for tower resistance, surge
Z GARDNER impedance, footing resistance, and wave

10^ STRAWpropagation velocity on the tower. These
z

' W values are discussed in detail in a

paper by Rustan[19] contained in these
proceedings. Since the exact pararmeters

100 5 10 15 20 25 of each tower are not known, a parameter

TIME (microseconds) study was performed using St rawe' s
lightning arc rmodel as the current

Figure 1. Coriparison of Strawe'sand Gardner's source. The sensitivity of the tower
Lightnng Arc Codes measuremer ts to accurate values of the
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above parameters can then be determined.
For reasonable values of tower

parameters (defined Ir, the next several
sections), the results predict that

tower measurements at the tower bottom
give larger values of both peak current
and rise rate compared to a natural
strike hitting the ground. At the tower

" top the current amplitude measurement is
also larger than natural lightning, 20

" however, the rise rate measurement is 20

slightly less than real lightning. Since
both Berger and Sarbagnati made
measurements near the top of their
respective towers, their results should TOWER
be fairly close to the actual lightning BOTTOM
parameters of the tower strikes.

The parameters of a model tower
were varied and are described below. The <
parameters studied were footing ~
resistance, tower resistance, surge I1impedance, wave velocity, and tower TOWER

height.

20

\ TOWER 
................... NO ................

BOTTOM TOWER

2 1 1016
w

C 15 TOWER NUMBER OF RLC SECTIONS
TOP

' NO TOWER

/ TOWER BOTTOM

S ------------------

- 1000

10 10 20 50 100 W200
NUMBER OF RLC SECTIONS ".

z

-125 z O NO

, NUMBEROFRC TOWERseCNS21001NO

SI Elements for Large Rise Rate
10 00

-'5s 10 20 50 100
NUMBER OF RLC SECTIONS

Figure 3. Current Parameters Versus Number of Tower

Elements for Moderate Rise Rate
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FOOTING RESISTANCE-Figure 4 shows the TOWER RESISTANCE-Figure 5 shows current

variation of peak current and rise rate values versus tower resistance. Since

with footing resistance of the tower. all the towers were designed to be good

The grounding system of the towers as conductors, an expected value of the

described in Axup were designed for low total tower resistance is in the 0.1-2

footing resistance. Figure 4 shows ohm range[18]. The variation shown in

little or no change in tower current Figure 5 shows no change in tower
measurernent s at the tower top. measurement characteristics until the

Measurements made at the tower bottom tower resistance is over 10 ohms. Tower

are much more sensitive to footing resitarce should not be a critical
resistance. Both peak current and rise parameter to characterize for a metal

rate vary dramatically for footing tower unless made with high resistance

resistances between 10 and 100 ohms connections or corrosion is present. The

which is the expected range for a well value chosen for a standard tower in

grounded tower. The nominal value chosen this study is 1 ohm.

for footing resitance for the remainder 20

of this study is 30 ohms, the same
chosen by Axup in his tower study.

BOTI ON1
TOWER

F-
<20- z

z _TOWER ccU j- O D T OWE R

c'c TOP.,r .jNO </
TOWER L CL

C4 --- IN-L---------------------------------
VALUE '

USED NOTWR 
/ 

NOMINAL "'
NOTWR r VALUE

1 5 10 30 50 100 200 500 1,000

FOOTING RESISTANCE (ohms) 0.1 ) 10 100

',OWER RESISTANCS' hms)

150
f_ TOWER

uJ XNO TOWERER

BOTO 125-

tr< U100
z TOWERTOP& -

ZZ

VALUE

1 5 10 30 50 100 200 500 1,000 e
FOOTING RESISTANCE (ohms) 0-,

L) TO'A R
Figure 4. Current Versus Footing Resistance of Tower 4 TOP I

CL (M IN ALp ,:Al I ISt I)

751
01 11I 100

TOWI R R I ' '

Figure 5. Currut \b'e,/ T, fRs,sjstance
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SURGE I MPEDANCE-The high frequency
impedance of a tower is much larger than
the DC resistance due to inductive and 20
capacative effects. Surge impedance is TOWER
given by the square root of inductance BOTTO
over capacitance. Typical measured and
calculated tower values range from 80 to
500 ohms[18]. Figure 6 shows the
sensitivity of tower measurements to
surge impedance values. In the above
range of values the tower current zUj
measurements vary by 25% or less. Again x 15 TOWER
the bottom measurements are much more TOP
sensitive to changes in surge impedance
than -alues obtained near the tower top.
Surge impedance should be measured for a a.
tow&er since the current parameters can
become sensitive to very low or very ................... .................
high ',Aufs. The nominal value chosen NO VALUE
was 130 ohms[18. TOWER USED

WAVE VELOCITY--Table I shows current 10 .1

parameter variations to tower wave

propagation velocity. Wave propagation SURGE IMPEDANCE (ohms)
velocity is equal to the reciprical of
the square root of tower inductance
tius capacitance. Little sensitivity
exists to wide variations in propagation
velocity. This is not considered to be a 150
critical parameter. The value chosen for
a ,t arda-d was 0.7c.

TOWER
TABLE I BOTTOM

Cu, "ent parameters versus wave velocity

tower bottom tower top c
WtU

V/c lpk ipk Ip00 TOWER ---

(kA) (kA/Ms) (kA) (kA//s) z
W

0.5 18.8 136 12.0 78c
0.6 18.8 132 12.8 78 U .... ................
0.7 18.8 128 12.8 78 NO
0.8 18.8 128 13.2 78 ,- TOWER

0.9 18.8 128 13.2 78

VALUE
lOWER HEIGHT-Since the towers which USED
Berger, Garbagnati, and Eriksson used 50
were different heights, 70m, 40m, and 1 10 100 1,000
60m respectively, the effect of tower SURGE IMPEDANCE (ohms)
height on the mesurements is studied.
The towers were modelled with segment Figure 6. Current Versus Tower Surge Impedance
lengths of 2.5m(corresponding to 20
elements for a 50m tower which is the
standard tower used in most of these
studies). To model various tower resitance are not varying. Since all are
heights, the number of elements used per dependent on tower height, especially
tower was varied . Little variation of surge impedance, tower height variations
current parameters with tower height may not be accurate. The results point
ocucurs as seen in Table I. The largest out that while tower height itself is
variation between a 20m tower and a 100m not an important factor, the change in
tower was a 10% decrease in rise rate. surge impedance due to changes in tower
This assumes, however, that the surge height is more important. The nominal
impedance, wave velocity, towz-r value of tower height chosen was 50m.
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Table II Table III

Current parameters versus tower height Current parameters versus normalization
factors

tower bottom tower top
Normalization factors

height Ipk Ipk Ipk Ipk

m) (kA) (kA/As) (kA) (kAls) No tower Tower bottom Tower top

20 16.8 128 13.6 78 Ipk ipk F1* Fl Fi ii
40 18.8 128 13.2 78
50 18.8 128 12.8 78 12.0 a1 1.57 1.58 1.07 .951

s0 18.8 132 12.8 78 12.0 164 1.57 1.56 1.07 .976

Be 18.8 132 12.4 79 22.2 164 1.55 1.56 1.16 .951

* 100 18.8 132 12.0 79
Average 1.56 1.57 1.19 .959

LIGHTNING PARAMETERS * Fi- Ipk-with tower/Ipk-no tower --

Fi Ipk-with tower/tpk-no tower

The last section concerned itself

with changing the tower characteristics. GROUND RESISTANCE-The last parameter to

These studies were all performed with a be examined is the ground resistance of

standard peak current of 12 kA and a a natural lightning strike. This study

rise rate of 81 kA/ A s. This section was performed with the standard peak

varies the lightning source current of 12 kA and rise rate of 81

charcteristics. The normalization kA/ ls as used elsewhere in this paper.

factors for high and low current and Table IV shows the variation of

rise rate levels are determined here. normalization factors for ground

The normalization factors resulting from resistances ranging from 10 to 500 ohms.

comparison of tower results to different A ground resistance of 200 ohms was the

ground impedances struck by natural standard used in the remainder of this

lightning is also considered. study. The table shows that a factor of
two change from 100 ohms results in

CURRENT PARAMETERS-Strawe's lightning changes of 13% or less to the

model allows changes in the Intial normalization factors. This implies that

conditions to vary peal current and rise ground resistance is not a crucial

rate. Two different current amplitude parameter when deriving normalization

levels with identical rise rates and two values for a tower unless the values are

rise rate values with identical current very large or small.

amplitudes were examined with and

without a tower present. The results are

presented in Table III. The TADLE IV

normalization factors are the ratios of

values with a tower present to values

without a tower. Values greater than one Normalizationresistancts versus gound

indicate tower measurements larger than

natural lightning while values less than Tower bottom Tower top

one indicate measurements lower than

real lightning. The normalization factor Fi

does not change substantially when the Ground Fi ei Fi

current parameters are changed. Resistance

Therefore, average values of the normal- 
(ohms)

ization constants can be calculated and -9

used for all tower measurements. 10 1.38 1.39 .941 .83750 1.47 1.49 1.06 .895

100 1.57 1.58 1.07 .951

200 1.74 1.78 1.18 1.07

500 2.27 2.42 1.54 1.45
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I

RESULTS

Using the averaged values of the
normalization factors from Table III,
the tower data of Berger, Garbagnati, 99
and Eriksson are normalized. The results
are shown in Figures 7-9. Berger and
Garbagnati measured currents near the 95

top of their towers. The normalization 90
factors used from Table IIl for the Oa
tower top are very close to unity. Thus, Z 80
both Figures 7 (Berger), and 8 % --- Normalized
(Garbagnati) show very little shift in w, 70 ,,
the data due to normalization. Peak 6
currents are normalized to slightly W 60

50 %50
smaller values while rise rates are Z ,w' 40 FRTRTR
slightly increased. 4 , FRSTRETURN

Eriksson's data is affected much ,, 30

more by normalization since it was 20
measured near the bottom of his tower.
Normalized peak currents are shown to be 

N

substantially reduced as seen in Figure 4

9. His rise rate statistics were not 5 S U~SUBSEQUENT i
available. However, the maximum rise
rate he measured was reported to be 180 %
kA/A/s in 11 events. This corresponds to 1
the upper 9% of his data, much larger 1 10 100

than the values measured by Berger and PEAK CURRENT (kA)
Garbagnati whose 9% levels are 102 kA/pus
and 111 kA/ ;L s respectively. When 4 "
Eriksson's maximum rise rate is %%
normalized using the average value in N
Table III for the tower bottom, the

*result is 115 kR/As. This compares very 954
favorably to normalized values of 90 '

Berger's and Garbagnati's data for the 90
9% level of 107 kA/As and 114 kA/ps. z 80 "

Normalized tower data can be a
combined to give total statistics on 70 %,-SUBSEQUENT

tower measurements. Since the original x 60 V.
data of Berger, Garbagnati, and Eriksson -50
was not available for this study,their Z 40
published statistics were used to create & 30 %

new data sets. Their number of data sets "'
were used to select points from the log 20
normal statistical curves. Points from FIRST
1-99% evenly spaced both in standard 10 RETURN \
deviation and logarithms of current or
rise rate were chosen from their 5.
cumulative per-: untage curves. A
regression analysis was done to best fit
all the normalized data. Analyses were 1 0
done for first return and subsequent 1 10

strokes using data from Berger and CURRENT RISE RATE (kA/jus)
Garbagnat i. Positive strokes from Figure 7. Berger's Tower Data--Normalized
Berger's data also were normalized and
used in cumulative statistics for all
the strokes. The data from Eriksson was
not classified as to stroke type and was
included in the first return results.
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99
99 %

, ... Normalized

3 %

80 ~-- NrmaliNormal-ized

~60
60 FIRST RETURN

0I 70 -uj 50 0' % lj 60 %
LU 40 ', -- SUBSEQUENT Q 60 6 0"

3 30 R N 5 X %
LU J"

,20 4 -
LU FIRS L) (30 -%

10 RETURN ./' Uj
20 -0

SUBSEQUENT 10 %

10 100

CURRENT (kA)

1 10 100
CURRENT (kA)

99-
FIRST RETURN Figure 9. Eriksson'$ Tower Data-Normalized

* SUBSEQUENT
95 0

go Results of the regression fits to
the data are shown in Figure 11. First

80- "return and subsequent strokes are shown
70 as well as the combination of those and

L, positive stroke data. Note the dashed
60-- r lines above 100 kA for first return

X 50 0 SBSEQU ENT
401 SUBSEQUENTstroke current amplitude and above 13 -"

kA/ tLs for all rise rate values. The
L, 3dashed lines are to emphasize the fact
,, 20- that no direct current measurements were

a 1%made above these levels. Table V gives a
10 FIRST RETURN summary of the statistics including the

FS U number of data points, mean values, and
* standard deviations (in logarithmic

% units). These numbers may be expected to
change if the original data becomes

10 100 available for this type of analysis.

CURRENT RISE RATE (kA/ta)

Figure 8. Garbagnati's Tower Data-Normalized
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TABLE V

Cumulative statistics on normalized
tower data

95% 58% 5% * N"
I"

99 Peak
Current (kA)

9 First Return 3.7 18 98 .42 215
90 Subsequent 3.5 9.5 26 .26 318

z RT2.8 13 61 .41 551so -
! ~~ALL TOWER DATA ekie

us7 Peak Rise
W Rate(kA/As)

S50
First Return 1.8 9.7 92 .69 195

w Subsequent 3.3 23 167 .52 297
30 ,3 All 1.4 15 167 .63 513

FIRST RETURN

* a - standard deviation and is in

10 - logarithmic units.
N - number of data points

6-SUBSEOUENT
'S

I I Ails "The mean values of the regression

5 10 50 100 fit to the tower data are almost
CURRENT(kA) identical to the results of Clanos and

PierceC7]. Cianos and Pierce had mean
current values of 20 kA for first return

strokes and 18 kA for subsequent. Their
90- average rise rate value was 22 kA/ps.

The upper 5% current levels are

identical for first return and almost a

96 factor of two lower than Cianos and
Pierce for subsequent. Cianos and

-.. T90 DA Pierce's 5% values for current amplitudez are 98 kA for first return and 45 kA for %
,80 subsequent. The upper 5% rise rate
LU 70 -values are much higher than Clangs and

Pierce, especially for subsequent "'
w s SUBSEQUENT strokes. The upper 5% value they derive
Z is 78 kAl/s. While mean values agree
U4 4 between this study and that of Clayms

..) 30 and Pierce, the upper percentile rise
20' rate values presented here are muchhigher. These high rise rate values

FIRST RETURN agree more with results obtained by
Krlder E43 for upper 1% values.

11 .t' x SUMMARY

10 50 0The effect of a lumped element

CURRENT RISE RATE (kAhas) tower on a non-linear basic physics type

Figure 70. RegrmionFitto TowerDote lightning model has been examined. For a
well grounded, conducting tower, most
tower characteristics were found to be
of small importance. This includes tower
resistance, wave velocity, and tower
height. Footing resistance and surge
impedance were the most crucial to
determine for a measurement tower.
However, for a low tower resistance and
a surge impedance between 100-500 ohms,
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measured tower values do riot vary much incorporated into these statistics once
with a change in these parameters. the effect of statistical biasing by

The effect of the tower on high trigger threshold setting and an
lightning of different peak currents and unresolved factor of two in the current
rise rates was also studied. Little inferred from the fields £202 is
effect of lightning arc parameters was resolved.
seen so the results were averaged to use Many unanswered questions need
for normalization purposes, resolution. Tower data needs to be

The effect of comparing tower further studied to understand the effect
measurements to lightning striking of the mountain peaks on the data.
ground of various resistances was the Bandwidth limitations of older data
last effect examined. Differences in need to be examined. The effect of
normalization factors on the order of upward going leaders on tower data
10% were seen when changing ground should be analyzed. Current parameters
resistance by a factor of two. inferred from EM field measurements need

All the parameters studied suggest verification from direct current
tower data to be fairly accurate when measurements.
measured near the top of the tower.
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On the Estimation of the Lightning Return Stroke Current
I.

Zen-Ichiro Kawasaki, Yoshichika Mizutani, Taketoshi Nakai
and

Tosio Takeuti

The Research Institute of Atmospherics, Nagoya University,
3-13 Honohara, Toyokawa, Aichi, 442, JAPAN

Abstract

A method for estimating return stroke currents directly with
the measured electric field intensity and magnetic flux density
is developed using both transmission line model and
Lin-Uman-Standler's model for return stroke currents. This method
is mainly based on Variational Principle. It is confirmed by
numerical experiments that the relative errors of peak values of
estimated currents are at most a few percents of the original
ones and we can conclude this new method is much useful for the
return stroke current estimation.
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Introduction E(D,t)=2 1- 1  2- si i(z,t-R/c)dtdz

This paper describes a numerical H3 2

study on an estimation method of return J cRZ (z,t-R/c)dz
stroke currents directly with the 0

measured electric field intensity and (sin2Saijz't-R/c) dza (i)
magnetic flux density due to a lightning -z dz- (t1
return stroke. The current estimation 4
problem is formulated as an inverse /U.( A
problem which is frequently discussed in B(D,t)= I i (z,t-R/c)dz

the field of an electromagnetic wave ( sinO'i(z,t-R/c)
. scattering. + cR at dz]a# (2)

*,. First we try to expand a time varying *
current on the lightning channel into an whe ti
orthogonal series. In order to perform re t , oand c are respectively the
the series expansion we define a quantity permittivity, the permeability and the

j, a kind of energy difference between speed of light of free space. For the

measured fields and those of calculated time varying currents in eqs. (1) and (2)

ones. The quantity J includes unknown several currents models have been
expansion coefficients ,which are to be proposed until now. Among these models we
determined under the condition that the would use the transmission line model
energy difference should take a minimum [Uman et al., 1969] and the

value. With the aids of Variational Lin-Uman-Standler's model [Lin et al.,

Principle we can find that this 1980] in this paper.

minimization is realized when partial In the transmission line model the
differential coefficients are zero. After current at the ground level is assumed to

a little mathematical treatment a linear propagate up the channel as it would go

equation of unknown coefficients is along an ideal transmission line. Then
derived and this can be solved with a the current at the altitude Z and time t
computer. Then we can get the time are given by
variation of a return stroke current.

To show the validity of this method i(zt)=i(t-z/v) z<H
we would apply this method to the
transmission line model. In this model = 0 H<z (3)
the current at ground level is assumed to
propagate up the channel as it would go where v is the constant return stroke
along an ideal transmission line. The velocity.
electric field intensity and magnetuc On the other hand in
flux density for a given current are Lin-Uman-Standler's model the current is
calculated by the equation derived by composed of three separate currents
Uman et al. Then these fields obtained componens and given by
numerically are used to estimate the
model current. For simplicity we assume i(z,t)=ib(z,t)+ic(Z,t)+iu(Z,t) (4)
that the distance, the channel length,
the return stroke velocity and the
attenuatin constant of currents are known ib=i(t-z/v) z<H

*. because we can determine these parameters
by various measurments such as an optical 0 H<z
observation etc. Though any kind of
orthogonal series is available, we use exp(ppz m+p)-exp(rz+pfl

the ortogonal polynominals in this paper. ic= L e pL p,
Furthermore the channel is assumed to be
vertical. On the above conditions exp(pz%,+pj)-exp(pz+p,)]
numerical results are given for various
distances, return stroke velocities and PX
the attenuation constnts.

iu=constant

E and B due to Lightning Discharge where

After Uman [Uman et al.,1975] the p,=L(I/v+l/c)-I/4^
electric field intensity E and the
magnetic flux density B on the ground at p2=f(I/v+i/c)-I/,
a distance D from a vertical channel of
height H are given by p,=-c(t-t, +z/c-R/c)

P,=- (t-t., +z/c-R/C)
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I f~in~f (z t-Rc) dz] 8
. Here the notation used in this paper + "- "(z t-R/c)

. are quite the same as used in Lin's
- paper. Both transmission line model and The physical meaning of the quantity J is

Lin-Uman-Standler's model have several a kind of energy difference. Then the
unknown parameters. So to get some expansion coefficient A. is to be
information about the time varying determined as the quantity 3j takes the
current with the measured fields a great minimum value. With the aids of
deal of labour is usually needed such as Variational Principle we know that this
"trial and error" described in Lin's minimization is able to be realized when
paper. Then the purpose of this paper is the partial differential coefficients on .
to propose a direct estimation method of A. are equql to zero.
return stroke currents with observed E j
and B. The direct estimation of currents -- 0 (k=l,2, ..... N) (9)
with E and B is just to solve the first

" kind Fredholm Integral Equations. In next After a little mathematical treatment
section we would discuss this problem in on equation (6) following relations are
detail, derived.

Formulation of the Problem .A ( [Fk(t)Fj(t)+Gk(t)G (t)]dt

Both transmission line model and "
, Lin-Uman-Standler's model include several -][E.,(tip ( t l +B . ( t I G , ( t l l d t =0

parameters and these parameters are it
usually determined by iteratively
comparing the calculated and measured (K=1,2, ....... ,N) (10)
fields. So in this section we present a
new method to estimate the return stroke
currents directly with measured E and B If we perform the integration in
due to a lightning return stroke. We eqs.(7),(8) and (10), equation (10)
would discuss the method to solve the becomes a matrix equation (11).
Integral Equations (1) and (2) for the
current and to determine the unknown time [Hia-b=0 (11)
function i(z,t).

First we would try to expand an In order to perform these integrations
unknown function i(z,t) on the return the measured electric field E, magnetic
stroke channel into an orthognal series flux density B and expansion function
f. (z,t) F(t) and G(t) may be approximated by

setting
i(z,t)= jf.(z,t) (5)

J E (t )=r-E If'(t ) (12)
where A. is the unknown expansion Oz c ji j I C
coefficiedt to be determined. Here we
define a new quantity given by the next B0 (tc)=4BjYj(tc) (13)
equation 0

T j((14)J= [(A Fj(t) -E.2(t) OFktc ) = ia ( C)  ()

0 p41 i
1 Gk(t )=TG.*.(t (15)

+(TAjGj(t)-B.#(t)) 1dt (6) C 1'I I C

The integration is easily performed by
where dividing the period into N subintervals

H1 2-sin2f ,R/c zt (1=1,2 ........ ,N) and the function
Ft MI f(zT-R/c)dtdz being the step function determined by

(l-3s in2G.
+& CR3si rf(z, t-R/c) dz 'Yj (tc) =1 in Atcj "'

'i 21 =0 in tck (j=k) (16)
fi(z,t-R/c) dz] (7)

- OR t From the above discussion Aj can be

determined by solving a linear equation
(11) and the time variation of the return
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stroke current can be determined with ic(z,z',t)=exp(-z'/).C (t-t')J-i (19)
* equation (5). c~

Where C8 is the unknown coefficient to be
determined. After a little mathematical

' Numerical results and discussion treatment the corona current i (Z,t) is
derived in following form.

* (1)Transmission line model
To show the validity of this method,

numerical experiments are performed. That i (Z,t)=
is, first we numerically simulate the E (

". and B due to the lightning return stroke '/ -)
' with the transmission line model ,its e ,20

current given by

i(z,t)=exp(-Tz)[exp(-Jt)-exp(-Pt)] Then we can use eq.(ll) and easily obtain

(17) the coefficients CJ. One of the estimated
result is shown in Fig.2 together with
the original corona current. These two

where v and r are respectively the currents shapes are quite the same as the
constsnt return stroke velocity and the results in Fig.l. In Table 2 relative
attenuation constant of return stroke errors of peake values of estimated
currents. Next to these numerically currents for various channel lengths and
simulated E and B we apply the direct distances are shown. The relative errors
current estimation method and estimate atf.are also at most a fewpercent. We can ,
the time varying current. Though any kind conclude that this method is useful to
of orthogonal series is avilable for the the estimation of corona current too.

expansion function, we choose the
orthogonal polynominal. (3)Discussion
i(zt)=exp( z) A.(t-z/v)Jl In section (1) and (2) we have

j (18) already discussed about how to estimate
the return stroke current with E and B.

For simplycity we assume that the It is cleared up that this new method is
distance, the channel length, the return useful for the estimation. However all
stroke velocity and the attenuation used data are simulated ones, that is
constant of currents are known, because without noise. So we need more discussion

we can determine these parameters by about tecse o d includinguso
varous meaurmens schas ptial about the case of data including some

various measurements such as optical noise before conclusion. The simulated E
observations. and B added by random noises ,which root

A typical estimated result is shownin Ai1 typicalgetitd reihnl mean square values are ten percent of the
in Fig.l together with the original peak values, are used for estimation and
current. Here the original current, the the average of relative errors of ten
double exponential type current, are used times experiments is only 3.8 percent.
to calculate the example E and B. That is, we can find even if the measured
Furthermore the relative errors of the data includes some noises, we are able to
estimated peak currents for various estimate the return stroke current rather
treturn stroke velocity ,distance and exactly. Then we can conclude this method

S attenuation constant are shown in table is much useful for the estimation from
1. Both of them are quite similar. The the view point of current shapes and
relative error is at most a few percent relative errors.
and from these results we can conclude
this method is useful for return stroke
current estimation of the transmission Conclusion

* line model.
We proposed Lhe nuw return stroke

(2)Lin-Uman-Standler's model current estimation method in this paper.
Next we should try to apply this This method was applied to the

method to Lin-Uman-Standler's model. In transmission line model and
Lin-Uman-Standler's model the break down Lin-Uman-Standler's model and we could
pulse current essentially propagates obtain excellent results. We can conclude
along the channel and we can easily that this method should be applied to the
estimate with the same procedure as that timto s.
described above. The uniform current is
easy to determine as described in Lin's
paper. So the remained problem is the References
estimation of corona componets. Let us
consider the following expansion of Y.T. Lin M. A. Iman and R B Standler,corona source element. '""-"Lightning r-tiirn stroke models", 3.
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I(k A)

'

// -- -- Original currente 4../

Estimated currents

0.0 16.7

microsec.

Fig.1 The typical estimated current of Transmission line mdel

Table 1 The Relative errors of peak values of estimated current I )
(The case of attenuation constant -1.0)

v\D 5 10 20
T 01-0.53 -1.20 -6.27
.05 2.00 -1.20 -2.93.10 1.20 1,.47 -0 1

(the case of attenuation constant -0.0)

,-v\D 5 101 2?n"

.1-1.47 -2.00 -4.80

.05 2.67 0.00 0.13

.10 2.13 1.20 l1.47

v:velocity of return strokekts/p.Ie,)
D:distance ckm)
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(KA)

ORIGINAL CURRENT

4.00 ESTIMlATED CURRENT

so.00-

(MICRO SECOND)

Pig.2 Th. typical estimated current Of Lin-Uman-Standler's model
(corona current)

Table 2 Relative errors of peak values (%)

\D 5

10 1.1-. 08

L:channel lengthk%)

D:distance (kni)
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ON BOUNDING THE EXCITATION OF WIRING

BEHIND AN APERTURE IN A SHIELD
FROM LIGHTNING INDUCED FIELDS

Clayborne D. Taylor
Department of Electrical Engineering

Mississippi State University

Mississippi State, MS 39762
[,',

ABSTRACT the wire spacing is small in terms of the
wavelength and the wire length, only the TEM

*A terminated wire behind an aperture in node is significant.
a shield is considered to he illuminated by Using the analysis, expressions are

*lightning induced olectromagnetic fields. derived for the upper bounds on the termina-
Coupling between the wire and thle aperture is tion current and voltage for a wire behind a

*fully considered byhv in receiving antennia slot-perforated screen, that is exposed to
theory. Expressions are derived for the upper typical lightning induced fields. Both
bounds on the termination currents and volt- radiated fields and channel attachment fields
ages. Both radirrteI fields- and channel are considered.
attachment fields are- cons idered.

ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION

GENFRAL COINSIDERATIONS - The configura-
*An oleotr,,aructi, shield from lightning tion being considered is shown in Figure 1.

induced fiells simpic provides a barrier to Here a terminated wire behind an aperture
the propagation of electromagnetic fields presents an impedance load to the aperture
from one region to anot(her. The diffusion of antenna. The equivalent circuit for the
the fields throuciv. the walls of the shield receiving antenna is shown in Figure 2.
has been well studied. For shield.; that are Following standard receiving antenna theory
perforated, either deliberately or inadver-
tently, a substantiail deor1adat ion in shiel ding (s) = -Ks) iinc = Cs) Cs)
effectiveness maN occur. Normally the quan- Voc e sc in
titat ion of the degradal~ti on can ihe acromplished
by the consideation of three pricesses is the open-circuit voltage of the receiving
(assulmed independent) external interaction, antenna in terms of thle effective height and
aperture penetration, and] internal coupling, inieteeti(il. Hr s th

T ihe convent ional approach for treating incieteeti il.Hr n i h

coupling throug h ape rturres has used small input impedance of the aperture antenna, and
aperture aipproimnot ions , i .e. the aperture is Ijs) is the short-circuit current. Often it
required to 1he e lectricall1' smail and the sc
wiring behind ti ;otri;rorqired to he is more convenient to consider the comple-
separated] fromap ACI'ttore a distance sufficient (d).-

for he dpol fied aproxmaton t bementary antenna with effective height h

*valid. Andil in 'ceMinling inlternalI coupling and input impedance Z(d enwhr
within lioldlr~i, ncah loading
effec te is ti ri cIi I: ,r 1n t ,rual Iwt iI~ Cs C i d) 1 2(2

-(n erii i :1 205, in -riximitv to (2) =

thn apertok in IL r lkoweV.r, tnein i

* lirt r 'si- -v- cii 1'cinro-and
Ic1 [able -oM in oHi irot ho :Io;'ieC ted. N () 1> C)-

- In t ii-, nir is kv x'e e khs I kh 3
for old-rinit no tho ::i~toi of terminated e 2 in)
istrinlo hilrnl 1" 11 tic-p 'rr i ter slrielils.

Cor I n 4  tnrc rP tre ireHere T is the intrinsic wave impedance of
- ire, inrol, the ii ' I iiiertrire to 0

I he .r ceo i it; t ho wire cirafig- free space and k is the propagation vector
trot iIi i)T I iriro.po of the incident plane wave [1].

.5

- SRerid imepeance Using c)-(3) it is readily shown that
aeINthad hi enn t cons- 2

T -) t ri I n t ( q 1in d '1i n it't e 0 ( s
Cs -* s (4)

lighting indce elcrmgi fields• ifivd o Cdupe bonso h eria•

in
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where z nd) o k no Q-3. 39in - (kh)2-J 2(1kh

I(s) -  W in(5)
sc e s where

Here n is the unit vector outward normal to Q = 2£n(h) (13)

the aperture surface and Is is the surface

current density at the aperture that would Here w is the slot width and 2h is the slot

exist if the aperture were completely sealed. length.

From Figure 2, the solution for I the ( Consequently using (11), (12) and (2) in
(10) yields the termination currents of the

wire current at the aperture is wire behind an aperture for general conditions.
However it is required that the aperture dimen-

V(s )  sions must be small in terms of the wavelength.
I S + oc (6) For most applications this low frequency

Z i + + Z requirement is applicable. For convenience in
obtaining the bounds on the termination cur-

rents certain generic conditions are considered.
where Z and Z 2 are the input impedances

(i) Z = Z
seen on each side of the aperture. If the L c
wire behind the aperture extends a distance Z When the wire behind the aperture is
on each side of the aperture, then terminated in a resistance equal to the charac-

coskk+JZ sinkk teristic impedance Z , (10) through (12) yields

LOSz =z L c h7) 2 c
il i2 c Z cosk k+JZ sink k I7 1 h2 ec IL = o 0-I jJs-lkd

L 4 Z (Q-3.39) Q-.61 (14)
where ZL is the load impedance terminating Imax c

the wire and for kh .1. Note that (14) represents the

na h upper bound on the termination current for
c -) matched terminations. A corresponding upper

c r cosh a8w bound on the load voltage is

Here hw is the wire height and aw is the VLm = zL ILl  (15)

radius of the wire behind the aperture (see max
Figure 1). Note that the application of Time domain upper bounds can be obtained
standard transmission line theory yields the from (14) and (15) via Fourier transform theory.
load current, Accordingly (14) yields,

z2
Z c c (9) T o 0 Q-1 d I (16)
c OSkf+JZLSink 5 iL peak 4 Zc (0-3.39) -.61 dts 1peak

. which becomes after applying (4) through (7)

d) and (15) yields,

z  (h x )
in c e s

• L=(Z )42ZL) ZcC°S(k.)+J(Z s)Z +2Z 2)sin(k ) -L! = ~L Lek(7
(in + L) ZcCO5 ZinZL c Ipeak peak

(10) (ii) ZL - 0

The corresponding load voltage is obtained by
using VL ILZL Often the wire(s) behind an aperture is

shielded. Consequently the transfer function

for the shield can be used to obtain the cur-If the dimensions of the aperture are rn ntewr~)isd h hedi h

small in terms of the wavelength, then the rent on the wire(s) inside the shield if the
following approximations are valid for thecurrent is known 2]. Treating the
f i ashield as a single wire behind the aperture,
complement of a thin slot (the narrow strip the terminations become electrical shorts.
dipole): Accordingly (10)-(12) yields for kh < 0.1 and

h(d)_ h(-l ) i (11) kk < 0.1
e Q-.61

36-2
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-obvious that the peak time-domain current will
VL x 4 Zc(-3"39) k h(2-1) J (18) occur with direct attachment. However the
L no hJQ-.61 () rate-of-rise of the surface current is not v,
max necessarily greater for channel attachment.

Of course the corresponding load voltage is

zero. REFERENCES

As before time-domain bounds can be

obtained via Fourier transform theory. They 1. C. D. Taylor, E. Harper, C. W. Harrison,
are, Jr., and W. A. Davis, "On Bounding the Excitation

-lQ3.9 of a Terminated Wire Behind an Aperture in a
4 c fl h( -1) Shield" accepted for publication in IEEE Trans-

+ -. 61 actions on Antennas and Propagation.
peak pe2. E. F. Vance, Coupling to Shielded

(19) Cables, Wiley: New York (1978).
3. M. A. Uman, M. J. Master, and E. P.

(iiI) ZL Krider, "A Comparison of Lightning Electromag-
L netic Fie'ds with the Nuclear Electromagnetic

Pulse in the Frequency Range 104-107 Hz",With open-circuit terminations, the IEEE Trans. Electromag. Compat., Vol. EMC-24,

termination currents become zero. However No. 4, pp. 410-416, November 1982.

using VL = ILZL wLth (10) and allowing ZL 4. R. A. Perala, T. Rudolph and F.

the following load voltage expression is Eriksen, "Electromagnetic Interaction of

obtained: Lightning with Aircraft", IEEE Trans. on

2 Electromag. Compat., Vol. EMC-24, No.2, pp.
Ij h 173-203, May 1982.VLmx - JJ (20)

L 4 P-3.39 Q-.61 (

* max

for kh < 0.1 and ki <0.1.

The corresponding time-domain voltage

upper bound is

h2

7T 0h Q-1VL pa = 4 Q-3.9Q-.61 J

peak 4peak

LIGHTNING EXCITATION - Because natural

lightning exhibits varied and discontinuous
waveshape components it is not possible to

make absolute and definitive statements. The
general approach is to select representative

current waveshapes and then to draw appro-
priate conclusions. As seen in the analysis
of the excitation of terminated wires behind
apertures, two parameters of concern are the

threat level peak current and the threat rate-
of-rise level for the lightning current.

According to Uman et al. [3] threat

levels for the peak channel current are about
35 kA for an average first return stroke and
175 kA for a severe stroke. They also indi-

cate that the maximum rate-of-rise can be
estimated by considering one-half of the peak
channel current is achieved in about 0.l4s.

In order to obtain the surface current

density, J induced by lightning additional

considerations are necessary. For example,
if direct attachment of the lightning channel

occurs then the current density on the shield

with the aperture will be directly related to
the channel current [3]. However if attach-

ment does not occur then the current density

on the shield must be obtained by solving

a scattering problem [4]. It is rather

36-3
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Figure 1. Terminated Wire Configuration Behind a Rectangular
Aperture in a Metal Plate Shield

z0

Zil
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zi2

Figure 2. Equivalent Circuit for the Slot Receiving Antenna with the Load
Impedance that is a Series Conbination of Z andZ1
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A TIME DOMAIN REPRESENTATION OF SURFACE AND TRANSFER
IMPEDANCES USEFUL FOR ANALYSIS OF ADVANCED COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT

By

P. M. McKenna
T. H. Rudolph
R. A. Perala

Electro Magnetic Applications, Inc.
P. 0. Box 26263

Denver, Colorado, 80226
S(303)989-2744

ABSTRACT

Because of the proliferation of advanced composite materials in future and present aircraft,
it is necessary to accurately include their effects on the electromagnetic coupling paths. An
important numerical method which is used to calculate aircraft coupling response is the three-
dimensional time domain finite difference solution to Maxwell's equations. The spatial resolution
of such codes for typical aircraft may be on the order of 1/3 to 1/2 m, which means that modeling
of thin structures such as lossy aircraft skins cannot be accurately done with conventional tech-
niques. There is therefore a need to define and illustrate an approach whereby lossy surfaces can
be treated in the time domain by defining a relationship between the surface electric and mag-
netic fields such that the details of the skin do not have to be directly modeled.

Lightning coupling to aircraft with graphite composite skins is complicated by the low con-
ductivity of the composite material compared to metal. In order to properly account for the
presence of composite material the external electromagnetic fields are related in the frequency
domain by

E.z = ___ _Y e'H s tanhjk--d-

and the internal electric field E just inside the composite skin is related to the external mag-
netic field H just outside the skin by

E n
H ZT sin(kmd)

where n is the material intrinsic impedance and km is the material propagation constant. Infinite
series partial fraction expansions of these impedances are decomposed into bounded infinite sums
of solutions to ordinary differential equations in the time domain. Convergence of the sums occurs
with relatively few terms. Results for both external and internal coupling are presented.

3-
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INTRODUCTION DERIVATION OF THE SURFACE IMPEDANCE AND THE

SURFACE TRANSFER IMPEDANCE FOR A CONDUCTINGTHE USE OF GRAPHITE EPOXY COMPOSITES inSLB'

many current and future civilian and military 
SLAB

aircraft significantly alters the coupling of In general the conductivity of graphite
electromagnetic fields to these aircraft. The epoxy composite materials is anisotropic. How-highx conductivit maeral meta aircraftc skinw-
high conductivity of metal aircraft skins ever, the off-diagonal elements of the con-
shields internal conductors from external elec- ductivity tensor are either zero or much
tromagnetic fields because diffusion through smaller than the diagonal elements (1) and
important usually almost negligible. The only will be neglected. In addition, it will be
i o m shielding considerations below 0MHz assumed that the two diagonal elements of the

arisetr seams, apertures, or penetrating conductivity tensor which are tangential top
conductors. Graphite-epoxy composite materials surface of the composite material,
are about three orders of magnitude less con- xxr
ductive than aluminum. Because of this lower and a are effectively equal because of the
conductivity, electromagnetic field diffusion y o
through the aircraft skin can be significant 00/+45 /90 layering of the composite. The con-(l)*. Furthermore, the higher intrinsic im- ductivity normal to the surface, azz, is much
pedance resistance of the graphite-epoxy com- less than axx or ayy. Thus the most effective
posite material relative to metal will alter coupling of electromagnetic fields through the

skin current patterns significantly when elec- composite will occur for both the E and H fields
tromagnetic fields are present at high levels tangential to the surface of the composite. To
for durations exceeding the current redistri- this end, consider the situation diagrammed in
bution time. This is the case with lightning. Fig. 1. A composite planar slab of thickness d

Unfortunately, the spatial resolution of normal to the z-axis is illuminated by a nor-

time domain finite difference approximation mally incident plane wave. The surface impe-

solutions to Maxwell's equations is far too dance, Zs , is the ratio of the incident plus

coarse to be able to resolve the thickness of reflected electric field at z = 0 to the inte-

composite layers when the entire aircraft is grated conduction current density. The surface
contained in the problem volume. This lack of transfer impedance, ZT, is the ratio of the
resolution precludes the treatment of compo- transmitted electric Tield at z = d to the in-
sites by direct calculation of the conduction tegrated conduction current density. By Fourier

current in the composite material in the time transforming in space and time and imposing con-
domain. Because expressions for the surface tinuity of the tangential components of E and H,
impedance and surface transfer impedance are it can be shown that

frequency dependent, they must be transformed ik [cosh (jk d) + xsinh (jk d)
to the time domain in order to obtain usable m m m
relationships between the E and H fields tan- Zs - [ W sinh (jk md) + x(cosh(Jkmd)-l)]
gential to the surface of the composite. This
paper describes an approximate technique for jk (1)
relating E and H fields tangential to the sur- I cotanh (jkm d)
face of the composite material which is approp- m

riate for liahtning coupling to aircraft.
Briefly, the technique decomposes the frequen- for X << 1, and
cy domain expressions for the impedance into
an infinite sequence of partial fraction ex- 3km k
pansions which transform into an infinite se- ZT = 1 [sinh (Jmd + cosJm)
quence of analytically soluble ordinary diffe- (2)
rential equations in the time domain. km (

The organization of the remainder of this T - sin(kd)

paper is as follows. First, a short derivation
of the frequency domain expressions for the 2 o
surface impedance and surface transfer impe- for x 1 . Here k - Uo km (3)
dance is presented. Second, the transformation
from the frequency domain to the time domain is 2 - 2(4
derived. A description of the implementation 0 0
in a time dependent finite difference computer
program is also described. Third, results of k (5)
external and internal coupling analyses are m = ( (5)

presented and discussed for a lightning envi-
ronment. Last, a summary and conclusions are and O=oxx=yy.
presented.

For the frequencies of interest, ('100 MHz) and

*Numbers in parentheses designate References the conductivities of graphite epoxy composites
at end of paper. (8000 mho/m - 20000 mho/m), x<< 1. Also,
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The solutions of these ordinary differential
12 (6) equations (12) are analytic. The time domaink mIj~) 2'electric field is then an infinite series ofm /2 convolutions

so that the intrinsic impedance of the compo-
site material, n, can be written

kE(t) = En(t) =1 (n o (1-j) . (7) n=o ad 1i
k( _. i _ (t)t, (13)

t(t-t i i 
.TRANSFORMATION TO THE TIME DOMAIN +2 dt' e n Jt')"

'" n~l o "
In order to obtain time domain expres- 

,"

sions for the relationship between the electric where the initial conditions are En(t=O) = 0
field and the conduction current in the compo- (n = 0,1,
site slab, equations (1) and (2) were rewritten Similarly, substitution of the product ex-
using the following identities pansion for the sin(x) (9) in equation (2) and

writing km as in equation (6) gives F

cotanh x = + 2x2 2 (8) E() 1 - J,.n=l (ni) 2+x2  
E- J( + j =7r

2d n ( n

" sinx x r (1 - (9) (14) ...

k=l 2  2 k+1

Substituting the first expansion (8) into ad (+ ) '
i ~k=l ,-

equation (1) and substituting the approximate +k)
form for km (6) yields

E(w) = + jw J +j ~ d( ) (10) where wk ( 2 (15)

2 Following the same procedure that was outlined

)where (nI above the time domain electric field transmittedn \ 2o  through the composite layer can be written asan infinite series of convolutions:
Forming a decomposition of the series and trans-
forming each term into the time domain results
in an infinite sequence of ordinary differen- E(t) = J(t)
ial equations in the time domain as follows

E0() I- J(w) corresponds to +2 n(-)n en(tt) (16)

EC(t) = J(t) (12a)

where once again En(t=O) = 0 (n=l,2,....) and
-, - ,J(t= n) = 0 .

) L J(,) <=> Implementation of the series expansions
- - (13) and (16) in a time dependent finite differ-(12b) ence approximation solution requires back stor-d E_ 2L (t age of the tangential components of the H fields

dt Ain order to compute the external or internal
coupling through the composite material, at
least at early times. At late times both so-

lutions converge to E(t) . Depending
adon the bandwidth of the calculation, and theE n(,)conductivity and thickness of the composite,

En(:) i~i~0j) J(") <> the series expansion for the transfer imped-
ance (16) may converge less than 20 terms at

(12c) early time. The series expansion for the sur-
dn_ + En(t) 2 2 (dJ face impedance (13) requires approximately

dt nd dt 200 terms to converge for calculations with
100 MHz bandwidths.
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RESULTS SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

AS A DEMONSTRATION OF THE TECHNIQUE de- THE ELECTROMAGNETIC COUPLING of light-
scribed above the results of external and ning to aircraft with graphite-epoxy compos-
internal electromagnetic coupling by lightning ite skins is complicated by the frequency
to a simple scattering object are presented. dependence of the impedance relations. By

*The problem is solved by a linear, time de- decomposing the approximate forms for the
pendent, three dimensional, explicit finite impedances into series expansions, each term

*difference approximation method (2). The becomes the solution of an ordinary differen-
spatial grid size is Im in all three Cartesian tial equation in time. With appropriate
coordinate directions. The time step is initial conditions the solutions corresponds to

*1.75 ns. Inside the problem volume a current convolutions which converge to the low fre-
*channel is attached to one of the 5m x 5m quency limit of a purely resistive impedance.
*faces of a box with dimensions 5m x 3m x 5m. The series expansions are easily implemented

A line of zeroed E fields is attached to the in time dependent finite difference approxi-
opposite face to carry off the current after mation solutions of Maxwell's equations.
it has flowed across the box. The attached There are two major effects of the use of
current has a waveform with a sin2 rise to graphite epoxy composite materials in light-

*peak in 1 ijs and an exponential decay with a ning coupling. First, there is a resistive
time constant of 50 ips. The peak current is division of skin currents at late time away
200,000 amperes. Two of the four Sm x 3m from the composite surfaces and onto the
faces opposite each other are graphite-epoxy metal surfaces. Second, the lower conductiv-
composite with thickness .03 in and conduc- ity of graphite epoxy composites relative to
tivityl15,000 mho/m. The other faces of the metals allows substantially larger diffusion

*scatterer are assumed to be perfectly conduc- of electromagnetic fields through the com-
ting. For comparison, the same current was posite skin.
attached to a perfectly conducting scatterer
with same dimensions. REFERENCES
H In Fig. 2 the component of the tangential 1 .A eaa .M e n .B

Hfield associated with the primary direction 1 .A eaa .M e n .B
of current flow is shown. The location of the Cook, 'EMP Coupling to a Composite Aircraft,"
sample point is above one of the composite Proceedings of the IEEE 1978 International
faces. The solid curve represents the wave- Symposium on Electromagnetic Compatiblity,
form for the case of the scatterer with two Atlanta, Ga., p. 233.

Acomposite faces. The dashed line represents 2. D. E. Merewether and R. Fisher,
the waveform for the scatterer with all faces "Finite Difference Solution of Maxwell's
perfectly conducting. The waveforms shown in Equation for EMP Applications," EMA 79-R-4,
Fig. 2 are characteristic of other locations (Revised), Electro Magnetic Applications,
above the composite surface. The growing dif- Inc., P. 0. Box 8482, Albuquerque, N. M.

*ference between the waveforms with time is due 87198, April 1980.
* to current redistribution on the scatterer to

avoid the lower conductivity composite faces.
This is also clear in Fig. 3. The waveforms
shown are also components of the H field
tangential to the surface above one of the
perfectly conducting faces. The component is
associated with the primary direction of cur-
rent flow. The solid curve again represents
the scatterer with two composite faces while
the dashed curve represents the scatterer with
all six faces perfectly conducting. The sur-
face current above the perfectly conducting
face is growing for the composite box because
the current is gradually dividing resistively.
Fig. 4 shows the waveform of the electric

*field diffused through the composite skin due
to the current density in Fig. 2. This elec-
tric field would act as a driver for conduc-
tors located inside the composite box. For
large amplitude direct lightning strikes the
diffusion of electromagnetic fields through
the composite skin will result in large field
intensities inside the composite skin.
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Fig. 1 - A plane wave incident on a planar composite slab of thickness d. The space and time
dependence of the E and H fields is shown above the horizontal arrows.
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Fig. 2 -Tangential H field component (or axial surface current density) for a composite box
(solid curve) and a perfectly conducting box (dashed curve) above a composite face.
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Fig. 3 - Tangential H field (or axial surface current density) component for a composite box
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Fig. 4 " pThe principal component of the electric field diffused through a composite layer
corresponding to the solid curve in Fig. 2.
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TRANSIENT RESPONSE AND PROTECTION OF MULIICONDUCTOR
TRANSMISSION LINES r

J.L. ter Haseborg and H. Trinks
Technical University Hamburg-Harburg

Hamburg, Germany

-a

F,

ABSTRACT

Coupling and propagation mechanisms of lightning- arid EMP-induced currents on trans-
mission lines as well as problems concerning protective measures against these currents
are treated.

Starting from the transfer impedance of the cable and an urbitrarily assumed sheath
current by means of the transmission line equations the propagation of these currents -
e.g. caused by lightning or EMP - on the conductors of multiconductor transmission lines
is computed. The computations are carried out in consideration of an equivalent circuit
diagram which besides inductive and capacitive couplings contains also ohmic losses it)
the conductors and frequency-dependent dielectric losses in the insulation.
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CONCERNING THE SHIELDING of qrounid systems, air- ni coiducturs. the equatiors (1) up to (4) re-
borne, aid grounid equipment against electromag- presett the transmission line equatiors fur a

netic interferences the shielding efficienicy is two-wire line iil the:
reduced particularly by feeding of interferinig
currents through cable enitries Il]*, 2]tartiiig time-dumaii:

from a realistic commoni mode excitation for all
conductors, cable enitries for muiticotductor &u R

transmission linies are of special interest. I, 3 - ( )i
order to estimate the protectioni efficiency by
special protectlnol circuits, the time-depenidenit Di -- (2 "

or frequency-depenident shape respectively of 5 - (+C")u ..
the interferirig currenits on the transmission %
lines has to be known. Particularly the iniflu- frequenicy-domaini:
ence of the tralismissinni Iite parameters oi the
propagationi of the currenits jill be conisidered. dlU
A variation of the edge steepniess of initerferirg Z = - Z' I ; Z'R'+ jwL (3)
guided pulses by the lille parameters influences
the response of protectioni circuits II, 1 > dl

As shown in fig. I interfering currents I U Y " ; Y'=G'+ jWC" (4)
- e.g. caused by lightninig or IMP - are irducea dz - -

primarily on the cable sheath. Depenident on the
shielding efficiency of the sheath, which is the transit ion to n+1 coniductors provides the
described by the f requeric\-depenident tranisfer
impedar)ce, the sheath curreit I partially is equationis it) matrix notationi:

coupled into the inn,,er corudutos 
c dU

TRANSFER IMPEDANCE -d z I] (5

The coupling mechanism between sheath cur-
rents an d conductor currents is described aria- d[l
lytically by the frequeicy-dependert transfer
impedance as defined by Kaden [3], Fig. 2. So d • _ •U] (6)

for instance, for different braided shields Fig.
3 shows the transfer impedanices Z as a funiction Ihe matrix [Z] contains the series impedances
of frequency (solid curves) where by repre- of the conductors and the mutual inductances,
serits the ohmic resistance of the shearh, In while the matrix [Y] contains the capacitances
order to obtain air analytical description for arid the shunt coriductances. The manufacturers

the propagation of- the currents by means of the of cables normally specify these values only for
trarismission line equations, that is riot onily the operatinig frequenicy - e.g. f = Boo Hz. In-
for the irter conductorsbut also for the cahle this case the transmissio line parameters of
sheath, the cable sheath (e.g. a braided sheath) the complete cable (inner conductors in coriec-
is replaced by anr equivalent cage consisting of tior with the cable sheath consisting of the
o conductors as showni iii Fig. 4. By means ofs oduitors s d nshe paramete.r.Bs of ageill cage conductors) are computed according to the
suitably dimensioned parameters of- the cage in formulas shown ili [6] ard [7].
consideration of a constant radius ri s Concerning the transmission-line theory
sible to realize a definiite tranisfer impedance there is io differerice between the inner con-
Z. The dashed curve ill Fig. 3 shows the fre-T d doctors of the cable arid the cage conductors
quency-dependerit trarisfer impedanice of a cage. replacing the cable shield. Starting from (5)
There is a good agreement between the cures be- arid (6) the wave equatioi for the multiconductor
longing to the braided shield arid the curve for transmissioi linie is obtained:
the cage. A comparisoi between the dashed arid
solid curves ill Fig. 3 shows that the cage cur- 2 -

responds to a braided shield with a C -value of d U]
approx. 94.5 %. The quantity C represeits the ... = L)
value for the optical cu\,rage of the shield. dz2

THE TRANSMISSION LINE EQUAIIONS with [E] I 1 .[y] (8)

Starting from the transmission linie equa-
tions arl equivalent circuit diagram is used Equatioi (7) represents a coupled differetial 
which besides induct ive arid capacitive couplinigs equationi system. A liniear tratisformationi pro-
considers also the I irie losses 'ohmic losses in vides decoupled rsave equations for the multi-
the coriductors an d freque icy-depede)t losses in ciiductr r t ranrusmjinsni l ire:"
the insulation) 4', i5 Fig. S shniiis the equi-
valeit circuit diagrams, F iq. 5a for a two-wire i I 7(9

line arid Fig. 5b for a mult icrriiductor I lire with U - -

* Numbers iil pareitheses des iqrate Refereuic s
ateid of paper.
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pulse at z o shows a value of approx. Io ne or
d2 5o ns respectively arid the decay time a value of

- [v]-  [E][vl[w] (lo) approx. 2uu ns or 5oo ns respectively. Referring
dz to Fig. 6 the Fig. 7 and 8 contain the primary

sheath current pulse I at z =o and at the Io-
whereby [v] [E] *[v] [_2] (II) cations z = 6m, z2 =12m, z =3 lm,z4:24m, z5z3om

the current pulses I on the cable sheaLh and
is a diagonal matrix and equation (11) repre- the current pulses Is on one of the four inner
sents an eigenvalue problem. The columns of the conductors. The amplitudes of the currents are
matrix [v] contain the ei envectors of [E] and normalized whereby the amplitude of the sheath
the elements of [F2] ([f2] is a diagonal matrix) current pulse I (z zo) is the scaling factor.
are the eigenvalues of [E]. A decoupled dif- The coupling mechanism of the sheath current in-
ferential equation system is obtained: to the inner conductors essentially depends on

the edge steepness of the sheath current and the

d 2 [] frequency-dependent transfer impedance of the

d2 ] [E2 ] [w] (12) cable sheath. Although the difference between
2  the edge steepnesses of the primary sheath cur-

rent pulses I (zzo) amounts only to factor 5(t =1o ns in Pig. 7, t =5o ns in Fig. 8), -
The components of [w] are designated as natural (t r innce i 7 te r s in Fig 8)

waves of the multiconductor transmission line. ap
The root of the eigenvalue y

2. represents the coupled into the inner conductor can already be

propagation constant of the Aatural wave w.. By detected.

means of various matrix operations the soTltion
of the differential equation system is obtained: PROTECTIVE MEASURES

Protective measures against surge currents " -

on transmission lines are shown and discussed
[U(z)]=[(z)]K[U(z=o)]-[8(z)][K(z=o)] (13) comprehensively in [1], [2]. Theprotection cir-
[I(z)]=-[C(z)]'[U(z=o)]+[O(z)][l(z=o)] (14) cuits described in [1] and [2] essentially con-
.Z L.. . J tain non-linear components. Particularly the

with arresters provide a response which is dependent

[A(z)]=[v]4[cosh z]'[v]' (15) on the edge steepness of the applying surge.
Extensive measurements have shown these effects

FB(z)]=[v]-[sinh Fz'[_-[vj_''<Z] (16) [1], [2], Fig. 9. Starting from the computation
[C(z)][z-''[vj'[P]'[sinh Ez]'v-' (17) results describing the pulse shape on the con-
-- _ _ - -- ductors it is possible to determine the response

[D(z)]=[Z'[vIK[F]K[cosh vz]'-v]' of protection circuits at arbitrary locations on
*[] (18) the transmission line.

CONCLUSIONS
The main computer program and the sub-The quantity z marks the location on the line. Te ain io ed tora lly for

he computations are carried out in consider-dimensioned theoretically foration of arbitrary transmission line termina- transmission lines with an arbitrary number oftions (termination impedance matrix). conductors. On account of limited calculating
time and special numerical problems at present

THE COMPUTATIONS the computations are realized for 16 conductors.

For the computations a braided-shield cable It is intended to increase this value. Addition-

with 4 inner conductors is taken as a basis [5] ally, the influence of the following parameters' shall be investigated:
[8], [9]. The braided shield is replaced by a s e investie:
cage consisting of 12 conductors with a transfer urise ard decay time of the sheath currentimpedance as shown in Fig. 3 (dashed curve), pulse

- dielectric constant E of the insulation
Fig. 6 depicts the complete arrangement. Accord- . r

iri tothetrasmisio lne ermnatonsin he - number of the inner conductors.ing to the transmission line terminations in the Particularly theoretical and experimental in-telephone engineering a termination of 600telephnet enineering Thvestigations will be carried out concerning pro-
pagation of residual pulses which are caused by

surrounds the cable cylindrically with the
radius r , it is valid r r . At the cable end responding arresters.

si a The research work is executed in co-opera-
the shieo is connected round. the resistor tion with the industry arid other scientific
R considers a finite conductivity of the ground.

g Starting from the arrangement shown in Fig. establishments.

6, Fig. 7 and 8 represent the coupling and pro- REFERENCES
pagation of sheath currents. For these compu- 1. J.L. ter Haseborg and H. Trinks,"Pro-
tations a definite coupling point at z =o for tection against Lightning Surge Voltages on
e.g. lightning- arid EMP-induced currernis on Communication Lines ard Power Lines", Inter-
the cable sheath is assumed. In Fig. 7 orsFig. national Aerospace arid Ground Conference on
respectively the rise time of the sheath current npf

Lightning arid Static Electricity, Forth Worth,
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A NEW IMPULSE GENERATOR FOR IMPULSES WITH SHORT RISE TIMES

M. Modrusan, E. Gockenbach, 0. Frey
Emile Haefely & Co. Ltd., Basel, Switzerland

Abstract

Numerous test facilities have been designed to simulate electro-
magnetic pulses. The system described in this article generates a
rectangular current and voltage impulses across a low-resistance load.
The rise time for the current impulse with a peak of 8 kA is less than
300 ns. The voltage impulse reaches a peak of 400 kV with a rise time
of less than 100 ns. The generator is composed of a cascade circuit
with distributed-constant R-C-L stages. There is good correlation
between actual full scale measurements and calculations and scaled down
model measurements. Ancillary devices such as peaking circuits can
improve current impulse rise times t', about 130 ns and reduce voltage
impulse rise times to below 10 ns.
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Introduction istics of such an impulse. The rise
time T is defined as the time it takes

With the proliferation of electronic for tha impulse to rise from 10% to 90%
components in numerous electrical engi- of its final value. The duration of the
neering applications, the significance rectangular pulse is defined as T. It
of electromagnetic compatibility has is the distance between the two 50%
increased dramatically. There are many values. Finally, the amplitude is the
circumstances which can influence the value to which the impulse settles
functional integrity of electronic after initial overshoot.
components or even destroy them. Fast
transient voltage changes, for example, The configuration of LC elements re-
can capacitively couple into a device quired to generate such an impulse is
and cause damaging high over-voltages shown in the equivalent circuit diagram
in the circuitry. Excessive electric of Fig. 2.
field strength can also result in the
failure of electronic components. On
the other hand, induced currents can - ,

cause malfunctions. Typical examples Ln-1 L

are lightning strikes, breakdowns ingas-insulated switch gear and especial- u URI-'."

ly NEMP. Poor grounding quality can IR
also cause potential differences in - ,
circuits or enclosures which in turn
represent a hazard to the individual Fig. 2 - Schematic diagram of te test circuit
components. The duration and the shape Fth

of the voltage or current impulse also
has an impact on the electromagnetic The capacitors are charged with paral-
behavior of components. lel inductances and finally discharged

to the load resistance via a spark gap;
A number of test systems have been the load represents the test object.
designed to simulate these widely vary- Electrically, both L and C elements can
ing pulse phenonema. Voltages range be varied to obtain the desired shape
from several kV to several hundred kV of the impulse, but for economic rea-
an4L -irrent generation capabilities sons, adjustments are made only by
range from several kA to several 10 kA. changing the inductances. These adjust-
[I to 6]. ments could be made empirically but can

be optimized in advance with the aid of
The voltage and current characteristics a specially developed program.
in these systems can be adjusted to
meet these specific requirements of To enhance understanding and standard-
test objects. This article introduces a ize terms for the following sections,
test system which is capable of gener- we will develop several equations based
ating a rectangular voltage or current on Figure 2. According to [7], the

pulse across a low-resistance load. duration of the impulse can be repre-
sented by the equation

Description of Experimental Circuit T = 24LC (1)

As mentioned, the purpose of this wherein L = total inductance
system is to generate a rectangular C = total capacitance
impulse. Fiqure 1 shows the character-

The termination resistance R must com-
1.0 ply with the characteristic tmpedance

Z =4L/C (2)
UR1 05. The maximum voltage and the maximum

current are equated as follows:
iR 0.1 ___ __ _t___ __ Ra

aUR U Ra+ (3)

U
T R Ra + Z (4)

Fig. 1 - Impulse form
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The shape of the impulse will only generator configuration. In deviation
correspond to the curve shown in Fig- from the circuit commonly used in
ure 1 if the termination resistance Ra  impulse voltage generators, the stages
corresponds to the characteristic consist of LC combinations with 16
impedance Z. elements rather than only of capaci-

tances. Each of the 8 stages is design-
If this is not the case, the voltage ed for a charging voltage of 100 kVmax.
across the termination resistance will so that when the generator is terminat-
change every time the cycle doubles. ed with the characteristic impedance
The voltage characteristic is then (R = Z), a maximum voltage of 400 kV

represnte d volta e ceqtion scaA be obtained across the test objectrepresented by the eqjuation according to equation 3. Under identi-
Z)p -cal conditions, equation 4 results in a

U R R a (R a )~- maximum current of 8 kA.

u (Ra + Z)p  On the left, Figure 3 shows the recti-
fier which is used to adjust the charg-

where t t p-T and p = 1, 2, 3 ... n. ing voltage via a thyristor switch. A
particular type of controller known as
the Trigatron is used to charge theThe rise time T depends on the capaci- system with a constant current; thetance, inductance and load. Particular- Trigatron has adjustment features for

ly when very short rise times are charging voltage and charging time.
involved, however, it will be necessary This device also fires the impulse
to consider the influence of stray generator and allows convenient syn-capacitances and the inductance of the chronization with external start sig-
connection elements. nals. The delay time between the occur-

rence of the start signal and the
occurrence of the peak impulse value isDescription of Generator approximately 500 ns.

A series circuit of several capacitance Figure 3 also shows the ladder configu-
stages is necessary to generate volt- ration of the elements which was chosen
ages exceeding 50 kV across the termi- for space and assembly reasons. Each
nation resistance, i.e. voltages ex- step up the ladder corresponds to one
ceeding 100 kV in the impulse gen- network element. The switching spark
erator. According to the Marx Princi- gaps on the right hand side of theple, the capacitors, i.e. the indivi- illustration are located at the right
dual networks in the system, are ends of the LC combinations. They are
charged in parallel and then discharged housed in insulating cylinders tointo the test object across the series achieve reciprocal irradiation. Fur-
spark gap. Figure 3 shows the impulse ther, the insulating cylinder is venti-

lated with filtered air in order to
prevent uncontrolled discharges caused
by dust particles in the air. The gap
width is automatically adjusted in
compliance with the charging voltage.
Additionally, a check pulse device is
attached to the lowermost switching
spark gap to initiate correct firing or
prevent possible malfunctions such as
spontaneous firing or no firing via the
Trigatron.

Each function of the Trigatron such as
generator charging, spark gap trigger-
ing, impulse synchronization can also
be manually controlled.

Fig. 3 - Impulse generator
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Additionally, the self-inductances ofDescription of Current and Voltage the capacitors must be considered
Characteristics because they have the same magnitude as

the inductances of the individual LCA certain number of elements is neces- elements. They limit the steepness of
sary to generate a rectangular impulse the current rise, but to some extent,
with a specified duration T. The induc- stray capacitances can provide compen-
tances are defined by the characteris- sation.
tic impedance of the test object and by
the duration of the impulse. The char-
acteristic impedance of the generator
is obtained from the characteristic Apart from the capacitances and induc-
impedances of the individual stages tances of the individual network ele-
according to the equation ments, Figure 4 also shows the stray

inductances and capacitances which are
Z = m - Z (6) attributable to the design of the

impulse generator. The self-inductances
wherein m = number of stages and of the feeder lines, voltage dividers

and load resistance are also shown in
Z = characteristic impedance per the equivalent circuit diagram, because
siage. these elements partially effect the

For Z = 50 0, we obtain for m = 8 a
characteristic impedance per stage of
Z= 6.25 0.

Ly zC Cae HT

I 2 D

AMII

L U---= CD Ra 7

n-EElements S1I

j,'j, jR I

Tciq. 4 - EpivaI(rnt circuit diagram
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rise time and the high-frequency oscil- voltage amplitude was twice as high as
lations at the front end. with a termination corresponding to the

characteristic impedance while rise
The voltage across load resistance R times are roughly identical.
(see Figure 4) which always containsa
certain inductance L can be calculated The model measurements in calculations
with the equation a showed that rise times in the region of

300 ns are also possible with multi-
U I R + L (dIR/dt) (7) stage distributed-constant network
R R a a R configurations.

wherein the current flowing through the
load resistance is designated with I Test Results
At the front, the time characteristiT
of the voltage deviates from that of Figure 7 shows the voltage curve with a
the current because of the deviations load of R = 50 0 and without a load.
between certain elements such as stray The measufement was made without a
capacitances and inductances, high-voltage cable so that the results

can be directly compared with calcula-
The design of the impulse generator was tions (Figures 5 and 6). Correlation
based on a 300 ns rise time both for between measurements and calculations
the current and voltage impulse. Model is good. The minor deviations on the
measurements and calculations were front "ave result from the fact that
conducted to test this requirement. The the stray capacitances and the addi-
diagram shown in Figure 4 is based on tional inductances in the generator
the calculations.

lig. 5 - Calculated voltaq ' impulse .
turmn with] p e (diom "

Figure 5 shows the voltage impulse with "
a charging voltage of 100 kV and a load,-
of R = 50 Q. This calculation was Fig. 7 - Measured voltage impulse form
conducted without a high-voltage cable top curve with R P
to enable a comparison with measure- bottom curve wit i R : 5o ohm-.'

* ments later on.

To verify calculations, however, the ,
voltage impulse under identical condi- elements were not accurately definable -
tions was calculated with R i n as in the calculation. On the other hand, "
shown in Figure 6. As epcdthe the inductances of the last stage after

kV expctedthe spark gap have a greater influence
* imon the rise time than the inductances

/ of the load resistance so that it was
~possible to closely simulate the ele-

U ments which determined the transient
I characteristics with mathematical
~methods.

0
0 i 2 3 4 5 6 .,

Fiq. calulate volaqe ipuls
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Figure 8 shows the current and voltage
oscillogram.

I'I

Fig. 9 - Unit step response
of the shunt

Fig. 1o - Unit step response

Fig. 8 Measured voltage (bottom) of the voltage divider

and current (top) impulse

form

Both measuring systems exhibit very low

These measurements were made without a overshoot and very short decay times. a-.

hih -volteaguemcaet fore a d to ta cha g The rise time of the applied shunt inhigh-voltage cable for a otal charging Fig. 9 is approximately 20 ns, much"'
voltage of 200 kV and a load resistance Fig. tiapprie 20 ns mh
of R = 50 Q. By mean at a damped smaller than the rise time of the

capa itive voltage divider, with a measured signal.
transformation ratio 620:1 connected to
the load resistor, a voltage of 100 kV The voltage divider is a damped capaci-
was measured. The voltage rise time tive divider with the transformation
amounts to approximately 100 ns. The ratio of 620. According to Figure 10,
current curve peaked at 1.8 kA with a its rise time is about 30 ns, again
rise time of approximately 280 ns. very much smaller than the rise time of

the impulse.
Given these very short rise times,
correct instrumentation is crucial The voltage divider is a high-resist-
because it would be intolerable to have ance type which prevents any distortion
a limited bandwidth of the measuring of the impulse form.
system cause an adulturation of the
curve.

As already mentioned in the introduc-
tion, recording devices were developed
along with the actual test system.
Figure 8 illustrates the possibility of
producing current and voltage oscillo- r.
grams. The rectangular unit step re-
sponses of the two measuring systems
are shown in Figures 9 and 10; this
allows verification of the transmission
characteristics and thus a characteri-
zation of the measuring system them-
selves.
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Fig. 12b - Voltage impulse form

Fig. 11 -. Current impulse form with with peaking circuit
Ra = 50Q/25P/0Q

Figure 11 illustrates the current
curves for various termination resist-
ances over two time scales. Using a
termination which is equivalent to the
characteristic impedance (R = 50 02),
the characteristic correspoids to the
curves already shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 12c - Voltage impulse form
If the termination resistance is reduc- with peaking circuit
ed to half the characteristic imped- and chopping spark gap

*, ance, for example, the result is a
higher current with less modulation. If
the termination resistance is short-

* circuited, the current is even higher Figure 12 shows the influence of this
and is limited only by the character- auxiliary circuit. The tests were
istic impedance. The form of the performed using fewer circuits with
current impulse then corresponds to a four stages and ten elements per stage.
travelling wave which is gradually
reduced to a roughly sinusoidal oscil- Figure 12a shows the curve with the
lation caused by the stray capaci- normal front steepness and the limited
tances. impulse length. Figure 12b shows the

distinctly shorter rise time caused by
Under certain circumstances, it may be the peaking circuit, and Figure 12c
necessary to obtain even shorter rise illustrates the result of the chopping
times. This can be achieved with a spark gap which cause the faster decay.
so-called "peaking circuit". Figure 11
shows a schematic of the test circuit
with an associated peaking circuit. The
same diagram also shows the auxiliary
circuit which forms the decay of the
impulse. The peaking circuit consists
of an R.L and C combination that shapes
the impulse front. The element which
shapes the tail or limits the impule
length is a capacitively controlled,
triggered chopping spark gap [8].
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A special peaking circuit makes it
j possible to produce impulse voltage

rise times of less than 10 ns.

On the other hand, this impulse gen-
erator can also be used for rise times
of up to 1.5 ps and tail times of
approximately 2 pis by correspondingly
configuring L and C elements.

Synopsis: .

Electromagnetic compatibility is a key
characteristic of electronic compo-
nents. Numerous test systems have been
developed to verify the immunity lev-
els. The test system introduced in this
article has the following parameters:

- Max. charging voltage of 800 kV to
produce a 400 kV output voltage
across a 50 Q load

- Characteristic impedance = 50 Q
- Multi-stage configuration with 1

iterative network per stage
- Max. current 8 kA through a 50 Q load

Calculations and model measurements
showed that rise times in the order of
300 ns are possible for a rectangular
current impulse. The test results then

Fig. Ila - (uri iiiiIIIsCI form showed that very good correlation was
wi t bouit Vak In Icircuit achievable between calculations and

actual generator measurements. The
current impulses exhibited a rise time
of less than 300 ns, while voltage
impulse rise times were even shorter
than 100 ns.

The associated instrumentation systems
have rise times of less than 30 ns and
are therefore capable of detecting the
very fast current and voltage transi-
ents.

The use of a so-called "peaking cir-
cuit" will further shorten the impulse
front times. In experiments, current
rise times of less than 130 ns and
voltage impulse rise times of less than
10 ns were obtained.

By appropriately reconi iguring the
circuit, the test system can also be

* , used for slower impulses with rise
times of 1.5 js and tail times of 2 Is.

As alr-eady m,, nt rIt t h-, Itse time of
the vol t, ,, il It: m i h shorter

than that W4 litI i it impulses.
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LIGHTNING SIMULATOR CIRCUIT PARAMETERS AND PERFORMANCE
4C

FOR

SEVERE-THREAT, HIGH-ACTION-INTEGRAL TESTING

Robert A. White

Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

ABSTRACT

The lightning simulator at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) has been
used to subject a number of DOE and military test items to severe levels of
simulated lightning. This paper discusses some example circuits and circuit
parameters related to tests made with this crowbarred Marx-generator-type simu-
lator. Examples of fast-rising, high-peak, long-duration simulated lightning
currents that have been produced into full-size test items are presented. Peak
currents up to 250 kA with i-ps rise times and action values up to greater than
6 x 106 A2 S have been injected into various test systems.
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A DIRECT LIGHTNING STROKE is the most tests are described below and in other papers
severe natural electromagnetic threat that a of this conference.
complex electrical system may experience. The A high value of "Action-Integral" in this
consequences of system failure may be so great presentation is one that equals or exceeds
in some instances that even the unlikely event those values generally considered representa-
of worst-case environment must be evaluated. tive of a severe natural stroke. Different
Simulated lightning testing may then be references use various values for this ranging
required to assure that critical systems from 1.2 x 106 A2 S to 2 x i06 A2 S, frequently

either will not fail or will fail in an derived from the data compiled by Cianos and
acceptably safe manner. Analysis and extrapo- Pierce.(5) "Action" as described by G. W.
lation of low-level test data to higher levels Anderson and F. W. Neilson (6) has long been
may sometimes be adequate. At other times, it used to represent the energy per ohm of resis-
may be important to subject the system to tance associated with any particular current
simulation of extreme-value lightning para- waveform. It is a common term equal to 12 dt,
meters. present in most specifications of natural or

The need for severe-threat lightning simulator lightning parameters and has also
simulators and test philosphies related to been defined in a lightning context as 'poten- %
their application has been treated in previous tial stroke energy' by Berger.(7)
lightning conferences and publications. Significantly higher values of action
Severe-threat or worst-case lightning param- than needed to represent a severe threat hav-
eters are being considered or specified for an been produced with this simulator. The 10

* increasing number of systems. As more is A2 S action-integral presented in last year's
learned of natural lightning and the potential description of this simulator and the action

hazards associated with it, there is increas- of some of the current waveforms discussed in
ing support for testing with the higher values following sections are examples. Maximum

of stroke energy and higher values of current available action from a simulator is usually
rate-of-rise. Even though extreme values of greatly restricted by total load circuit
parameters for natural lightning do not occur resistance. Total circuit resistance, includ-
on a high-probability basis, stroke location ing the test item for this simulator, usually
and intensity of natural lightning are most must be limited to a few ohms in order that

* unpredictable. Thus, for some critical severe-threat values of action can still be
systems with new or proposed technology, the provided. However, this is not the case with
hazards are great enough to justify testing natural lightning because maximum available
with severe or worst-case stroke parameters. stroke energy is often little affected by
However, the physical size, complexity, and resistance of the object struck.
variability of the circuits that produce Natural lightning channel inductance and
natural lightning are such that simulation of stored magnetic energy may be hundreds of

worst-case conditions is not an easy task. times greater than in a typical simulator
Providing severe lightning threat levels circuit. The self-inductance value of a

*to large as well as small test items is a cloud-to-ground channel might easily range up
capability of the SNL lightning simulator(1)* to greater than 5 millihenrys. An established

and is one of the main reasons it was devel- peak current of 200 kA through that value of
oped. This developmental lightning simulator inductance would correspond to 100 megajoules
and some of the earlier tests made with it of magnetic energy. Cloud-to-ground channels
were described or mentioned in several from the base of the cloud to earth might be
papers(2)(3) presented at the 1983 Inter- expected to have a lower value of inductance ..'
national Aerospace and Ground Conference on since they may be less than I km in length.
Lightning and Static Electricity. However, altitudes of charge centers likely to

The continuing development of this light- flash(8)(9)(10) and main stroke channels~il)
ning simulator and most of the tests with it are frequently greater than 2 km.
are in support of defense-related programs for Positive strokes (frequently attributed
the Department of Energy (DOE). Its primary to having the highest peak currents) also tend
use has been for internal SNL test programs. to occur through clear air from higher alti- 4

However, it has also been used in several tude from the sides of near-vertical wall
series of lightning tests made for the Navy portions of the thundercloud. Stroke energy
and the Air Force. Lightning simulation tests available from severe natural lightning is not
were made in 1982 with two full-size, powered, often discussed in recent literature. In an
functional aircraft (F-14A and F/A-18) for the early summary, L. V. Bewley(9) (General
Naval Air System Command.(4) Since then it Electric Co.), estimates stroke energy for
has also been used in a series of lightning more typical lightning to be of the order of 1
tests with the air-launched cruise missile megajoule. If maximum resistance values for
(ALCM) made for the Air Force. Some of these test items of interest continue to increase,

they may become a significant factor in

Numbers in parentheses designate References selecting required energy values for future

at the end of the paper. lightning simulators.
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Fig. 1. Double-pulse simulated severe lightning

An advanced development program(12) being included continuing current in the several- -
coordinated by the Air Force Wright Aeronauti- hundred-ampere range between pulses and also "

cal Laboratories (AFWAL/FIEA) is one example continuing well past the second pulse. :.
of the work underway in the lightning protec- CROWBARRED MARX SIMPLE DIAGRAM - A very,.
tion area. This Atmospheric Electricity simplified equivalent circuit for the crow-
Hazards Protection (AERP) program is a joint barred Marx generator method of generating a
undertaking of USAF, USA, USN, DNA, FAA, and fast-rising high-currenlt pulse with a long-
NASA, described elsewhere( 13) (14) in this and duration exponential tail is shown in Fig. 2.
previous conferences. Lightning protection The three series elements C,,, RM, and L M are a
concepts developed by the overall program are simplified conceptual representa tion of one or
expected to minimize cost, weight, power, and more Marx generators. A completely equivalent
reliability/maint ainabili ty requirements for

advanced airframes and systems. The ALCM

lightning tests made with the SNL simulator

--150 ----- ---- - -__ _ _ _ _

were made for AFWAL to support a portion ofrr
the AEHP program. OIL TANK L U R u ,'
SIMULATOR PERFORMANCE AND CIRCUIT PARAMETERS

HIGHI-CURRENT DOUBLE PULSE -Many of the LM Lc
tests made with this lightning simulator se
require double-plse, fast-rising, high-action hre r
current pulses. The two exponentially decay- RM s th so pulse

Ing pulses have been separated in time by a B  i,-
selectable time interval ranging from 30CB S.MPLE IG -A er

milliseconds LIP to aS long AS I second. One '
such test record is shosp hn Fig. 1. This siml equivalent... Ic L .. .o t c---
record was obtained using one of the lightning

facility Tektrnix 7612 digitizers, whichow
provides a split time base capability. The E a
horizontal time bate oval is divided isto rT E o
five separate timt intervals, with each of the
five having ditf rent p emspeeds. Time
separation betwe n pls was about 128 milli-
secondse rise t s or for each Fig. 2. i-m--i- i- -- i ram for
of the puses was 2 O Ts. This test also ANrwbti,,d y,,r
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circuit diagram of one Marx generator, includ- for different load inductances. Energy-
ing significant stray circuit parameters, may absorbing resistor values are changed as
utilize more than 100 circuit elements, needed within the constraints of available
Elements SCB, RCB, and LCB represent a simpli- materials or components. Liquid electrolyte
fied equivalent circuit for the crowbar switch resistors have been used with considerable %
and its associated connections. The test item suc-ess. Some successful testing used resis- I
is represented in this simplified circuit by tor assemblies made from graphite rods rather
LL and RL .  Elements LMr and RMU represent than from high-resistivity metal sometimes
inherent Interconnection impedances along with used in other resistors.
"makeup" inductors and resistors deliberately IMPROVEMENT IN CAPABILITIES - During the r
added to the circuit to control pulse shape. past year, a continuing need to conduct tests

Additional descriptions of the fast-pulse with the existing capability of this develop-
Marx generators, the rotating equipment mental simulator has constrained development
motor/generator set used for continuing activities. Even so, significant improvements
current, and tests conducted with the simula- to simulator capabilities were achieved.
tor facility were presented by J. C. Total stored energy that can be used more
Bushnell(2) and the author(3) in last year's or less routinely in operational tests with
conference. the simulator has been increased sInce January

CIRCUIT PARAMETER VARIATIONS - A single 1983. The higher energy Marx generators that
set of circuit parameters is obviously not were installed in the north simulator tank
practical with this simulator. The need to were mentioned in the 1983 conference. At
answer different kinds of questions involves that time, they had been used very little.
the use of multiple Marx generator pulse Since then, they have been used for many tests
sources, selectable charge voltage, different and are working well. Changing the crowbar
wave-shaping components, and different load switch dielectric gas from a maxture of argon, .
circuits. Interconnections of overall system nitrogen, and SF6 to pure SF6 , along with
elements can be relatively easily rearranged other operating and design changes, has
to provide some degree of flexibility for sup- permitted the maximum charge voltage to be
porting different test conditions, increased for routine operational tests. With

The two oil-filled Marx generator tanks the same two low-capacitance (0.088 pF) Marx
and the connections used during a portion of generators in the south tank, the increased
the ALCM tests are shown in the physical operational level of Marx voltage allowed by
layout of Fig. 3. Both simulator tanks are using pure SF6 gas in the crowbar and using
often used together, as required, to provide ultraviolet laser triggering has increased
double-pulse tests; however, either simulator available stored energy in the south tank by a
tank can be used alone, as is often done for factor of nearly 2.
single-pulse tests. Some tests are done with When the F-14 and F-18 Navy aircraft were
continuing current, and some are not. Differ- tested during 1982, there was only one low-
ent oil-insulated makeup inductors are used to capacitance Marx generator in the north tank,
aid in control of time to peak by compensating which was usually constrained to operating at

about 70X of full-rated charge. That one low-
capacitance Marx has since been replaced by

two high-capacitance Marx generators that are

CM ca Mof ten operated at full-rated charge to provide
C a full 1.6-MV output driving voltage.

NORTH Together, these two changes have resulted in
SIMULATOR about an eightfold increase in availableT operating stored energy in the north tank.

81 TTUKA block diagram of Fig. 4 shows the high-RETURN ,

-, CONDUCTOR current pulse-forming portion of the simula-
IUMM _ --- - ---... __ARRAY- tor. Capacitance and energy values of the

DUMMY ALCM I available connection options are summarized in
Table 1. Although there has been no test

- requirement to do so, a peak current as high
-- ---- ----- as 390 kA has been produced by firing both

simulator tanks at the same time.
PARAMETER INTERRELATIONSHIPS - Peak

SOUTH current, time-to-peak, stored energy, maximum
SESIMULATOR rate-of-rise in current, etc., are all inter-

related and related to circuit parameters such
TANK as inductance, capacitance, resistance, and

initial charge voltage. The basic underdamped
--- c C RLC electrical discharge equations control

these relationships. Total discharge loop
inductance is selected to provide the desired

Fig. 3. Lightning simulator arrangement for time to peak. The time to 1/4 period is often
ALCM tests set around 2 is or a full period of 8 ps and a
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*- Fig. 4. Lightning simulator, double-pulse Fig. 5. Lightning simulator parameter "discharge circuit interrelationships

ringing frequency (without crowbar) of 125
Table 1 kilohertz. Different times to peak are also

used. Table 2 shows the total loop inductance

Capacitance and Energy Available needed to give an 8-I s period. Surge
(All have been used in tests) resistance, 4LT-C, values are tabluated for the i

same conditions. The values tabulated for
Capacitance Voltage Energy maximum possible peak current are determined
nanofarads megavolts kilojoules) by Marx erection voltage, 1.6 MV, divided by

' ~surge resistance (or Vo  JCYL) for the ideal ".
North 330. 1.6 422. case of zero-resistance damping. .

Tank The chart in Fig. 5 shows interrelation- .%
ships between time to peak, surge resistance,

South 176. 1.6 225. inductance and capacitance for the spcar akcase of zero resistance. The four heavy
One North 165. 1.6 211. dotted lines on this chart are the four
Marx selectable simulator capacitances from the

On ot 8 . 1.previous tables. This chart might be con- -
OnMarhx8 .6I3 sidered to be a single slice of multidimen-".sional solid in which either resistance or

Both 506. 1.6 647. voltage is varied in a direction perpendicular
Tanks to the plane shown.
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Table 2 current waveform. This peak occurs at 1/4
cycle into the oscillation for the near-zero

Inductance and Surge Impedance resistance RLC circuit. The time to 1/4

for 8-microsecond Period period, in that case, is equal to (it%C)/2.
However, voltage applied to the crowbar switch

Inductance Surge Maximum is zero or near zero at that time. Switching

Marx for Impedance Current at an earlier time, when voltage has decreased

Cap. T - 8 is bJL/C I - V4C/L no more than 50% from its initial value pro-
P vides more favorable conditions for triggering

(nF) (MH) (ohms) (kA) the crowbar switch. Switch closure at 50% of
peak crowbar voltage still provides about 86%

330. 4.9 3.856 415. of the maximum peak current.(l)(2) As the r
quality of the trigger mechanism is improved,

176. 9.2 7.230 221. it permits the crowbar switch to be triggered
at lower percentages of initial voltage

165. 9.8 7.707 208. values.
Energy transfer from the Marx capacitor

088. 18.4 14.46 II.. bank to circuit inductance reaches maximum at
1/4 cycle. With a perfect zero-impedance
crowbar switch, energy still stored in the
Marx capacitance or inductance at switching

time would be unavailable to the load. This

Numerical peak current values are not trapped energy oscillates within the

shown in this chart because they are obviously Marx/crowbar loop and is eventually dissipated

related to initial voltage as well as the by resistance in that loop. If the arc resis-

value of L and C shown. An estimate for peak tances in the Marx spark gaps and the crowbar

current with zero damping can be obtained from spark gap are a significant portion of the

Ip - Vo  L/C. For instance, the chart inter- total loop resistance, then corresponding

section of the 0.330 IF capacitance for the energy will be dissipated in them.

north tank and a total circuit inductance of 8 Instant changeover from an RLC under-

microhenries nearly coincides with the 5-ohm damped discharge to a perfect RL exponentially

value for surge impedance. If, for example, decaying discharge circuit would require an

1.5 MV is assumed for Marx initial erection ideal crowbar switch that changed from a mega-

voltage (about 94% of full charge), then that volt or higher voltage insulator to a perfect,

value divided by a 5-ohm surge impedance high-current short circuit. The real physical

indicates that the 5-ohm horizontal line also crowbar switch and the conductors that form

corresponds to an undamped RLC peak current of the crowbar leg of the circuit have finite

300 kA. For similar assumptions, the 10-ohm impedance. The inductance of the crowbar

level would correspond to 150 kA, and the circuit leg must be very small when compared
20-ohm level would be 75 kA. to either the load circuit inductance or to

This chart is intended to give only a the Marx generator source inductance. The
quick, visually aided feel for the interrela- same is true for resistance. Coupling from

tionships. Circuit resistances in the real the Marx/crowbar loop to the load circuit loop
simulator, however, are not zero (resistance occurs because the crowbar-circuit-leg imped-

is also deliberately added), and crowbar ance is greater than zero and is common to

switching is normally set to occur before peak both high-current circuit loops.

current. A different slice of this multi- The lower inductance at the Marx/crowbar

dimensional parametric relationship could be loop causes it to have a shortmr RLC oscilla-
examined for typical simulator parameters, tion period than the uncrowbarred RLC oscilla-
including the effects resistance and selected tion period for the main Marx/load loop. This

crowbar times. This same 5-ohm surge imped- 2.5- to 4-as period crowbar oscillation shows

ance level then might be found to correspond up at ea ly time as a superimposed overshoot

to a peak current of about 225 kA or about 75% oscillation at the start of the damped LR

to 80% of the zero-resistance peak current, exponential decay in current. The shorter

Maximum or initial values of di/dt, I for oscillation period of the crowbar is easily

the current pulse front, might be labeled distinguishable from the oscillation period of

along the increasing inductance scale for the main Marx/load circuit loop, which also

selected Marx driving voltages. Since initial controls initial current rise time.

di/dt = V/L, for a 1.6-MV driving voltage, the

8-microhenry grid line wou]d correspond to a SIMULATED LIGHTNING TESTS WITH THE ALCM

current rate of rise of 2 x IO1 A/s.
Peak current and time to peak produced in The lightning simulation tests conducted

any given test are a function of crowbar at SNL with the ALCM demonstrate some of the

switching time as well as of the circuit improvement in simulator capabilities made

parameters and charge voltage selected, since January 1983. The greater Marx-stored

Peak output current would be highest in energy and higher operating voltage mentioned

the case of ideal switching at peak of the RLC previously permitted faster rise times, higher
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peak currents and longer duration pulses than severe-threat 200-kA level were specified for

were possible with the full-size operational the three different test levels. An example
aircraft tests in 1982. (The lower of a digitized transient current record for
2-microhenry inductance of the ALCM and its each level is shown (Fig. 6) with a slow time
return circuit also contributed to making base. The additional dotted curve is the
these results possible.) theoretical double-exponential current pulse

Direct-stroke natural lightning was simu- representing the severe threat, as specified
lated for 29 tests made with a prototype by BMAC and AFWAL. B. G. Melander(16) at BMAC
AG4-86B missile during a 3- or 4-week period discusses the rationale concerning selection
in July and August 1983. Different selected of this waveform to represent a "severe %
current levels were injected nose-to-tail into threat."
the missile for several different test series. AFWAL representatives requested that the
Currents delivered had peak values that ranged AEHP 200-kA peak current and a current
from 50 to 250 kA and had action values rang- minimum-rate-of-rise of 2 x 1011 A2 S both be
ing up to 6 x 106 A2 S. These long-duration, provided if possible. All simulator pulse
high-energy pulses had steeply rising current objectives of the test series were met or
fronts with 10% to 90% rise times on the order exceeded and the BMAC and AFWAL representa-
of I pa. Current rate-of-rise reached or tives were quite satisfied with the simulator
exceeded 2 x 1011 A in those cases where it performance.
was required. LONG-TAIL, HIGH ACTION - The action

BMAC personnel took care of all aspects values for the 200-kA long-duration current
of the test related to the missile and its pulses recorded for the ALCM tests obviously
response characteristics. As prime contract exceeded the specified 1.5 x 106 A2S. The
representatives on the AEHP program for AFWAL, thick, high-conductivity, aluminum structure
the Boeing engineers directed the overall test and skin of the missile provided a low value
and specified the test sequence. D. B. of damping resistance in these tests. A test
Walen(15) provides additional description of item with a higher resistance would result in
these tests conducted as a part of Task IV of a more rapid drop in the L/R exponential decay
the AEHP program(14) previously referenced of the current waveform.
elsewhere in this and past conferences. At peak current during the 200-kA tests,

Sandia personnel were responsible for the 160 kilojoules of magnetic energy was stored
simulator performance, operation, and mainte- in the 8 microhenrys of test-item and dis-
nance. The simulator data acquisition system charge circuit inductance. A small value of
was used to digitize transient waveforms of lumped resistance was added to the circuit to
currents applied to the missile and of re- shorten the exponential L/R decay time and to
sponse signals derived through BMAC missile cut down partially on the action that resulted
instrumentation, from this high value of magnetically stored

LIGHTNING CURRENTS INTO ALCM - Nominal energy. Solid-rod graphite resistor assem-
peak current (Io) of 50 kA, 100 kA, and the blies were made and used in the tests to

0 A L C M ... -............... . ..

5OA ALC 200kA
-50

00

D-200

-250
0 100 200 300 400 500TIME (pJs),.

Fig. 6. Fast-rising, long-duration currents recorded ii ALCM
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partially reduce delivered action. However, 0
appropriate higher value, high-energy-

dissipation resistors with the needed very low
inductance could not be produced in a timely 5.
manner. Fortunately, the AFWAL and BMAC test

- representatives were agreeable to action
integrals higher than normally specified for a -
severe-threat pulse. Therefore, no effort was 100

made to insert additional energy-dissipating
resistance into the test circuit. -5 " .. -"

Action values for the 200-kA shots were ......
. about 4 to 6 x 106 A2 S. Action values for the AEHP

100-kA shots were about 0.5 to 0.9 x 106 A2 S _ ""'_
* and were appropriately less than 0.1 x 10

6 A2S o-200
for 50-kA shots. Necessary values of series
resistance for the lower energy 50-kA pulses r
were much easier to provide, so there was no -250 L .... ...... .
problem in reducing them to the considerably 0 5 10 15 20 25
narrower pulse widths specified. TIME (ps

FAST-RISING CURRENT PULSES - The three ,
digitized current records are shown in Fig. 7
with a fast time base. The AEHP severe-threat
double-exponential pulse is again shown as a Fig. 7. Early-time portions of ALCM waveforms
dashed trace for comparison, in Fig. 8

These current pulses satisfied the AFWAL
request for a fast rise time. The AEHP
severe-threat, double-exponential refer-
ence pulse has an initial value of di/dt of
2 x 1011 A/s, but its high values of di/dt COMP SOJY
persist only for a very short duration. The 250 .... .... ......... ....
200-kA simulator pulses exceeded the requested
high value of di/dt and also sustained a high _ _.

level of di/dt for longer time. The deriva- 200 \- v
tive of current (and test-item-applied voltage <
waveform), for the double-exponential refer- A
ence current waveform, has a rapid exponential 150 - -

decrease from its initial value. The cosine-
like derivative of the simulator current Z
waveform decreases quite slowly at early w 100 --

times. For equal values of maximum instan-
taneous di/dt, the average value of rising
di/dt is much higher for the simulator pulse D'"

than the average value of rising di/dt for the 0) 50 -"

reference, double-exponential pulse. Because

a high value of di/dt is sustained, the over-
all time-of-rise for the simulator pulse is 0 ..

quite short. 0 5 10 15 20 25
Crowbar switching before the RLC under- TIME (ps)

damped current peak is reached can also con-
tribute to reducing the time to output pulse
peak current. Maximum or average values of
attainable di/dt are easily estimated for the Fig. 8. Computed 200-kA current pulse
simulator by noting that initial di/dt is
simply related to source driving voltage
divided by total loop circuit inductance, or CURRENT FREQUENCY SPECTRUM - The AEHP
V/L. severe-threat, double-exponential-pulse,

Computer-aided transient circuit analysis frequency spectrum is shown (dashed line) in
before the tests aided in setting up the simu- Fig. 9 along with the Fourier transform fre-

lator and in assuring that the requisite wave- quency spectrum of the same ALCM 200-kA simu-
forms could be achieved. A SCEPTRE-computed lator pulse (Test BZHCAA) shown in the other (4

current waveform (computed after the tests) is figures. This fast Fourier transform was made
shown in Fig. 8 for comparison with the from an 8000-point digitized record of the
200-kA, severe-threat current waveform test waveform. Spectral amplitude of the
recorded in the ALCM tests, simulator pulse equaled or exceeded that for
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the theoretical pulse over the entire fre- depends on location in the circuit. Primarily

quency range shown, limited by numerous stray capacitances and the
voltage multiplication process in the Marx,
dv/dt may exceed 1013. Natural lightningdv/dt

100 ..... ............ may be even higher, but simulator dv/dt is
still so high that numerous stray capacitance

-- resonant circuits in the local simulator/test-

item environment become shock excited.
OUTPUT TERMINAL VOLTAGE - Voltages at the

0 input to the test item are such that return

circuit conductors must be adequately spaced
from the test item to prevent air sparkover.
Even with spacing sufficient to prevent spark-

over, multiple streamers sometimes form at the
high-voltage terminal. Photographic recordsX ALCM taken during the ALCM tests show about 40

AEHP'-A 200 kA separate, diffuse, negative streamers propa-
gating radially outward from the high-voltage

O.a1 terminal corona ring. Many of these streamers
attained lengths on the order of 250 mm before

luminescence from them became so diffuse that
i I it was no longer recorded.

0.01 -... .... " The higher amplitudes of the output volt-

10 3  10 4  10 5  106 age pulse persist only as long as current is
rising. This relatively short duration of the

FREQUENCY ( Hz ) voltage pulse makes the task of insulating for
it easier than if the pulse were longer. If

Fig. 9. Comparison of spectral content of the amplitude of the simulator negative termi-
ALCM test pulse and AEHP reference nal voltage pulse is not already quite low, it
pulse drops abruptly at crowbar switch closure time.

The applied negative voltage pulse width was

around I gs or slightly more for the ALCM
SIMULATOR VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS tests, depending on which test series was

being conducted.
MARX TERMINAL VOLTAGE - The Marx terminal
voltage, also applied to the crowbar switch, COMPUTER SIMULATION OF CIRCUIT RESPONSE
consists of the downstream L di/dt voltage
drops along with the usually much smaller IR The Air Force SCEPTRE(17(18) program is
voltage drops. If the Marx generator were an one of several transient-circuit analysis aids

. ideal charged capacitor with zero internal that has been used requently at SNL. SCEPTRE
inductance and resistance, and had no switch was developed in the 1960s by IBM on contract
drop, then its output would be a cosine wave- to the Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL) as
form. Even though the terminal voltage of the a general transient analysis program. It has
Marx generator is lowered or modified from been quite valuable for computer modeling many
that resulting from the discharge of an ideal circuit variations related to development and
capacitor by internal impedance voltage drops, operation of the lightning simulator. Voltage
it is still basically an underdamped cosine- and current waveforms at any point in the
like waveform. The crowbar switch must with- circuit along with power, energy, and action
hold this applied voltage until crowbar can be readily computed if values and charac-
switching operation is permissible. teristics for circuit elements are determined.

The overall effect is that an inductive COMPUTED VOLTAGES - The voltage waveforms
voltage divider consisting of Marx inductance of Fig. 10 were computed using SCEPTRE and a
and downstream inductance connected directly more detailed circuit model than the previous
across the ideal capacitance of the Marx. The basic circuit. For these waveforms, Marx
inductance ratio determines how much of the series resistance, RM, was made a higher value
ideal capacitor voltage waveform is applied to than would naturally occur without the addi-
the crowbar switch. Crowbar switch voltage tion of fixed resistance. This has resulted
will be high if inductance downstream from the in more rapid damping of the oscillatory
crowbar is a large fraction of the total discharge. Known stray capacitances were
series circuit inductance. It will be corres- deliberately left out of the analytical cir-
pondingly low for a low-inductance load cuit for these plots in order to omit some of
circuit. the high-frequency ringing that would other-

The initial step in the simulator voltage wise occur at the time of step changes in
waveform is very abrupt. Voltage rate of rise voltage.
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1.75 COMP 8M03 The total voltage across the dielectric
of the Marx capacitors is shown as VC . Due to %

1.50 v SCEPTRE internal impedance and switch drop, this is
h-16 C reduced at the output of the Marx to VM. Marx

1. COMPUTED VOLTAGES terminal voltage, VM , is the same as that

;i.00 across the crowbar switch. When crowbar
switching occurs, VM is shorted out. With a

75 Mperfect short circuit, V Mwould go to zero and
.50 stay there. Since Marx voltage and residual,

25 stored, source energy are not zero at crowbar -
"25 L L switch time, this energy continues to oscil-

Llate back and forth within the Marx/crowbarr

.2 Iloop. Because the crowbar isnot a perfect
.25 Ishort circuit, this Marx/crowbar oscillationTcV .V M50 1.Mis coupled to the downstream circuit and shows

.0 2 4 .6"MV 10up on the load (test item) voltage, VL"

.75 CIRCUIT DIAGRAM FOR COMPUTED WAVEFORMS -
0;2 6 10An example of a slightly more detailed equiva-

TIME (MICROSECONDS) lent circuit model that is often adequate for

1.75 COMP SR35 analyzing or predicting most circuit response
for this simulator is shown in Fig. 11. The

- 1.50- Marx generator is again shown in very simple
) SCEPTRE form as elements CM, LM, and RM, along with

1.25 COMPUTED VOLTAGES some shunt resistance. The make-up inductance
0 1.00, and resistance are again shown as LMU and RMU.

Load inductance LL and load resistance RL are

75 shown at the right. LMU may represent either
LU a physical coil or a straight pipe conductor,

depending on the current pulse required.
.25 V VL Without the connecting elements from the

o _ continuing current generator, this is the kind
0 of circuit model used for the voltage wave-

25 Tforms of Fig. 10.
TC 2.0 Actual physical circuit parameters can

- .50 Vo-1.3 MV usually be calculated from recorded waveforms

-
of previous simulator operation. Digitized

0 2 4 6 8 10 records of an oscillating discharge made

TIME (MICROSECONDS) without crowbar switching permit calculation
of total equivalent series inductance, pro-

viding that Marx series discharge circuit
capacitance is known. Records from other r.

Fig. 10. Computed voltage waveforms tests, in which various circuit elements or

LMU RMU

<SCB I  . .. 6 .*,R

S,CM3 ,T 'T { J , _

Fig. 11. Circuit model for computing performance
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loads on the simulator were changed, permit underdamped oscillation often persisted for
determination of other elemental circuit more than 30 ps and was caused by oscillation

* parameter values, in the Marx/crowbar loop. This crowbar oscil-
When continuing current is required in a latlon was very nearly damped out on the

• test, continuing current generator (CCG) previously shown ALCM 50- and 100-kA test
connections from the motor/generator set are current waveforms.
brought in through the network of isolating The improved oscillation damping and

elements shown in the lower part of the waveshape control evidenced in the ALCM tests
diagram. is the result of new high-energy, copper

The computer circuit model used for two sulphate solution Marx damping resistors added
parallel Marx generators (i.e., an entire in series into the Marx/crowbar circuit loop.
tank) can usually be about the same as for a A pair of copper sulfate solution resistors
single Marx except for the substitution of was made for each Marx generator so that one
different element values. The extremely could be installed in series in each of the
simplified Marx generator model, represented two paralleled halvesforming each Marx genera-
here as only three elements, is in fact a very tor. When the Marx/crowbar loop damping
complex circuit when its high-frequency char- resistors were made and installed in each of
acteristics are considered. There are many the Marx generators, they worked well to
stray capacitances and stray inductances dampen the crowbar oscillation.
associated with each Marx generator(2) and its The fact that characteristic impedance or
32 high-energy storage capacitors and 16 each surge impedance, AfL/C, is lower for the crow-
200-kV spark gaps. Stray capacitances also bar loop than it is for the load circuit loop
exist to the walls and floor of the tank. The allows selection of a compromise value of
two halves of each Marx may not trigger and damping resistance. A suitable resistance

* erect with absolute simultaneity. These and selection rapidly damps out the crowbar loop
other factors give rise to a large number of oscillation but has only a limited effect on -

parasitic-element, resonant circuits, the output peak current attained. The Marx
The stray capacitance of the crowbar damping resistors can easily be left out of

switch itself is shock-excited into high- the simulator when superimposed oscillations
frequency oscillation when the Marx generator on the current waveform are not considered a
erects. The overall complex of high fre- problem or may even be desired.

- quencies is superimposed onto the basic cosine Identification of the sources of other
* (uncrowbarred) output waveform of the Marx undesirable high frequency oscillations often
- generator and applied to the crowbar spark allows something to be done to reduce or

gap. eliminate them. If the characteristic imped-
Physical layout of the entire discharge ance, L/C, of the oscillation is high, it can

circuit frequently affects what Is needed in often be damped out by a shunt resistance
the detailed equivalent circuit. Few of the value that is sufficiently high that it does
discharge circuit elements are really lumped not have any detrimental effect on the main

" constant elements. Almost all of the physical discharge circuit. Most of the methods avail-
conductors, components insulation, etc., able to damp oscillations are energy-absorbing

- consitute distributed parameter portions of and cause reductions in available output
the overall circuit. With more detailed current for any given stored energy. Since
consideration, bus bars become inductors with charge voltage must then be increased to make
shunting stray capacitance (or transmission up for the losses to the added damping ele-
lines). Large-diameter solenoids of copper or ments, reduction in noise on a waveform often
stainless-steel tubing also have turn-to-turn cannot be made without cost.

- and coil-to-container stray capacitances. The It is more difficult for the crowbar
oil-insulated interconnecting and coaxial switch to withstand the applied voltage if a
output conductors of the simulator often must large amount of high-frequency ringing is
be treated as transmission lines, present on the Marx output waveform. Failure

As a result, the overall circuit some- of the crowbar switch to properly hold off its
times becomes a combination of resonant tank applied voltage short-circuits the Marx at an
circuits and distributed-parameter transmis- early time so that little energy is delivered
sion lines intermingled with the elements of to the intended load. Adding a fixed, liquid
the basic lumped element discharge circuit, resistor directly across the crowbar switch

* The remaining inductive and capacitive ele- has aided in improving its hold-off voltage
ments of Fig. i, located between LMU and LL, characteristic by reducing high-frequency
are lumped constant representations of dis- noise on its applied voltage waveform.
tributed cnnstant elements in the simulator. Other circuit elements can be added or

changed in value to obtain beneficial effects.
OSCILLATION DAMPING RESISTORS The initial fast-rising pulse applied to dis-

tributed constant portions of the circuit
Current waveforms recorded with the results in multiple pulse reflections that may

simulator for the past few years have had the be either beneficial or undesirable, depending
200-kHz to 350-kHz crowbar oscillation super- on the particular overall objective. Fre- '
imposed on the pulse just after rise. This quently, they may show up as undesirable
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superimposed steps or ripple on the output 500 COMP SM03

current pulse. 40SCEPTRE
If the overall simulator current pulse is 400

being delivered into low-impedance loads, the (1) 300COPTD URE S
source circuit is generally quite tolerant of 0. IL
shunt resistive loads added to terminate or 2 200 /.- * -...- *

match some of the transmission line stubs or
to damp out high characteristic impendance LC S.100 ,

oscillation. 0
*A branched transmission line is formed by %I

the coaxial-output, oil-insulated, output I-100
conductor arrangement located between the two Z TC&- 1.3

dMarx tanks. Transmission-line reflection- WL -200
induced ringing on the current waveform has 330 C
been essentially eliminated by adding a shunt o 40V 0)6M
resistor to ground between the isolation spark40 16M
gap and the output bushing in each of the two -500
simulator tanks. 0 2 4 6 8 10

CROWBAR TIMING EFFECTS ON MARX CURRNS TM IR SC N S

How simulator circuit response is af- 500 MP§3

fected by crowbar timing is shown by Fig. 12, __400 SCEPTRE
* in which SCEPTRE-computed current waveforms 3QCOMPUTED CURRENTS

are shown for different crowbar timing condi-ILL
*tions. Except for crowbar timing and charge 200

voltage, simulator model circuit parameters
were identical for both sets of plots, and forQ 0M
the previous plots of voltage in Fig. 10. N
Similar 200-A output-current, I L' pulses were%- 0
produced. Marx generator current, IMI and-- 10

*crowbar switch current, IC are shown with

each of the resulting output currents. Crow- cc 200
*bar time for the upper set of plots was 1.3 ps cc 3

and was increased to 2.0 pis. for the lower0
se". Marx charging voltage was decreased for -400 13M
the lower set of plots to provide about the -0same current pulse in each case. Marx erec- 502 4 6 8 1
tion or circuit driving voltage was 1.6 MV for
the upper set and was reduced to 1.3 MV for TIME (MICROSECONDS )
the lower set of plots.

Improved simulator operation is indicated
by the waveforms if the quality of the trigger Fig. 12. Crowbar timing effect on currents
mechanism is sufficient to make the crowbar within the simulator
close at times nearer zero voltage. Fig. 12
also indicates that stress likely to cause
degradation and damage to the Marx generator peak voltage. It may be concluded from this
components should be less for the later crow- that even though different crowbar timing
bar time. High-frequency oscillation of selections may cause no more than 15% to 20%
dielectric energy through the Marx capacitor total change in output peak current, other
is less. Reduction of high-charge and high- early-time currents in the simulator may be

*.",r.v osrillation through the Marx spark gaps affected more drastically, particularly those
*should reduce wear and tear on them. Voltage in the Marx generator.

stress on the capacitors would also be less Even though the two exponential decaying
for the same output current. Early-time, output current waveforms of Fig. 12 have

*high-frequency peak power and energy dissipa- basically the same initial (peak) current,
*tion in the crowbar switch will also be less charge, and action, there are differences at

with a later crowbar time. the pulse front that nay be important. For
The crowbar switch was required, for the the upper set of computed current waveforms

upper set of waveforms, to hold off a higher with the earlier crowbar time, the output
nominal peak voltage (voltage peak averaged current, IL' has a higher average and initial

*through mean of parasitic high-frequency di/dt and also a shorter time of rise. The
ringing). Peak voltage applied to the crowbar small overshoot oscillation (crowbar ring) on
waks 1.36 MV, with the crowbar switching occur- both is less and damps out more quickly for
ring at 59% of peak. For the lower set of the case with the later crowbar. If absolute
current waveforms, the crowbar was subjected maximum values of di/dt are needed, then high-
to 1.22 MV and was switched at 20% of nominal charge voltage and early-crowbar timing, as
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well as minimum total circuit inductance, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
become important.

The analytical model circuit used for The SNL lightning simulator is still in
computing the waveforms of Fig. 12 had only a development, and its capabilities are being
small amount of resistance deliberately added increased with time, but its present combina-
into the Marx/crowbar loop. Addition of even tion of simulation capabilities is believed to
more resistance would damp out the oscillation be unique. Double-pulse (two-stroke) high-
more quickly and reduce energy dissipated in level flashes have been provided in many tests
the Marx spark gaps and capacitors. The to simulate multiple-stroke natural lightning.
resistance selected must not be so high that Tests with full-size weapon systems have
the increase in charge voltage needed to achieved and exceeded the requirements for all
maintain peak output current becomes exces- aspects of severe-threat natural lightning
sive. simulation. Peak current, current rate-of-

The question may arise, relative to this change, charge, action, continuing current,
figure, as to why load current and Marx cur- and high-voltage values related to severe
rent do not exactly coincide before crowbar lightning can all be furnished in a single-

, time. The difference is due to current flow- flash simulation using present technology. A
ing into equivalent shunt resistance across wide range in selectable output characteris-
both the Marx and crowbar switch. A portion tics is made possible by the modular nature of
of this current is shown as the part of the this versatile simulator. Maximum energy *-

crowbar waveform, ICB, that occurs before storage and potential stroke energy have been
crowbar action starts. This part of I CB is increased to the point where higher resistance
due to the current into a circuit element test items can be evaluated. Important im-
representing the physical CuS 04  damping provement in simulator operational capabili-
resistor placed directly across the real ties were made during 1983, including change-
crowbar switch. Small crrents due to Marx over from infrared to ultraviolet laser trig-
stage isolation and charging resistors that gering of the crowbar switches. Faster
also contribute to the difference are not current-rise-time, higher peak current,
shown in the figure. smoother and better current pulse shape, and

Trigger characteristics of the laser- greater reliability have been demonstrated. A
beam-triggered spark gap used in this simula- iery successful test series of 17 consecutive
tor for crowbar switching are similar in many double-pulse 200-kA/100-kA tests was made
ways to the well-known characteristics of during January 1984.
electrically triggered spark gaps. Greater
trigger energy or a better trigger mechanism ACKNOWLEDGMENT
is required to produce good triggering when F. W. Neilson suggested and supported
main-gap voltage Is only a small fraction of many of the approaches to the improvements
operating hold-off voltage. Also, the spark described as well as the basic design for the
gap switch is more difficult to trigger if simulator. The good results with the SNL
main-gap voltage is decreasing rather than lightning simulator facility have resulted
Increasing or holding steady. from the contributions of many people. Numer-

The ultraviolet laser provides a good ous individuals both in internal organizations

triggering mechanism for the crowbar spark at SNL and in external agencies within the U.
gaps used in this lightning simulator. M. J. S. Departments of Energy and Defense have
Landry's description(19) of the laser-trig- cooperated and provided support. W. P.
gered crowbar spark gaps used in this simu- Brigham, W. B. Vandermolen, R. J. Goode, M. J.
lator appears elsewhere in this conference. Landry, R. I. Ewing, J. C. Bushnell, J. G.

Kostas, and others contributed to implementing

the improvements to the simulator and its
successful operation.
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ESTIMATION OF STANDARD DEVIATION OF DISRUPTIVE VOLTAGE OF AIR GAPS UNDER
LIGHTNING OVERVOLTAGES BY MODIFIED UP-AND-DOWN METHOD

P. MOURENTE

COPPE/UFRJ - RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL

N. SANTIAGO

COPPE/UFRJ and ELECTRA, BRAZIL

C. PORTELA

COPPE/UFRJ and PTEL, BRAZIL

ABSTRACT

Is a common practice in insulation coordination studies to model the gaps by a disruR
tie voltage probability distribution. This distribution is usually obtained from laborato
ry tests and the up-and-down method is the most used. This method is very convenient since
it requires few shots and the critica1 flashover voltage estimate obtained is accurate.
However the mean square deviation estimate is very sensitive to the voltage step chosen,
resulting in incorrect values. This may lead to insulation over or underdesign.

In this paper the errors due to the voltage step used on the tests are studied and cor
rections suggested.

4
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INTRODUCTION a may be estimated by 14, 5':

S n
AN ASPECT TO BE CONSIDERED in transmission line U = F U./n (1)
design is the insulation. The insulation is for e i-i

med by several qaps in parallel. Those gaps must
be coordinated in such a way to assure proper per n 2 1/2
formance of the line without raising the costs. e = _ e (U -Ue) e (n -1) (2)

It is usual in the insulation coordination e i=l
studies to represent the gaps by a disruptive The correct values U and a shall be into
voltage probability distribution. Depending on
the gap, different types of distributions can be the intervals given by 5!:
u Air gaps, as conductor to tower clearances e e p - - e e p

and insulator strings, may be represented by a 2
normal distribution which is fully characterized a e(n-l)/ i 1/2 < < l(n-l)/ 2 1/2
by a mean value (U) and a mean square deviation e p/2 - e I Ip/2(

(). For very small probabilities this as where t is the Student variable;
sumption may be in error, and a different distri P

bution should be considered, e. g. a WeibulT p = I - P
distribution. However, for comparison purposes P probability of U and o be contained in
and more simple presentation, an exact normal c the defined intervals.
distribution is assumed.

In order to obtain these parameters (U and It may be noted that equations (3) and (4)
a) laboratory tests are performed and the litera state that the confidence on the estimates is a
ture reports in this subject are common 11-3!. function only of the number of shots and not of

Two methods are most used to obtain these the voltage step chosen. That means that is
parameters: expected that the value of AU does not influence

- conventional interpolation; significantly the test results.
- up-and-down method. A study of the influence of the ratio AU/o
The conventional interpolation method gives is necessary.

correct estimates of both U and a. It permits
also to check if the normal distribution fits EVALUATING THE INFLUENCE OF AU/a
the actual gap distribution. This method re
quires a large number of shots which implies in The influence of AU/a may be evaluated in
time consuming tests. different ways:

The up-and-down method requires less shots - numeric simulation;
and gives a good estimate of U; pratically equal - analytical study;
to the one given by the conventional method. How - laboratory tests.
ever the 0 estimate differs appreciably of the NUMERIC SIMULATION - This is a fast method
estimate obtained by the conventional method, to check if there is any influence of AU/a in

It may be observed that a estimated by the the estimates of U and o. TheMonte Carlo method

up-and-down method changes largely with the cho will be used.
sen value of the voltage step. This simulation consists in using a pseudo-

Thus the value of a estimated may lead to random number generatinq function, which presents
incorrect insulation coordination. That may be an uniform probability density. Toa given value
an overdesign, leading to a more expensive line, of voltage U the flashover probability is p(U),
or underdesign which impaires the performance of a random number r is generated, the decision if
the electrical system. there is flashover is then taken as bellow:

In this paper a study of the errors in the
estimation of a by the up-and-down method is r < pCU) there is flashover

presented and correcting procedures suggested. r > p(U) the gap withstands

UP-AND-DOWN METHOD This permits a simulation of the actual test

procedure.

The up-and-down method as prescribed in the In Tables 1, 2 and 3 the numeric simulation
. sequences obtained to AU = (a/2, o and 2o are

standards 14, 51 consists in the application of shown.
a series of n voltage impulses with a given wave In Fig. 1 the normal distribution which was used
form. The peak value of the impulse wave is a
function of the previous shot. For instance to simulate the gap (Ud= 0 and a 1) is compared

against the estimated distribution (U and a1starting from an initial value Uo the next shot It is possible to see in Fig. 1 e that e for
will have a peak value Ul = U0 -AU if there is a values of AU < a the estimated mean square devia

discharge or U1 = Uo + AU if the gap withstands.
The value of AU is named voltage step and usually tion oe is lower than the actual value o. The

chosen as 0. 03U o for lightning impulses and opposite beeinq true for AU I o.
ANALYTICAL STUDY - Assume a gap character0 . O5UO for switching surges. ized by a normal distribution (U and a). From

After the application of several shots, a

minimum of twenty for lightning impulses, U and an initial value Uo there are two alternatives

41-2
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for the next shot: the peak voltage may be e) rain is supposed to occur in 50% of the
- U1 =Uo -AU if there is discharge or U1 = Uo + AU time during which humidity is over 75%;

if the gap withstands. f) the switching probability not correlated
Repeting the procedure discribed above to to atmospheric conditions.

each one of the alternatives to U1 a tree of al A set of insulation distances has been
ternatives may be drawn as shown in Fig. 2. considered in the range of 4.6 to 6.6 m.

Note that in the Uo point the flashover prob The computation has been done according to
ability is pl = p(Uo). So there is a probabil 161.
ity pl, to go to point U1 = Uo - AU and (l-plT Figure 6 shows, for ilustration the prob
to go to U1 = Uo + AU. ability distribution of flashover in a 5.5 m air
The total probability of each path may be found gap considering 200 towers in parallel.
and usinq equations (1) and (2) to each path a The curves were done considering the I,

pair of estimates (Ue and ae) is obtained, see following mean square deviations of each gap:0

Fig. 2. This allows to obtain also the confi 0.03U, 0.05U and 0.07U.
dence limits. Identical curves were obtained for other

In Table 4 and Figs. 3 and 4 the confidence gap distances.

limits obtained to the estimates Ue and 0 e by Combining the overvoltage distribution with
the above described procedure to a tree of 15 the flashover probability distribution of the
steps and several values of AU/a. line, it is shown in Fig. 7 the trip-out prob

LABORATORY TESTS - This is an expensive ability as a function of gap distance and a Jf
method which is sensitive to factors of diffi each gap.
cult control. It is presented here just as an Assuming a desired trip-out probability,
example and the information it provides is prac under switching conditions equal to 0.001, the
tically the same provided by the numeric simula gap distance must be 5.5 m, considering a =0.05U
tion. for each gap.

The tests were performed using a 20 cm rod- If the transmission line were designed for
rod gap. The rods were made on aluminium of a=0.057U and the actual values is a =0.07U, the
2.54 cm in diameter with tips machined in shape trip-out probability will rise from 0.001 to
of revolution hyperboloids. The wave shape 0.0068.
used was the standard lightining impulse In the other hand, if the actual value is
1.2/50 (Gs). a =0.03U an additional ammount of USS3000/km

Comparison between the estimated distribu would have been expent without need.
tions obtained by the conventional method and
the up-and-down method is presented on Fig. 5. MODIFYING THE UP-AND-DOWN METHOD

No correction to atmospheric conditions was
applied, since it was not necessary for the pur The up-and-down method is very popular in
pose of comparison. Atmospheric conditions were: high-voltage laboratories, and permits good

temperature of 340C; estimation of U without requiring long time
relative humidity equal to 0.72; consuming tests. It would be convenient to
atmospheric pressure of 755 mm of Hg. correct the tendency of the method in giving

incorrect estimates to a.
IMPORTANCE OF CORRECT ESTIMATION OF o Two situations may arise:

- the tests are beeing performed;
The up-and-down method permits a good esti - the tests have been performed.

mation of U, but not of o. A simplified example In the first case, it is possible, after a
may be used to emphasize the importance of a small number of shots, to evaluated Ue and ae.
correct estimate to the mean square deviation a. Introducing in the vertical axis of Fig. 4 the

Assume a typical 750kV transmission line in value of Oe/AU, a new value of AU/a will be
which the switching surge is the governing cri found on the horizontal axis. Thus AU may be
teria for design. chosen in order that AU/e lays between 0.95 to

The following assumptions have been made 1.50.
for evaluation purposes: In the second case may not be possible to

a) the overvoltage space distribution in repeat the tests, thus it is desirable to apply
each shot, is equivalent to an uniform overvolt a correction factor to the estimated ae. This
age distribution in 200 towers, of equivalent will be possible if AU is known.
overvoltage values; Introducing U/ae in Fig. 4 and drawing an

b) the equivalent overvoltage value has a horizontal line from this point, the intersec
normal distribution with mean value 0.977 MV and tion with the middle curve will give a new fij
mean square deviation 0.12 MV; ure to AU/a. Thus e, a new estimate of mean

c) the atmospheric conditions are, in each square deviation, is given by:
shot, identical in the 200 towers and charac
terized by altitude 1000 m, ambient temperature a' = a . /AU (5)

e ewith mean value 200C and mean square deviationof 50C, relative humidity with mean value 0.60 For instance, in the laboratory tests which

and mean square deviation 0.15; results are shows in Fig. 5, there is a case
d) temperature and humidity are supposed to where AU = 25.70kV. In this case the estimated

be statistically independent; parameters were:

41-3
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Ue- 212.7 kVe

a - 13.07 kVe

These figures may be compared with the esti
mates obtained In the conventional method:

U - 207.6 kV
e

- 7.80 kV eV

This comparison shows good agreement be-W
* tween the two estimates of U and discrepance on
*the estimates of a.

Applying the correcting procedure /AU/ae 2.0
is introduced in Fig. 4 and 6U/a - 2.92 is ob
tained which leads to ae - 8.80 kV, which is
far close to the 7.80 kV given by the convention
a] method.

CONCLUSION

The up-and-down methodgives an accurate
estimate of the mean value U, if AU/a lies be
tween 0.3 and 3.

The estimate of the mean square deviation r,
a is sensitive to the voltage step used in the
tests. The errors in this estimation have been ir
shown to be inherent to the up-and-down method.

This error may be reduced using the correc
ting procedures described in the text.
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TABLE I - NUMERIC SIMULATION WITH AU = 0.5 a
I.

SHOT N? TOTAL

1 12 3 14 15 6 7 18 19 10111112113114115116171819120

+ AU I0.69 1 1 1 4 o 1.
U 0.50 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 9o 0.3

I o "Ii I

U, - AU 0 1 0 01 1 6
Uo o

- 2AU0.16 11u°  -6 i -i07 I -.

U =U ' - -0.10
0e

AU =0.50 e 0.42

TABLE 2 - NUMERIC SIMULATION WITH AU = a

U p(U) '  SHOT N? TOTAL-1 8 1 1 1 1 2 13 1 1 5 1 17
i1 2 3 4 5 678 9 10 11 12 1314 15 16 17 18 19 20

U + AU 0.84 1 I 1 1 1 4

U 0.501 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 9
0

0~ , 9.

U -AU 0.16 0 0 1 0 0 1 6

U - 2AU 0.02, 0 1

U = U --. 20
0 e

AU = 1.00 a e 0.83
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TABLE 3 - NUMERIC SIMULATION WITH AU = 2.0 a

U p(U) SHOT N? TOTAL

1 234 5 6 7 18 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 117 18 19 20

U + AU 0.97 l 11 1
o

U 0.50!0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 10
o!

U- AU 003, 0 0 0 10 0 06

U = U =-0.20
0 e

AU = 2.00 e - 1.45

TABLE 4 -ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE AU INFLUENCE ON THE Ue E Ge VALUES
OBTAINED BY THE UP-AND-DOWN METHOD

% - U Ue-a U U+a -U1  - a a-a
U 0U e U e U G a e a e cAU e e e e e_ e e e

C7 a a a a a a a ay

0.1 -0.8793 0.4640 1I3433 -0.4153 0.2637 0.0963 0.1674 0.3600
0.15 -0.6424 0.4320 -1.0744 -0.2104 0.3255 0.1335 0.1920 0.4590
0.2 -0.4916! 0.4048 -o.8964 -0.0868 0.3701 0.1548 0.2153 0.5249
0.3 -0.3183 0.3721 -0.6904 0.0538 0.4411 0.1690 0.2721 0.6101
0.5 -0.1722 0.3538 -0.5260 0.1816 0.5694 0.1644 0.4050 0.7338
0.7 -0.1116l 0.3552 -0.4668 0.2436 0.6950 0.1593 0,5357 0.8543
1.0 -0.0675 0.3662 -0.4337 0.2987 0.8773 0.1590 0.7183 1.0363
1.5 -000318 03911 -0.4229 0.3593 1.1666 0.1670 0.9996 1.3336
2.0 -0.o00 0.4195 -0.4295 0.4095 1.4442 0.1798 1.2644 1.6240
3.0 0.0249 0.4900 -0.4651 0.5149 1.9802 0.2390 1.7412 2.2192
5.0 0.0914 o.8930 -0.7116 0.8944 3.0192 0.4291 2.5901 3.4483
7.0 0.1581 1.2932 -1.1351 1.4513 4.0520 0.57771 3.4743 4.6297

10.0 0.2581 2.1126 -1.8545 2.3707 5.6012 0.74761 4.8536 6.3488

Notes: 1) U mean value of actual normal distribution

0 mean square deviation of actual normal distribution

2) Ue - estimated mean value of each path

Ce - estimated mean square deviation of each path

3) Ue - mean value of the Ue distribution

(I - mean square deviation of the Ue distribution
Uee

4) Oe - mean value of the (je distribution

a - mean square deviation of the a distribution
e
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COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR MEASURING THE CHARACIERISTIC
IMPEDANCE OF TRANSMISSION LINES

,. L. 0. Hoeft and J. Hofstra
1801 Randolph Road S.E.

The BDM Corporation, Albuquerque, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

A new method for det'rmining the characteristic impedance of trans-
mission lines has been developed. This method uses a computer-
controlled impedance analyzer to measure the resistance, inductance,
conductance, and capacitance of a cable as a function of frequency from
100 Hz to 13 MHz. It also calculates characteristic impedance, relative
phase velocity, and attenuation. This method, called the impedance
analyzer method, as well as the more traditional time domain reflecto-
metry and propagation velocity (IEC 96-1) methods, were used to measure
five cable samples, consisting of coaxial, two-wire and two-wire-
shielded transmission lines with nominal characteristic impedance from
25 to 300 ohms. A comparison showed good agreement for characteristic
impedances near 50 ohms. However, if the impedance is significantly
different from 50 ohms, the uncertainties in the measurements are
greater.

S.'

1984 IEEE
Printed with permission from 1984 IEEE National Electromagnetic Compatibility Symposium
April 24-26, San Antonio, Texas
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INTRODUCTION change appreciably with frequency. The cable's
length and resonant frequency are then used to

A KNOWLEDGE OF THE CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE obtain the propagation velocity ratio. In prac-
of transmission lines is a fundamental require- tice, the preceding equation is not used
ment for most lightning and EMC analysis. directly; instead the following method is
Because characteristic impedance is often not employed.
included in the wire specifications, the analyst A sample of a cable of suitable length is
or system designer frequently has difficulty connected to a signal generator and a detector,
obtaining this information. A good source of the signal generator being previously calibrated
this information is laboratory measurements. for frequency. With the opposite end of the

Two common methods for measuring character- cable open or short-circuited, changing fre-
istic impedance are time domain reflectometry quency will result in a periodic change of the
and the propogation velocity method of IEC 96-1. input impedance since the impedance of the cable
Time domain reflectometry applies a fast is a periodic function of the frequency. The
risetime pulse to the transmission line and frequency difference between two minima (or two
measures the voltage reflection coefficient, maxima) depends on the electrical length of the
Q(t), which is defined as the instantaneous cable, and therefore the phase velocity in the
ratio of the reflected voltage wave, V2 (t), to cable. The measured frequency difference, Af,
the incident voltage wave, V1(t), that is, the and the total capacitance, C, of the length of
reflection coefficient p(t) = V2(t)/V 1 (t). the test cable are used to calculate the

The time domain reflectometer graphically characteristic impedance:
displays the reflection coefficient, V2/Vl, on
the instrument's CRT. In practice, the reflec- = 1
tion coefficient is presented vertically on the o 2Af C
CRT as a function of time with the middle of the
screen equal to p = 0, the top of the screen where Zo = characteristic impedance, in ohms,
equal to p = I and the bottom of the screen Af = frequency difference, in hertz, C = capaci-
equal to p = -1. The horizontal axis of the tance of cable sample in farads.
display is directly proportional to distance or In order to evaluate Af with greater accu-
location on the line. The characteristic racy, the frequency difference Af' for n periods
impedance Zo is calculated using the equation of variation is measured, and the single period

frequency difference calculated, namely:
Z = ZL ((1+p)/(I-p)), (1) ""

Af (4)where ZL is the characteristic impedance of a n
reference line for which p is defined to be
zero. Both of these methods measure the high

The International Electrotechnical Commis- frequency limit of the characteristic impedance.
sion [1]* uses a method to determine character- With the advent of the microprocessor-
istic impedance that is called the propagation controlled impedance analyzers such as the
or phase velocity method. This method assuIms HP-41g2A. Another method for measur ng charac-
that the permittivity of the dielectric does not teristic impedance is now convenient; namely,
change with frequency. The characteristic the measurement of the resistance, inductance,
impedance may be calculated from the velocity conductance, and capacitance of the cable sample
ratio (dimensionless) and the capacitance of the as a function of frequency, and the calculation
cable in (farads/meter): of the characteristic impedance using the

equation:

SvrCC (2) Z0 = (R + jwL)/(G + jwC) (5)

The relative phase velocity and attenuation can
where Zo = characteristic impedance (ohms), vr also be calculated from the fundamental
velocity ratio (dimensionless), c velocity of measurements.
propagation in free space (m/s), C capacitance
(farads/m). DESCRIPTION OF IMPEDANCE ANALYZER METHOD

The specification states that the capaci-
tance should be measured at the frequency where A schematic of the experimental arrangement
the velocity is measured, which is usually is shown in Fig. 1. The entire measurement is
between 200 MHz and 400 MHz. It is usually he

m controlled by the computer. After the computermeasured, however, at much lower frequencies "
requests and receives operator inputs on thesuch as I MHz or I kHz because few capacitance cable sample and the measurement, such as

bridges operate at hundreds of MHz. Fortu length, name, units (feet or meters), calibra-
nately, the capacitance of cables does not tion options, etc., it requests the impedance

*Numbers in brackets designate references at end analyzer, via an IEEE-488 bus, to measure the
circuit parameters. The auxiliary relay shorts
of leads dt the fdr end of the cable for
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impedance measurements, R and L, and opens them All of the final transmission line paramn-
for admittance measurements, G and C. This eters are tabulated after the completion of the
process is repeated at five frequencies per final frequency. These data are subsequently
decade for frequencies between 100 Hz and plotted and transferred to the thermal printer
13 MHz. for a permanent record of the test run.

The -omputer then calculates the character-
istic impedance, the velocity ratio, and the A TYPICAL MEASUREMENT
attenuation, prints all measured and calculated
values in tabular form, and plots the data An example of the printed output from a

* versus frequency on the computer terminal typical cable characterization measurement Is
printer, shown in Figs. 2 through 8. Fig. 2 shows that

Two special test fixtures are used in capacitance is relatively independent of
making the measurements: the auxiliary frequency. The measured inductance (Fig. 3)
relay/relay actuator and the impedance analyzer shows some variation with frequency. Below
adapter. As previously mentioned, the auxiliary 10 kHz, the variation is a measurement artifact
relay is used to open and short the leads at the due to inaccuracies in the measurement of induc-

* far end of the cable. The relay is closed for tance at low frequencies. At high frequencies,
series inductance and resistance measurements the inductance is expected to vary somewhat due
and open for parallel capacitance and conduc- to mutual repulsion effects. The conductance
tance measurements. An alternate procedure has (Fig. 4) is approximately proportional to
been used in which all of the capacitance and frequency as expected. At low frequencies, the
conductance measurements are made with the leads resistance (Fig. 5) Is the d.c. value, while for
on the far end open. The leads are then frequencies above 100 kHz, the resistance
soldered together and the resistance and induc- increases because of the skin effect. Fig. 6
tance are measured at each of the frequencies. shows the calculated relative phase velocity and

A special adapter changes the four-wire Fig. 7 shows the calculated attenuation.
measurement port on the HP-4192 impedance Finally, the calculated characteristic impedance

* analyzer to a two-wire system. This fixture is is shown in Fig. 8. It approaches the high
mounted on the front of the HP-4192 impedance frequency limit (where Z0 = (LIC)1/2) for
analyzer. The parasitic resistance, inductance, frequencies above a few hundred kHz.
conductance, and capacitance of the test fixture

* is measured during calibration and subtracted EFFECT OF LENGTH ON MEASUREMENT ACCURACY
from the measured values.

The characteristic impedance of the spedi- The impedance analyzer method can be used
men is calculated at each frequency using on cables of any length; however, meaningful

results can only be obtained if cables are
2 + 2  1/4 within a certain range. If the cable is too

z . f =(2-nfL 2+ 2 (6) short, the measurement is dominated by the
0 (27nfC) 2+ G 1parasitic R, L, C, and G associated with the

test fixture. If the cable is too long, it no
* where Z0  characteristic impedance, f = longer is electrically short at the upper end of

frequency, L = inductance, R = resistance, C = the frequency range (13 MHz) and the measurement
capacitance, and G = conductance. loses its meaning. The length of the test cable

*After the characteristic impedance is should be long compared to the end effects but
obtained, it is used to calculate the relative still be electrically short. In order to demon-
propagation velocity or propagation velocity strate this effect, the cable characterization
ratio us~ng the formula routine was used to measure the characteristic

impedance of various lengths of RG-58U. This
V r = 9 / Z0 Cc, (7) cable should have an impedance of 50 ohms. The

results (Fig. 9) show that the characteristic
where .= the sample length in meters, c = 3 x impedance increases at high frequencies and
lO8m/sec, Zo = characteristic impedance, and C varies erratically for cable lengths greater
capacitance. than 3m. This is attributed to the fact that

The attenuation is calculated using the the cable is no longer electrically short in the
equation [2]. upper frequency range. Thus, if meaningful

measurements are desired in the MHz range, the

ATN=8.686 + G~)dB/unit length. cable sample should be about 1m long.
0(8) COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE

This equation was obtained from a standard MESRENMTHS
* handbook on cables [2]. The attenuation is In order to establish the credibility of

presented in English or metric units depending the characteristic impedance methods discussed
on which units are specified for the circuit in this report, and to compare their applicabil-
parameter measurements. ity, three independent techniques were used to

measure the characteristic impedance of five
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cable specimens. The samples measured are r= L(9)
listed in Table 1. In general, the samples werer
selected to give a range of nominal character-r
istic impedance. All samples were cut to a 1-in
length excluding hookup pigtails on each end where vr = relative velocity, and Er - relative
which increased the overall length by about dielectric constant. Alternatively, Er 1 /yr 2.
1 1/2 inches. The resulting measurements are Table 3 presents these data.
summarized in Table 2. It can be seen that there is good agreement 6

*All three techniques for determining the between the measured and listed values for the
*characteristic impedance of a transmission line first three samples and the effective dielectric

yielded acceptable results. For values close to constant for polyolefin is reasonable. The
50 ohms, all results were in good agreement as dielectric constant of the TV antenna lead is
shown in Table 2. less than unity, which is implausible. However,.

However, if the impedance is significantly it is very close to air, which is the major
different from 50 ohms, the uncertainties in the component of the dielectric in this sample.
measurement become greater. With the TDR,
variations will result in large swings of the CONCLUSION
iharacteristic impedance by the nature of the

+--- relationship when the reflection coeffi- The newly developed impedance analyzer
t'-p method for measuring characteristic impedance,
dient gets larger. This requires that the along with time domain ref lectometry and propa-
reflection coefficient be read to a higher gation velocity methods, were used to measure

*precision to achieve the same accuracy. As an the characteristic impedance of five samples of
example, the change in impedance between a widely varying impedance. All three methods of
reflection coefficient of 0 and .1 is the determining characteristic impedance yielded
difference between 50 and 61 ohms, or 11 ohms. acceptable results. For values close to
A corresponding change in p between .7 and .8 50 ohms, all results were in good agreement;
produces impedances of 283 and 450 ohms, or a however, if the impedance is significantly
difference of 167 ohms. The impedance analyzer different from 50 ohms, the uncertainties in the
method and propagation method share similar measurement become greater. The impedance
problems at the higher impedances. The capaci- analyzer method has the advantage of providing
tance becomes very small and proportionally additional information on the frequency depend-
larger errors occur in these measurements. The ence of resistance, inductance, conductance,
propagation velocity method (IEC Standard 96-1) capacitance, attenuation, and relative phase
does have the advantage of using longer sample velocity.
lengths which raises the capacitance and thus
achieves a greater accuracy per unit length. REFERENCES
This results from the fact that relatively low
frequencies are used in the capacitance bridges, 1. "Radio-Frequency Cables - Part I:
allowing the use of longer cables before inter- General Requirements and Measuring Methods," IEC

*ference from standing wave patterns produces Standard Publication 96-1A, 1976, Geneva:
*anomalies in the measurement. International Electrotechnical Commission, 1916.

An advantage that the impedance analyzer 2. C. A., Harper, ed., "Handbook of
has over the other techniques is that it Wiring, Cabling, and Interconnecting for Elec-

*requires little skill in its application and tronics," New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1972.
provides additional useful data (R, L, G. C, and
vr) There is a degree of calibration and

* technique required to implement each of the
other techniques. The TOR needs to be cali-
brated before use, and reading the data of f the
display requires a certain degree of Judgment
and expertise. The same holds true for the

*capacitance bridge and network analyzer. The
impedance analyzer method, however, is a "load
and run" operation needing only a reasonable
amount of care in sample preparation and length
determination.

* The impedance analyzer method also calcu-
* lates the propagation velocity as a function of

frequency. The accuracy of these data can be
checked by comparison with published values for
the dielectric constant for the known materials
used in the samples. The expression relating
dielectric constant to propagation velocity is
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TABLE 1 TABLE 2
DESCRIPTION OF TEST CABLES COMPARISON OF THE CHARACTERISTIC

IMPEDANCE MEASURED BY THREE METHODS

. 1) RG 223/U -50 a double shielded
silver plated coax with a IMPEDANCE PROPAGATION
solid silver plated center ANALYZER TDR VELOCITY
conductor. Polyethelene SAMPLE METHOD METHOD METHOD
dielectric.

2) RG 174/U 50 12 miniature coax with 1) RG 223/U 49.2 ' 50.0 1 50.1 1

single braided shield and 2) RG 174/U 53.1 12 55.3 11 50.7 a,
stranded center conductor.
Polyethelene dielectric. 3) PVC Coax 28.9 A 28.4 1 26.7 a2

3) PVC Coax - 25 a miniature coax with a 4) Polyolefin 54.2 9 50.0 1 52.5 2
single braided shield and
stranded center conductor. 5) TV Antenna 385.0 12 283.3 1 445.6 1
Polyvinyl chloride dielec- Lead
tric.

4) Polyolefin - Twisted pair measured in
Jacketed the differential mode with
Twisted the shield floating. COMPUTER

" Shielded Pair Polyolefin dielectric.

5) TV Antenna Commercial 300 12 twin lead LROUN

Lead in Cable antenna cable. Web dielec- IMPEOANCE ANALYZER

tric unknown.
HIB

TABLE 3

COMPARISON OF PROPAGATION VELOCITY
TO DIELECTRIC CONSTANT

CABLE

vr at -r Cr UNDER

Sample 4 MHz Measured Listed H 5930A TSTIRELAY

1) RG 223 .66 2.30 2.26

2) RG 174 .65 2.37 2.26
i MERCURY WETTED

3) PVC Coax .54 3.43 3.15 MER R . ELA T

* 4) Polyolefin .59 2.87 -

Fig. 1 - Schematic diagram of the instruments

5) TV Antenna 1.01 .98 used to measure characteristic impedance by the
Lead impedance analyzer method

STtt4 CAPRCITSf4CE srS'aj4 iJNUC a'CC

-s . TlTI. T .TT

to 5 0 *1TTY-h-rtrTTh

-J - U-1
i ,2 . . ... .

I e'l te 10 1 ~ 0' 1 0 so1 2  
111) 04 105 16 10 109

rOUEcXY C t.CTZ) rCo0uE:y ttWCSTZ)

Fig. 2 - Capacitance versus frequency for a Fig. 3 - Inductance versus frequency for a
typical cable typical cable
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ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF CABLE PARAMETERS ON FIGURES
OF MERIT SUCH AS "EMP RESPONSE"

Lothar 0. Hoeft, Alan Linder, and Joseph S. Hofstra
The BOM Corporation, Albuquerque, New Mexico

Dean Bernstein
ITT, Surprenant Division, Clinton, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT

An approach to specifying shielding against transients, such as
lightning and EMP, is to compute a figure of merit that combines or
integrates a number of factors that are important to shielding using
appropriate weighting factors. One such figure of merit is the "EMP
Response" that is being used to specify shielded cable. This figure of
merit combines the frequency content of an EMP transient with the
frequency dependence of the cable shield's transfer impedance. After
integration in the frequency domain, a single number is obtained.

Cable designers normally design a cable to meet surface transfer
impedance parameters, such as resistance and mutual inductance per unit
length. How "EMP Response" depends on these cable parameters is not
immediately obvious due to the number of variables involved in the calcu-
lation. This paper seeks to give 'the cable designer a sense of what is
important.

A computational model, called the skin depth/long line model, was
developed which allowed the "EMP Response" to be calculated for arbitrary
cable shield parameters (resistance and mutual inductance). Plots of
"EMP Response" versus either shield resistance or mutual inductance
showed similar behavior. For resistances greater than 10 milliohms/m and
mutual inductances greater than 600 to 700 picohenries/m, the "EMP
Response" is always less than 60 dB and would not meet the specification.
For mutual inductances below 100 picohenries/m, the "EMP Response" is
relatively independent of mutual inductance. Similarly, for resistances
less than 3 to 5 milliohms/m, the "EMP Response" is relatively indepen-
dent of shield resistance. Thus, the cable designer should attempt to
design the cable shield with resistances less than 5 milliohms/m and
mutual inductances of less than 200 or 300 picohenries/m. If these
conditions are met, production tolerances would not be critical; however,
if the resistance or mutual inductance is outside of this range, meeting
a 60 dB "EMP Response" specification Is much more uncertain.

c 1984 IEEE
Printed with permission from 1984 IEEE Natfonal Electromagnetic Compatibility Symposium
April 24-26. San Antonio, Texas
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INTRODUCTION cable. It does not model the long line effects
which become evident in the voltage response %

SURFACE TRANSFER IMPEDANCE is being used measurements for frequencies where the sample Is 6

increasingly in cable shielding specifications, a half-wavelength long or longer. Surface
Some specifications [11* also include a para- transfer impedance, as defined by MIL-C-85485,
meter called "EMP Response." This is defined includes these long line effects. Mathemati-
as: cally, this model describes the surface transfer

EMP Re < . impedance by the equation:

zt (f)2 df (dB) (1) R (1 + j) TS/6
2 2 2 2 .T

H) (I I "T Sinh ((1 + j) T /6) + jwM (2)
* S

where Zt(f) - surface transfer impedance at fre-
quency f (Q/m), a = 2.39 x 105, 8 = 4.12 x 107, where: R = 1/(1roDTs)
f = frequency (Hz). 6 = (I/irfai)1/2

The objective of this program was to show
how cable parameters, such as resistance and and a = cable shield conductance
mutual inductance, affect the "EMP Response" and = 5.8 x 107 (ohms M)-1
to gain an insight into the question of how sen- p = cable shield permeability = 4w x I0-7
sitive the "EMP Response" calculation is to D = cable shield diameter = 1.234 x 10-2m
manufacturing tolerances. Ts = cable shield thickness = 1.246 x 10-4m

APPROACH Skin Depth/Long Line Model - The skin depth
model was modified to account for long line

The analysis was performed in two phases. effects, and thus corresponds more closely to
First, a series of models of increasing com- the measured voltage response which MIL-C-85458
plexity were developed to describe the transfer calls transfer impedance. This model consists
impedance. These models were used to calculate of the skin effect model, #3, multiplied by a
the "EMP Response" in order to determine what long line factor. Mathematically, this factor
frequency ranges were important, and how sensi- is given by:
tive the "EMP Response" calculation was to model
complexity. This was accomplished by calcu- Long Line Factor = Sin 0
lating the "EMP Response" using a variety of = Sn
models and plotting the results of each interme-
diate step (transfer impedance, integrand, where: 0 = iTf9(1,r + 1)/c
integral, and "EMP Response"). Second, the
models were used to determine how the "EMP and I = length of cable = lm
Response" varies with transfer impedance param- Er = relative dielectric constant of cable
eters. insulation = 3

c = speed of light = 3 x 108 m/s
RESULTS

Measured Data - Actual measured transfer
MODELS - Five surface transfer impedance impedance data for a real cable sample was also

models were used during the Phase I analysis. used to calculate the "EMP Response."
These were as follows:

The "Rn or Resistance Only Model - This COMPARISON OF MODELS
model was the simplest model possible and
assumed that the cable shield acted like a The "EMP Response" was calculated using
simple resistor, and did not exhibit skin depth, each of the mathematical models, assuming cable
high frequency leakage, or long line effects. parameters similar to the one for which measured

The Simple Cable Model - The cable shield data were available. These parameters were d.c.
was modeled as a resistance and mutual induc- resistance, 3.57 x 10- 3 ohms/m; mutual induc-
tance, ZT = Ro + jwM, where R is the d.c. tance, 2.5 x 10-11 Henries/m; shield diameter,
resistance, M is the mutual inductance, w = 27f 1.234 x 10-2m; shield thickness, 1.246 x 10-4m.
and f is frequency. This model neglects the For each of the "EMP Response" calculations,
skin and long line effects, but is frequently intermediate results were plotted at four stages
used to describe cable shields. in the computation. These four plots are shown

The Skin Effect Model - This model in Figs. 1 through 4 for the measured data com-
considers the cable shield to be a cylindrical putation. The transfer impedance is plotted in
shield with high frequency coupling. The skin Fig. 1. Next, the integrand (the quantity
effect, i.e., the lack of current diffusion, is inside the integral) is plotted in Fig. 2. The
accurately modeled. This is a good representa- integral is calculated, and the result is shown
tion of the transfer impedance of braided i1 Fig. 3. The integrand is integrated over

frequency. The quantity labeled "Integral" is
*Number in brackets designates reference at end the definite integral up to the frequency shown
of paper.
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on the X axis. Finally, the "EMP Response" is integrand, but only slightly changes the "EMP
plotted in a similar manner in Fig. 4. Response" (Fig. 11), increasing it (making it

Note that all the quantities in the inte- better) from 68.015 for the simple cable model
grand of the "EMP Response" are real numbers and to 68.797 for the skin depth model.
are squared. Therefore, the integrand is always Figs. 12, 13, and 14 show the "EMP
a positive and monotonically increasing func- Response" calculated using the skin depth, long
tion. Furthermore, the integral is a number line model. The long line effect limits the
less than 1; consequently, the logarithm is response at high frequencies. However, the
negative. Since the "EMP Response" is propor- integrand (Fig. 13) is already 6 orders of
tional to the negative logarithm of the inte- magnitude down when the long line effects become

" gral, the "EMP Response" calculation will start evident; consequently, it does not make a signi-
as a very large positive number at low frequen- ficant difference. The "EMP Response" (Fig. 4)
cies and get progressively smaller as the con- is 68.838 dB, which is essentially the same as
tributions at higher frequencies are added. If for the skin depth model.
the integral or the "EMP Response" is indepen- The "EMP Response" calculated using
dent of frequency in a frequency range, then the measured transfer impedance data from the real
transfer impedance is relatively unimportant in cable was shown in Figs. 1 through 4. Compari-
that frequency range. This frequency dependence son of these figures with Figs. 12, 13, and 14
of the "EMP Response" will be used to evaluate shows that the skin depth/long line model is a
the importance of the mutual inductance for fre- reasonable approximation of the performance
quencies abov 1 MHz. expected from a real cable. If anything, the

Figs. 5 and 6 show the integrand and "EMP skin depth/long line model is a little conser-
Response" calculated using the resistance only vative since its "EMP Response" was 68.838 dB
model. The transfer impedance is frequency compared to 69.338 dB calculated using real
independent; therefore, the integrand plot shows data. No great importance should be attached to
the frequency dependence of the denominator, the difference in these two numbers, since the
11i(12 + f2 ) (82 + f2) scaled to an appropriate accuracy of this analysis is probably no better
value by the resistance. At low frequencies the than 1 dB.
frequency is less than either a or B, and the The results of the model comparison are
integrand is equal to R2/OL282 . When the fre- summarized in Table 1. These results show that
quency exceeds a (239 kHz), the integrand the skin depth/long line model is a good approx-

, decreases with frequency at the rate of 40 dB/ imation of real data and can be used to perform
decade or a factor of 100 per decade. When the a more extensive parametric study of the effect
frequency exceeds 8 (41.2 MHz), the integrand of transfer impedance parameters on the "EMP

* decreases at 1/f4 or 80 dB per decade (a factor Response." By looking only at the data shown in
of 10,000 per decade). Therefore, the high fre- Table 1, one could conclude that only the cable
quencies are deemphasized in calculating the shield resistance was important for calculating
"EMP Response." In fact, examination of the "EMP Response." This would be an erroneous con-
"EMP Response" shows little change above a few clusion, as will be seen later. The model
MHz, confirming that the EMP response calcula- comparison was performed using a high perfor-
tion deemphasizes the high frequencies. Only mance cable as the example. The "EMP Response"
the first break frequency (239 kHz) can be seen of cables with significantly more leakage at
in the plots of the integral and EMP response high frequencies can be significantly affected
for the simple resistance model, by the cable shield's mutual inductance.

* Figs. 7, 8, and 9 show the "EMP Response"
calculated using the simple cable model. This EFFECT OF CABLE PARAMETERS ON "EMP RESPONSE"
model used a mutual inductance of 2.5 x
10-i1 H/m, corresponding to a high quality The effect of cable parameters on the "EMP
cable. This can be seen in the transfer impe- Response" was investigated by calculating the
dance plot, where the break frequency is about "EMP Response" using the skin effect/long line
20 MHz. The only other change from the simplest model for resistances between I and 10 milli-
case is that the plot of the integrand (Fig. 8) ohms/m and mutual inductances between 25 and 750
does not change slope significantly at 40 MHz, picohenries/m. The transfer impedance and the
since the increase of the transfer impedance "EMP Response" are summarized in Table 2 and
cancels out the effect of the B break frequency Figs. 15 and 16. Included in Figs. 15 and 16
in the denominator. The final "EMP Response" are the "EMP Response" calculated using the
(Fig. 9) is 68.015 dB as compared to 68.091 for transfer impedance measured on actual cables.

* the simple resistor model, confirming the Examination of Figs. 15 and 16 shows that
earlier observation that the "EMP Response" the model calculation accurately predicts
deemphasizes the high frequency. (within 1 dB) the performance of the three

. Figs. 10 and 11 show the "EMP Response" measured cables. Thus, the model is cre,.ible.
calculated using the skin effect model. The Fig. 15 shows the "EMP Response" plotted
transfer impedance (Fig. 10) of this model against mutual inductance for several values of
differs from the previous one in that it now has resistance. All of the calculations fall below
a significant dip in the 1 to 10 MHz range. the heavy solid line, which decrnases at the
This dip makes a significant change in the rate of 20 dB per decade of mutual iIu, tine.
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This means that there is no way of making a find a portion of the plot at high frequencies
cable with a high or good "EMP Response" if the where the transfer impedance is increasing in a
mutual inductance is high. If the resistance is straight line at 20 dB per decade. This is
greater than 10 milliohms/m, the "EMP Response" usually between 10 and 20 MHz. The transfer
will always be less than 60 dB. Consequently, impedance and frequency is read, and the mutual
the cable would not pass the specification. The inductance is obtained by the equation:
shield resistance depends primarily ci the
number of strands in the braid, which in turn M = ZT/ 2 nf (4)
depends on the cable diameter. Cables less than
3/8 or 1/4 inch will have resistances greater This concept can be extended further by
than 10 milliohms/m. Therefore, there is no way using the above equation to restate the high
for small cables to meet the specification. If frequency criterion. This becomes: "If the
the mutual inductance is less than 100 picohen- transfer impedance at 10 MHz exceeds 1.57 times
ries/m, the "EMP Response" is independent of the d.c. resistance, the "EMP Response" will be
mutual inductance, but primarily dependent on determined primarily by the high frequency per-
resistance. Thus, if the cable's resistance (an formance. If the transfer impedance at 10 MHz
easily predicted quantity) is less than 3 to is less than 1.57 times the d.c. resistance, the
5 mIlliohms/m, the braid construction would not high frequency performance will have an insigni-
have to be truly optimized in order to meet the ficant effect on the "EMP Response."
specification.

Fig. 16 shows the "EMP Response" plotted as SUMMARY
a function of resistance. Again, all the data
fall below the heavy solid line, which decreases A conceptual model, called the skin depth/
at 20 dB per decade of resistance. This means long line model, was developed which allowed the
there is no way of making a cable that has high "EMP Response" to be calculated for arbitrary

* resistance so that it can meet the specifica- cable shield parameters (resistance and mutual
tion. Similarly, all cables that have mutual inductance). Plots of "EMP Response" versus
inductances greater than 600 to 700 picohen- either shield resistance or mutual inductance
ries/m will have "EMP Responses" of less than showed similar behavior. For resistances
60 dB and, therefore, will not meet the speci- greater than 10 milliohms/m and mutual induct-
fication. For shield resistances of less than a ances greater than 600 to 700 picohenries/m,
few milliohms/m, the "EMP Response" is rela- the "EMP Response" is always less than 60 dB and
tively independent of resistance, and the braid would not meet the specification. For mutual
design is less critical, inductances below 100 picohenries/m, the "EMP

Examining the "EMP Response" plot can show Response" is relatively independent of mutual
when the high frequency performance of the cable inductance. Similarly, for resistances less
Is making a significant contribution to the "EMP than 3 to 5 milliohms/m, the "EMP Response" Is
Response." For the cable shown in Figs. 1 relatively independent of shield resistance.
through 4, the high frequency performance was so Thus, the cable designer should attempt to
good that the "EMP Response" did not change design the cable shield with resistances less
above I MHz. Figs. 17 and 18 show the transfer than 5 milliohms/m and mutual inductance of less
impedance and "EMP Response" for a cable that than 200 or 300 picohenries/m. If these condi-
has relatively poor high frequency performance. tions are met, production tolerances could be
A decrease of the "EMP Response" above 1 MHz is relaxed. If the resistance or mutual inductance
clearly seen, indicating that the final "EMP is outside of this range, meeting a 60 dB "EMP
Response" of 58.42 is determined primarily by Response" specification is much more uncertain.
the poor high frequency performance.

Examination of the parametric "EMP REFERENCE
Response" calculations described previously
shows that the high frequency contribution is 1. "Cable, Electric, Special Purpose,
insignificant if: Lightweight, General Specification for," PMS

400-881, September 22, 1981.
2.5x10-10 (3)

R

This does not mean the cable would necessarily
pass the 60 dB specification, since either the
resistance may still be too high or both the
resistance and mutual inductance may be too
high. If the above criteria are met, one knows
that in order to improve the "EMP Response"
(i.e., raise it), he has to decrease the
resistance.In order to use this criterion, the mutual

inductance must be measured. A simple way of
obtaining this from the transfer impedance is to
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Table 1 Table 2
Comparison of Cable Shield Models EMP Response in d8 as a Function of Cable

Shield Resistance and Mutual Inductance
Model EMP Response Using Skin Depth/Long Line Model

Resistance Only 68.091 dB Mutual Inductance (picohenries/m)
Simple Cable (R + JwM) 68.015 dB
Skin Effect 68.797 dB Resistance
Skin Depth/Long Line 68.838 dB (Milliohms/m) 25 75 250 750
Measured Data (ITT-45) 69.338 dB

10 59.88 59.88 59.52 56.56
3.57 68.84 68.60 65.84 58.41
1 79.52 76.56 68.04 58.52
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Fig 1 Measured transfer impedance of a sample Fig. 2 - Integrand of the "EMP Response" for a
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MEASURED TRANSFER IMPEDANCE OF METALLIC AND

NON-METALLIC CONDUITS COVERED WITH TINNED COPPER
AND SnCuFe BRAIDS

Lothar 0. Hoeft and Joseph S. Hofstra
The BDM Corporation, Albuquerque, New Mexico

John E. Merrell
Glenair, Inc., Glendale, California

ABSTRACT

The surface transfer impedance of eight flexible conduits was

measured over the frequency range of 1 kHz to 100 MHz, using a

1.2-meter-long quadraxial test fixtire and two network analyzers

controlled by a computer using the IE[E-488 bus. The samples included

both brass and plastic conduits covered with various combinations of

bronze, tinned -opper, and SnCuFe braids. These measurements showed that

the tinned copper braid significantly improved the performance of the

basic brass conduit covered with bronze braid. Adding a second layer of

braid further improved the performance, especially above 100 kHz. Using

SnCuFe braid as the intermediate layer resulted in improved performance

between 10 kHz and 200 kHz.
Similar results were obtained for plastic conduits covered with

tinned copper and SnCuFe braids except that above 1 MHz these samples

showed the typical mutual inductance coupling expected of braided cable

rather than the very low transfer impedance, indicative of a solid shield

typical of a flexible brass conduit.

q 1984 IEEE
Printed with permission from 1984 IEEE National Electromagnetic Compatibility Symposium
April 24-26. San Antonio, Texas
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INTRODUCTION All of the flexible plastic tubing conduit
assemblies had the following construction fea-

FLEXIBLE CONDUIT ASSEMBLIES are being used tures and characteristics: %
increasingly as electromagnetic barriers to pre- 1) Kynar convoluted tubing (thermally
vent coupling between circuits and the external stabilized) 1.0 inch ID.
world. They are useful for preventing external 2) Inner core of 19 conductors (#12 AWG),
threats such as lightning, EMP, and external with suitable fillers to center con-
environments from affecting the internal cir- ductors within conduit.
cuits, as well as keeping the internal circuits 3) Standard end-fitting terminations
from radiating as in TEMPEST and some EMC appli- (brass).
cations. Surface transfer impedance is the The test samples had shields applied as
intrinsic property that defines the shielding noted below:
properties of these flexible conduit assemblies.
Unfortunately, measured transfer impedance data Test Sample

on these products are not plentiful, especially Number Description

for some combinations of overbraid. This paper
describes a program that sought to provide such 11 a) External tinned copper
data and will describe the test samples, the braid
system used to make the measurements, system 1p
calibration, and will also present the results 12 a) Copper foil cpe

of te masuemetsb) External tinned copper .
of the measurements.bri braidd

TEST SAMPLES DESCRIPTION
13 a) Tinned copper braid

The test samples were of two general types: b) Tinned copper braid

four samples used a brass conduit/bronze braid
as their innermost shielding layer, and four 14 a) Tinned copper braid
samples consisted of various braids attached to b) SnCuFe braid

Kynar convoluted tubing. All conduit assemblies TEST METHODOLOGY
were 49 inches long, with a 1-inch inside dia-
meter. They all had brass end-fitting termina- DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST FIXTURE AND INSTRU-
tions which allowed the test sample to be MENTATION - A 1.2-meter quadraxial test fixture
attached to the test fixture. The sense wire was used to drive a uniform current along the
was an inner core made up of 19 conductors (#12 sheath of the sample cable being tested. The
AWG) with suitable fillers to center the con- advantage of this design over coaxial or tri-
ductors with the conduit. The diameter and axial arrangements, is its suitability for
inner core were chosen to be representative of broad-band measurements, immunity to outside
applications where these conduit systems could influences, and the availability of a convenient
be used. reference ground plane for the instrumentation.

All flexible metal-core conduit assemblies The quadraxial fixture was constructed using an
had the following identical construction fea- inner and outer trouqh with the test sample
tures and characteristics: inside the inner trough. This is electrically

1) Brass inner core equivalent to three nested transmission lines.
2) Bronze braided shield The quadraxial fixture dimensions would ideally
3) Standard end-fitting terminations be determined by providing an inner and outer

(brass) trough (transmission line) impedance of 100 ohms
4) Inner core of 19 conductors (#12 AWG), each, since this maximizes power flow into and

with suitable fillers to center the out of the 50-ohm instrumentation ports. How-
conductors within the conduit, ever, a 100-ohm outer trough impedance would

The test samples had additional braided require a trough 3 feet wide and at 100 MHz,
shields as indicated below, starting with the modes other than TEM would propagate. The outer
bronze braid: trough dimension was chosen to be 8 inches on a

side; therefore, the perimeter corresponds to a
Test Sample half wavelength at 185 MHz, which is above the

Number Description highest frequency of interest. The impedance of
the inner trough was 73.87 ohms and the outer

1 a) No additional braid was 72.5 ohms.
Fig. 1 shows the construction details of

2 a) Tinned copper braid the measurement and termination ends of the fix-
ture. The drive voltage was fed to the inner

3 a) SnCuFe braid trough, and a 5000-ohm pickoff resistor was used
b) Tinned copper braid for the reference port measurement. The cable

shield current was directly proportional to the
a) Tinned copper braid inner trough voltage. The fixture output was
b) Tinned copper braid the voltage from the center conductor or sense

wire of the test sample.
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The test cable terminations were screwed similar or contrasting construction features.
into the brass adapter sections of the test fix- These samples are plotted on the same graph for
ture. All of the conductors were connected comparison. Fig. 4 shows the effects of adding
together to form the sense wire. These wires, layers of tinned copper braid. SnCuFe versus
in conjunction with the cable shield, formed a tinned copper braid is compared in Fig. 5.
transmission line with an impedance of about Figs. 6 and 7 show the results of measurements
15 ohms. The transmission line was terminated on the flexible plastic-core conduit assemblies.
in a 15-ohm resistor at the far end and an L-pad Fig. 6 shows the effects of adding a copper
network at the near end, which matched the foil, and Fig. 7 compares the effects of using
sample to the 50-ohm measurement system. The SnCuFe as the outer braid.
brass adaptor section was clamped to the outer A comparison of the measured transfer impe-
trough wall at the measurement end and to the dance of samples that used a brass core (Figs. 4
inner trough through the trough termination and 5) shows that the measurements are very con-
resistor at the termination end. sistent below 0.5 or 1 MHz, but display some

The IEEE 488 interface bus forms the variation between the measurements made with low
nucleus for the test instrumentation as illus- and high frequency network analyzers. The dis-
trated in Fig. 2. crepancy between the low and high frequency net-

The HP-461A amplifier was used for the low work analyzers is due to the fact that the
frequency portion of the test, and the IFI 5300 shields are so good that the analyzers are
power amplifier was used for the high frequency working near their noise limit. The noise level
part. An HP-4192A impedance analyzer was used and accuracy of the HP-4192A is considerably
below 13 MHz, and an HP-8505A network analyzer worse than that of the HP-8505A under these con-
was used between 0.5 and 100 MHz. ditions. Therefore, the data from the high fre-

MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES - The measurement quency network analyzer should be used if there
sequence begins with sample preparation. All of is any question.
the core wires were connected together and D.C. RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS - The d.c.
served as the sense wire. The brass adapters resistance of each of the conduit systems was
were installed on each end of the test specimen, measured by passing 5, 10, and 20 amps from one
and the assembly was placed in the test fixture. end-fitting termination to the other and
An impedance check was performed on the output measuring the voltage across the sample with a
port to ensure that no resistors had been broken high impe.:'nce digital voltmeter. The three

*or shortea during the installation. The inner measurements were typically within a few tens of
*trough termination resistance was adjusted to micro-ohms of each other. The three measure-

match its characteristic impedance calculated ments on each sample were averaged and norma-
*from the diameter of the sample. The signal lized to the resistance per meter. These data

source of the analyzer was connected to the fix- are tabulated in Table 1.
ture drive point, and the test fixture's output
and reference lines were connected to the DISCUSSION
analyzer's test and reference channels, respec-
tively. The computer then acquired the data by Fig. 4 clearly demonstrates the dramatic
means of the IEEE 488 bus and reduced the data increase in performance that results from the
by calculating transfer impedance and shielding addition of one or two layers of tinned copper
effectiveness. braid over the brass convolIuted /bronze braid.

CALIBRATION - At the beginning of this test This is consistent with earlier studies [11t~
series, the entire set up was calibrated using a The comparison between tinned copper and
solid brass pipe with a 5/8-inch outer diameter SnCuFe as a middle braid shows that at very low
and a 0.065-inch wall thickness as a test frequencies (I kHz), SnCuFe has a higher resis-
sample. This measurement is shown in Fig. 3. tance than tinned copper. However, by about
The d.c. resistance of this Sample was 1 milli- 10 kHz the ferromagnetic properties of SnCuFe
ohm. The measured transfer impedance matches braid become evident and produce a lower, that
the prediction and the d.c. resistance to well is, a better transfer impedance. This behavior
within experimental accuracy. Above 600 kHz, is also evident in the flexible plastic-core
the noise level of the mesurement system can be assemblies (Fig. 7).

*seen. The higher noise level of the low fre- The flexible plastic-core conduit assem-
quency impedance analyzer is evident in the fre- blies show the typical performance expected of a
quency range where measurements are made with braided cable, that is, a frequency-independent

*both high and low frequency network analyzers. transfer impedance below 100 kHz where the cur-
rent diffusion predominates and a transfer impe-

RESULTS dance that is proportional to frequency above a
few MHz where mutual inductance coupling pre-

TRANSFER IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS - The sur- dominates. As shown in Fig. 6, the addition of
face transfer impedance of each of the test copper foil to a flexible plastic-core conduit

*samples was measured using the instrumentation
and procedures described previously._______

Figs. 4 through 7 present the measured *Number in brackets designates reference at end
*transfer impedance of several samples with of paper.
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assembly improves the high frequency performance
by a factor of 4 (12 dB). A second overbraid
reduces the high frequency transfer impedance by
about a factor of 10 (20 dB).

SUMMARY

Measurement of the surface transfer impe-
dance of eight flexible conduit assemblies shows
that: 1) The measured transfer impedance of the

flexible metal-core conduit assemblies
was consistent with their being equl-
valent to a solid shield.

2) The addition of extra layers of tinned
copper overbraid significantly
improved the performance of the brass
conduit/bronze braid.

3) The use of a SnCuFe middle braid
improved the performance of the
assembly above 10 kHz.

4) The flexible plastic-core cable
assembly had characteristics that were
similar to a braided cable. The
effect of additional layers of braid
and the use of SnCuFe braid were both
evident.

REFERENCE

1. J. S. Hofstra, M. A. Dinallo, and
L. 0. Hoeft, "Measured Transfer Impedance of
Braid and Convoluted Shields," Record of the
1982 IEEE International Symposium on Electro-
magnetic Compatibility, September 1982, IEEE
82CH1718-6.

Table 1
Measured Resistance of Samples

Transfer
Impedance

Sample d.c. Resistance at 1 kHz
Number Core Braid (milliohms/m) (milliohms/m)

I Brass Bronze 3.68 3.77
2 Brass Bronze/

Tinned Copper 1.246 1.24
3 Brass Bronze/SnCuFe/

Tinned Copper 0.904 9.84
4 Brass Bronze/

Tinned Copper/
Tinned Copper 0.707 0.746

5 Kynar Tinned Copper 2.295 2.33
6 Kynar Copper Foil/

Tinned Copper 1.90 1.91
7 Kynar Tinned Copper/

Tinned Copper 1.09 1.07
8 Kynar Tinned Copper/

SnCuFe 1.46 1.44
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Fig. 3 -Measured surface transfer impedance of a 5/8 inch diameter brass calibration shield
(D.C. resistance is 1 milliohm/meter)
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THE USE OF A DISTRIBUTED PEAKING CAPACITOR
AND MARX GENERATOR FOR INCREASING CURRENT RISE RATES

AND THE ELECTRIC FIELD FOR LIGHTNING SIMULATION

R. A. Perala, T. H. Rudolph and P. M. McKenna
Electro Magnetic Applications, Inc.

P. 0. Box 26263
Denver, Colorado 80226

(303) 989-2744

and

J. D. Robb
Lightning & Transients Research Institute

2531 W. Summner Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55115

(612) 631-1221

ABSTRACT

One of the problems which has always been evident in the use of Marx generators for light-
nling simulation is the difficulty of obtaining fast rates of current rise and electric field

* excitation for the system under test. In a paper published in last year's proceedings, we
discussed the use of discrete peaking capacitors for increasing the current rate of rise.

In this paper, we present numerical and experimental results pertaining to the use of a
* distributed peaking capacitor. This capacitor is a square plate above a ground plane. The

plate is 50m x 50m square, and is l1in above the ground plane. A 1.3 MV Marx generator is
placed at one edge and a large down conductor with a gap placed at another location is used
to provide the current source for the system under test.

In this system, the Marx generator charges the plate, which then subsequently discharges
through a gap in the down conductor to the test object. Thus, the initial rate of rise is
determined from the charge on the down conductor and peaking capacitor, and is not greatly
dependent upon the Marx generator.

This approach was successfully used to test the Pershing II missile system. Three dimen-
sional finite difference numerical analysis techniques were used to theoretically model the
system and results are favorably compared with those obtained experimentally. Rise rates well
in excess of 2 x 1011 A/s are possible.
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INTRODUCTION with the distributed pedkinq capacitor.

A LIHTNNG TST f th Peshin IISecond, parameter studies are to identify
A LIHTNNG TST f th Peshin IIcandidates for the attachment point on the

* system was conducted in* September 1983. peaking capacitor for the LTRI Marx, the
The test configuration is shown in Figure psto n iefrteeetoe n
1. trigger and charging voltage conditions for

PThe objective of the study reported the Marx/peaking capacitor combination which
here is to define a way in which current will give the largest peak currents and
rates of rise exceeding l011 A/s can be cretrs aes

injeted ntothe estobjet. he bsicThe numerical model of the LTRI Marx-
concept is to use the top plate of the distributed peaking capacitor is basically
MICOM EMR (Missile Conmmand Electromagnetic a staggered grid, time dependent, three 6

*Radiation) facility as a distributed dimensional finite difference approximation
peaking capacitor. (accurate to second order) to Maxwell's equa-

The peaking capacitor is charged by a tions. Electric fields tangential to problem
Marx generator and then discharged to the space boundary surfaces are specified by a
test object by arc attachment. The re- first order radiating boundary condition( 2).
sulting current should have a greater rate Further details of the numerical method are
of rise than would be possible without the discussed in (3). The spatial grid interval
peaking capacitor. is 2m in all three Cartesian coordinate

This approach is similar in concept directions. The time increment is 2 ns. The
to that which is described by Robb and resulting computation bandwidth is approxi-
Perala in the 1983 Lightning Conference mately 30 MHz.
Proceedings (])*. The principal difference The distributed peaking capacitance
between the present approach and the one is modeled as a 50m x 50m perfectly con-
described there is that the latter utilizesdutn grndpae Th gond lne e-
a discrete peaking capacitor, whereas the inates two mesh spaces from the boundary
present approach utilizes a distributed surfaces normal to the horizontal directions.
peaking capacitor. A tapered feed is attached to the upper flat

Some of the problem areas investigated paeadetnst maoetegon
are: plane. At this height the feed is 6m wide.

a. Te efectsandimpotanc ofIt should be noted that a perfectly
r.Te esocsadiprtneo conducting surface is obtained numerically

spurious rsnce.by zeroing the electric fields tangential to

b. The problems associated with the the surface. Due to the discrete nature of
interaction of the Marx generator with the finite difference methods all field variables

*peaking capacitor. are a volume average over a unit cell centered
on the position of that field. Hence, the

The analysis of a three dimensional upper flat plate and tapered feed have a
*peaking capacitor with the Marx generator is nominal thickness of 2m.
*accomplished by a numerical three dimen- The interconnection of the Marx genera-

sional finite difference solution of tor with the upper flat plate is achieved by
Maxwell's equations in the time domain, a transmission line l1in long. Two different
The Marx generator and the connecting cable transmission lines have been used. All cases
are modeled as circuits or transmission

line whch ae itegrtedintothe3D cde. with the transmission line terminating at theline whch ae itegrtedintothe3D cde. end of the tapered feed have a non-uniform
The objectives here are to: transmission line whose characteristic

%1. Examine the dynamic interaction of impedance varies smoothly with Rn(h) wfher ,
the LTRI generator with the disk. h is the height above the ground plane. h

2. Ientiy te bet plce o atachvaries from 2m to l1in.2. Ientiy te bet plce o atachThe expreesion for the characteristic
the generator to the disk. impedance of each section of the transmission

3. Determine the best switching condi- line is:
*tions for the spark gap in the vertical 0 4h
*conductor. - ~n (La) (1)

THREE DIMENSIONAL MODELING OF THE DISTRIB- where go is the impedance of the free space
* UTD PAKIG CPACTORand d is the diameter of the transmission
There are two main goals for the 3D line which is assumed to be .025m.

*numerical model. First, the model is to For other cases where the drive point is
4provide an accurate description of the dy- not at the end of the tapered feed, a uniform

namic interaction of the LTRI Marx generator transmission line 10m above the qround plane
and .025m in diameter has been used. The

**Numbers in parentheses designate References termination voltage for the end of the trans-
at end of paper. mission line connected to the feed or flat
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plate is the potential difference of that Figure 4 shows the time derivative of the
point above the ground plane as determined current.
by the 3D model at each time step. The location of the electrode and the

The Marx generator is modeled by a transmission line attachment point are
circuit connected to the other end of the relatively unimportant in altering the peak
transmission line with a 40 nf capacitance current or rate of rise, although the peak
in series with a 10 P~H inductance. Intially, currents and rates of rise were largest for

*current through the Marx generator is zero constant condiuctor size and Marx and trigger
*and the Marx capacitor charge voltage is voltage when the electrode position and

specified. transmission line attachment point were close
The el ectrode i s model ed as a thi n wi re to each other.

*for all cases except for the square 2m x 2m The size of the electrode influences the
cross section case. In all cases the elec- peak currents and rise rates. However, the
trode is charged along with the peaking ratio of peak ('Jrrents does not correspond

*capacitance by its connection to the upper exactly to the ratio of the square roots of
flat plate, but it is disconnected from the the electrode inductances, as might be
ground plane. When the trigger voltage expected if the effective impedance at early
criterion is reached the electrode is shorted times depended only on the ratio of electrode
to the ground plane, inductance to the peaking capacitance. The

DYNAMIC INTERACTION OF THE LTRI MARX reason for this is that the relative phase of
GENERATOR AND THE DISTRIBUTED PEAKING CAPACI- the peaking capacitor discharge to the Marx
TANCE - The interaction of the LTRI Marx gen- capacitor discharge is also important in

*erator and the distributed peaking capacitance determining the peak current and rise rate.
can be understood by viewing the system's The most important parameters in deter-
interaction sequence of three steps. mining peak current and current rise rates

*First, the Marx capacitance charges the are the initial Marx charge voltage, and, to
*peaking capacitance. If the system were not a lesser extent, the electrode trigger volt-

triggered, this charging process would result age. Once again the dependence is complicated
in sinusoidal oscillation of charge between by the dependence of peak currents on the
the two capacitors that would be slowly damped relative phase between peaking capacitor and
by radiation from the peaking capacitor and Marx capacitor discharge as well as the total
transmission line, effective impedance of the coupled Marx and

*Once the potential difference across the distributed peaking capacitor system through
peaking capacitance reaches the trigger condi- the Marx inductance, transmission line, and
tion, the electrode is shorted to the bottom the long electrode. The main result is that
ground plane. the largest peak currents and current rise

*Three distinct resonances then occur. rates are achieved for Marx capacitor charge
*First, the down conductor resonates in an voltages of 1.6 MV and trigger voltages of

antenna mode with a wavelength approximately approximately 2.7 MV. The largest peak
equal to twice the length of the conductor. currents are on the order of 117 kA with
This frequency is about 14 MHz. The amplitude corresponding current rise rates of 5xl1 1

of these resonances are rather small compared A/s for a 2m x 2m square electode.
to the overall response and are not distin- COMPARISON TO MEASURED DATA - A typical
guishable in the waveform of Figure 2. current waveform obtained during the Pershing

The second resonance is the LC circuit 11 missile test is shown in Figure 5. This
oscillation of the peaking capacitor and the is to be compared with the calculated wave-
down conductor. This resonance is highly vis- form for the same configuration shown in

*ible in Figure 2 and is on the order of 1 MHz. Figure 6. Note that the currents demonstrate
The static capacitance of the distributed a high degree of similarity, both in magni-

peaking capacitor (flat plate plus tapered tude and form. The noise evident in the
*feed) is 4.45 nF. calculated waveform can be attrih-ited to the
*The third resonance is the oscillation of lack of dissipation mechanism SM i the model

the total circuit inductance with the Marx which were, of course, present in the experi-
capacitance. This is on the order of 100 kHz mental configuration.
and is indicated in Figure 2.SUMRANCOLSIS

RESULTS OF PARAMETER STUDIES - Table 1IUMR N OCUIN
*lists the results of a parameter study de- The modeling results indicate the

signed to identify optimum choices for a following:
realistic simulation of natural lightning 1. The LTRI Marx generator and the

*peak currents and rise rates. The parameters peaking capacitor combination should be able
varied were electrode size, electrode location, to provide on the order of 100 kA of current

*initial Marx charge voltage, trigger voltage, at the largest charge and trigger levels.
and location of the transmission line connec- 2. Values of should well exceed 10
tion to the peaking capacitor. An example of
the current out to 6 .s is shown in Figure 3. A/s and one might consider reducing this with
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series inductance in the down conductor so a Full Scale NEMP Type Lightning Simulator
that the threat criterion is not greatly for Aerospace and Ground Conference on Light-
exceeded. ning and Static Electricity, June 21-23,1983.

3. Three resonances-are introduced 2. G. Mur, "Absorbing Boundary Condi-

by the test fixture and Marx generator - tions for the Finite Difference Approximation
interaction: the antenna mode of the down m Electromagnetic-Field
conductor, the aC circuit mode of the Equations, IEEE Transactions on Electro-

peaking capacitance and down conductor, magnetic Compatibility, EMC-23, November

and the slow circuit response of the Marx 
1981.

generaor interaction with the entire test 3. D. E. Merewether and R. Fisher,
fitturo t"Finite Difference Solution of Maxwell's

fixture. Equation for EMP Applications," Electromag-

REFERENCES netic Applications, Inc., Report EMA-79-R-4,

1. J. D. Robb and R. A. Perala, April 27, 1980.

"Measurements with Theoretical Analysis of

Table 1 - Summary of the Peak urrent and Current Rise Rates
for the Three-Dimen:ional Parameter Study (1)

CASE CONDUCTOR ELECTRODE TRANSMISSION MARX ELECTRODE INITIAL PEAK
SIZE LOCATION LINE ATTACH- CHARGE TRIGGER PEAK CURRENT 6t ILtnear I Peak

MENT POINT VOLTAGE VOLTAGE CURRENT a( M ) (MV ) ( WA W ) ( 1010 A lS ) (ed
e  

A/S l

1 1" Center Feed 1 1 34 41 6 6

2 40 Center Feed 1 1 36 44 7 8
3 12" Center Feed 1 1 41 50 11 21

4 2 m x 2 m Center Feed 1 1 55 66 13 21
5 4" Outboard Feed 1 1 35 40 7 8

End
S 4" Throat Feed 1 1 38 43 8 8

End
7 4" Center Outboard 1 1 36 42 7 8

End
a 4" Center Throat 1 1 36 43 7 8

Corner

9 4" Center Center 1 1 39 44 8 8
10 4" Throat Throat 1 1 41 43 8 9

End End

11 4" Center Feed 1 1.5 38 49 13 13
12 4. Center Feed 1.6 1 52 64 9 8
13 4" Center Feed 1.6 2 60 74 15 17

14 4" Center Feed 1.6 2.5 59 80 17 23
IS(a) 2 m x 2 m Center Feed 1.6 2.7 100 117 51 59
15(b)(2) 2 m x 2 m Center Feed 1.6 2.7 100 117 28 57

2 m x 2 m Center Feed 1.6 2.7 85 116 35 48

1) All cases except 15(b) and 15(c) have the transmission lioe as described in the text.
2) Case 15(b) has a .1" radius transmission line 10 m long.

)Case I(c has no transmission line. The Marx generatc- is attached directly to the end of the tapered feed.

5.
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i'o Cenerato,-,Test Circuit i s I MV. Thc electrode trigger

PpoatFrequen~cy vol tage is I M%.
Pekn Capa-
citorIDo Con- 1

44 c tor Pesonant
Fequeny
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Tiee (us)

*Fig. 2 -Current in a 2m x 2m electrode located 6

at the center of the flat plate. The ___________________

transmission line is attached to the 0 2 4 6'

end of the tapered feed section. The lire (ws)

LTRI Marx charge voltage is 1.6 MV.
The electrode trigger voltage is Fig. 4 -Time derivative of the current for
2.7 MV.

the same case as Fig. 3.
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UV LASER TRIGGERING OF CROWBARS USED IN
THE SANDIA LIGHTNING SIMULATOR

Murphy J. Landry and William P. Brigham

Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, NM 87185

ABSTRACT

We nave applied the techniques of IR and UV laser-triggered switching of gaps to
crowbar switching two Marx generators, delivering >250 to 50 kA in small and large
impedance loads. Crowbar switching delays of 0.08 to 0.28 ws were observed if the laser
radiation arrived in the crowbar gap when its voltage was >44% of its maximum applied
voltage or at 23 to 68% of its self-creak voltage. We have successfully triggered a 5.0
cm crowbar gap with 35 mJ of A = 249 nm radiation when filled with 80 psig of SF6 .
Electrodes have operated with 40 coulombs of charge for 47 shots without detrimental
surface damage.
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INTRODUCTION of its SBV, which was 50.7 KV. A slightly
shorter delay (i2 ns compared to 14 ns) was

The Sandia Lightning Simulator (SLS) observed when the 2.o-J, 15-us (170-NW),
operation is based on the use of a crowbarred X = 694.3 nm laser pulse was focused coaxially
Marx generator in an RLC underdamped circuit onto a charged anode target instead of a
(1,2).* It is possible to use the SLS in charged cathode. For a 3-cm gap with 350 psi

obtaining fast-rising, long-lasting, unidirec- of N2 , tue delay was about 3 ns when the
tional current pulses in full-scale operation laser power was 250 MW.

- systems (3-5). Since the initial proposal and
the demonstration of the feasibility (6) of Bettis and Guenther (10) switched a 2-cm,
using a gas-dielectric-triggered spark-gap as a high-pressure, gas-filled sparK gap at up to

1 MV crowbar, a significant amount of effort in 700 kV with 80-mJ, c-ns FW{M, . 1064 nim laser
developing the simulator has been given to the pulses of 1.5 mrad divergence. The gap was
design and method of triggering the crowbar, filled witu SF6 or Ar-N 2 mixture at 500 to _

3000 Torr pressure. In a 90%-Ar and iO%-N 2
Ideally, the crowbar switch clamps or mixture at 3000 Torr tneir observed delay Li.

shorts-out the capacitance of the source at increased with decreasing percent of SBV, 12-
peak current. Once the crowbar is shorted, increased with decreasing laser power, and L3

the RLC circuit for the rising-current pulse changed slope at 8 ns and 50% of SBV for
changes to an L/R circuit for the decaying- stainless steel target electrodes and at 12
current pulse. The current decays in relation ns for tungsten, brass, and aluminum target
to the L/R time constant of the crowbar switch electrodes.
and load circuit. The crowbar switching

* technique nas prover to provide fast-rising, Strickland, et al (11) studied LTS at U75"
long-duration, unidirectional current pulses kV. Tuey used a 2-cm pressurized gap with 17
more efficienitly tnan eitner a double exponen- 000 Torr of a 50%-Ar, 40%-N 2  and I0%-SF6
tial overoampeu :cit or a criticaliy damped mixture and irradiatec with 80 mJ of 1060-nm
circuit. Na:YAG radiation, which had a 1.5-mrad

diver ence. At 80% cf SVB a 1O-ns delay was
We review tue use of laser-triggered observed. Moriarty, et al (12) examined LTS

switcning LT' techniques and the theory of at up to 3 MV wit, 15 000 Torr of a 50%-Ar,
SLS operat> n. We describe tue different 40%-N2  and 10%-SF 6  mixture using several
typec H crownr uwitches (i.e., electrical-, joules of 694.3 rnm radiation. They both

IR- a, "-tr'g grr-d crowbars), the IR and UV observed (11,12) subnanosecond Jitter but only
lasers izo e t trigger the crowbars, and the at voltages close to SBV ( 7% and j4%, respec-
optical a1 igunmet of the crowbar-laser system. tively). The use of an argon mixture instead

We discuss -xperimei.tai resilts whicn include: of only SF, requires an increased pressure

LI J tue self-brea voltage (SBV) characteris- for the same voltage and gap spacing, or an
tics cf tue crowbars, ] tue delay in crowbar increased gap spacing for the same voltage and
switcni:ig as functons.; 2" percentage of maximum pressure. Tue higl. voltage switching at high
voltage )n t:.e rrow~ar V BM and self-oreaK pressure poses engineering and safety concerns,

voltage of t:e crowbar, and LA] tue condition wiil the inreased electrode spacing gives

of the electrodes a,,Ilder different operational the switch higher impedance.

conditious.
A trigger mechanism fundamentally dif-

LAS....-T 'L ......LWI'Hlt ferent from that for IR and visible switching,
wnicr utilizes the volume interaction of the

Mucn researcn ts .een done on laser laser ueam with the insulating gas in the
trigger switcnng of gaps usong IR, visible switch to forn an ionized channel between tue
and UV lqers. An excellent review of IR and electrodes, was initially studied by Bradley
visible LS is given by Guentner, et al (7) and Davies (i5) and Bradley (14). Tue presence
where gap breaKdown was Initiated by focusing of tue 557.i rnm radiation from a N; laser in

the laser radiation or tue target electrode, the N0 -fiiled gap decreased the streamer
Pendleton and Guenther (H) triggered a 1.5-cm closing time from o5 ns to )5 ns. Rapaport,
gap, which was tiied witu atm of SF,, in et al (il) using a niguer quality laser beam,
less than 10 us when operating close to SBV. initiated a streamer in the volume of a 0.5-cm

A 5-cm lens focused tne 4- to 80-NW, l0-ns, gap witn 7 mJ of cO-ns, 14t3-nm KrF, 75- orad
X = 694.3 nim radiation transverse to a gap divergence radiation. A ielay of about 7 is
with 0 to 80 KV applied. Minimum delays were was observed wren ttre gap was charged to 80 V

observed wuen the laser beam was focused on and nad 5 atms o'f SFa, whicr. was 1i, ,i t1'n "1',
the charged cathode electrode. Guenther and press ure ,'t wu!C: s;pontaneous c rea:, owl,
Bettis (9) observed a i2-ns delay for a 1.16-cm occurred.
gap with 630 Torr of air when operating at 80% a

Ui, i ng trno i O red Iiriei between eleo-
-Numbers in parenthesis designate references trioes- in a gap iresiir,! i wit, t bO 'rr If

at the end of the paper. Woodwo'th, "t u. ' siloosf:, tr~t:e..-v.
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1.77-cm gap, pulse-charged to 0.5 MV. A :-is circuit requires a low inductance voltage
delay was observed when the gap, operating at source to drive the peak current through the
about 80% of SVB, was triggered with as little external load inductance. The peak current,

* as 4 mJ of KrF radiation emitted from an Io, in the load is obtained from the first
, injection-seeded oscillator-amplifier system quarter cycle of an undamped RLC circuit

(20 ns, = 248 rnm). A slightly longer delay mainly,

of about 2.5 ns was observed at a higher pres-
sure of 3500 Torr ano a gas mixture of i%
SF6  and 90% N2. Woodworth, et al (17) 1o = V CM/LT, (1)
extended their work to an 11-cm, 2.8-MV self-
breakdown-voltage gap switch similar to those
used in PBFA-I (18). Te increased gap lengtn where LT  LL + LM + Lt, and CM is the
required an increase pressure of 3100 Turr of capacitance of the Marx. Ideally, the crow-
SF6 and 27 to 127 rmJ of KrF laser energy to bar is closed at zero voltage, i.e., peak
yield delays in switch closure from 18 to 33 current, shorting out the discharged Marx
ns, respectively, when the gap was operated at capacitors. The current in the crowbar load
75% of SBV. The KrF laser used in these loop !L then decays according to the
studies (16,17) had a divergence of 200 prad (Lt LL + LCB)/(Rt + RL) time constant.
(full angle).

Additional worK by Adams, et al (19) as MAKE UP

resulted in the simultaneous switching of two ----------
MARX RESISTANCE

2.4-MV self-breakdown voltage switches witnin SWITCH \ INDUCTANCE

1.7 ns when 55 mJ of KrF radiation was focused
by a 30-cm focal length lens. The 11-cm gap L,
was pressurized to 2170 Torr of SF0 . At 80% L1 LL INDUCTANCE]

of SBV the delays of tie two switches were LOAD
about 25.5 and 29 ns. VM -,- C\ CROWEAR RESISTANCE!

M-ARX
GENERATOR

A study of UV LTS of a p-MV multistage gas ARC

switch by Adams, et al (20) resulted in
superior switching by a KrF laser compared to A

a frequency-quadrupled Nd:Yag laser (delay of
* <4 ns for trne KrF compared to 15 ns for the

Nd:YAG). The 4.45-cm gap was pressurized with
a different pressure of SF6 . The 20-ns, 06 t o

- = 248 nm injection-seeded KrF and the 2 ns VoE
\= 26o nm, frequency-quadrupled Nd:Yag laser CURRENT DECAY

beams nad 150 and 160 prad beam divergence .R-

(full angle). Thle KrF laser nead a larger beam
dimension (b min by 20 mm) than did the Nd:Yag
(7-mm dia.). The poorer rNd:YAG trigger per- VI
formance may be related to the fact that the 60o 120

-2-na Nd:YAG pulse was shorter than the closure BO°

time of tre gap, whereas the 20-ns KrF pulse
gwas comparable. A previous investigation (10) o.5v 0

for laser pulses focused on tne target elec- B

trode snowe I that tre delay in UTS was con-
trolled primarily by toe laser pulse to about Fig. I Crowbarred Marx generator circuit
5O% of SBV or to a delay equivalent to the witn voltage and current waveforms
laser pulse width. This effect has not been
verified for volume gap initiation witil UV
*alse r radiation. We find it extremely important to do

computer simulation of the circuit proposed
"?HEORY OF OPERATION for upcoming tests. We routinely run simu-

lation plots, using the Air Force SCEPTRE
The basic operation of tne Sandia Lightning program ( 1,22), to predict load currents

Simulator nab Leen previously , described by uefore we fire the SLS into the component to be
Bushnell and Kostas (2) and White (5). Toe tested or even into a dummy coil representing
m;jor inrovt to ( I) n tie t;OS is tne use of the i. ictance of tne component to be tested.
a crowb'Ar switeni acro.;s ,.toe 2>irx generator to *nese piots give us the voltage and current
aleow t 'fr swltcrtLi',ntl Peak ceirrent or wne leveis for ome circuit components and allow us
tnie ens" -e *r txe Marx capacitor :a1s been to evil vite critically tne performance of these
trqnsferr'eJ t 'rjwrod l, ifnductsi, coavotsts. From these computer simulations,
"The Las. rj >1 ,'m f .+ ,'nw har:'o -Mt x gfCerotor w-. ,%a:i leciie wnether it is safe to operate

L -r u W:, 1r 1: . 1. e cr'w so ti , l h proposed levels.
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At constant load current (IL), as the preferably at zero volts, [3J have low induc-
crowbar switching is delayed in time to switch tance and resistance when shorted, and L4J be
at crowbar voltage of 59 to 0% of maximum able to carry the full charge of the main

voltage across the crowbar (VCBM) the peak current pulse, containing 40 coulombs, for a
current increases by about 20% (see Figs. 2A reasonable number of simulator shots.
and 2B). The increase in peak crowbar current

(ICB) is Marx current (IM) trapped in the The simulator is designed so that the time
Marx-crowbar loop (Fig. 1), which is super- to the current peak is nominally 2 ps. At this
imposed on the load-crowbar loop. We would time, with low voltage across the Marx genera-
like to minimize this peak reverse Marx tor, the crowbar should be triggered. The
current. The increase in peak crowbar current allowable jitter in crowbar triggering is on
contributes little to the total charge in the the order of 100-300 ns. This is orders of
crowbar because these Marx-crowbar oscillations magnitude larger than allowable for other uses
are damped in about 10 ps, at which time the of gas dielectric switches (17). As in other

amplitude of the crowbar current equals to the applications, the most desiraole insulating gas
negative of the load current (see Figs. 2A and in the crowbar is SF6 , since it has higher

2B). breakdown strength (23) than many gases. To
date, the crowbars in the SLS have used either

0.5- .pure SF6 or a mixture of SF6 with other gases.

0.4-
40% of Vc M  TYPES OF CROWBAR SWITCHES0 .3 . 2 .4 1 1s

Electrical Triggered Switches -- The
0.2- IL original crowbar (2) was a trigatron, which

-i 0.1 had an electrical trigger electrode mounted in

a I one of the stainless steel electrodes. A
E0.0 400-kV trigger pulse initiated the discharge

-0.1 which took about 100 ns to short. The gap
space was about 9.2-cm long, and a pressure of

-0.2 ice 90 psig of SF 6 was used. This crowbarring
-0.3 scheme accomplished the design goal of a

200-cA pulse. Difficulties in obtaining
- reliable operations and the limited operating

voltage range for a fixed gap spacing led to*-0.5
0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 considering IR LTS (7) and eventually UV LTS

Time N 10"Ss) ( 16,17,19,20).

IR and UV Laser-Triggered Switches -- The

0.5 1.data presented in this paper were taken with
IR and UV triggering. The crowbar switch

59% ofVCBM housing used in SLS LTS is the same for IR and
0.3. 1.3 as UV triggering. Fig. 3 shows the 44.5-cm dia.

0.2 by 47-cm long housing, which is made of alu-
0 IL  minum end plates insulated from each other

M -lINSULATING ROD

0.0 5

-0.2- ec 
IN_--0." , -

-0 4 E2 .. ..

.0 . 1 1o. .0 2.0

at different percentage of VCBM
LUCITE (19 ea) Al lIS .lA

The crowbar must [lJ withstand the full
open circuit Marx voltage (1.6 MV), L2J De Fig. 3 - Crowbar housing used with IR arid UV
triggerable externally at lower voltage, laser triggering
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by lucite rings with aluminum spacers, pro- divergence forced us to place the laser imme-
viding capacitive voltage gradings. The diately outside the tank, containing the Marx
10.2-cm dia. electrodes are spaced 9.3 cm for generators, isolation gap, crowbar and make-up
IR and 5.0 cm for UV triggering. The laser circuit (2). In either IR laser configuration,
beam entered the crowbar gap through a 1.1-cm at least 3.5 J was required into the window at
hole in electrode E, which had contained the the tank wall to assure gap triggering. When
electrical trigger electrode of the trigatron. the amplifier was used, >4 J of laser energy
The gap spacing could be reduced for UV trig- was provided.
gering because the insulating gas was pure SF6
pressured at 105 psig instead of the 50%-N 2 , The UV excimer laser is a Lambda Physiks
40%-Ar and 10%-SF 6  mixture pressured to a model EMG 150 or 150 ES injection-locked laser
maximum of 250 psig for IR triggering, system with a 1-mm diameter apertured oscil-

lator directed into an unstable amplifier.

For IR triggering a 15-cm focal length lens The X = 249 nm, 20-ns pulse of either system
and a protective sapphire window were mounted had a divergence of <200 vrad* and beam
in a cylindrical tube, which was inserted from steering of 3 mm at the focus of a 10 m lens.
the outside of the crowbar into electrode E1 . Tne measured energy at the output of these4

A second window was located at the tank wall. lasers was >0.50 J (EMG 150) >1.0 J (EMG 150
The lens position was adjustable so that its ES). Both beams were 0.96 cm by 2.54 cm. The
focal point was 0.95 cm from the charged EMG 150 had the long dimension horizontal while

cathode target electrode E2 -- in an attempt to the EMG 150 ES had it vertical. The latter is

create a plasma both at the surface of elec- preferred because a smaller diameter directing
trode E2 and in the gap between electrode mirror could be used. The temporal profile of

E1 and E2. the UV pulse is shown in Fig. 5. The risetime
to peak pulse energy is almost 4 ns and pulse

For UV triggering, the lens was mounted as width is about 20 ns.
shown in Fig. 4. "he focal length of the lens
was increased to 50 cm so as to create a longer
ionized streamer in the gap. The lens was
positioned external to the crowbar. Two ports, I I I I
A and B, were provided to allow purging the A
window with SF6 immediately after the crowbar
was triggered. The lens assembly allowed the 1Ons
laser light to focus just past the center of .lv Vd|
the gap toward electrode E2 . The aperture
kept debris in the gap from getting to the
window. ...4...

. 'rAN WALL

,"Do

........ I I I I I I I I
H A N D LE.c. .e... ° ,

Fig. 4 - Window ind lens assembly used for UV ..........-.
* laser triggering

IR AND UV IASERS IsI.

The IR laser is a Pockels cell Q-switcned
Nd:glaas oscillator which sometimes included " a a i i a a
an amplifier. Ttle zO-ns, A 1062 rim beam had
a divergence of 5-6 mrads.* Thie large beam

*Manufacturer specification full angle at 50%

of rnn-!rgy. Fig. 5 - Tempor!al respo:t e of UV laser pulses
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The IR laser oscillator and amplifier were this happens, we change the gas in the laser.
positioned immediately outside the Marx genera- We now change the gas about once per week in

. tor tanks. The IR laser and Pockels cell power the EMG 150. In some other models of KrF
* supplies and the UV laser and power supply were lasers the gas fill may last only a few hours.
* located in the laser room outside of the high

Sbay area (Fig. 6) in order to avoid sympathetic When performing tests, we operated the UV
, triggering of the lasers by the Marx when it laser only in its external trigger mode. We

erects. Placing the UV laser in the laser room provided three trigger pulses to the UV laser:
increased the distance from the laser source the first trigger readied the laser, the second
to the entrance lens of the crowbar (9.5 m for trigger fired the laser at the proper time so
the north tank and 24.6 m for the south tank) as to trigger the north crowbar (Fig. 6) at
compared to when the IR laser was used (2.0 m 1/2 the peak voltage of the Marx. The third
for the south tank and 0.5 m for the north trigger fired the laser at the proper time so
tank). The inherent 300 prad beam steering of as to trigger the south crowbar at 1/2 the peak
the UV laser beam could cause as much as 2.9 voltage of the Marx. Normally, we switched
and 7.4 mm beam displacement at the north and greater than 200 kA and 100 kA in the first
south entrance lens, respectively, and second pulses, spaced >30 ms apart.

'a

ROLL UP DOOR

NORTH TANK- SOUTH TANKi

M2 .S 
M3 E

l 
E 2  

E2 E, "

INSTRUMENTATION EYE _!4 _PiPE - '
SCREEN ROOM 7 1

LO
.°..

LASER ROOM HIGH BAY

SCREENED WALLS'k I DOOR

DOOR ROLL UP DOOR I

Fig. 6 - Sandia Lightning Simulator featuring the KrF (UV) laser alignment layout

The UV laser was positioned on an NRC table When the second current pulse was produced
(no air suspension) with a laminar downflow by IR triggering, only two trigger pulses
system overhead and down-curtains over the were provided to the UV laser. The third
table. The downflow has proven to be a neces- trigger pulse went to the Pockels cell of

sity in our dusty environment. We make sure the IR laser. Similar load current pulse
that we cover all mirrors not under the down- amplitudes were produced, but spaced from on

flow when we nave a greater than 1-hour wait the order of tens of milliseconds to seconds
between test shots. We routinely blow off the apart.
windows and beamsplitters before a laser shot.
We have not replaced any mi-rors or beamsplit- The use of a KrF UV excimer laser instead
ters because of dust damage since we started of a Nd:glass IR laser to trigger crowbars
UV operation in April 1983. affords several advantages: LiJ provides

an easily available low divergence laser beam,

Our criterion as to whether we have the [2J enables the use of pure SF6 instead of
right energy and beam profile to initiate the mixed gas, which allows lower switch pres-
crowbar is to break down air witta a 1 m focal sure and shorter gap spacing for greater
length lens. The length of the air breakdown safety, less switching delays and jitter

for our laser is about 1-2 cm when the laser operation, and L3J supplies a lower wave-
has been freshly filled with gas and is well length, 249 xm compared to 1062 nm, requir-
aligned. As the gas ages, the arc length de- ing low laser energy to initiate the gas
creases, and at times the breakdown is erratic breakdown with eitner SF 6  or the mixed
and does not occur for every laser shot. When gas.
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OPTICAL ALIGNMENT ALCM was successfully tested in mid-August
1983.

The IR and UV laser beam alignment to the
4 crowbars was performed in a similar manner Since the complete conversion to UV trig-

except for the fact that a He-Ne laser was used gering, we have a sufficient number of double
for the IR alignment and the UV beam itself was current pulses to dispel our concerns about
used for the UV alignment. For the IR align- crowbar-laser beam alignment in the south tank
ment, the He-Ne beam was centered on a burn after the Marxes in the north tank erected.
made on processed polaroid film positioned At times, especially if we get a discharge
about 2.4 m from the oscillator output. The in the Marx tank, we have felt severe floor
He-Ne beam was then directed into the center of vibrations in the High Bay, Laser Room, and L

the window at the tank wall and the center of Instrumentation Screen Room (Fig. 6). The
the hole in electrode E1  (Fig. 3) by two long optical path from the UV laser to the
mirrors, crowbar in the south tank of 24.6 m and the

optical mounts positioned on pedestals have

The alignment of the UV laser used the UV proved not to be a problem. On the contrary,
beam and a card or the breakdown of the air in the optical alignment of the UV laser-crowbar
aligning the crowbar. The UV laser beam was system results in more accurate laser beam
positioned in the center of mirrors MI-MlO, positioning in the crowbar than was pre-
lenses L 1 and L2 and beamsplitter BS (see viously attainable with the IR laser-crowbar
Fig. 6) using a white card and a circular card system.
with a cross (target #1) placed in front of the
lenses (Fig. 3). Electrode E2 was removed Self-Break Voltage -- It is advisable to
from both crowbars. A circular target, #2, operate the crowbar switch at pressures higher
made with tracing paper containing a cross in than the self-break pressure for maximum Marx
its center, replaced E2 . Crowbar, CB, was voltage (1.6 MV). On the other hand, the volt-
positioned in its cradle which was secured to age at which the crowbar switch should be oper-
the tank floor. The crowbar was secured to the ated is low. The delay in the closure of the
aperture end of the UV window and lens assembly crowbar switch is a strong function of laser

(Fig. 4), which was secured to the tank wall, energy or power density at focus, percent of
but made flexible by the bellows. With the eye self-break voltage (SBV) at the time the laser
looking through the back of M4 , through lens pulse enters the crowbar, and pressure in the

L1 , and the aperture (Fig. 4), one can locate crowbar. Since the cosine crowbar voltage
the cross on target #1. The air breakdown at function passes through zero at the desirable
the focus of the lens and the cross of target crowbar-switch closure, the delay may be suffi-

#2 were centered in the aperture. The focus ciently long so as to inhibit switch closure,
point was properly positioned, using M3 and and the resultant output is an underdamped

M4 . Mirror M3  translates the laser beam sine wave.
across M4 , and M4 tilts the beam into lens
L1 and target #2. Alignment was complete To determine a safe operating pressure for

when the laser beam was in the center of target different Marx charge voltages, the self-
#1 and the aperture, air breakdown point and breakdown threshold of the switch pressure vs
the cross on target #2 were within 1 mm. The Marx charge voltage was determined. Fig. 7
crowbar in the south tank was aligned in a shows these results for both IR and UV crow-
similar manner with the eye behind M10  bars -- the difference being that for the IR
looking into the crowbar with E2 removed and crowbars the 50.%-N2 , 40.6%-Ar and 9.1%-SF 6

target #2 in position. gas mixture was used and the gap spacing was
9.3 cm, whereas for the UV crowbars, SF6 was

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS used and the gap spacing was 5.0 cm. The tests
were conducted by first pressurizing the crow-

The operational goals of the SLS were first bar to a level at which it self-breaks when the
accomplished using electrical triggering of the 165-nfd Marx is erected for a specific charge
crowbar. Shortly after, electrical triggering voltage. The procedure was repeated at slight-
was replaced by IR laser triggering. Contin- ly higher pressure (increments of 5 psig for
uing demands upon the SLS forced us to consider the UV and 10 psig for the IR) until the crow-
more reliable means for triggering the crowbar, bar did not self-break and the Marx rang at the
Due to the emerging technology (16,17,19,20) of output load. Self-break occurs to the right of

UV laser trigger switching of gaps, one half the lines in Fig. 7. It is evident that the
of the SLS was converted from IR to UV SF6 has insulating characteristics superior
triggering. Heavy test schedules, which to the mixed gas. The better insulating effect
included Sandia-related components and the Air of a nigher percent of SF6 in the mixed gas

Launched Cruise Missile (ALCM) for the Air is illustrated by points I thru 5 (Fig. 7)

Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratory with where the gas mixture was 50.6% N2 , 49.3% Ar
Boeing Military Airplane Company directing the and 10.1% SF6 compared to 50.3% N2 ,
testing (5), delayed the complete conversion 40.6% Ar and 9.1% SF6 for all the rest of
of the last half of the SLS until after the the IR crowbar self-break data points.
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16o0- IR Mswitching) was initiated when the IR laser
100 MV OPERTION triggering of one crowbar was replaced by the1.28 MVOPERATIONUVasr
80 kV CHARGE UV laser.

160 The ideal crowbar switch is at zero volts
on the crowbar. Lower average load current

50.3% 2J' HL results with positive and negative switching
140 40.6% Ar BROKE 2 x because some energy is left in the Marx

9.1% 6 3 capacitors. The ideal crowbar switched

voltage is shown in Fig. 8, trace B, which is
'a 120 - 4. the trace of the voltage across the crowbar
C Uq x 5. monitored at point A in Fig. 1. The laser

UV trigger occurred at 39% of -VCBM, but the

1OO 1.6MV OPERATION - crowbar did not switcn until 8% of +VCBM
100kV CHARGE (positive switched). Presently we have the

I greatest reliability in crowbar switching at
1 so - UV " - about 50% of V BM (negative switching)

-1.28MV OPERATION x (Figs. 8B, trace B5 . At this level, we can
0 kPRESSURE X still extract 86.6% of the current from the
S60 kV CHARGE X Marx (Fig. IB) (1). The top trace, A, in

Figs. 8A and 8B is the electrical trigger from
the UV laser which references the UV laser

40 • 0 pulse relative to the crowbar voltage, Trace

I B. The laser pulse occurs 0.94 is after the
0 negative-going pulse of trace A.

0 
S F s 16BROKE0 ot o I I I oo I

0 20 40 60 80 100
MARX CHARGE VOLTAGE (kV)

Fig. 7 Self-break pressure of crowbars for
IR and UV laser triggering relative to Marx

charge voltage

The data presented in this paper was taken
with 1.5 times the pressure represented at
the specific Marx charge voltage (at the line).

Refined self-break measurements would better
position the self-break line and allow us to
reduce the operating pressure, thus reducing A
crowbar trigger delays if the crowbar switching

*i characteristics are like the high-voltage gaps
triggered by Woodworth, et al (16,17) and Adam,

* et al (19,20). Operation of the crowbars at
1.5 times the self-break pressure allows
acceptable delays for switching the crowbar at
a voltage level 50% of SVB.

Crowbar Delay -- The crowbars have been B

operated repeatedly with <200 psig of mixed
gas (50.3% Ar, 40.6% N2 and 9.1% SF6) and
<105 psig of SF6 when triggering with 1062
"m IR and 249 nm UV radiation of >3.75 J and
160 mJ , respectively.

We have successfully triggered the crowbar
switch after Marx erection before and after
the first-zero-voltage crossing. The after- B
zero-crossing (positive switching) scneme was

the one first tried and was used at SLS with
electrical and IR-laser triggering. The Fig. 8 - Laser trigger pulse and crowbar
present before-zero-crossing scheme (negative voltage waveform
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Crowbars were triggered with both UV and while in the cluster with positive switching
IR radiation at different Marx voltages. The the crowbar gap voltage was <44% of VCB .
resulting time to establish the short in the The two smallest delays for positive switching
crowbar relative to the time the laser trigger occurred when the UV trigger arrived at the
arrived in the crowbar (we called the delay) crowbar when the crowbar voltage was 39 and
is plotted against the percent of maximum 35% of -VCBM, but crowbarring did not occur
crowbar voltage at the time the laser trigger until the crowbar voltage was 8 and 10% of
arrived at the crowbar gap in Fig. 9. The per- +VCBM (positive switching) when VCBM  was 1.4

- centage of maximum crowbar voltage (VcBM) was and 1.64 MV, respectively. r
determined by considering the ratio D which is

All the data switched with UV laser had

170 mJ of trigger energy. The data points 1,2
D - (LT + LCM - LM)/LT , (2) and 3 in Fig. 9 were recorded with 85, 41 and

35 mJ of UV laser trigger energy into the
crowbar instead of the 170 mJ normally used.

where LT  is the Marx-load loop inductance, At 59% of VCBM (pt. 1) and 74% of VCB m
L is the Marx-crowbar loop inductance and (pt. 2) the delay decreased with the increase
LCM is the crowbar inductance (0.5 PH). in laser energy. At the higher 93% of VCBM
(LT is 11.5 PH for one Marx in the north tank (point 3) the delay was comparable to the
with the 165 nfd capacitors and 17.5 pH for one delays when the UV laser energy was 170 mJ or

"' Marx in the south tank with the 88 nfd capac- the power density was 1.04 x 10 11 W/cm2 .
itors. LM  is nominally 2.4 pH per Marx.)
VCBM is then The delay plotted as a function of the

percentage of crowbar self-break voltage is
illustrated in Fig. 10. The percentage of

VCBM D VMAX , (3) self-break voltage was determined by consider-
ing the self-break pressure vs. Marx charge
voltage curves of Fig. 7. The lines are exten-

where VKAx is the maximum Marx voltage. The ded to intersect with the value of pressure
percentage of VCBM is then a ratio of VCB/VcBM  used in the crowbar. The Marx charge voltage
times 100, where VCB is the voltage on the corresponding to this pressure was multiplied
crowbar prior to shorting, by 16, the number of Marx capacitors in series,

to obtain the self-break voltage (SBV). The
percentage of SBV is the ratio of the voltage

*f 1.6 i-- ,Aon the crowbar at switching to SBV x 100.
oun"VwE VX OF'MARX (,MV)

1.2 1.28 V TIG
1.44 "

" e * \ ;:.01. // . P'SlTIVE SWITCHING.
".0 \ * . 11 

•  
// .

\ ./ // / -N ..

3" 0.4 1. * 0.8 / SWTC"N

.4-NEGATIVE -- * *). 
-

-SWITCHING (Iae0 * *- \

0.0\..... - - 4NEGATIVE SWITCHINGo~o JR 0.4 - X1x '--
20 30 40 so 60 70 80 90 100 0

PERCENT OF MAXIMUM VOLTAo ON CS ..%. o . . ... . * N3 /

0.0 I ------ --

Fig. 9 - Delays in crowbar switching relative 0 10 20 30 40 so 60 70
to percentage of VCB M for UV and IR laser PERCENT SELF-BREAK VOLTAGE
t rigge ring

Fig. 10 - Delays in crowbar switching as a
function of self-break voltage for UV and IR

Two clusters of data points are apparent: laser triggering
one for negative switching and the other for

* positive switching. Negative switching occur-
red on a decreasing negative voltage across For negative switching, the crowbar swit-
the gap while positive switching occurred on ched at 23 to 68% of SBV. The trend is a
an increasing positive voltage. It appears decrease in delay with an increase in percent
easier to control the crowbar near zero volts of SBV. For 27% of SBV the smallest delay of
during positive switching. The delays for 0.15 Ps occurred when the comand to switch the

- negative switching varied from 0.08 to 0.28 ps crowbar was given at 40% of -VcBM. Waiting
while positive switching the delays varied from until 36% of VCB M the crowbar was not con-

. 0.68 to 1.4 Ps. All the data in the cluster trolled until positive switching, and finally
with negative switching resulted when the switched at 1.2 ps (VCBM = 1.0 MV). For posi-
crowbar gap voltage was >44% of -VCBM at the tive switching, the smallest delay of 0.68 va
time the laser radiation arrived in the gap, occurred at 7% of SBV when VCB M was +1.18 MT.
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The delay increased to 1.48 ps at 27 and 37% rougnened spots are missing (see Figs. 12A-
of SBV when VCBM was +0.85 MV. For all the 1 D). Tue rougnened spots are more pronounced
results with positive switching, the attempts for the stainless steel electrodes with K25
to crowbar were made when the voltage of the inserts than for the solid K25 (compare Figs.
gap was negative. llA arid iB to ilC and 11D, which also had

self-breaks). The choice of a 5.0-cm diameter

The 11 big open and black tics in Fig. 10 K25 insert was unfortunate in that there is
are for UV triggering the north and south Marx apparent niigh current or field densities out
with -255kA and -125kA load currents, respec- to about 5.O cm for the solid K25 (Figs. 11C,
tively. The larger delays recorded for crowbar liD, 12A-l2D). Therefore, the boundary created
switching the south tank over the north tank by the insert could nave well affected crowbar
for 31 to 37% of SBV could be caused by the performance by creating high field gradients.

larger distance between L2 and the UV laser Tire stainless steel electrodes witn K25 inserts
(24.6 m) than between L1 and the [rV laser of Figs. ihA and 11B and tire K25 electrode of
(9.5 m). We have observed that a 3-mm dis- Figs. 1iC arid lD were triggered by the IR
placement of the laser beam quenched the laser witsi up to 4.0 J of energy by a 20 ns

- crowbar action in the north tank when the pulse (3.4 x 10,1 W/cm 2 ). For the K25
laser energy was 41 mJ. electrode in Figs. ilC and lD, 70 of the 159

shots crowbarred 100 aA, 130 to 180 ps pulse

At 33% of SBV the delay decreased with width current pulses with about 17 coulombs of
increasing laser trigger energy (compare point charge; io shots crowoarred 50 kA, 50 Ps pulse
2 to the other points in negative switching). width current pulses with about 3.4 coulombs,
At the higher 60% of SBV (point 3) the delay and 10 srots crowbarred 100 kA, about 150 ps
was comparable or less than the delays when pulsc widtn current pulses with about 17
the laser trigger energy was 170 mJ. The coulombs of coarge. Toe last 70 shots were
laser energy was 85, 41 and 35 mJ for points triggered by about 160 mJ of UV radiation,
1, 2, and 3, respectively. while the rest of toe shots were triggered by

up to 4 J of IR radiation. The different
We have successfully triggered a lob-nF current pulse wiutno were caused by the

Marx generator charged to 1.6 MV with as little different impedance load (LL/RL ratio).
as 35 mJ of 249 nm UV laser energy or a power Even at toese relatively low current pulses
density of 2.2 x 2010 W/cm 2 . Normally .. wits small charge, there is evidence of
used 160-170 mJ or about 1.04 x lOll W/cr/, glazing and cracking on the surface of the
which is about one-half the energy or power charged catnode electrode (Fig. 11D).
density available from the EMG 150. At this
time, we do not know the relation of power Wire K21 electrodes photographed in Figs.
density as a function of delay in switching, IA and lB crowbarred 47 current pulses of
but we expect that the crowbar delay will >200 iA amplitude 140 to 165 os pulse widths,
decrease with increasing laser energy or power anid containing between 33 to 47 coulombs of
density. c I rge 7oepending upon tie load LL/RL ratio).

Similarly, tre electrodes illustrated in Figs.

Electrode Conditions -- At SLS we have had ,1C and 12D crowbarred 37 current pulses con-
concerns about crowbarring 200-kA load currents taminge *-200 xA amplitude, (<6 shots had pulse
with one crowbar. The erratic behavior of the widthis of 420 tis and contaned 74 coulombs of
crowbar, when switching large currents witn IR cr'ree); tre rest had 150 to 210 ps pulse
triggering, was presumed to be related to elec- wi-t A ind contained 33 to 46 coulombs.
trode roughness; however, improper optical Neitr..-r or ttiese electrodes show any cracking.
alignment, laser energy and gas purging could Bttn of tiese pairs of electrodes received
be responsible. Figs. 11 and 12 show tie con- ;ibout a tili i fewer shots than the pair of
dition of two types of electrodes, stainless eiectroies that exiiibited the cracking, (see
steel with K25* inserts of 5.0-cm diameter Fie. ilD). loo se two pairs of electrodes did,
(Figs. 1lA and lB) and solid K25 electrodes i,owev-r, re'eive at least twice the charge as
Figs. 11C and 11D and Figs. 12A-12D. The hole tie' pair in Fir. ill. The electrodes of Fig.
in the positive grounded electrode, throughr iA an i i'H w,_re tribgred sy about 170 mJ or
which the laser beam passed, was nominally 1.1 1.04 x 10"1 W/cr' )' UtV radiation per trigger,

cm in diameter. The stainless steel electrodes whi I t flu.tited in Fig. 12C-12D were
with K25 inserts (Figs. llA-lIB) have many trigg'r Iy abort 5 mJ or 2.2 x loll W/cm2

self-breaks, as is evident from the roughened of IV r-iii iti . pt-" tritger for most of their

surface spots located away from the center of 51 ri,, t:i. W- r. iie v- trat Loth pairs of elec-
the electrode. For electrodes which experi- tn is . 1, A-L P) couhs oe reused for
enced only laser-controlled breakdown, tnese .ta:t irwt ir speration.

K25 is 25% copper and 75% tungsten composite 1 nsns -- kocently we at SNLA
made by compacting and sintering tungsten iswA pot tp r, tit, Pyo-iks model EMG 150 ES
powder into a porous skeleton, which is then KtiF t , i '. Wits, tiis laser emitting
infiltrated with molten copper. it- i . ... U it.; ,nrty trito each of two
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Fig.t I '-'cond it ion of c rowba r electrodes switched by !R triggering

c rownsir.: , ii-tim o-tc_ : t 1xo' 12:4 ae t rigeririt- Of irOWLUiri ;it Small percent-
Syttt'-m !Iti, . :wrtciJei sin _4-KA in,! '()0-KA ages, of seift-ureak vuitageH One oame bsic
- ~ ~~~~~ pjlst sjtXi "'? :t'ioU. Pt ri I:c e crowbar .3witcii tis Leen isiel in electrical, IR
tI s L'Iemvtstitt i it f4 1,'t iV ( i ;f fkcIer0 1t andl 1W tnit geriiqn,. w o v:o w): ir nave been

tne rg;rto-op*)'ato I tn' rowutits fiu.0  ttle tritge red ' 50 ins, -Aps rt 01 ng7 [V and IR trigger-
On re. L>. §55 ii A 1:,wi *'' 1;W: tcn irj, intld u 1ng UV triggering i'i'om one UV laser

*n IS ie MOcx tO ' li n. rovl'i tip) t, :ourP.cait so g fg rom ill l on2 11m) to UV-
cir rtt ri i t.tt qc tw 'i x ta'K; two 4 nm) taser viitiat on triggering allowed

-- fr Sit I'l 11:? ct t -' ce ti1, -' ro Wtar fro 1'l tiC') psig
(sO 4OAO ]' ii I 1'i>SI mix ture)

t u j to it! ( ,F, 4ta Le ri'liti g ttie gap
1'ron g o . 111it. Wt,(t. we it ;ed 170 ind or

- A'li~' --'':-:* *; at' no i.-W' o- <~V al titonwhich
* f1 1-i:-t~t':' S,,. ,.wi-t.' i tm-, i r- ou, or powe r
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FRICTIONAL ELECTRIFICATION OF ICE AND SNOW

Hisashi Shio

Department of Physics,
Hokkaido University of Education

Iwamizawa, Hokkaido, Japan
-P

In order to understand the mechanism about many solid precipitation
particles charging in the process of up-down frifting in thunder-
clouds, the author made investigation in to an effect of hardness
on tile charging of ice by rubbing between the pairs of ice cubes
the following facts were obtained:

Anisotropy of Combination of Specimens with anisotropic hardness
Properties Hard Surface Soft Surface

Temperature Cold Surface Hot Surface

Surface with Prism plane Surface with Basal plane
Crystalliza-
tion Surface with Recrystal- Surface with Single

lizing crystal

*. Sign of
Charge

It was concluded that the dependency of the sign of charge upon the
temperature difference on the crystallographic anisotropy is
explained by the difference in scratch hardness between the rubbed
surfaces of the pairs of specimens. Namely, concerning the rubbing
between pairs of contact surfaces of difference hardness and since
the rubbed surface with the softer spot may be deformed plastically
to a higher degree than that with the harder spot. As aresult, the
softer surface may degenerate into an abnormal layer in which an
excess dislocation occurs during rubbing, and a part of this
dislocation may be separated into a dislocation-jog which is
charged negatively and H Moreover, H 0 may be moved more readily
from softer surface to harder surface t an the dislocation-jog owing
to the mobility of H 0 which is greater-than that of dislocation-jog.
As a result, the harder surface is positively electrified against
the softer surface.

''

This paper was not available for incorporation into this book.
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MODELING LIGHTNING GENERATION MECHANISMS

John S. Nisbet

Communications and Space Sciences Laboratory
Department of Electrical Engineering

The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pa 16802. .

- ABSTRACT

In understanding the generation of lightning it is important to be able to relate external
measurements to the magnitudes of the active centers where the charge build-up is occurring.

The relations between the divergences of the current systema in a thundercloud and the
build up of the active centers at which lightning strokes are initiated are discussed. Boundary

*layers of charge arise when currents cross conductivity gradients at the edges of clouds and
- between the cloud and the ground and their relation to the measurements is examined.
* Divergences in current systems result from the differences in transport properties of the

positive and negative charge carriers, namely the differences in charge which affect their
behavior in electric and magnetic fields, in mass which affects their behavior under
acceleration and in the earth's gravitational field, in mobility which affects the behavior in
electric fields, in ionizability which affect their charge, and in size which affects their

- resistance to motion in the surrounding air. The build up of charge centers is discussed in
terms of the rates of generation or destruction of charge carriers of differing transport
properties and of the relative importance of the various mechanisms to their subsequent behavior
in the force fields in and below the cloud.
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INTRODUCTION where all currents out of the volume are defined
UNDERSTANDING THE MECHANISMS FOR GENERATING as positive. What are important in lightning

*ELECTRICITY IN THUNDERCLOUDS is important for generation are the active charge centers where
*the early prediction of the dangers of lightning the processes resulting in the electrification

and is of considerable intrinsic scientific are operating. In these the charges, and hence
*interest. Despite extensive studies over the the electric fields, build up until breakdown

past hundred years, there is still no consensus occurs. During the buildup phase with IL - 0
for the mechanisms by which a given thundercloud all terms on the right side of equation (5) are
has been electrified. of the same sign as the charge. Net driving

The present paper will discuss some of the currents into positive charge centers and out of
considerations affecting the buildup of the negative charge centers are thus necessary if
active charge centers, namely, the generation lightning and electrical activity are to be
and destruction of charge carriers of different sustained. It is the determination of these
transport properties and of the relation of currents that is of primary interest in
these to the subsequent motions and the understanding thunderstorm electrification
divergences in the current systems. These will mechanisms. Since the total normal Maxwell
then be used to discuss the measurements current integrated over any closed surface is
necessary to determine the important physical zero, this implies a positive displacement
variables affecting the generation of electrical current out of positive and into negative
energy in a given storm. growing charge centers.

In an inactive charge center with all
MAXWELL CURRENT STREAMLINES, ACTIVE CENTERS, AND driving currents zero,

* SHIELDING LAYERS
The Maxwell current is the sum of the =-2(6)

current due to physical charge transport and the dt T
*displacement current and is given by, Such inactive centers are produced, for example,

when the lighter ions left behind by the

IM = p + dc v + 11L + Ic + 19 dE/dt - Curl H (I) precipitation particles are convected away from
the region of charge separation. Lightning

*where JM is the Maxwell current density strokes produce very large divergences in the
Spis the precipitation current density current density because of their small diameters

cvis the convection current density and large currents so that the resulting charge
IL is the lightning current density irregularities are correspondingly large. The

Ic is the conduction current density velocities in a thundercloud are large so that
E is the electric field strength these charge irregularities can be moved from
6 is the permittivity their point of origin by significant distances

and H is the magnetic field density before they recombine. The conditions which led
*The divergence of the Maxwell current to the original divergence in the current
*density and the integral of its normal component density may then no longer be present so that
*over any closed surface are zero, since it is the charge center becomes inactive. Though

representable by the curl of a vector field. large electric fields may be produced
The electric field is related to the charge locally, these centers are largely irrelevant to

Q by the Maxwell equation, the processes producing the storm

C electrification.
Q=6 J E.ds (2) Measurements of the Maxwell currents

aexternal to the thundercloud can serve to
where Q is the charge bounded by the surface discriminate the currents into each of the
and ds is the incremental surface area vector, active centers in the cloud. Figure 1 shows the
The conduction current density, .1c, is given by streamlines of the Maxwell currents for three

ratios of the currents into the upper and lower

Ic - a E (3) active center of the cloud. On the ground the
three can be very easily discriminated one from -

where is the conductivity, so that another by Maxwell current measurements if the

f current in the channel under the cloud is
Q - 3 Ic (6 Ia ). ds (4) measured.

s While the Maxwell currents provide the best
_____measurement from which the currents into the

Now if 6/a T is the weighted average active centers can be determined, electric field
relaxation time constant of the atmosphere over measurements may be easier to make around the

*a surface surrounding the charge Q, then cloud, and the ratio of cloud-to-ground strokes
integrating equation (1) over such a surface to top-to-bottom charge transfer is one of the
gives, with equations (2), (3), and (4), more simple measurements to make.

Figure 2 shows the potential contours for

1I, + Icv )+ + IL () six ratios of the current Ip below the cloud to 0
2 t 1  Ic in the cloud. The model simulations are at
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times when electrical breakdown was occurring at carriers of different transport properties and a
the lover charge center. It is apparent that force field which can cause them to be moved in
only in the cases where Ip/IC was either a manner that will produce the divergence in the
approximately zero or one are the electric current system at the active centers.
fields below the lower charge center comparable The difference of the polarities of the

* in intensity to those in the cloud. In cases positive and negative charges alone is
when the magnitude of the current into the lower sufficient to cause relative motion between them

* active center is small, the electric fields in electric or magnetic fields. Motion of
* below the cloud would be small, and cloud- charge carriers in magnetic fields is the major

to-ground strokes very difficult to produce. system used in the commercial generation of
The electric fields and charge electricity; however, the magnetic field of the

distributions in a thunderstorm are, in general, earth and the wind velocities in a thundercloud
very complex. When currents cross conductivity are too small to make a sensible contribution to
gradients, such as exist at the boundary of a the electric field. In cases when a current
cloud, dynamic charge distributions arise to flows across a conductivity gradient, the
maintain the Maxwell current. The normal electric field changes and a space charge layer
component of the Maxwell current JM is is established. In the limiting case the stxn of
continuous across a conductivity gradient. In the potentials across all of the shielding
the simple static case JM = J0, layers in series cannot exceed the potential of

the major charge center causing the Maxwell
2 current system in the first place, so such

* Pv dx =6 JC 1/0'2 - l/ul) (7) shielding layers are not generally of primary

I importance.
The convection field around a thunderstorm

where, is inwards and upwards, and so ions from the

Pv is the charge density in the boundary layer. shielding layer at the ground are convected into
Though these so-called "shielding layers" the cloud. This has been proposed by Grenet
greatly affect the electric fields, their [1947] and Vonnegut [1953] as a cloud

* influence on the the streamline pattern of the electrification mechanism. Initially there is a
Maxwell currents is likely to be minimal as long iivergence of the current at the front of the
as the voltage across them is small compared to ciumn that will charge the cloud as it enters
the cloud-to-ground voltage. They do produce it. Subsequently the rate of charging depends
layers of negative charge at the cloud surface on the interactions of the charged particles
where the conduction current is outwards and with the cloud. If they merely recombine with
layers of positive charge where the current is charged particles of opposite sign at the top of
inwards because the conductivity is lower inside the cloud, a conduction current will be set up

* than outside the cloud. A second region where that will continue the convection current, and
there is a conductivity gradient is at the no current divergence may result. If, however,
earth's surface where a layer of sh-elding they diffuse across a shear gradient and charge
charge extends above the ground for a few exchange with particles of different

hundred meters below the cloud. Notable among velocity, then charge buildup can occur.
recent studies of the layer is the theoretical The convective field around a thundercloud
work of Willett [1979] and the measurements of is complicated, and large shear gradients occur
Standler and Winn [1979], Standler [1980], Winn associated with gradients in particles of
et al. [1983], and Chauzy and Raizonville [1983]. different masses, mobilities, and electron
Figure 3 shows the relations of these boundary affinities. The interaction of the current
charge layers to the Maxwell current systems and the conductivity gradients provides
streamlines. a source of charged ions, the wind system the

Any theory of cloud electrification must be energy to move them against the electric fields,
able to explain the location and magnitudes of and the regions of wind velocity shear the
the upper and lower regions of current opportunity to produce the current divergences.
divergence in the cloud. The shielding layers Precipitation mechanism provide
around the cloud and at the conductivity simultaneously for the charge separation and the
gradients caused by the exchange layer and current divergence. They rely on the
coronal ions are products of the major cloud precipitation particles being ionized with

* electrification systems and are secondary to predominantly one polarity. Because these
* them. particles are heavier than the ions carrying the

reversed polarity, they fall with respect to
THEORIES FOR ELECTRICAL GENERATION MECHANISMS them, creating a divergence in the current in

*It is apparent from the considerations in the region in which the heavy particles are
Section 2 that to produce active centers at ionized. If the precipitation particles fall to
which lightning activity can be initiated ground at a uniform velocity and with the same
requires the divergence of a current system. charge, then only one active charge center will

* This in turn requires the generation or result. If, however, as is more common, the
destruction of positive and negative charge velocity or the charge changes, other regions of
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current divergence and consequently other active these relations and assuming that 25% of the
regions are produced. In particular it appears charge is removed by each discharge would lead
that the current carried by the precipitation in to the conclusion that when the time between 1
the cloud is much larger in magnitude than that strokes was about 7 per minute, about 60 to 75%
below the cloud, and frequently of the reverse of the charge would flow in lightning
polarity. In this case the streamlines of the currents, resulting in an estimated generator
Maxwell current resemble those of Figure 1(c). current of 4 to 5 A. At the lower chi -ge rates

Thunderclouds contain large updrafts and the fraction of the charge that flows as
downdrafts, and it is important to remember that conduction currents is much larger an(, the
the rate of descent of the precipitation in uncertainty correspondingly larger. A rough
fixed coordinates may be very different from its estimate based on the abova figures leads to an
rate of descent with respect to the surrounding estimate of 5 to 10 times the charge lowered by
air. The electrical energy generation rate is lightning or about 1.5 to 3 A. This range of
given by the product of the current and the from 1.5 to 5 A seems to be quite consistent
voltage, i.e., it is related to the motion of with a number of model studies we have carried
the particles with respect to the earth. The out in attempts to reproduce current density
mechanical work being done on the particles is measurements above clouds such as those of Gish
dependent on the velocity with respect to the and Wait [1950] and Stergis et al. [1957], as
surrounding air and is greatly enhanced in the well as the Maxwell current measurements of
presence of updrafts. Krider and Musser [1982].

Without understanding the mechanism for
MAGNITUDES AND MECHANISMS producing the divergence of the current, much

Any explanation of the mechanisms of guesswork must be involved in estimating the
*thundercloud electrification must be based on an size of the region involved. Measurements in

*understanding of the magnitudes of the generator storms commonly show charge densities of the
*currents and of the regions in which the order of 10-8 Cm-3 , and total charges associated
*-divergences occur. Figure 4 shows the Maxwell with the storms discussed above are probably of

current streamlines for the charging current, a the order of 100 C to live an estimated volume
cloud-ground discharge, and a top-bottom of the order of 1010 mi. Considering the sizes
discharge. True Maxwell current measurements on of the clouds involved, the volume could
the ground from an adequate network should probably not be an order of magnitude larger
provide the required information, than this, though it would be difficult to rule

*A lower bound for the generator currents is out smaller estimates. We may take as
given by the rate of charge transport by reasonable lower bounds for the required charge
lightning. To this must be added the conduction separation rate 0.15 to 5 nCmC 3 s'l over this
and convection currents out of the active volume. For accurate comparisons current

*centers. There remains some uncertainty about density measurements coupled with in-situ
these because of the uncertainty about the sampling of the charge densities, particle
conductivity in the cloud and about the relation distributions and wind systems are required.
of the wind fields to the charge density For comparison purposes the microphysical models
distribution. Jacobson and Krider [1976] have of Tzur and Levin [1981] gave maximum rates of
described the charge transfer in a number of 0.6 nCm-3 s1l in warm clouds by the polarization
Florida thunderstorms derived from a network of charging of drops, and in a cold cloud model
23 field mills around the Kennedy Space Flight calculated maximum rates of .07 nCm-3 s1 l for the
Center. "Medium storms usually began with Workman-Reynolds effect and .06 nCm-3 s'l for
discharges occurring at a rate of about 1 per collisions between drops and ice.
minute for 10 to 20 minutes and the activity The maximum currents producible by
increased abruptly to about 7 discharges per convection mechanisms may be estimated by

*minute in a five minute interval." They found multiplying maximum measured charge densities by
that ground discharges usually neutralized 10-40 corresponding velocities and areas. Standler
C of negative charge, in agreement with similar and Winn [1979] have shown that the charge
studies at other locations around the world, densities in the space charge layer under

The above figures would give lower bounds similar thunderstorms to those described by
for the generator current ranging from about 0.3 Jacobson and Krider [1976] are of the order of I
to 3 A. Most of the charges were located from 6 nCm-3 . If we take a vertical velocity of 10
km to 9.5 km where the time constant of the ms -l over an area of 107 in2 , then the current
atmosphere outside the cloud is from 15 to 30 into the cloud could be as large as 0.1 A. As

*seconds based on the measurements of Kraakevik fair weather charge densities are considerably
[1958a,bI and Markson et al. [1981]. Nisbet smaller, convection currents prior to the
[1983] has discussed the relationship between buildup of charge in the storm are probably at
the ratio of the time between lightning least an order of magnitude smaller than this.
discharges to the electrical time constant at It does not seem that convection currents from

tthe charge height, tB/T, and the ratio of the the surface charge layer can make a major
generator current to the minimum currealt that contribution to the generator current in the
would just produce breakdown, IG/I,. Using active phase of a storm. Similar consicerations
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apply to other convection current systems that Jacobson, E. A., and E. P. Krider, 1976:
have been proposed involving shielding layers of Electrostatic field changes produced by
charge around the cloud. Florida lightning, J. Atmos. Sci., 33, 103-117.

A further problem with such mechanisms is Kraakevik, J. H., 1958: Electrical
the difficulty in producing the current density conduction and convection currents in the
divergence necessary to build up the charge and troposphere, Recent Advances in Atmospheric
electric field. Vonnegut et al. (1962] Electricity, 75-88.
conducted experiments in which a space charge Kraakevik, J. H., 1958: The Airborne
boundary layer of either sign could be produced Measurement of Atmospheric Conductivity, J.
below cumulus clouds. Their measurements Geophys. Res., 63, 161-169.
indicated that a major portion of the convection Krider, E. P., and J. A. Musser, 1982:
current entering the bottom of a cloud left as a Maxwell currents under thunderstorms, J.
conduction current at the top and that the Geophys. Res., 87, 11,171-11,176
charge density in the cloud did not build up Markson, R., J. Sedlacek, and C. W.
with time. These considerations do not, Fairall, 1981: Turbulent transport of electric
however, preclude the convection currents from charge in the marine atmospheric boundary layer, .
playing a role in initiating electrification. J. Geophys. Res., 86, 12,115-12,121.

Nisbet, J. S., 1983: A dynamic model of
CONCLUSIONS thundercloud electric fields, J. Atmos. Sci. 40,

Understanding the temporal behavior of 2855-2873.
different types of thunderstorms is crucial to Standler, R. B., and W. P. Winn, 1979:
being able to make predictions about their Effects of coronae on electric fields beneath
development. The measurement of the current thunderclouds, Q. J. R. Met. Soc., 105,
system on the ground and around the cloud is the 285-302.
key to this understanding. Standler, R. B., 1980: Estimation of

It has been shown that whereas the electric corona current beneath thunderclouds, J. Geophys.
field measurements are extremely sensitive to Res., 85, 4541-4544.
conductivity gradients and convective fields, Stergis, C. G., G. C. Rein, and T. Kangas,
the Maxwell current densities are continuous, 1957: Electric field measurements above
divergenceless, and little affected by shielding thunderstorms, J. Atmos. Terr. Phys., 1, 83-90.
layers at the earth. The generator current for Tzur, I., and Z. Levin, 1981: Ions and
storms where the time between lightning precipitation charging in warm and cold clouds
breakdowns is small compared with the electrical as simulated in one-dimensional time-dependent
time constant of the undisturbed atmosphere at models, J. Atmos Sci., 18, 2444-2461.

the height of the charge center can be estimated Vonnegut, B., 1953: Possible mechanism for
quite accurately from the charges transferred by the formation of thunderstorm electricity,
lightning. When the times between lightning Bull. Am. Met. Soc. 34, 378.
breakdowns are much longer, this procedure is Vonnegut, B., C. B. Moore, R. G. Semonin,
much less reliable; however, they can still be J. W 'BlZuock, D. W. Staggs, and W. E. Bradley,
calculated from Maxwell current measurements on 1962: Effect of atmospheric space charge on
the ground below the cloud. It is readily seen initial electrification of cumulus clouds, J.
that such current measurements place serious Geophys. Res., 67, 3909-3922.
restrictions on possible mechanisms for cloud Winn, W. P., R. B. Standler, C. B. Moore,
electrification. C. R. Holmes, and L. G. Byerley, 111, 1983:

Electric structure of New Mexico thunderstorms
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STATIC CHARGING OF DIFFERENT METALS BY ICE CRYSTALS

D-. .

.J. M. Caranti, *A. J. Illllngworth and 'S. J.Marsh
*Physics Department; UMIST, Manchesterr M60 1 QD, England

+IMAF, Cordoba, 5000, Argentina

* ABSTRACT

It Is known that aircraft usually charge negatively when they fly thrjugh clouds. We
report laboratory experiments which show that for speeds of up to 8Oms small Ice
particles charge most metal targets negatively, but that magnesium acquires a positive
charge. The charge transfer was found to be proportional to the Impact velocity and to

-the square of the size of the ice particle. It appears that the charging Is controlled by the
-work function of themetal.

C
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INTRODUCTION APPARATUS
AIRCRAFT GENERALLY ACQUIRE negative charge Water droplets in the size range 50-200pm
when they fly through clouds, as a result of the with a controllable charge (0 to 250fC) were pro-
triboelectric or frictional charging occurring when duced at the rate of about 1Hz by an Abbott and
water or ice particles in the cloud collide with the Cannon (6) droplet generator on top of the cold
aircraft surface. Effort in the past has been direct- room. Each droplet then froze slowly as it fell
ed towards characterising the currents expected in down a tube into the cold room and collided with a
different meteorological conditions, and then design- tenuous cloud of minute ice crystals, which was
ing an efficient method of discharging the aircraft. formed by cooling a short section of the tube. The
However, modern aircraft constructed fror- compo- time for the particle to pass between two induction
site materials may have different charging propert- rings placed just below the freezing section then
ies from conventional ones, and, furthermore, any enabled the terminal velocity of each particle to be
interference in modern digital control systems is determined, and hence the size estimated to better b

potentially more hazardous than for the traditional than l0pm. After falling a further 45cm, sufficient
analogue methods. for the 100pm particles to freeze completely and

Tanner (1) has reported current densities for reach thermal equilibrium, the particles were accel-
-2 -1aircraft to be in the range 50-100 pA.im -  for erated to speeds of up to 80ms- by compressed

cirrus clouds, 100-200 pA m -2 for stratocumulus, air. The compressed air was introduced at the peri-
phery of the tube between two co-axial cones with

and 300 pA m 2 for snow. Boulay and Laroche (2) an adjustable separation of about 1mm. This symm-
measured the current to probes covered with conduc- etric conic jet served to centre and to acceierate1  the small ice particles. The accelerated ice part-
ting paint on a Meteor aircraft flying aties then passed through a final induction ring be-
and confirmed these values. They estimated that fore hitting the target. The target was a cylinder
the overall capturing area of the aircraft was about 4mm in diameter and waseasilyremovable so that

8m 2 , and calculated the maximum charging current the charging properties of different materials could
to be 3mA, which compared well with the highest be investigated.
discharger current recorded of over 2mA. On only Separate amplifiers were placed as close as pos-
one occasion, in liquid precipitation near the ground, sible to both the induction rings and the target to
did they record positive current. In an investigation reduce microphonic and 50Hz pick up to the equiva-

* which extended to higher speeds, Nanevicz (3) also lent of less than 2fC. The amplifier outputs were

measured current in the range 100-200 pAm -2 , but, summed, recorded, and subsequently replayed andin addition, observed the ice crystal concentration, examined on a digital storage oscilloscope. Becausea t ion, oe crystal c r a l. the amplifier has a rise time of 3psecs but a long
At rach 1.2 he estimated that each ice crystal col- (100msec) decay time for any charge depositied on
lision transferred about 50pC, the value was slightly the target, it was possible to differentiate between

higher at 200ms, but at mach 1.9 the charge per the rapidly varying induced charges caused by appro-
interaction was reduced by about 50%. aching and departing charged particles, and the long

At an earlier conference (4) we suggested that 100msec exponential decay when charge was trans-
the charging occurring when ice crystals collided ferred to the target. Considerable information on
with metals depended upon the work function (or the nature of the interaction could be derived from
contact potential) of the metal and the ice. In that the shapes of the waveforms as shown in Figure 2.

laboratory study the velocities of up to 10ms -1

were unrealistically low, and it is not clear that the
same charging mechanism should operate at higher
velocities when cracking and fracturing of the ice DROPLU

may occur (5). / /I
We now report the results of an experiment in /

which ice particles of size from 50 to 100pm were C- 1( ',N
-1 7 RINC

accelerated to speeds between 10 and 80 ms and NG

the charge transfer measured when they collided with F E FLIFIEf
various metal targets. This particle size range is FALL

appropriate for crystals occurring naturally in clouds % I
which are responsible for most precipitation static. iN / At$ovU

Trinks and ter Haseborg (5) have carried out experi- F1R5E
7 ments with 20mm diameter ice projectiles to simu-

late the effect of hailstone charging. Such large _L.,EAr'.
particles were totally pulverised when they hit metal VJJ) N&

SECTION

targets at speeds in the range 35 to 1000 ms .

The targets acquired negative charges of up to 1OpC
per interaction, but the total number of these violent Fig.1. The apparatus for studying individual

collisions in a cloud should be low. collisions of ice particles with various
metal targets.
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In all cases the first pulse is the passage of the par- study. Figure 3a shows an event in which a 100pm
ticle through the induction ring with its initial label ice particle transferred + 7200fC to a magnesium tar-
charge, q." The start of the second excursion of get. From the l.5msec delay between the sensing

each waveform is the charge induced on the target of the initial charge (i of l60fC and the time to1 hit

as the particle approaches, and from the elapsed the target l2cm below, an impact speed of 80ms

time since the passage through the induction ring the was derived. The interaction in Figure 3b is similar

velocity of impact may be calculated. Subsequently, with the magnesium target receiving +880fC, but in

on actual collision a variety of waveforms are poss- this case the waveform is of the type shown in

ible transferring charge qt to the target as shown in Figure 2f, suggesting that the small ice particle has
bounced upstream and then been reaccelerated and

Figure 2 and described below: passed close to the target. At these high speeds

a) If the second pulse is smaller than the first, 6 qi b qq
then the particle has just missed the target, such

waveforms are of great help when trying to align
the apparatus. When the two pulses are equal there ____

is ambiguity; either the particle has passed very close d
to the target but just missed it, or it has collided C qi qt d q,
and separated but no charge has been transferred, _ qt
b) Either the particle has hit the target and stuck .

to it - a 'collection'; or it has collided, donated its _ __qtlf_ _ _

charge to the target, and then left carrying no charge e f 0'i
c) The particle has collided with and separated from
the target, transferring to the target an amount of
charge (qt) equal to a fraction of the initial charge
(qi) on the particle. LiiK qt 0

d) Positive charge (>qi) has been acquired by the
target.
e) Negative charge has been acquired by the target.
f) as for d), but after collision the ice particle has
rebounded upstream and then been accelerated and
passed close to the target within 'electrostatic range' Fig.2. A selection of the various possible wave-
inducing the blip superposed on the exponential decay. forms from the amplifiers. For explana
g) An extreme case of f) in which the particle has
rebounded upstream and then bounced a second time
on the ice target and transferred additional charge
during the second interaction.
h) Initially appears to be similar to a), but the pre-
sence of the third pulse confirms that the particle
has bounced upstream and then passed close to the
target; this cannot be a collection but must indicate
an interaction with zero charge transfer.

In examples f), g) and h) the rebounding and
subsequent sensing of the particle indicate a more
head-on collision, whereas the earlier waveforms
will tend to reflect a more equatorial or grazing . . . . .._,_,__._-_

interaction. There is an equivalent set of waveforms Fig.3o - Positive charging when a 100pr
for negative initial label charge. On occasion more ice particle hitsla magnesium
complex waveforms are observed which initially target at 80ms- . Horiz scale
appear to violate charge conservation, until it is l0msec per division, vert scale
realised that the partic!e must have bounced from 200 fC per division -100 C.
the target to the wall where it acquired a spurious
charge being sensed by the target amplifier a second
time. Such pulses were rejected.

RESULTS
The experiments were carried out with ice part-

icles made from distilled water having a conductivity

of less than 1.5 10-6 mho cm - , which is appropriate
for natural ice occurring in the atmosphere. In all
these studies the temperature was kept at -100 C.
Most metals were found to charge negatively, but one
important exception was magnesium which charged Fig.3b- Positive charging of magnesium
positively over the range of velocities covered in this target. Conditions and scales

as for 3a.
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the microphonic noise is equivalent to 30fC. Figure P
4a displays the charging of a nickel target 1y -250fC r.
when hit by a I 00pm ice particle at I Oms- , and
again in this example the particle bounces and subs-
equently passes near to the target. Typical charging r.
of a brass target covered with polyurethane paint is
shown in Figure 4b, in this case tje target receives
a charge of -400fC from a 60ms- interaction,
with microphonic noise now reduced to 15fC. On

'* this expanded time scale the shape of the induced
pulse as the particle approaches and leaves the target
is clearly visible, and from these slopes it is possible
to derive the velocities of approach and separation
and to examine the mechanics of the collision in
more detail. ,_J

. In both Figure 3 and 4 the Initial charge (q,) Fig.4a - Negative charging of a nickel target
I at )Oms- by a 100pm ice particle,

is a small fraction of the total charge transferred ali'" at -I0°C. Horiz scale 20rnsec per,-

(qt) to the target. A series of preliminary experi- division, vert lO0fC per division.
ments with much larger initial charges confirmed
that q, was not affecting the charge transferred to

the target, and that qi could be regarded as an
identifier 'label'. It appears that in the short time

available, the initial charge carried by the small
ice particle is not able to migrate along the surface
of the ice to the area of contact of the ice and
metal, where it could affect the charoe transfer.
This is in accordance with our knowledge of the
surface conductivity of ice (7); however, to minimise
any possibility of interference the initial charge was
kept to the smallest value which still allowed the
particle to be identified as it passed through the
induction ring, and permit definite confirmation of Flg.4b - Negative charging of brass coveted
genuine events. Any charge transfers which were with polyurethane paint. 60ms-
not preceded by the correct label at the correct time Horlz scale 2msec per division,
before contact with the target were probably due to vi
spurious dust particles or extraneous ice particles, vert scale 200fC per division.

and were excluded from the analysis. In this way
unambiguous waveforms as displayed in Figures 3 and
4 predominated, and problematic waveforms of the
type shown in Figure 2 a,b,c, and h with their attend- CHARGE ifC.
ant difficulties of interpretation were avoided. x

When histograms of the charge transfers for +800
many events under a given set of conditions were
plotted, they showed the same general features found "600
for low speed ice-metal collisions reported previously
(8); the distribution was skew with a tail of large tra- x
nsfers having magnitudes twice or three times the
mean. The shapes of these histograms suggest that
there is some random process in the charge transfer
process itself, and that although the calculated stan- 20 . 40 . 60 . 8
dard deviations for the charge transfer was usually 20OCT 4M/SI
about half the mean value, the expectation value for
the transfer was fairly well defined when 40 events
were taken together. 0

Figure 5 shows a plot of the average charge
transfer for ice impacting upon magnesium and 40
nickel targets as a function of velocity. Before each
run both targets were freshly polished. There was A _

some evidence of changes in magnitude of up to 50% Fig.5 - The charge transferred to magnesium
as the magnesium target aged, but this ageing did not (X) and nickel (0) targets as a function
affect the sign of the transfers. The trend from the of velocity by 100pm ice particles
Figure is quite clear, with an approximately linear at -100C.
Increase with velocity for the positive charging of
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the magnesium and for the negative charging of the clearly observable charging events when the crystals
nickel. With the compressed air available it was diff- hit the target. Such events were not preceded by a
icult to atlruin velocities of lO~ms - 1

, but from a urn- recognisable label and so, because of the unknown
ited amount of data the increase in charge with vel- size of the ice crystal, were not included in the

* ocity appeared to extend to thishigher speed, analysis, however, the crystals always gave the same
. In order to examine the effect of size on the sign of charging as the controlled ice spheres. The

charge transfer a series of experiments was perform- low work function magnesium charged positively

ed using ice particles in the size range 75 to 220 pm and the nickel acquired negative charge.

and a nickel target. For some of the interactions
with the largest particles positive charging was found, CONCLUSION
and these events were often accompanied by complex The charging of metal targets by small ice par-
waveforms of which Figure 6 is a typical example. tides increases ]ineafly with velocity for speeds of
From this Figure it seems that there is bouncing and up to at least 80ms , and is approximately pro-
break up into three fragments which subseuqently portional to the square of the particle size for sph-
pass close to the target; one or more of the frag- eres of diameter up to 200pm. Gaskell and
ments may have received additional charge from a Illingworth (9) found a similar dependence for ice-
rebound off the walls of the tube. It appears that ice c qlisions at much lower speeds of less than
although the 45cm long free fall section of tube is l2ms , and observed that these results implied that
long enough for complete freezing of the 100pm the charge transfer was proportional to the contact
particles, because of the mass increase and greater area (A) predicted by elastic collision theory to vary
terminal velocity, the 200pm particles are only par- as 4/5 2 ]
tially frozen and so are likely to disintegrate when A a v r
hitting the target.

Figure 7 displays the average charge transfer as a where v is the velocity and r the radius c.f the small
function of the square of the size of t.e ice particles particle. Work on collisions below lOms (8) hasfor collision velocities of 10 and 6oms- . Data for shown that the charge transfer depends upon thesie ao vel0mtae ot be nc beca of work function of the metal, and if the work functionsizes above 200pam have not been included because of (or contact potential) difference between the metal
the fr .9nmentation problems discussed above. For the (or contact potential) difference betweenrtheometal
10ms- runwith 183pm particles about one third of and the ice is V, then the charge transfer should be
the events resulted in ,ositive charge transfer with given by
an average value of + 3fC, but only the two thirds
which gave simple waveforms with negative charging q - CV (2)
have been included in the analysis. No positive even- where C is the capacitance as the small particle sep-
ts were observed for the other pointslshown on the arates from the target and is proportional to the con-
graph. For the experiments at 60ms the compress- tact area A in equation 1. The positive charging
ed air was interfering with the droplet generator and observed at the higher speeds in this paper by magne-

* so some difficulty was experienced in keeping the sium and barium oxide targets, and the negative
droplet size constant and is responsible for the inc- charging for other targets with larger work functions
reased scatter. For both velocities, it is clear that indicate that the differences in contact potential
the average charge transfer is increasing with velo- are controlling the charge transfer at these higher .
city, and there is strong evidence for a square law speeds.
dependence. A short experiment usipg 130pm Partially frozen and liquid drops appear to char-
supercooled liquid droplets at 60ms with a nickel ge targets positively; positive charging by splashing
target confirmed positive charging for non-frozen water drops at much lower speeds has been explained
particles with an average trarisfer of +120fC. in terms of the disruption of the electric double layer

Experiments (8) at lOins have shown a good (10).
correlation of charge transfer with the work function The negalive charging found in this study with
of the metal, but we have not yet completed a most common metals and paint covered targets is
comprehensive study at the high speeds. However, consistent with the negative charging observed with
- torget of barium oxide, which has a low work func- aircraft. Direct quantitative comparison of the lab-
ion charged consistently positively at high speeds. oratory studies with aircraft measurement invoives

Other materials including aluminium, carbon and sil- an assumption of the typical size and concentration
ver chprged negatively. When 100pm particles at of ice particles in clouds. The charge per interac-
6ms and a target of brass covered with poly- tion for a 100 lm particle has been found to be about
urethane paint were used, an average transfer of -1pC at 80ms . From our derived velocity and size
-670fC was measured, a teflon covered target re- dependencr this would suggest that a 200pm particle
su!ied in an average value of -500fC, and a target at 200ms- would charge a target by about -lOpC.
covered with smooth ice also charged negatively If the concentration was )00 per liter then the current
but to a lesser degree. would be about 200pa m , in agreement with most

The ice crystals occurring in the atmosphere densities reviewed in the introduction. Boulay and
are vapour grown and have different shape and mom- Laroche (2) recorded one occasion of positive charg-
entum from the spherical particles used in this ex- ing in rain, which is compatible with our findings
periment. At the start of each experiment a cloud with liquid drops. Nanevicz (3) found a charge per
of minute ice crystals would form in the cooled sec- crystal of about -50pC at much higher velocities.
tion of the free fall tube, and this cloud would per- It would be of interest to fly magnesium probes to
sist for a few minutes, and give rise to occasional see if they charged positively.
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We plan to continue this work extending the
interactions to higher speeds, and also to investi- .
gate the properties of other materials. At present

*. some targets charge positively and others negative-
ly, alloys may exist which give zero charging. Such
materials would appear to minimise any static char- - ____

ging to aircraft.
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LIGHTNING TESTS OF PERSHING 11
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ABSTRACT

Lightning tests have been carried out on the Pershing 11 system. The tests were
performed on full scale hardware consisting of the erector launcher, tractor, a nont-
fueled missile, the Platoon Control Central, and the interconnecting cables. Hardware
availability limitations did not allow for testing of a full platoon as it could not be
deployed. This does not invalidate the results, hovever, in that the lightning hazard

* is quite localized, especially for a direct strike.

Two types of tests were accomplished: nearby lightning and direct strike. The
objective of the tests was to determine if the lightning effects requirements on the
missile were met. These requirements are that in no case should lightning cause a

*nuclear incident, and that the system should be able to operate and fulfill its mission
after a nearby strike. The tests showed that these requirements are met with safety

*margins which exceeded 30 dB. Tests were done while the missile system was fully
powered in the "hot hold" mode and also while the system was unpowered. Measurements
were made of internal voltages and cable currents.

Tests were accomplished with current waveforms whose peak values of current and
the current time derivative exceeded those which are commonly used to characterize
natural lightning in a worst case sense. However, because the test waveshapes differed
in some respects from natural lightning, some of the internal measurements were
extrapolated to worst case lightning environments by computerized Fourier analysis
techniques.

In addition to the system level tests, Bruceton teats to determine fire/so fire
characteristics of exploding bridge wires and hot wire initiators were conducted.
These were then compared to measured and extrapolated voltages in order to determine no
fire margins.
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LIGHTNING ENVIRONMENT AND SURVIVABILITY

REQUIREMENTS

IN ORDER TO carry out a test program, the values of dE/dt range from 5 x 10 to 80 x 10'
lightning parameters must be specified. V/m/sec, with a mean of about 30 x 10' V/m/sec.

Therefore, the most recently published lightning Field levels on the order of 10 V/m are measured h

measurements and statistics were first reviewed [5]. If this value is extrapolated back to lOim
and utilized to characterize the natural we obtain maximum rates of change of 7.5 x loft

lightning environment. Since Pershing II is a V/m/sec. There are no known measurements at
tactical, ground-based system, only cloud to close range of the electric field; however, the
ground lightning data (which tend to be the most coupling to the missile is mostly proportional

severe) have been considered. Both direct to dE/dt, so a value of 7.5 x 10 o V/m/sec was
strike currents and electromagnetic fields used as that characteristic of natural f
produced by nearby strikes have been considered lightning.
in the test program. It is noted that the Frequency Spectra - Frequency domain data
channel current environment presented here is combines the rates of rise, peaks, and total
that obtained by direct measurements, and are energies into a single plot. Therefore, they
not those inferred from remote electromagnetic are quite useful in characterizing the lightning
field measurements. threat. Figures 3 and 4 show the most recent

The lightning parameters chosen to and reliable measured spectra for return stroke
characterize the threat are: maximum current currents and nearby radiated electric fields for
rise rate, peak current, and the magnetic and natural lightning. The current spectrum is due

electric fields. The frequency domain spectra to Berger [1] and the electric field spectra to
of the current and fields are also presented. Serhan et.al., [6] and Weidman et.al., [7].

Current Rate of Rise - Measurements showing The electric field data has been adjusted to a
the highest rate of rise of current in the range of 15 meters from measurements taken in
return stroke are given by Berger [I]*. the range 15 to 17 km utilizing a I/R
Berger's data indicates a moderate threat level relationship. This will cause errors at low
of 50 kA/us, exceeded 35% of the time, and a frequencies, but will be correct at the high
severe threat level of 200 kA/us exceeded only frequencies where coupling is most important.
1Z of the time. These data are somewhat higher THE DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR LIGHTNING -

than the figures reported earlier by Cianos and Since the Pershing II (PII) system must meet
Pierce [2]. Figure I shows Berger's design requirements for a severe threat, only
statistical results with the threat levels the severe threat lightning parameters are given
indicated, here. These parameters are obtained from [8]
*Numbers in brackets designate References at end and were derived primarily from data reported in

of paper. Cianos and Pierce [2]. The lightning strike
Peak Current - Peak return stroke currents model consists of three return strokes given by:

have been measured and statistics tabulated by
Berger 111, Cianos and Pierce [2], Popolansky (1) Initial Stroke:
[3], and Garbagnati and Zopipard [4]. Good

-at 8t -yt -Strepresentation of measured data is given by (t) = I [e-  - e ] + I [e - e" J
Popolansky, and is shown in Figure 2. The 0 r
moderate threat level of 20 kA peak is exceeded
60% of the time and the severe threat level of
200 kA peak is exceeded 1% of the time.

Magnetic Fields - The Pershing It is where I. Z 206 kA

supposed to withstand a strike 10 m away without 9 kA
system failure. The magnetic fields for natural r

lightning are assumed to be given by a 1.7 x 104 sec-1

H = 1/2Kr6 = 3.5 x 106 sec -

which means that severe magnetic fields of 3185 -3 -I
A/m and rates of change of 3.2 x 10 A/m/s can Y sec
be expected. 6 = 104 sec- 1..

Electric Fields - Time domain electric
fields have been measured at various distances (2) Second Stroke:
(1-200 km) from lightning channels. The

electric field consists of three parts: the Same as the first except 1 = 103 kA and
induction field, static field, and the radiation the time delay is 60 milliseconds from the first "'
field, which vary inversely with distance r stroke.

according to r3 , r 2, and r, respectively. The
time rate of change is largest for the radiation (3) Third Stroke:
field, which is the only component measured at I
large distances. At a distance of 100 km, (t)e' e + 400 (.120 ' t f.500)

2.-,.



Here the intermediate current component (I) difference method. The comparison current
included in the first and second stroke is re- waveforms and spectra generated from the 3D
placed by a 400 amp continuing current to 500 analysis are shown in Figures 16 through 18.
milliseconds. The computer model discussed by Perala et. al.

The time history of this lightning current (9] was adjusted slightly to match the actual
modl i sownin igre an asumaryofthe parameters and configuration utilized in the

parameters is included in Table 1. tests. Direct comparison of the corresponding
Spectra associated with the specified re- figures demonstrates a high degree of

turn stroke current and with the nearby electric similarity, both in magnitude, and form. The
and magnetic fields are shown in Figures 6 and only significant difference in the waveforms is
7. Figure 6 is the Fourier Transform of the the 1 MHz spike that exists in the numerical
double exponential waveform of Figure 5. The solution for the direct strike (Figure 18).
electric field spectrum of Figure 7 was taken This frequency corresponds to the peaking
directly from the design environment specifica- capacitor/down conductor resonance. This b

tions and the model utilized to generate it is resonance is not so prominent in the actual test
unknown, facility waveforms.

From the electric field spectrum of Figure COMPARISON OF TEST WAVEFORMS, DESIGN SPECI-
7, one can infer a time domain waveform whose FICATIONS, AND NATURAL LIGHTNING - A final item
transform matches that of Figure 7: to be considered is the adequacy of the tests in

meeting the test requirements. This is beat
E(t) = 12.6 x 10 (u(t) + e- 1.26 x1 t cos(6.28 x 103t0) shown by comparing the appropriate frequency

spec tra.

This is observed to consist of a step function The comparison for the current waveform is
of about 10 ky/in plus a damped sinusoid having a shown in Figure 19. It is noted that the test
derivative of 8 x 10 V/m/sec. It is unclear waveform significantly exceeds the specification
how this can relate to a real environment, be- in certain cases, and at some frequencies is
cause the static field is surely much more than less than the specifications.
that and the radiation field (the component A comparison of the measured electric field
having the large dE/dt) surely does not have the at 15 meters and the design specification
shape of a damped sinusoid. Therefore it does electric field at 10 meters is shown in Figure
not seem prudent to consider this a realistic 20. Note that the measured field is greater
threat environment. than the design specification at all frequencies

*THE TEST WAVEFORMS - During the lightning above about 100 kHz. The low frequency content
program two basic waveforms were utilized to of the measured field is not shown because of

* simulate the electrical stress on the missile the short data record length as discussed
systems. A 150 kilohertz damped sinewave pro- previously.
vided the high rate of current rise (up to 3 x The important time domain parameters for
10 Amps/sec) and a 15 kilohertz damped sinusoid the various lightning environments are given in
was used to meet the high current requirements Table 2. It is observed that both the peak
(up to 250 kAmps). Figure 8 and 9 show the current and the peak dI/dt for the tests exceed

* initial cycles of the higher frequency current those for natural lightning. The dE/dt for the
waveforms. The nearby strike waveform is given tests is less than for natural lightning because
in Figure 8 and the direct strike waveform in of the difference in peak current. If dE/dt for
Figure 9. There is a slight difference in the the test were scaled by the ratio of currents it
two because of the differences in the down- would increase to 13.5 x 10 volt/n sec, almost
current path. The direct strike has a higher double that for natural lightning.
peak current and a slightly higher rate of rise. PERSHING II SURVIVABILITY REQUIREMENTS -

The corresponding frequency spectra of the two Pershing II has different requirements for
current waveforms are given in Figures 10 and nearby and attached lightning.
11. It is required to survive and operate after

The high peak current waveform is shown in a nearby strike 10 m away from the missile.
Figure 12 with its frequency spectrum given in This means that no systems can be permanently

* Figure 13. The spectrum is typical of a damped damaged such that the missile could not perform
sinusoid. its mission after a nearby strike.

The measured electric field 15 meters from The missile is not required to survive an
the simulated nearby strike is given in Figure attached strike; however, no nuclear incident is
14 and its spectrum is given in Figure 15. Note to result from an attached strike. Practically
that the measurement is only of the early part speaking, this means that none of the Exploding

* of the waveform, and because of that the low Bridge Wires are allowed to detonate, although
frequency spectrum is in error. The high the hot wire devices can detonate without
frequency part is limited by the digitization causing an incident.
interval of the manual digitization of the
oscilloscope photograph. P11 LIGHTNING TESTS

It is of interest to compare the measured
test waveforms with those generated in an FEIST CONFIGURATION - Two test config-
analytical study (9] utilizing a 3D finite uration, were utilized in the PII lightning
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tests; one configuration for direct strike tests Since it is most difficult to produce a single
and one for nearby strike tests. The configura- test current that has a total spectral content %
tion for direct strike is shown in Figure 21. equal to that of natural lightning, the direct
Plan views for both tests are shown in Figure strike tests were conducted with a low frequency :e
22, giving details on the location of the major waveform separate from the higher frequency
components. waveforms that produced the required rate of

Measurements were made at the critical test change of current. This is standard practice
points in the missile electronics systems. for lightning tests and meets test requirements

as INSTRUMENTATION - The test instrumentation because the points of entry that respond to the
wsset up assonin Figure 23. Four high rate of current rise do not respond to the

channels were available for each shot. One of low frequency components and vice-versa. The
these channels was dedicated to recording the test program was designed to meet the natural C
injection current waveform. lightning rates of rise, peak currents and total

The critical test points were measured energy content by combining the various results.
utilized a voltage probe consisting of a 1000 EXTRAPOLATION TO THREAT LEVELS - The double
ohm resistor and a 50 coaxial line as shown in exponential current waveform utilized for the
detail A of Figure 23. This arrangement gives a design threat has a peak dI/dt of approximately
voltage division of 21. Each test circuit was 7 x 10 amp/sec. This rate is 2.3 to 2.5 times
measured and corrected for any variations in the peak rate attained during the tests. There-
this voltage division. The three bulk cable fore, it is of interest to try and predict the
currents in the warhead were sampled utilizing test point voltages which would occur if the
Solar Electronics Model 0741-1 current probes vehicle were subjected to the exaggerated
having a transfer impedance of 0.63 ohms and a threat. Two test points were chosen for the

*flat frequency response over the range 10 kHz - analysis; one EBW circuit and one hot wire
30 MHz. squib. These test points were chosen because

The instrumentation rationale utilized is they produced the highest response during the
based upon the fact that the critical parameter earlier tests.
for safety is the common mode voltage induced on The analysis procedure utilized was to
the squib or detonator circuits. Thus, only one compute the test current-to-circuit voltage

*wire of the shielded twisted pairs were measured transfer function, multiply this result by the
although the other wire was measured for several Fourier transform of the new threat current
test points with little difference noted, waveform, and then compute the inverse transform

For the nearby strike tests, electric and of the result. The end product of this process
*magnetic field measurements were made 1 meter yields the extrapolated time domain voltage at

from the missile and at ranges of 10, 15 and 20 the test point, i.e.
meters from the current channel (down elec- ttrode). The magnetic fields were measured V V.(t) eJ-tdt
utilizing a shorted loop with a current probe as ZJo
in Figure 24(a). The electric fields were H(w)

*sampled with a parallel plate capacitance probe (t) e- itdt
as shown in Figure 24(b). Calibration of the H- Jte
field probe is,an 

( ) w I ej t d
H 44 V amp/rn p 0 p

and for the E-field probe, where

E - 1.54 x 10 V V.,n,= time domain voltage measurement
VV = time donain extrapolated voltage

where V is the output voltage of the probe. Ite =time donain test current
*DATA ACQUISITION - A total of 170 test1-,=tmdoan(pcfain)ure.

shots were fired during the lightning test I~=tm oan(pcfcto)cret
program. Seventy of these shots were direct The original test point voltage measurements are

*strikes to the missile. The tests were grouped shown in Figure 25. Figure 26 shows the
into 5 categories as follows: frequency domain transfer function for the test

point and Figure 27 gives the transfer function.
*1. Nearby Strikes The inverse transforms are shown in Figure 28.

Some words regarding the transfer functions
2. Direct Strikes, Low Level of Figures 26 and 27 should be added. The most

obvious feature is the low frequency value. One
3. Direct Strikes, Low Level, Low Frequency would expect that the voltages would relate to

di/dt, but it is a constant in the figures. The
4. Direct Strikes, High dl/dt reasons for this are clear.&

First, the amplitude digitization error is
5. Direct Strikes, Low dl/dt, High Peak significant and limits the dynamic range of the

Current data. Although the time domain functions were
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recorded on a 79l2AD digitizer, there were so Briefly, the method involves changing the
* many drop outs that this data was of limited stress on a specimen (electrical, mechanical or

value. The curves were therefore digitized otherwise) by a finite increment after each "

* manually. Because of this, the amplitude can specimen has been tested. The stress is
* only be resolved to within about one trace width increased if the specimen does not explode, or
* (line width), which means that the error in decreased if the specimen does explode. This

amplitude resolution is a few percent, which test. procedure insures that many tests will be
results in a dynamic range of between 30 and 40 made near the median stress level and is more
dB. It should also be pointed out that even for efficient than standard methods in that a given

* an 8 bit digitizer (256 amplitude increments if degree of accuracy can be obtained with fewer
the measurement is full scale), the dynamic observations.

* range is only about 48 dB. Thus, it is possible
-to have a DC (or low frequency) offset of 1/2 of Exploding Bridge Wire Tests - The test set-(
* an amplitude increment. Practically speaking, up for the differential-mode EBW tests is shown

this means that the DC (or low frequency) value in Figure 29. The circuit components were
of the Fourier transform (which is simply the chosen to give an approximate I x 50 usec pulse

-time integral) of a measured voltage or current to the device. The test level was varied by
cannot be resolved within the accuracy of the controlling the charge voltage on the capacitor.
dynamic range, which is on the order of 30-40 Since the EBW's varied somewhat in impedance,

* dB. Because the DC levels of Figures 26 and 27 the test current steps were not equal as
are between 50 dB and 20 dB below the peak required for the Bruceton analysis. Therefore,
values, one must not assume that they are the data were reorganized into equal current

* correct. steps in order that a firing current analysis be
Secondly, additional low frequency errors done.

* also occur because the record length of the
measured data is limited, and the response was Common Mode Tests - The Bruceton tests-
analytically continued to zero with a damped discussed above were done for the differential -

sinusoid. Even though the late time measure- or normal firing mode for the devices. However,
ments indicated a damped sinusoidal behavior, the signal coupled to the devices as the result
the analytic continuation will introduce some of a lightning strike would be mostly common

*low frequency error. Thus the extrapolated mode. Thus, common mode tests were run on a
measurements cannot be expected to be accurate large sample of both hot wire and EBW devices to
at late times, but they should be rather determine, if possible, the common mode voltage
accurate for thle early time portions indicated and current required to fire the devices.

*in Figure 28.
if it assumed that the extrapolated COMMON MODE TEST CONCLUSIONS - Since only

*voltages are correct, one needs to determine the one device from a total specimen sample of 52
*implication relative to lightning hardness, was actually detonated in the common mode and

First, consider thle EBW. The extrapolated peak pin to case tests, a Bruceton type analysis of
voltage is 4620 volts, which according to the the data was not considered to be justified.
common mode tests would flash-over to the case. However, the commlon mode tests demonstrated
Since this circuit has a resistance of 500 Ohms clearly that the common mode electrical current
to ground, the maximum flash-over current would required to fire the squibs is considerable,
be 9 amps. This is 42 dB3 below thle level that For the EBW's, there is at least a 60 dB margin
could fire the device according to the tests. between the flash-over current required to fire
The extrapolated voltage on the hot wire device a device and the maximum common mode current

*is 3735 volts. This voltage would also cause likely to be coupled to the device by a direct
this device to- flash-over externally. With a lightning strike. Similarly there is more than

*resistance to groud of 20 Ohms, the flash-over a 55 dB margin between the maximum common mode
would produce a maximum common mode current of test current impressed on the hot wire devices
186 amps. However, these units were tested to a (without any detonation) and thle maximum current
current of 15,000 amps without detonations. The expected to be coupled to these circuits by a
margin of safety is 38 dB even for the design nearby lightning strike. These conclusions are

*specification current waveform which has a dI/dt based upon the common mode voltages and
more than a factor of 2 higher than a severe res istances measured on the squib circuits
lightning stroke predicated by measurement during the P11 lightning tests.
statistics. it is conceivable, on the other hand, that

a severe threat, direct strike to the missile
*TESTS OF INITIATOR OEVLCF- could fire one of the hot wire squibs.

During the lightning tests, measurements on
* TRI completed a series of tests on both several of the hot wire squib currents indicate

the explodiig bridge wire (EBW) and the hot wire that a differential mode current in excess of 20
ordnance devices. The test procedure utilized amps could be attained with a full threat,
has come to be known as thle "Bruceton" test, and direct strike of 200 kA. Thle observed firing of
was developed by th)e Ex plIos iv e Research a gas bottle squib during the direct strike
Laboratory at Bruceton, Pennsvlvanii (101. tests confirm this conclusion.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS First and Subsequent Return Strokes in the 1-
200 km Range," Radio Science, 1980.

Extrapolation of the test results to theI design tracurniniaethteven une 7 eidmn, C. D., E. P. Krider, and M. A. '

this extreme lightning test environment the Uman, "Lightning Amplitude Spectra in the
" safety margin exceeds 30 dB for the hot wire Interval from 100 kHz to 20 MMz," Geophys.

squibs and exceeds 40 dB for the EBW's for a Res. Lett., Vol. 8, pp. 931-934, 1981. '

nearby lightning strike.
In sumary, the tests of the electrically 8. "PIm Lightning Analysis," Martin

operational Pershing II (with propellant Marietta Analysis Report 1401000-001, May
removed) showed that no firing occurred in the 11, 1981.
warhead or rocket motor igniter which is in
conformance with the requirements for nuclear 9. Perala, R. A., P. M. McKenna, C. C. r.
safety. The tests also showed that no EBW or Easterbrook, and T. H. Rudolph,
hot wire squib ignition occurred from nearby "Implementation of a Distributed Peaking
lightning strikes (10 meters) with current rates Capacitor with a Marx Generator for
of rise of 2 x 10 amperes per second, Increasing Lightning Test Current Rise
although, non-safety critical squibs (gas bottle Rates and Electric Field Excitation," Electro

and gas generator) ignition did occur during the Magnetic Applications, Inc. Report EKA-83- .

direct strike tests. Analyses of the test data R-40, October 1983.
also indicated that firing some hot wire squibs
was a possibility for high level, direct 10. "Statistical Analysis for a New -

strikes. However, firing of non-critical squibs Procedure in Sensitivity Experiments," A report
by a direct strike is acceptable within the submitted to the Applied Mathematics Panel,
Pershing II requirements. National Defense Research Comittee by the

The final conclusions relating to the Statistical Research Group, Princeton
Pershing II requirements are as follows: University.

1. Nuclear safety is assured for the
Pershing II for all lightning threats with a
safety margin of better than 40 dB.

2. The Pershing II system will remain
operational following a nearby lightning strike
at 10 meters with a safety margin better than 30
dB.
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Table I

P11 Pershing Direct. Strike Lightning Model [8]

Intermediate
Return Strokes Current -

Model t
Time

Peak* Between Model -°

Stroke Current Charge Strokes Current, 1o  It Charge Continuing

Order (kA) (C) (ms) (kA) (kA) (C) Current

1 200 '12 206 9 8
.60

2 100 ' 6 103 9 8
3" 60 K

"3 100 , 6 103 0 0 Final Staget

Totals: Charge transferred a 200 C
Duration a 0.5 s

Action integral = 1.9 x 106 A
2-s

* The time history for all strokes Is defined by Eq. (1). with

1.7 x 104 s
-1 

and a- 3.5 x 1o6 s-1. The time to peak current is
1.5 es for all strokes. The time to half-value is 40 Ps for all strokes.

t The time history for all intermediate currents is defined by Eq. (3)

with r, 103 5-1 and a- .o 10 -
1
.

f Final-stage continuing current - A; duration * 400 ms; charge

transfer 160 C.

Table 2 Comparison of Time Domain Parameters for Tests,
Design Spec., and Measured Lightning

Condition Peak Current Peak dl/dt Near Field dE/dt

Test 34 kA 3.0 x l0
II 

Amp/sec 2.3 x 10 V/m/s
High dl/dt

Test 250 kA 2.5 x 1010 Amp/sec n/a

High Current

Design 200 kA 7.2 x 10l Amp/soc x 10 V/m/s

Specification

Measured Lightning

Severe Thredt 200 kA 2.0 x l011Amp/sec 7.5 x 1011 V/m/s
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ELECTRICAL SAFETY EVALUATION OF A HELICOPTER
STATIC CHARGE GROUNDING WAND

J. L. Dawson
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Maryland

ABSTRACT

The Electronic Systems Branch, Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)
* Section of the Naval Air Test Center, was directed to test a Helicopter

* - Static Charge Grounding Wand designed by the Rotary Wing Aircraft Test
Directorate (RWATD) to determine its Electrostatic Discharge (ESD)
capabilities and to evaluate the electrical safety aspects of the design.
This particular discharging wand was designed to standardize the discharge
wands currently used in the Fleet and in the Marine Corps. Presently each
activity manufactures their own wands using guidelines presented by the
Navy and, unfortunately, incidents arise throughout the year where ground
handlers are being electrically shocked, either by improper use of their
wands or through poor wand design. Several tests were employed using an
ESD simulator designed to duplicate the static discharging of a large
helicopter. The simulator is capable of variable capacitance with a
maximum delivered voltage of 336 Ky. Tests were conducted to evaluate all
phases of he licop ter /ground handling crew interfacing with emphasis not
placed on proper handling of the wand or use of the wand with ideal grounds
(less than 100 ohms), but rather with the expected and sometimes unexpected
misuses of the wand. Tests were also conducted to determine the
effectiveness of a supplied grounding stake in areas of differing ground
potentials (i.e., grassed sod, dry/wet sand, etc.). Test results are
presented which shows that the wand, when used in the proper manner and
when attached to an ideal ground, is relatively safe and adequate for
discharging large helicopters. However, the design tends to be dangerous
when less than ideal grounds are utilized (i.e., rusty metal, corrosion,
painted surfaces, frayed ground wire, dry or wet sand, etc.). The wand is
also dangerous if not used properly (i.e., improper hand placement, contact
with the ground wire, non-continuous contact with the aircraft, etc.). The
wand also allows arcing to occur which is a hazard to fuel and ordnance.
In the process of summarizing the results presented, several possible
solutions to the various problems are suggested. It is strongly
recommended that whatever design is chosen for a Helicopter Static Charge
Grounding Wand, that all handlers receive extensive training in its proper
use and safety.
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DISCUSSION During the test, it became evident that
AN ELECTRICAL SAFETY evaluation was meaningful quantitative measurements of

conducted on a Helicopter Static Charge voltages across the resistive load RI  -
Grounding Wand; depicted in Fig. 1. The (simulated wand handler) would be
wand was similar to the wand described distorted by noise generated with .a the
in paragraph 3.4.2 of measuring instruments by the
MIL-HDBK-274(AS) I *. The problem in Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) generated by
developing an appropriate evaluation, the ESDS. Various efforts to eliminate
was in determining the various the EMP with filtering and shielding,
helicopter/ground handler interfaces, failed. Substitute qualitative
postulating the possible errors and measurements using arc over observations
misuses of the grounding system in each proved to be sufficient in accomplishing
interface, simulating these anomalies in a meaningful testing of the grounding
METHODS OF TEST and choosing electrical system.
parameters which would be conductive to
SAFETY. The solution evolved into a RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
test consisting of three configurations The verticle replenishment
of grounding wand applications: configuration is represented in Fig. 1
o Shipboard Verticle Replenishment - and was tested as shown in Fig. 2 with R2

simulation of grounding to ship initially represented by hangar ground, a
structures. value less than 10 ohms. In this

o Shorebased Verticle Replenishment - configuration, the wand satisfactorily
simulation of grounding to static discharged the ESDS ten times with no
ground points and using a ground apparent safety hazard to the operator.
stake in varying earth mediums. During the performance of this portion of

0 Handling of refueling and ordnance the test, the following misuse anomalies
- special concerns for arcing. were contrived (a sort of what if?):

0 The M83413-1 clamp becomes detached.
*Numbers in brackets designate 0 R2 approaches and exceeds 1OK ohm

References at end of paper. (due to attachment to painted,
In each phase of the test, the rusted or corroded surfaces,

charged helicopter was represented by an deterioration of the wand components
Electro Static Discharge Simulator or hook up to a non-standard static
(ESDS) represented in Fig. 2. The ESDS ground point).
is a marx generator capable of 0 Mishandling of the wand, with hand
delivering 336 KV at an energy level of positions on the wand in close
20 joules, which is comparative to a relation to the cargo hook, contact
CH-53 Sea Stallion helicopter charged to with the grounding cable, and
90 Kv and represents a lethal electric noncontinuous wand contact with the
shock. The high discharge voltage was helicopter.
selected to maximize detection of design 0 Using the ground stake in varying
deficiencies linked to material earth mediums.
breakdown. References have indicated 0 Use of the wand in a salt spray
aircraft potentials in excess of environment.
200 Kv 2 and as high as 1 Mv 1 . With the M83413-1 clamp detached

The human operator (bare handed (open circuited), the wand became unsafe.
" wand handler) was represented by a Arcing was observed between the

string of ten 68 ohm resistors connected ungrounded wand and RI (simulated wand
in series (RI) to avoid arc overs handler) still attached to hangar ground.
associated with single resistors. The After examining the wand, burn holes were
value of 680 ohms was selected as the discovered at the point of arcing. When
nearest standard value resistance of the R1  was relocated on the
average body resistance value presented
in MIL-HDBK-274(AS) 1 and reference 3
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wand (representing a different hand RI (simulated hand contact) when the ESDS
placement), additional discharges caused was repeatedly discharged at maximum

*new burn throughs as shown in Fig. 3. output. With Rl attached to the wand,
The voltage required to burn through and arcing occurred at R2 -40 K ohm. With RI
cause damage to the wand as well as the attached to the grounding cable, arcing
operator, was 190 Ky. Once a burn occurred at R2  less than 100 ohms.
through was established, hand placement Again, it is quite obvious that operator

*above a burn through reduced the contact with the grounding cable during a
breakdown voltage to the equivalent high voltage discharge could be
voltage required to burn through the hazardous. Keeping both hands on the
ground cable vinyl coating and arc the wand at all times would prevent wand
air gap between the ground cable and the handlers from accidently grabbing the
operators hand. This voltage was found cable with the free hand.ge
to be 100 Ky. Separate tests of the The wand was placed in the

*grounding cable, outside of the wand, configuration of Fig. 4 and initially set
*showed that damage to the vinyl coating with dl d2 -=1 inch and moved outward

(cracks, burns, or thin spots) would until discharge arcing attached
cause breakdowns at voltages less than predominantly to the wand's hook. This
I Kv. Even with the clamp laying on configuration represents various hand
concrete, there is still some finite positions on the wand in respect to the
resistance associated with ground and cargo hooks location. The distance at
therefore affording some protection to which the wand's hook received 12 out of
the wand handler 2 . Tests were 20 discharges, was dl - d2 a6 inches.
conducted in a similar configuration as At 10 inches, all attachments were to the
Fig. 2, except with the clamp (R2) wand. Therefore, to avoid a hazardous
laying on concrete and a 0. 1 inch gap situation, a caution area should be
placed between Rl and hangar ground, designated on the wand covering the first
attached first to an undamaged wand and 10 inches below the hook attachment
then to an undamaged portion of the screws.

*external grounding cable. The 0. 1 inch The wand and associated ground stake
*gap was representative of a 23 Kv - 5 Ky (driven 2 feet deep) satisfactorily

spark gap (depending on ambient discharged the maximum output of the ESDS
temperature and humidity) 3 4 and when both the wand and the resistive load

*corresponds to the range of REFLEX were grounded to moist grassed sod. A
ACTION SHOCKS (9 to 25 mJ) for a 2000 pF similar test was performed with wet sand
helicopter 1 . in this configuration, as the grounding medium. While
arcing occurred across the 0.1 inch gap performing this test, the ESDS operator
at discharges of 50 Ky and 30 Ky continually received electrical shocks to
respectively, with no evident burn his feet, at which time a panel of
throughs to either components. The plexi-glass was employed to provide

*easiest way to avoid burn througha and insulation for the ESDS operator. At
operator shock, is to relocate the each discharge, arcs were observed

*grounding cable outside of the wand, in between the wand and RI (simulated wand
*a manner similar to standard shepherd's handler). In the wet sand grounding

crooks. The wand handler should then medium, only discharges below 50 Ky would
maintain a 6 inch separation between be relatively safe. Similarily,

*himself and the grounding cable (6 hazardous situations are expected when
inches should suffice for protection up any dryer or less ionized earth mediums,
to 400 Ky 4 ). An alternate wand such as dry clays, gravel or desert sand
design based on a simple modification of are used to ground the wand. Even with
the existing wand, appears in Fig. 5. poor ground earth mediums, a helicopter

The test configuration of Fig. 2 can still reach a safe level of charge,
*was reestablished, and the value of R2  if given at least 5 RC time constants to

was increased until arcing occurred to discharge prior
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to touching the aircraft. Using the emphasis on SAFETY. Therefore, the tests
4%maximum resistance of 120 M ohms as a whole represent worse case

representing a chain laying on rocks conditions. The wand handler who is
over hard desert 2 and using a 2000 pF issued this particular wand may never
helicopter for example, would result in encounter the scenerios depicted by these
a 5 RC time of 1.2 seconds. To maximize tests. However, in the issuance of this
safety, the wand handler should allow at equipment, we must ensure that the wand
least 3 seconds to expire after contact handler be given the safest equipment and
with the helicopter prior to indicating be trained to expect, avoid, or control

*.a safe condition. all of the possible hazards. With this
A maximum dry air spark gap in mind, the test results indicate that

distance between two attachment points the wand handler should:
Von the grounding wand was established 0 Ensure that the grounding clamp is

for a maximum ESDS discharge and then attached to a low resistance ground
expanded by 1 inch. The wand was then and that the grounding wand and
sprayed with tap water to simulate a wet cable are undamaged.
wand. With a regular tap water spray, 0 Avoid contact with the grounding

*no arcing was observed between the two cable at all tines.
*attachment points. Using a saline spray 0 Maintain a hand placement of at
*of 14 g NaCliL of tap water (mid range least 10 inches from the hook

of salinity spray test values 4 ), attachment screws.
caused arc overs across the entire 0 Allow enough time for the helicopter

*length of the wand. These tests to discharge to a safe level.
*indicate that there will be greater 0 Be aware of the hazards of salt
*risks of arc overs to wand ahndlers in a spray.

salt spray environment. To reduce arc 0 Maintain safe distances when
overs, the wand handler should wash or handling ordnance and fuel.
wipe off his wand prior to contacting a
helicopter or its' cargo. RECOMMENDATION

During the various tests, several It is recommended that the existing
long arcs were observed. These long wand be altered as follows:
arcs (up to several inches), will cause 0 Remove the ground cable from within
a potential hazard when handling fuel or the wand and attach it externally as
ordnance. An arc length of 0.02 inches shown in Fig. 5.
minimum is needed to ignite proper air 0 Add black striping from the top of
fuel ratio)s 5 . The minimum energies the wand to a minimum of 10 inches
required to ignite fuel is 0.26 mJ 5 from the hook attachment screws
and for ordnance, 3j' mJ 1 . One forming a c-.ton zone (see Fig. 5).
possible solution would be to discharge In addition, the wand handler should:
the helicopter at a safe distance away 0 Maintain a 6 inch clearance between
from the fuel or ordnance and then, with the ground cable and all personnel.
a ground established, move the 0 Employ a 3 second equilibrium time
helicopter 1o the cargo. As with all afte~r halicopter contact before
other helicopter grounding situations, indicating a safe condition.
after initial discharge contact is made, 0 Maintain a continuous ground after
constant grounding must be maintained to initial discharge contact.
avoid additional charge build up. Wi h 0 Keep both hands on the wand.
large helicopters, recharging may only It is strongly recommended that
take a manner of seconds. whatever design is chosen for a

Helicopter Static Charge Crounding Wand,
CONCLUS IONS

* In summarizing the conclusions of
thist test, it must be remembered that

* the test methods were developed with
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that all handlers receive extensive

training in its proper use and safety.
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LIGHTNING-INDUCED TRANSIENT PROTECTION
FOR COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT',
USING FREQUENCY DOMAIN

ANALYSIS AND LOW-LEVEL TEST METHODS

D, A. East
* Boeing Commercial Airplane Company

P.O. Box 3707, M15 47-31
Seattle, Washington 98124

ABSTRACT 8. Perform swept-CW lightning simulation ground tests
on vehicle with the chosen protection methods

The analysis and test methods used to design and implemented.
validate the lightning protection for commercial aircraft are 9. Update prediction model based on swept-CW test
applied to an aluminum airplane with extensive use of results (if required). It may be necessary to repeat items
composites in the secondary structure. Airplane leading 8 and 9 if satisfactory results are not achieved with the
edge and engine nacelle wiring is rout-A in areas that are initial chosen protection method.
covered by composite structure. The lightning-induced
coupling analysis and modeling for this wiring is described. For present commercial airplane protection a

* Low-level testing to develop or validate the coupling models double-exponential lightning current threat waveform with
* is described. Comparison of model responses with test data is a peak current of 200 kA and a peak current rate-of-rise of

made. Using the model to extrapolate to full lightning threat 2 x 1011 A/s is used for design and analysis purposes. A
levels is discussed. reasonable maximum equipment qualification level of 600V

is used, which is a compromise between having all the
* INTRODUCTION protection in the equipment and having it all in the wire

shielding. The testing in 7 and 8 is to develop the prediction
*A COMPREHENSIVE EFFORT is necessary to protect model for making various tradeoffs to choose the optimum

commercial aircraft flight critical electrical and electronic protection and to verify the protection effectiveness.
systems from the induced effects of lightning. In this paper,
an approach for developing the necessary protection is DESIGN EXAMPLE: ENGINE CONTROL ELECTP ONICS
presented which uses frequency domain coupling analysis PROTECTION
and swept-CW testing. The approach is presented through a
design example where lightning protection is developed for Wiring that feeds engine-mounted electronics from the
electronic engine control electronics. flight deck or electronics bay passes under dielectric and

advanced composite panels and fairings on its way along the
GENERAL APPROACH wing leading edge through the strut and onto the engine.

Accordingly, the wiring is exposed to fields from engine and
An approach for designing lightning protection for wing lightning currents should lightning attach to the

commercial airplanes is outlined as follows: airplane. Initial estimates of the coupling to this wiring
1. Define lightning threat environment, require the following tasks:
2. Define electrical and electronic equipment criticality. 1. Establish the lightning attachment to the airplane that
3. Establish equipment qualification test waveforms and gives a current flow path that produces maximum

levels consistent with the expected induced transients coupling to the control wiring.
after protection. 2. Identify wire routing and those portions of the routing

* 4. Assess the vehicle geometry and equipment wiring to where exposure to lightning currents will most likely
determine exposure to lightning currents. occur. This is essentially locating electromagnetic

5. Perform simple calculations using the threat and apertures.
vehicle geometry to establish baseline transient 3. Calculate the open circuit voltage that the wiring will
estimates for comparison with hardness levels of be exposed to at each aperture. Since wire runs are not
qualified equipment. straight and orderly, average heights and lengths are

* 6. Recommend additional protection beyond inherent used. Nearby metallic hardware (ducts, spar stiffeners,
*structural protection if required. control cables) reduces effective loop areas, but credit

7. Construct a more detailed transient prediction model for the shielding from the hardware is ignored in the
*for the most critical equipment wiring. Using lab, preliminary calculations.

mockup, and full-sized airplane tests, develop the model 4. From the calculations, if the sum of all the apertures is
and improve the induced transient estimates. Use above the electronics-qualified hardness level (600V),
model to develop candidate protection methods when develop possible protection methods to reduce levels to
required. within 600V
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In a nacelle-to-opposite-wingtip attachment (Fig. 1),
current will flow from the engine inlet up into and along the W
wing leading edge to the fuselage (Fig. 2). Significant
coupling to the engine control wiring will occur (Fig. 3). The
coupling to engine wiring occurring along the flow path can
be broken down into segments and an equivalent aperture
voltage source calculated for each segment. The engine
aperture will be discussed to demonstrate the approach. To
save weight the engine fan cowl (Fig. 4), which was
previously constructed of aluminum, has been changed to
graphite composite structure, and engine wiring is routed
underneath it. The wiring is more exposed to the induced
effects of lightning because the composite cowl does not
provide the degree of shielding an aluminum one would. To
assess the exposure of the wiring, a simple calculation is
made assuming the cowl is notproviding any shielding and is Fig. 2 - Lightning Current Flow Along Nacelle and Wing
essentially removed (Fig. 5). The voltage on a wire installed Leading Edge
above the fan case is:

V0 BVoc = APB
at

oLH i (1)
Cir

A = loop area =LH I
-

L = wire length = 1.3m

H = wire height above fan case = .0762m

* Bt = derivative of the magnetic field with respect to Equipmnt
time and proportional to the lightning current. Fig. 3 - Engine to Fuselage Wire Routing

I = derivative of the lightning current with respect
to time

-- 2x 1011 A/s

go = permeability of free space AluminumFoiApe
=to Cowl Inx 10 Su-17c

* Cir = circumference of the fan case

- r (2.54)m

Fig. 4 - Aluminum Foil on Fan Cowl Inner Surface

"6

Fig. 1 - Lightning Current Flow Path for
Nacelle-to-Opposite-Wingtip Strike Fig. 5 - Engine Test Wire Geometry Without Cowl
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The open circuit voltage is proportional to the loop area analysis code that models discrete elements and
and the changing magnetic field. Using values from the transmission lines. The airplane can be modeled as a
geometry, the voltage is: collection of transmission lines for the various structural

sections such as the wing, fuselage, and stabilizers. The wire
% (4irx 1-7)(1.3)(.o762) (2x 1011) bundles and electronics can be modeled with discrete

ir (2.54) elements for the loads, and transmission lines for the wires.
(2) Aperture sources are calculated from the airplane

= 3.12 kV transmission-line model (Fig. 7) and connected into the wire

bundle model to determine load responses. With t his type of
This calculation shows the voltage to be much larger model the longitudinal current distribution is calcu lated,

than the 600V equipment qualification level, indicating the airframe and wire resonances are included, and sources are
need for more protection in this area. All other apertures added with the correct phase relationships. The model also

* along the wire route are assessed in this manner to outputs responses in the frequency domain in the form of
determine the total exposure voltage level. Protection transfer functions with reference to the airframe lightning
methods are developed for each aperture, and trades are input current, which can be compared with swept-CW test
made based on protection effectiveness, weight, cost, data that is measured as a transfer function. The block
reliability, maintainability, and other factors to select the "NAC" represents the engine nacelle where the, fan cowl
optimum protection method. For the fan cowl aperture, a aperture is located. To calculate the open circuit voltage on a
protection method that uses a thin aluminum foil layer wire with the cowl removed, the block "NACi1" is broken into
applied to the inner surface of the fan cowl was chosen to two blocks at the approximate location of the wire. An
shield the underlying wires. Installing metal braid over the inductor, representing the mutual inductance between the

* wiring or rerouting it closer to the fan case are other engine fan case and the wiring, is placed between tho two
protection methods. The foil was grounded around the fore blocks(Fig. 8). The value of the inductor "M" is relat,1 tl it ,
and aft edges and near the strut to primary structure, geometry as shown in the initial transient estinmate.
providing a current path above rather than below the wires
(Fig. 6). The voltage on the wiring protected by the foil was M -ri-o (3)
expected to be reduced considerably and to be related to the
current times the resistance of the foil layer plus a

f ~Multiple Transmission l inecontribution from any apertures created in the foil by access Airplane MoIe

panels and other cowl penetrations. The accuracy of the

transient estimates with and without protection installed t
S. depends on how well the physical parameter values in the

equations are known. Many parameter values can only be 6 , -
determined by testing. To ensure the most flight critical
electronics are adequately protected, a mathematical/ 2 _
analytical model is constructed that can be developed 1 uo 2 2 T- 2Vt

through testing and used to improve the transient estimates. E2 17_ _ 2 994.

With the model, sensitivities to parameters can be readily z 1
determined and various protection trades examined. In the _ 3

frequency domain it is much easier to see the effects of r-=-64s
changes in design details (i.e., parameters) than it is looking 'o 't'

at a time domain response pulse. The swept-CW test method ,,L -V

is excellent for developing this frequency domain model. t

Foil Fig. 7 - Airplane 7l)ansmission-Line Modl,,

.Ta Wit o

IL

Fall.g. l N ___ V _ __

1-2n _ - Ml 4

* Fig. 6 -Cowl Current Flow With Foil on Fan Cowl -M

ANALYTICAL COMPUTER MODEL -

A more detailed coupling analysis can be made using an
analytical computer model constructed from a circuit Fig. 8- Aperture Source Calculation Using Airplane Model
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The voltage across the inductor is:
50011 Mulpe WlTnmetanLne

Voc = MI (4) 4 :';-,.

which is the relationship for the voltage on the wire. In the ',u
frequency domain this expression is 71

= jwAMI (5) Fsl an 2 1 "2 2 2 Via ,

w= 2wrf 2 4 72

If the voltage is divided by "Ii," the current into the nacelle, r
a transfer function is formed that can be compared with " 2 1 %

swept-CW test data. I00 "  2'1 2-

TFvoc=f =lJM-j-- (6)
in nin LinhelngmCurrednt

Ch ....l tnrn.

All the aperture sources can be calculated by breaking the
transport transmission-line model at locations where Fig. 10- Airplane Model Configured for In-Flight Strike
apertures exist and inserting discrete elements which give Calculation
the desired functional relationship between the current or
voltage at the locations and the aperture voltage or current The open circuit voltage swept-CW transfer function
sources. The value of"M" from the simple calculation is 15.6 (TFvoC) on the engine fan case test wire with no foil installed
nH, which can be compared with the value obtained from the has the form:
swept-CW test data.

SWEPT-CW TESTING TFvoc wi JMm f

For the design example where coupling to engine control The mutual inductance can be extracted from the low
wiring is considered, short test probe wires were installed at frequency behavior (the frequency is below airplane

locations on the engine and along the wing (Fig. 9) to structure and wire resonant frequencies) of the open circuit
measure the various aperture sources. The particular voltage transfer function. Below 500 KHz, I/Iin= 1, and
responses measured were the open circuit voltage and short the transfer function reduces to
circuit current on each wire divided by the current into the
nacelle as a function of frequency from 1 KHz to 13 MHz. VC
Current is injected into the nacelle, exits by the opposite TFvoc =. joM).
wingtip, and returns to the generator through a ground
screen. (Vor/in)

giving M = 2, fo (9)"

Three Test Wires Across the Wing-Body Gap /

where V /in is obtained from the data at fo, where the plot isS- -changing at a rate of 6 dB/octave of frequency. Looking at Vo0

- One Test Wire Across the Rub Strip on the horizontal wire (Fig. 11) at 100 KHz (130 KHz sweep),..
Voc/Iin -46.6 dB = 4.7 x 10-3

One Test Wire Along the Strut
-10

Three Test Wires on Engine (Wires A.BC)
-20

Three Test Wires Along the Leading Edge
-30

Fig. 9- Tst Wire Installation for Ground Tst -40

Amplitude -50Volts/Amp dB -"'-"-

In the ground test the wingtip is shorted to the ground _60 -t 6 sdp

screen. To configure the model accordingly, the wingtip is 7

connected to ground through a small resistance and
inductance (Fig. 7). The longitudinal current distribution is -80
different during the testing than it would be for an airplane 00 20 40 60 so9t00 t20 140

in flight being struck by lightning. The model is configured Frequency(Klohertz)

this way while being developed with test data. Once the data
and model agree sufficiently, the model is reconfigured for Fig. 11 - Swept-CW Data: VOC Horizontal Wire, Cowl Open
the in-flight case (Fig. 10). (130 kHz)
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giving M= 4.7 x o-3  (10) knowing the magnitude of TFIsC over the region, the
2gr (100 X 103) transfer function, is flat. 16

= 7.49 nH At a frequency below where the transfer function %
flattens out and the magnitude is down by 3 dB, the wire -,

Using this mutual inductance in the airplane model, the resistance and inductive reactance are equal:
analytic transfer function, TFvoC (Fig. 12), was calculated R w = oLw  (14)
and should be compared to the CW data (Fig. 13).

* cwhich allows determination of the wire resistance also.
Pen CoYA open

., For the horizontal wire on the fan case whose CW %
, 0 transfer function is shown (Fig. 14), the data is flat at -42 dB,

1giving:

M 7.n .94 H (15)
.20 Lw = TTisc 7.943 x 10-3

VtitAmp dil

..

-to

-0.o 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 .20 --
Frequency (Megaheru)
VOC flnater Function -30

Amplitude -40

Fig. 12-Model 7hnsfer Function: VOC Horizontal Wire, AmpaAmpdB

Cowl Open .5o

30 -70

- 20C

* 200
10 00 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 140

Frequency (Megahertz)
0

Amplitude
-=. Volts/Ampd -10 - L Fig. 14-Swept-CW Data: ISC Horizontal Wire, Cowl Open

-10 

-

-30 The transfer function is 3 dB down at f = 14.5 KHz, giving

=2w = fw
00 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0

Frequency (Megsh) = (21r)(14.5 KHz)(.94 MH) (16)

Fig. 13 - Swept-CW Data: VOC Horizontal Wire, Cowl Open = .086fl
(13 MHz)

The short circuit current swept-CW transfer function Using these values in the model, the transfer function
TFISC on engine fan case test wires with cowl removed has (Fig. 15) 'as calculated.
the following form.

TF isc ISc - i # L (11) 0:xFan Cowl Open

IC in R +jw Lw 'in
-10

where k and Lw are the wire resistance and inductance
respectively -20

At frequencies high enough that wLw > R (and low Amplu -30

enough that I I(x)/lin I = 1), the transfer function flattens out AmpWeAmpdB

and is equal toM -4

TFIS JoiM _ (12) .so

Since M is determined from the open circuit voltage transfer 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 80 tOO 120 140

function, the wire inductance L w can be calculated as requency (Megahertz)
ISC 71,onsler Function

- MLW  I= i- (13) Fig. 15-Model Thansfer Function: ISC Horizontal Wire,
Cowl Open
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With the aluminum foil sheet installed on the cowl individual aperture sources are determined in a similar
inner surface, the foil diverts current from flowing entirely manner and included in the model. The overall circuit
on the fan case below the wire, reducing the fields and responses are obtained by running the model with the
induced wire voltage. Current is shared as a function of sources installed in a transmission-line model of the wire
impedance (fan case versus cowl) and, as such, is frequency bundling and circuit loads and transforming the result to the
dependent. At lowfrequencies all the current flows on the fan time domain.
case, and at higher frequencies, where the current is being
shared inductively, the cowl foil carries most of the current. .20 -- -

As a function of frequency, the current on the case is 3

A 40-
ICASE -A ITOTAL (17) Ak, -

where A is the frequency at which the current on the case is
reduced by 3 dB. The variable A is the ratio of the foil and -70

joint resistance to the fan case cavity inductance and can be -s o.
determined from the measured swept-CW transfer .1 .-

functions. The resistance of the fan cowl foil layer was much
higher than a continuous 2 mil aluminum foil sheet, and 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 14

most of the resistance was found to be located in the joints (N ) ez

where the foil sections were spliced together. The measured
open circuit voltage transfer function (Fig. 16) is modified Fig. 17- Swept-CW Data: ISC Horizontal Wire, Cowl Closed
from the cowl-open case by the factor AI(A +jco) and is:

TFvoc jaMA (18)
Fan Cowl Closed

-30.

-20 -4,"

-30 - .50o-

40 Amplitude .60." "

-50 Volts/Amp dB

Amplitude

Volts/Amp dB -700

-80

-9 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0

100 .. Frequency (Megahertz)
00 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0 VOC Transfer Function

Frequency (M g heroz) Fig. 18 - Model Transfer Function: VOC Horizontal Wire,

Fig. 16- Swept-CW Data: VOC Horizontal Wire, Cowl Closed Cowl Closed

The measured short circuit current transfer function
(Fig. 17) is also modified by the same factor and is given by:

Fan Cowl Closed

-40

TI - jwMA (19)TFIsC (Rw, + jwLw)(A +jw) 19-5

From the data the parameter values are:
Amplitude -70 '

M = 7.49 nH , A =2r (21.25 x 103) Amp Amp d80

R, = 100 ml , Lw = 1.5 1tH
-90

Model transfer functions, using the above parameters (Figs. too
00 02 04 06t 08 0 t 2 1.416 and 17), can be compared to the measured data (Figs. 18 Frequency (Megaherl) %

and 19). The testing showed the mutual inductance to be ,SC Transfer Functon

approximately 6 dB lower than the calculated estimate and
gave a quantitative measure of the foiled cowl shielding Fig. 19- Model TRansfer Function: ISC Horizontal Wire,
effectiveness, which could not be calculated. All the other Cowl Closed
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PROTECTION ASSESSMENT FROM MODELING AND
TEST RESULTS

At this point an evaluation of the protection can be made
by comparing the equipment hardness levels with the
transient levels obtained from the model for a full threat,
in-flight lightning strike. The airplane transmission-line
model will be configured as shown (Fig. 10) for the in-flight
threat. Airframe resonances will change from the ground
test case because the lightning channel impedance (500fl) is
much higher than the test generator and wingtip
termination impedances. If the voltage is less than 600V by
some chosen safety margin, the design is adequate. If the
expected levels are too large, additional protection should be
developed using the model to evaluate the effectiveness of
available protection methods. Another ground test with the
protection installed should then be done and the results p-

extrapolated with the model to the in-flight case to confirm
design acceptability

CONCLUSION

An approach for designing induced transient protection
for airplanes has been described. This approach uses
frequency domain coupling models developed through
swept-CW testing to predict in-flight lightning-induced
transients. The significance of the modeling and swept-CW
testing is that together they allow the determination of the
nature and location of the wiring excitation along the
airplane. The primary excitations from apertures, once
determined, can be reduced through various protection
methods which can be implemented and examined with the
model. The improved understanding of the coupling will
hopefully result in an optimum design.

5.2,
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CORROSION PROPERTIES OF SECOND GENERATION CONDUCTIVE MATERIALS

Earl Groshart
The Boeing Aerospace Company

P. 0. Box 3999, Seattle, WA 98124

This paper will discuss the corrosion resistance and other properties
of second generation conductive (EMI control) materials.

Since the introduction of the silver filled/epoxy adhesives, coatings,
lubricants, gaskets and other materials was introduced for EMI control
in the 60's, a new generation of materials have developed. These
materials use fillers of nickel, stainless steel, carbon and aluminum
and a variety of resins including acrylics, polyurethanes, latexes and
alkyds.

These materials have been tested for their own corrosion resistance
and their ability to prevent corrosion of a variety of substrates in a
humidity and salt fog environment. DC resistance values are used as a
measure of the extend of corrosion.

The galvanic effects generated between these materials and structural
aluminum were studied in extremely corrosive environments, le. salt
spray.

Data for the use of these materials in design and data for their
processing in manufacturing were developed and are reported in this
paper.

This paper was not available for incorporation into this book.
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MEASURED TRANSFER IMPEDANCE OF A LARGE GRAPHITE EPOXY
COMPOSITE TUBE WITH CURRENT DIVERTERS

L. 0. Hoeft, V.A. Gler and J. R. Hofstra

The BDM Corporation
1801 Randolph Road S.E.

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

ABSTRACT

The transfer impedance of a 47-inch long, 11.5-inch diameter,
0.1-inch thick graphite epoxy tube was measured in a quadraxial test
fixture from 10 Hz to 100 MHz. These measurements showed that the
sample behaved like a homogeneous material with a conductivity of about
2 x 104 mhos/M. Four copper tubes were fastened to the sides of the
tube as current diverters. Measurement of this configuration showed
that the transfer impedance began to increase at 100 Hz and reached the
original value (without diverters) by about 30 kHz, suggesting that
inductive current division is more important than resistive current
division for frequencies above a few tens of kilohertz. Additional
measurements explored the effect of joint impedance and composite-
metallic conduit-braided cable structures.

©1984 IEEE
Printed with permission from 1984 IEEE National Electromagnetic Compatibility Symposium
April 24-26, San Antonio, Texas
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INTRODUCTION RESULTS

COMPOSITE MATERIALS are being used more TRANSFER IMPEDANCE OF A COMPOSITE CYLINDER

frequently in advanced aerospace systems. This WITH AND WITHOUT CURRENT DIVERTERS Fig. 2

use led to concerns about their ability to shows the measured transfer impedance of the
shield against electromagnetic fields and carry composite tube, with and without four copper
large currents generated by lightning or EMP. current diverters. The measured transfer
The purpose of this study was to explore the impedance of the composite tubing without
electromagnetic properties of graphite-epoxy diverters displays the classic shape expected of
composite and to take an initial look at how a solid cylindrical shield. This suggests that
electromagnetic energy couples through a compos- graphite epoxy acts like a homogeneous material.
ite-metallic conduit-braided cable structure. The d.c. resistance (18.4 milliohm/m) is in good

After the approach is presented, the agreement with the low frequency transfer
results of measurements that determined (1) the impedance (17.0 milliohms/m). This resistance
composite material properties, (2) the effect of and the break frequency are consistent with a
current diverters, (3) joint fastener spacing, homogeneous material with a conductivity of
and (4) multiple material coupling will be 2 x 104 mhos/m.
presented and discussed. Finally, the results The purpose of the second set of measure-
will be summarized. ments was to determine the effect of adding

current diverters in parallel with the composite
APPROACH tube. Four 5/8-inch copper pipes, each with a

d.c. resistance of .48 milliohms/m, were
The surface transfer impedance method was soldered to the composite tubing end caps in two

chosen as the most desirable approach for deter- configurations. One configuration placed the
mining the electromagnetic properties of the current diverters at equally spaced intervals
graphite epoxy since it is: (1) very reproduc- around the circumference of the tube. The other
ible, (2) relatively easy to measure, (3) easily configuration placed the current diverters in
interpretable, and (4) corresponds to configura- pairs on opposite sides of the tube. This
tions frequently seen in the aerospace industry, configuration was meant to correspond to cable
A 49-inch long, 11.5-inch diameter, 0.1-inch conduits on the leading and trailing edges of a
thick sample of graphite epoxy was obtained and wing or cableways on a space vehicle. The
made into a 50-ohm transmission line by results of these measurements are also shown in
inserting a metal cylinder irto its center. Fig. 2.
Each end of the composite tube was prepared by The addition of these current diverters to
machining the surface and fastening 3/4 inch the exterior significantly lowered the low
copper rings on the inside and outside using frequency transfer impedance. However, it
conductive epoxy and rivets (4-inch spacing). begins to increase at 100 Hz, and by 30 kHz the
The ends were sealed with copper end caps which effect of the diverters has disappeared. This
could be soldered to the tube's end rings, is consistent with earlier measurements of

A special quadraxial test fixture was built cableways with aluminum sides and a steel top
to accommodate the sample, and the surface and bottom [2]. At very low frequencies, the
transfer impedance was measured using procedures current divides resistively. Since the parallel
normally used for cable measurements [I]*. A resistance of the four diverters is more than
computer-controlled data acquisition system, two orders of magnitude below that of the com-
shown in Fig. 1, was used to make the measure- posite, essentially all the current flows on the
ments from 10 Hz to 100 MHz. The sense wire for diverters. The d.c. resistance of this configu-
measuring the voltage was either the metal ration (equal spacing) was 0.23 milliohms/m,
cylinder inside the composite tube or, in the which is reasonably close to the low frequency
case of the composite tube-metallic conduit- transfer impedance (about 0.3 milliohm/m) if the
braided cable combination, it was the twisted finite resistance of the end cap is considered.
pair of the braided cable connected in common As the frequency increases above 100 Hz,
mode. the current starts to spread around the tube,

Besides measurements of the composite tube followinq the path of least impedance. In this
itself, several configurations were measured in frequency range, the inductance of the tube is
which 5/8-inch O.D. copper pipes were placed on becuming more significant than the resistance.
the exterior and interior surfaces of the The current follows the pith of least irduct-
composite tube to see how currents would flow on ance, that is, the current tends to spread
structures made with both composite and metal itself evenly around the circumference of the

* current paths. structure. The second configuration (two pairs
opposite each other) has a higher inductance;

*Numbers in brackets designate references at end therefore, the transition begins at a lower
of paper. frequency than for the first configuration (four

equally spaced diverters). Atove 30 to 100 kHz,
all configurations looked essentially the same.
Thus, current diverters are not particularly
effective against fast risetime transients like
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EMP or some parts of the lightning waveform. On The uppermost plot of Fig. 4 is the
the other hand, such transients should not transfer impedance of the graphite epoxy tube.
produce high surface current densities since the The second plot is that of a twisted, shielded
fast risetime current is spread more or less pair on the outside of the tube. At very low
uniformly over the structure. frequencies (below 100 Hz), the current divides

*EFFECT OF END CAP CONNECTIONS - A major resistively, and since the resistance of theL
concern in the electromagnetic design of compos- twisted, shielded pair is almost twice that of
ite structures is the performance of the joints, the composite tube, the current flowing on the
A complete investigation of the electromagnetic twisted, shielded pair is one-third of that
characteristics of joints in composite material flowing on the tube. Between 100 Hz and 30 kHz,
was outside the scope of this study. However, the current spreads because it is seeking the
the effect of joints was explored by simulating path of lowest inductance. This behavior was
a worst case condition, namely that the compo- described earlier in this paper in the discus-
site material did not make contact and the only slon of current diverters. The total transfer
electrical connection was by means of fasteners impedance decreases, because less and less
(bolts, rivets, etc.). In this study the current flows on the cable shield. Finally, the
fasteners were simulated by short wires total transfer impedance increases because
connected between the composite tube and end direct mutual inductance coupling predominates.
caps which were insulated from the tube. No The third plot on Fig. 4 is the total
current diverters were used. transfer impedance for a combination where the

The measured transfer impedances for one, twisted, shielded pair is placed over a strip of
three, and six connections are shown in Fig. 3. 2-inch wide copper tape. This plot is similar
The connection spacing is 36, 12, and 6 inches to that of the twisted, shielded pair cable
for these three cases. At low frequencies, alone except th~at the total transfer impedance
i.e., up to 100 kHz, the transfer impedance is is lower. This behavior is expected, since the
equal to the samples' d.c. resistance. At high copper tape diverts curren-t away from the cable
frequencies, above 1 MHz, the transfer impedance braid.
is proportional to both the frequency and the Finally, the bottom plot of Fig. 4 shows
connection spacing. This suggests that the high the total transfer impedance of the twisted,
frequency performance is dominated by the mutual shielded pair in a 5/8-inch diameter, 0.064-inch
inductance coupling due to the slots or thick copper pipe attached to the outside of the
apertures that exist between these connections, composite tube. In this case, the total
The magnetic and electric polarizability, and transfer impedance is dominated by the very low
the corresponding mutual inductance of such transfer impedance of the copper pipe.
slots can be calculated. The major unknown is The results of the total system simulation
the effective height and width of the slot, phase of this study suggest that even high
since it does not have zero depth. These resistance portions of the structure play an
measurements show that nonuniform joints, such important role in keeping the current off the
as might be expected in practice, act like cable shields, thereby reducing the overall
apertures and dominate the behavior of the electromagnetic coupling at high frequencies.
material above 1 MHz. In addition, the current division appears to be

TOTAL TRANSFER IMPEDANCE OF A COMPOSITE primarily inductive.
TUBE-METALLIC CONDUIT-BRAIDED CABLE SHIELDING
SYSTEM - Most practical shielding situations do SUMMARY
not usually consist of a single shield, but are
composed of metallic and composite structures, This study demonstrated the following:
conduits, and cable shields. The purpose of the

* third phase of this study was to investigate the 1) Graphite epoxy acts like a homogeneous
total effect of such a combination. The quad- conductor with a conductivity of 2 x 10 mho/m.
raxial test fixture was used to inject a current 2) Metal current diverters lowered the
on the outside of the composite tube. A transfer impedance below 100 Hz, because of
twisted, shielded wire pair was placed at resistive current division. However, the effect

* various locations and the cormmon mode voltage of such diverters essentially disappeared by
* was measured. The ratio of this voltage to the 30 kHz suggesting that the current follows the

injected current Is defined as the total path of least impedance, which in this case is
transfer impedance. For the first measurement, the path of least inductance.
the twisted, shielded pair (R = 33 milliohms/m) 3) Nonuniform joints behave like aper-
was placed on the outside surface of the compos- tures and dominate behavior above 1 MHz.

* ite tube. Next, the twisted, shielded pair was 4) All parts of the structure, including
placed over a strip of 2-inch wide copper tape those of relative high resistance, play a sig-
(resistance = g.9 milliohms/m). Finally, the nificant role in diverting current from the
twisted, shielded pair was placed in a 5/8-inch cable shields. In fact a composite tube-braided
copper pipe and placed either outside or inside cable combination demonstrated reasonably good
the composite tube. The results are shown in electromagnetic performance.
Fig. 4.
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NICKEL-COATED GRAPHITE AND ARAMIDE FABRICS AS PART OF COMPOSITE FOR
LIGHTNING STRIKE PROTECTION OF AIRCRAFT

Harold Fbneth Ph.D

Bayer AG Leverkusen, West-Germany
Central Research Dept. Application of New Products

ABSTRACT

Highly nickel-coated graphite and aramide fabrics will provide adequate composite structure
protection from zone 2 A lightning strikes. The coating level used will depend on the damage to-
lerance and structural make-up of the part to be protected.

Adequate protection implies that a level of coating can be chosen, which when applied will
limit the damage to a level which can be tolerated by the structure.

These highly nickel-coated fabrics show an excellent shielding effectiveness from electromag-
netic waves (attenuation of 40 to 60 dB) and outstanding reflection of microwaves (loss of reflec-
tion 50.1 dB).
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SUMMARY coating to the graphite and aramide fabric.
Surface plies of the treated materials are

Nickel-coated graphite fabrics with an used to protect the structure.
amount of 100 to 150 g/m will provide ade-
quate composite structure protection from Approximately 400 composite panels con-
zoge 2 2 A lightning strikes (100 kA, 0.25 taining plies of nickel-coated fabrics were
10 A .s and 3.6 kA, 10 coulombs). Graphite subjected to lightning tests representative
fabrics coated with nickel of more than of the zones 1 A and 2 A lightning environ-
150 g/m will provide protection for compo- ment. The pure nickel-coated graphite fabrics
site structures subject6 t2 zone 1 A lightning were also tested before being embedded in the
strikes (200 kA, 2 10 A .s and 3.6 kA, epoxy resin.
10 coulombs). The coating level used will de-
pend on the damage tolerance and structural The tests were conducted at Lightning
make-up of the part to be protected. Technologies, Inc., 10 Downing Parkway, Pitts-

field, Massachusetts, 01201 and Technical Uni-
Adequate protection implies that a level versity of Braunschweig, West-Germany, Insti-

of coating can be chosen, which, when applied, tute for High-Voltage Engineering, D-3300
will limit the damage to a level which may be Braunschweig, Pockelstr. 4.
tolerated by the structure.

Due to the many variables inherent in
Tests orbanickel-coated aramide filament the fabrication of any composite structural

fabrics like Kevlar indicate that an equiva- system, the amount of protection necessary
lent protection can be produced. cannot be predicted without testing represen-

tative samples of the proposed design. This
Both nickel-coated fabrics show an ex- will be true of any lightning protection sy-

cellent shielding effectiveness in the range stem. The amount of nickel metal on the gra-
of 1 GHz - 96 GHz (attenuation of above 40 dB) phite or Kevlar fabric may therefore vary
and outstanding reflection of microwaves in according to the intended application and the
the same range of frequency (loss of reflec- lightning strike zone.
tion (0.1 dB, i. e. 098 % reflection)

TEST SAMPLES
INTRODUCTION

The test samples, nickel-coated graphite
Advanced composite structural materials filament yarn fabrics and panels (fibre-rein-

are presently being considered for various forced epoxy resin panels), consisting of
applications on new aircraft systems. Many three filament yarn fabrics: one glass silk
details were published during the 8th Inter- fabric, one non-metallized and one nickel-
national Aerospace and Ground Conference on coated graphite filament yarn fabric (type
Lightning and Static Electricity June 21 - 3 K 70 P) on the top, tested in West Germany,
23, 1983, Fort Worth, Texas, USA1ti. Many of (in 1981 and 1982) were prepared by Bayer AG,
the applications expose the new materials to Leverkusen and supplied to the Technical Uni-
the effects of lightning strikes. MIL-STD-1757 versity of Braunschweig.
"Lightning Qualification Tests Techniques for
Aerospace Vehicles and Hardware", 17 June 1980 The samples tested in the USA were im-
and SAE AE4L Report, "Lightning Test Waveforms proved and the top ply of all test panels of
and Techniques for Aerospace Vehicles and the protected fabric was impregnated with the
Hardware", 20 June 1978, both define aircraft same epoxy resin system as contained in the
lightning strike attachment zones and specify underlying plies.
simulated lightning tests to evaluate struc-
tural system performance. Composite structu- All painted samples were coated with a
ral materials are frequently used in zone 1 A standard aircraft coating system as follows:
(wing skin, fuselage panels, gear doors, bay
doors and nose cones). Zone 1 A specifies the 0 0.0005 to 0.001 inches of an epoxy pri-
application of simulated i~htning strike com- mer complying with Boeing Material Spe-
ponents A (200 kA, 2 x 10 A .s) and B (10 cou- cificatinn (BMS) 10 - 79 Type 2
lombs, 2 kA, 5 ms). Consequently, development
tests which apply zone 1 A tests comprised of 0.0015 to 0.002 inches of a polyuretha-
components A and 8 are quite appropriate. oe topcoat complying with BMS 10 - 60

Type 2
LIGHTNING STRIKE PROTECTION

TEST PROCEDURES
Bayer AG and Mobay Chemical Corporation,

Penn Lincoln Parkway West, Pittsburgh, Penn. Tests carried out by the University of
15 205, USA, have develoed a lightning pro- Braunschweig:
tection system, Baymetex -C for composite ma-
terials which involves applying a nickel
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The metallized parts of the laminates time IT product of greater than 64 A.s and was
were clamped in two 40 cm long metal termi- constructed by the General Electric Company.
nals arranged on opposite sides of the square The resistive shunt exhibits a 10 ns response
test sample. In the tests for current-carry- time and 1 000 joule dissipation. The shunt
ing capacity of the laminates, one terminal is manufactured by T & M Research Products,
was earthed and the other was connected to Inc.
the impulse current generator. When coupling
the impulse current via an arc, a circular The oscilloscopes are periodically ca-
impulse-current carrying electrode of I cm librated using a crystal controlled square
diameter was attached at a distance of I mm wave generator (Heath Kit Model IG 4505) and
above the laminate, which was earthed via the internal voltage calibrator, which is
the two terminals at its edges. checked with a Fluke Model 8020A Multimeter.

The impulse current amplitudes were Voltage and current pulse waveshapes and
approx. 10, 30, 50 and 100 kA in each case. amplitude measurements were made in accordan-
The 10 - 50 kA values were produced using ce with IEEE STD 4-1978, "IEEE Standard Tech-
the generator at the Institute's branch in niques for High Voltage Testing".
Braunschweig (capacitance 12.5 pf, charging
voltages up to 60 kV). A damped oscillation All arc entry tests were conducted using
was generated with a period of 45 jis; the a 3/8 inch diameter steel rod electrode and
impulse current values given are the crest with a 1 1/4 inch gap between the rounded end
values of the first semi-oscillation. The of the rod and the panel surface.
100 kA impulse current was produced using a
larger generator at the Institute's branch RESULTS
in Hallendorf (77 VF, 15 kV).

The test results in Germany for current-
The tests in the US were conducted in carrying capacity show that the resin impreg-

accordance with MIL-STD-1757 Method T02, nation causes a reduction in the permissible
zone I A, using arc entry current injection, surface current density in comparison with

bare metallized fabric. As discharges when
The samples were subjected to components carrying current must be avoided due to the

A and B, as well as to a partial zone 2 A associated destruction of the resin, highly
test consisting of components D and B. Sample metallized laminates allow an impulse current

. damage assessments were made using visual of approximately 1 kA per cm of material width.
means by Lightning Technologies. On the basis of the tests performed, no ma-

terial destruction is to be expected at a
The simulated lightning current pulses current of this order.

were generated using RLC circuits. The ca-
pacitance bank was charged to a predetermined High current levels at the strike point
voltage and discharged, on a single shot ba- with arc coupling lead to irreversible damage
sis, through inductance, resistance and the of the resin matrix and also to partial da-
test panel. Values of capacitance, inductance, mage of the metallized fibre inlay. Only high-
and resistance are chosen to obtain the re- ly metallized fabric displays no, or only
quired voltage and current waveshapes as well neglible, damage. However, as the current in-
as to insure that the test item impedance is tensity of a lightning charge can be very
small compared to circuit impedance and will high, it must be assumed that direct light-
therefore not affect waveshapes when inser- ning coupling into the laminate can lead to
ted. intolerable damage.

The measurements were displayed and pho- The outbreak of fire observed in some
tographically recorded on Tektronix oscillo- cases can be attributed to the impregnating
scopes. The measurement signals are relati- epoxy resin.
vely low compared to the applied test, and
shielding of the signal cables and the os- Many more test panels have been tested
cilloscopes is fairly important. The oscil- in the US. More than 400 panels were investi-
loscopes are housed in an RF shielded room gated. Several metals, metal combinations,
and the cables routed to them are carried types of fabric weave and panel combinations
from the point of test to the room in metal were used.
conduits.

Tests were applied to both painted and
The current measurements were made using unpainted samples. In general, the size and

a 100 : 1 pulse current transformer with a extent of damage is related to the amount of
0.01 ohm burden resistor and a 0.005 ohm re- nickel added to the fabric. The greater the
sistive shunt. Component A currents were weight of nickel added, the less the damage.
measured on the current transformer, which
has a 1 Hz to 100 MHz bandwidth and a current-
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The blast force associated with the test second ply. If the structure of the part can
subjects the panel to a mechanical shock. It survive limited second ply damage, then lighter
appears that if the simulated lightning cur- coatings 'jith metal can be considered. In ge-
rent has damaged some of the plies in a par- neral, the weave and graphite yarn types seem
ticular test sample design, the shock can to have a minimal effect on performance. It
crack or break the remaining plies. Tests has been found, however, that a plain weave,

performed on various sample panel sizes, like type 3 K 70 P (Boeing), gave the best re-
cross-sections and types of layups indicate sults in the tests.
that all parameters affect this area of per- 2
formance. For example, tests conducted pre- A sample with 150 g Ni/m exhibited a
viously on other panels of the same dimen- surface ply damage area of about 12 inch but
sions but with different weave and resin sy- no second ply damage. Maybe this effect is re-
stems exhibited no tendency to break as did lated to the fact that the lower layer of the
the present sample panels. Consequently, the fabric (non-metallized graphite fabric) acts
structural protection afforded to a composite like the second ply of another fabric and
part by any protective coating or fabric must tends to limit the depth of the damage.
be verified on the part. Tests on other con-
figurations can be used to make comparisons or It has also been found that the first
preliminary screening decisions but cannot be metallized ply on the top of the composite
depended on for final design data. test panel is sufficient to provide lightning

strike protection. Another metallized ply un-
In almost every case, the unprotected derneath has almost no additional effect on

sample was heavily damaged and in some in- the protection.
stances destroyed completely.

SHIELDING EFFECIlVENFSS AND REFIECTION OF MI-

All reported tests were conducted on CROWAVES
painted panels. Previous experience has shown
that the paint has a significant effect on the It has been found, that all these highly
results. As can be seen from the figure, any metallized fabrics and also the composites
protective system evaluation requires that the with a metallized fabric on top have excellent
sample be coated with a paint system, preferab- properties regarding shielding effectiveness
ly the one that will be applied in service, and reflection of microwaves. Tests of attenu-

ation and reflection of microwaves were con-
A study of the test samples reveals that ducted at Bayer AG, teverkusen, Department of

even the lowest weight of added nickel greatly Central Research Application of New Products.
improved the survivability uf Lhe panel. The
determination of the weight of added nickel In general it has been found, that the
needed to provide protection will depend on attenuation of electromagnetic waves in the
several factors, including - but not limited range of 30 MHz to 76 GHz is above 40 dB. All
to - lightning strike zone, number of plies, cor-posite samples show, however, an attenuation
and damage tolerance. of 60 dB and above.

It must be noted that a substantial light- (40 dB = 4 = 1/hieldin of 99.99 'It i~~~ ~~0 = 00--.jl]( rHOW99999
ning strike on any composite structure will

cause some damage. Protecting the composite 1 : -hie
from all damage will require a coating which 106 : IO0Oedirwj of 99.9999% o)
is so heavy as to negate the advantages of
using the composites in the first place. Ihe reflection of mierovjsses; io also cx-

cellent and therefore (live.; th, composite a
The results indicate that Baymetep]-C high shielding.

nickel coatings of 100 to 150 grams per square
meter will provide adequate protection for Even wi th a !;mall iiiotnrl of inickel the
areas subjected to zone 2 A lig .tning strikes test panel shoied ;i ret let ion of 98 00 and
(100 kA). The amount of coating utilized will higher, *• e,.{ toss,;! ti ref lct ion of'_40.1 dB
be determineed by part criticallity a2d damage in the range of 1 C, to 76 ('Hz.
tolerance. Parts coated with 100 g/m nickel
coating may require maintenance or replace- Vali ies amhoye 76 Ctor" i' i )cloa 11 Hz are
merit prior to 2 further flights while parts under inve;t iqo t ofn.
using 150 g/m or more will require no more
than cosmet ic repairs.

For arIis su,]ct to zone 1 A strikes

(200 kA, 0.25 10'A . and 3.6 kA, 10 coulombs)
a metal coat ing of more than 150 grams per
square meter tioti d he used. This i r a recom-
mendat ion, ho;ed en rboerved damage to the
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